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w.hat was it like to be a college student in

the 1890s? Come along with Saint Leo's

first arrival, James L. McDermott Jr., and

see. What did they do for run at the turn of

the century? Sit in on a "base ball" game as

the College Stars cross bats with the profes-

sional Pasadena Giants in 1894. How did

they cope with life in primitive times? Listen

to contemporary witnesses of a prodigious

adventure, as the three-story Holy Name
convent and academy building is physically

moved a half-mile by ox-team to more

spacious grounds in the summer of 191 1

.

Pioneer College is the absorbing story of

the century-long sweep of the Benedictine

communities of Saint Leo College, Saint

Leo Abbey, and Holy Name Priory. Each

was founded in 1889 and now celebrates its

centennial.

In the hands ofDr. James J. Horgan, this

story springs to life. The personalities ofthe

pioneering years are particularly unforget-

table: Judge Edmund F. Dunne, the vision-

ary and imperious founder of the "Catholic

Colony ofSan Antonio," the magnet which

generated these three institutions; Fr. Ger-

ard Pilz, the enthusiastic promoter ofpossi-

bilities for the Benedictines in the Florida

wilderness; Abbot Charles Mohr, the com-

plex and remarkable leader of Saint Leo for

41 years.

This is a book not only for those with

attachments to Saint Leo and Holy Name,

but for anyone who cannot resist a good

story well told.
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To Benedict Roth, O.S.B. (1862-1925), who came to Saint Leo
as an 1890 pioneer, headed the college for fifteen and a half

years, and saved everything from the earliest days, because he

knew we would be coming along a hundred years later.
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Introduction

his book is the history of Saint Leo College, Saint Leo
Abbey, and Holy Name Priory — three communities

which share the same heritage, values, and unifying spirit. Each

was founded in the year 1889 and now celebrates its centennial.

As the title implies, the emphasis is on the college, but the

developments at the Benedictine abbey and priory are an integral

part of this story. Indeed, for most of the past century, there was

no distinction between the monastery and its school. And while

the Holy Name sisters have always had an autonomous identity

separate from Saint Leo, they have carried out a common mission

of education and service, and for the past generation have

centered their efforts on supporting the college.

At Saint Leo College, we have lost the memory ofour history.

We contracted collective amnesia in the 1960s with the growth
of the "new" Saint Leo College, which opened with 67 students

in 1959 and by 1968 had an enrollment of 1,219. In that same
period, the character of the faculty shifted with the influx of a

large group of new academic professionals. Moreover, in that

time of rapid change, attention was focused on the future. The
past was mislaid.
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Much of what little survives in our common memory is mis-

taken. Most notably, we have the general impression that Saint

Leo was a high school for 70 years before it made the transition

into a college only 30 years ago. In fact, Saint Leo was a genuine

college at its very inception.

Not only was its original name "St. Leo's College," but it also

operated with a curriculum, student body, and standards accord-

ing to the customary practices at colleges throughout the United
States in that era. By the mid- 19 10s, however, the Saint Leo
program was no longer standard academic practice at colleges of

the day. The monks decided instead to develop what one long-

time Benedictine has called
u
a serious English-style prep school."

From 1920 until 1964, Saint Leo College Preparatory School be-

came just that. By the time of its closing, the college of today had

been reborn.

These pages cover the entire hundred years of these three in-

stitutions. But nearly three-quarters of this book recounts the

pioneering years— building a college, an abbey, and a priory out

of the wilderness.

What college knows the name of its very first student, let alone

what he did during his stay, and what became ofhim later in life?

How many schools have an account of the activities of their first

day? And who knows such things as the date when the first straw-

berry pie made from berries grown on the college grounds was

served to the student community?
The records ofour earliest days have been preserved in unusual

detail. We can thank one man for it: Fr. Benedict Roth, who saved

everything and knew that those who came after him would ap-

preciate what he had done.

This centennial history has been written with two themes in

mind.

First of all, it is a "social history." The focus is on what life here

was like through the ages. What kinds of classes did the students

take at the start? What did they do for fun in the 1890s? Did the

students accept the monastic disciplinary style of the early days?

What were the frustrations of train travel at the turn of the cen-

tury? How did the Saint Leo community deal with the issues of

prejudice over race, religion, and nationality? At what points did

technological improvements make their appearance: running

water, telephones, automobiles, electricity, flush toilets? Are there

central values which persist over the years?
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Secondly, this is a story of people. Their names have been, for

the most part, lost to us. Judge Edmund F. Dunne, passionate

and imperious founder of the Catholic Colony of San Antonio.

Mother Dolorosa Scanlan, first superior of Holy Name Convent
and Academy. Fr. Charles Mohr, energetic and complex leader of

Saint Leo for 41 years. James L. McDermott Jr., the pioneer stu-

dent ofthe college, who overcame failure and went on to acclaim.

Brother Anthony Poiger, a hunchback from infancy, who became
the master builder of the three communities. One hopes that

these men and women come to life here and are not presented

merely as names on a page.

"The really exciting and interesting feature of St. Leo history,"

college coat-of-arms designer Fr. Bede Gale once wrote, "is that

despite all the [difficulties] . . . the place has endured and crashed

through." This is a human story offoibles and achievements, con-

flict and humor, adversity and triumph.

James J. Horgan
San Antonio, Florida

June 4, 1989
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Origins

he history ofSaint Leo College, Saint Leo Abbey, and Holy
Name Priory begins with Edmund Francis Dunne.

He was the 1881 founder of the "Catholic Colony of San An-
tonio" — a settlement named just that way. It was to serve the

needs of his "colonists" that the Benedictine monks and sisters

came to Florida.

Briefly put, Dunne established a "colony" in the Florida wilder-

ness in 1881-1882 as a cultural enclave for Catholics. The com-
munity was colonized in the same manner as the English had
established Jamestown and the Spanish, St. Augustine: in formal,

systematic fashion. It didn't just spring up randomly. Indeed, San

Antonio is virtually the same size and of the same character today

as it was a century ago.

Dunne wanted to serve the needs of his Catholic confreres. By
the mid- 1 880s halfofthem were Germans and they wanted a Ger-

man-speaking priest. The judge, therefore, asked the local bishop,

John Moore of St. Augustine, to provide one. But Moore didn't

have any German-speakers. In an effort to find one, he wrote to

the celebrated German Archabbot Boniface Wimmer of the

Benedictine Archabbey of St. Vincent in Latrobe, Pennsylvania.
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Wimmer, ever willing to send his monks hither and yon in

response to a call, sent the bilingual Gerard Pilz to San Antonio
in 1886.

The first Benedictine in Florida not only provided for the pas-

toral needs of the colonists, he promoted the idea for a Catholic

college, run by the Benedictines. But Archabbot Wimmer's
health was failing, and St. Vincent was more than a thousand miles

away from its Florida outpost. In 1888, jurisdiction was trans-

ferred to Abbot Leo Haid of Maryhelp Abbey at Belmont, Gas-

ton County, North Carolina. Haid came to San Antonio on
February 7, 1889, to make arrangements for the establishment

of Saint Leo College, securing a charter from the state of Florida

on June 4, 1889. This is the date of the founding of the Saint

Leo college and monastery.

The Benedictine sisters arrived that same year, in response to a

petition from Fr. Gerard Pilz. They came to San Antonio from
the city of Allegheny, Pennsylvania, on February 28, 1889, to

take over the Catholic elementary schools which had begun in

1883-1884. They moved quickly, and on March 11 established

Holy Name Academy as well.

The year 1 889 is the founding year ofthese three communities:

1) the college which these monks created; 2) the abbey to which

their pioneer community was raised in the course of time; and 3)

the motherhouse of the sisters and their schools — a century of

Benedictines in Florida.

Judge Edmund Dunne
Edmund Francis Dunne, the man from whom all this has

sprung, was a distinctive and complex figure: a visionary, excep-

tionally learned, principled in religious matters to the point of

fanaticism, decisive and judgmental, magnanimous and intense-

ly hard-working, sentimental but cold-blooded, at once respon-

sive and insensitive, but impossibly pompous and imperious,

thin-skinned and sometimes vengeful, and ultimately both

revered and vilified.

Born in Little Falls, Herkimer County, New York, on July 30,

1835, he accompanied his Irish-born father John O'Dunne to

California in 1852 and studied law in San Francisco. A Douglas

Democrat, he joined the Union Party during the Civil War (later

becoming a Republican), won election to the California legisla-

ture from Sonoma County in 1862, served in the constitutional
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Judge Edmund F. Dunne, founder

of the Catholic Colony of San

Antonio as he looked in 1877.

Edward J. Herrmann Collection

convention for the new state of

Nevada in 1864, and was an eight-

term member of its judiciary as

well. On the bench, he gained a

reputation for balanced fairness

and judicial temperament.
Nevada's Winnemucca Argent
said ofhim: "The whole title to the

Montezuma mine was given to his

lone decision in preference to a

jury... Such confidence in the wis-

dom and integrity of a judge has

never been paralleled on this coast

— if anywhere. There is no man
who can present a brighter record

than Judge Dunne." 1

Edmund Dunne had an aris-

tocratic bearing and manner. His

family history traces his lineage to

the chief of the Clan Duin Desuig of pre-Christian times, and

documents his claim to the hereditary Irish title of "Prince of

Iregan."2 He was married in Paris in 1872 to Josephine Cecilia

Warner of Mississippi, with two French counts and a marquis as

witnesses. 3 Two years later, he was appointed Chief Justice of

Arizona Territory by President Ulysses Grant. This position gave

him a large public forum, which he proceeded to make use of in

fearless and flamboyant fashion.

Catholics were criticized for promoting their own schools, and

Judge Dunne rose with a fierce defense. On February 2, 1875,

he gave an address in the Hall of the House of Representatives at

Tucson which would prove both his undoing and his making. Be-

cause of it, he lost his position, but as a result gained such a fol-

lowing in Catholic circles that he was able to bring off his vision

to found a colony for his co-religionists.

A public school system was then being established in Arizona,

but Dunne believed that Catholics should be given a share of tax

money to support their own school system. In the course of

defending his views, he took the position that "the State has no
inherent right to teach at all." He went on to suggest that the

concept of compulsory public education was "socialistic" and
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"communistic," and that it would open the door to any number
of horrors:

When you admit that the State may enter the sacred

precincts of home and tear your child from your arms to

train it and teach it as it likes because a majority desire to

do so, then you also admit to them that you have no right

ofany kind in your wife or daughters which they are bound
to respect; you admit that this majority may, against your

will, dissolve all domestic ties, and call upon the members
ofyour family to submit to whatever outrages any wild, in-

sane majority may choose to order; you admit that they

may institute whatever of ancient Pagan rites they please,

and compel your wives and daughters to submit to them.

Are you ready for the laws of Lycurgus? Are you ready to

say the State may indicate to you which particular child

you shall strangle in its cradle because the official physician

declares that its physical development is not satisfactory to

the State? Are you willing to say that the State may limit

the amount of property you may own, the kind of house

you may build, the clothes you shall wear, the food you
shall eat, the opinions you shall entertain, the faith you
shall hold, the woman you may marry, the wife you may
keep?...Are you ready to deny God, destroy society, and

send everything headlong to the devil?4

"The discourse of the learned judge more than exceeded the

expectations of his friends, and produced an excellent impression

on the minds of those opposed to his views," wrote the

McGee Illustrated Weekly} Much of what the judge had said was
well reasoned and sober; but much ofit was fiery and intemperate

as well. Reaction throughout the country was less positive. The
40-page lecture was issued in pamphlet form in San Francisco and
New York City. It created a sensation. As a federal judge, Edmund
Dunne had plunged himselfmost injudiciously into a public con-

troversy. Protests flooded into the White House. President Grant

pressed him to resign from the court in December of 1875. 6 Ever

afterward, Dunne proudly styled himself "ex-Chief Justice of

Arizona."

Showered with Catholic honors for his principled stand, Ed-

mund Dunne became a highly visible figure in the Church for the

remaining three decades of his life. Pope Pius IX made him a

Knight of the Order of St. Gregory in 1876 and Pope Leo XIII

raised him to a Commander in the Order in 1879. The Univer-

sity ofNotre Dame gave him an honorary Doctor ofLaws degree
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in 1880 and his commencement address on "Realities of Life"

was distributed by the university press for years afterward. For his

work in promoting Catholic education and colonization, Pope
Leo in 1884 created him a hereditary Papal Count. 7

After his removal from the Arizona bench, Dunne practiced law

in New Mexico and Utah. He was a specialist in mining issues and

Mexican land grant claims, and among other cases, he handled a

suit against Mormon leader Brigham Young by a woman who
claimed she had lost her property in Salt Lake City because she

refused to obey his mandate to become a "plural wife." 8 In 1881,

the ex-Chief Justice was practicing in Chicago when he got the

opportunity to carry out his long-time vision to establish a

Catholic Colony.

Founding the Catholic Colony of San Antonio

The state of Florida was on the verge of bankruptcy in 1881.

To raise money, the government was willing to sell its only asset:

its land. The trustees ofthe public land board made the state hold-

ings available for 40 cents an acre for a purchase of one million

acres, 30 cents for a sale of three million, and 25 cents an acre to

anyone who would buy a block of four million acres. 9 Through
the intercession ofGovernor William D. Bloxham, Hamilton Dis-

ston, head of a saw-making firm in Philadelphia, agreed to the

maximum offer and pledged $1,000,000 for four million acres.

"It was the largest amount of land ever bought by a private in-

dividual in the history of the United States," noted a profile of

the 37-year-old entrepreneur, who immediately became a nation-

al figure and one of Florida's most celebrated promoters. 10

He saved the state's financial credit. But Disston's bargain was
not quite as favorable as it seemed, for a condition ofthe sale held

that he must drain the swamps and develop the land, a far more
costly commitment. In the next decade and a half, Disston

proceeded to do just that. A believer in steamboat transport —
unlike his contemporaries Henry Plant and Henry Flagler, who
had a more accurate vision of Florida's future in railroads — he

laid out a network of canals and towns from Fort Myers nearly to

Jacksonville. But the financial panic and depression of 1893-1894
brought him to ruin. After an evening at the theater, he returned

to his Philadelphia home and shot and killed himselfon April 30,

1896.

»
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Edmund Dunne played a major role in this adventure. He
handled the selection of the Disston Purchase land. This windfall

legal assignment was evidently secured for him by his brother

Colonel John J. Dunne, who was vice president of Disston's

Florida Land and Improvement Company. 12 Instead of taking

cash as his attorney fee, Judge Dunne received control of 100,000
acres, personally chosen by him as the first disposition of the Dis-

ston land. He explained the procedure to a reporter for the Bal-

timore Catholic Mirror in 1885:

I was selected by Mr. Disston as his attorney to go to

Florida and assist in the selection and to supervise the

taking out of the tide deeds. I obtained, as part of this ar-

rangement, the right to have the first selection, out of the

purchase, 50,000 acres of land for a Catholic colony, with

the privilege that when I had sold a certain amount I

should have the further privilege of taking another 50,000
acres for the same purpose. This contract was made August

10, 1881. On August 19 I was in Florida and began the

work of this selection. 13

It had long been Edmund Dunne's aspiration to found a colony

for Catholics. In fact, the idea was something of a family tradi-

tion. His father John O'Dunne emigrated from Ireland to

Quebec at the age of 20 in 1820 "with the intention of estab-

lishing a colony where he might be joined by such of his com-
panions and friends as might like to try their fortunes in the New
World," says the Dunne family history. He bought a tract of land

in "Upper Canada" but the venture failed. "Unwittingly, he had

located himself in the stronghold of the Orangemen of Canada.

When his purpose of establishing an Irish Catholic Colony be-

came known, they made the country too hot to hold him." 14

Thereafter, he moved to New York, worked on the Erie Canal,

became a railroad contractor, went to California in the Gold
Rush, and eventually settled his family on a 500 -acre Sonoma
County vineyard and cattle ranch. John O'Dunne died at the age

of77inl877.
Edmund Dunne first took up his own plan for a Catholic

colony in 1858 on a visit to Mexico at the age of 23, but he was

unable to find suitable land. 15 At one time, he even contemplated

a foundation in Brazil, and in his post-San Antonio career took

steps to establish similar ventures in Pinellas County, Florida, and

Castleberry, Alabama. 16 He developed an elaborate colonial

design complete with maps and charts. In 1872, his cousin Fr.
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The location ofthe new Catholic Colony ofSan Antonio was indicated

on this map of Florida in Judge Dunne's 1883 promotional brochure.
Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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Patrick Quigley, then a student at Rome's Gregorian University,

succeeded through intermediaries in getting Pope Pius IX to ex-

amine his grand scheme. Cardinal Joseph Berardi told Quigley

that the pope had spent an hour reviewing the papers and was so

impressed he said: "I bless this plan and the author of it, and will

pray for his success." 17

With a contract for 50,000a acres of his choice and the pledge

of 50,000 more (obtained in

1883), Edmund Dunne was
prepared to implement his

religious colonial mission. In the

summer of 1881, he called on his

cousin Captain Hugh Dunne to

help him in his search for the

choicest land. Hugh Dunne had
fought in the Civil War with the

78th Ohio Volunteers and by then

was working as a printer in Atlan-

ta. But he had had experience in

Florida and had come to be

familiar with its terrain through an

unusual set of circumstances.

In 1876, Hugh Dunne had
bought 160 acres of Florida land

on the Manatee River, sight un-

seen, from a salesman named
Montgomery. He moved his wife

and five children, including two-year-old Frederic, who would
grow up to become abbot of the celebrated Trappist monastery

ofGethsemani, Kentucky. They traveled down the Ohio and Mis-

sissippi Rivers to New Orleans, and then to Cedar Key on the

Florida Gulf coast, and by flat boats across the face ofTampa Bay

to the mouth of the Manatee River in search of their future

homestead. With their possessions unloaded (and halftheir goods

lost in the capsizing ofone ofthe lighters), they located their tract

near the town ofManatee, but it was under water. "Well, it looked

dry on the map," said Captain Hugh to his wife, according to a

family story still told by his grandson Fred Dunne. 18

What is more remarkable is what happened next. Bereft of

transportation, Captain Hugh Dunne arranged for his family to

Civil War veteran Captain Hugh
Dunne tramped throughout Florida

with his cousin Judge Dunne in

1881-1882 searching for just the

right spot to found the Catholic

Colony. Edward J. Herrmann Collection
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stay at a unusual house constructed ofsea shells and plaster, called

"Braden Castle." It had recently been abandoned by its owner
Dr. Braden and would become the nucleus of the future town of

Bradenton. He then walked north to the nearest railroad— near-

ly 300 miles away at Jacksonville. 19 It was this foot- by-foot en-

counter with the Florida wilderness that Judge Dunne wanted to

draw upon when he invited Captain Dunne to accompany him
on his journey of discovery.

The judge and the captain trekked through the woods by foot

and on horseback for months searching for just the right spot for

the Catholic Colony. On February 15, 1882, they found what
they were looking for. It is no accident that San Antonio and the

institutions of Saint Leo and Holy Name rest in such an unusual

and appealing locale: rolling hills and bountiful lakes, in contrast

to the flat face of most of the rest of Florida. The site was hand-

picked for its distinctive qualities. "The selection was made after

many weeks of tramping on foot through the country, with the

particular object of trying to find a high, dry, country, free from

malaria," explained Judge Dunne. "The town of San Antonio is

on the very apex of all the high land in that region. ... It thus

gets the breezes of the Atlantic on the one side and the Gulf on
the other."20

Because he had arrived at his chosen spot on St. Jovita's Day,

Edmund Dunne gave the saint's name to the principal lake, which
had been traditionally called Clear Lake. 21

San Antonio was the name Dunne had long planned for his en-

tire colony. Years earlier, he and a traveling companion had be-

come lost in the Arizona desert while prospecting for silver. He
had prayed for rescue to St. Anthony, a saint often invoked by
Catholics for the recovery of things lost, "whereupon a bright

light appeared in the distance, and by directing their course

towards it they came to human habitation," the Ceylon Catholic

Messengerlater recounted, "and it was in gratitude to St. Anthony
of Padua that Judge Dunne gave his colony in Florida the name
of San Antonio." 22

Colony Life

Dunne's colony-in-the-making was a wilderness ofpine woods,
but it was not uninhabited. The area was just west of the "Fort

Dade region," and was composed of a few scattered families —
Benedict Wichers, Jack Osburn, and John Howell among them. 23
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West central Florida was a wilderness ofpine woods in the 1 880s at the time San Antonio

was founded. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

Dunne rented Howell's house on the south side of Lake Jovita

and had his own built there a few months later (on the grounds
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ofwhat is now Saint Leo Abbey). He summoned his wife and five

children from Chicago, and began building his colony.

Judge Dunne worked alone on his project at the outset. His

cousin Captain Hugh returned to Atlanta and brought his fami-

ly down later in the year. The judge's own family did not arrive

for months. He explained how he promoted his enterprise:

"During this time I wrote letters to Catholic papers in the North,

stating what I had done and inviting Catholics to come and oc-

cupy the land. My friends remonstrated with me as to this policy,

saying that I should put advertisements in the secular papers. I

replied that I had come to found a Catholic colony, and that I did

not care to have people who did not read Catholic papers." 24

The ex-Chief Justice was serious about restricting the purchase

of land just to Catholics. His 1883 promotional brochure carried

a strict injunction to prospective settlers: "Note. — To secure

colony land it is necessary to bring letter of commendation from

last pastor, certifying to good standing as practical Catholic."25

A visiting Catholic thought Dunne's stricture "too hard on the

sinners." Pittsburgh dry goods merchant W. B. McCaffrey was

touring the sights of Florida in 1884 and stopped in to see the

celebrated Catholic Colony. The Pittsburgh Leader reported his

impressions in a feature headlined "The Flowery State:"

The colony is in a flourishing condition and numbers at

present 256 souls. The judge controls 100,000 acres ofthe

best land in the state, and is a most noble gentleman. To
know him is to like him, but I think he is too hard on the

sinners. He will only sell land to Catholics who show a cer-

tificate from a priest that they are practical Catholics. I

asked the judge if he wouldn't take a few of the lax

Catholics and show them a good example with the idea of

making them practical. He answered, no; that his idea was
a community leading a life of virtue as Christians should.

I would not live in his colony for two reasons: First, I would
not purchase a home where a Protestant friend could not

purchase beside me; secondly, I don't wish to rest with the

saints before my time. The last reason and the name of

Saint's Rest, which I gave to the colony, amused the judge

highly. I do not wish to convey the impression that the

judge is a narrow bigot or hates Protestants, but he has an

idea and is determined to carry it out. He is the only man
in Florida who sells good lands at low prices. 26
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The "Catholics-only" regulation lasted only a half-dozen years.

By 1887, colonist A. J. Dallas, a retired U. S. Army colonel, was
openly criticizing it in the Washington, D. C. Church News. "It

cannot be denied that in many respects a model congregation has

been thus assembled, who are entirely practical in their duties—
an exhibit, I suppose, no parish in this city could show — but

after over four years' labor they number but 400 souls. Perhaps

their number might have been much greater under a more liberal

system, and a corresponding degree ofprosperity obtained."27 By
the time the next edition of the colonial brochure was issued, the

specification for Catholics "in good standing" had been
dropped. 28 By the time Judge Dunne left San Antonio for good
in 1889, the Tampa Journal noted: "Although a Catholic com-
munity there are many Protestant settlers, and everything moves
on harmoniously."29 Nonetheless, the practice left an enduring

mark on the character of the town, which is still predominantly

Catholic today.

Colonel A. J. Dallas may have disparaged San Antonio's small

size, but it was a real achievement for Edmund Dunne to per-

suade 400 people to pull up their roots and move to an unknown
wilderness. The judge promoted his venture ceaselessly in long

letters to the likes ofthe Boston Pilot, the Iowa Catholic Messenger,

the Notre Dame, Indiana Ave Maria, and even the Catholic Mes-

senger in Colombo, Ceylon. "The price of the Colony lands is

from $1.25 to $4 per acre, very few ofthem more than $2.50 per

acre," he wrote in the Pilot in 1882. "I have great trouble in hold-

ing this land for people who think they may come next year.

Strangers are besieging me for it, for the best locations every day.

So ifyou are coming to Florida, do not delay. ... It is a wonder-

ful thing to be able to go into a new country, virgin yet to the

touch of man, to explore its lakes and streams and woods and

choose at leisure the particular spot you would like to make your

home. He who is not willing to endure all the hardships neces-

sary to secure this advantage, does not deserve the prize." 30

His most regular vehicle was The Catholic Review of Brooklyn,

New York, which published more than 50 of his letters through

the 1880s, in a widely followed series entitled "Prospecting

Florida." He described the progress and prospects of the colony:

"How time flies when one is busy! and ifany ofyour readers think

it does not keep one jumping," he wrote in 1883, "start a

Catholic colony in the backwoods and try to hurry it along to
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that stage when it needs and can get a resident priest, let them try

it once. Everything goes so slowly in the beginning, that is, where

one man goes on alone at first, and by his work alone seeks to

draw others after him." 31

The first colonial applicant was John B. Mullan, a marble

craftsman from Baltimore, who eventually opened a boarding

house in San Antonio. But the first "who actually arrived and set-

tled upon the land" was J. G. BishoffofEmmitsburg, Maryland. 32

He showed up unexpectedly in early 1882 before the founder was

ready to receive settlers— "a determined man," Dunne wrote of

him, "the right kind to start a colony with." But he was sent pack-

ing and invited to return a few weeks later when, with his son

Frank, he established a $5-an-acre homestead as San Antonio's

first colonist. 33

By the end of the summer of 1882, the colony numbered 40
settlers. Dunne recounted their struggles:

...our colonists all came in the most trying season of the

year, the beginning of summer, with no accommodations
prepared, no conveniences attainable, no wells dug, noth-

ing in general but lake or pond water to drink; sleeping on
the ground with or without bedding; all very trying to

health. Then there was the planting season coming on in

July, and a feverish haste to get some orange trees in the

ground immediately, in consequence of which our
colonists worked long and hard, late and early, in sun and

rain, felling trees and grubbing ground, heavy work even

for the cool of winter. The women had to cook out doors

without shelter from sun or rain, and with but little to cook
and small variety to eat. We have had about 40 persons here

of ages ranging from one to seventy years, some dozen or

so of the "softer sex." ...Now, sir, the fact is, that not-

withstanding all this, we have not, in all this time, had one
single case of sickness in the colony; not one, neither

malaria nor anything else. What do you think of that for

health? . . .We are getting on very well, considering that the

site of the colony was determined only about March last,

and that we are as yet so remote from communication. 34

Mary Dunne Wichers, daughter of Captain Hugh, described

her own memories of growing up in pioneer San Antonio:

During the early days of the Colony, supplies of all kinds

had to be hauled from Wildwood [the terminus of the rail-

road, 60 miles north of San Antonio] or the then small
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town ofTampa by wagon. It took at least two full days to

make the trip to Tampa. And if any shopping had to be

done, a week was consumed by the round trip. Range cat-

de furnished our beef. A cow could be bought for eight or

ten dollars. Once every week a man came around with beef

for sale. A large soup bone, with plenty of meat on it, cost

only ten cents; while 50 cents would buy a roast large

enough to serve a small family like ours for three whole
days. Of course we had our troubles. Wild cattle and hogs

caused plenty. The new settlers introduced fences to the

country. We all joined them in gathering logs, splitting

them, and setting up rail fences. Each family had its own
garden and potato patch, but the big work and the big

hope lay in the orange groves. . . . We were a hard-work-

ing, but very happy people. 35

Oranges were the economic base of the colony. Dunne had in-

vestigated the prospects of pine-tree turpentine culture and rice

growing as livelihoods for his prospective colonists, but by the

time he issued his first promotional brochure in 1883, he was

touting San Antonio as "the Sicily ofAmerica" for the cultivation

of citrus groves. "Orange culture is the main business of the

Colony. The statements as to the profits of this business seem in-

credible to any one who has not a personal knowledge ofthe mat-

ter." He provided tables showing a total outlay of $500 per acre

in the first five years till the trees came into substantial produc-

tion, and thereafter a net profit of at least $1,000 per acre every

year. "The only enemy of the citrus family that cannot be sucess-

fully combated by man is the frost, and the orange is safe from
frost in San Antonio Colony." (This indiscreet claim was
catastrophically refuted by the Great Citrus Freeze of 1894-1895,

which killed virtually every tree in central Florida and nearly

destroyed the colony, as residents fled San Antonio for economic
survival.)

Land prices averaged $2.50 per acre. Better quality grove land

"within two or three miles of the church" could be had for $5-

10 an acre. A family was limited to only 40 acres within five miles

of the town center, but could purchase any amount farther out.

There were also prospects for grapes and strawberries, sugar cane

and tobacco. "Good six room house can be made for $200 to

$250," added the brochure. "Ordinary settler's house for single

man or small family, $25 to $50." Dunne also pandered to the

passions of that insensitive era in a sub-heading entitled
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This 1885 map from Judge Dunne's promotional broehure shows the original 50,000

acres of San Antonio proper (upper right) ringed by its satellite settlements. To the left

is the remaining 50,000 acres of the colony, which spanned to the Gulf coast.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

"Negroes:" "We have many anxious inquiries as to whether we
are surrounded with negroes. No! We may say we have none in

the Colony." The founder concluded: "There is a distribution of

lands going on in San Antonio Colony now, such as does not, for

Catholics, exist anywhere in the world; lands so cheap, so rich, so

safe, so healthy, and, in the United States. Catholic parents should

think of this." 36

Dunne's vision for the entire San Antonio Colony also included

a number of satellite communities ringing the central hub of San

Antonio proper. In his initial 1883 pamphlet, he described three

of them: San Felipe, five miles to the north, named for St. Philip
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Neri on whose feast day the sub-settlement was located; Carmel,

five miles to the south, from the Hebrew word for "a finely cul-

tivated field or orchard;" and Villa Maria, named for the Blessed

Virgin, one mile south of the San Antonio town, on the road to

Carmel. 37 By 1885, the community of St. Thomas had been es-

tablished three and a half miles to the northwest, with its own
post office, and Carmel had a colony store and a post office ap-

plication. Those two satellites survived into the early years of the

20th century before passing into history. San Felipe and Villa

Maria never developed distinctive identities. Two additional

Catholic communities, not initially envisioned by Judge Dunne,
were also established within the San Antonio Colony boundaries

and survive today. St. Joseph, a German Catholic settlement three

miles to the north, was founded in 1883 by Andrew, Bernard,

and Charles Barthle and named for the town the brothers had
emigrated from: St. Joseph, Minnesota. 38 And, of course, Saint

Leo, one mile to the east. It was established in 1889, opened as

a college in 1890, and was incorporated as a town after a

municipal referendum on February 24, 1891. 39

The Catholic Colony ofSan Antonio grew from 40 in the sum-
mer of 1882 to 130 by mid-1883, to 250 by early 1884, to 300
by 1885, and to its peak of 400 in that era in 1886. 40 "It is the

largest Catholic congregation in Florida outside of Jacksonville,

St. Augustine and Pensacola," wrote visitor and soon-to-be set-

tler Dr. Valery Havard.41 At mid-decade, a colonist writing under

the pseudonym "Martha Usher" told the Brooklyn Catholic

paper ofthe bustling growth and prosperity of the young colony:

"Judge Dunne has his hands full placing the new-comers, and

planning new settlements, yet still come inquiries in all my letters

from the North, cWhy do we not hear from San Antonio in THE

CATHOLIC REVIEW as often as ofyore?' And the answer is— because

San Antonio is no longer an infant to be nursed and coddled —
4

an infant crying for the light, and with no language but a cry."'

She added: "All that is a thing of the past. And we feel grown up
and competent to take care of ourselves."42

San Antonio had the marks of stability and "civilization." The
first priority had been a sawmill to fuel the colony construction

boom, which had outstripped the capacity of the "one, little, old

ramshackle mill" in Fort Dade. Captain Hugh Dunne arranged

for Gaar, Scott & Company of Richmond, Indiana, to manufac-

ture an outfit driven by a 28 -horsepower engine and boiler, and
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Saint Anthony Church was erected in 1883-1884 as the center ofJudge Dunne's colony.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

shipped it to Wildwood, the end ofthe railroad line, where it was

hauled 60 miles by wagon to San Antonio in the fall of 1882. 43

Beyond such pragmatic considerations, Edmund Dunne's
primary concern was to erect a church as soon as possible, as the

centerpiece of his spiritual Utopia. Religious services were con-

ducted sporadically in private homes by visiting priests from
Tampa and clerics from the North wintering in Florida. On March
11, 1883, colonist Joseph Kast recorded a decision by the com-
munity: "Meeting held to build a Catholic Church; all are will-

ing and $125.00 are subscribed."44 The work on the sacristy,

started May 30, was barely completed and the main body of the

church not even begun when Judge Dunne pressed Bishop John
Moore of St. Augustine to come for a formal dedication on June

13, 1883, feast of colony patron St. Anthony of Padua. The
bishop complied although he had to sit on "stumps in the wilder-

ness to hear the confessions of the faithful," but he consecrated

the church bell, blessed the sacristy, and said Mass in the struc-

ture, such as it was.45 The church bell regularly sounded the An-
gelus, and as was the custom in medieval Europe, the colonists

paused in whatever they were doing and publicly recited the tradi-

tional Catholic prayer. 46 The main body ofSaint Anthony Church
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was completed six months later, and Bishop Moore said the first

Mass on January 11, 1884. 47

San Antonio got its first resident priest when Bishop Moore
obtained Polish-born Fr. Emilius Stenzel from the Archdiocese

ofNew York in May of 1884. He boarded with one of the Frese

brothers while the parish debated whether or not to construct a

rectory for him. "Meeting held to build a priest's house," wrote

Kast on August 10, "but the people said they had cno money.'"48

That may have been a factor in Stenzel's truncated stay. Whatever
the reason, San Antonio was not for him; he resigned as pastor

and left for Tampa on September 15, 1884. 49 But Bishop Moore
located a successor and assigned Fr. John F. O'Boyle of Fernan-

dina as San Antonio's second resident pastor. He took his post

on December 8 of the same year. 50 A stormy Irishman, he put up
a fierce battle when the Benedictines arrived in the person of an

equally resolute German priest a year and a half later.

Another central priority was a Catholic school. Mrs. Marie

Cecile Morse, the mother ofsix children, began classes in her own
home with 14 pupils in the fall of 1883. 51 Classes were moved
into the church on April 29, 1884, and in the fall a separate 12-

by-24-foot frame schoolhouse was erected next to the church

with funds supplied by Bishop Moore. Joseph Kast noted on
November 14, 1884, that the pious colonists found themselves

too busy to help construct the school: "Mr. Mullan finished the

school house & the Bp. wanted all to help. They refused." 52 Kast

added on November 30 the judgment of the visiting Tampa
priest: "Rev. Peterman scolded the people in Church." 53

The colony won its own post office in 1883, but its promo-
tional brochure warned correspondents: "As there is a San An-
tonio in Texas which is well known to the postoffice officials, and

our San Antonio is not so well known, our letters are liable to go
to the former place unless the word Florida is very plainly writ-

ten."54 The first issue of The San Antonio Herald came out in

1884; the San Antonio News appeared in 1887; and in the next

decade the German-language Florida Staats-Zeitung was
founded. 55

Even more important than the sawmill was the arrival of the

railroad. The whole of Florida was aboom with development in

those years. Induced by government land grants, railroads were a

large part of it. But many were the promises of lines about to be

laid down, which turned to smoke before they reached isolated
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settlements like Judge Dunne's colony. The state chartered 564
railroad companies in that era, but only 154 went into actual

operation. 56 Dade City, six miles to the east, began to receive

regular rail service on September 14, 1885. 57 Two and a halfyears

later, the Orange Belt Railway, built on narrow-gauge track with

funding from the Armour meat-packing family of Chicago, ex-

tended its line from Trilby to San Antonio on the way to St.

Petersburg. 58 "The first train— (the) Construction (train) arrived

at San Antonio," wrote Joseph Kast on November 27, 1887. He
added on February 13, 1888: "The first passenger train passed

through San Antonio today." 59

By the middle ofthe 1880s, the San Antonio Colony had, along

with these accouterments of civilization, a number of general

stores and "mercantile houses," barber and butcher shops, a

photographic gallery, a doctor and a dentist, several boarding

houses, and a hotel. "No grog shops; no saloons," however.60

Whiskey could be bought at the colony drug store, but only with

a doctor's prescription. 61 Its colonists counted in their number a

former Confederate general, a Union colonel and major, editors

of The Catholic Review and the Baltimore Catholic Mirror, a

retired French university botanist, a Canadian barrister, a one-

time professor of Greek and Latin, and the brother of a Benedic-

tine archabbot.

Edmund Dunne had built a thriving colony, but he had ex-

perienced personal sorrow in the bargain. His wife Josephine died

ofpneumonia at the age of38 on New Year's Day 1883. In 1886,

the youngest of his five children, Mary Eithne Dunne, died at the

age of five. One of the additional factors in locating his colony in

Florida had been the hope of improving his invalid wife's health.

She was, said family historian Patrick Quigley, "a woman of rare

intellectual powers, spoke English, French and Spanish with equal

fluency, and could read Latin and Italian; she excelled in music,

and, was well able to discuss with her learned husband almost any

question within the realm of literature, law and religion. What is

more, she was a virtuous soul, with her husband, given to the

perusal of ascetical works, and to numerous religious devotions

and practices of piety."62

For the colony founder, she was of considerable help in ad-

ministering his ambitious enterprise. "A very large part ofthe cor-

respondence connected with the business of the Colony was
conducted by her," wrote the judge in a long tribute to his wife
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in The Catholic Review, "and even this was but a small part of her

labors in Colony matters. From the beginning there was hardly a

thing done here which was not illumined by her counsel, aided

by her suggestions, and, not unfrequently, determined by her

judgment, and there were more occasions here for choice of

policy to be pursued in matters of general interest than a stranger

would imagine."63

With the death of his wife Josephine Warner Dunne, the judge

lost probably the only person who knew him intimately. He was
a messianic figure, who had a wide circle of acquaintances and
correspondents, highly honored and respected, but with no
record ofclose friendships. Even his cousin Captain Hugh Dunne
addressed him formally as "Judge."64 The deaths of his wife and
of his youngest child soon after, coupled with increasing finan-

cial pressures, began the deterioration of the once dynamic and
magnanimous leader.

But the founder was still at his majestic best when he hosted a

traveler from France in the spring of 1885. "He is a tall man,
around forty-five years old, very blond, Irish in origin or perhaps

by birth," wrote Edmond Johanet in A Frenchman in Florida.

(The New York-born judge was actually on the eve of his 50th

birthday.) "He had lived in Rome, in Paris, and speaks Italian and

French perfectly. He is, one might say, a little weak with German,
but having that in common with us French is one more reason

to like him. Another bond of feeling between the Judge and me
was his library. Here was a man who in an out-of-the-way place

in Florida owned a study with shelves from floor to ceiling loaded

with books." The traveler added: "Besides, he is a searching per-

son, an inquisitive one, an investigator of maps and documents.

You judge him yourself."65

Driven by a desire to raise their children in a cultivated tradi-

tion, the multi-lingual Dunnes made every moment a learning

experience, "according to their regulation speaking only the lan-

guage fixed for the day, alternating being English, French and

Spanish."66 Judge Dunne himself exercised his flair for languages

on numerous occasions, repeating the substance of his celebrated

and notorious address on "Our Public Schools" in Spanish at a

Fourth of July celebration in Santa Fe, New Mexico in 1876, and

speaking in German at the dedication of Sacred Heart Church in

St. Joseph on October 1, 1888.67
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"Who governs all these people?" Johanet asked Dunne.
"'L'etat, c

y
est moi? replied the grand king ofSan Antonio." "I am

the State," Dunne had replied, quoting the line attributed to the

Sun King Louis XIV. "I am everything except the Pope."68 Such

was his imperial vision that when he acquired his "second reser-

vation" of 50,000 acres extending to the Gulf ofMexico, he even

spoke of the colony having "a seaport of its own."69

Johanet was impressed with what he saw and told the monarch:

"Do you know, Judge, that you are a veritable pioneer ofCatholic

civilization?" "Ifin the history ofthe Catholic Church in Florida,"

replied the founder, "I am given credit for having tried to fulfill

this beautiful mission, I would have achieved my highest wishes.

I would leave my children the most noble heritage that I aspire

to for them. And I would then joyfully rejoin their mother who
is in heaven."70

The saints of San Antonio, as W. B. McCaffrey had termed

them, were God-fearing and hard-working folk, the stuff of

pioneers who carved a lasting settlement out of the wilderness.

But they were sinners, too: intolerant of blacks, too busy to help

in constructing their own school house, and fractious along na-

tional lines — in a community which prided itself on its genuine

religious commitment. This last factor was the circumstance

which brought the Benedictines to the Catholic Colony.

A Mission for the Benedictines

Three principal ethnic groups made up the San Antonio settle-

ment: the Irish, the French, and the Germans. By 1886, the in-

creasingly larger German contingent was clashing with the

Irishman Fr. John O'Boyle over issues like the language of the

religious services and evidently personal temperament, as well. So
polarized had the colony become that on April 12, 1885, "a

meeting was held to build a German church," but the community
deferred the decision. 71 San Antonio proper was spared the

foolishness of two ethnic parishes. But the settlement of St.

Joseph to the north did open its German-language church three

years later. In the meantime, the colony had found a bilingual

solution.

Judge Dunne hoped to have a monastery established within his

colony and raised the point with John Moore of St. Augustine.

"The Bishop preferred the Benedictines to the Jesuits," recorded

Saint Leo archivist Fr. Benedict Roth. 72 Moore took a keen inter-
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Bishop John Moore's letter to Archabbot Boniface Wimmer brought the Benedictines

to Florida. Saint Vincent Archabbey Archives

est in the progress of the Catholic Colony, which represented a

significant portion ofhis pastoral responsibility. He was a frequent

visitor and at one point gave every family in the settlement an il-

lustrated commentary on the gospels — "something like a five

dollar book, I should say," reported the impressed founder. 73 As

a resolution to the nationalistic conflict, the St. Augustine prelate

told the parishioners of his plan on January 31, 1886, saying "it

was his intention, Deo volente [God willing] to turn over St.

Anthony's Church to the Benedictine Fathers so that all things

will turn out better."74

Moore decided to appeal for a bilingual priest to the leader of

the most well-known German Benedictine community in the

country: Archabbot Boniface Wimmer of St. Vincent Archabbey
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in Latrobe, Pennsylvania. He had brought the first Benedictine

monks to America in 1846 from Metten Abbey in Bavaria and

was renowned for his missionary impulse and willingness to

respond to calls for assistance. In his 40 years in the United States,

Wimmer had already established six daughter abbeys, and dozens

of parishes, schools, and other missions from his base in Pennsyl-

vania. 75

On February 1, 1886, Bishop John Moore wrote to Archab-

bot Boniface Wimmer explaining his need and banking on the

Order's missionary spirit. This is the founding document which

brought the Benedictines to San Antonio and made possible the

establishment of Saint Leo College and Abbey, and Holy Name
Priory.

"I have here a mission which I believe could be directed by

your fathers with the greatest advantage to the colonists and one
also which I am confident would be a source of much consola-

tion to the priests who would take charge of it," wrote Moore.
"There are here now about four hundred Catholics the majority

ofwhom are Germans. Other families are expected to arrive soon.

If you are willing to assume the charge of this mission I would
suggest that you send down here a Father who knows the Ger-

man and English languages, and who would take full cognizance

of all things here and report to you." He added: "Judge Dunne,
the founder of this colony, has a valuable tract of land in reserve,

especially kept over for the Benedictine Fathers, if only they are

willing to come here and accept his offer and take charge of this

mission. As far as I can judge there is here a fine field for mission-

ary labor and one for which your Fathers are especially adapted .

" 76

The archabbot accepted the proposal. The Benedictines came
to Florida.
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A Benedictine in

Florida

or his venture in the Florida outback, Archabbot Boniface

Wimmer sent Fr. Gerard Pilz, one of his best men. "Acquir-

ing the services of Gerard Pilz ranked among the more propitious

aspects ofthe new endeavor," wrote Benedictine historian Fr. Pas-

chal Baumstein. "Father Gerard, at the age of fifty-four, was one

of the most respected monks of the archabbey." 1

Born in 1834 in Muegendorf, Bavaria, Pilz was an artist, whom
Wimmer had sent for formal study to the Royal Art School in

Munich. He had published a book of his own sermons and trans-

lated a collection of biblical commentaries (including the very

work Bishop John Moore had distributed to the San Antonio
colonists in 1884). 2 What's more, he was a strong figure, who had
been the superior of the Benedictine priory in Newark, New Jer-

sey and an unsuccessful abbatial candidate. "The parishioners all

fondly hoped that he would become their first abbot," wrote

Charles Mohr of the 1885 Newark election. 3 At that point, he

was temporarily transferred to the Benedictine monastery in

Chicago, still under Archabbot Boniface's jurisdiction. In San An-
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tonio, he would prove to be a force who filled the vacuum in the

decline ofJudge Dunne and a bilingual reconciler amidst the Ger-

man-English language conflict. Most of all, in his paramount
legacy, he was to become the promoter of the concept of a

Benedictine college.

Pilz was self-confident enough to write bluntly to Boniface

Wimmer when the archabbot, then in declining health, seemed
to temporize about implementing the Florida opportunity. "To-

day I received a letter from the Rt. Rev. Bishop Moore, D.D.,"

wrote Fr. Gerard to Wimmer on April 12, 1886. "He found it

very strange that he did not receive a letter from you long ago.

He desires that I come & see things, then report to you and if

my report is favorable, you and he will make the necessary agree-

ment etc." Pilz was ready to seize the chance: "I have concluded

to leave here about Wednesday after Easter for St. Augustine,"

he wrote from Chicago, "& after I have seen the Bishop I will

procede [sic] to San Antonio, & soon report to you. After some
time, when I have learned the ins & outs of the place & country

I hope to be able to judge about our prospects." 4

Pilz evidently followed these traveling directions of John
Moore. "On arriving at Jacksonville he should take the Tampa
and Key West railroad to the Palatka junction, where he would
change cars and come down here on the Florida Southern rail-

road. At Dade City there is a livery stable where he can get a con-

veyance to take him to San Antonio." 5

Gerard Pilz— the first Benedictine in Florida— arrived in the

Catholic Colony at 9:30 p.m. on May 12, 1886. He was over-

whelmed at the enthusiastic reception the colonists gave him. "I

wanted to arrive at night so that everything would be quiet," he

wrote. But hardly had he settled himself into the Frese boarding

house, "when cannon fire announced my arrival. Mr. Mullen,

from Baltimore, jumped from his bed and arrived at 10:30 p.m.

at the house. The Irish and the Germans are happy beyond all

bounds — only worried that I might not like it because I came
from a big city to this place."6 The leading citizens called upon
him — headed by Judge Edmund Dunne, Dr. Joseph F. Cor-

rigan, and Col. A. J. Dallas — and the colonists gave him a red-

carpet welcome.

In contrast to the warmth of this encounter, Fr. Gerard im-

mediately found himself in conflict with the resident pastor he

was replacing, Fr. John F. O'Boyle. 7 Pilz was aware of what he
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The first Benedictine in Florida, Fr.

Gerard Pilz was the promoter of the

concept of Saint Leo College.

Saint Vincent Archabbey Archives

was getting into, for on the eve

of his departure he had written

to his archabbot: "A priest is

there who is very 'disagreeable'

& the Bishop receives constant

complaints from a part of the

congregation. The priest does

not speak German, yet the

larger portion of the congrega-

tion is German." 8

The feisty
T r:shman

responded to the situation in a

most unpriestly manner, as

chronicler Joseph Kast recorded

on the day the new Benedictine

pastor made his appearance:

"Rev. Father Gerard Pilz,

O.S.B., arrived from Chicago to

take charge of St. Anthony's

Church. — Rev. O'Boyle resists

being removed by Bp. Moore." 9

Fr. Gerard recounted his progress: "The priest here — who is

absent since I came— will cause trouble," he reported to Archab-

bot Boniface on May 14, 1886. "He will have to go, and he desires

to make war against the Bishop. I have to serve him a letter from
the Bishop, which is an unpleasant one, I believe." 10 Joseph Cor-

rigan offered the new Benedictine refuge in his 17-member
household on Lake Jovita. "I have lived with him for 14 days be-

cause of the harassment I had to endure from the priest here. Dr.

Corrigan has a house-chapel where I could celebrate daily," wrote

Pilz on June 7. "Finally, the priest had to relinquish the keys and
other things to me, and it seems to me he is making plans for

departure. He has four or five followers, Irish people with not so

good a reputation, who tried to keep him here. They looked to

the Bishop for support and found none." 11

John O'Boyle did not give up his position gracefully, and as late

as September 1, Joseph Kast recorded: "Rev. Fr. Gerard visits Bp.

Moore relative to Rev. O'Boyle's persistency." 12 Even three years

later, the impact ofthe conflict had not diminished, as Kast noted:

"Rev. O'Boyle visits again; it is rumored that he is suspended; he

lives in his private cottage." 13
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In light of his tumultuous
confrontation, it is ironic that

Fr. John O'Boyle later

developed warm relations with

the monks of Saint Leo. In

1896, then stationed in Titus-

ville, he came to the college "to

make a solitary retreat" and fre-

quently called at Saint Leo
thereafter. 14 Often in San An-
tonio to visit his brother-in-law

Pat McCabe and his family,

O'Boyle made arrangements to

enroll his nephew John Mc-
Cabe at the college in 1908. 15

College chronicler Aloysius

Delabar even took note on July

23, 1912, that "Father O'Boyle

left this morning on his way to

Europe to take the Baths for his

rheumatism." 16 Of a 1918 visit,

the college magazine wrote:

"Despite his old age, Father O'Boyle has lost none of his former

vigour and cheerfulness." 17 When O'Boyle retired in 1923 from
his long-time parish in Daytona on a pension of$500 a year, Saint

Leo's Fr. Jerome Wisniewski called him "the best known and best

loved priest in Fla." 18 On his last recorded visit, he spent a week
at the college at the end of May 1924. He died in 1927 at the

age of 73 and is buried in the McCabe family plot in the Saint

Anthony parish cemetery. 19

Archabbot Boniface Wimmer, O.S.B. of

Saint Vincent Archabbey, Latrobe,

Pennsylvania, sent Fr. Gerard Pilz to

San Antonio in 1886.

Saint Vincent Archabbey Archives

Pilz the Promoter

"Florida is a wonderful country!" wrote Fr. Gerard to Archab-

bot Boniface in his first letter from the Catholic Colony. "This

part here is the most beautiful in every respect. San Antonio has

found a splendid district for people to settle & make in an easy

manner [a] nice living," he added. "I am even more convinced

that it is by far the best spot in the South you can take."20

Pilz's mission was at first temporary. Wimmer wanted him to

get a sense of the situation before he himself made a long-term
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commitment to the Bishop of St. Augustine. From the very out-

set, the pioneer Benedictine was enthusiastic about the prospects.

He sent back glowing reports on the fertility of the soil, the

profitability of a wide range of crops, the healthfulness of the

climate, and the warmth of the colonists. Welschkorn "does not

do too well," he wrote. Sweet potatoes "grow like weeds." But

oranges were the real future of the colony. Pilz then followed

Judge Dunne's lead and provided the archabbot with a detailed

balance sheet on the profitability of citrus culture. 21 "Yesterday I

had High Mass and gave my homily in both English as well as in

German," he wrote to Wimmer on May 17, 1886. "In a religious

sense, these good pioneers were quite neglected; therefore, they

showed extraordinary happiness on my arrival. The people, Ger-

man and Irish, look at each other when they see me coming and

cry out with joy."22 He added a month later: "The Protestants of

Dade City and all the neighborhood are delighted to hear that

the 'Benedicts' are coming."23

The inquisitive Benedictine also recounted his impressions of

the distinctive wildlife. "I am disappointed— and greatly so," he

wrote on May 14, "because I have not seen one Alligator yet."24

By June 7, his report turned into a free-ranging commentary on
Florida fauna:

I have not yet seen a live "Gator" here, although I often

hear them bellow. These fellows have strong voices; they

sound like cows. Recently some of the men tried to catch

one for me. They already had him in hand when he unex-

pectedly hit one at his left, one at his right side (with his

tail), took to the water and quickly dove under. The
"Gators" are afraid ofpeople. They hunt for pigs and usual-

ly they are only successful if the pigs are asleep; the pigs

here grow very small, rather like dogs. Watching a pig run

makes one laugh. These pigs have a delicious meat but al-

most no bacon. Most of them are wild. The people go out

and shoot them when they feel like eating roast pork. The
Florida cows are also wild animals. The Crackers have big

herds roaming around; but they are not used as milk cows.

Dr. Corrigan bought one because he wanted fresh milk for

his household (he has 17 people at home). He first had to

tame the cow and get her used to civilized food. The cow
gave about one tablespoon of milk in the beginning, and
was a raggedy looking animal. Now she's a lovable Mitherl

["Bossie"] and gives plenty of milk for the whole
household. 25
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As his quest for the elusive Florida reptile continued, he noted

on June 23: "I have seen a
c

Gator' swim at last. It was about 10

feet long."26 Finally, on August 5, 1886, he proudly told the arch-

abbot: "I have two alligators; regular pets. They are out in the

yard in a box containing rain water. As little as they are: one 12

inches, the other 16 inches — they try to bite me; but of course

their teeth are too small yet." 27

Fr. Gerard additionally presented his observations on what he

regarded as another creature in the state's distinctive catalogue

of wildlife: the Florida Cracker. "I have tried to find the reason

why the old settlers are called Crackers," he told Wimmer on June

23. He got the derivation right. "I now learn that the name comes
from their cracking their whips so fearfully. They have, namely
very long whips — 10 to 12 feet long — and a very short, pret-

ty heavy, handle to them — about 1 to 1
l

/i feet long. Then they

swing the whip a while in the air until suddenly they swing op-

posite and by these means give a crack with the whip which is

heard very far."28

Gerard Pilz was an opinionated and judgmental man. He had
been blunt in his letters to Boniface Wimmer about his predeces-

sor John CTBoyle, and he would speak candidly in his assessment

of Judge Dunne, as well as of the monks the archabbot would
send to assist him. He also rendered a withering and insensitive

judgment on the old-time locals who had preceded the "saints"

of San Antonio. In the process, he tripped himself up with a

cavalier — and ungrammatical — criticism of their "ignorant"

way of life.

Well, the "Crackers." They hate to be called Crackers.

The[y] are a mystery, like many other things in Florida....

They are stupid, shy but vindictive people; extremely lazzy

[sic]; pale, tallow-looking, leather skinned. Their eyes are

stirring, dead and lusterless. I don't think they ever comb
their hair, which is generally flaxen colored. Their houses

are bare log cabins with low roofs, without doors or win-

dows only holes into them; no filling between the logs—
plenty ofbreeze all through their houses. Very seldom they

have floors. . . . The Cracker settled always near a lake or

spring to have water, for he will not dig a well; hogs, cat-

tle and game is their meat, the tops ofcabbage palmettoes,

sweet potatoes, and wild fruit is their diet; for salt and pep-

per they use clay; of of [sic] which they make small pellets

(like a doctor's pills) and these they eat. . . . The women
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dress remarkably plain, but very modest. . . . From what I

could learn I found that the Crackers are a very moral

people. They know scarcely anything about religion; but

they say regularly their prayers and keep Sunday very

scrupulously. It is a good thing for Florida that these

Crackers are dying out, for they are a hindrance to all

civilization. 29

Despite his flamboyantly judgmental views in certain matters,

the representative from St. Vincent Archabbey developed instant

rapport with his flock. The San Antonio colonists, after pleading

poverty with the unhappy Father Emilius Stenzel in 1884 and

spurning the fractious John O'Boyle in 1885, voted to build an

$1,100 house for Gerard Pilz on June 20, 1886, "and $500.00
were at once subscribed." 30 The rectory was completed on
December 13, 1886, and Fr. Gerard moved in with the two ad-

ditional Benedictines who had by then been sent to assist him.

"We feel happy to have a home of our own," he wrote to Wim-
mer. "It is a nice and a comfortable house; 4 rooms down stairs

and 4 rooms up stairs; the kitchen and dining room are an extra

building— very neat, cosy." 31 The parishioners even built him a

boat house in 1887. 32

Traditional ways to provide income for parish priests in those

years were "seat money," which parishioners donated for their

places in the church, and stipends — called "the stola" — for

Masses they asked to be said for their intentions. One source was

something of a disappointment to Pilz, but the other was a

munificent demonstration of support. "For three seats people

here pay $20.00, so that for every seat it means $6.33," Pilz wrote

to Wimmer, getting the division a bit off. "The best seats in

Newark have not brought in that much." He added: "My income
here per pew rent is annually $696.00 nearly seven hundred. The
expenses of the church were last year $17.50. Up to this time I

have had Masses enough, but they are getting less. The stola is

not very much. I will soon see what it costs to live. It will not

amount to much at any rate."33 Whatever surplus he had beyond
the modest living expenses of his household, ofcourse, went back

to his archabbey.

Benedictine Commitment
So positive was Pilz about what he found in San Antonio that

he told Wimmer: "For my part, I am willing to stay here

forever." 34 He pressed the archabbot to make a formal commit-
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ment to the mission. Bishop John Moore had told Pilz that if the

Benedictines accepted his petition for them to staff San Antonio,

he would give them permanent jurisdiction over all the Catholics

in Hernando County. On May 14, 1886, Fr. Gerard reported the

offer to Archabbot Boniface: "I have received a letter from the

Most Reverend Bishop in which he subjected all of Hernando
county to my Cura [authority]. When Your Grace draws up my
contract with the Bishop, you will have to petition also for the

complete county, as it is right now. It is possible that there will

be a division in the near future and San Antonio will undoubted-
ly be the new county seat in the new half."35

Pilz was partly right about the division of Hernando County,

but wrong in predicting San Antonio's future status. On June 2,

1887, the Florida Legislature divided Hernando into three parts:

Citrus, Hernando, and Pasco counties. San Antonio put in a bid

for the new Pasco County seat, but it went to Dade City. 36 But
Pilz's own status did get an enhancement, as Joseph Kast

recorded a year earlier, on June 1, 1886: "A letter arrived an-

nouncing that Father Gerard, O.S.B., is Rector of San Antonio
Colony and the whole of Hernando County." 37

The provisional Benedictine mission took more than a year to

become an official commitment. On May 31, 1886, two weeks

after Fr. Gerard arrived in the colony, Boniface Wimmer informed

his man in San Antonio that the St. Vincent monks had formally

endorsed the Florida venture. 38 Pilz urged Wimmer to carry the

process forward. "Again I desire to draw your attention to the

final settlement of things concerning our mission in Fla. and

Bishop Moore," he wrote on March 12, 1887. "The sooner

things are fixed the better. Let it be understood that whole Her-

nando Co. with present boundaries is forever to belong to the

Order. The Bishop is anxious to have our Order well established

in Fla. What his successor will do, in case he die things not being

settled, we do not know." 39 But the archabbot delayed acting on
the official paperwork. "I am in miserable health," Wimmer ex-

plained, "so as to be scarcely able to write a coherent docu-

ment."40

The St. Augustine prelate also pressed the Benedictine

patriarch to confirm his ad hoc arrangement. "Having pondered

over the matter carefully, I appeal to you, most Rev. Lord Arch-

abbot, that you give me permanently for this colony these two

fathers whom you have left me provisionally for nearly a year, in
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order that, in this colony of San Antonio and surrounding

regions, or at least in Hernando County, they may undertake per-

petually the care of souls according to the general laws of the

church and the particular laws of the diocese."41 The imperial-

minded Wimmer was glad that Moore had offered the Benedic-

tines jurisdiction over what turned out to be three full counties

and noted that "it would not be worth while accepting the offer

of San Antonio; it would be too little and would be very apt to

become in a short time an object of litigation with our neigh-

bors."42

Such a matter required approval by the Vatican. John Moore
prepared the document and
told Wimmer what he had
done. "I have copied the peti-

tion for the permanency ofyour

Fathers in Hernando Co. ofthis

diocese, as you sent it to me
through Father Gerard," the

bishop wrote the archabbot on
April 11, 1887. "I hope for the

best results for the good of

religion in every respect from

the presence and labors of the

sons of St. Benedict in this

diocese of St. Augustine. I am
very grateful to you, dear Father

Abbot, for the blessed hope
which your generous action

enables me to cherish for the fu-

ture of religion in Florida."43

Rome issued the decree con-

firming the arrangement com-
mitting "perpetually the

spiritual care of the Catholic

colony of Hernando County"
to "the Fathers of the Order of

St. Benedict."44 The Papal Bull was dated June 1, 1887, one day
before the sprawling Hernando district was turned into Citrus,

Hernando, and Pasco counties.

Bishop John Moore of St. Augustine,

Florida. His 1886 offer ofamission to

Archabbot Boniface Wimmer
eventually led to the establishment of

Saint Leo College and Abbey.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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San Antonio as a Sanitarium

In the course of his exuberant reports on his impressions of the

colony, Gerard Pilz continually stressed the healthful environ-

ment. So convincing was his endorsement, an image Judge Ed-

mund Dunne had also promoted, that the Florida mission quickly

got the reputation in Benedictine quarters as a center for

miraculous healing. In that pre-antibiotic era when people placed

great store in the curative powers of rural "highlands," nearly a

dozen ailing Benedictines were assigned to San Antonio and Saint

Leo in the hope of recovery. The reputation was overblown.

Many of the monks and sisters were in the last stages of cancer or

tuberculosis (also called "consumption" in those years). They
died, as the saying goes, like candles in the wind.

"These parts are so beautiful and good that I have only one
wish: I wish that Your Grace could be here," wrote Pilz to the

moribund Wimmer on May 15, 1886. "There is no healthier part

in America. An 80-year-old man from Stearns Co., Minnesota,

who could not leave his house there, became like a youngster

again, and runs about like a boy, and works again at his daily

routine."45 A month later, he wrote: "These are the best possible

conditions. Every sick brother would be able to work here and
most likely get better or even recover completely. The dying ones

would not be healed, but most likely their lives would be ex-

tended, if the process has not gone too far."46

On June 9, he reiterated his judgment: "Oh my! but it is

delightful here; cool nights and bountiful dews. The salt-laden

air enriches the soil and vegetation so greatly that no farmer need

buy any rock salt for his cattle. More than anywhere else, our

Fathers will be healthy here. I am up day in and day out and oh!

how the dinners taste good since I have been here." He added:

"If not a paradise yet, it is going to become one. If I had a

thousand dollars and a few Brothers, Vd build a real paradise for

the Benedictines here. I am not romancing or fantasizing. The
Fathers from St. Vincent should give Florida a try. It would do
some of them really good if they could come here to recuperate

or to pass their old age in peace."47 On August 5, 1886, he an-

nounced: "My rheumatism seems all gone."48 His diagnosis was

premature. A year later, Joseph Kast noted on May 19, 1887:

"Rev. Gerard confined to bed with rheumatism & is unable to

move."49
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As Wimmer was at death's door, Pilz wrote: "As soon as you
feel pretty well, you come down to us also and I am sure you will

never be sorry for it."50 Archabbot Boniface Wimmer died at 78

of "chronic inflammation of the bladder" on December 8, 1887,

without ever visiting his last foundation: the Florida mission that

became Saint Leo College and Abbey. 51

The Pennsylvania archabbot saw his Florida venture oppor-

tunely, noted Benedict Roth, as "a Sanitarium for invalid Mem-
bers of the American Cassinese Congregation of the Benedictine

Order."52 The first Benedictine sent specifically to San Antonio

for his health was Frater John Panoch, a cleric from St. Vincent,

who arrived on March 31, 1888. After an unspecified stay which

did help his recovery, he transferred to Maryhelp Abbey in North
Carolina, took the religious name "Father Leo," and was assigned

to Saint Leo College as a pioneer member of its faculty in 1890. 53

More illness-plagued monks followed in subsequent years from

abbeys throughout the country.

The first to die in San Antonio was Ambrose Andelfinger, a

novice from St. Vincent. "As all his family died of consumption
he sought to escape this fate by going south," wrote Charles

Mohr. 54 Nursed by the Benedictine sisters at Holy Name Con-
vent, he died oftuberculosis at the age of20 on May 8, 1889, after

making his simple vows to Fr. Gerard on his deathbed. 55 His is

the eldest grave in the Saint Leo cemetery.

»

Four other Saint Leo monks died of tuberculosis in that era:

Bro. Meinrad Buchling, age 22, "an excellent saddler," in 1894;

Bro. Edward Theisen, who had transferred from St. John's Abbey
in Minnesota, age 26, in 1895; Frater Lawrence Wiegand, college

baseball manager and dramatics club organizer, age 23, in 1897;

and Frater Dominic Schwarz ofSan Antonio, Saint Leo's first can-

didate for the priesthood as a member of the pioneer college stu-

dent body of 1890, age 25, in 1898. 56

What happened to the Schwarz family is one of the remarkable

vignettes of Saint Leo history. Frater Dominic's mother also died

of tuberculosis in 1898, and over the next five years so did all his

brothers. Thomas Schwarz, the father, left alone on his citrus and
strawberry farm west of San Antonio, his wife and children all

killed by the same disease, decided to join the abbey as a lay

brother in 1903. He took the same religious name as that of his

dead son and became Saint Leo's second "Dominic Schwarz."
"He struggled for years to get used to the yoke of the Holy Rule
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and to curb his fiery temper. The least thing seemed to anger him
and make him wrathful," wrote Abbot Charles Mohr. But in his

nearly twenty years as the abbey gardener, Brother Dominic's

"murderous temper gave way to the mildest disposition." He died

in 1922 at the age of 77

}

7

In the 1890s, Saint Leo was a community of barely 20 mem-
bers at its peak. The deaths of these young monks were not only

wrenching experiences but also deprivations of valuable man-
power for a struggling monastery. Chronicler Benedict Roth's ac-

count of the 1895 death and burial of Edward Theisen (during

Prior Charles' absence in New York) illustrates the care the com-
munity took with its departed confreres:

May 7th. Brother Edward Theisen, O.S.B., receives Ex-

treme Unction in the forenoon and died at 4.35 p.m. He
had asked to renew his Vows and receive Viaticum but as

his end came rather unexpectedly & having become un-

conscious he could not be obliged as he wished. He was
cheerful & resigned to the end and very grateful for the

least service rendered him . . . After his departure the Bell

was tolled to announce his death. Brothers Thomas,
Gerard & Paul dressed him. It took Bros. Anthony &
Gerard assisted somewhat by C. L. Weiss from 6.30 p.m.

til 12.30 to make the Coffin. The monastery folks & the

larger students kept the "Watch" by turns. Ven. Brothers

Thomas, Leander & Paul dug the grave.

May 8th. Rev. Fr. James sung Sol. Requiem Mass for

Brother Edward; Rev. Fr. Louis Deacon & Rev. Fr.

Benedict Subd.; then the Absolutions & procession to the

grave, which was blessed. Mass was at 8.15 and the altar

had been draped in black. Pall bearers were Ven. Brothers

Thomas, Leander, Paul & Augustine. All at the grave fol-

lowed the custom of throwing a handful of earth into the

grave saying "Memento homo," &c; [Remember man that

thou art dust, and unto dust thou shalt return] and at the

deceased Brother's place at Table a Crucifix and two

candles were placed after the custom at St. Vincent Arch-

abbey Brother Edward's last wish that all be present at his

death was likewise complied with as well as could be done
under the circumstances. R.I. P.

58
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San Antonio was a bustling community in the 1880s at the time of Pilz's arrival.

James Smith Collection

From Solo to Trio

"There is a great field open to us here," wrote Pilz to Wimmer
on June 9, 1886. "But I must have Apostolic men. Men who are

mortified and not afraid to face a few difficulties." 59

The pioneer Benedictine needed help and asked for a brother

for manual labor and a priest to share the services. "It's true, the

work here is not so much yet as to make 2 priests absolutely neces-

sary, but it is such even now that a man must be strong to do it

all properly, and if I am not well a day— i.e. even one Sunday, I

could not satisfy the demands of the people." He added a unique

consideration: "It is also a great burden to go to confession to a

priest so far off, as Tampa or Orlando. I have to leave in the eve-

ning & go with the 6 o'clock train — arrive at 9 P.M. in Tampa
and be back next day at 10 P.M."60

Wimmer told him he could spare Father Cyprian Creagh from
the archabbey. Pilz himself requested Brother Francis de Sales

Zwiesler from St. Mary's Abbey in New Jersey, where Fr. Gerard

had once been prior and candidate for abbot. "Brother Francis

de Sales in Newark desires to come here. He has written twice to

me and once to Judge Dunne," Pilz told the archabbot on August
5. "It tickles me to some extent because that brother was so
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happy and was wrapped up in the new Abbot, i.e. Rev. James [Zil-

liox]; now he finds that he cannot admire him any longer. I am,
however, willing to take him, for he has many excellent qualities

and will be of great use to me, ifyou are willing to let him come.
. . . If I have the priest and the brother I will be fixed nicely."61

Instead of "fixed," the Benedictine entrepreneur soon found

himself "in a fix," as his assistants turned out to be something
other than the "mortified" and "Apostolic men" he had re-

quested. Bro. Frances arrived on October 24 and Fr. Cyprian on
October 27, 1886. Creagh's assignment began with a bad omen.
He came, recorded Joseph Kast, "via Dade City, where he had
lodged in a hotel last night & was robbed of his money (in his

sleep)."62

By the following summer, Gerard Pilz had had his fill of both

of them. As far as he was concerned, Zwiesler was a worthless

busybody, Creagh a hot-tempered crank.

"I don't know what to do with Brother Francis de Sales," wrote

Pilz to Wimmer on June 21, 1887. Fr. Gerard had assigned him
to St. Anthony's elementary school, but was having second

thoughts.

I cannot use him as a teacher. The school was a total fias-

co. He has the knowledge, but absolutely no control over

the children. They do with him whatever they please.

People are laughing about it. At the same time, he cannot

teach the German children to read and write in German,
but that's something the German parents are demanding.

The way it is, he is totally superfluous. He cannot work.

He is too weak for that at times, and he seems to have ab-

solutely no inclination for work around the house, like

sweeping rooms, making beds, etc. He spends most of the

time reading. Couldn't you use him somewhere as a sacris-

tan? He would be good at that. For us, he is a useless ap-

pendage under the circumstances. Couldn't you please see

if you could give me a Brother for the kitchen and the

house. He should not be a weak, old man. 63

In subsequent letters, the San Antonio superior amplified his

frustration. Zwiesler regularly overslept, was incapable of learn-

ing the Latin responses at Mass, and was not faithful in his prayers.

"He is, however, a restless spirit, discontented because he has it

too good," Pilz noted on June 29. "He wants to be a contempla-

tive. It is ironic that a person like him would want to live so
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monastically — I cannot get him out of bed before it is time to

go to Holy Mass, which I regularly read at 6:00." 64

"Coming back to Brother Francis again, I would like to sug-

gest that you use him as a librarian at St. Vincent's."65 He did

have a penchant for reading, despite his disinterest in work, and

"devours all the newspapers and reads all day long." Writing in

the interim between the demise of the San Antonio Herald and

the establishment ofthe News, Pilz noted: "We do not have a local

newspaper, but he serves as the newspaper for the town."66 He
added: "He has lost a lot of good will with the families here, be-

cause he talks a lot and concerns himself with everyone's busi-

ness."67 The San Antonio pastor concluded: "People are already

very tired of him. Thanks to his sticking his nose into everything

that is none of his business, the choir has already quit . . . follow-

ing an insult from this Brother." Pilz had made up his mind: "I

would like to get rid of him."68

Fr. Cyprian Creagh was generating only slightly less disruption.

"It seems that Father Cyprian is not very happy here," Fr. Gerard

informed the archabbot on June 25, 1887. "He would like to

return to the monastery. That would suit me. His temper is too

hot. That is why he doesn't get along with the people, even his

fellow countrymen. Otherwise, he is a good man."69 By Septem-

ber, Pilz was describing himself as a German hotel keeper for a

shiftless Irish monk:

I do not want to keep Fr. Cyprian at any cost. He does not

fit here and does not do much good . . .And before I have

to have a crank like Father Cyprian here, I would rather

not have anybody, or I would rather not be here myself.

They could use him in Alabama if they should start a high

school or College. He is not fit for community life. He is

good for tearing down, not for building up, plus most of

the time he is sick, and it is his own fault. If one gives him
what he wants, he gets sick; ifone does not give him what
he wants, one cannot stand him . . .1 will never lead a com-
munity with him. Send me a priest who can speak English,

but who wants to do more than eat and drink and make
himself comfortable, and all the while complain and
criticize. An English priest here should not think that his

community consists of a German hotel keeper. 70

By the time Gerard Pilz had written this letter, Cyprian Creagh
had already left on August 1, 1887, in what turned out to be a

permanent departure, as he was assigned to St. Bernard's Priory
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in Cullman, Alabama. 71 Bro. Francis de Sales Zwiesler left San

Antonio at the same time and ultimately joined the mother of

Benedictine monasteries at Monte Cassino, Italy. 72

Gerard Pilz was assisted by visiting priests thereafter, including

for six months through the summer of 1888, Fr. Constantine

Leber from St. Vincent. 73 The conflicts between San Antonio's

Irish and German families, however, did not diminish, despite

their initial enthusiasm for the bilingual Benedictine. Pilz had
been alternating his sermons in English and German, but the ac-

commodationist approach did not prove a permanent solution.

On April 8, 1888, the colonists voted to have homilies in just one
language. Joseph Kast recorded: "Rev. Gerard is not allowed to

preach in German; this now being an English Church!"74 It was
an ironic development in light of the central reason why the

Benedictines came to San Antonio in the first place.

Pilz and his colonial flock survived the yellow fever epidemic,

which swept Florida in 1887-1888 and took the lives of three

priests (nearly one-fifth of Bishop John Moore's soldiers), among
them Fr. Charles Peterman ofTampa, the first priest Joseph Kast

records as saying Mass in the Catholic Colony — at Benedict

Wieners' home on April 15, 1883. 75

The San Antonio superior also continued to report to Wimmer
on the progress of the colony. He was showered with offers of

land, including 160 acres from four different colony parties by

the summer of 1886, and even a tract in Brooksville. 76 Among
his other news was the arrival of the archabbot's brother, Fer-

dinand Wimmer. "We expect Mr. Wimmer any day," wrote Pilz

on January 4, 1887. He had bought 360 acres of land with his

partner John Radel, "the street car magnate of Newark, N. J.,"

who later became a benefactor of Saint Leo College. 77 Ferdinand

Wimmer's household goods arrived within a week, and he

remained in the colony as the town's well digger for three

decades. Walter Friebel, who came to San Antonio in 1904 at the

age of two, remembers Ferdinand Wimmer as a colorful and

crotchety figure in his old age, frustrated that he had lost his Ger-

man citizenship and could not get back to his homeland.78 His

wife was a memorable figure, as well. "Mrs. Wimmer is a pest,"

wrote Gerard Pilz in 1887. "However, I recently told her the

truth very flatly and that made her think. People make the Sign

of the Cross when they see her." 79
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Dr. Joseph F. Corrigan (upper right) with his family on the porch of their home in Saint

Leo. He welcomed Fr. Gerard Pilz to the Catholic Colony of San Antonio and became

the first "attending physician" of Saint Leo College in 1890.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

A decisive leader, Pilz moved into the vacuum created by the

distractions and inattentiveness of Judge Edmund Dunne. "Our
Judge Dunne is in a bad situation," wrote Pilz to the archabbot

on January 4, 1887. "He spent $3,000.00 in legal proceedings

and that was years ago, and now the man from whom he had bor-

rowed it is suing him, and the government has put a lien on his

property here. It may even be sold shortly. The Judge has been

gone from here for three months and is staying in Toledo, Ohio,

from where he wrote a hostile letter to me three days ago. Other-

wise, everything is well in San Antonio."80

By then the founder of San Antonio was in decline and acting

strangely. "How the thing with Judge Dunne will end up is, to

this day, a puzzle," wrote Pilz. "Dr. Corrigan and I have been to

Brooksville [the county seat] to investigate the matter. We have

had a search done and there is nothing against Judge Dunne at

the courthouse." Pilz was worried that Dunne's financial overex-

tension had placed the titles of the colonists' properties at risk,

but he found that they were safe. "Therefore, we had no alterna-
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tive but to turn to the United States Marshal. He assured us, in a

very friendly letter, that no property in the town of San Antonio,

that had been bought by Judge Dunne before November 22,

1886, will be sold because the judgment had only been entered

on that date. Therefore, there is no danger for us."

San Antonio's spiritual leader, who was by then the dominant
person in the colony, continued his harsh judgment. "The Judge
is a reckless man. He has known for years that this commotion
was coming— he has sold lots ofland and taken in lots ofmoney
— but he also threw it away and saved nothing. However, his

property here is magnificently beautiful and, among brothers,

worth $15,000.00 to $20,000.00. I suppose this will be

grabbed." Saint Leo eventually received 36 acres from Judge
Dunne as a gift to start the college, and 40 acres in a mortgage
foreclosure, which led to a stormy encounter and accusations of

deceit against the San Antonio entrepreneur. "He himself has

been absent for about four months," added Pilz, "and in any case,

will not come here until the matter has been cleared up. I do not

believe that he will lose his possessions. He is much too clever for

that. I am glad that the citizens of San Antonio are secure." 81

Gerard Pilz had made an insightful hint as to the future conflicts

between Saint Leo's monks and San Antonio's founder. 82

Promoting the College

"All Florida is clamoring for a Catholic High School (or Col-

lege)," wrote Fr. Gerard a month after his arrival in San Antonio.

"I will fish for land wherever I can get it once I know that you
have finally accepted this mission. ... I love St. Vincent's and that

is why I want San Antonio to remain under our jurisdiction. We
will exert great influence in Florida and the state will be ours if

we are faithful."83

The concept of a high school was quickly superseded. The
promotion of a college for San Antonio was Gerard Pilz's most

lasting achievement.

On October 20, 1886, he reported: "We will be offered 40
acres gratis, but the condition is or will be made that we have to

build a college on it. A nicer, better and more beautiful location

we can never get. — If we keep San Antonio, or stay in Florida

we must in time have a college." The property was on the lake,

and he added: "An acre of land there is now worth $100.00."
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An excerpt from Fr. Gerard Pilz's October 20, 1886 letter to Archabbot Boniface

Wimmer urging the establishment of a Benedictine college.

Saint Vincent Archabbey Archives

His mind was already racing with thoughts on the future of a col

lege:

If we could open a college with only 2 professors to-day

we would at once do better than North Carolina. We
would satisfy the great want of all Florida and the neigh-

boring States would send us their [students]; even the

North would send us students on account of the healthy

climate. Will you give me permission to take that tract of

land with that condition? Again: ifwe get the land will you
allow me to take a few young men as brodiers of the Order
to clear and cultivate that land. Something should be done.

Ifwe do not contemplate to establish a higher school down
here, I would say that we should not remain and waste

forces in Florida. Let us begin in a small scale. We have the

best of prospects. You have professors that are not very



strong, they will do a good work and fill their place here

perfectly well, whilst in the north they may soon break

down. You need not send $5,000.00 to San Antonio.

$1,000.00 will do towards the building, when we are ready

to begin. Best of all, if you, dear Archabbot would come
down here, and see for yourself84

Boniface Wimmer, then in the last year of his life, was not the

one to implement Gerard Pilz's persistent proposal. Saint Vin-

cent Archabbey was more than a thousand miles away from its

Florida station. AfterWimmer died in 1887, his successorAndrew
Hintenach pressed for the transfer of jurisdiction to Saint

Vincent's daughter abbey: Mary Help of Christians in Belmont,
North Carolina, headed by Abbot-Bishop Leo Haid. The monks
ofMaryhelp Abbey, as it was commonly called, five hundred miles

closer, accepted responsibility for San Antonio and its three-coun-

ty mission on October 10, 1888.

The North Carolina Benedictines did not embrace the Florida

venture without some hesitancy. They considered cautiously the

report of Fr. Paulinus Wenkmann, St. Vincent's procurator, who
inspected San Antonio in May of 1888, along with assessments

from Constantine Leber, Leo Panoch, and Gerard Pilz himself,

all of which were favorable. Haid himself was unable to make a

personal evaluation. "It was but natural to expect our Rt. Rev.

Abbot to go in person and investigate matters," noted the

minutes of the meeting at which the Maryhelp community
debated the issue. "Several reasons, however, combined to

frustrate such intentions. The yellow-fever still reigned supreme.

Even if he managed to reach Florida, it was not equally certain

that he could secure passage for return. Moreover, the Fathers

would certainly not permit such a course." Furthermore, al-

though Leo Haid was Abbot of Maryhelp and Bishop of North
Carolina as well, he still taught theology at the abbey's St. Mary's

College and the trip would have disrupted his classes. "Finally,"

the recorder noted, "the poison ivy played havock." Haid's walks

in the Belmont woods had evidently given him a monumental
case of poison ivy. "He was disfigured beyond recognition." 85

Despite the positive prospects for Florida, there was a negative

consideration. Maryhelp would have to maintain the churches at

San Antonio and Saint Joseph, along with the missions in the sur-

rounding three counties. But the abbey's own manpower was

limited, and it had many other responsibilities. "Considering this

demand the offer is in a sense undesirable," noted the minutes,
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The Benedictine priests of Maryhelp Abbey, North Carolina, who
accepted jurisdiction for the San Antonio mission in 1888. Abbot Leo

Haid is seated in the center. Fr. Gerard Pilz is standing second from the

right. The photo also shows the two men who became the key influences

in shaping Saint Leo College: Fr. Benedict Roth (standing at left) and

Fr. Charles Mohr (standing fourth from left). Saint Leo Abbey Archives

"owing to the scarcity of priests; our Abbey barely being able to

supply the College, Richmond, Savannah, Skidaway and the

North Carolina missions attended by us." Maryhelp was handling

vast commitments with only eleven priests who had made their

final vows, including Haid himself. Its resources were stretched

thin. Yet, wrote the recorder, "The prospect for Catholicity is cer-

tainly inviting. The absent Fathers were consulted in the matter

and the votes stood: 9 white and one red."86 They accepted the

Florida mission without opposition, and only one abstention. At
the same meeting, the monks acted on Fr. Gerard Pilz's own re-

quest for a transfer from St. Vincent to Maryhelp Abbey. "His age

was mentioned as a possible obstacle— he being considerably ad-

vanced in years — and our community consisting of all young
members." The 54-year-old San Antonio pioneer was accepted

by a vote of "7 (seven) white; 2 (two) black and 1 (one) red."87

Abbot-Bishop Leo Haid occasionally made use of his Florida

station as a curative for invalid monks, and he also took advantage

of its 540-mile distance to exile Fr. Walter Leahy, who had be-

come an antagonistic and disruptive force within the abbey,

criticizing Haid's missionary impulse versus the tradition of

cloistered monasticism. Leahy arrived in San Antonio on August
20, 1888, and departed October 14, transferring to Saint Mary
Abbey in Newark. "I never signed a paper more gladly,

11

wrote
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Haid. "May he find the source of all his troubles: himself, and
having found it correct it." 88 San Antonio was not always the

recipient of the best the Benedictines could offer.

Even its champion Gerard Pilz found himself plunged into

scandal through an indiscretion in the summer of 1889. As the

corridors of Saint Leo later remembered the incident: "Father

Gerard Pilz was removed on account of the talk that he was the

cause of, for allowing a Sister from the Convent to drive with him
to Dade City."89 Rumors began to fly, although there was no sub-

stance to them. As Benedictine historian Paschal Baumstein

recounted: "A county commissioner, it seemed, had observed the

priest on the previous 10 August in the company of a postulant

for the sisters. The official 'accused [them] of sinning in a buggy
on the road side.

1 By November, word of the incident had spread

and become general knowledge. Legal action against Father

Gerard was even being considered."90

As strong as he was, Pilz had been imprudent. In those years,

for a priest even to be seen alone with a nun was grounds for grave

scandal. Haid investigated and found Judge Edmund Dunne,
whose authority Pilz had challenged, to be a major influence on
the continuing rumors. 91 The abbot concluded that Pilz's effec-

tiveness had been compromised by his having "made enemies and

give[n] them whips with which to punish him! How mercifully

people treat their priests ..." He added that so many "storms"

were "breaking out somewhere that I am getting used to them."92

Gerard Pilz, who had carried the title of "Prior" ofMaryhelp's

mission in San Antonio, left the Catholic Colony on November
9, 1889. He was sent off to make a retreat and then returned to

teach on the faculty of St. Mary's College in Belmont.93

"By the way, in time there will be an Abbey here. I am sure of

it," Fr. Gerard had written Archabbot Boniface from San Antonio

on June 25, 1887. "You and I, of course, will not live to see it."94

He was right on all counts. The Saint Leo monastery became an

abbey in 1902. Wimmer went to his grave on December 8, 1887,

at 78. Pilz died at Maryhelp at the age of 56 on September 20,

1891. "A year before he died he wrote asking the Fathers here to

influence his abbot to return him," wrote Saint Leo Abbot Char-

les Mohr. Said Pilz, as Mohr recalled: "The happiest years of my
priesthood were spent in Florida. Ask Father Abbot to let me
share your labors. I will gladly do the most menial work if only I

can end my days in the sunshine under the glad skies of Florida."
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Gerard Pilz was fondly remembered at Saint Leo. "From his

throne in heaven may he pray for all who have succeeded to the

work he so auspiciously inaugurated," wrote Mohr. 95

He left the Saint Leo monks two of his paintings: Archabbot

Boniface Wimmer and Pope Saint Leo the Great, namesake of

Saint Leo College and Abbey.96 Said the Pasco County Democrat
on Pilz's death: "Father Gerard was indeed an excellent man and

a zealous worker for his Church. He enjoyed the friendship and

esteem of a large circle of acquaintances, all ofwhom lament his

death."97

Pioneer Gerard Pilz was just the right man for the Benedictine

venture in the Florida wilderness. He took charge of a community
in turmoil, boosted its prospects enthusiastically, and peppered

two superiors with the notion that its future must include a col-

lege. Archabbot Boniface Wimmer may have been distracted by

the Florida refuge's convenience as a haven for invalids, but Abbot
Leo Haid was convinced that San Antonio's real potential lay in

one direction: a Benedictine college.
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Founding ofSaint Leo

and Holy Name

t. Rev. Leo Haid, O. S. B., Abbot of Maryhelp arrived

at San Antonio, Fla., on February 7th 1889, with the

view of erecting a College here," wrote Saint Leo chronicler Fr.

Benedict Roth. 1

It was Haid's first visit to his Florida mission. He selected the

land for the college, choosing Judge Edmund Dunne's offer of

36 acres on the south shore of Lake Jovita. 2 With the ground in

hand, he sought a charter from the state of Florida to operate a

college. On June 4, 1889, Governor Francis P. Fleming signed

into law an act passed by the legislature incorporating "the Order
ofSaint Benedict ofFlorida," consisting ofLeo Haid, Gerard Pilz,

Frederick Hoesel, "and their associates." The charter specified

two purposes for the new entity: "The essential objects of said

corporation shall be the education ofyouth and the establishment

of churches and conducting services"therein." Furthermore, the

Order and its successors were empowered to establish a college

and award whatever degrees they wished: "The corporation

created by this act shall have and possess the right and power of
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conferring the usual academic and other degrees granted by any
college in this State." 3

The date of the enactment of this law on June 4, 1889, is the

founding date of Saint Leo College and Saint Leo Abbey.

Sisters for San Antonio

San Antonio's colonists had long hoped for nuns to run their

school. "Next year we will be strong enough to have Sisters,"

Gerard Pilz wrote to Archabbot Boniface Wimmer on June 25,

1887. 4 Judge Edmund Dunne had already set aside land for a

convent in 1886, but the sisters got a nearly ready-made build-

ing from another quarter. 5

"Mr. Sultenfuss, the owner of a large hotel, is, I am informed,

pressing the building forward," Colonel A. J. Dallas told the

Washington, D. C. Church News on August 28, 1887. "It's al-

ready nearly completed, and, I think, there will be ample accom-
modations for all visitors."6 But Dunne, who had championed
development of the colony, opposed the completion of the hotel

since "it might attract undesirables," says Holy Name historian

Sr. Caroline Maertens, who joined the Order in 1920 at the age

of 16 and served as superior from 1945 to 195 1. 7 The colonists

would have to make do with Joseph Frese's Pasco House, instead

of the would-be Sueltenfuss Hotel.

Located just north ofthe San Antonio Plaza (later known simp-

ly as the City Park), the three-story building was converted into

a home for sisters yet to be invited. "Working on the Convent,"

wrote Joseph Kast in his first reference on August 1, 1888. "Con-
vent is nearly finished," he added on December 2 of the same

year. On January 14, 1889, Kast wrote of the St. Augustine

Bishop's action: "A well attended Fair (No. I at San Antonio) is

held in the Convent Building, which was originally by its first

owner, Mr. Wm. Sultenfuss, intended for a Hotel, but sold to Bp.

Moore for a Convent." 8 By then, formal arrangements were un-

derway to obtain a community to occupy it.

Fr. Gerard Pilz, working with Bishop John Moore, invited a

group of Benedictine nuns from his home territory near Pitts-

burgh to come to San Antonio. In December of 1888, Pilz wrote

to Sr. Dolorosa Scanlan, who headed St. Joseph's Convent on
Fulton Street in Allegheny, Pennsylvania, asking her "to take

charge ofhis schools."9 Fr. Gerard was responsible for the elemen-

tary schools at San Antonio and Saint Joseph, which had had lay
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Holy Name Convent and Academy, completed in 1889, almost became the Sueltenmss

Hotel . Saint Leo Abbey Archives

teachers (along with the unhappy Brother Francis de Sales) up to

that point. 10

The community he contacted was a "daughter foundation" of

the first convent of Benedictine Sisters in America, who had come
to the German settlement of St. Mary's, Pennsylvania, from St.

Walburga Convent at Eichstaett, Germany, in response to

Boniface Wimmer's request. As the three sisters pulled into the

then Saint Vincent Priory and future archabbey on July 8, 1852,

one of the Brothers ran to Wimmer, so the story goes, shouting:

"Father Superior, here comes your wagon-load oftrouble!" 11 The
German Benedictines from St. Walburga flourished in America,

and under Mother Benedicta Riepp stood up to Archabbot
Boniface Wimmer's often heavy-handed authority, making the lay

brother's comment an accurate prediction. 12

In 1870, Riepp's St. Joseph's Convent, the original Benedic-

tine motherhouse in the Elk County town of St. Mary's, Pennsyl-

vania, established a foundation called St. Mary's Convent in

Allegheny. That convent had three dependent branch houses in

the area by 1884. Sr. Dolorosa Scanlan headed one of them: St.

Joseph's Convent on Fulton Street (established in 1876), under
the jurisdiction of "Venerable Mother" Adelgunda Feldmann of

Allegheny's St. Mary's Convent. Saint Leo and Holy Name thus
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share a common tradition and circumstance: they are grand-

children of their respective Benedictine founders in America.

Saint Leo is in part the daughter of the 1846 pioneer Benedic-

tine monastery of Saint Vincent, since Gerard Pilz had been dis-

patched to the Catholic Colony by Archabbot Boniface Wimmer
himself. But the term "granddaughter" is more appropriate, since

Saint Vincent had transferred jurisdiction to its daughter
Maryhelp Abbey, which actually established the college and
monastery of Saint Leo. Holy Name is in a sense the great-

granddaughter of the 1852 pioneer Benedictine convent, but be-

cause it was officially founded by Feldmann's St. Mary's Convent
(rather than Scanlan's dependent branch of St. Joseph), the term

"granddaughter" is more precise for it, also. 13

With the consent of Ven. Mother Adelgunda Feldmann, and

the permission of Bishops Richard Phelan ofPittsburgh and John
Moore of St. Augustine, five sisters set out from Allegheny to San
Antonio on February 25, 1889: Mother Dolorosa Scanlan, Sr.

Boniface Feldmann (niece of the "Venerable Mother"), Sr.

Josephine Feldung, and Sr. Agatha Giesler, along with Sr. Agnes
Behe, who was delayed en route and joined them four months
later. These are the five foundresses of Holy Name Priory. 14

Holy Name Convent was an independent house from the very

beginning, unlike Saint Leo, which began as a college-monastery

subject to the authority of Maryhelp Abbey in North Carolina. 15

Bishop Phelan's letter to Mother Adelgunda implied that the five

Holy Name foundresses departed Allegheny in some turmoil: "I

laid down the conditions plainly as we agreed on," he wrote.

"Please get the proper documents giving up all claims on your

community and let them go in peace; and I hope you and your

community will have peace also." 16

The lead group of four arrived in the Catholic Colony, probab-

ly on the Orange Belt Railway, on February 28, 1889, and Behe

joined them on June 24. Their home was not quite ready. San

Antonio chronicler Joseph Kast noted: "Benedictine Sisters, four

in number, arrived from Allegheny, Pa., & lived at Dallas' house

till the Convent was ready for occupancy." 17 The Holy Name
Registry recorded: "M. Dolorosa being elected Superior, the

Sisters assumed the great work, March 1st 1889." 18 This is the

founding date of Holy Name Priory.
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Benedictine Sisters of Holy Name Convent and Academy in 1892.

Seated from left: Mother Dolorosa Scanlan, Sr. Boniface

Feldmann. Standing from left: Sr. Rose Marie Easly, Sr. Agatha

Giesler, Sr. Immaculate Walters. Holy Name Priory Archives

Holy Name Academy
In September 1889, the Benedictine sisters commenced teach-

ing at St. Anthony and St. Joseph elementary schools, but they

began their academy within a few days oftheir arrival. "The Sisters

open school in their House," noted Joseph Kast on March ll. 19

Soon it would become a celebrated institution "for the education

of young ladies," but at first it was for girls and boys alike. In a

1958 interview, Bernard V. Lyons remembered attending the very

first classes at the age of nine. Sr. Agnes Behe conducted classes

for 40 students, some as old as 20, in a room just off the main

entrance. 20 Among the early students was Mary Ansley, future

grandmother of Florida Governor Bob Graham, who took note

of the circumstance in his 1985 Saint Leo College commence-
ment address. 21 Another pioneer Holy Name Academy student

was Margaret Klein. She later married Anton Nathe, one of Saint

Leo's pioneer students, and became the matriarch of one of the

most prominent families in the community of St. Joseph. Born in

1875, her experience as a teenager at Holy Name was not salutary.

"They sent me to the Sisters at San Antonio," she recalled.
CT was

there two years and still they had only one more boarder, so I got
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very homesick." (Her home was three miles away.) "They finally

had me take music to get over it. After taking that for 12 months,
school was out and I went home."22

"The Academy is situated on the north side of the Plaza ofSan
Antonio," said the 1889 Holy Name catalogue; "the building is

well ventilated, commodious and adapted to the needs of the in-

mates."23

The original Prospectus for the academy proclaimed its mis-

sion: "The object of this Institution is to impart to young ladies

a thorough moral and mental training, so as to fit them for the

position they may occupy in after life." As for the curriculum:

"The course of Instruction is designed to impart a thorough
knowledge of the English language, Christian doctrine, History,

Geography, Mathematics, Book-keeping, Penmanship, German,
French, Vocal and Instrumental Music, Plain Sewing and
Embroidery." 24 The program promised to be at once traditional

and up to date: "The course of study while adhering to the best

ancient authors, will endeavor to keep pace with modern progress

and scientific investigation."25

The first catalogue amplified its statement of purpose, noting

preparation for "the grave responsibilities of life," as well as "an

ornamental position:"

The course of instruction is thorough and systematic,

nothing being omitted which will tend to the high moral

and mental culture expected ofyoung ladies ofthe present

day, and which will enable pupils of the Academy to leave

its portals prepared to fill not only an ornamental position

in society, but, should circumstances render it necessary,

to fill, with equal grace and ease, the grave responsibilities

of life, which sometimes so suddenly devolve upon us. 26

The academy's literature promoted its healthful aspects: "The
invigorating sea-breeze" from the Atlantic and the Gulf of

Mexico "comes to us laden with health, infusing fresh energy into

the more robust, and to the invalid bringing hope and the gold-

en promise of a new lease on life, amid the balmy air of Florida,

fraught as it is, with the sweet perfume of its world-famed orange

groves, as well as the more essential elements of human life."27

Students were "required to take daily walks through the pine

woods" bordering the "lovely sheets ofwater" adjoining the cam-

pus, free of "the piercing, wintry blasts of our sister Northern

States," and where "sweet notes of the mocking bird offer
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temptations, which will amply compensate for the many luxuries

left behind in northern homes."28 The 1892-1893 catalogue said:

"In fact, our design is to cultivate soul, intellect and body; fitting

the youth entrusted to our care for any sphere of life; enabling

them to enter upon the duties of society with grace, and carrying

with them that odor of purity and charm of intellect, so potent

for good, and which contribute so much to human happiness in

whatever path of life we are called." 29 Who could resist such an

appeal?

By the spring of 1891, the Gainesville Sun was noting that the

academy "has been patronized by lady students from seven dif-

ferent states of the Union." The paper added: "The school al-

ready takes rank among the best female educational institutions

of the country, and promises to bring more female students to

Florida than have ever heretofore attended any of our female in-

stitutions." 30 Enrollments at HNA peaked at 40 in 1896 and

averaged 25 through the 1890s. Registrations at Saint Anthony
School ranged from 66 to 85, and at Saint Joseph 21-30. The
sisters themselves numbered five at the founding of Holy Name
Convent in 1889, reached a total of 19 professed members and
five postulants in 1894, and ended the decade with ten professed

nuns and one novice, after they had established a new foundation

in Cullman, Alabama. 31

Tuition and board at Holy Name Academy, "including bed,

bedding and washing," was $100 per five-month session, $200
for the year, the same as at Saint Leo College. Day student tui-

tion ranged from $1.50 to $4 per month, depending upon
grade. 32 A six-year course of instruction was initially offered, con-

sisting of "Primary" gradesA and B, "Intermediate" grades A and
B, and "Academic Department" grades A and B. 33

Financial terms had a no-nonsense cast: "Payments strictly in

advance. If, for weighty reasons, this can not be complied with,

a NEGOTIABLE NOTE must be given." Similarly (as at Saint Leo),

there was also only a bare tolerance for vacations: "A short respite

from study is given at Christmas and Easter, but pupils must spend

these days at the Academy. Experience has proved to us that the

disruption incident upon these holiday visits home, creates a spirit

of distraction and restlessness. Care will be taken to make these

days pleasant at the Academy."34

A dress code was, of course, standard. "For school days, it is

preferred that pupils wear brown dresses. The dress for Sunday,
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blue merino or other woolen goods; Saturdays and for evening

wear, dress of any material, neat, inexpensive goods preferred....

Catholic pupils should provide themselves with white bobinet

veils for communion. . . . White dress for Commencement, silk

or other expensive material prohibited." There was a final note

on philosophy: "It will be the constant endeavor of the Sisters to

stimulate pupils to earnest, diligent application in every depart-

ment. The most approved methods will be employed, and every

facility offered pupils for a thorough training in all branches."35

A visitor to Holy Name Convent and Academy described for

the Sanford Journal in 1891 the accommodations in the three-

story building on the San Antonio piazza, home for both the

sisters and their students. "It was a dark and gloomy night when
we reached the little station of San Antonio, where a pony car-

riage driven by a young girl, one of the convent pupils awaited

us. Because ofthe darkness and dreariness outside, the kiss ofwel-

come at the door, the going through the dimly lighted corridors

into the little room, brightly lighted, well warmed, was all the

sweeter. With a long sigh of relief we sank into the great armed
rocking chair and looked curiously around. But for the name we
might have thought ourself in some hotel except that no hotel

ever wore so home-like a look." Writer Lucie Vannevar was evi-

dently unaware that the building indeed once might have been

the Sueltenfuss Hotel.
UA rap at the door and Mother Dolorossa [sic] was holding our

hands and breathing soft words of welcome. A very lovable

woman this and one who, but for the garb she wears, would be

a handsome one. Her eyes are soft and brown as a startled fawn's

and her skin pure and clear tinted." Vannevar had come to wit-

ness the investiture of her friend Ellen Murphy into the Order as

Sr. Scholastica of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, and was anxious at

the prospect. "That night upon our narrow bed we could not

sleep until one of the low-voiced sisters came and spoke words of

comfort, that we were ill, and then the world and all its sorrows,

the coming morrow with its renunciation, passed away and we
knew no more until the convent bell called all to early mass."

She described her surroundings with an eye for detail:

The convent itself is a fine and commodious building, cool

and comfortable in summer and in winter well warmed. A
broad hall on the lower floor has on each side reception

rooms comfortably furnished, and farther along class

rooms and refectory. The pupils and visitors eat by them-
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selves with one of the sisters to preside, and gentle man-
ners show the training of these women who in renouncing

the world, do not renounce the culture of it.

Above stairs are the sleeping rooms. Two dormitories, long

rooms, with rows ofnarrow iron bedsteads and at the foot

of each the toilet stand. These for the pupils. The other

sleeping rooms are such as we have described as our own,

cozy and homelike. Only in those used by the sisters there

are no suggestions ofwomanly vanity, no looking glass to

throw a passing glance into, and yet these women are some
of them more than passing fair. Above stairs too are two
private parlors where Mother Dolorossa sees her friends.

The convent windows look out upon a fair country, for San

Antonio is built on a succession of plateaux which over-

look fair valleys, where lakes nesde like jewels on the bosom
of an elfin maid. It is one of the best farming portions and

orange growing regions of the State, and whichever way
one looks, fair pictures, framed in backgrounds of green

pine or azure sky meet the eye.

Lucie Vannevar was an insightful and articulate observer of

Holy Name in its pioneer days. But she was not quite accurate on
its neighboring institution. "We left the convent that noon," she

wrote, "coming home by Dade City, stopping on the way at the

Jesuit College on the hill outside San Antonio." Nonetheless, she

concluded on a nice sentiment: "We expect to return some day

and spend a few days amid the quiet of San Antonio's holy

homes." 36

Holy Name Academy was granted a charter from the state of

Florida on May 24, 1893, "to confer such degrees upon scholars

as are usual in Academies of the Highest standing."37

The Holy Name community was successful in attracting stu-

dents, building a high reputation, and gaining members. But it

was also wracked by death in its earliest years. The first sister to

die at Holy Name was also its first post-foundation member: Sr.

Dolores Scanlan, who passed away on June 4, 1890. She was the

blood sister ofMother Dolorosa. As Ada Scanlan of Carrolltown,
Pennsylvania, she had followed her sister to Florida in the hope
ofrecovering her fragile health, and entered Holy Name Convent
on May 1, 1889. At her investiture on December 8, 1889, the

first to take place in San Antonio, an observer noted: "Miss Scan-

lan remained kneeling before the altar with the lighted taper in

her hand, the very impersonification of the waiting bride, beauti-
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Holy Name on the plaza in San Antonio at the turn of the century.

Holy Name Priory Archives

ful and pure in attractive feature and very graceful movement.
Addressing directly the young novice, the Bishop beautifully and
touchingly described the holiness of the life she had chosen, its

obligations and self-denials, and interrogated her as to her will-

ingness to assume and discharge them; to which the novice

replied affirmatively in a clear, ringing voice." 38 Her death at the

age of 21 was described with equal eloquence: "As the Angelus

was sounding at noon on the 4th inst., the white robed mes-

senger, who had been hovering all night around her couch, bent

lower still a moment, then sped aloft with another innocenft]

soul."39

Sr. Agnes Behe died on September 23, 1894, at the age of 41.

One of Holy Name's five foundresses, she was also the first

teacher at its academy in the spring of 1889. Fr. Roman Kirchner

sang the funeral Mass for her two days later, assisted by Frs. Louis

Panoch and James Shabaker, with the Saint Leo Military College

cadets in attendance.40 Her grave and those of her sisters were

eventually moved to the Saint Leo Abbey cemetery. The monks
agreed to open their burial ground to their Benedictine co-

laborers in 1910. "In view of the fact that our Order elsewhere

permits the Sisters to bury their dead in the Abbey Cemetery,"
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read the minutes, "the Chapter decided to extend the same

privilege to Holy Name Priory of San Antonio, Florida."41

The most visible loss was the death of Holy Name's Mother
Superior Dolorosa Scanlan, who died ofliver cancer at 42 on June

2, 1895. What kind of a person she was can only be gleaned from

newspaper accounts. She left no letters or other writings, and no

anecdotes about her survive. The contemporary record is full of

praise for her character and
achievements. "Mother
Dolorosa is a lady of culture,

refinement and scholarly attain-

ments, pious and exemplary,

who will surely make this in-

stitution one of the best for the

tuition of females in this State,"

said one newspaper feature

shortly after her arrival. Another

spoke of her "uncommon busi-

ness qualifications." Still

another called her "a lady most
admirably fitted by nature and

education for a proper dis-

charge of the grave and respon-

sible duties of her position."42

She died at the home of her

brother in Johnstown, Pennsylvania, where she had spent the last

stages of her illness. She was buried in the city's Carmelite

cemetery. "It was at first intended to take her remains to Florida

for interment, but, owing to the hot weather, the idea was aban-

doned," said her death notice. Another obituary noted:

The intelligence of her death came like a wail of sorrow

bringing pain and sadness unutterable to the hearts of

those who knew and loved her. She was a woman pure and
unsullied as the new fallen snowflakes. Her life was a living

epistle of piety and duty well performed. . . . Her precept

was but the handmaid to her practice, the doubting heard

her and were convinced, the ignorant attended her and
were taught, she smoothed the deathbed of heedless

wealth and rocked the cradle of infant charity. No wonder
she walked in the sunshine of the public eye; no wonder
she toiled through the pressure of the public benediction.

Mother Dolorosa Scanlan, O.S.B.

(1853-1895), first Superior of Holy
Name Convent and Academy.

Holy Name Priory Archives
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... In the death ofsuch a woman the church and the world

sustains a great loss.43

Foundress Sr. Boniface Feldmann was elected to succeed

Mother Dolorosa as superior. But in 1898, she led a delegation

of five Holy Name Sisters, in the midst of economic hardship, as

well as conflict between the Irish and German sisters of the com-
munity, to start a new foundation in Alabama. 44 Included in the

contingent were Srs. Josephine Feldung and Agatha Giesler, who
had also been part of the original 1889 San Antonio enterprise.

Thus within a decade, Holy Name Convent lost all five of its

founders — two by death and three by departure.

These days, the Holy Name community is called a "priory" and
its superior "prioress." In Benedictine monasteries of men,
however, the term "priory" is an interim step on the way to the

full status ofan abbey. But from its earliest years, Holy Name was
simply called a "convent," headed by a "mother superior." Al-

though the sisters began using the term "Holy Name Priory" at

the turn of the century, the people of San Antonio still referred

to their house as "the Convent." Not until 1961, when a new
brick front building replaced the original would-be Sueltenfuss

Hotel and carried the name HOLYNAME PRIORY emblazoned
in large letters on its face did the phrase come into general usage.

Mother de Chantal Ducuing, who headed the community from

1958 to 1966, was the first to use the title "Prioress."

Why is Holy Name not an "abbey" like Saint Leo and its su-

perior an "abbess?" "It was not the custom ofAmerican Benedic-

tine communities ofwomen to call themselves abbeys," says Holy
Name archivist Sr. Margaret Dunne, "although there are some in

Europe." And becoming a "priory," after all, was an advancement

in status over that of "convent." Moreover, the sisters have had
their own autonomy since 1962, when they joined the Congrega-

tion of St. Scholastica, thus gaining "pontifical" rather than

"diocesan" status. In their first three-quarters of a century, they

could make no major decisions without the approval of the

diocesan bishop.45

Holy Name Priory continues to staffSaint Anthony School but

it closed its academy in 1964 in order to join the monks of the

abbey in providing resources for the new Saint Leo College. In

the 75 years of its existence, Holy Name Academy lived up to the

reputation predicted for it in an 1891 feature in the Pittsburgh

Catholic, which described the struggles of its pioneering period:
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Everything was to be done, nothing to do it with, save that

fortitude, courage and love of souls which alone can

prompt one to undertake a seemingly impossible task, en-

dure privations without a murmur, and, that which is hard-

er still, to submit to the scoffs and taunts of ignorance and

prejudice. All this these Sisters have bravely borne— toiled

on, until, in spite of all opposition, they have finally estab-

lished one of the best institutions in Florida, which com-
mends itself to the public, and has secured the interest of

the leading non-Catholic citizens.... If some of our older

schools do not shake the cobwebs from their eyes and get

to work in earnest, this school, though only in its infancy,

will step to the front ranks.... 46

Building a College

When Abbot Leo Haid of Maryhelp paid his first visit on
February 7, 1889, to select the location for the future college-

monastery, he picked the actual site from three which had been

made available. As Benedict Roth recorded:

Several locations were suggested by Judge Dunne; among
these one between Twin Lakes; another two blocks north

of the San Antonio R. R. depot where Judge had erected

a 25 ft. tower to convince Father Gerard would be a

suitable site, for Clear Lake could be seen from the top of

said tower which was nearly a half mile from Clear Lake;

still another one where St. Leo's now stands. The Abbot
Leo preferred this location on a 36 acre tract. The Judge
gave this place to the Benedictines of North Carolina... 47

Few would deny that the savvy Leo Haid picked the best spot

for the college-monastery that would soon be named in his honor.

The next step was to erect a building, which would serve as a com-
bined college and monastery, with classrooms, a students' dor-

mitory, kitchen, chapel, and faculty apartments alike.

Construction took a year and a half and cost $10,000, but the

result was magnificent.

Abbot-Bishop Haid contracted with Julius Scott, a former lay

brother of Maryhelp Abbey, to direct the project and dispatched

him to Florida. The San Antonio News, which followed such

major doings in the Catholic Colony with enthusiasm, reported

on May 20, 1889: "Mr. Scott, who is to superintend the work of
the college building, has arrived and only awaits lumber to start
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work."48 As the college took shape, the paper exulted: "San An-
tonio is destined to be the centre of education in Florida."49

The main college building was a monumental and majestic af-

fair. Located near the current Plant Operations Building on what
is now the east end of the campus, it was three stories high, 224
feet long on the ground floor and 35 feet wide, with an elegant

tower 102 feet high to the tip of the cross above the mansard
roof. It stood precisely 1,075 feet from the shore of Lake Jovita.

The News described the design:

The main building of the College is to be about 110 feet

long, and faces the lake, the course of the building being

N. E. to S. W. On the North end will be the dining hall

and kitchen, about 57 feet in length. On the South end
the chapel, also 57 feet in length, making a total length of

the building facing the length ofover 200 feet. The central

part, the College proper, will be three stories high, with a

cupola, and front and rear verandas. 50

Scott was recruiting San Antonio workmen, but Haid sent

down some Maryhelp brothers to help in the construction. The
first to arrive were Brothers Leonard Metzger and Thomas
Napiecek on August 24, 1889. They boarded with Fr. Gerard Pilz

at the Saint Anthony pastor's house and worked on the building,

though Metzger was by profession a cook and Napiecek a

farmer. 51 On October 15, 1889, the Maryhelp abbot's master

builder arrived: Brother Gilbert Koberzynski, a boatwright by

trade, who, in his 16 months at the college, not only helped craft

a sturdy edifice, but left behind a tradition of making huge St.

Gilbert whaleboats, which could hold nearly the entire student

body. 52 Bro. Gilbert brought with him Frater Boniface Hilgen-

bocker, a young cleric with tuberculosis, sent to San Antonio in

the hope of recovery. He stayed until the following June 22 and

then was sent to Maryhelp's mission in Savannah, Georgia, where

he died on November 9, 1890. 53

The San Antonio News made frequent references to construc-

tion superintendent Julius Scott. "Mr. Scott keeps pegging away

at the college building," said the paper on October 1, 1889. "All

the available teams in the neighborhood were busily engaged last

week hauling brick from the depot to the college grounds, for

the foundation piers," wrote the News on October 15. "The ex-

pectation is to have the college open for the first Monday in Sep-

tember, 1890." The schedule was almost met; it was dedicated
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A sketch of the original Saint Leo College and monastery building, completed in 1890

at a cost of $10,000. The cupola was removed in 1894 because too many visitors kept

pestering the monks to let them come up and take the view of the countryside.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

on September 14 and opened the next day, the third Monday in

September 1890. "The framing of the college is going up quite

rapidly," added the journal on November 19. On December 3,

1889, it included a personal note: "Mr. Scott is going [through]

the same ordeal most of the young men who come to Florida go
through. He is now keeping house and what leisure is left to him
after superintending the work of the College, he devotes to the

culinary art." 54

Saint Leo chronicler Benedict Roth was not enamored with ex-

Brother Julius Scott, who he suggested had changed his name
from its original German "Schott." Roth called him a Pfuscher.

that is, a "bungler," one who took no care with quality detail and
who was also unduly extravagant. "The College Tower alone cost

$1,000.00. The total building including the Kitchen, college or

main building and Chapel cost in the neighborhood of

$10,000.00.

"

55 In addition, Scott did not always look where he

was going.

The San Antonio News took note of a misstep on the

superintendent's part on December 17, 1889: "Mr. Julius Scott

met with a serious accident on Thursday last. He lost his balance,

while on the second story of the college building, and fell, one of
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his shoulders striking a joist. Had it not been for his presence of
mind which caused him to catch to some piece of lumber as he

was falling through, he would probably have been killed. When
last heard from he was suffering much pain and high fever." But
the paper reported on January 7, 1890, that Scott had fully

recovered. 56

The superintendent was not the only one injured in the con-

struction project. The News recounted the adventure of local

workman Frank Muetterer, who was taking a shortcut down,
when he "jumped from the third story off a rope attached to a

pulley. He unknowingly grapped [sic] only one rope as he was
about to descend; hence his mishap. Fortunately for this young
man no limb was fractured. Fright was the sole feature of the

second act."57

As the only Benedictine priest on the scene, Fr. Roman
Kirchner, Gerard Pilz's successor as pastor of Saint Anthony
Church, made periodic reports to Abbot Leo on the building's

progress. His letter of January 23, 1890, describes one headache

after another. Brother Gilbert has been complaining about Julius

Scott. "One criminates [sic] the other and it is hard to tell who
is right," wrote Kirchner. As for Muetterer's fall from the roof,

"He is not much hurt." Fr. Roman also enclosed a four-page bill

from the Wm. Sueltenfuss Steam Saw and Planing Mill ofSan An-
tonio for $1,310.11 in "rough lumber," "dressed lumber," 2 by

10's, 4 by 6's, and the like, all at a 20 percent discount. "This is

only about 2/s of all lumber required," wrote the priest.

Haid had been expressing concern about costs and wanted
Kirchner to cut back on the payroll, but Fr. Roman was resisting.

"There are eleven workmen in all employed at the building. I

would let them there until the building is shingled. Three or four

men will make no headway on that large building. Frank has been

doing nothing but making brackets since I am here, and is not

yet finished. Besides most of these work @ $1.25 p. diem, two
young fellows getting only $.50^. So counting Julius & Frank's

wages, board, washing, wine etc. there is very little difference. Of
course after the heavy work is finished I intend to discharge most

of these second-hand workmen."
The abbot had also grumbling about extravagance. "The

Tower is about 38' above mansard roof including cross," wrote

the San Antonio superior, defending the college design. "It looks

very well according to my idea and a smaller one would have been
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a botch." He added: "You say many ornamental things can be

done later. There is no ornament that I can see except the brack-

ets all around. They are now mostly finished and would go to ruin

if not put up. Besides you know that an unfinished building will

never be finished later on. I remember the brothers' complaints

about the barn in N. C. because no strips were on and the rain

destroyed the grain."

Kirchner had been Haid's assistant as Prior ofMaryhelp Abbey
before his appointment to San Antonio and was used to authority

and speaking bluntly. "I have bills to pay amounting to ca.

$1,000.00. Bricks, Shingles, Kitchen Bills, wages, Nails &c," he

concluded. "I hope I may never again have to be responsible for

a building of this kind." 58

The cost-conscious abbot, concerned about his 1 1-man payroll

at $1.25 and 50 cents per man per day, sent down from North
Carolina five laborers who would work for free — lay brothers,

to join the five Benedictines already in San Antonio. They arrived

on May 23, 1890: Bro. Charles Eckel, "a real carpenter," along

with brotherhood candidates Anthony Poiger, Leo
Fuchsbuechler, John Steltzer, and John Riedelberger. 59

As they plunged into the work of completing the main college

building, their meals were prepared at the St. Anthony Church
kitchen a mile away by Metzger and Fuchsbuechler and trundled

out to them in a wheelbarrow. Most ofthem lived in the very first

building which had been erected on the college grounds: the car-

penter shop, a 25-by-40-foot, one-story frame structure com-
pleted in the fall of 1889.60 "The Brothers were indeed happy &
cheerful amid many hardships &: privations," wrote college

chronicler Benedict Roth. "Brother Leonard, cooked, prepared

their meals up to this period at San Antonio — in the morning
they brought their prepared dinner to the College & as it was in-

sufficient at times Brother Gilbert would supply on the carpenter

shop stove (heater for various purposes) a flour mush soup. Even-

ings they spent their free time in burning out stumps, singing

hymns, in bathing, turtling, fishing, &x." 61

By the spring of 1890, the exterior framing of the college had
been completed. It was "by far the largest and handsomest build-

ing in this part of Florida," opined the San Antonio News on
February 18. 62

The brothers raced to complete the interior by the dedication

date, which had been scheduled for September 14, 1890. They
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The first building constructed at Saint Leo, this 1889 carpenter

shop was also used as a residence for the Brothers who were erecting

the main college-monastery building. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

made it, at least substantially. Painted at first a leaden color, it was
finished in white to reflect heat and light in the spring of 1892:

"It seems, however, to be a difficult color to lay on, several coats

being required before the building will look at all renovated,"

said the San Antonio Herald. "From its elevated position the

building is made more attractive in the distance when distin-

guished by a color so striking in daylight."63

Gerard Pilz had suggested to Boniface Wimmer in 1886 that

a college building could be put up for $1,000. The $10,000 cost

of the 1890 college structure put the monks in debt for 12 years,

but it was a wonder to behold. "The building looks magnificent,"

wrote the San Antonio News, "so says every person."64

The building lasted for 38 years as the symbol of "St. Leo's

College," the original name of the institution, which called San

Antonio its home until the municipality of Saint Leo was created

in 1891. The two dominant features of the structure did not sur-

vive the life of the building: the $1,000 cupola and the 12-foot

cross.

"The staircase in the college tower is completed," wrote the

San Antonio News on April 1, 1890, as the scaffolding around the

building was being removed, "and all wishing to visit the College

and get a good view of the surrounding country may do so

now."65 This was an overly generous offer the monks soon

regretted. "To this date every Visitor' nearly by request took a

View' ofthe country from the Tower," wrote chronicler Benedict

Roth on December 31, 1893.66 The very appeal of the cupola
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Saint Leo College looked like this (left) only in 1 894— after the high tower was removed

and a temporary platform was installed. A "cap tower" was put in place in 1894. The

cross was destroyed by lightning in 1911 and the building itself burned down in 1928.
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proved its undoing. It was "dangerous," said Roth, to allow

guests to ascend into the 80-foot open tower on their own, and

the monks had too much work to do to drop everything and give

everyone the tour, especially since they planned to invoke the

cloister rule for the monastic residences in the college. The tower

came down in the spring and summer of 1894.

"Beginning to remove the College tower," wrote Roth on April

2, 1894. "This will put an end to visitors going up there in the

future to take a look at the surrounding country — & it is well

so, for in the course ofthe year Clausura will yet be introduced."67

Throughout the summer and fall of 1894, the college took on
a distinctive interim look. As a temporary measure, Emil Gailmard

and Brothers Anthony Poiger and Placidus Ward built a platform

in place of the cupola and transferred the cross to it. Then they

finished the project by installing a "cap tower," with the original

cross on top, a job completed on December 12, 1894.68

That was the face the college presented for nearly seventeen

years, until the next major feature met its demise by an act of na-

ture. At 7:10 p.m. on June 27, 1911, lightning struck the cap

tower and demolished the cross. As Benedict Roth recorded the

incident, the bolt "sent its splinters as far down as the cemetery

a hundred yards away; broke and ignited a
cSun- Light' gas tube

in the prefect's room on the dormitory floor; and then ran out of

the room left to the choir chapel on the second floor . . . and

scared everybody except the party who got a shock of the same
nature in St Anthony's Church some ten years ago." (Roth him-
self had been struck by lightning while hearing confessions in
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1901.) "The Cross was never replaced; beyond that no
damage!!!"69

The building was used as school and home for both students

and priests (the brothers had their own "convent") until 1912,
when the monks occupied their new stone Saint Leo Abbey, and
shifted the kitchen facilities as well. It continued as a classroom

and dormitory until 1920, when the college annex (Saint Leo
Hall) was completed for additional classroom space. In 1926
Saint Edv/ard Hall was erected as a dormitory, and the original

structure, then known simply as "the old building," was used for

science classes and laboratories. A fire, thought to have been
sparked in one of the laboratories, started while everyone was at

lunch on June 1, 1928. In a matter ofhours, the building burned
to the ground.

As the grand building was being readied for the opening of the

college, Abbot Alexius Edelbrock of St. John's Abbey in Col-

legeville, Minnesota, paid a visit to the Catholic Colony in March
of 1890 and preached at St. Anthony's Church. He also remarked

as to what he felt were the dubious prospects for the new St. Leo's

College: "Was soil aus diesem Kinde werden? " 70 What will be-

come of this child? The man who would have the greatest in-

fluence in shaping that child was about to arrive on the scene:

Charles H. Mohr.

Charles H. Mohr: Forty-Year Force at Saint Leo

Born in Chillicothe, Ohio, on January 24, 1863, Charles Mohr
came to San Antonio at the age of27 to head Maryhelp Abbey's

Florida mission, served as the first chief operating officer of Saint

Leo College, was elected first abbot when the monastery was

raised to an abbey in 1902, and until his death in 1931 was the

principal influence in Saint Leo's pioneering years.

He was bold, decisive, and charismatic. Genial and outgoing

by nature, he made a wide circle of friends, among them Presi-

dent Theodore Roosevelt. He had a commanding bearing and

looked the part of the leader he was. People in San Antonio now
in their seventies and eighties remember him when they were

children — cutting an elegant figure as he rode on horseback

through the neighborhood, accompanied by his large St. Bernard

dog "Fritz" (one of seven so named he had over his lifetime).

Mohr had a strong sense of personal responsibility for his duties,

and they often weighed heavily on him. He defended his Church
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and his community against attacks on a number of occasions. Im-

patient with foolishness, he was often fierce to the point of petti-

ness in personal confrontations. A man of high expectations for

those in whom he placed his confidence, he suffered many disap-

pointments, especially in his last years. Saint Leo left its mark on
its students in those days, and many "old boys" who wrote back

asked especially to be remembered to him. His was the presence

which formed the institution from its very beginning.

In 1929, two years before his death, Abbot Charles looked back

over his life and wrote a 29-page sketch of his early years. His

anecdotes reveal his genuine sense of humor and his feeling for a

good story. He was in a reflective mood and wrote in remarkab-

ly candid fashion about his parents. They had both come from

small German villages on the Rhine and had moved to Ohio short-

ly after their marriage in 1855, crossing the Atlantic in a harrow-

ing 40-day voyage by sailing ship. Mohr's father Ludwig was a

carpenter and a convert from Lutheranism. His mother Helen
Doll had lost her first husband to an early death, but bore and

brought up 12 children. Born Henry Mohr into the middle of

the large brood, the future abbot was not his mother's favorite.

"After I grew up and old enough to take notice, I often

wondered how father came to marry the widow," he wrote. "He
was refined and well educated. Mother lacked both qualifications.

However she was a good Hausfrau and raised a large family five

girls and seven boys. She was never very ill; she worked hard all

her life and the mob of children must have tried her very much."
Her shopping philosophy was of special annoyance to young

Henry. "Mother had an eye for business. She would never take

us to the store when she made purchases for us. For instance when
we needed shoes she would fit a stick ofwood inside an old shoe

to get the exact inside length. This she took to the shoemaker,

selected the shoe. Into whatsoever shoe that stick fitted, that's the

shoe she bought, no matter whether the style suited us or not.

Oh gee how I used to hate those old copper toed shoes. Well, it

was either take them or go barefooted."

Mohr's father had a stern and authoritarian streak, but "mother
knew how to control him in many ways." Ludwig Mohr was "a

great stickler for proprieties" and took particular offense if the

family ever started a meal without him. On one occasion, they

waited and waited, and finally decided to begin without him. "We
had hardly done so, when father came in. When he saw us busy
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at the meal his anger got the

better of him. Without saying a

word he took hold of the prin-

cipal serving dishes and began
throwing them out of the win-

dow. Mother not the least per-

turbed called to us children

saying- 'Help daddy get rid of

all this truck. For years I have

needed new china ware. . . . He
wishes to surprise us.'" That
settled Ludwig Mohr.
Henry was his father's

favorite. "My older brothers

and sisters used to tell me that

father seemed to like me better

than he did the others," he

wrote. The abbot could
remember the circumstances of

the rare lickings his father had
given him. "He seldom,
however used the rod. When he

did apply it, the impression

thereof lasted for a life time. He
gave me four thrashings and not one was given in anger. He called

me to his room, slowly walking up and down he would discuss

the case with me and having convinced me that I deserved a

punishment, sailed into me as deliberately as he did all things else

professional. We never felt any resentment. Often after a good
beating he would take us out walking with him; tell us stories; or

gave us candy, or send us out on an errand just as if nothing un-

toward had happened. . . . After the fiercest conflict he was the

same dear old dad he always was."

That was the kind of corporal punishment Mohr appreciated

but usually didn't get. His view of what he witnessed in his

elementary years in Portsmouth, Ohio, in the 1860s and 1870s

was harsh and judgmental: "I forego saying anything about the

parochial schools they had when I was a boy. The treatment was

very cruel and at times most inhumane. Suffice it to say that had

I married and not become a priest and God blessed our union

with children, not a single child ofmine would have darkened the

Abbot Charles Mohr at 54 on his horse

"Tom" in 1917. Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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door of any parochial school." It was a startling assessment from

such a visible representative and defender of Catholic education.

Even more was his subsequent comment. The Saint Leo monks
had always had cooperative relationships with the sisters of Holy
Name Priory, but Abbot Charles — writing a memoir at the age

of66 in a mood which brought out his bluntest thoughts— con-

fessed how his parochial school experience had shaped his view

of nuns in general: "Now a days the parochial schools compare
very favorably with the Public Schools. In spite of that fact I do
not care to meet any Sisters. I will do any favor possible but I do
not care to come in personal contact with them or to even see

them officially. The Sister that tried to teach me when I was a kid

and who did wollop [sic] me many times was present when I said

my First Holy Mass. After Mass she said to me — cYou owe your

success to me. If I had not driven the devil out ofyou, you would
never have become a priest.' So the days of 'casting out devils' are

still with us."

Mohr also recounted two other thrashings he got while a stu-

dent at St. Vincent College — one for chalking the word "OX"
on the back of a classmate just as he was about to get up and recite

in English grammar, and the other for mistakes in his own Ger-

man lessons. Years later, his English teacher Fr. John Stader asked

to attend his abbatial blessing on the grounds that "I had had a

hand in training you, that I had 'paddled your canoe to the

queen's taste.'" He also encountered his German instructor Fr.

Wenceslaus Kocarnick, who boasted: "Well do I remember the

caning I gave you. I am still tickled to death that I had a hand in

the MAKING OF AN ABBOT."

Charles Mohr shaped a college which believed in discipline and
had a no-nonsense attitude on violations of the many rules. But
Mohr's memories of his own early experience always tempered
his attitude toward corporal punishment. "I cannot get over it,"

he wrote. "All that 'beat me up' seem to think they deserve a

crown in heaven."

Mohr's parents both died in unusual circumstances. His

mother had the habit of jumping from the streetcar before it

stopped, in order to demonstrate spryness in her old age. "The
conductors used to praise her for this and the more they praised

her the 'younger' she got." In February of 1901, at the age of

72, she still had the habit, despite the wintry ice. "Near to her

house she alighted as usual. But the streets were slippery, and her
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feet flew from under her and she was dragged quite a distance

before she let loose of the railings. She was carried home. She
took to her bed and after a week's illness, fortified with all the

sacraments she died in the kiss ofthe Lord." The abbot had never

received much affection from his mother, and had written sharp-

ly of his feelings, but in his own last years he was sentimental: "I

was never as fond of mother as I was of father. I always imagined

she did not like me. Poor mother, she had a time placating all us

Arabs. As days go on, I miss her more and more."
Ludwig Mohr also died as the result of a bizarre accident.

"Four years before his death," he was coming home from work,

past a house being roofed, and "there in the darkness and unseen

by him lay a shingle with a nail sticking up. My father stepped on
it and the nail penetrated the hollow of his foot. A few hours later

he had violent vomiting spells, lockjaw and finally paralysis. After

months and months of suffering he recovered sufficiently to take

little walks in and about the place." But in one of his wanderings

in April of 1881, a strange development ensued. "In these walks

he was always accompanied by his faithful St. Bernard dog 'Nero.'

One day the dog came home alone. He pulled and pulled at

mother's skirts in order to attract her attention. She was busy at

the time and his behavior annoyed her. She flipped him on the

nose and said: 'Get out Nero: you are crazy.' Then it dawned on
her that father had not returned with Nero. All became alarmed

and followed the dog. He led them to father's prostrate form. He
had received a final stroke. He was still conscious. He received all

the rites of the church, said good words to his children, blessed

them and calmly expired." Added Abbot Charles: "Blessed father,

how often does your image come before my eyes. How often do
I wish I could dig you up and out from your grave to have you
with me."
One final anecdote from the abbot's biographical sketch reveals

how fateful are the turning points in life's direction. Henry Mohr
nearly died as an infant. He was saved only by chance.

Ludwig Mohr used to worry about his favorite child when he

had to travel. "After I had grown some and was able to make a

few steps unaided, he seemed more and more nervous before

going away," wrote the abbot. One day he was unusually persist-

ent in his anxieties. "Finally mother got tired of his repeated in-

junction to keep a watchful eye on his 'precious snookums' that

she bade him to remain at home and play the wet nurse and she
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would go to the carshops. Well they parted in a huff." Mohr
recounted what happened next:

My father's presentiment was well founded. . . . The Mon-
day afternoon of the day on which father had gone off to

work, my mother had to attend the funeral ofan old friend.

She left me in the care ofmy sister Agnes. Kid like, she got

tired humoring me, decided to run off to her companions.

Beforehand though, she placed me near a tub ofwater and

gave me a few sticks to play with. These I threw into the

water. I guess the sticks floated to the other side of the tub

and I tried to reach them. Leaning over too far, I lost my
balance and tumbled into the water. A neighbor passing

by saw my big feet sticking out above the tub, concluded

there must be a body where so much foot was in evidence.

He climbed over the fence and pulled me out. I gave no
signs of life. So he jumped me up and down to get the

water out of me. In the mean time Agnes returned. She

was scared to death and ran screaming to the cemetery yell-

ing all the way as she ran "My brother Henry is drowned,

oh my brother is drowned, drowned, drowned." . . . After

mother got home she found me apparently dead. No rub-

bing no shaking would help. In her despair she appealed

to heaven saying "Blessed mother, restore my child and I

will dedicate him to your service." "Not long afterwards,"

she said, "the roses returned to your cheeks, you began to

breathe and you awoke laughing as if from a refreshing

sleep."

Added the abbot, ruminating in 1929 over the many difficul-

ties in his life: "How often have I, when dark clouds hung low
and threatening above me and troubles came thick and fast have

I wished I had died in that tub and had gone to heaven. I had had
a chance then ofeternal happiness. Now, the older I get, the more
I make my salvation less secure."71

These autobiographical thoughts illustrate Mohr's fundamen-
tal straightforwardness, but the melancholy tone was not typical

of his attitude. In his last years, Abbot Charles was uncharacteris-

tically shaken by self-doubt and battered by circumstance. He was
about to yield the reins to a coadjutor abbot and give up his near-

ly 40 years of authority, and although he had been seeking to do
so for a decade, the prospect was affecting him. In addition, the

Florida Boom had collapsed, saddling Saint Leo with the debt on
the newly constructed $250,000 Saint Edward Hall in the face of
declining enrollments. Furthermore, his protege, a priest whom
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he had appointed to direct the school at the age of 25, had just

departed from the abbey with the mother ofone of the students,

leaving the abbot devastated. But in his prime, Charles Mohr was
a decisive force of driving energy.

He taught virtually every subject in the Saint Leo curriculum,

even as president and abbot, through the 1920s: history and
philosophy, algebra and Spanish, political economy and teleg-

raphy. Having taught himself to play the organ as a student at

Saint Vincent, he became an accomplished musician on a range

of instruments from the bass fiddle to the tenor horn, playing at

college entertainments and commencements. 72 Mohr quickly

built a high reputation for the college. "Father Charles has per-

formed a noble work," wrote the Pasco County Democrat in 1892.

"He has observed carefully, wisely established the curriculum and

patiently laid the foundation for a grand future for the college.. .

.

To enter this college and enjoy the thorough instruction afforded

is a prize for which any ofour young men may enter upon a strug-

gle of self denial, economy and special industry. The benefits to

be derived and the stores of learning therein laid up will never be

exhausted." Added the paper in 1895: "It is impossible to proper-

ly estimate the good that is growing out of the work done by

Father Charles and his able corps of assistants in promoting the

social, moral and educational refinement of our county. St. Leo
College takes rank with the very best institutions of learning in

the South."73

In addition to his academic and religious positions, Mohr wore

many other hats and reveled in their display. Skilled in telegraphy,

he was appointed Western Union agent for the college by the In-

ternational Ocean Telegraph Company on December 29, 1890.

His inaugural wire has been preserved. In response to Superin-

tendent B. F. Dillon's inquiry from Jacksonville— "Are you ready

for business?"— he replied: "Our first message is a 'Hearty Thank
You' for office." 74 The convenience of a telegraph office some-

times turned into a curse when messages were delayed. Long-

time Saint Leo friend William Kenny was making his first trip to

the college as Bishop of St. Augustine on June 13, 1902, but his

wire from Tampa asking to be met at the Dade City depot got

lost for several hours. He made his way to the school alone, much
to everyone's embarrassment. 75

The multi-faceted abbot was also ticket dispenser for the rail-

road and agent for the Southern Express Company. In the latter
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capacity, he issued his first money order on September 9, 1894,

to Dr. Joseph F. Corrigan for $2.25 for a keg of nails. The ship-

ment arrived three weeks later, but the express charge was $7.20.

"He refused the nails," wrote Benedict Roth. "This is one of the

many times the good man paid 'dear.'" 76

Mohr's favorite hat was that of Saint Leo postmaster. The col-

lege got its own post office even before Saint Leo was established

as a town. Mohr received his commission— and an annual salary

of$215 — on November 1, 1890, from Postmaster General John
Wanamaker, over the objections of the postmasters of San An-
tonio, St. Thomas, and Dade City, who evidently did not want
competition. 77 Like the Western Union office, the railroad depot,

and the ticket-express agency, it represented a great convenience

and it enhanced the identity of the college. The first mail from

"St. Leo P. O." was cancelled by Assistant Postmaster Fr. Basil

Singer with a pen on November 20, 1890, and two days later with

an official stamp.78 Father Charles's initial commission was issued

mistakenly under the name "Frater Charles," and in 1895 the

department sent him a letter objecting to the term. "Frater seems

an ecclesiastical title," the abbot later recalled the message. "This

government acknowledges no foreign titles. Give your name and
surname." His new commission, smoothed along with the help

of Judge Robert Douglas of Greensboro, North Carolina, and

Col. A. W. Shaffer, postmaster of Raleigh, was issued September

16, 1895, under the name "Charles H. Mohr."79 The title passed

to his successor, Abbot Francis Sadlier, in 1931 . Sadlier served for

24 years, before giving up the position to Brother David Gor-

mican, who held the post from 1955 to 1967. The last of the

Saint Leo monks to serve as postmaster was Brother Joachim Svet-

losky, 1967- 1970. 80

Beyond these official jobs, Fr. Charles plunged himself into the

work of building Saint Leo. No task was too small for him. He
and his closest friend Dr. Corrigan glued paper on the chapel win-

dows to add an artistic touch in January of 1891. In July of 1893,
he helped build the college driveway to the public road and lined

it with Australian oaks (which went down in the Great Freeze of

1894-1895). During the 1894 Christmas break, he was assisting

the brothers in stretching a wire fence from the sinkhole pond to

Lake Jovita. On April 11, 1896, he went to Dade City in the

morning to buy the mules "Mike" and "Betsy" for $125 and in

the evening traveled to Tampa to hear German confessions at the
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Jesuit church. Even in 1922, he helped the young clerics tear

down the original carpenter shop and brothers' house of 1889,
along with the adjacent study hall of 1895, and saw to it that the

lumber was saved.81

Himself a hard worker, Abbot Charles expected the same at-

titude from his monks. Fr. Marion Bowman — who graduated

from Saint Leo in 1923, joined the Benedictine community, and
eventually became abbot himself and president of the college —
remembers receiving the only letter he ever got from Charles

Mohr. It arrived in 1923, after Mohr had sent him off to spend

his first two years ofcollege studies and novitiate at Saint Bernard

Abbey in Alabama. "In those days, for an abbot to write to a semi-

narian was like the pope writing to a peasant. He told me that if

I was looking for someone to wait on me, I should go someplace

else, and that he expected nothing less than total commitment
and effort. Well, I had been raised to speak my mind, so I wrote

him back and said that that was what I hoped to give."82

One of Charles Mohr's most noteworthy features was his af-

fection for animals. He was nearly always accompanied by a large

St. Bernard, who came to be regarded as the "college dog." His

Ohio hometown paper the Portsmouth Times even took note of

an article he wrote in 1906 for the Humane Society journal Dumb
Brutes "on the purposes for which animals were created," plead-

ing for "good treatment of them under any and all circumstan-

ces."83

Fr. Charles's first canine companion, the premier in a line of

seven named "Fritz," took up residence at Saint Leo before his

master himself arrived. He was brought down from Maryhelp

Abbey by Fr. Benedict Roth on July 18, 1890. "Be good to your-

self& don't forget Fritz," wrote Mohr to Roth on August 5 from

a stopover in Savannah. "I send you a box of cigars for having

cared for him."84

"Fritz I," who had been a gift while Mohr was stationed in

Greensboro, North Carolina, died in the fall of 1896. The "faith-

ful old St. Bernard dog," the abbot later wrote, "feels his end
coming. He goes from door to door and finally finds one open.

It is Father James' room. He coolly climbs up in the bed, places

his head on the pillow, and dies." He was buried "beneath one

of the large trees in the avenue" to the lake. 85 He had a gentle

disposition and was particularly popular with the students. Such

a warm fixture had he become at Saint Leo that he was pictured
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This photo from the 1897-1898 Saint Leo catalogue shows campus scenes, including

Fr. Charles Morn's St. Bernard "Fritz I," the college dog and "house guard."

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

in the college catalogue over the improbable caption: "Fritz, our

House Guard." 86

Over the years, nearly a dozen of Mohr's dogs roamed the col-

lege grounds in turn. His cousin Lou Gilgen sent him a white ter-

rier named "Roxy" to succeed the pioneer "Fritz" in 1896. He
became a campus favorite as well as a skilled hunter, cleaning out

11 rodents in "a ratty day at the Barn" in the summer of 1898,

before he disappeared without notice. 87 In 1895, Fr. Charles

received the gift of a bulldog named "Caesar" from his friend

Joseph Zapf "to guard the garden," but the dog died after a

month. "It was too hot here," noted Benedict Roth. 88 There fol-

lowed a St. Bernard named "Arleine," which Roth picked up from
the Ferdinand Eggers family in Cleveland in 1902 (and which
died in 1904), and a similarly named Great Dane called "Arlene,"

given away to 1906 visitor Mrs. Charles Monrose ofTampa, who
had taken a fancy to the animal. 89

Mohr's favorite dogs, however, were his series of St. Bernards

named "Fritz." Number Two arrived by rail express on June 20,

1897, a $50 present from Fr. M. Wagner, who had visited the col-

lege the previous spring. He proved to be the opposite of his
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gentle namesake, however, and after he bit students Quinlan and
Campo in 1901, he fell from grace.90 "Fritz III" was acquired by

Fr. Aloysius Delabar. He brought him to Saint Leo after helping

out in St. Paul's parish in Cincinnati in the summer of 1906, and
soon wrote: "Young 'Fritz' is now master of the situation around
the Abbey."91 "Fritz IV" arrived by rail as a puppy in 1909 and
lived until 1915. Fritz Number Five was the most short-lived of

all, dying at two months in 1916.92

"Fritz VI" came to Saint Leo in 1916 and quickly won the

hearts of the students. "Fritz VI., our superdog, has been delv-

ing deeply into the intricacies of canine sapience the past few

months and is vying with the
c

grads' for honors," wrote the col-

lege magazine St. Leo'sm June of 1917. "The first fruits of his su-

pereducation were made manifest by a haircut a la Van Dyke."93

He was photographed with the top-hatted abbot in 1917 and ac-

companied Mohr on many a horseback ride before old age caught

up with him in 1924.94 The
seventh and last in the "Fritz"

line was the only German
Shepherd, sent by Fr. Joseph

Haldmaier from Farmingdale,

New York, in the summer of

1924.95 He outlived his master.

Besides being noteworthy for

his love of animals, Charles

Mohr was distinctive for his

striking appearance, particularly

his silvery hair, which turned at

an early age. A story commonly
told in San Antonio holds that

Mohr's hair turned white over-

night at the shock of the death

of Conrad Metzner, the first

student to die at Saint Leo,

killed in a shooting accident

after a Christmas 1891 picnic.96 But it is something of a folk tale.

The transition was sharp, but not immediately following the

Metzner shooting. The change occurred in the spring of 1894,

as Benedict Roth later wrote: "It was in this period that his curly,

jet black hair began to turn, with a vim, into a soft, silvery hue,

— now snow white."97 Stress from a number of circumstances

The top-hatted abbot and college

president Charles Mohr with "Fritz

VI" in 1917. Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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Fr. Charles Mohr at 30 (left) and on his 40th birthday (right). His hair turned quite

suddenly from jet black to white "from worry & trouble." Saint Leo Abbey Archives

may have been a factor. Mohr himself made a point of mention-

ing the development in a June 14, 1894, letter to Abbot Leo
Haid: "I am not yet but a few months past 31 yrs. old & am al-

ready pretty grey. This came from worry & trouble."98 By the

time of his abbatial blessing at the age of 39 in 1902, his "sub-

jects" were telling him how "venerable" he appeared, and Roth
wrote, "he did look as 'venerable,' although his face was juvenile,

as his Brother Abbots."99

Charles Mohr took his responsibilities seriously and carried

them with grace. But they were a burden to him. He remarked

to his Senior Council in 1907 on the "well-meant advice" he was

frequently receiving, that "if it agreed with his own views, he

adopted it as his own." He added: "That if he failed to act upon
propositions & suggestions made, it was because he was respon-

sible to the community for what he did & would always have to

take the whole blame & censure & that it would not be an excuse

for failure to say this or that capitular had urged him to act thus

&thus." 100

Indeed, so heavily did his duties weigh on him that he tried to

resign on numerous occasions. The first recorded instance was in

a letter to Haid on January 2, 1894, just as Saint Leo was about

to become a priory independent of its North Carolina abbey. After

presenting a report on the condition and growth ofthe Saint Leo
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mission, he wrote: "Having now made my statement & given an

account of my stewardship, I hereby tender my resignation as

director of St. Leo Mil. College and shall be pleased ifyou accept

same." 101 The Maryhelp abbot refused the offer and kept him in

his post. Mohr accepted his call and his responsibilities, but in his

later years, especially after 1920, he tried persistently to resign

from his abbacy. "I'll get my freedom," he wrote. 102 Finally, the

Vatican permitted him to step aside in favor of a coadjutor abbot,

Francis Sadlier, in 1929.

Reluctant as he was in the burden of authority, Charles Mohr
was unstinting in his energy for whatever task he was given. After

growing up in Portsmouth, Ohio, he left home at the age of 13

for Saint Vincent College in Latrobe, Pennsylvania, in 1876. Ac-

companying him were two other students from the town. "When
it became generally known that I was going to college to study

for the priesthood," the abbot later wrote, "most people said,

'Well, Jake and John may persevere, but Henry Mohr will come
back on the first train. He loves the girls too much.'" 103 He did

persevere, while the other two did not. After nine years at the

Benedictine archabbey, he decided to join his teacher Leo Haid,

when Haid was elected first abbot of Mary Help of Christians

Abbey in the then town of Garibaldi (changed in 1886 to Bel-

mont), North Carolina. He and his classmate Roman Kirchner

joined the abbot-elect at Maryhelp (as the abbey was more com-
monly called) on July 15, 1885. 1()4 There the clerics were both

ordained on June 22, 1888 by Bishop Henry Northrop. Mohr
was 25 years old.

On the faculty of the abbey's St. Mary's College, he taught

German, telegraphy, elocution, and piano, and served as prefect

of discipline and chaplain. 105 Illness, however, caused a shift in as-

signment in the summer of 1888. "Close confinement and ar-

duous duty without proper exercise soon impaired his health, and

he was assigned to the pastorate at Greensboro," noted the

Raleigh News and Observer. At St. Agnes Church, he did not sit

idle, and in fact even endeared himselfto the largely non- Catholic

population by his community involvement. "Some proof of the

character and efficiency of his labors there," said the paper, "may
be deduced from the fact that at the firemen's fair, in 1889, he

was awarded a gold-headed cane as the most popular minister in

Greensboro." 106 The next year, he took charge ofMaryhelp's mis-
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sion at Sacred Heart Church in Raleigh, North Carolina. 107 In

1890, he came to Saint Leo.

"St. Leo's College of San Antonio"

Charles Mohr was not Abbot Leo Haid's first choice to head

the new Benedictine college in San Antonio. That man was Fr.

Frederick Hoesel, whom Haid had obtained from Saint Mary
Abbey in Newark, New Jersey, in the summer of 1889. He was

named a charter member of the "Order of Saint Benedict of

Florida" (along with Gerard Pilz and Haid himself) and left New
Jersey for North Carolina on July 2. He had tuberculosis,

however, a factor in his appointment to the Florida "sanitarium."

While stopping with Abbot Leo at Maryhelp, he suffered "a severe

hemorrhage from the lungs" and died at the age of 39 on July

31, 1889. 108 Charles Mohr wrote of him: "He was a good school

man. His death was a great loss to the new foundation." 109

A full year went by, as the college building was going up under

the supervision of Fr. Roman Kirchner, before Abbot Leo desig-

nated a successor. Haid needed someone both to become "direc-

tor" of the college, as the head of the school was called, as well

as superior of the Florida Benedictine community. He might have

chosen Kirchner, who had been prior at Maryhelp. But he did

not. Instead, in July of 1890, he turned to Charles Mohr, only

27, but experienced in teaching, administration, and missionary

work just the right background for the broad role of directing

the Benedictine educational and pastoral mission. Mohr's health

was also a factor in the choice. 110 Over the years, Fr. Charles had
his share of illnesses — including malaria in 1894, "La Grippe"

(the term for influenza in that era) in 1901, and an unspecified

disease which nearly killed him on a visit to Ohio in 1903 — but

he gave no evidence of a "delicate" nature during his lifetime in

Florida. 111 On the contrary, he continually projected the image of

robust vigor.

Mohr accepted his new assignment, but he had grown attached

to Belmont, Greensboro, and Raleigh. "I had rather live and die

a poor priest in North Carolina than be a bishop of Florida," he

told the News and Observer on his departure. Added the Raleigh

paper: "We cordially commend him to the good people of our
sister state, and trust that the rich promise of youth may ripen

into a harvest of honor and usefulness." 112
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With Benedict Roth already on station, Director Mohr himself

arrived at his new post on the evening train at San Antonio on
August 18, 1890. "The next morning after Mass," wrote the man
who would chronicle Saint Leo's affairs for the next 35 years,

"Rev. Fathers Charles and Benedict rowed across the Lake Jovita

from San Antonio to St. Leo College. The Rev. Director's first

words on seeing the huge structure were: 'This is grand.' He was
highly pleased and hopefully complimented on the future Home
of the Benedictines in Florida. His praise knew no bounds. As he

was to leave again the following day in the interest of the Col-

lege, he added: 'This is indeed more than was reported to me. I

shall try to return as soon as possible to remain.'" 113 He remained

for 41 years.

Mohr's first task was to get students. After his appointment in

July, he had spent a week with his mother in Portsmouth, Ohio.

He then headed for Saint Leo, canvassing throughout the north-

ern part of Florida in early August. On departing from the col-

lege, he made the rounds of the Catholic parishes in the central

and southern parts of the state. There were 15,000 Catholics in

Florida in 1890, but only 14 communities had resident priests. 114

Mohr may have visited them all.

Charles Mohr had with him a letter of introduction from

Bishop John Moore of St. Augustine. It is one of the founding

documents of Saint Leo College. Dated July 19, 1890, it was ad-

dressed generically "Rev. Dear Father:" "The bearer, Rev. Char-

les Mohr O.S.B. is visiting different parts of Florida in the interest

of St. Leo's College, to be opened in San Antonio, Pasco Co. the

15th of next September. This college starts with my hearty ap-

probation, as it will bring to our doors opportunities for a higher

education for our Catholic young men and boys."

The bishop continued: "It is to be expected that difficulties will

have to be met especially at the outset, but I am convinced that

they can be easily overcome if the priests of the diocese will take

a lively interest in the welfare of the college and endeavor to

procure for it all the patronage they possibly can. I hope that they

will encourage parents of their missions who have boys old

enough to be sent to college and money sufficient to give them a

college education to send them to St. Leo's. The Benedictine col-

lege at Belmont, North Carolina started amid difficulties greater

than any we can now see likely to arrise [sic] in the case of St.

Leo's, and by the persevering work ofthe good Fathers and God's
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Fr. Charles Mohr carried this letter of introduction from Bishop John Moore of St.

Augustine to the priests of Florida as he canvassed for students for the new "St. Leo's

College" in the summer of 1890. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

blessing they have all been overcome. That college is now in a

very flourishing condition. I look for like results at San Antonio,

and I rely on your hearty and zealous cooperation to bring them
about. I am satisfied that in the course oftime the State ofFlorida

will be proud of St. Leo's College." 115

Director Charles Mohr also had the Prospectus for the new col-

lege. The basic program was a three-year "commercial course"

leading to the degree ofMaster ofAccounts. Also available was a

"preparatory course" for those not ready for full college study,

and a "classical course" for candidates for the priesthood, which,

because of the small size of the Saint Leo faculty, had to be com-
pleted at Maryhelp Abbey's St. Mary's College in North Carolina.

The basic fee for tuition and board was $100 per five-month ses-

sion, $200 for the year. "The buildings, just completed, are spa-

cious, well lighted and ventilated, and supplied with every

requisite for a comfortable students' home," said the Prospectus.

"The hilly and undulating parts of South-western Florida are

much sought as health resorts; none more beneficial to mind and
body could be found. . . . Malaria and its attendant debility are

almost unknown in these favored parts." Said the brochure in

conclusion: "Strict attention is paid to the moral and religious

training of the students. In regard to their studies, the most ap-

proved methods and the most efficient means are adopted to
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Title page from the 1890 Prospectus for "St. Leo's College" of

"San Antonio, Pasco Co., Florida" the original name and location

of the institution. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

stimulate, test and develop natural talents, and to insure the ac-

quisition of a thorough training and education." 116

The new college took its name from three men named Leo.

First, in the most technical sense, it was named for Pope Saint

Leo the Great (440-461), the only saint in the group. He was

not a Benedictine, but he was noteworthy for facing down Attila

the Hun at the gates of Rome in 452. 117 Secondly, the reigning

pope at the time the college was established was Leo XIII. The
Abbot of Maryhelp gave credit to that pope in an 1894 letter to

the Benedictine Abbot Primate at Sant' Anselmo Abbey: "The
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College was called
c

St. Leo' especially in honor of our Holy
Father, and I will be greatly rejoiced if he now raises it to an In-

dependent Priory." 118 But perhaps Leo Haid was exaggerating,

since he was after all asking Rome to grant the college inde-

pendent status from his own abbey and was looking for ammuni-
tion for his arguments. The third Leo is the central one in the

name of the college: Abbot Leo Haid of Maryhelp Abbey at Bel-

mont and Bishop ofNorth Carolina. No Maryhelp minutes exist

where the topic of the naming came up, nor does the issue sur-

face in any extant correspondence in the Benedictine archives of

Florida or North Carolina. 119 But Leo Haid accepted respon-

sibility for the Florida Benedictine mission, founded the college,

bargained for the land on which it was built, gained a charter for

it, saw to its construction and development, and served as its first

president. He is the principal "Leo" forwhom Saint Leo is named.

The three Leo's for whom Saint Leo College and Abbey are named. At left is Fr. Gerard

Pilz's painting of Pope Saint Leo the Great. It now hangs in the central wing of Saint

Leo Abbey. Pope Leo XIII (center) was the reigning pope at the time. Abbot-Bishop
Leo Haid (right) is the principal founder and namesake ofSaint Leo College and Abbey.

Saint Leo Abbey and Belmont Abbey Archives
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As for the result of his personal recruiting tour in the summer
of 1890, Charles Mohr later wrote: "Forty- five pupils are

promised. Not one of them ever came." 120

But others got the word, for the prospect of the first Catholic

college in Florida soon had the state buzzing.
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lorida was eager for the new college. "St. Leo's College of

San Antonio, Pasco county, promises to fill one of the long

felt wants of this section of the State," wrote the Tampa Daily

News on August 20, 1890,
uby offering opportunities and

facilities where the young men ofSouth Florida can receive a col-

legiate education at small cost, and without having to go far from
home." The paper added, as a demonstration of community en-

dorsement: "Although the school is under the Benedictine

Fathers, no interference with the religious opinions ofprotestants

will be attempted or permitted, and they will be as free in that

regard as at any other college." 1

The dedication was set for Sunday, September 14, 1890.

Abbot Leo Haid came down from Maryhelp Abbey, North
Carolina, on September 5 to supervise the preparations. The rail-

road track ran along the north side of the lake from Trilby to San

Antonio and on to St. Petersburg. As Haid passed the college

from across Lake Jovita on the narrow-gauge Orange Belt Rail-

way, he saw the bonfire ofwelcome the Brothers had built in his

honor and "smiled at his
c

Pet' baby," wrote Benedict Roth. 2

When he arrived at the San Antonio station (Saint Leo would not
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have its own depot for three months) Fr. Roman Kirchner greeted

him with flourishes from his brass band. In the company of Frs.

Charles Mohr and Benedict Roth, Dr. Joseph Corrigan drove the

abbot in his "finest carriage" to the St. Anthony church rectory.

In the course ofhis stay, Haid gave a well-received five-day "grand

Mission" for the Catholic colony residents, but his attention was
focused on the new college. 3

The Board of Trustees was appointed— all Benedictines: Leo
Haid, president (who would make only one more recorded visit

to Saint Leo); Charles Mohr, vice president, secretary, and

treasurer; and members Gerard Pilz (who would remain at

Maryhelp Abbey on the faculty of its own college), Roman
Kirchner (who would live outside of the monastery as pastor at

Saint Anthony Church), and Benedict Roth.4 Mohr and Roth
would be the key players in the formation of Saint Leo College

in its first generation, not because they were on the board but be-

cause they were in the house and absorbed with the college, and

most of all, because they were the men they were.

With everything set, Fr. Benedict recorded the obvious ques-

tion: "Next was asked in a general way, 'Who will be the first Stu-

dent for our College?'" 5

The very first student to enroll at Saint Leo was James L. Mc-
Dermott Jr. Benedict Roth recorded the circumstances of his ar-

rival: "Sept. 13th, 1890, the Pioneer student, James Leonard

McDermott, aged 12 years, arrived wi.th his father from Key West,
Fla., via Dade City — towards noon, rather at eleven o'clock."6
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Fr. Charles, "Acting Pres't," wrote out the first bill for him: a

receipt for $140 (the base tuition-board rate was $100 per five-

month session) for the fall term, and added: "Your son is the

'Pioneer Student' of our College." 7

That same Saturday, two more students arrived on the evening

Orange Belt Railway train at the San Antonio depot: John
Spellman from Orlando
and Carleton Shelley from
Palatka. 8 There were thus

three students at the offi-

cial dedication the next

day. Roth recorded the

ceremony's eve: "During
the day the Fathers'

trunks, an altar outfit, etc.

were hauled to St. Leo
College from Rev. F.

Roman's. Rt. Rev. Abbot
Leo & Rev. F. Charles

were the first to sleep in

the College building,

together with the three

first students."9

The formal dedication

of "St. Leo's College" on
September 14, 1890, was

a tremendous occasion. It

made the papers as far

away as Jacksonville and
New Orleans, Baltimore

and New York City.

Pope Leo XIII sent the

set of vestments used for

the ceremony. Fr. Roman
brought his brass band

from San Antonio and climbed up into the college tower, 80 feet

above the crowd, to play throughout the services. "Long before

the hour set for the sacred ceremonies the grounds were alive with

Catholics and Protestants, coming from all directions," wrote the

Baltimore Catholic Mirror. 10 Abbot-Bishop Leo Haid presided,

"and while the exquisite strains of a grand march floated out on
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The first formal financial receipt issued by the

college: $140 to the father of Saint Leo's

pioneer student James L. McDermott Jr. on
September 13, 1890. Note that "St. Leo's

College" was located originally in San Antonio.

The Town of Saint Leo was established in 1 89 1

.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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the pure morning air," recounted the New Orleans Morning Star,

"the Bishop was passing through the spacious building blessing

every room, hall and gallery." 11 Haid sang a Solemn Pontifical

High Mass with a 12-member choir and the assistance ofFr. Char-

les as deacon and, as subdeacon, Fr. Basil Singer, who had just ar-

rived from St. Vincent via Jacksonville and Dade City at 9:15,

barely in time to vest for the services.

"The chapel attached to the college was crammed," said the

Florida Times-Union. 12 Like much of the building, it was un-

finished, not yet plastered, and without pews. The school's

revered attending physician supplied the temporary altar and car-

pet, and got one of the few seats. "Dr. Corrigan & family and the

Benedictine Sisters alone had chairs on this occasion," noted

Roth. 13

Because of the cramped conditions, Haid spoke briefly, despite

the enthusiasm of the assembly in an era where hour-long

speechifying was standard. "His address was too short to suit the

expectation of his faithful people to whom he had so endeared

himselfduring the week preceding," said the Morning Star. 14 The
Times-Union reported the sub-

stance of his remarks: "... his

words were full of hope and

confidence that St. Leo's would
be for Florida what the

Benedictine colleges had been

to Europe for 1,300 years."

Added the paper: "He outlined

the work of the Catholic

church, first, to care for

religion, and pointed to the

magnificent churches in Europe
and America; second, to solace

all human ills, mentioning in

this connection the in-

numerable asylums, hospitals,

etc. erected and cared for by the

.,, T u., nci3 cx . , . Catholics; third, to educate
Abbot Leo Haid, O.S.B. of Maryhelp .... ... .

,

Abbey, North Carolina, principal mankind 111 all that IS WOtth

namesake and first president of "St. knowing. The Colleges and
Leo's College." He dedicated the universities of the world point
college on September 14, 1890.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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to the work of the church in

this." 15

The Morning Star took note

of Haid's imposing appearance:

"When the Bishop stood on the

altar to address the congrega-

tion he looked like the ideal

Christian warrior; his vest-

ments, the uniform; his crozier,

the sword and the cross on the

altar the banner under which he

fought. He spoke with an

earnestness and confidence that

carried conviction to his hearers

that his undertaking was ap-

proved of by the Lord, and that

the result would be — suc-

cess." 16

Then the visiting throng was

treated to a tour of the new col-

lege-monastery. "The dedica-

tion over, all the doors were

thrown open and soon crowds

were wending their way
through the corridors into

study and class rooms, refectory

and kitchen, dormitories and professors' apartments —
everywhere— admiring the taste and practical nature ofthe build-

ing," wrote the Times-Union. "The college itself is charmingly

situated on a large, deep lake, just across from the Orange Belt

railroad in full view of passing trains. From the high and tasteful-

ly built tower the surrounding hills and valleys, dotted with

orange and lemon groves and neat houses, recall to the traveler

some of the most favored spots of romantic Europe. The young
men who attend St. Leo's will certainly have a delightful home." 17

The Catholic Mirror was also impressed: "The hundreds who
yesterday visited the college could scarcely find words to express

their delight. The first students, by their glad faces, are the best

witnesses to the wisdom and practical methods of those who
erected Florida's first Catholic college." As to its prospects, the

paper concluded: "The attendance promises to be far beyond the

Dedication cf the Hew Catholic Institu-

tion at San Antonio, Florida.

Special Correspondence of Times-Union'.

SAN ANTONIO, FLA., September 20—The
good people of San Autonio and surround-

ing country feel greatly pleased over the

events of the last week. For a longtime
they have been watching the erection of

Florida's first Catholic college—though
non-Catholic students are welcomed and
treated with the same attention by the rev-

erend faculty. Last Sunday Rt. Rev. Leo
Haid, O.S.B., bishop of North Carolina
and superior of the great order Sc. Bene-
dict in the South, assisted by Rev. F.

Charles, O. S. B., director of St. Leo's col-

lege, Rev. F. Roman, O. S. B.. rector of St.

Anthony's church, and Rev. F. F. Basil, O.

S. B., and Benedict, O. S. B , solemnly
dedicated this new institution of learning.

Great crowds had gathered long before the
hour set for the services. The chapel at-

tached to the college was crammed. The
bishop spoke briefly owing to the crowded
condition of the chapel, but his words were
full of hope and confidence that St. Leo's
would be for Florida what the Benedictine
colleges had been to Europe for 1,300 years.

He outlined the work of the Catholic
church, first, to care for religion, and
pointed to the magnificent churches in
Europe and America; second, to solace all

human ills, mentioning in this connection
the innumerable asylums, hospitals, etc.

erected and cared for by the Catholics;
third, to educate mankind in all that is

worth knowing. The colleges and univer-
sities of the world point to the work of the
church in this.

The dedication over, all the doors were

Jacksonville's Florida Times-Union

hailed the dedication of the new college

in a September 21, 1890, story.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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most sanguine expectations of the good Fathers. In a few years,

as St. Leo's becomes known in the North, the question of find-

ing accommodations will be the only difficulty. No one who ever

visits this lovely place can forget its beauties. God's blessing alone

remains to make this a great seat of virtue and learning like so

many Benedictine colleges in Europe and America. God grant

this benediction!" 18

So enthusiastic was the Brooklyn Catholic Review that it exag-

gerated the circumstances, speaking of "room for 100 boarders"

(the third-floor dorm could hold perhaps half that number) and
"twenty-five enrolled at the opening" (when there were but

three). But the eminent newspaper, which had published dozens

of Judge Edmund Dunne's promotional "Prospecting Florida"

letters in the 1880s, was accurate in describing the growth of the

Catholic Colony of San Antonio out of the Florida wilderness:

"From nothing to four towns, four churches, a railroad, a con-

vent and a college all within nine years, is 'creeping up' — even

for Florida." 19 The Pasco County Democrat was similarly ex-

uberant: "The college at San Antonio is ready to receive students.

This college will stand pre-eminent, as an institution of learning,

and lend an importance to Pasco county that cannot be computed
by dollars and cents."20

With its dedication accomplished, "St. Leo's College" opened
on Monday, September 15. Using the traditional name for the

local lake, as well as his own shorthand term for San Antonio,

Benedict Roth described the first day:

In the morning Rev. Fr. Benedict and the three Pioneer

students enjoyed the first row on Clear Lake — over to

Santonio. At noon Mr. V. Sanchez of St. Augustine, Fla.,

arrived with his two sons, Charles & Venancio and Masters

George Phillips & Wm. Desselberger. At 2.00 p.m. the

students took their first bath in Clear Lake and at 4.00

p.m. they were all examined and classified. The class rooms
desks had not yet arrived. The Brothers however had one

three -fold studyhall desk ready for today; besides it were

eight chairs in the studyhall for a beginning. A week later

two more such desks were finished and fifteen students

huddled around these for some weeks; good order &
silence however prevailed during class & study time. Hap-

pier students could not be found.21
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Adventures in Railroading

There were 32 students in the course ofthe pioneer year 1890-

1891.

Their desks had been sent to the "other" San Antonio in Texas.

The misdirected shipment of three dozen finally arrived at the

college on December 22, 1890. 22 Such mistakes were a recurring

problem in the early days. The same thing happened to the first

batch of Englmann's Latin Grammar & Exercises from the

Pustet Company in New York, as well as to a set of 5 -inch wagon
wheels the monastery ordered from Dayton, Ohio, in 1897,

"with exhorbitant charges— which were however adjusted." But

before they could reach their proper destination, the wheels were

quarantined in Alabama because of a yellow fever epidemic. 23

The railroad was a constant source of aggravation. The arrival

of rail service at San Antonio in 1888 had been the occasion of

celebration, a sign of "civilization" in the wilderness. For con-

venience and a sense of recognition, Charles Mohr wanted a sta-

tion at Saint Leo, too. But its construction was a point of

controversy.

In September 1890, Mohr went to Oakland, Florida, to peti-

tion General Manager McLeod of the Orange Belt Railway. Be-

cause ofhis reputation and influence, he took Dr. Joseph Corrigan

with him. McLeod said no. Years later, Fr. Charles recalled

Corrigan's advice to him: "We will go ahead just the same and at

our own expense put up a shelter there. McLeod is a Scotchman.
He is afraid he will have to pay for it. Once it is up, at no expense

to him, he will not refuse it."24 That's just what happened. Bros.

Gilbert Koberzynski and Thomas Napiecek, along with brother-

candidate John Steltzer began construction of the Saint Leo
depot alongside a dirt road across the lake from the college on
September 24, 1890.25 Mohr notified McLeod, who responded:

"You present us with something we don't want, still, for the sake

of Dr. Corrigan we accept." 26 The trains did stop, and Benedict

Roth, returning from helping out at the parish of Fr. William

Kenny (later Bishop after John Moore) in Jacksonville, was the

first to alight at the new Saint Leo station on December 8, 1890. 27

But the acceptance was a grudging one, for the entire 37 years

of its existence. "From that day till the station was abandoned the

engineers complained about the stop," wrote Mohr. "They were
never reconciled either." 28 For them, the problem was that San
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Saint Leo students at the Atlantic Coast Line railroad depot in 1908.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

Antonio was barely a mile away, and on a curve uphill. It was a

considerable pull to get there after a stop at Saint Leo. To the col-

lege-monastery community, however, the railroad seemed to

seize on any circumstance to give them cavalier treatment. Fr.

Aloysius Delabar planned an evening trip to Ehren in 1907 and
tried to flag down the train (which only stopped when there were
passengers), but it blasted on by. "The mail-carrier's lantern was
extinguished by the wind after he had waved it only a few times,"

he wrote, "and the engineer seemed to take that for an excuse to

put on more steam. The train was only about a half hour late." 29

Unpredictability was the rule ofthe day. The long-suffering Fr.

Charles took to calling the Orange Belt line (O. B. R. R.) the "O
Be joyful" when "for the first day ofthe new year 1891, the north

bound train was only 15 minutes behind schedule time. She

seemed to have turned over a new leaf, as for the past few weeks

she was at least one hour behind time daily each way.

procedat!" 30

Prospects for efficiency improved when Henry Plant bought
the Orange Belt line. In fact, the celebrated railroad baron sent

a telegram to the college on April 19, 1895, announcing that he

would be making a personal inspection of his new holdings the

next day: "Will pass from St. Petersburg train early in the morn-
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ing and stop at your depot for few minutes. H. B. Plant, Presi-

dent." 31 Preparations were hastily arranged for a fancy welcome
and a tour of the campus in Dr. Corrigan's two carriages. He
finally arrived (late) at 3:30 p.m. "For want of time Mr. Plant

could not accept this offer," wrote Benedict Roth, u
so after stop-

ping at Santonio eleven minutes the train carried him to St. Leo
Station and made a stop of eight minutes there in company with

the uniformed Cadets and of his own accord Mr. Plant remarked:

I heard much of St. Leo College and know all about it— and ap-

parently he did. Mr. Plant & Company said that they would soon

take aforesaid drive & see the College. But he never did so."32

In the decade that the Plant System operated the line along

Saint Leo (under the names "Sanford & St. Petersburg Railroad"

and "Florida Central & Peninsular Railroad") the old-style nar-

row-gauge tracks of the Orange Belt were replaced with standard

track. Recorded Roth on January 19, 1896: "The last Orange
Belt Ry rolling stock passed by St. Leo Station for Trilby early this

Sunday morning and at 9.30 a.m. the first Plant System broad

gauge system train consisting of Engine No. 46, two freight cars,

one mail, one express and two Passenger coaches cars passed by

for St. Petersburg, Fla. — This ended the faithful narrow gauge

system." 33 Workers finished pulling up the old tracks on March
10 of the same year.

But the pattern of unpredictability remained. The train was late

every day in February 1896 from 15 minutes to three hours, and
on time on only four occasions the following month. 34 Once in

1896 the F.C. & P., usually scheduled for a 9:10 a.m. pass, came
by an hour early. Postmaster Mohr, caught unaware, had to hop
on the pony "Jerry" for the laborious trip by road to the Dade
City depot to get off some important mail to the North. 35

Nor did things improve when the Atlantic Coast Line suc-

ceeded the Plant System. "The trains these days are all about

twelve (12) hours late, more or less, and someone is waiting at

the station nearly all day and night. Wrecks along the line are be-

coming almost daily occurrences," said the abbey chronology in

1906. 36 Brother Gerard Schneider, who kept meticulous records

both as the Saint Leo weather observer as well as its mail carrier,

waited 519 hours and 13 minutes for late trains in 1906 and 210
hours and 26 minutes in 1907. 37

"He had a reputation for waiting until the train came with the

mail, no matter how many hours he had to wait," remembers Fr.
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Boating on Lake Jovita in 1900. Brother Anthony Poiger built the first of these St.

Anthony U.S. Mail boats in 1893. Brother Gerard Schneider made two round trips a

day across the lake from the college to the Saint Leo railroad depot to pick up and send

off the mail. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

Benedict Weigand, who was met by Bro. Gerard when he stepped

off the train to enroll at Saint Leo in September 1925. 38 Since the

train only stopped for passengers, the mail bag was placed on a

hooked pole so it could be picked up on the fly. Once in 1899,
the train ran over the pouch, "but did not accomplish much
damage to its contents," noted chronicler Roth. 39 Twice a day,

the patient mail carrier made his way across Lake Jovita (rowing

until he was equipped with an outboard motor in 1921) in the

St. Anthony mail boat. Bro. Anthony Poiger built the first of a

number of these boats — named for him — and launched it on
November 4, 1893.40

"Sometimes the kids would play tricks on Bro. Gerard," says

Fr. Benedict, as a result ofwhich "the air would be blue." It was

often pitch dark when the faithful carrier made his evening trip,

and he would hang a lantern over the center of the boat house

berth to guide himself back. But the students would move the

lantern to the side over a post. "So he'd come roaring back,"

recalls Fr. Marion Bowman of the prank, "and he'd head for the

lantern, and then he'd hit the post and he'd go head over heels.

And he could cuss in German the like ofwhich you never heard.

But he was a great guy, really a great guy."41
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Brother Gerard witnessed the perilous initiation oftwo visitors

to a Florida storm as they stepped off the train on February 8,

1906. Aloysius Delabar recorded the incident in the first entry in

his chronology:

This evening amid a severe wind storm arrived Rev Father

Mardiello and very Rev Dean Smith, guests of Father

George Corrigan. They got off at St. Leo, because they

had been informed by Father Fox that if they went on to

San Antonio they would have to cross the Lake; the Rev
Fathers said they did not wish to do that, as these boats

travel so slow and it would take them perhaps several hours

to cross the Lake, which they imagined was about the size

of Lake Erie. But in their endeavor to escape trouble they

just run [sic] into it. The only means of conveyance was

the small 12 ft. mail boat, so there was nothing left for

them to do but to pile into that, about 750 lbs. ofhuman
flesh besides a full half-dozen or more of grips. The wind
was very strong, and by the time they reached the east side

landing, they were fully convinced that Lake Jovita was at

least as large as Lake Erie. Father Mardiello confessed that

he was so frightened that he tried to say the Act of Con-
trition, but could not remember one word of it; the very

Rev Dean will not say what all he did. The next time they

come to Saint Leo, they declare they will get the full benefit

of their ticket and ride on to San Antonio.42

Traveling by train was an ordeal in those days. Fr. James
Shabaker returned from a 1906 journey to Hudson "weary and
fatigued from the hard trip;" noted Fr. Aloysius Delabar, "for al-

though Hudson is not more than 30 miles from here, one must
travel about 50 miles by rail, and oh, me! such traveling on one
road, the B. & H. The train goes at the rate of from 3 to 5 miles

an hour. Few people can imagine what such traveling is unless

they have themselves experienced it."43

There was no direct rail connection between Tampa and San
Antonio or Saint Leo. One either had to get off at Dade City and
travel to the college by road, or go on to Trilby and wait for

another train heading south. When Melvin Cole (a future banker)

came up from Tampa with his father to enroll in the college on
November 2 1 , 1906, Delabar noted: "They had a hard experience

in Railroad traveling. They went to Trilby yesterday morning and
waited there for the South-bound train, which was a little later

than usual, and arrived about three o'clock this morning. They
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made their way by foot

from San Antonio and
came to the College in

time for breakfast, about

twenty-four hours after

they left: Tampa. This is

some kind of traveling for

a distance of about thirty

miles."44

Despite the frustra-

tions, there was occa-

sional harmony between
the college and the rail-

road, and even mutual

favors. On August 11,

1906, a broken rail

caused a wreck on the At-

lantic Coast Line track

halfa mile above the Saint

Leo station. No one was

hurt, and Bro. Gerard

walked up to the wreck,

exchanged mail sacks,

and got the express. The next day, Abbot Charles had lunch sent

out to the workers: "a bottle of Beer, a fried pigeon, bread and
butter to each."45 The railroad also provided passes to the

monastery clerics and discounts to the students. In 1900 and

1901, the Florida Central & Peninsular charged Saint Leo stu-

dents only one-fourth fare from Dade City to any point it served

in Florida, so long as they had paid a full fare to Dade City and

Mohr certified that they had attended for the entire year. 46 So at-

tractive was the gesture that it was advertised in the catalogue,

until the Seaboard Air Line cancelled the arrangement and

demanded that references be stricken from college publications.47

The original and controversial Saint Leo depot of 1890 lasted

15 years, and both the Orange Belt and Plant System resisted

Mohr's appeals to improve it. Finally on January 19, 1906, five

carpenters from the Atlantic Coast Line built a new and more
spacious depot 500 feet north of the first station and on the west

side of the track. The original was burned, for it was "in a very

delapidated condition and never had any sides to it, but only a

ATLANTIC

COAST LINE \

IH FLORIDA I V \ /

The early catalogues carried a railroad map
showing the location of the college. This one

is from 1914-1915. Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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roof & platform ..." The carpenters were invited to dinner and

"were just dee-lighted with every thing they saw at St. Leo's,"

wrote Benedict Roth.48

That station lasted until 1927. By then both San Antonio and

Saint Leo were agitating for new depots in the midst ofthe Florida

Boom. General Manager O. H. Paige of the Atlantic Coast Line

suggested: "We cannot afford to build two expensive affairs. Why
not come together and agree on a spot that will please both set-

tlements and we will build one nice depot that will be a credit to

all?"49 At the same time, San Antonio decided to change its name
to "Lake Jovita." The name change was proposed by W. E.

Currie, who was building a golfcourse on the old "Corrigan plan-

tation" northeast of the college, and Lucius Herrmann, a local

builder (and father of future Saint Leo President Fr. Stephen

Herrmann). Both men suffered the irritating problem of seeing

materials, even from Tampa, shipped to San Antonio, Texas. 50

And the Florida Boom seemed to demand a flashier name, as well.

Towns like Daytona were adding "Beach" to their names. San

Antonio, it was thought, would have more appeal as the "City of

Lake Jovita." Abbot Charles took a generous attitude and agreed

to give up the depot at Saint Leo. In a 1926 statement in the Lake

Jovita Floridian, he wrote: "St. Leo's prosperity is dependent on
the prosperity and growth of Lake Jovita. We will gladly foster

and second any move that will build up Lake Jovita. . . . We will

accomplish much more by patience than by impatient criticism." 51

A new depot was built east of the old San Antonio station, a

few hundred yards in the direction of the college. The Saint Leo
depot was burned down by railroad workers in the first week of

July 1927. 52 After five years as "Lake Jovita" (1926-1931), San

Antonio went back to its historic name. 53 Local rail service con-

tinued until 1972, but there never again was a railroad station at

Saint Leo.

The Fate of the First Students

As for those first three students — James L. McDermott Jr.,

Carleton E. Shelley, and John Spellman — who had arrived on
September 13, 1890, the eve of the college dedication, they all

had different outcomes.

John Spellman, a student ofthe "second commercial" class (the

highest at the time) was evidently a community leader. He was
chosen to "congratulate" Fr. Charles formally in the name of the
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student body on his "Namesday," the feast of Saint Charles Bor-

romeo, November 4, 1890. But he had to drop out of school the

following December 27, after only one term, "in order to work
at home." Four years later, at the age of 21, he died of "La
Grippe" (influenza) in Orlando on January 18, 1895. Benedict

Roth noted that he had been "anxious to become a lay brother

here in case he got well." 54 His younger brother James continued

in attendance for three years and left degreeless in 1893. 55 More
than a half-century later, Fr. Charles W. Spellman (James' son and

John's nephew), newly appointed historian for the diocese of St.

Augustine, spent a month at the abbey in 1949, making use of

its celebrated Floridiana collection. 56

Carleton E. Shelley completed the standard three-year Saint

Leo commercial course precisely on schedule. In his time at the

college, he was secretary of the library association, shortstop on
the baseball team, "marker" for the military company, and a mem-
ber of "The Jolly Minstrels." At the end-of-year Exhibition Days
from 1891 through 1893, he won 29 academic "premiums" and

"distinctions" in such areas as political economy, geography, Ger-

man grammar, U.S. history, neatness and politeness, shorthand,

telegraphy, school of the soldier, and commercial law. 57 As a

memento for his "first commercial" class of 1892-1893, Fr. Paul

Ward wrote a six-line doggerel verse in honor of each of the ten

students in his class. Shelley's stanza gives a glimpse of his per-

sonality:

Behold, through "Shorthand's" crow-foot tracks appear

The startling wonder of the scholastic year!

All for all he'll race the swiftest down,

And can e'en match the lines of speedy Browne.

Thou'st gifted with the pen and pencil, "Ping,"

And some day may thy fame as artist ring. 58

On June 20, 1893, he received his Master ofAccounts as one

of the five members of the pioneer graduating class and prompt-

ly vanished from the Saint Leo record. He is not listed in any of

the periodic "old boy" updates, nor apparently did he correspond

with or visit his alma mater again. In those years, such things were

closely noted.

James L. McDermott Jr. — the very first student to enroll in

the college — is a different matter. Throughout his four years at

Saint Leo, he was celebrated as "our pioneer," as if that were his
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title, which indeed it was. Upon his departure, his career was

tracked with interest.

College stationer Benedict Roth preserved a copy of the sup-

plies he purchased in his first month, through October 13, 1890:

Sept 22 1 Bl. Ink (.05), 1 Penholder (.03),

3 Falcon Pens (.02) $.10

22 2 Blotters .02

23 1 Mirror .08

29 2 Slate Pencils (.01), Stamp (.02) .03

29 1 Silicate .18

Oct 2 1 Compos. Book .06

6 Indelible Ink .23

6 1 Soap (.10), Foolscap (.11) .21

11 6 Envelopes & 12 Letter Paper .11

13 2 Napkins .25

Total $1.27 59

His grades in the elementary course for the first quarter 1890
were likewise set aside for the historical record, unlike those of

"ordinary" students:

German 1

3

Arithmetic 97
Book-Keeping 50
History 30
Bible History 60
Geography 50
English Penmanship 60
English Composition 60

Standard is 100 per cent.

Fr. Charles, Director.60

Despite that uneven performance, he caught fire and did not

disappoint his mentors. He won the gold medal for the highest

average in the elementary course at the first commencement in

1891. "Premiums" and "distinctions" were prolifically dis-

tributed in those years, but medals were not. Oliver Arzacq of the

"third commercial" and George Schwarz of the "fifth Latin, clas-

sical" seminarians' course won the only other two. 61

McDermott earned his share of Exhibition Day honors, as well,

particularly in architectural drawing, bookkeeping, geography,

and penmanship. His signature in his adult years is a match for

Conduct 78
Application 79
Neatness & Politeness 80
Religious Instruction 60
Reading 90
Spelling & Defining 80
English Grammar 65
German Penmanship 55
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James L. McDermott Jr., the pioneer student of Saint Leo College.

He arrived by rail from Key West with his father on the morning

ofSeptember 13,1 890, and enrolled in the elementary department

of the college. He was twelve years old. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

John Hancock's in flair. He was a popular and congenial com-
panion. Active in baseball, he was pitcher-captain of the "Young
Pioneers" in 1892-1893 and third baseman of the varsity "Col-

lege Stars" the following year. An organizer of the first student

variety show in 1893, he served as master of ceremonies and also

appeared in the first Saint Leo play later that spring. Fourth ser-

geant of the military company in his "second commercial" year,

he finished runner-up for the medal in military tactics as a "first

commercial."62

A campus favorite, he was chosen to deliver the formal greet-

ing in the name of the student body for the 1892 visit of Bishop

John Moore and Vicar General William Kenny. "We bid you a
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most hearty welcome and

beg you to be assured of

our tenderest love," said

the pioneer student.

"That we might give full

vent to our joy we ask you
James L. McDermott signed the back of his tO signalize this double
1913 photograph with a flourish, saint Leo Abbey

visit bv granting us a half
Arch,ves

holiday this afternoon.

"

63

How could a bishop resist

such an appeal?

McDermott's doings were featured in the widespread Saint Leo
press coverage of those years. "April 24 will be a red-letter day

for the 'Pioneer' student of St. Leo College," said the San An-
tonio Herald on 1892, announcing his First Communion. 64 The
Key West Equator-Democrat noted his return home later that sum-
mer from "St. Leo famous military college" with the two other

Key Westers, James E. Martin and John Olsen, on the steamer

Mascotte, with prefect Fr. Leo Panoch as escort. 65 "Pat the

'Pioneer' still calls Fritz his brother," said the Jacksonville Florida

Times-Union in an 1891 roundup ofthe closely followed activities

of the Saint Leo boys, referring to McDermott's affection for Fr.

Charles' dog "Fritz I," as well as to his Irish nickname.66 When
the St. Bernard died in 1896, Fr. Benedict recorded that he had
been "a great friend to Pioneer Pat."67

What an honor to be the pioneer, and what a burden, too.

James L. McDermott did not graduate in 1894, the year he was

due to receive his diploma. Benedict Roth, a chronicler of un-

usual detail, is completely silent on the circumstance. McDermott
is everywhere from 1890 to 1894 through the elementary, third,

second, and first-commercial courses. Suddenly he disappears,

with not even a reference to his departure. It's as if he had let the

community down, and it is too painful to explain.

Years later, in his chatty 1927 historical review on the occasion

of the 25th anniversary of the designation of Saint Leo as an

abbey, Charles Mohr provided some clues in the midst of misin-

formation: "The boy remains here till his graduation." (It was not

precisely true, but technically correct.) "Whilst with us his parents

died, leaving him under the guardianship of an elderly aunt. He
inherits a nice sum from his parents."68 Perhaps the 16-year-old

pioneer was called home on family matters before he could com-
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plete his degree. The years 1893-1894 were times of nationwide

economic depression, as well. Had his withdrawal been prompted
by such totally external factors, Roth surely would have men-
tioned them in the contemporary chronology. By the same token,

had the reason been disciplinary expulsion, that would have been
noted, too. A serious offense would have been uncharacteristic of

the cooperative McDermott. Moreover, he got an award at the

1894 commencement. Dismissed students forfeited such honors,

and their names were erased from the official records, to boot.69

More likely, it was a matter of grades. Saint Leo Military Col-

lege did not give out its M.A.s loosely. The catalogue lists nine

students in the senior "first commercial" class of 1893, but only

five were deemed fit to receive a pioneer Master of Accounts

diploma that June. McDermott's classmate and home-town
neighbor John Olsen is listed as graduating in 1894, but he did

not actually receive his degree until 1895, after Fr. Charles had
remanded him to a full-year's study with a Key West private tutor

to correct his academic failings. 70 McDermott himselfwas not or-

dered to do further study. Perhaps his family circumstances

prevented such a demand, and yet some deficiency of his own
making blocked the conferral of his degree. With a silent record,

it is one of the Saint Leo mysteries whose explanation can only

be surmised. But the story has a happy ending, at least in respect

to his diploma.

The pioneer left on good terms with Saint Leo and kept in

touch. In 1895, he wrote from Key West to his friend Fr.

Lawrence Wiegand, manager of the baseball club and energizer

of the dramatics association, to decline an invitation to the col-

lege play: "I am in the dry good business now, and it was impos-

sible for me to attend it. I also expect to get book-keeper for the

water works." He has run into alumnus Syd Einig in Jacksonville;

he asks Fr. Lawrence to get Charlie Weiss to answer his letters;

and he concludes: "Give the Father's [sic] my best regards. Espe-

cially Father Charles." Signing himself, "I remain yours as ever

Pat or J. L. McDermott," the former star of the Saint Leo nine

adds a postscript: "How's the base- ball, Father. I played in a

mother-hubbard yesterday." (Evidently this was a term for a bare-

cupboard pick-up team.) "The mother-hubbard & the Dressers

were the two teams that played. We beat them 4 runs." And there

is yet another P. S.: "I guess I will see you this summer as I have
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to go to New York on a business trip." 71 That was to be the city

of his destiny.

Whatever the income McDermott may have inherited from his

"wealthy contractor" father, it was not apparent. In subsequent

years, he drifted from Florida to the Pacific coast. "Here he be-

comes a prize -fighter," wrote Abbot Charles. "Later on he goes

to New York and becomes a brick-layer. From a brick-layer he be-

comes a contractor and builder. He is awarded some very large

contracts. He built St. Anselm's Church in the Bronx. At
Brentwood, Long Island, New York, he constructed the million

dollar convent for the Sisters of St. Joseph."'

By 1913, he was running Mc-
Dermott & Hanigan, Inc., Building

Contractors of 108 Park Avenue,
New York City, and he was writing to

Benedict Roth: "Referring to the

photograph that you request, I beg to

state that the only one which I have

new is with a mustache and which the

Abbot does not like, but I certainly

will have one taken and send one to

you immediately." 73 He has seen Fr.

Charles in New York. James Mc-
Dermott is 35, a partner in his own
major firm, nearly twenty years out of
the college. He still knows that having

a mustache is something simply "not

done" by a Saint Leo boy. But he does

look dapper in it.

By 1914, Roth is pressing him to

visit his alma mater, but the pioneer

has memories in his mind which he

doesn't want disturbed. "Father, my
one anxiety in life, is to pay another

visit to St. Leo, but from what the

Abbot has told me, I am afraid St. Leo
has changed so much and is entirely

different from my school days, that it

would not be interesting to me, only

to see your smiling face, and the few
remaining ones that are still there

Saint Leo pioneer student James

L. McDermott in 1913. A
partner in the New York City

contracting firm of McDermott
& Hanigan, he directed the

construction of a number of

churches, convents, and college

buildings in the city. At die age

of 35, he was awarded his Saint

Leo Master ofAccounts degree

on the basis of his life

achievements.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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from the old days, but never mind, I'll walk in some day and give

you a surprise and keep you guessing, the same as I did with the

Abbott [sic], when I appeared before him in N. Y., I don't think

he is over the shock yet." He signs himself"James L. McDermott
or Patritius" in deference to his classical upbringing. 74

The Saint Leo pioneer was by then a man of considerable

prominence. In a 1912 profile, the New York Commercial and
Financial World called McDermott & Hanigan "the youngest in

point of organization of the really high-class building and con-

tracting firms of this city, but . . . they undoubtedly rank with the

most reliable of the old-time contractors." The flattering feature

continued: "The active members of the company, Mr. James L.

McDermott and Mr. John P. Hanigan are themselves skilled prac-

tical mechanics, of the young, hustling, energetic type of builders

that have made this city, with its magnificent structures of all

kinds, the wonder of the world from an architectural point of

view." Among their most noteworthy projects were the seven-

story Mother Seton Hall at Mt. St. Vincent on the Hudson and

an "imposing" and "strictly fireproof college building at Long
Island's St. Joseph in the Pines. "Both of these gentlemen, who
rank as experts in all that pertains to their business, give their

operations the benefit of their strictest personal supervision," said

the paper. 75

For his achievements in life, Saint Leo College's first student

finally got his Master of Accounts nineteen years after he left,

retroactive to its originally scheduled date. "Please engrave upon
accompanying Diploma: 'James L. C. McDermott, June 18,

1894,'" wrote Benedict Roth to a Jacksonville printer on January

9, 1913. 76 It was mailed to McDermott four days later. "He died

in New York about 1920," said Abbot Charles in a commem-
moration to him. "He had no children. A loving wife still grieves

over his too early demise. R. I. P."77

Miscellaneous Firsts

College chronicler and archivist Benedict Roth loved to take

note of a "first." He recorded plenty of them in the early days,

often with rich detail.

The first classes began on Tuesday, September 16, 1890. With
only seven students present, there weren't enough for class dif-

ferentiations; Fr. Basil Singer taught them all in the dining hall.

The first piano arrived on October 11 and Fr. Charles started
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music lessons three days later. Its shipping crate was used as a

feeder in the stable, until Bro. Leo Fuchsbuechler made a

"smoker" out ofit in 1895 for the farmer-brothers' pork. Scholas-

tic George Schwarz was Mohr's first student in telegraphy and

had it mastered by Christmas 1890. Fr. Charles also began teach-

ing the elementary class on January 13, 1891. He took his first

swim in Lake Jovita on June 27, 1893, and "vouched continuance

thereof," wrote Roth. "He kept his word faithfully." 78

The first Mass for students took place in the chapel on October

12, 1890. They knelt in pews built by Bros. Charles Eckel and

Anthony Poiger. Jesuit Father C.N. Widtmann was invited in to

give them their first spiritual retreat on November 9, 1891. 79

The arrival of an item for amusement on November 28, 1893,

was an occasion for Roth to demonstrate his meticulous sense of

detail: "We received our first Billiard Table from Very Rev. Fr.

Kenny for twenty five dollars, and we played the first game the

following day in the first left hand room from the main college

entrance, or, back of the Post Office, which occupies the left half

of the vestibule."80

Home plate was pounded into place on the college baseball

grounds on December 26, 1890. That same day the first live oaks

were planted on the grounds by the students. More were placed

around the baseball backstop on January 14, 1891. "Those

planted previously died," said Roth. Andrew Schisselbauer ofSan

Antonio was hired on January 11, 1896, to plant live oaks all

along the "college avenues" for 4 3/t cents apiece. In November
he put in some more, but was charging 6 cents each. Some of

these oaks from the pioneer years still survive: in the oval facing

McDonald Center, to the east of Crawford Hall, behind the

softball field backstop, and alongside the abbey cemetery. 81

The first serious effort at farming began on December 6, 1893,
with the purchase of a mule named "Jenny," along with a plow
and cultivator from neighboring farmer Fr. Joseph J. Hasel. The
first Saint Leo orange wine was made by the brothers on January

29, 1894, from fruit "gratis from Rev. HasePs grove." Among
the many crops produced on the college grounds, Roth noted

that the first "muskmellon" harvest was brought in on June 14,

1895. Another culinary event was recorded on March 10, 1896:

"The Cooks made the first Strawberry Pie from our own grow-

ing in the history of St. Leo."82
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The hour for the brothers to quit work was announced by a

bell Bro. Gilbert Koberzynski installed above the carpenter shop;

it tolled for the first time at 4:40 p.m. on October 15, 1890. The
first college bell, a small ten-pound affair from the S. B. Hubbard
Company of Jacksonville to signal the class hours, was replaced

by a substantial 300-pounder, installed in the college tower on
January 3, 1893. It was cast by the Clinton H. McNeely Bell

Company of Troy, New York, with funds donated by college

physician Dr. Joseph Corrigan and the Count de La Londe, a resi-

dent of St. Thomas.83 Said Fr. Charles to the Jacksonville Stand-

ard: "May it long ring there, its sound reverberating in the hearts

ofthe cadets, reminding them ofthe necessity of education. Even
after they bid farewell to their Alma Mater may its sound occupy
them through life inculcating the principles they have learned at

college, making them practical Christians and faithful citizens."84

The first typewriter was a National, received on January 2,

1891. The first electric clock was installed on October 23, 1894,

by a black worker named Brown, who drew the current from the

telegraph line. It lasted only a month. Roth wrote on November
22: "The Electric clock received last Oct. was today returned to

Sanford, Fla. and the large Regulator in the Corridor below was

put in position. The former had cost two dollars rent per month
and the latter cost thirty dollars

c

for keeps.'"85

The creature comforts of civilized life were slow to come in

those primitive years. Indoor plumbing arrived when Brother An-
thony Poiger hooked up a cold-water tap to the students' wash

house in 1900. There were no hot-water baths until 1914. Flush

toilets also took a quarter-century to appear. Bro. Anthony con-

structed the first indoor privy under the staircase on the north

end ofthe lower floor in 1891 . But it was for guests only. It came
to be called the "Brown House" after a bath tub was installed at

the suggestion of Mrs. Brown on a visit to her son Lee on May
4, 1893. Another was added, and the Brown Houses got the first

flush toilets in the summer of 1912. Students and faculty used

the outhouse — commonly called a "Texas" — in the rear of the

college grounds. Fifteen flush toilets "were there installed with

flowing water" in August 1913.86

Telephone service began in April of 1903 with the organiza-

tion of the Pasco County Telephone Company. "At best the line

was nothing but a plaything for the subscribers," wrote Charles

Mohr. 87 As a stockholder, the college paid $35 for each of its two
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The Quinlan family at Saint Leo in 1899. Eight Quinlan children

attended Saint Leo Military College and Holy Name Academy
between 1898 and 1908. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

"telephone instruments," along with quarterly rental fees. There

were sixteen phones on the line. Dr. Joseph Corrigan had one,

and so did Dr. J. C. McMullen, along with company organizer

W. J. Ellsworth of Jessamine and real estate entrepreneur John
Flanagan. There was a phone at the "San An" depot, and at Berry

& Griffin's drug store in Dade City, the Halsema store in San An-
tonio, and the Dade City Ice Works. Saint Leo had two: the bell

signal at the college was "one short, one long" and at the abbey

farm "one short, two long." "By means of this telephone we were
saved many a trip to & fro the Hermitage, Dade City, etc.," wrote

Roth. 88 The original company failed and was reorganized by J.

Clarence Griffin, whose drug store became the central exchange,

and who issued a directory of 135 numbers in 19 10.89

Saint Leo had a refrigerator in 1895, constructed in the

storehouse by jack-of- all-trades Bro. Anthony. The first electric

lights replaced the gasoline lamps on June 18, 1913. "We are cer-

tainly forging ahead with progress in this progressive little world,"

exulted the chronicler.90
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He also took note of firsts among the alumni. George C. Davis

of Ocala (M.A., 1893) made "the first old-student visit" a year

later. "Our first student to marry," wrote Roth, was George Hal-

sema, who wed Walburga Barthle of St. Joseph on April 18,

1894.91

Many members of the same families attended Saint Leo and
Holy Name Academy over the years. The most in one generation

at Saint Leo came from the Halsemas, who ran a general store in

San Antonio. Eight of their nine sons went to the college: George
(1892-1894), Justus (M.A., 1896), Bernard (M.A., 1903), An-
thony (M.A., 1905), Henry (M.A., 1910), Lambert Jr. (M.A.,

1910), Joseph (MA., 1914), and John (M.A., 1916). By the time

of its 25th anniversary in 1914-1915, 70 students had earned a

Master of Accounts from Saint Leo College. Nearly 10 percent

of them were Halsemas.92 The only Halsema not to attend Saint

Leo was Julian, the oldest. He was 19 when the college opened
in 1890 and probably already established in his career. But he did

develop relationships with the people at Saint Leo, visiting in his

brother Justus' motor car in 1910, and spending a week's vaca-

tion riding the river in Jacksonville with Fr. Albert Schaller in

1911.93

The Quinlan family of Port Richmond, Staten Island, New
York, also sent eight of their children to the Florida Benedictines:

five sons (William, Thomas, Joseph, Royal, and Vincent) to Saint

Leo and three daughters (Maymie, Sadie, and another whose
name was unrecorded) to Holy Name between 1898 and 1908.

Mr. William Quinlan was a frequent visitor and benefactor, at one

point investigating the purchase of timber lands and a sawmill in

the area. Taking him to catch the train back to New York in 1902,

his college driver got lost in the woods on the way to Dade City

and they had to be rescued by a search party. He made numerous
donations to Saint Leo, including a graphaphone in 1899 and the

abbey's first automobile in 1910. He even sent down his sons

William and Thomas to spend several months in 1906 for their

health. Fr. Charles put them up at the abbey farm and they spent

their stay hunting and fishing. "The little boys, who were stu-

dents here about five years ago," wrote Aloysius Delabar, "have

now grown into young men."94

The Nordmann family of Deland, Florida, sent three genera-

tions of sons to Saint Leo, beginning with Joseph B. Nordmann
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(M.A., 1914), a circumstance he noted as he donated a micro-

scope to the prep school in 1956.95

Through the development of Saint Leo College and
Preparatory School, and Holy Name Academy, the people of San

Antonio always had a special feeling for the two schools. One ex-

tended family, connected by marriage, sent 55 of its children over

four generations to the two institutions: the Ullrich-Herrmann-

Govreau-Dunne-Beaumont-Schrader family, whose first student-

representative was William Ullrich. He arrived at Saint Leo
College on November 6, 1902 as a 27-year-old scholastic from

Belmont Abbey, North Carolina, and became Father Felix. In the

subsequent 80 years, 11 Ullrichs, 9 Herrmanns, 13 Govreaus, 8

Dunnes, 9 Beaumonts, and 5 Schraders have attended either Saint

Leo or Holy Name.96 "We always regarded them as our schools,"

says Madaline Govreau Beaumont, whose 80th birthday on June

14, 1988, was not only an occasion for a family festival but an un-

official reunion of dozens of alumni as well.97
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Military College

he institution which was dedicated as "St. Leo's College"

on September 14, 1890, has had many names in the past

century: St. Leo Military College (1890-1903), St. Leo College

(1903-1920), St. Leo's College High-School (1920-1923), St.

Leo Academy (1923-1927), Benedictine High School (1927-

1929), Saint Leo College Preparatory School (1929-1964), and

Saint Leo College (1959-present). 1

For its first 13 years, Saint Leo was a military college. The
military feature was a periodic phenomenon which affected the

school on three other occasions: in 1908-1909, for one year as

an effort to restore the values of the earliest days; in 1918-1920
as part of the enthusiastic climate of World War I; and in 1942-

1943, not to change the nature of the school, as was the inten-

tion of the previous ventures, but in the spirit of national

preparedness during the Second World War.

In the course of the first year, Fr. Charles Mohr decided to in-

troduce a military dimension. The first reference to the change
was noted in the Florida Times-Union on December 2, 1890: "St.

Leo's is now a military school and before Christmas all will be

uniformed. Appreciating the benefits of a military education and
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complying with the wishes of the patrons of the college, the

military feature was introduced." 2

The purpose was not to train students for military careers. Saint

Leo was not West Point. Charles Mohr saw values in the concept

of military training: discipline, order, pride in appearance, and
respect for authority. These sentiments were shared by Abbot Leo
Haid, who eventually founded military schools at Savannah in

1902 and Richmond in 1911. "It creates habits of promptitude

and order," wrote Haid of military training in the Richmond
catalogue, "fosters self-reliance, and inculcates in the student, as

part of his nature, manly ideals of obedience, loyalty, discipline,

and courtesy." 3 But it is

not clear that Abbot Leo
conceived the idea for a

military feature at Saint

Leo. After all, he had
founded "St. Leo's Col-

lege" as a standard Bene-

dictine institution of
higher education, like St.

Vincent and his own St.

Mary's, without a mili-

tary dimension. Local

Florida superior Fr. Char-

les would not have taken

such a major step without

consulting his North
Carolina abbot, but the

military initiative appears

to have been Charles

Mohr's alone.

"Fr. Charles, of St. Leo
College, went up to Jack-

sonville, day before

yesterday, where he will

remain several days,"

wrote the Pasco County

Democrat on February 5, 1891. "While in Jacksonville he will in-

form himself in the school of the soldier and other military tac-

tics, with a view of introducing this feature into the college. He
is determined to place the college on the very highest plane of

1. O. G. D

ST, LEO'S MILITARY COUffiF,,
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CHARTERED JUNE 4-TH, 1889.

FIRST YEAR, 1890-1801.

Title page of the first Saint Leo catalogue of

1890-91. Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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Saint Leo cadets on the steps of the college building in April 1895. The college dog

"Fritz" is at left front. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

excellence and render it an institution of learning of the very

highest order."4

"The uniform is of a Confederate grey, and the cap of a nation-

al blue," said the 1890-1891 catalogue. 5 The post-Civil War
period of Reconstruction had ended in Florida only in 1877, and

passions were still high barely a decade later. The spirit ofBenedic-

tine reconciliation was evident in the predominant grey with a

touch of blue in the stripes and cap, with gold initials "S L C."

The uniforms were made by Jacob Reed's Sons of 1412

Chestnut Street in Philadelphia. Reed was to remain the college

tailor throughout its military period, except for a one -year switch

to W. D. Davis of Tampa in 1897-1898. 6 Fr. Roman Kirchner,

pastor at Saint Anthony Church, used to take the students'

measurements for five cents apiece. 7 Uniforms were compulsory

for everyone but day students. In the hard times following the

Great Florida Freeze of 1894-1895, however, the catalogue for

1898-1899 announced: "Owing to the stringency in money mat-

ters, the faculty will not this year insist upon the students being

uniformed. Only a cadet cap need be purchased." 8 Jacob Reed's

charge for the full outfit was $13, plus 50 cents shipping. 9

Saint Leo's first uniforms arrived on January 10, 1891. The
students — now called "cadets" — wore them for the first time
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on January 23. The occasion for formal dress was the ceremony
in which three young women joined Holy Name Convent. "Rev.

Fr. Director 'hepped' the cadets to St. Anthony's Church to see

three Sisters (Rose Marie Easly, Scholastica Murphy, and
Catherine McCaulley) invested," wrote chronicler Benedict

Roth. 10

In a story entitled "They Took the Veil for Life," the Tarpon
Springs Daily Tarpon described the ritual in elaborate detail. "The
long procession as it moved from the Academy to the church will

not soon be forgotten. The brides were handsomely arrayed."

Miss Easly, "the youngest looked lovely in pale blue silk," said

the paper. Miss McCaulley "followed in white-watered silk," Miss

Murphy "brought up the rear wearing purple surah.... The stu-

dents of [the] College followed in a body in uniform."

Bishop John Moore was waiting at the altar as they approached.

Were they willing "to undertake a life ofpoverty, charity and obey
any superior who might be placed over them," he asked? "Yes,

Rt. Rev. Bishop this is my earnest desire and most humble re-

quest," each one replied. Then the climax ofthe investiture: "The
wreaths and bridal veils were taken off, each article of jewelry

taken off and handed to the Superioress, then each candidate

knelt in turn before the Bishop and bowed their heads with a

smile ofhappiness as he cut the long curls away." It was a dramatic

moment. "To the audience the sharp click of the shears seemed
heartless, cutting all earthly ties; to the young recipients it was

sweet music, the prelude of years of happiness. After their hair

was cut the black Habit of St. Benedict was blessed and given to

each, who as she received it knelt to kiss the hand bestowing such

blessings, then passed behind the altar to the vestry, where the

rich bridal robes were quickly exchanged for the simple Habit.

All three entered the Sanctuary again, attired now as Benedictine

Sisters. Kneeling again the white veil of the Novice was placed on
their heads.... The wedding breakfast was then served, and the

joyous hearts began a new life which seems fraught with every

blessing and promise of happiness." 11 Sister Rose Marie Easly

eventually became Holy Name superior and served for 37 years,

the chief influence on the institution until her death in 1940.
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A Military Flair

Uniform day was always a time of excitement, as the San An-
tonio Herald recounted in November 1892. "The uniforms,

which had been daily expected arrived at last. They were tried on

by the cadets and found to fit admirably." The students asked for

and got a holiday to celebrate. "Some, proud as peacocks, with

disdain look down upon the
c

kids,' others fearing to injure their

suits, walk as if contained in a straight jacket and dare not stoop

to brush away sand spurs." 12

The cadets had a free day on March 19, 1891 to clear a plaza

in front of the college facing the lake as a drilling ground. They
drilled three times a week in the first year; by 1898-1899 a half-

hour practice session was held every day but Sunday. Until

removed in 1896, a pile of false cannon balls stood on the plaza

to lend a military atmosphere. Congressman Stephen Sparkman
promised to "smuggle" a pair of cannons from the war depart-

ment in 1897, but he was unable to fulfill his pledge, no doubt
because of the declaration of war against Spain the following

spring. 13

At first the students drilled with wooden guns made by Bro.

Anthony Poiger. Within a few months they were using small .22-

caliber Robert rifles for their formal exercises. But when student

Conrad Metzner was killed in a shooting accident on a post-

Christmas picnic in 1891, real weapons were abandoned and
Bros. Anthony and Charles carved out wooden ones again. By
1895 the cadets were back to practicing with "large iron guns." 14

The college even laid in a copy of Lt. Hugh T. Reed's 1891 In-

fantry Drill Regulations With 219 pages of U. S. Army-approved
procedures. 15

Fr. Charles checked his troops every morning before they left

the study hall for their respective classrooms. "This insures kempt
hair, clean hands, untorn dress and polished shoes on the part of

the cadets," noted chronicler Benedict Roth. 16 "In our wash or

trunk room we had a long wooden table on which we washed,"
remembered Anton Nathe, a St. Leo Military College student

from 1890 to 1893. "Here, too, we had to brush our shoes every

morning for in those days we had daily inspection of hands and
shoes and later on also an inspection of our guns . . . which we
had to keep shining and in perfect order."
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An engraving of the Saint Leo cadets drilling on the plaza in front of the college in the

early 1890s. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

Nathe also remembered the sparse accommodations of those

primitive years. "My bed was at the second window to the right

of the tower on the third floor. We had no toilets in the modern
sense, but merely a long shed in which there was a 2 by 2 parti-

tioned off and extending the whole length of the building." He
had come to the new college at the age of 15 from his farm bare-

ly five miles away to the northeast. "Arriving there with a trunk

on the buggy we met all the students who were already there.

They totaled four, all ofwhom felt blue since it was a lonely place

with only one building. Not one of the boys became as homesick

as I did. All the boys came from larger towns whereas I had come
from Chipco, a town with one store and an old Freight car for a

depot. My English was so perfect that in no time my nickname
was 'German.'" He looked back fondly as he wrote his recollec-

tions for the 50th anniversary of the college in 1940:
CT often

think of all the boys and wonder where they went and what be-

came of them." 17

The cadets were organized into a formal company, with a cap-

tain, lieutenant, sergeants, a bugler, a drummer, and an ensign.

William Einig, whom Fr. Charles brought back with him from

Jacksonville on February 8, 1891, and who eventually had three

brothers at Saint Leo, was the first Captain of Cadets. 18

Military trappings even extended to the menu in the early years,

and were taken with a light touch. "The cannon-ball soup was

exquisite last Tuesday," said a note on the Jacksonville Standard

on December 3, 1891. 19 Mohr had gotten into the spirit himself
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when he sent Benedict

Roth his "first military

order" from the "War
Department" on
February 22, 1891:

Commissary Gen'l

Dear Sir,

Please have the cadets put

on their ordinary attire. The
weather is too bad for

uniform.

General in Chief. 20

William Einig of Jacksonville, Florida, the first

Saint Leo Captain of Cadets, 1891.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

A month earlier, the

cadets had taken on a

major military project:

the erection ofan 80-foot

flagpole. The whole stu-

dent body assembled in

front of the college on
January 28, 1891. What
happened next had a

Keystone Kops flavor and

nearly left the building a wreck. Students George Schwarz (ofSan

Antonio, Florida) and Charles Sueltenfuss (of San Antonio,

Texas) recounted the adventure in a story for the local paper:

Altogether our "pulling" lasted two hours. This was the

morning's work, & during all that time we got the pole

only 20 feet above ground. It was now dinner hour; so we
went to hug the table, for we all had a bear's hunger. After

this needed refreshment we pulled again, but this time with

a lion's strength. Lo! to our sad disappointment the rope

would pop every now and then. Brother Gilbert, the

foreman of the enterprise, then doubled the rope and

secured it to a telegraph pole near the College. Henceforth

we had more success, for the pole raised by degrees 8c at

dusk, it was out of danger. The College building was made
a derrick of; the ropes were secured around it in the morn-
ing. . . . the gutter on the roof was torn loose; the build-

ing was cracking from top to bottom. One of the

day-scholars having been in the study- hall during the
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forenoon ran out doors saying that he feared that the

building would fall down. HURRAH! — Now the pole

is standing. 21

Washington's Birthday was always an occasion for formal

ceremony. "It was very edifying to see the students in full military

uniform file into the neat little chapel, and take their respective

places," said the San Antonio Herald in 1892. "The choir boys

sang during the divine service, their fresh voices pouring forth,

with earnest fervor, the strains of simple unpretentious music,

suggestive of artlessness, innocence and freedom from worldly

taint." They then proceeded outside where "their energetic cap-

tain, Joe Bodow, put them through a general drill..." The paper

was impressed: "It must be said, that they went through their tac-

tics in a manner creditable to themselves and their superiors. After

this they marched around the Tlaza' and were drawn up in line

near the flag pole, in front of the college, where the Rev. Direc-

tor addressed them in very pathetic and patriotic words, on the

event of the day." The Herald concluded with a flowery assess-

ment: "It was an admirable sight to see those noble sons of

America arrayed in full military style, listening to the remarks of

their zealous patriotic superior, while the
c

stars and stripes' waved
gloriously over their heads."22

Running through the manual of arms in public displays was a

favorite custom of the "boys in grey." They drilled at the college

doctor's neighboring residence when his brother, Archbishop

Michael Corrigan of New York City, made one of his frequent

visits on March 28, 1895. The churchman "complimented them
on their accomplishments."23 Anton Nathe remembered the gift

of a fancy meal after a hike to the county seat. "Bro. Andrew had

our guns on the wagon which was drawn by the College mule.

By that time we had our military suits and had to do some march-

ing [in] the streets ofDade City. As a climax we had dinner at the

Delcher Hotel."24

Company Sergeant James Tull (M.A., 1895) looked back

during a visit to his alma mater in 1936: "I'll never forget the

time," he told the young Saint Leo prep school students, "that

Captain Flowers U. S. A., watched us drill. We were pretty good
I guess, and after the drill was over, and we were at attention

before the reviewing stand, Captain Flowers spoke. Tn the Army,'

he said,
cWe have a rule that no one is ever complimented for

doing anything good because he's expected to do it good. That's
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all I have to say.' You can imagine how
proud we were," said Tull. "It wasn't

every day that anyone admitted we
were good." 25 The West Hillsborough

Times, however, gave an admiring but

mixed evaluation after a drizzly 1893
demonstration by the cadets in St.

Petersburg: "In the afternoon the rain

abated sufficiently for them to have a

drill in front of the Detroit Hotel.

There were thirty, including officers

and musicians, and they conducted

themselves in a manner that indicated

their having been under good dis-

cipline. The drilling was not what a

person familiar with military affairs

would call good, but it was very

creditable for students of a school in

which the military department is

secondary."26

Memorial Day 1895 was especially

noteworthy, although the

ceremonies, sponsored by the Republican Yankee veterans of the

Civil War, drew a sparse crowd from the Dade City Confederate

Democrats. Benedict Roth described the events:

The most conspicuous Decoration Day in the history of

Saint Leo's! This Thursday at 8.15 a.m. the St. Leo Cadets

marched in uniforms and with Muskets to the depot at San

Antonio where they were met by the local Ten (10)

G. A. R. veterans; from here all proceeded to the near-by

cemetery and the "priest" of the G. A. R pronounced the

"Rites" and two graves were decorated. The cadets then

took an early dinner at the College and at 1.15 p.m. the

patriots ofSan Antonio hauled the cadets to Dade City for

more rites. A train of sixteen conveyances left, going

through Dr. Corrigan's place. Aside ofthe aforesaid crowd
was also the San Antonio Brass Band, Rev. Fr. Roman Band
Master, that went to Dade City. There in the grave yard a

choir of ladies sang "to the rest" or repose ofthe deceased;

the rites were read and two speeches were delivered at the

Court House. Ofcourse the S. A. B. B. rendered die Music
at the Cemetery. But few of Dade City's people were

Cadet Sergeant James A. Tull,

Master of Accounts, June 19,

1895. Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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present. . . Arriving home late they had supper only at 7.30

o'clock and every body was dead tired! 27

Skilled as they were in drilling ceremonies, the cadets also

proved adept at fighting fires. After an 1892 display in San An-
tonio, they began the march home. "Any one meeting them
could see they were happy. The adventures of the day were not

over," said the San Antonio Herald. "Whilst the express agent

was admiring the fumigation of his dudeen [that is, his clay pipe]

on the upper floor of the college, he observed that a fire, which
had been started early that day in the vicinity of St. Leo station,

was making rapid headway." Cadets to the rescue. "Noting also

that some residences were in great danger, he gave alarm and
Father Leo [Panoch] was soon upon the scene with his boys and

by united effort had the fire under control." Here was a com-
munity resource. "Should San Antonio ever be fired call for the

boys," the paper concluded.28

They also secured the home of the Slevins, hosts of frequent

Saint Leo picnics, from a woods fire in 1899. "It was entirely the

good work that was done by your College boys that the build-

ings were saved," with only "a few fences which were burnt,"

reported Sergeant Charles Brownell to Benedict Roth. 29 They
fended offmany a fire in their own study hall in those dangerous

days of open-flame lighting, and they rescued nearly all of Dr.

Corrigan's possessions, though they could not preserve his home,
from a 1912 conflagration. Nor could they save the original 1890
college building when it went up in flames on June 1, 1928. 30

In 1900, Saint Leo was celebrated in a commemorative musi-

cal piece. Fr. Charles Mohr's cousin Joseph N. Gilgen of

Portsmouth, Ohio, composed and published The St. Leo Military

Mareh, a lively two-step. "The Latest March Success!"

proclaimed the cover on the sheet music. 31

The military dimension seems to have been embraced willing-

ly by the cadets of the pioneering years, but one aspect led to the

first student protest on record at Saint Leo. It came on the issue

of hot-weather drilling. Director Roth received a cautiously

worded petition on May 5, 1901.

We the undersigned do hereby respectfully request that

you favor us by exempting us from drilling for the

remainder of the term.
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The St. Leo Military March was written by Fr. Charles Mohr's cousin Joseph N
Gilgen in 1900. Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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Saint Leo Military College Cadet Officers, 1900-1901. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

Our reasons are that the weather is becoming very warm
and also that for the last four years we did not drill any

more after the month of April.

Hoping to receive a soon and favorable reply,

We remain

Your obedient students. 32

,nty-six students signed the plea, including Cadet Captain

John Grimm and Lt. Juan de la Cova. Their prefect of discipline

Fr. John Schlicht bolstered their case by adding his name. The
often stern-minded Roth probably granted the request, for he

had an appreciation for the unusual. He included the petition in

his archives scrapbook without comment.
It was a rare phenomenon. In those days, students were raised

to take things as they were, without question. "The discipline was

administered in great detail," said Abbot Charles ruminating in

1922 on the early years, "but some of the boys were used to this

at home and accepted it cheerfally. They were from 13 to 18 years

old and had no notions of self-government or student rights." 33

Saint Leo passed through the first of its three military phases

in 1902-1903. Fathers Charles Mohr and Benedict Roth had
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taken turns directing the school for its first dozen years, except

for an unsuccessful five-month foray from Fr. Albert Schaller, who
was replaced at midyear and temporarily exiled to the Inverness

mission on February 1, 1902. 34 Those two Saint Leo shapers

shared a belief in military discipline as they did so many other

values. In 1902, just after his election as abbot, Charles Mohr
decided to make a change in the directorship. "As long as Father

Charles is director the military feature remains," wrote Mohr in

1927. "His successors in office are more peaceful and the feature

is dropped."35

The abbot named Fr. Alexander Fink to direct the college in

1902. Fink discontinued uniforms and drilling at Saint Leo.

Charles Mohr had a penchant for proteges. Over the years, he

appointed four to high office at a young age. All but one proved

a disappointment to him, and that one was lost in his prime. Fr.

Florian Colbert was designated director of the school at 25 in

1923, and four years later went offwith the mother of one of the

students. Fr. Matthew Hartinger, at the age of 28, was put in

charge of the revived military program at Saint Leo in 1918; but

he proved so difficult to deal with that he was sent off to the mis-

sion in Farmingdale, New York, and did not return to Saint Leo
for more than 30 years. Fr. Aloysius Delabar, the first Saint Leo
student to join the monastery as a priest, was appointed to the

second-ranking position ofprior in 1908, but died oftuberculosis

in 1918 at the age of 38. Fr. Alexander Fink, who obtained the

college directorship just after his ordination, ultimately disap-

pointed the abbot, as well.

Even before Alexander Fink's appointment, things were not al-

ways smooth. "It is true that I gave Fr. Alexander permission to

settle troubles at home but I did not give him permission to sail

all around the globe like he has been doing," wrote the traveling

Prior Charles to his lieutenant, Subprior Benedict Roth, in the

summer of 1900. "Call him home." 36 Despite his rogue tenden-

cies, Mohr named Fink to run the school and gave him his head.

"When Abbot Charles gave someone a job, he left it up to him
to do it. But there was no doubt about his presence in the place,"

remembers Fr. Marion Bowman of Charles Mohr. 37

Fr. Alexander persuaded his colleagues to abandon the military

training. In 1902-1903, "the cadets were uniformed in grey for

the last time— while Drilling and Calisthenic Exercises were con-

tinued that year," wrote Roth. "Subsequently however this was
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Joseph Young in the 1918 khaki

uniform ofSaint Leo's third and

last phase as a military college.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

finally dropped as agreed to by the

Faculty. It was therefore that in said

year the catalogue began to be issued,

and after that all papers were printed

for the College — as
c

St. Leo Col-

lege,' under which name the first

prospectus appeared in 1890.

"

38

Alexander Fink proved an effective

six-year director. He was even fea-

tured on a 1903 recruiting trip in the

Boston Globe. 39 But some undisclosed

situation developed into conflict with

the abbot. Fink was assigned, in 1908,

to the newly acquired Saint Leo mis-

sion of St. Kilian's parish in Far-

mingdale, New York. "It did not work
out," Fr. John Schlicht later wrote in

his journal. He applied to join the

Benedictine abbey of St. Mary's in

Newark, New Jersey, and after a year

there, his transfer was accepted.40

Benedict Roth, fresh from a two-

year stint at Saint Leo's Isle of Pines mission in Cuba, resumed
the directorship in 1908 and promptly revived the military fea-

ture. 41 But the grey and blue uniforms were not resurrected. This

time, the Saint Leo cadets dressed in khaki. The restoration lasted

only a year and did not result in a change ofname for the institu-

tion.

The third and final major effort at militarizing Saint Leo oc-

curred in the last days and post-war period of World War I from

1918 to 1920. Its inculcation was primarily the work ofone man,
Fr. Matthew Hartinger, a military enthusiast. "Later on Father

Matthew starts the
cBoy Scouts,'" wrote Abbot Charles, an ini-

tial supporter ofthe project. "After his departure for Farmingdale,

N. Y., they also vanish from the scene."42 Father Matthew did not

return to Saint Leo until 1952.

In 1942-1943, the school had another brief encounter with

drilling. But it was not so comprehensive as the earlier days.

"Army Discipline Comes to St. Leo; Boys Like Drill," said a St.

Leo Chronicle headline on September 25, 1942. "Student 'Soles'

Are Saved; No Drill!," the paper announced a year later. 43 This
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last taste of a compulsory manual of arms was only a reflection of

the nationwide American response to World War II, not an effort

at modifying the nature of the institution.

In something of an echo of its earliest years, the college began
offering courses on military bases throughout the Southeast in

1973. Saint Leo now has the sixth-largest military education

program in the United States. An interest in things military is

one of the oldest features of education at Saint Leo College.
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College Life

in the 1890s

wo Frenchmen and a performing bear have been in the

neighborhood for two days past," said the Pasco Coun-
ty Democraton December 7, 1891, "much to the delight" oftheir

audiences. 1 Such were the diversions available to Saint Leo stu-

dents in that era. They needed them, for they lived a spartan ex-

istence.

The monks were getting up at 3:45 a.m. for the community
prayers of matins and lauds, and retiring at 7:30 p.m. 2 (But they

could sleep in till 4:45 a.m. on Christmas morning.) 3 The daily

schedule for students was only slightly less monastic:

5:30 a.m. Rising

6:00 Morning prayers

6:10 Study

6:40 Breakfast

7:00 Holy Sacrifice of the Mass
7:25 Making of beds and recess

7:40 Study
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8:00 Regular class hours

0:15 Recitation or study

1:30 Dinner
2:00 Visit to the Blessed Sacrament

2:10 p.m. Recess

2:40 Study

1:00 Study or recitation

4:00 Recreation

5:00 Drilling, study, or reading time

5:40 Supper

6:00 Recreation

7:15 Study

8:30 Night prayers and retiring4

Programs and Faculty

The 32 students ofthe pioneer year of 1890-1891 had but four

faculty members, all Benedictines: Charles Mohr, Basil Singer,

Benedict Roth, and Leo Panoch. Abbot Leo Haid was officially

president, but he remained in North Carolina. After dedicating

the college on September 14, 1890, he made only one more visit

to the institution which had been named in his honor: to preside

on his namesday, the first "Saint Leo's Day," April 11, 1891. 5

Fr. Charles Mohr, superior of the Saint Leo community, was
director of the college and taught the elementary course. In-

structing the seven youngsters not yet ready for the full college

program, he used Brown's First Lines in English, Creery's

Speller, Robinson's Rudiments in arithmetic, Mitchell's Elemen-

tary Geography, and the Baltimore Catechism.

Fr. Basil Singer had eleven students in the preliminary "third

commercial course," making use of the likes of Crittenden's

Counting House in bookkeeping and Worman's Complete Ger-

man. He remained at Saint Leo only a year, moving to St. Ber-

nard Abbey in Cullman, Alabama, in 1891.

Fr. Benedict Roth was chaplain and taught five students in the

"second commercial" class, with Robinson's Higher Arithmetic

and Crittenden's Counting House (up to page 165), and
Kearney's United States History. The text titles were printed in

the catalogue so that patrons might be assured of the soundness

of the curriculum. 6
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Autographs of the 32 students of Saint Leo's

pioneer year, 1 890- 1891. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

The final faculty mem-
ber was Frater Leo
Panoch, who, on Septem-

ber 24, 1891, became the

first Benedictine ordained

a priest in Florida. He had

the job of "prefect," —
that is, student dis-

ciplinarian — and taught

languages (Latin and Ger-

man) as well. In 1893, he

quit college teaching for

parish work at Maryhelp
Abbey's mission in Quin-

cy, Florida. 7

Three of the pioneer

students were following

the "classical course,"

designed for candidates

for the priesthood and featuring Latin and Greek, natural

philosophy, along with grounding in grammar and mathematics,

history and geography, and the ever-present Baltimore

Catechism.

In addition to the 26 students following the standard cur-

riculum, there were six enrolled in special offerings. Four locals

were taking a convenient evening program of 8-10 p.m. classes

which Benedict Roth began on October 1 . But the experiment,

which he called "night school of a half dozen farmers," was dis-

continued on December 30, 1890. 8 Another student was pursu-

ing unspecified studies. The final member of the pioneer year was

listed as a "post-graduate:" John Barnes. He was already estab-

lished as "one of the most meritorious of the young teachers of

this county," in the words ofDade City's Pasco County Democrat. 9

In 1892, Barnes received a certificate for completing what the San
Antonio Herald called "a thorough course in Single Entry book-

keeping and commercial Arithmetic at the college." 10

By 1893, the faculty had grown to six, and the curriculum in-

cluded commercial law and political economy, typewriting and

telegraphy, orthography (the meaning and derivation of words)

and phonography (a fancy word for shorthand). 11 Saint Leo had
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The entire Saint Leo Military College faculty, June 1893. From left: Fr. James Shabaker,

Fr. Benedict Roth, Fr. Charles Mohr, Fr. Louis Panoch, Fr. Lawrence Wiegand, Fr. Paul

Ward . Saint Leo Abbey Archives

nine teachers at the turn of the century and averaged a dozen
through the 1910s and 1920s. None of the faculty had degrees.

The Saint Leo catalogues list no instructor with a Bachelor of

Arts until Fr. Jerome Wisniewski in 1923, after which time it be-

came standard practice for priests to acquire bachelor's degrees

before ordination and often a master's thereafter. 12 Nineteenth-

century Benedictine seminary training did not lead to a degree.

But Charles Mohr and the others had absorbed the classical

program at Saint Vincent College and emerged with a broad

liberal education.

The library was formally established on October 7, 1890. The
very first books were "an octavo, paper bound, set of Dickens'

works" contributed by Fr. Charles Mohr. 13 The collection grew
sporadically through donations, most heavily weighted in two
categories: religious works and government publications.

Fr. George Corrigan, brother of the college's attending

physician, provided 132 volumes in 1895, including Thomas
Acquinas' Summa Theologica and the writings of the Catholic

patriarchs. 14 That same year, Fr. Augustine Wirth sent 26 of his

publications on preaching. 15 Bishop John Moore, the Irishman

who had summoned the German Benedictines to San Antonio in

1886, donated 139 German theological works in 1900. 16 In
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1898, Father F. X. August Stemper, founder ofa German Catholic

colony in Hillsborough County, contributed an ornate

Challoner's family bible, following the next year with a set of

Augustine's writings; and when he closed his settlement in 1903,

he gave the college his entire collection of 808 books. 17 Judge

Edmund Dunne sent down two tons of books in ten cartons from

Jacksonville in 1899. "The books are of c

all sorts,'" he wrote to

Benedict Roth, "many of them (particularly the French novels)

bought in lots at auction sales and need careful censoring before

distribution." 18

By far the greatest source of library materials in the early years

was the variegated output ofthe federal government, which Mohr
tapped into through his friendships with Florida's Washington
representatives. The first donor was Senator Wilkinson Call,

whose speech at the San Antonio Alliance Store the Saint Leo
boys had gone over to hear on September 17, 1890. 19 He had
shipped 642 government publications by November 1895. One
batch of 50 was drenched in the rain crossing Lake Jovita from

the depot to the college. 20 Local congressman Stephen Sparkman
mailed others; so did Senators Samuel Pasco (namesake of the

county), S. R. Mallory, and James Taliaferro (who later intro-

duced Abbot Charles to President Theodore Roosevelt in 1905).

Among Taliaferro's 133 documents in 1901 were "Water Supp-

ly and Irrigation Papers" and "Exports Declared by the U. S. Oc-
tober-December 1900.

"

21 They certainly filled up the library

shelves. What students may have been possessed to check them
out has not been tabulated.

At Christmas of 1901, the documents were removed to the

wagon shed to save space. Yet more kept coming: 415 in 1903
and 1904. In 1900, Fr. Benedict reported to the U. S. Commis-
sioner of Education a library of 2,700 books worth $4,500. The
1905 New York Tribune Almanac listed a collection of 2,950
volumes for the eight-member faculty and 48 students. 22

Teaching assignments varied from year to year, and most facul-

ty in the early days taught a wide variety of subjects. They were
armed with the fundamentals of the liberal arts, but also on hand
was a two-volume set of Teacher's Aids compiled from the 1890
Boston Home College correspondence course. It was loaded with

sample lessons and homey suggestions. "Do not say et for ate"
warned the pamphlet on good usage. Make sure students under-

stand the importance of "coaling stations," noted the geography
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chapter. "If you pretend to know more than you do, they will

find you out," counseled author Edward Everett Hale. Educator

James L. Hughes concluded: "Your highest aim should be the

formation of character." 23

The Saint Leo monks also had the reputation of their forebears

and quickly built on it to achieve high public acclaim. "The order

of St. Benedict has always been found in the front rank of the

promoters of universal education," wrote a reporter from the St.

Petersburg Mail on December 1, 1891. He had been captivated

by the scenic setting ("one worthy the brush of an artist") and
impressed with the caliber of the college, confidently predicting:

"... let this institution become — as it surely will be — widely

known, and it will be crowded with students," even from the

North. 24 "The course of instruction is both thorough and com-
prehensive," added the Pasco County Democrat. "Rev. Father

Charles is a man possessed of every characteristic essential to suc-

cess in his high mission as an educator, his literary attainments

are superb, while he is ably assisted by a corps of teachers that are

eminently fitted for their grand work."25

All of the faculty were priests or "clerics" (seminarians ap-

proaching ordination and titled "Frater"). None of the brothers

taught, for they were the workmen of the community.

Not until the 1920s did Saint Leo begin bringing in lay people,

as coaches. But there was one exception, and it was noteworthy.

In 1894-1895, Saint Leo Military College had a woman on its

faculty: Mrs. James Mooney of Pasadena, who taught piano to

four students twice a week from 10:15 to 1:30 in the college

music room. 26 She gained her position through a curious set of

circumstances. She was filling in for an eccentric monk.
On September 26, 1891, the Sanford Journal noted that the

prominent "Professor" Thomas Ward, then bookkeeper for the

Orlando Daily Record, was going to Saint Leo College to teach

music.27 He joined the monastic community, taught not only his

principal subject but architectural drawing and "mental

philosophy" as well, directed the college orchestra, and wrote a

regular column on school news for the San Antonio Herald.

Ward, however, had a protean and unpredictable disposition.

In his five years at Saint Leo, he took three religious names: Fr.

Paul, Fr. Peter, and Fr. Placidus. Chronicler Benedict Roth, who
had a low opinion of him, quipped, "All three got the scholastic

habit on arriving."28 Ward had a tendency to absent himself
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without notice, periodically announced that he was leaving for

good, and would then decide to stay. In June of 1894, a reluc-

tant community sent him to Maryhelp Abbey to take his novitiate.

On September 29, Mrs. Mooney, whose son Anthony was in at-

tendance, began the piano lessons Ward would have taught.

But the following January 15, the temperamental novice unex-

pectedly appeared. Noted chronicler Benedict Roth: "At Sext, at

6.25 a.m., there enters Ven. Fr. Placidus (Paul, Peter, — alias

Thomas) Ward in his return from Maryhelp Abbey. It was a

surprise."29 Saint Leo's first woman teacher made her exit on
January 29, 1895, but "the piano pupils were well pleased with

her as an Instructor."30 The unstable cleric was finally released

from his "simple vows" in 1896 on the grounds of "habitual dis-

regard of the rules of the house & incompatibility of temper[a]

ment." 31

Another layman was a central part of Saint Leo in those years:

Dr. Joseph Felix Corrigan, the college "Attending Physician,"

regularly listed on the same catalogue page as the faculty from

1890 to 1910. Born in Newark, New Jersey to a family of nine

children — three of his brothers became priests, including

Archbishop Michael Corrigan of New York City — he got his

M.D. from Columbia, a Ph.D. from Mount St. Mary's College

ofMaryland, and studied cancer treatment in Paris. But at the age

of38 in 1884, ill health prompted him to move his family to Judge
Dunne's Colony, where for $4,000 he bought his first 40 acres

of land adjacent to the north of what would soon be "St. Leo's

College." He built a palatial home and took up the successful cul-

tivation of oranges and tobacco. 32

Corrigan was a revered figure ofgenerous disposition and com-
mon sense. He enjoyed widespread respect and was frequently

consulted in neighborhood disputes. Moreover, he was elected

first mayor when Saint Leo was incorporated as a town in 1891
and his home served as the town hall. 33 He was Charles Mohr's
closest friend. Often his family would be the only "outsiders"

present at the college graduations. For 20 years, the mag-
nanimous physician treated "St. Leo's inmates," as Roth termed
them, monks and students alike, free ofcharge. "As such Dr. Cor-

rigan must ever be remembered at St. Leo College," wrote the

abbey chronicler. 34

Dr. Corrigan left a sample remedy from July 16, 1900:
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I gave the Vega boy who came to-day a third of a dose of

Dover's powder (3
l
/z grain) to relieve the pain in his

stomach — as this continues, it is probable that he has

eaten something indigestible — and a dessertspoonful of

the Castor Oil mixture I made recendy for Fr. Benedict,

with five drops of laudanum added to it would be ad-

visable. It can be taken floating on a little liquid of some
sort, or pure. 35

A College for All Ages

Enrollment numbers in the 1890s ranged from 28 to 42,

reached 52 in 1900, dipped to 29 in 1902, and averaged in the

50s and 60s through World War I.
36 These figures represent

cumulative totals rather than peak registrations, for students came
and went in the course of the year, some entering late, some stay-

ing a single term.

The full academic year lasted from mid-September to mid-

June. Only nine students were on hand for the start of classes on
September 12, 1893, but 28 eventually registered. 37 "School

opened with eight boys with eight teachers," Benedict Roth
recorded on September 10, 1902, but enrollments nearly quad-

rupled by the end of the year. 38 The elementary course could not

begin as scheduled on September 6, 1894, since there was not a

single registrant, till Harry Corrigan (the doctor's son) arrived

the next day. 39 In 1906 the faculty decided "to summon classes

hereafter in September not before the 25th date" in order to ad-

just to the situation. 40 Classes were, of course, small. Fr. Charles

had only one student in his "first commercial" course when the

college started on September 15, 1896, and that was it for the

year; the lone graduate was Joseph Soler, Master of Accounts

(1897). In 1908, there were no graduates at all.
41

Most students at Saint Leo College were in their midteens, but

there was a considerable range in ages. Students were "examined

and classified" upon arrival to determine their preparation and

placement. Pioneer James L. McDermott was 12 when he en-

rolled in the elementary course in 1890 and was 16 when he was

scheduled to receive his Master of Accounts. J. Oscar Kennedy
was 21 when he graduated with his M.A. in 1893. Anton Nathe

was 15 in the pioneer "6th Latin" course. So was James Delabar

(later Father Aloysius) when he joined the "5th classical" class in

1895. George Halsema was 19 in the "second commercials" of

1892-1893. Charles Mohr's orphaned nephew William Greene
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The cadets ofSaint Leo Military College, June 3, 1893. From left to right. Rear: Chester

Alexander, George Halsema, Carleton Shelley, George Davis, Sherman McMurray,

Oscar Kennedy, Emmanuel Alexander, Bruno Sueltenfuss. Fourth Row: James Tull,

George Schwarz, William McMurray, Oliver Arzacq. Third Row: Charles Weiss, Ernest

Latham, Daniel Kelly, Charles Sanchez, James Spellman (raised), John Olsen. Second

Row: Joseph Einig, Anton Nathe, Harry Genovar, Hugh Lynch, Francis Morse, Fred

Nordhaus. Front Row: Venancio Sanchez, Leo Browne, Sydney Einig, Raymund Rivero,

Joseph Machado, Ralph Machado, John Einig, James McDermott, William Delaporte.

Sitting: Paul Wichers, William Wichers. Right front: Fr. Charles Mohr, director of the

college. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

(later Brother William) was not quite 13 when he arrived on
March 13, 1901. Harry Parry, Mohr's ward, was 8 when he came
to Saint Leo on May 7, 1901, and nearly 17 when he got his M.A.
in 1909. 42

The "very smallest boy ever enrolled in St. Leo College,"

Benedict Roth noted on January 6, 1895, was Jesus Mary Fer-

nandez, the 7-year-old son of the Cuban vice-consul in Tampa.43

His name is not listed in the 1894-1895 catalogue, so his stay

must have been brief. The oldest on record in that era is 26-year-

old Leoncio Campo, brought up from Cuba in 1900 by Fr. James
Shabaker for a one-year residence to learn English. 44

The college faculty made a point of raising the age issue at its

meeting on June 10, 1905: uFor several years past many com-
plaints were made that our students were young and small boys.

The Capitulars expressed the wish that those concerned endeavor

to procure more elderly and taller boys for St. Leo College."45
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Still, there were some standards. A
pair of prospects presented them-

selves on October 3, 1910, but were
not accepted: "Two ladies from St.

Petersburg were here to-day," wrote

chronicler Fr. Aloysius Delabar, "and
wanted to place their boys in the Col-

lege, but the boys were too small."46

The 1913-1914 catalogue stated the

first formal policy on age: "Boys
under 12 years of age will not be ad-

mitted."47

Despite the enrolling ofwhat today

would be considered students of

high-school and even grade-school

age, Saint Leo was a real college in

those years. Taking in such youthful

"collegians" was standard academic

practice throughout the United
States in the 19th century. George-

town had 8-year-old students, St.

Louis University took students as

young as 10, Notre Dame had a

department of "minims" for boys of

similar age, and St. Joseph's in Philadelphia had first-collegian

classes that averaged 12 years of age. 48 Saint Leo was following

the custom ofits progenitors, St. Vincent College ofPennsylvania

and St. Mary's of North Carolina. Both colleges offered the

Benedictine standard Master ofAccounts to teenagers.49 Further-

more, Saint Leo was officially registered as a college with the

Florida Department of Education. 50

Moreover, Saint Leo alumni departed not only for commercial

employment but also into professional schools. Oliver Arzacq,

the very first Saint Leo M.A. graduate in 1893, got a position as

a "stenographer and typewriter" with the Pike and Ellsworth

Florists in Jessamine, Florida. 51 Johannes Bodow received his

Saint Leo Master ofAccounts in 1894 and went directly into the

University College of Medicine in Richmond, Virginia. "I have

passed satisfactory examinations in all first year studies," he wrote

in April of 1895. He received an M.D. in 1897, the first Saint

Leo graduate to earn a medical doctorate. 52 William McMurray

Manuel Fernandez of Tampa, a

cadet in the elementary
department of Saint Leo
Military College in 1893-1894.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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(M.A., 1893) was in law school in Jacksonville the following year

and later became a practicing attorney in Tampa. 53 George

Brown, a "third commercial" in the pioneer year of 1890-1891,

eventually won a dental degree and took up practice in Dade City,

returning to his alma mater in 1900 to treat the students' teeth. 54

Eugene Ashe, once an 1896 candidate for the priesthood spon-

sored by Bishop John Moore, was appointed U. S. ambassador

to Cuba in 1921. 55

A Pluralistic Student Body
Recruiting was done by the director and faculty in person,

scouring for students, usually in the summer months but oc-

casionally at midyear.
u
Fr. James is canvassing in Tampa," noted

Fr. Benedict on August 2, 1897. "Fr. Albert is drumming at Jax,"

he recorded on December 31, 1901. 56

The great majority of the students were Floridians: 30 of the

32 in the first year, 61 of 67 in 1920. They were drawn especial-

ly from the Jacksonville-Fernandina area. Day students regularly

enrolled from San Antonio and the town of Saint Leo. They were

also known as "day scholars," "day hops," and "day dodgers" —
so-called because as non-boarders they could avoid much of the

strictness of the rules. 57 By 1895, a regular contingent of New
Yorkers was enrolling. Fr. Charles made frequent trips through

the North and Midwest, and in 1903 Saint Leo was featured in

the Boston Globe, which called the college "one of the quaintest

under the control of the order of St. Benedict." 58

Word-of-mouth promotion and family connections were also

important factors. In 1909-1910, in a student body of 62, there

were 12 pairs of brothers. 59

By the 1980s, Saint Leo would boast of a student body that

was significantly international in composition — 17 percent in

1981 — especially from the West Indies. 60 From its earliest years,

Saint Leo was an international college. The first foreign students

enrolled in 1894: Arturo Gutierrez Chalus from "Habana,"
Cuba, and Francis Bucchino, a seminarian from Sersale, Italy. 61

Cuba became a focus of recruiting efforts, primarily through
the work of Fr. James Shabaker, who began regular and lengthy

visits in 1898. (He continued promoting the college after the

Saint Leo monastery took jurisdiction over the entire Isle of Pines

as a mission, which it held from 1901 to 1917.) Shabaker
developed a network of boosters in the Pearl of the Antilles,
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noting 17 of them by
name in Matanzas and
Habana, Cienfuegos and
Colon. His letters were
exuberant. "We have an

excellent name among
our patrons here," he
wrote his confrere
Benedict Roth on
November 18, 1899.

Holy Name Academy students Amalia and "Mr. Gutierrez & family

Adela Gutierrez on Lake Jovita in 1900, rowed are treating me like one
by Mr. A. Grossmann. Saint Leo Abbey Archives belonging tO their fami"

ly," he added. "He, be-

sides housing & feeding me, has paid my carriage rides, street- car

fares, accompanies me on drumming tours, introduces me to first-

class families; a true friend indeed in the time of need."62

Shabaker found stiff competition from other Florida colleges.

"Rollins & Lake City [soon to become the University of Florida]

are canvassing vigorously, offering low rates to Cubans. Mr.

Gutierrez & myself," he sniffed, "confine ourselves to sending

boys ofrespectable, even if at present impoverished families." But
in the same letter, he himself was setting a discount tuition rate

of $17 a month for the Benitez brothers and Joaquin Fabre, and
urging prompt arrangements:

The steamer arrives Pt. Tampa Thursday 2 pm. where

should be someone from the college to meet them and

take them on the night train to Dade City in order to avoid

extra hotel charge. The boys are of good family, which at

present only manages to make ends meet until the island

will have recovered its former prosperity. 63

Saint Leo's man in Habana did not confine himself to the col-

lege in his recruitment drive, but also spotted for Holy Name
Academy. He was, however, judicious in his efforts. "... I know
two young ladies who want to go to the Convent; but they are

love-smitten just now, such pupils would make little progress at

school," he wrote in 1899. 64 He found Holy Name's reputation

excellent and the subject ofglowing letters from Adela and Amalia

Gutierrez. "Tell Sr. Immaculate, that she is the idol of the two
young ladies," he informed Roth, "due to her kind & motherly

care shown to the girls. It was a shrewd move on her part to help
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them to write an English letter

to their parents, which has gone
the rounds of all Habana. She is

a diplomat."65

The opportunity for fluency

in English was a strong drawing

card for both the academy and

the college. "The wish of all

parents is to forbid their boys to

speak Spanish," Fr. James wrote

in 1899 and underscored his

point bluntly in a subsequent

letter in 1900: "... one thing is

certain, namely that American

boys must always be in the

majority, say 5 to one, else the

Cuban parents will lose con-

fidence in us & send their boys

to other schools." 66

Enrollment from the island

boomed. The first Spanish-lan-

guage catalogue was issued in

1898, a three-page prospectus

for El Colegio Militar de San Leon, printed by John Michel of San

Antonio. By 1900, it was 14 pages long and replete with

photographs. Holy Name Academy followed suit. Five of Saint

Leo's 38 students in 1898 were from Cuba, 12 of 41 in 1899,
and in 1901-1902 half the student body was international: 24 of

the 49 students, including one each from Spain and Mexico and
22 from Cuba. But international enrollment declined thereafter.

By 1910 only seven of 60 were from abroad, and by 1916 but

two of45. 67

Cuban students flourished at Saint Leo and were much ap-

preciated. The college opened with only 25 boys in 1906; in mid-

November, five Cuban scholars arrived. "That makes the crowd
of students look a little more respectable," wrote Fr. Aloysius

Delabar. 68 Jose Galindo was named Cadet Captain— comparable

to president of the Student Government Association today— in

1899, as was Joaquin de la Cova in 1901.69
J. Marian Penichet

was Cadet Lieutenant that same year. He later earned a medical

degree and became a prominent eye specialist in Havana. 70

The Spanish edition of the 1900-1901

Saint Leo Military College catalogue

captioned this photo of J. Marian

Penichet " Un CadetcT He later became

a prominent eye surgeon in Havana.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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Fr. Charles Mohr's 1898 letter to Cuba was returned by the U.S.

Post Office with the label: "Despatch to Spain or Spanish Colonies

Prohibited On Account of War." Saint Leo Abbey Archives

The Spanish-American War in the spring and summer of 1898
posed a perplexing situation in an area that was becoming such a

substantial source of Saint Leo students. Communication with

the island was embargoed. Director Mohr's April 25 letter to Sra.

Dna. Maria Ana Gutierrez in Habana was bounced back by the

U. S. post office with a label affixed to the lower-left corner:

"Despatch to Spain or Spanish Colonies Prohibited on Account
ofWar."71

The conflict proved disruptive in other ways. On April 30, the

Seibert brothers of Fernandina were withdrawn by their parents

because of apprehensions about the war. 72 In response, the col-

lege ended its session two weeks early, cut tuition by 10 percent

as an enrollment incentive, and then issued a catalogue an-

nouncement designed for reassurance:

Our war with Spain, the massing of troops at Tampa, and

our proximity to Cuba having made many parents fearful

of the welfare of their boys at college, ... we take occasion

to say that our students are not in danger. The Spaniards

will never make a land attack, and as far as yellow fever is

concerned there is no danger whatever. ... In the coming
year, like in years past, it shall be our proud duty to look

after the welfare of our students.73

The clash proved brief— Secretary of State John Hay called it

a "splendid little war" — and the following September enroll-

ment in fact increased from 31 to 32. At least two Saint Leo boys

saw service in Cuba: Joseph Soler and George Williams, who sent
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Fr. Benedict four of his passes as curiosities for his archives scrap-

book: "Corporal Geo. B. Williams will be passed by the Sentinels

through the Lines of this Command."74

Not only was the college pluralistic geographically, but also in

religious affiliation. Most of the students were Catholics, of

course, but from the beginning there were Protestants and Jews

as well. The original 1890 prospectus announced the policy

reiterated in subsequent catalogues. "No distinction is made in

the reception ofstudents on account oftheir religious opinions"75

The Florida Times-Union confirmed the practice, with the obser-

vation, ".
. . no effort at proselytizing is made."76 But all students

were required to attend Mass and other religious functions. This

regulation provoked an uproar when non-Catholics outnum-
bered Catholics in 1908- 1909. 77

Finance

Fr. James Shabaker had given his Cuban recruits a break with a

$17 a month charge. The full cost for resident tuition and board

was $100 per five-month term— $200 for the year— along with

$5 for laundry and $13.50 for uniforms, plus $10-$20 charges

for "extras" like Spanish or French, typewriting, telegraphy, and
music. There was no increase for 22 years; in fact, a one-year cut

to $180 was made in 1898. The full fee was raised to $225 in

1912. 7«

The financial ledger for 1894-1895 offers a sample of student

expenditures. Ziba, Garfield, and Henry King enrolled at Saint

Leo Military College on October 13, 1894. Their father was a

judge and cattle baron in Arcadia, Florida. These were among
their expenses for their one year at Saint Leo:

Tuition and board (per month) $48.00
3 uniforms & caps (39.00), expressage (1.00) 40.00
Carriage to Dade City (December 22) 1.00

Dentist bill 12.55

Library fee (second session) .75

Stationery (March) 13.13

Violin outfit 7.90

Tuition in Spanish, typewriting, violin (April) 5.00

Tuition in piano for Henry (May) 4.00

3 bathing suits (3.00), expressage (.30) 3.30

Photos (Ziba and Henry) 7.00
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By contrast, C. Wiley Osburn was a day student from a nearby

Saint Leo farm, who was charged $4 a month for tuition and spent

75 cents on stationery for the entire spring 1895 session. The
total bill for $20.75 was cancelled "a/c poverty." 79 His father Jack

Osburn was a neighbor and friend of Fr. Charles Mohr's. Wiley

himself was known in later years as a colorful local figure. "He
was a character," remembers Fr. Marion Bowman. 80 Osburn was
18 when he enrolled in 1892 and 21 when he left degreeless in

1895. But he got his diploma at the age of 90 at the final com-
mencement of Saint Leo College Preparatory School in 1964. 81

Payments were not always transacted for cash. Dr. Gatton of

San Antonio made a bargain with procurator Benedict Roth for

his son Martin to attend in 1898-1899 in return for providing

the college-monastery with one gallon of milk a day.82 Martin

Gatton must have been a Catholic, for Roth noted with alarm

that he later "in Tampa, became a fervent 7th Day Advent.

preacher!" 83 Stuart Clark arrived at the college from Tampa on
September 21, 1913, in a horse and buggy, which he immediate-

ly traded in for his tuition.84

Mrs. Marie Morse's arrangement, however, was the result of

no imaginative bartering, but an unhappy tale of misfortune. She

was one of the many victims of the Great Freeze of 1894-1895.

It came with a one-two punch. On the night of December 28^

1894, a cold wave and light snowfall swept through Florida and
froze most of the citrus crop. Taking advantage of the once-a-

generation snowfall, Prior Charles Mohr pelted Brother Anthony
Poiger with a snowball. At Saint Leo, Dr. Corrigan made his grove

available to the students, who stripped the trees ofgrapefruit and

oranges, and pressed the frozen fruit into juice before it spoiled.

The weather warmed in the ensuing month, and the sap rose

in the trees, making them vulnerable to the much more
catastrophic blow which struck on February 7, 1895. The
temperature fell to 16.8 degrees, the lowest ever recorded at Saint

Leo. All the citrus trees were killed. Abbot Charles later wrote:

"The trees are encased in solid ice. After the thaw the bark splits

and the trees die and have to be dug up, root and branch. The
oldest living settlers do not remember anything like this calamity.

Everybody that has money, leaves. It looks like
cDe Profundis'

for Florida."85
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Benedict Roth called San Antonio "the Deserted Village," as

"people moved out of it in great numbers gradually." 86 "Starva-

tion was a real threat for those who decided to remain," recalls

Madaline Govreau Beaumont, whose parents and grandparents

had become San Antonio colonists in 1883 and 1884. 87

Marie Morse, widowed mother of six children, hung on for

three years. Bills mounted up, including those from Saint Leo for

the expenses ofher son Frank, a four-year boarder and salutatorian

in the M.A. class of 1894. She finally gave up.

Her letters are full ofdesperation. "I am breaking up here," she

wrote to Benedict Roth on April 29, 1898, "and two things worry
me very much— The first my utter inability to wipe out my debt

to you, and secondly, the abandoning of our place, in which for

fifteen years I have sunk everything I could get my hands on."

The outbreak of the Spanish-American War, she added, had in-

tensified the economic uncertainty "and the prospect of my
paying St. Leo seems very vague and remote." She owed the col-

lege $275 and proposed to trade her seven-room house and 40
acres of land near St. Thomas, which had cost her $2,000. She

wanted $300: $25 in cash and the cancellation ofher $275 debt. 88

Hard-pressed himself, business manager Roth demurred.

By May 11, she was writing Prior Charles from the Hotel

Detroit in St. Petersburg: "It is many a long year since I have had
a dollar in bank— and Heaven has been deaf and obdurate to all

my attempts at drawing there for means to meet my obligations."

She is devastated by her situation: "I sold everything , horse, cows,

chickens, wagon, plows, house-hold goods &x, for about

$110.00; $56.50 is still due me on this account, as I could not

get cash." She pleads with him to accept her offer, concluding:

"The contrast ofmy hopefulness the day I drove up to my place,

all my six children with me , and good prospects of having a bear-

ing grove in a few years; and the utter desolation and ruin when
I left, with the doors & windows boarded up; my children scat-

tered, and only Cecilia and myself left I felt it, and only

God knows how bitterly . .
," 89

Prior Charles accepted her offer and the deed for the aban-

doned 40-acre homestead in June of 1898. In 1903, the abbey
traded the land for acreage adjoin'^ ,vp farm west ofSan Antonio.
Frank Morse went on to study electrical engineering at Catholic

University of America. He had a 15-year career as Sunday and
dramatics editor of the Washington Post and by 1942 had written
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a railroad history called Cavalcade of the Rails. On his death in

1957, he left a $5,000 bequest to Saint Leo.90

Marie Morse's story is a painful account of a woman who tried

to honor her obligations in the face of adversity. Others were not

so conscientious. The ledger book for January 1, 1899, shows
$1,154.80 in unpaid expenses in amounts ranging from $2.53 to

$514.96 from 17 student families. Some were accommodated:
George Davis's $94.11 was "cancelled a/c poverty" and the

Fitzgeralds' $28.88 "compromised." But a dozen were flatly

"refused:" the Bolls' $98.90 ("refuse," wrote Procurator

Benedict); the Delaportes' $12.81 ("refuse blankly"); the

Mclntoshes' $13.63 ("refuse & is worthless"). Even Anthony
Mooney, whose mother had been Saint Leo's first woman teacher,

spurned a bill for $51.72. 91 (The Mooneys may have made good
on the debt, for Anthony returned for the 1899-1900 academic

year after an absence of three years.)92

Nearly half the total — $514.96 — was debited to one recal-

citrant account: that of Dr. G. Machado ofYbor City, whose sons

Ralph and Joseph spent two years at the college, winning prizes

for the best averages in the elementary course. "The Doctor is

very enthusiastic over the progress his sons have made at St. Leo
College and it is his desire to thank the faculty through our

columns," wrote Jacksonville's Times-Union in 1893. 93 The fami-

ly moved to Cuba in the spring of 1894.

Despite its struggles, Saint Leo was financially self-sustaining

by the end of its first year — two years ahead of the schedule

Abbot Leo Haid had projected. 94 Haid boasted to a friend at St.

Vincent in 1891 that his "baby" was flourishing, that its "run-

ning expenses are paid, and besides many improvements made. I

am quite satisfied so far."95

Until 1894, the Saint Leo monastery-college was a mission

under the jurisdiction of Maryhelp Abbey in Belmont, North
Carolina. As local superior of the religious community and direc-

tor of the college, Chailes Mohr made regular reports to his

abbot, Leo Haid. On January 2, 1894, he reported a bare cash

surplus of $14.11 for calendar year 1893 in a total income of

$8,263.63. Of this amount, nearly $5,000 represented student

tuition and fees. Donations, Mass stipends, $250 in outside car-

pentry work by the brothers, and $215 from Mohr's own U. S.

governmental salary as Saint Leo postmaster made up the rest. 96
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"But this is a very disastrous year and I am afraid that the worst

has not yet come," Fr. Charles noted. The year 1893-1894 was

one of severe nationwide depression; and the Great Freeze was

lurking around the corner. However, he added: "My hopes for

the future of the college are as sanguine as ever."97

At neighboring Holy Name Academy, student fees were com-
parable. The charge for tuition and board in 1893 was $100 per

five-month session, $200 for the year. Languages and drawing

cost an extra $15. Special instruction in the mandolin, harp, and

zither was available for $20-$40 per term. Day scholars paid on
a sliding scale from $1 .50 a month for the primary class to $4 for

the senior department. Hair and "wax-work" courses were avail-

able for $3 a month, and lessons in stenography and voice cul-

ture were $1 apiece.98 Despite economic hardships which had

caused the failure of its Quincy mission in 1896 and influenced

the exodus ofnearly one-third ofits members to Alabama in 1 898

,

the monthly statement for Holy Name Priory for January 1905
shows financial stability. The sisters had taken in $111.95 in tui-

tion and had a cash balance of $96.68, even though they had just

spent $87.59 for kitchen supplies and three and a half tons of

hay.99

By the turn of the century Saint Leo was holding its own. As
enrollment exceeded 50 in 1901, it prospered:

1899 Cash on Hand (January 1) $ 731.82
Income for the Year 10,162.62

Expenses 10,244.85

Cash on Hand (December 31) 649 . 59

1900 Cash on Hand (January 1

)

$ 649.59
Income for the Year 10,373.80
Expenses 10,646.97
Cash on Hand (December 31) 376.42

1901 Cash on Hand (January 1) $ 376.42
Income for the Year 14,108.59
Expenses 12,876.45
Cash on Hand (December 31) 1,608.56

The net worth of the entire college (and soon-to-be-abbey)

was $24,852.66. l0°
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Standards

"These quarterly tests," wrote Fr. Paul Ward in the San An-
tonio Herald in 1892, "are to the school year what the various

wines and liquors are to a French dinner— they give zest to what
follows as well as a relish to what has just been received." 101 That's

not exactly how the students would have described them. Here's

a sample of the 10 questions on Fr. Charles Mohr's final history

examination in June 1902:

Give a short history of the reign of William the Con-
queror.

Is the Catholic Church responsible for the Gunpowder
Plot?

Give full history reign of Queen Victoria. 102

The students' answers have not survived. But those of Fr.

James Shabaker's January 29, 1892, Latin test in the ecclesiasti-

cal course have been preserved. One of the translation items was
also a not-so-subtle statement of values: "The father does not

favor the son if the son does not study." Most of the student ef-

forts were imperfect. 103

In a 1902 catechism exam, Harry Parry had this response to

the question "What is prayer?" "Prayer is the liften up of our

mines and heart to God to ask of him all the blessings we need
and fegnes." Evidently he meant "forgiveness." In Parry's list of

the Ten Commandments, this is #8: "Though shalt not bear fals

weakness agenst thy naber." 104 He was 9 years old at the time and

would eventually be appointed Cadet Captain in his graduating

year 1908-1909.

Students kept exercise books, as well. "The rewards of the

teachers— praemia magistrorum," wrote scholastic Jake Delabar

in his 1895-1896 Latin ledger. "The dreams of boys and girls —
somnia puerorum et puellarum." 105 Eugene Perez had an in-

formative essay on "The Sparrow" in his 1896 composition book:

"The sparrow is a bold little bird," he wrote, and then went on
about its nesting habits, eating patterns, singing ability, and fear-

less behavior. He "even goes to the cage of the eagle and plun-

ges into his bath. The sparrow is not afraid ofthe cars or carriages

on the city pavement," he noted, concluding: "I do not believe

I know anything else about this bold little bird." 106
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Saint Leo students outside the study hall, October 25, 1895.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

Four times a year, the students assembled in the study hall,

usually on Wednesdays after the second class hour in the presence

of the faculty and disciplinarian-prefects for the "reading of the

quarterly notes." Occasionally a visiting parent addressed the stu-

dents. This was the case with Isaac Hopper in 1896. He spoke on
"conduct and application," urged the students to duty, and

favorably compared "the superiority of good light in our study

hall and also the air with those of the New York Schools." 107

In his song of praise for examinations in the San Antonio

Herald, Fr. Paul Ward also remarked that they were "tests of

character, and as such are especially to be esteemed. Here the

generosity, manliness and fortitude of the students are tried in a

peculiar way." 108 Charles Heston's character was tested in 1894
in a note -reading encounter with Fr. Charles Mohr, whose prac-

tice it was to comment on student performance. "He always spoke

short & sweet, but very effectively," wrote Benedict Roth.

"Among other things he said: Heston, your notes are good ex-

cepting in Bookkeeping. Heston arose and replied: Father, I have

decided to give up Bookkeeping. Then Father Prior Charles: Sir,
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I have decided that you continue the study of Bookkeeping; this

settled Heston on the subject." 109 Thereupon the faculty ad-

journed for the customary claret and cigars. Heston was ultimate-

ly "recalled by his father" in January of 1895. no

Performance mattered. Diplomas were withheld if students

didn't measure up. John Olsen was Cadet Lieutenant in 1893-

1894, when he was due to graduate. He didn't get his M.A. till a

year later on August 25, 1895, as Roth noted: "He did not

deserve it last June and Father Prior promised to favor him with

it as soon as he should have deserved it for attending a private

Teacher's school at Key West, Fla. He attended the school,

received good marks and hence Father Prior sent his Diploma
today." It was retroactively dated June 19, 1894. 111

To believe Benedict Roth, an accurate and faithful chronicler,

but sometimes opinionated rather than merely judgmental, the

Saint Leo students hungered for academic challenge. By 1905,

the start of the day had been pushed up a half-hour, but on Oc-
tober 7 he recorded: "The students rise this year at half past five

instead of at six as they clamored for more study time." 112

Discipline was also a matter of strict expectation. Fr. Charles

"read the rules" to the assembled students for the first time on
September 18, 1890. Evidently they had not sunk in, for he read

them again on October 13. 113 As expressed in the catalogue, they

numbered 18, among them:

1. Students should always be obedient and respectful to

the Officers of the College and observe habitual politeness

toward one another.

2. During study and class hours, in going to and from

chapel and the dining-room, in the dormitories and in the

lavatory the strictest silence and order must be preserved.

4. No student is allowed to leave the College premises

without the Director's permission.

5. All running and noisy plays within the house are strict-

ly prohibited.

10. The use of tobacco and spirituous liquors is positively

forbidden.

16. Students are not allowed to go to the Lake unless ac-

companied by one of the Fathers.

1 8 . Finally, those who are rude, coarse, vulgar or immodest
in their habits and conversation: who exhibit no honest
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desire to comply with above regulations, will, after fruit-

less and repeated admonitions, be forthwith dismissed. 114

Over at Holy Name Academy, "a mild, but firm government"

was the prevailing approach, said the first catalogue, and the rules

were just as strict:

Universal politeness is expected of all pupils; this is to ex-

tend to every inmate of the institution.

Young ladies on the grounds, or in any part of the build-

ing, shall not advance to greet visitors until summoned by

one of the Sisters.

Pupils are forbidden to take their companions to the par-

lor without special permission from the Directress.

Silence must be observed in all places, except during

recreation . . ,

115

A frequent penalty for violators at Saint Leo was the writing of

the very regulations broken. Rambunctious on the eve of their

Memorial Day holiday in 1910, "a few of the boys felt so lively

that they caused a little commotion in the dormitory during the

night," wrote student J. Ronald K. Tipping in a prize-winning

essay on the events ofthe day. (Writing contests were another cus-

tom in that era.) "Directly after breakfast the next morning,

Father Joseph, our prefect gave all the boys in the big dormitory

fifty good long rules to write as punishment, and as we would not

be quiet in the study-hall while writing them, he said we could

not go to the fair that night which would take place in a little vil-

lage called San Antonia [sic], not far from the College." But he

relented, imposed more rule-writing on the offenders, and then

took everyone to the fair. 116

External antics were not uncommon. "I am protecting my
strawberries against four legged and also two legged hogs,"

neighbor John Frese wrote to Fr. Charles in 1896. "So ifyou find

your Uncle Sam's monkeys peppered you will know why it

was." 117 In 1905, Brother Leo Fuchsbuechler's watermelon patch

was the target of a night assault. But he was waiting in the bushes

for the thieves. As they crept into the field, he hid the shoes and
socks they had removed, and then fired a shot into the air. "You
should have seen those boys run!" wrote the interviewer who
recorded the anecdote on Brother Leo's 50th jubilee in 1940.

"And what the prefect said to the boys who came in for study-
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hall with their bare feet hanging out we just leave you to im-

agine!" 118

Bro. Leo was remembered in 1936 by visiting alumnus James
Tull (M.A., 1895). "He was a cook then, and after a catch, we'd
ask him to cook the fish for us. He'd never accept any for him-
self." At the age of 59, Tull was making his first return trip to his

alma mater and regaled the students with stories of the spartan

atmosphere ofkerosene lamps and primitive study hall desks, tell-

ing them how good they had it, compared to his day: "When I

was going to school here," he said, "all we had was in common.
There were no private rooms. We slept in one room, ate in one
room, and studied in one room." Elaborating on the changes, he

observed: "I saw a boy taking a shower last night. Why, we never

could do that. If we took a bath, it was in the lake or it was a

sponge bath. Hot water? We didn't dream of it. Ice? The only

time we ever had ice was the time Dr. Corrigan's grove froze

down in Jan. 1895. We made our own beds, swept our apart-

ments, and ifwe had any fun, we had to engineer it ourselves." 119

"All Hallow E'en" was a favorite occasion for pranks. In 1913,

students tied up the bell rope in the second-floor tower and pulled

all the buggies out of the wagon shed. The Barn Boss, wrote

Benedict Roth, blamed "all the bad boys ofSan Antonio." 119 But

the next year things were quiet. "Good boys, we(!)," he

recorded. 120

"Gentle but strict is the discipline; yet without gloom," said a

Saint Leo observer in the Florida Times-Union in 1892, "without

a shadow of moroseness, without the narrow-minded notions of

spurious morality. The utmost cheerfulness prevails." 121 The St.

PetersburgMail called the regulatory philosophy "firm, but judi-

cious." 122 Corporal punishment was a regular part of it. Fr. James

gave Tony Mooney "fifty five stripes" for some unspecified viola-

tion in 1895. 123 Roth once broke a horse whip punishing Char-

les McKinnon "for bad conduct in the Dormitory," and noted

bluntly in his chronology: "This lesson tamed Charley
CMAC.'" 124

Yet stern as the discipline was, it was accepted by the students

as a part ofthe natural order of things. Daniel Kirk, a "third com-
mercial" student from San Antonio, wrote a remarkable letter in

large schoolboy scrawl to Fr. Charles on May 13, 1900, to

schedule his "other whipping:"
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Daniel Kirk wrote to College President Fr.

Charles Mohr in 1900 to schedule his "other

whipping. " Saint Leo Abbey Archives

,~/fi Rev. Father Charles.

I want To Know when
you Want me to come
for my other whipping. I

was in To your Room
yesterday after noon and

you was not Their and

So I was watching for

you and The first I saw

ofyou was a little Before

The Time To go To
Quire and it was not

Time enough for me To
come in Then Because

you Had To go Quire.

When will I come In.

Please answer Soon,
your Friend D. Kirk. 125

The ultimate penalty was

dismissal. The first student

expelled from Saint Leo
Military College was Boles-

laus Napiecek, the 15-year-old nephew of Bro. Thomas. He was

sent back to his home in Buffalo, New York on November 27,

1893. "Had been here a few weeks. He had forged a ninety dol-

lar check from his father to come here," recorded the college

chronicler. 126 What is noteworthy is that the name "Boleslaus

Napiecek" is not included in the list ofstudents in the 1893-1 894
catalogue or on the standard student autograph sheet. It is as if

his name were erased from history, kept only in Benedict Roth's

journal — which is marked: "Private F. B's." 127

The same thing happened to Harold Lake of Sanford. In the

midst of student complaints of missing articles ("clothing, pock-

et knives, etc."), Fr. Charles held an emergency inspection on
February 17, 1896, and found them in Lake's trunk. Compound-
ing the dishonor was the fact that Harold Lake was Captain of

Cadets. Three days later, he "ran off & was caught at Trilby &
after securing his epaulettes he was let go." 128 Not only is he not

listed in the catalogue or on the autograph sheet, his name was
expunged from the roster of cadet captains. 129

Other students occasionally "vamoosed," as Benedict Roth
phrased it. Allston R. Rhodes was the first, on March 5, 1895. 130
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His name ran away from the official records, as well. But students

who left on good terms got endorsements. Charles Carlin was
forced to drop out for illness on February 3, 1893. "His behavior

during his sojourn here was good and we regret he must discon-

tinue his studies so soon," wrote President Charles Mohr in a tes-

tament to him. 131

The disciplinary toughness was counterbalanced by an atmos-

phere ofhuman concern. "The teachers ofSt. Leo college," wrote

the Pasco County Democrat in 1893, "are all conscientious men
who try their best to promote the moral as well as physical educa-

tion of boys entrusted to their care, who are considered at St. Leo
not as strangers, but as children of the house and are treated as

such." 132 "The development of the best possibilities in each in-

dividual is first," said the Democrat in 1897. 133 By 1899, the same
paper was trumpeting: "The object is to educate rather than

teach, to preserve the individuality of the student, to develop the

man that is in the boy, to send out self-reliant, manly men.
Measured by actual results accomplished St. Leo college com-
pares favorably with our best institutions of learning." 134

Moreover Saint Leo did not simply cast its alumni out into the

world. In the depression of 1894, when even college graduates

like pioneer M.A. Oscar Kennedy could not find work in South

Carolina, he wrote to Mohr: "Times are so hard it seems impos-

sible to get a position. Father, you are known all over Florida so

I write you asking you to please help me to get into some busi-

ness. It seems as if I can't do anything alone so will you please

help me." 135 The outcome is not recorded, but so closely did the

Fathers follow their "old boys" that when Kennedy died of

pneumonia 24 years later at the age of 45, the college paper car-

ried a full-page obituary. 136

As a reflection of their concern, faculty members escorted the

long-distance students to and from the college in the early years.

Fr. Leo Panoch accompanied three Key Westers home on the

steamer Mascotte in June of 1892 for summer vacation. His

brother Fr. Louis Panoch was featured in the local paper as he

departed for New York in 1896 "to take charge of several young
gentlemen," returning two weeks later with the Burke and Hop-
per brothers. 137 Fr. James Shabaker sailed for New York on the

same mission in 1897, and Fr. Charles Mohr took the students

home the following summer. The day after Mohr brought them
back that September, Fr. Louis boarded the train "to fetch the
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Fernandina contingent." 138 As late as 1903, Director Alexander

Fink was recorded dropping off a dozen students in Jacksonville

for Christmas vacation. The parents paid the transportation costs

for the faculty companion. 139

Saint Leo's parents were so lavish in their endorsements that

Mohr had their letters excerpted in the catalogues: "Mr. Bodow
and myself are so well pleased with Joe's improvement in every

way that we feel as if we can never say enough in praise of your

College," wrote Mrs. J. C. Bodow of Sanford. "Myself and wife

extend our sincerest thanks to the Faculty. You have always had a

fatherly care for my two boys," wrote William Sanchez of St.

Augustine. 140 Anxious to keep the high parental opinion, Mohr
arranged for Mrs. Charles Barthle and her daughter to sew up all

the torn clothing in the students' trunks before the boys were

sent home for the summer in 1899. 141

Professor Lawrence Johnson of Gainesville, whose son Victor

was in attendance, even wrote a lengthy article on the college for

the Florida Times-Union in 1892., which included the comment:
"Whatever the methods used, it is certain that boys come out of

it improved in health, in manners, with increased happiness and

respectful confidence in a word, better fitted to be high-toned

business men and gentlemen." 142

"It is a live college for the training of live young men and live

boys, who desire to be carefully and thoroughly prepared for

honorable positions," said the Pasco County Democrat in 1892. 143

The college's most enthusiastic newsprint booster went on to add

in 1893:

It is astonishing to see the progress that St. Leo Military

College has made in the short time of its existence. ... It

has turned out, and still does, good, moral, gentlemanly,

well behaved young men who are an honor to their

teachers, and a recommendation to the institution. This,

indeed, is the great secret of its progress; for by the

gentlemanly behavior of St. Leo cadets one can readily see

that the men conducting this college have the education

of boys entrusted to their care in their hearts. 144

What Did They Do for Fun?

"Life is not a dull routine of praying and studying at St. Leo,"

wrote the Florida Times-Union in 1894, "for the students sup-

port musical, literary and athletic societies, and a brass band..." 145

The first catalogue of 1890-1891 listed seven student organiza-
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tions: St. Leo's Library Association— the first society established

at the college — the Altar Sodality, the League of the Sacred

Heart of Jesus, St. Benedict's Choir, the St. Aloysius Society (to

train altar boys), the Military Corps of Cadets, and the College

Base Ball League (Fr. Leo Panoch, manager). The Crew of the

St. Gilbert, the school's huge whaleboat (Fr. Charles, pilot) was
added the next year. In 1892-1893, the Jolly Minstrels were
founded, along with the St. Cecilia Quartette, and there were two
"base ball" teams: the Young Pioneers and the South Florida

Stars. They were consolidated into the St. Leo College Stars the

following year, and the minstrels were superseded by the St.

Lawrence Dramatic Association, along with the College Or-

chestra (Fr. Charles, director). By the turn of the century, there

were ten student societies, including the Lake Jovita Bicycle and
Boat Club (Fr. John Schlicht, president) and the College Military

Brass Band (Fr. Albert Schaller, director). 146

Free days were frequent, often more than two dozen a year in

the early days, settling down to half that number a decade later.

The first holiday was granted out ofthe blue on October 6, 1890.

There was not much celebration. "The students marked their

linens," recorded chronicler Benedict Roth. 147Amidst the hectic

pace of the opening session in the fall of 1890, a number of

holidays came by force ofcircumstance: from the noise ofthe car-

penter brothers hammering on the unfinished building, or the

lack of heaters in cold weather, or because help was needed to

clean up the construction debris. The students, wrote Benedict

Roth, busied themselves "collecting from around the College

Building hundreds of pieces of Lumber and stacking it away in

some suitable out-of-the-way place; in raking up and carrying

away in wheelbarrows and wagons heaps oftrash— such as chips,

shavings, plastering, dead grass, waste paper, to give the place a

decent appearance; . . . and the 'boys' did all lend a willing and
cheerful hand always." 148

Fr. Charles Mohr's birthday (January 24) and namesday
(November 4, the feast of St. Charles Borromeo) were standard

free days. One of the students would formally "greet" him with

a small speech in front of the assembly. Also standard were St.

Benedict's Day (March 21) and St. Leo's Day (April 11), along

with St. Patrick's Day, Memorial Day, and Washington's Birthday.

On February 22, 1893, "After Mass the Cadets hoisted the Flag

amid ceremonies and 'cheered' Geo. Wash." 149 One can almost
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hear the "huzzahs." Election days were often free, and so was the

solemnity of President William McKinley's burial in 1901. The
Bishop's regular visits prompted free days and so did special oc-

casions like December 9, 1890, when the whole house trooped

over to the San Antonio depot to gawk at "6 cars full of Farmers'

Alliance Delegates" en route from Ocala to a convention in St.

Petersburg. 150

Classes were cancelled on free days, but Mohr customarily had

the students put in a half-hour of studying before dinner and

another hour before supper, unless they were away on an outing.

"Rev. Fr. Charles namely inculcated that he wanted the boys to

combine pleasure with business," noted Roth. 151

Twice a year, "field days" were the chief celebration. On
Thanksgiving and Washington's Birthday the whole student body
participated in dashes and hurdle races, broad jumps and wheel-

barrow contests, sausage-snapping and "minims" races (for the

smallest boys), the tug of war and once even a pillow fight. 152 So
many Saint Leo students hailed from the Jacksonville area that

the city's newspapers ran regular stories on the college, including

an account in the Times-Union of the very first field day on
Thanksgiving 1890: "During the three-legged race C. Sanchez
and partner soon hugged the ground. Geo. Davis won the prize

in the kicking match. In the fifteen minutes' 'Go-as-you-please'

race Jimmie McDermott won." 153 Premiums of the type highly

prized by young boys were liberally distributed: silver dollars and
staghorn-handled knives, post-card albums and Sherlock Holmes
stories. Fr. Benedict wrote up a graphic account of the 1891
games for the Jacksonville Standard under the pseudonym "Fritz"

(Charles Mohr's dog): "Joe Bodow, captain of Company A, won
a pair of solid gold cuff buttons . . . Wallace Leonardy of Osteen,

now sports a golden chain and a pair of razzle dazzle socks.

Everybody that entered the races won something; even Tatty' of
Gainesville, received a cigarette picture of King Humbert of

Italy." 154

For the first four years, students were not permitted home for

Christmas. "We think Christmas vacation a nuisance, and hence
will grant none," said Mohr in an 1891 letter to patrons published

in the Standard. "Parents will, therefore, not humor their

homesick children by telling them that they might come home
Christmas." There were no Easter home holidays either. He went
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on to explain the reasoning in the name of the faculty (which

meant his own thinking):

We know from long experience that these extra vacations

are great demoralizers, because boys do not return

prompdy at the expiration of the holidays; that when they

do they are full of homesickness; that the excitement of

the holiday festivities has almost obliterated the knowledge
acquired in the previous months; that two or more weeks

elapse before the student is himself again and exhibits his

accustomed intent in his studies; that much time is there-

fore lost and that smdents anxious to advance are thus kept

back in their studies. 185

In 1894, Prior Charles relented, and in a letter to parents, he

acknowledged that the Board was "yielding to the many petitions

that have come to us within the past few days," and granted a 10-

day vacation, but warned: "... your sons must return promptly

on the evening of January 2, 1895, or be deprived of all class

honors." 156

Stern as the vacation policy sounds, Christmas was neverthe-

less a festive day at the college. On Christmas eve, candies were

put out on everyone's plate in the refectory — Fr. Charles cus-

tomarily gave his to "some poor child in the neighborhood" —
and holy cards as well. Everyone came out to view the elaborate

scene. The monks were treated to "a good toddy," as well as gifts

of smoking pipes, pocket knives, and boxes of cigars. 157 Favors

were distributed on other holidays, too. Each student got a green

necktie on St. Patrick's day in 1895, and a month later Brother

Leo colored eighteen dozen Easter eggs for the whole com-
munity. 158

"Pic-nics" were also a frequent free day feature. Two days after

the first college-confined Christmas of 1890, the students took

the Orange Belt Railway out to Chipco for "a fine pic-nic at Mr.

Nathe's Sr." They would have to come back nearly five miles by

foot that night, but 50 years later, Anton Nathe recalled it as a

grand time: ".
. .we made a trip by train to Chipco to the home

ofmy parents, where we enjoyed a chicken dinner. The older boys

were allowed to smoke, while the younger ones smoked without

permission, and suffered for it later. However, in the evening we
had to count cross ties back to St. Leo a long walk, but enjoyed

by all." 159 Of another excursion, Nathe noted: "On one occasion

we went by train to St. Petersburg, saw all the sights, including

the ice plant." 160
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A year later, another picnic was a day of disaster: the first death

of a Saint Leo student. On December 28, 1891, the community
had a Christmas outing a mile east of the college at "Dr. Ray's

Pond," then called "Slevin's Pond." They had a .22-caliber

Flobert rifle along for target practice. Conrad Metzner, a 20-year-

old scholastic-seminarian born in Saxony, Germany, was in

charge. On the walk home, one of the smaller boys, Anthony
Gonzales of Jacksonville, got hold of the rifle. Charles Mohr
described what happened next:

Conrad walks on ahead. In the meantime Anthony, who
has somehow found a cartridge, begins fumbling with the

gun and it accidentally goes offand the bullet lodges in the

right temple of Conrad. Two large boys pick him up and

help him to walk to the college. Here he collapses. He is

carried to bed and the doctor summoned. Dr. Corrigan

being away, Dr. Gatton is called in. He pronounces the

wound fatal. Conrad dies at 4 o'clock the next morning,

December 29, 1891. 161

Metzner was an orphan, whose
education was being supported by his

uncle, August Brack of Baltimore. Fr.

Charles immediately telegraphed him
the first news of the incident: "Con-
rad was accidentally hurt today. We
fear the worst." Brack responded:

"Wire me fuller particulars of
Conrad's accident at once." By then

it was too late. "Conrad died this

morning," Mohr replied. 162

Conrad Metzner is buried in the

monastery cemetery. August Brack

donated a set ofMass vestments in his

memory. Fr. Charles wanted to send

the Gonzales boy home, "but a signed

protest from the
cHouse' & Dr. Cor-

rigan" dissuaded him, wrote Benedict

Roth. 163 On February 4, 1892, An-
Conrad Metzner was the first , ^ i > r i j

student to die at Saint Leo. He thony Gonzales s father came down
was killed in a shooting accident to pay for the tombstone on
after a picnic at sieving Pond on Metzner's grave, and then took his
December 28, 1891. son home 164

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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Slevin's Pond was the scene of happier memories on Mohr's
37th birthday in 1900. Roth recounted the day in detail:

At eight the cadets, with flag and drum, left here in ranks,
for the Slevin's Pond, where a Pic-Nic was held. Every
body of St. Leo Priory & College attended same. It was a
fine day and all had a good time. At noon, the "Angelus,"
in English, was there recited by all in common . . . after

they had returned home at 6.20 the Brass Band composed
of the following: Rev. Fr. Francis, Ven. Fratres Albert,

Aloysius and
Boniface, serenaded

Rt. Rev. Fr. Prior at

the dining room . . .

The Band had also

played on the pic-nic

place; and the Clerics

& Brothers beat the

students 13 to 12 in

a game of base ball

there. The "kids"
had played foot ball.

No day scholar was
present at this family

pic-nic. Night
prayers were said at

halfpast seven and all

were glad to retire &
rest. 165

Other outing sites

were King Lake and a

campground beyond the

Saint Leo depot. The
standard location after

the turn of the century

was the Kuhne Farm: 40
acres with orange trees, a

lake, and an oak grove
four miles west ofthe col-

by Fr. Joseph Kuhne of Massillon, Ohio, on his

The bequest was something of a surprise, for

made a pest of himself in an 1890 encounter with
the college was being constructed. As Mohr

visiting pastor was full of complaints: "Why, your
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Fr. Charles sent

Metzner's uncle

accident: "We fear
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lege, donated
death in 1899.
Fr. Kuhne had
Fr. Charles as

recounted, the

this telegram to Conrad
right after the shooting
the worst."
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stairs are without banisters. First thing you know a boy will fall

down and break his neck, then you will have a nice bill ofdamages

to pay." At the barn, he remarked: "What kind of farmer are you
anyhow? I have heard so much about Benedictine farming. You
have not even the most necessary adjunct of a good farm. Where
is you manure pit?" Mohr — who once described himself as

"never, at his best, a very patient man" — responded bluntly:

"Father, you are a perfect stranger to me. You act like a special

delegate from Rome. Ever since you came you have been talking

to me like a Dutch uncle. Can't you see that I am doing the very

best I know how? Seems to me that a man so full of advice as you
are would produce a few big bills to help the cause along." 167

Then came the unexpected windfall of Fr. Kuhne's bequest.

The location came to be known by various names: the K-Farm,

the Koons Farm, the Coon's Farm, the St. Charles Villa, the St.

Charles Hermitage, and ultimately the Abbey Hermitage, when
Saint Leo Priory was raised to an abbey in 1902. 168 The acreage

was expanded over the years, principally through the abbey's trad-

ing for adjoining tracts the smaller pieces it had acquired in scat-

tered locations. The Kuhne Farm remains the heart of Saint Leo
Abbey's 560 -acre cattle farm today. 169

Picnics there on Emmaus Day, the Monday after Easter, be-

came a regular custom. Barney Nix was "colognized" by a skunk
en route to a hermitage outing in 1913. 170 It was the setting for

the celebration of Cuban Independence Day on February 24,

1902. There were toasts to the new country, and in an essay con-

test sponsored by the faculty on the events ofthe day, Louis Klarer

recounted the monumental storm that accompanied the trek back

to the college: "The rain soon fell harder and harder and soon we
were drenched. Several times we fell over stumps, into ditches and

into one another it was so dark," he wrote. "Often we were
obliged to wade through water up to our knees and yet a happier

set could not have been found, some singing, some whistling and
several other ways all to make noise and enliven our walk." 171

For other amusements, the students gathered huckleberries,

hickory nuts, and blackberries from the woods. They spent even-

ings "bon-firing" and had fireworks on the lake their first

Christmas in 1 890. 172 Moonlight rows in the St. Gilbert were also

customary. The first of at least four similarly named spacious

rowboats, with room for forty and capable of carrying the entire

school across to the depot, was built by Brother Gilbert Kober-
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The giant whaleboat the St. Gilbert could hold nearly the entire student body. Here a

group of 25 enjoys an outing on Lake Jovita in 1908. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

zynski and launched on December 22, 1890. 173 Bro. Gilbert was
one of the pioneer brothers of 1889, who had built the original

college-monastery, but he was so valuable that Abbot Leo Haid
recalled him to Maryhelp in 1891 to direct the construction of

his abbey church, and he also supervised the resurrection of St.

Mary's College after a catastrophic fire in 1 900. 174 His successors

built the St. Gilberts 77, 777, and IV, one of which was donated

to Holy Name Academy in 1915. 175

Lake Jovita was an obvious magnet for relaxation. The students

pulled 47 fish from its 15 -foot depths on February 10, 1894.

Cadet Willie Leduc lost his hat on an 1892 excursion in the St.

Gilbertbut, said the San Antonio Herald, "plunging his foot into

the 'briny' deep, he fished up his hat along with a shiny trout." 176

Fr. Dominic Schwarz caught a 13 V^-pound "trout" (as bass were

called in those years) in 1896. The largest recorded fish ever

caught in the lake — a 14 3/4-pound large-mouth bass — was

taken appropriately by Abbot Charles Mohr "whilst out trolling

with Uncle John Loos ofNew York City" on March 17, 1922. 177

Boat and bath houses were erected by the brothers. Swimming
was called "bathing" in those early days, for it served the double

function of recreation and cleanliness. There was no inside

plumbing at Saint Leo until April 3, 1900, when Brother An-
thony Poiger— Saint Leo's master builder— hooked up a cold-

water tap to the student's washroom. "Hitherto the Brother

'Haus-Diener' [housekeeper] had to carry water in pails there &
put it in tubs," wrote the college chronicler. 178 Such was the ap-

preciation for the lake that the Florida Times-Union printed a
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poetic song of praise to it, written by an anonymous student in

1891:

Monotonous and a burden is life,

Lest some enjoyment the spirit revive;

Aye, of this Jovita does not deprive

The wisdom-seekers, St. Leo's young hive.

When our task is done —
When our minds are filled with cares —
On that wat'ry sheet we've fun,

In fishing, rowing each one shares. 179

A favorite outside entertainment was attending Fr. Roman
Kirchner's annual spring church fair at St. Anthony's. Fr. Charles

would give the cadet captain $5 to spread among the boys u
as his

mite towards the good cause." 180 At the 1910 fair, student A. C.

Shannon won 500 pounds of fertilizer. What he did with it is not

recorded. 181 The students also hiked on foot to Dade City to see

the Harris Brothers circus in 1903. 182

Formal in-house entertainments began on March 21, 1892,
with a faculty show.

u
Rev. FF. Charles & Roman Sc Fr. Paul enter-

tained the cadets in the study hall with comic songs & stories,"

wrote Benedict Roth. 183 The first formal student entertainment

occurred on January 6, 1893, at 7:30 p.m. in the study hall on a

stage built by Fr. James Shabaker. The whole house was present,

along with Dr. Corrigan and his children, plus visiting parent Mr.

Briggs, a Lakeland attorney. Music was furnished by the brass

band and piano. Pioneer student James McDermott greeted the

audience: "This evening we will render a few dialogues and recita-

tions for the first time in the history of the College. The enter-

tainment is for your pleasure and we hope you will appreciate it.

In the name of my colleagues I bid you a hearty welcome."
Among the presentations were George Davis, Francis P. Morse,
and Sherman McMurray in a dialogue called

uThe New Boy;"

Morse with a recitation of "The Puzzled Census Taker;" William

McMurray and McDermott in the dialogue "Romance at

Home;" and Oliver Arzacq reading "The Fashionable School
Girl." 184

The first play at Saint Leo was presented on May 3, 1893. It

was called "A Public Benefactor" and was written by cleric Frater

Lawrence Wiegand, in whose honor the St. Lawrence Dramatic
Association was named. In the cast were McDermott, Arzacq, and
Morse, along with Leo Browne, Joseph Einig, Dan Kelly, and
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The first "hand ball alley" was erected at Saint Leo by Bro. Anthony
Poiger and Fr. Louis Panoch in 1896. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

Joseph Fitzgerald in such roles as "Erastus Steele, Merchant,"

"Solomon Longface, Imposter," and "Cyrus Caucus,
Countryman. " Songs and minstrel acts completed the

program. 185 The same play was featured at the 1894 Thanksgiv-

ing entertainment, noteworthy for a booming song rendered by

Sherman McMurray. Said the Pasco County Democrat.

Between the acts the two Charlies — Weiss and Heston,

and Sherman McMurray delighted the audience with such

selections as "Susan Jane," "Casey at the Bat" and "How
Sockery Set His Hen." But when Sherman in a voice

powerful enough to raise the dead to life began singing

that soul- stirring song "Sweet Marie," the gophers left

their burrows, the moon hid herselfbehind the clouds and

we all fell on our faces. The song was too much for him
and for us. Having sung two or three lines, tears leaped

from his eyes, his bosom heaved, and overcome with emo-
tion, he left the stage, to calm his bursting heart and to

save our tympana. 186
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A variety of unanticipated events also provided occasional fas-

cination: a New Year's Day ventriloquist show in San Antonio in

1894; thousands of tiny toads covering the ground beyond the

students' "Texas" after a morning rain later that same year; a

traveling troupe with three performing bears, which prompted
the cancellation of classes in 1896; and a group of ferrets Fr.

Alexander Fink obtained in 1906 "for the amusement ofthe boys,

who seem to take much interest in all kinds of animals," wrote Fr.

Aloysius. 187

For sporting activities, Brother Anthony built a "hand ball

alley" in 1896, with the help of Fr. Louis Panoch. Attached to

the structure was what was termed a "gymnasium," but it was

barely a shed with horizontal bars for exercising. Panoch or-

ganized the Saint Leo Athletic Association upon its completion.

The first game was played on the clay surface on February 17,

1896. This facility lasted for 10 years; it was taken down and
replaced with a new cement-surface "alley" in the summer of

1906. 188 Lawn tennis was played as early as 1898. The first

reference to "foot ball" was noted in 1900, but it did not become
an organized sport until a generation later. 189

Bicycling became the campus fad in 1897. The young clerics

and scholastics built a half-mile track that summer. Mules hauled

225 loads of clay for the base, two cubic yards at a time. They
used "trucks" riding on a wooden track, laid from the monastery

clay pit to the bicycle grounds. Two parents ofSaint Leo boys un-

derwrote the project, and the track was named in their honor.

Luke Burke of New York City contributed $75 and }. V. Burke

of Ocala donated a railroad car lot of pebble phosphate for the

surface. It was carted from the San Antonio depot by the Saint

Leo brothers in 20 wagon loads. In 1897-1898 nearly every stu-

dent had obtained a bike and was patronizing the "Burke Track"

daily; even Fr. Charles was taking a regular ride before breakfast.

The Pasco Democrat called the course "elegant" and "one of the

best bicycle tracks in the state." 190 Soon the prefects and faculty

were accompanying the "St. Leo wheelmen" on excursions to St.

Thomas and Dade City, Ehren and Stemper, the German Catholic

colony 22 miles away in Hillsborough county. They even took

day-long and overnight trips to Hudson on the Gulf coast. "As

we had at St. Leo's the Base Ball craze among the students a few

years ago, so now the cadets have the Bicycling Craze," wrote
Benedict Roth. 191
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The "St. Leo Wheelmen" (top) often took excursions to neighboring towns and also

made use of the half-mile Burke Bicycle Track (bottom) on the campus grounds.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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The "College Stars
11

of 1894 were organized by Fr. Lawrence Wiegand

(upper right). Pioneer student James L. McDermott (right front)

played third base. They defeated the professional Pasadena Giants

11-6 on March 7, 1894. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

The all-time favorite sport at Saint Leo was "base ball" (writ-

ten with two words in that era). So high a priority was it that the

students began "grubbing" the grounds for a diamond on the

evening of the very first class day, September 16, 1890. They
cleared the field which, in Roth's words, was "full of roots,

stumps, standing & felled trees," and finished the job by

Christmas. Home plate was pounded into position on December
26, 1890. By then the students had played and lost their first

recorded game with outsiders: a 6 to 5 defeat on December 13

at the hands of the local amateur nine, the San Antonio Giants. 192

In 1892, the college fielded two teams: the "St. Leo Stars" for

the seniors and the "Pioneers" for the smaller boys. Frater

Lawrence Wiegand, who arrived as a cleric from Maryhelp Abbey
in 1893, proved to be the most enthusiastic booster of the sport,

as both manager and catcher. (He would die of tuberculosis at

the age of 23 in 1897.) Fr. Louis played first base, and pioneer

James "Pat" McDermott was at third, with Johannes Bodow
pitching. On March 7, 1894, the "College Stars" defeated a

professional team that was the terror of the neighborhood: the

Pasadena Giants.
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"A few days ago," read the account of the game in the Jack-

sonville Times-Union, "the latter nine sent word to the college

that they would like to cross bats with the Stars just to get in a

little practice previous to challenging the Sanfords." The Giants

had a big reputation. "It was said that Pasadena possessed a

pitcher that could do some phenomenal curving; that their bat-

ting could not be beat, and that if our boys succeeded in knock-

ing even a little foul tip they might consider themselves happy.

But fortune favors the young and the brave, and so our boys

scored an easy victory." The final tally was 11 to 6. "It mattered

not how 'Giant' Waterman curved his ball, nor how McCarthy,

a boy forty-nine years old, yelled himself hoarse, nor how Frank

Bishoff tried to disembowel the second baseman; the Stars

downed them," continued the paper. "The fielding of the

Pasadenas was good, but the way they fanned the wind when they

came to bat made the thermometer fall at least thirty degrees and

overcoats were soon in great demand. Our boys were too much
for them," the account concluded. "Joe Bodow in the box, bow-
legged Pat on third, tricky Dan and funny Charley Weiss captur-

ing everything that came their way. . . . Captain Bodow is the

happiest man in Pasco county today. To have beaten the cham-
pions of three counties is no little glory." 193

The Star's captain and pitcher was the most distinguished Saint

Leo student of his era: Cadet Captain and class valedictorian in

1894; recipient of an M.D. in Richmond three years later; and a

frequent correspondent with his alma mater thereafter. Johannes

Bodow was also the author of a poem commemorating the

memorable College Stars of 1894:

Our Base -Ball Team

You should see the "College Stars"

'Tis hard to find their pars-

At the bat they strike with all their might,

While at catching they are "out o' sight."

Fr. Lawrence holds down home -plate

And he's the finest in the State

Yes, and Bodie tosses the ball,

You know, not that fat fellow, but oh! he's tall.
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Then Fr. Louis on first base you see

As nimble and quick as can be,

Who then heaves the ball to second with all his might,

But is met by Olsen, you bet, all right.

Now we see on third our Irish Pat

Playing right beside our short stop, Mr. Weiss;

And between them they take in all the grounders

And never miss any of the short flies.

Out in left is Alexander the Great

And ifyou can, just show me his mate.

Also on right and centre are as fine as are in town-

For they are held respectively by E. Latham and

Mr. Browne. 194

Over the next decade, there were a number of noteworthy

"base ball" events. Fr. Dominic missed a fly ball in an 1896 game
and broke his upper set of false teeth. "It's too bad; see, even his

teeth are bleeding," said one of the smaller boys. 195 The college

team blasted St. Joseph 49-0 on Thanksgiving 1901 . On the same
holiday three years later, however, they not only lost to Dade City

12-5 but felt the sardonic hand of fate as well. The visitors had
arrived with the misinformation that they would be given a turkey

dinner. Embarrassed, as Roth noted, "Father Abbot sent them to

a San Antonio hotel & footed the bill — then they beat the

boys." 196 The college chroniclers regularly gave prominent notice

to the doings of "our baseballists." Until it was superseded by

football in the 1930s, baseball was by far the most popular sport

at Saint Leo.

The first college colors were red, white, and blue, announced
in the 1896-1897 catalogue and perhaps introduced as the stu-

dent chorus sang "Red, White and Blue" at the June 16, 1897
commencement. 197 In 1910, with the re-establishment of the St.

Leo Athletic Association— Fr. Jerome Wisniewski, president and
Fr. Joseph Haldmaier, manager— to take charge of the activities

of the baseball, tennis, handball, and track clubs, the colors were

changed to purple and gold. 198 Fr. Joseph was credited with the

color selection in a 1938 interview in the school paper. 199 Purple

and gold remained the ensign through the last days ofthe original
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"St. Leo College" in 1920, through the name changes to "St.

Leo Academy" and "Benedictine High School" in the 1920s, and
for the entire life of "Saint Leo College Preparatory School" from
1929 to 1964. In 1959, the current colors green and gold were
chosen, at the opening of the "new" Saint Leo College.

Saint Leo's pioneering years are reminiscent of the atmosphere

projected in the Thomas Hughes novel and 1940 film Tom
Brown's School Days, a story of English schoolboy life in the 19th

century: a tough, no-nonsense place, where hard work, self-dis-

cipline, high standards, and the old values prevailed; where tradi-

tions were established and respected; where earnest effort and
diversity were appreciated, but dishonor anathema; and where
there was an environment of affection and genuine concern for

the individual, as well as a sense of humor.

Saint Leo left its mark on its students in those years. A Florida

Times-Union reporter once asked Fr. Charles why he didn't

promote the college and recruit more systematically. "I believe in

advertising my school by the kind of boys I turn out," he

replied. 200 Saint Leo College had a first-rate reputation from its

earliest years:
"
'Plain living and high thinking' is the watchword

at this institution," said the Pasco County Democrat in 1895,

quoting William Wordsworth, "and Excelsior is the inscription

upon its banners."201
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Commencements and
Valedictories

aint Leo Military College did not award its first Master of

Accounts degrees until 1893, since it took three years to

complete the standard "commercial course." But the first com-
mencement, also called "Exhibition Day," took place on
Thursday, June 18, 1891, at the close of the college's pioneer

year.

As the faculty prepared for final examinations, the Florida

Times-Union noted: "The cadets, too, are not losing a moment
oftime, for they are aware that prizes and medals will be bestowed

on the leaders of the respective classes. Very seldom is such a

student's ambition witnessed as here, and such a happy and jovial

lot of boys." 1

Captain William Einig marched the students into the assemb-

ly room for the closing exercises. During the ceremony, Anthony
Gonzales played a polka and the College Glee Club sang "Long,
Long Ago." Bishop John Moore of St. Augustine, who had

brought the Benedictines to Florida in 1886, gave the first com-
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mencement address, and the entire student body presented

"Home Again" in chorus. 2

Although no diplomas were distributed, 20 of the 32 students

in attendance in the course of that first year won academic

premiums and distinctions in specific subjects, and three received

gold medals for the highest averages in their classes. Seminarian

George Schwarz of San Antonio was awarded the prize for the

"fifth Latin, classical course," donated by Abbot Leo Haid. Oliver

Arzacq of St. Thomas took the medallion, contributed by Bishop

Moore, for the "third class, commercial course." And pioneer stu-

dent James McDermott won the medal for the best average in

the elementary course. 3 The donor was Colonel Robert M.
Douglas of Greensboro, North Carolina. His relationship with

Saint Leo connected the college and the abbey with a prominent

figure in American history, with a curious ramification.

The colonel was the son ofStephen A. Douglas, the celebrated

"Little Giant" of Illinois, who had been re-elected to his U. S.

Senate seat in 1858 after a series of widely reported debates with

Abraham Lincoln, but who lost the presidential race to him two
years later as the candidate of the Democratic Party. The Douglas

descendants moved to Greensboro, North Carolina, where they

became prominent judges, attorneys, newspaper editors, and civic

leaders, honored even in the present day. 4 Charles Mohr became
acquainted with the family when Abbot Leo Haid of Maryhelp
stationed him as a missionary in Greensboro in 1888-1889, two
years before he came to Saint Leo to head the new college. 5 So
close did the relationship develop that the family eventually gave

Mohr a most prized possession: the gold coins which had rested

on the eyes of Senator Douglas' wife at her funeral in 1853.

Martha Martin ofRockingham County, North Carolina society

(her father was a five-term state governor) married the Illinois

senator in 1847, bore two children (Robert Martin and Stephen

Arnold), and died in stillborn childbirth at the age of 24 on
January 19, 1853. 6 As was the custom in those years, the family

placed two $5 gold pieces on her eyes as she lay in repose. "When
the coffin was being closed," wrote Fr. Thomas Hoffman in the

abbey's 25th anniversary commemoration in 1927, her eldest son

Robert Martin Douglas, then 4 years old, "removed the coins to

be cherished as love's sacred relics." 7 They became family

treasures.
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Senator Stephen Douglas married again in 1856. His second

wife was Adele Cutts, the daughter of James Madison Cutts,

nephew of Dolley Madison, wife of the fourth President of the

United States. Senator Douglas himself died in 1863 at the age

of 48. Convent-trained, Adele Cutts Douglas raised her

husband's two sons Catholic. 8 Robert ultimately served on the

North Carolina Supreme Court from 1897 to 1905. He provided

commencement awards at Saint Leo, sent one of his sons to Bel-

mont College, and invited Fr. Charles to preside at the wedding
of another of his children in 1899. Distinguished North Carolina

citizens, he and his offspring were outspoken Catholics and

Republicans "in a predominantly Protestant and Democratic sec-

tion," said the Greensboro Daily News. 9

The gold pieces ofMartha Martin Douglas became the ultimate

family talisman. "When any ofhis children had to go on long jour-

neys Judge Douglas always gave them a liberal supply ofmoney,"
wrote Fr. Jerome Wisniewski. "To this he added the ten dollars

in gold taken from the eyelids of his beloved mother with the

strictest injunction: Never to spend the hallowed coin unless

driven by the direst necessity." They never did, and always

"returned with that sacred treasure untouched. The direst want
could not make them part with that Precious Relic." 10

Before his death in 1917, Judge Robert Martin Douglas
presented the two gold pieces to his friend Abbot Charles, asking

him "to put them to some sacred use." Mohr had goldsmith W.

J. Feeley ofProvidence, Rhode Island, melt them down to fashion

a receptacle for holy oils, which he used in confirmations, espe-

cially on the Isle of Pines, and in blessing altar stones. 11 The
judge's widow Jessie Madaline Dick Douglas resurrected his

1891-1894 Saint Leo commencement medal tradition in 1920
by donating a gold medallion for the best essay on the life of St.

Francis de Sales, "anxious that the students of St. Leo might also

come under the spirit of this Saint," wrote The St. Leo Cadet. 12

Commencement Memories
The first Saint Leo degrees were conferred at the third com-

mencement on June 20, 1893. The ceremony took place in the

study hall on the north end of the second floor of the college-

monastery building. The school orchestra played "Tender
Flowers," "Little Darling Dream of Me," and "Home, Sweet
Home." "The music, under the able direction of Fra Paul
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These are the five pioneer graduates of St. Leo Military College. Each received a Master

ofAccounts degree at the first graduation ceremony on June 20, 1893.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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(formerly Professor Ward) was sweetly rendered," said the Florida

Times- Union. 13 Fr. William Kenny of Jacksonville, the home of

many of the Saint Leo students in those years, gave the commen-
cement address. Kenny — who would succeed John Moore as

Bishop of St. Augustine in 1901 — was a close friend of Saint Leo
and such a frequent visitor, wrote Benedict Roth, that "a case of

Armour's Pigs Feet was on hand as he was very fond of them." 14

"The College has done much good, is doing much good and

is destined to do much more good in the future," said Fr. Kenny.

"This is not my opinion alone; it is that of every one who has

patronized this school. St. Leo's cadets are distinguished for their

politeness, their manly and Christian deportment." 15 Five stu-

dents received the degree of Master of Accounts in the pioneer

graduating class, all of them Floridians: Oliver L. Arzacq of St.

Thomas, William T. McMurray of Jacksonville, George C. Davis

of Ocala, J. Oscar Kennedy ofSan Antonio, and Carleton E. Shel-

ley of Palatka. 16 "Saint Leo's first graduates are bright and intel-

ligent young men and all predict for them a prosperous career,"

said the Times-Union of Jacksonville. "The reputation of their

college is safe in their hands." 17

This commencement saw the adoption of the widespread

academic practice of student speeches. The audience was
"greeted" by the second-ranking graduate, who gave the

"salutatory" address; the top-ranking graduate said "farewell" in

the "valedictory" address.

Oscar Kennedy delivered the salutatory "with earnestness and

force," noted the Jacksonville paper. "Ifwe have made more im-

provement in our studies than students ordinarily do, in so short

a period," he said ofthe just-concluded ten-month academic year,

"it is because our studies have never been interrupted for any

length of time." (This was still the era without home vacations at

Christmas or Easter.) "Today we will witness the triumph ofthose

boys who have done well, and the discomfiture ofthose who have

not applied themselves. The diligent man is the successful man
and the contented man; the idle man is the unsuccessful man, the

grumbler and first cousin to the tramp." Aware of the academic

notices about to be promulgated, Kennedy went on to say: "I

know you all have sufficient confidence in our teachers to believe

that the prizes will be given impartially without any show of

favoritism. Those that go home empty-handed have only them-
selves to blame. If the lazy boy would receive the same reward as
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the diligent boy, there would be no incentive to diligence, just

like there would be no incentive to do good if both the just and
the unjust went to heaven." 18

Saint Leo had a monastic environment in those years, with a

disciplined schedule and a spartan climate, but it showered awards

on its students. A total of 260 premiums and distinctions were

bestowed upon the 39 students of 1892-1893. They came in

English and algebra, U.S. history and geography, bookkeeping
and orthography, Greek and Latin, telegraphy and architectural

drawing, "school of the soldier" and "neatness and politeness."

Oscar Kennedy himselfwon eight of them. Only three students

received no academic awards. 19

Oliver Arzacq's valedictory address was "replete with expres-

sions of love for his alma mater," wrote the Times-Union. "His

farewell words to his comrades were indeed affecting and the

earnestness ofthe speaker convinced all that his sentiments welled

from his innermost heart."20 The recipient ofSaint Leo's premier

Master ofAccounts degree spoke with glowing tribute: "Thus we
who enjoy the happy privilege of being the first graduates of this

our ALMA MATER,— thus we stand after three years of hard study

comparatively well qualified to begin the real battle of life: for,

c

Tis education forms the common mind
And as the twig is bent, the tree's inclined."21

The next year's exercises came up on short notice. "It has al-

ways been the policy of the faculty to make the students of this

college pursue their studies until the last moment," said

salutatorian Frank Morse on June 18, 1894. "Only a few hours

ago did we find out that the school was to close today— it is for

this reason, and no doubt you are glad, that the graduates will

not bore you with cut & dried essays and trite speeches."22 The
college had moved up the ceremony by two days to accommodate
the schedule of Bishop John Moore and also to avoid conflicting

with Holy Name's closing exercises, so that the Sisters would not

be "deprived of many entrance fees at their Commencement on
same date," wrote Benedict Roth, who went on to quote from

Moore's remarks: "Speak of your Alma Mater. St. Leo's is the

school of Florida." Among the orchestra members were Charles

Mohr on tenor horn and Fr. James Shabaker with the clarionette.

"It was grand! This was the best exhibition so far!" wrote Roth. 23

"An excellent programme, containing many interesting fea-

tures, was rendered," said Dade City's Pasco County Democrat of
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the 1895 commence-
ment. "The pupils ac-

quitted themselves most
creditably and the ex-

aminations evinced the

thoroughness of the in-

struction, the high stand-

ards exacted and the

progressive and intel-

ligent methods ofinstruc-

tion." Bishop Moore was

again the principal

speaker. His commentary
"bristled with beautiful

and practical truths, it was

replete with wisdom and

with wholesome counsel

and useful advice, im-

pressing the young men
with a deep sense of their

responsibility and inspir-

ing them to that higher

and holier effort to make
themselves worthy of the

age in which they live." 24

Captain John B. John-

ston of the exuberant
Pasco County Democrat gave the principal address in 1896, but

Bishop Moore presided again at the 1899 ceremony, which was

marked by two unusual developments. The scholastic medals got

lost at the San Antonio depot (discovered in a forgotten corner

months later), so duplicates had to be mailed to the winners. And
when the college chorus sang My Country c

TisofThee, the bishop

reacted as ifhe had witnessed a sacrilege. The Irish-born and anti-

British Moore "protested and affirmed that he should leave this

house the next time he hears it sung, because the melody is iden-

tical with that of cGod Save the Queen.'" Anxious to mollify him,

the Saint Leo monks came up with a pseudo-explanation out of

the blue. Wrote chronicler Roth: "But some of the Fathers as-

sured the Bishop that the melody is from the German."25 That
satisfied him.

Campus favorite Henry King of Arcadia,

Florida, received a "large Watermellon" as a

prize at the 1895 commencement.
Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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In addition to the medallions and academic distinctions, spe-

cial awards were conferred from time to time. In 1897, each stu-

dent got "the first S. L. C. pins" as a remembrance. In even more
memorable fashion in 1895, Fr. Charles gave Henry King "a large

Watermellon as a prize," from the monastery's just-harvested

patch. 26 The youngest of the three King brothers in attendance,

he was a campus favorite. When Bro. Anthony Poiger was con-

structing the new study hall over the cadets' field well behind the

main building in January 1895, young Henry imagined that he

would be digging up the well and carrying it off to a new loca-

tion. "Where are you going to move the well to?" he asked the

college's master craftsman. 27 Of a family stopover later that

spring, Benedict Roth noted: "Mrs. Ziba King of Arcadia, the

mother of fourteen Cracker children visited her sons here

today." 28 The King brothers remained at Saint Leo for only the

1894-1895 academic year, but Henry struck a memorable pose

looking forlorn in his uniform.

Graduating classes were small, typically four or five for the first

quarter century, sometimes only one (1897, 1901, 1904, 1907)
and none at all in 1908 and 1915. 29 Normally the closing exer-

cises were held at a decent evening hour, but in 1910 the railroad

schedule dictated a commencement which began at 7:20 in the

morning and concluded a half-hour later. Paul Parslow played a

violin solo and six graduates received their M.A.s. "Then the stu-

dents left by train," Roth recorded, "even the San Antonio Day-

pupils as far as Trilby (!) for the fun of it, and the Director

accompanied the Northern boys to Jacksonville but returned

again on the 14th at 6:00 a.m." 30 The following year the cadets

arose at 4:50 a.m., attended Mass, went to breakfast, and trooped

in for commencement at 7:15 to hear a piano solo by J. Ronald

K. Tipping, and William Rabun Battle's valedictory. 31 They then

scattered for the summer on the morning train.

"No place in the South, no, nor in the Union, can claim such

educational facilities as San Antonio, when we take into con-

sideration its age, size and the up-hill work ofpioneering," said a

feature in the Baltimore Catholic Mirror in 1891. After praising

Saint Leo, the Benedictine admirer took note of Holy Name
Academy as well:

Across the lake from the college we catch a glimpse of a

cross pointing heavenward. This sweet symbol of faith sur-

mounts the beautiful convent— Holy Name— where the
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Sisters of St. Benedict have opened a day and boarding

academy, which is the boon, as it well may be the pride, of

this section. Under the wise management of its present

directress, Rev. Mother Dolorosa, it is fast becoming a

magnet, which attracts the patronage of the best class of

citizens. 32

The first graduate of Holy Name Academy received her

diploma on June 16, 1897. She was Bessie Bowen, "the charm-

ing daughter of the esteemed

mayor," G. S. Bowen of San

Antonio, said the Florida

Times- Union. 33 Many "young
ladies" had come and gone in

the eight years of the institu-

tion, for it was a rare woman
who completed an academy
education in those days. In fact,

Bowen herself, a year before she

earned her diploma, had been
"successful at the June ex-

amination for teachers,"

reported the Pasco County
Democrat in 1896. The paper

went on to note that three

Benedictine sisters, Miss Ethel

Morse, and John Barnes (Saint

Leo's first "post-graduate" stu-

dent of 1890-1891) had
qualified as well. 34

Bessie Bowen had to ex-

perience one final grilling

before she got her HNA
diploma. Bishop John Moore
visited the academy on the eve

of the commencement day, and "after inspecting Miss Bowen's
written examinations, began an oral one in the presence of her

teachers and schoolmates," said the Times-Union. "Bishop
Moore expressed satisfaction and pronounced the young aspirant

deserving of her diploma."35

The hand-written, three-page commencement program noted
that the musical numbers included a waltz, polka, schottische, and
mazurka — features judged "especially attractive by the har-

Bessie Bowen, daughter of the mayor of

San Antonio, was the pioneer graduate

ofHoly Name Academy, June 16, 1897.

Holy Name Priory Archives
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monious mingling ofpiano, mandolins, guitar and violin," which
showed "the careful training of the pupils at this progressive in-

stitute." But the star of the ceremony was the lone pioneer

graduate herself. She read her graduation essay on "Little

Things," a topic "admirably treated and well delivered. Very ap-

propriately Miss Bowen mentioned the growth of the academy
as the proof that 'Little Things' are the foundation head from
whence spring the greatest things of life," wrote the Jacksonville

paper. "Only a little thing it was, when its revered foundress,

Mother Dolorosa Scanlan, began her labors here amid the pine

woods of Pasco county. By her untiring energy she soon placed

it upon a firm basis, as one of the leading educational institutes

ofthe state. Death claimed her in the midst ofher plans, but these

have been carefully fostered by her worthy successor, Rev. Mother
Boniface, who spares no pains to make Holy Name one of the

best institutes of Florida."

Then came the dramatic moment of the valedictory. "The
graduate's farewell address to teachers, schoolmates and dear

alma mater was most touching, and brought tears to the eyes of

all present, and so overcome was the sweet graduate that she was

not able to sing her solo afterwards."

Bessie Bowen left Holy Name with not only its first diploma,

but a basket of honors: a gold medal, a commemorative ring, and

"a crown of laurel leaves, buds and blossoms." 36 A pioneer

graduate should look the part; her photograph shows that she did

so with perfection.

Valedictory Values

The valedictory addresses ofSaint Leo's best students in its first

30 years reflect the values of the pioneer generation. They share

a number ofcommon features: an opening theme or image, often

stated in memorable terms; the frequent characterization of life

as a battle, but one which they feel prepared to face; expressions

of appreciation to the faculty, coupled with regrets for failings in

discipline; and final farewells and remembrances of the alma

mater.

Opening Themes

Oliver Arzacq (1893) focused on the importance of the mo-
ment and spoke in epic terms. "In every man's existence, and it

is usually at a turning point in his career, there comes a time when
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I. O. G-. E>.

Ninth Annual

Commencement Exercises

Monday, 7:3o P. M., June 12th 1899.

PROGRAMME.

The Club, - - R. Greemwald, - College Orchestra

Salutatory, - Ghas. Mcintosh, rernandlna, Fla-

My Bloom Furnace Home, - Qivi, • - - Orchestra

Conterrlng of Degree*.

With Whip and Spur, - Iseman, - - - Orchestra

Select Speeches,

renrge Flyuu, Patrick Gallagher, Walter Hopper, Win. Quiulan.

den Sceptre Schl&ppegrell,

the soul hesitates at the

thought of engaging in a

new sphere of life; it casts

a look of longing and
regret on the irretrievable

past; refuses boldly to face

the present and shutters

on the threshold of the

unfathomable future." 37

So impressed were the

valedictorians of 1904,

1909, and 1913 that they

tracked his opening al-

most verbatim (but cor-

rected the typographical

error for "shudders").

These instances were

probably not absolute

plagiarism but rather, to

put the best face on them,

"officially sanctioned re-

runs," for the students

often got help from the

faculty in their composi-

tions for the august oc-

casion. Roth made a

point of noting on the ar-

chives copy of the 1920
address: "Composed
solely and alone by Earl B.

Dressman."38 Nor could

that have been the only

example. Arzacq himself, who would later boast of holding his

own against graduates of Harvard and Oxford while in Central

America in 1909, must have needed no assistance, which may be

the reason why his flamboyant rhetoric made a number of reap-

pearances. But it is hard to believe that old-timers like Roth and

Mohr would sit still for repeats of memorable phrasing, if it were

truly purloined, without taking action. This was, after all, the

group which withheld a diploma from pioneer James Mc-
Dermott, and sent John Olsen off for a year with a private tutor

Cuba's Present Condition and Its Relation to the United States.

Uwlolpho Antorcha, B. A., Habana, Cuba.

Happy Dream Waltz, - Warner, - - - Orchestra

Awarding of Medals.

Home, Sweet Home,----- Orchestra

Valedictory,

Sere't James Burke, II. A., New York City.

My Country Tis of Thee, - Chorus,' ... Studen

Address to Students.

Ht. Rev. Jno. Moore, D. D.. Bishop of St. Augustine, Fla.

Whiz Galop, - - - Rollinson, - - - Orchest

College Colors: Red, White and Blue.

"Commencement Programme,
1 899 . Saint Leo Abbey Archives

June 12.
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before conferring his 1894 degree in 1895. And in 1900, neither

of the two graduates was judged worthy of the title "valedic-

torian," so Charles Mcintosh of Fernandina gave only the

salutatory address. 39Why Saint Leo's best students could not con-

sistently come up with an original address is another question.

But the borrowing was infrequent; by far the norm was a fresh

presentation in flowery style.

"Today we live, tomorrow we die;" thundered Johannes
Bodow in his stark opening in 1894, "today with friends, far away
tomorrow; FAREWELL is painted on the face of all existence."

Warming to his subject, he said: "We see it on the flowers that

bedeck the fertile vale when they droop their heads in their sor-

rowful farewell, — we see it in the fountain when its waters

meander sorrowfully from their paternal course, - we see it again

in the sea when it ebbs lingeringly from the shore, and now again

we see it painted on the faces of the students of St. Leo's."

Louis A. Klarer (1902) spoke of new responsibilities: "The
college -bred man upon his exit from his college walls takes upon
himself a great responsibility. He has been sent forth equipped

with the implements of learning; the accredited representation of

culture & letters. Before him is the great field of mankind. His

opportunities have imposed upon him the obligation of educat-

ing & uplifting the masses." He continued: "He is essentially a

teacher. Men, with whom he will take up his life-work, will look

to him for instruction & guidance. If the college man has been

weighed in the balance and found wanting; if he has not proved

himself capable and willing to uplift his less fortunate fellows, his

education has been a failure & his life a disappointment."

In 1909, J. Alonzo Sheahan reminded his listeners of the

Benedictine heritage: "It was they who founded the schools of

Europe after the inundation ofthe Huns and Vandals. It was they,

the Sons of St. Benedict, who tamed the fierce spirit of the

Teutons and Saxons and brought our forefathers to a knowledge

of Christianity, civilization and the arts," he said. "For over a

thousand years boys have been attending their schools. Their suc-

cess is second only to their fame for zeal and learning."

"The momentous hour is here," said Paul Parslow the follow-

ing year, finding a nautical image. "The Graduating Class of

1910, is about to lift anchor and sail, under God's sealed orders,

into Future's unknown seas. Whither lies our course is beyond
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our ken. What haven of success will end our journey we dare not

prophesy."

For Joseph P. Butzloff (1912), success had a particular mean-
ing apart from the common definition. "The popular idea of suc-

cess, is the acquisition of a vast amount ofwealth, and the crowd
would have us believe that man is above all, a money-earning

machine, and education which does not subserve this end, is

valueless. It is not the business of a Catholic College, to turn out

men that make wealth their chiefaim in life .

"^ He went on to add:

"The world has a surfeit ofsuch men — men for whom the latest

quotations of the stock exchange, are infinitively [sic] more valu-

able than the sublime truths, or the deepest love; for whom
neither the floating clouds, nor the song of birds, nor 'The breath

offlowers', nor any high or noble thought, has meaning. We value

a man for what he is, not for what he possesses."

In 1914, George Barney Nix spoke of his mixed feelings: "To-

day is our Commencement day: today we hear from the lips of

Alma Mater a twofold message, both bringing in something of

joy and something ofsadness; the one tells us that we have reached

the goal; to this we have devoted all our energy and time since

our boyhood days; our cherished hopes are realized at last and
the dream ofour ambitions; surely there is a charm in this for us."

There was a counterpoint, however. "But the note of gladness is

softened when we hear Alma Mater's fond good-bye, when we
think of the happy days that we have spent together, when we
realize that we must part and our goodly fellowship must end."

(This message was rerun by the valedictorians of 19 1 6 and 1918.)

Norman E. Rust made an imaginative appeal in 1917: "There
are moments in life when mingled feelings within the soul are

striving for the mastery, and, one stands mute subject of his own
emotions. Far fitter it were that silence, 'the temple ofour purest

thought,' held sway on this occasion, and I am conscious that

nothing I may say can do aught but violate the sanctity of this

hallowed moment — the moment of our parting."

Life as a Battle

"We have laid aside our books and are about to put to test what
we have learned," said Joseph Soler in 1897. "We are to fight the

first battle of our life and if we succeed it is a good proof of suc-

cess in the others."

Samuel L. Kelley (1904) took note of the different character of
the struggles to come: "Throughout our college life we have lived
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together as brothers, &
learned to respect & es-

teem one another....

Now we are going forth

in different directions,

perhaps never to meet
again. We fought our bat-

tles here together, but the

battles of the world we
must fight separately."

Looking for spiritual

assistance, William A.

O'Neill (1896) said:

"Tonight we go out to

face the world and its

temptations and its

dangers. But we will not

grow faint. Let us

remember that the good
God watches over us all

and that he wishes us to

succeed. But we will not

succeed unless we try and
that unceasingly."

With a medieval metaphor in 1914, George Barney Nix spoke

of the solid armor of preparation: "As some noble Queen in the

days of old assembled within her court the youths of her domain,

taught them the usage of arms, schooled them in the practice of

virtue, and knighting them, sent them forth to battle in her name;

so, on this occasion, after inculcating in our minds the principles

of virtue and knowledge, Saint Leo College our Alma Mater
knights us and bids us go forth and battle with the world."

Francis V. Bucchino (1895) found a different image for the

same sentiment: "When we leave St. Leo today we must remem-
ber that we set out for the great battle of life. It is an important

battle - one on which our well-being depends; for our success will

be in proportion to our own efforts. If, whilst at College, we
cooperated with our kind Instructors, our task will be light; but,

if we resisted their efforts, we shall suffer shipwreck. Never let

that Christian fortitude instilled into our hearts by our ALMA

Francis B. McNeil received a gold medal for the

highest average in the "third class commercial

course''
1

at the June 14, 1900, commencement.
Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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MATER be smothered, but in adversity, let it be to us a beacon

light."

Appreciation and Remorse

Oliver Arzacq commended Fr. Charles at the inaugural gradua-

tion: "Rev. Father Rector, under God it is to your unceasing &
watchful care that we owe much that is good & noble in us. You
it was who curbed our youthful passions & taught us by your ex-

ample to be faithful to duty & to shrink from no sacrifice in the

fulfillment of that duty." He went on to observe: "Often in years

past we have complained of the severity of teachers & the insane

-

ness of discipline & spent many an hour in useless grumbling &
dreaming." Seeing value in the spartan Saint Leo climate, he

added: "But as I look now over my three years of college life I

realize how necessary discipline firmly tho' mildly administered

is for the forming of the future man. . . . We do not think so now,

but as we grow older we will understand that ifwe did not always

have our own way at college, it was for our own good. We can-

not always remain boys, for, life is real, life is earnest. And it is

only in fulfilling life's earnest duties that we may hope to ac-

complish God's design with and in us."

The valedictorian of 1894 was also grateful to Director Mohr:
"When we felt troubled in soul, how quickly did his consoling

words brighten up our spirits, filling us with new hope, new ener-

gy & new exertion. When compelled to punish (and his reprov-

ing words filled us with shame), have we not been benefitted?

Have we not studied the harder? Has not our conscience of right

& wrong become the keener? & has not our will been
strengthened the more? Yes, my fellow students, he has put us on
the road of manliness." Johannes Bodow went on to develop an

artistic comparison: "Like the sculptor when he traces his design

in clay, repeatedly eases it off with water to make the mould bet-

ter, so have the Fathers refreshed us with the waters of consola-

tion, pleasure and encouragement."
Salutatorian Paul Parslow (1909) touched on the atmosphere

of personal concern: "We have been a little blue or Homesick at

times, but the encouraging words of the Fathers healed all that

& consequently our stay at ST. LEO'S has been an enjoyable one."

Another salutatorian, Cyril McGraw in 1916, cited a favorite in-

junction ofCharles Mohr: "Be a cog, but never a clog in the wheel
of Progress."
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Cadet secretary William Holden (1919), who kept a journal

during the third and final phase of Saint Leo as a military institu-

tion, endorsed three key values: "The education along the lines

of Religion, & science, as inculcated by the Faculty ofthis Institu-

tion, enable me to raise my voice in the defense of all that is noble

& sacred. — The training given at St. Leo's enables me to take

my stand among the noblest and most patriotic of my country.

For religion and science and patriotism are inseparable in the cur-

riculum of this my Alma Mater."

Francis V. Bucchino (1895) put in a final point for the value of

discipline:
uWe have failed at times in the observance ofthe rules,

but then, believe us, it was not through malice, but through for-

getfulness or want ofjudgment. And for all these failures we wish

today to solicit your pardon. . . . Farewell to you, Ven. Prefects.

We thank you for the watchful care exercised over us, and, if at

any time we have been disrespectful to you, we today express our

sorrow for same."

Expressions of Farewell

"Farewell is indeed a painful word." said Johannes Bodow in

1894. "What a world of sorrow does it portray? Farewell, adieu,

I leave you to God, the merciful Goodness - may you farewell.

This word expresses more than any circumlocution, more than

any diction which the greatest writers have made use of to im-

press us with its full importance. Our senses, our innate feeling

alone are able to impress the meaning upon our minds."

William A. O'Neill (1896) offered the image of an unshakable

vine wrapped around a gum tree to describe how he felt: "Inter-

twined they grew, nurtured by the same dews and warmed by the

same sun. The vine died, but to this day that sturdy gum-tree

entwined round and round its mossy trunk the mark of that

union. That vine, my Fellow-students, is a symbol of our

friendship, that gum-tree a symbol ofour hearts. Though destiny

decrees our separation, we will always bear upon our hearts the

impression of the ties formed here."

In his 1911 farewell, William Rabun Battle, great-great-

grandson ofGovernor William Rabun of Georgia, had this to say:

"We shall frequently recall the happy days we have spent here, the

lessons we have received, the examples we have witnessed, the in-

spirations which have come to us from both, probably realizing

them more as they shall recede from us. We will endeavor to
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St, Leo's-on-the-Lake
The first official logo was designed by the Lux Engraving Company of Boston and

appeared in the 1896-97 catalogue. Fr. Benedict Roth was only speaking poetically

when he called the college "St. Leo's-on-the-Lake" in this 1917 reprint.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

develop the capital that we have laid by, during our passage here,

in such a manner as to do honor to ourselves and to our school."

Louis A. Klarer ( 1902) concluded with a generous hope: "Fel-

low-students, who have shared with me the joys & sorrows ofmy
college career, & who now go out in the busy world, let us keep

before us the life we spent at our dear ALMA MATER as a model.

We separate today perhaps never to meet again in the universe,

but let us always think kindly of one another."

Two of the valedictorians of the pioneer generation joined the

abbey upon graduation. Earl B. Dressman (1920), about to be-

come Benedictine novice Fr. Aloysius, shared his plans with his

colleagues: "You, no doubt, Fellow-Graduates, will go forth from

this Monastic school, to fight the battles of life in the world. May
you fight the good fight that leads to victory!! May you prove

yourselves noble sons of Alma Mater, of Holy Mother Church;

and may you ever honor, love and safeguard that precious heritage

that she has bestowed on you thru Christ, namely: your Catholic
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Faith! As for me, God willing, I will remain to join the army of

St. Benedict, under the loving guidance of St. Leo's Abbot, to

battle for God and His Church."

Three years later, Richard Bowman, student spokesman in

1923 and soon to join the monastery as Fr. Marion, expressed

the impact that the school would have on him and on generations

to come: "The old classroom which often seemed to us a prison,

now appeals to us with the sacredness of a shrine. The refectory,

the dormitory, the old halls, our steps have worn them all! Each
September in the future will find us making a spirit Pilgrimage to

St. Leo."

How that impact would carry through the years was put by

Joseph P. Butzloff (1912), who closed with a 27-line poem, read-

ing in part:

That evermore old St. Leo dear

Will bear its banner high,

A symbol of its purity

Against the purple sky...

And may she turning lay her hand

Upon our youthful brow

And say,
cGod bless you warriors

Go forth and conquer now'...

Hail Alma Mater,

Old St. Leo true

Queen be the homage to wide empire due;

Thine be our hearts alone.40
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Independencefor the

Saint Leo Monks

aint Leo began as mere mission territory in 1889, under the

founding jurisdiction of Abbot-Bishop Leo Haid of Mary
Help of Christians Abbey in Belmont, North Carolina. "The
Benedictine Fathers of Maryhelp Abbey, N.C., conduct the In-

stitution," said the opening line of the original 1890 prospectus

of "St. Leo's College." The statement was repeated through 1893
in the catalogues, which also included a plug for Maryhelp's St.

Mary's College (now called Belmont Abbey College). 1

Endorsing the work of these Florida representatives from

North Carolina, the Baltimore Catholic Mirror said: "With God's

blessing this will yet become a great seat of piety and learning,

like so many Benedictine colleges in Europe." 2

The Florida Benedictine presence had been originally estab-

lished in 1886, when Fr. Gerard Pilz was dispatched to San An-
tonio from Saint Vincent Archabbey. In 1888, because of the

difficulty of distance, the Pennsylvania Benedictines transferred

jurisdiction to their colleagues in North Carolina, who were five

hundred miles closer. From the time the college was founded in
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1889, all major decisions for Saint Leo were made in North
Carolina. Father Charles Mohr was local superior for a dozen
Florida monks, but Abbot Leo Haid in Belmont had final

authority.

Because of the disparate work of building the new school and
establishing a monastery, for example, the Saint Leo monks did

not at first assemble in common to recite the periodic standard

prayers ofwhat was called the Divine Office throughout the day.

Haid ordered the practice carried out in 1891. "My great object

in forming ST. LEO'S COLLEGE was to have a centre for our Mis-

sion in Florida where our Fathers and Brothers, living together

might lead a Monastic life as prescribed in our holy Rule— as far,

at least, as circumstances will permit this," wrote the abbot. "The
recitation of the holy Office in choir is inseparable for a true

Benedictine's life. Flence I request you all to begin this duty

now." 3 It was a reasonable "request" and was implemented on
Ash Wednesday, February 11, 1891. "The four monks — Rev.

Fathers Charles, Basil, Benedict & Leo began Choir — with

Matins & Lauds at 4:00 a. m.," wrote Benedict Roth. "Vespers

& Complin[e] were recited after dinner in chapel; Minor Hours
were said in private." 4

As time went on, however, some chafing developed between

the Florida superior and his distant abbot in North Carolina. In

commenting on Haid's last recorded visit — to preside on his

namesday, the feast of Saint Leo, April 11, 1891 — Mohr wrote:

"Abbot Leo opposes every effort on our part to buy a cow.
cUse

condensed milk,' he writes,
c

it is cheaper and more wholesome.'"

But an irresistible opportunity soon arose. "In May, 1891, Bruno
Sultenfuss, a day scholar, says to the director: T got your bill; I

have no money to pay it; if you will take a good milker for the

amount I owe you, I will bring the best Jersey cow you have ever

seen.'"

College Director Mohr seized the chance. "Bring her, Bruno,

bring her! By all means bring her!" he said. "Rosie" arrived im-

mediately. "No queen was ever welcomed as heartily as was this

splendid cow," wrote Fr. Charles. "She is pretty, gentle, and a

good producer. Her strain endures here till 1915, when the last

of her progeny dies." But there was a further problem. "Abbot
Leo could not forbid us to accept cows in payment oftuition, but

he could and did forbid us to buy more land for pasture for pret-

ty Rosie. 'Plant grass and mow it every day,' was his sarcastic ad-
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Fr. Charles Mohr took his responsibilities so seriously that he complained to Abbot Leo

Haid in 1894 that he was only 31 and "already pretty grey" as a result of "worry &
trouble

.

" Belmont Abbey Archives

vice. Finally he does relent and allows us to buy the 40 acres south

of us ifwe pay for it ourselves." 5

By 1894, Charles Mohr felt that independent status for Saint

Leo was justified. The Benedictine community had 11 full mem-
bers: five priests, one cleric, and five lay brothers, along with six

other candidates in various stages. 6 The monastery was nearly self-

sufficient economically. The college had been paying its own way
since the end ofthe first year. 7 And Mohr himselfwas psychologi-

cally inclined to independence, for his own frustration was in-

creasing.

"You never have been in a position ofdependent superior away
from home," Fr. Charles wrote Abbot Leo on June 14, 1894.

"You do not know how much trouble such a superior has. I am
not but a few months past 31 yrs. old & am already pretty grey.

This came from worry & trouble. If I spoke of independence it

was because then as now I felt & do feel that it is best for St. Leo.

You must have felt the same when you gave your consent."

Mohr wrote bluntly, as was his custom, revealing his problems

and misgivings, but he was apologetic and appreciative: "It was
wrong for me to say that I would not stay if the project failed. It

was wrong because I know the circumstances here better than

anybody else. I did not feel that it would be cowardly to forsake

my post just now but your letter convinced me that it would be.

— I thank you for the advice." He concluded with an observa-

tion on his disposition. "I admit that I am hasty in my expressions

at times & it does get me into trouble now and then — but that

happens now less frequently & I hope that as I grow older that

impulsiveness will disappear altogether. It is a mistake of youth
which age will correct."8
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Charles Mohr may have grown out of his impulsiveness, but in

his remaining 37 years at Saint Leo, he never lost his candor or

his impatience, especially with things he regarded as petty or

foolish.

Saint Leo got its "independence" by securing from the Vatican

the designation as a "Conventual" or "Canonical" Priory. These

are the terms for a Benedictine community of men which does

not yet have the full status of an abbey, but is completely

autonomous from its own founding abbey. This development was
accomplished through a number of technical steps. First, Abbot
Leo Haid had to give his permission. Charles Mohr left for

Maryhelp on May 1, 1894, to achieve that very purpose. On May
8, Benedict Roth noted that he had returned and "reported

having had a pleasant time there and that all things were amica-

bly settled."9 And on May 17: "The Official Documents ofAbbot
Leo Authorizing St. Leo's to become an Independent Priory were
received on the evening train." 10

Next came formal acceptance by the aspiring community. With
Haid's approval in hand, the Saint Leo monks held their first

chapter meeting the following day. In Benedictine parlance, the

"chapter" is comparable to the stockholders ofa corporation. The
abbot makes the final decision. "Whenever any important busi-

ness has to be done in the monastery," says the Rule of St.

Benedict, "let the Abbot call together the whole community and

state the matter to be acted upon. Then, having heard the

brethren's advice, let him turn the matter over in his own mind
and do what he shall judge is most expedient." 11 In those years,

membership in the chapter consisted only of priests who had

made their solemn vows. Not until 1967, in the post-Vatican

Council atmosphere ofparticipation, were the Brothers admitted

to full voting membership. 12 The chapter also had to elect a

"Canonical" or "Conventual" Prior, the term in Benedictine

communities ofmen for the superior of an independent house. 13

In 1894, Saint Leo had only five priests: Charles Mohr, Roman
Kirchner, Benedict Roth, Louis Panoch, and James Shabaker.

They held their first chapter meeting on May 18. "From 10.45

till 12.59 the Fathers of St. Leo," recorded Benedict Roth, "sat

in chapter speaking over and discussing our Independence. It was

almost twelve o'clock, after all present declared themselves will-

ing to remain here as members ofthe new Community and, when
all, excepting Rev. Fr. Charles, chose instead of balloting for their
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The five Benedictine priests of the first "monastic chapter" of Saint Leo Priory in 1894.

Fr. Charles Mohr is in the center, and clockwise from upper left: Fr. Benedict Roth, Fr.

Roman Kirchner, Fr. Louis Panoch, and Fr. James Shabaker.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

Canonical Prior Rev. Fr. Charles H. Mohr, O. S. B. all were satis-

fied with these results." 14

The initiative for Mohr's summary election as Prior was made
by Roman Kirchner, a generous action by Saint Leo's next most
senior member. He was the classmate and ordination partner of

Fr. Charles, his sometime rival, the only one who lived outside

the house, as pastor of St. Anthony's Church, perpetually

proceeding on his own agenda, often creating unhappy conse-

quences, and by far the heaviest burden Mohr had to bear in the

mobilization of his community.
"Father Roman, OSB," read the minutes of the first chapter

meeting, "arose and declared that in his opinion balloting was un-

necessary. He said Father Charles had been Superior from the very

beginning; that he understood the situation better than any of

the rest, and that to his thinking they could do no better than to

select him. He made a motion that he be elected by acclamation.

— This was done. The results ofthe Chapter were communicated
to the authorities of Maryhelp Abbey." 15 Kirchner then made the

formal announcement. "The entire Community then dined and
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after finishing dinner Rev. Fr. Roman, as senior of the Fathers

arose and informed the Venerable Brothers what had been done
in Chapter; admonished them to always obey their new Prior, etc.

— and he then received the applause of all present. They then ex-

cepting Bro. Leonard signed the transfer of their Vows from
Maryhelp Abbey to St. Leo Canonical Priory." 16

Benedictines take three vows: stability, reformation of life, and
obedience. They pledge, at first for three years in "simple vows"
and then perpetually in "solemn vows," to be faithful and "stable"

to their monastic community; to elevate their concerns from
material to spiritual considerations; and to obey their superiors. 17

The legal establishment of Saint Leo Independent Priory re-

quired the "transfer of stability" of all the monks who had taken

formal vows at Maryhelp Abbey. Signing officially to transfer to

Saint Leo were the five priests of the First Chapter, along with

cleric Frater Lawrence Wiegand, and Brothers Thomas Napiecek,

Andrew Huemmer, Anthony Poiger, Gerard Schneider, and Leo
Fuchsbuechler. 18 Chief cook Brother Leonard Metzger was the

only professed monk to decline to join the new community; he

returned to North Carolina on June 25, 1894. 19

Thus Saint Leo had 1 1 formal members at its independence, a

small group for so large a step.

But formal designation depended on three more actions: ap-

proval of the local bishop, acceptance by the federation of

American Benedictine abbeys, and ratification by Rome, which

would usually approve a case so firmly endorsed along the line.

The Congregation of American Benedictines, with Leo Haid
as "praeses" (president) gave its approval, and St. Augustine

Bishop John Moore sent an official petition to Rome on May 22,

1894. What is noteworthy is how he phrased the nature of what
he was endorsing. He did not ask that the Maryhelp's dependent

Florida monastery be granted autonomy, but that "St. Leo Col-

lege" be elevated to a priory, for the college was the principal en-

tity of the Saint Leo Benedictines:

I beg to petition the Holy Father that he deign to erect

into an Independent Priory the Benedictine College of St.

Leo in this diocese. By decree of the Holy See dated June

1st, 1887, the Benedictine Fathers have labored in this

diocese for seven years with much success. By act of the

civil authority of Florida the old County of Hernando has

been divided into three counties, Hernando, Citrus and

Pasco, and the Benedictines have charge ofthe missions of
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Eleven Benedictine monks signed this document on May 18, 1894, transferring their

vows of stability from Maryhelp Abbey to what then became the autonomous Saint

Leo College. These are the 11 founders of Saint Leo. Belmont Abbey Archives

these three counties. They have established a college in the

village of St. Leo in Pasco county. This college has brought

many blessings to the Catholic youth of the diocese, as well

as to the Protestant youth who attend it, some of whom
have embraced the Catholic faith. The Benedictines of

Florida have depended until now on the Abbacy of St.

Mary's in North Carolina, separated from St. Leo's by a

distance of 540 miles. At so great a distance the direction
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of the Abbot cannot be as effective as might be wished,

and hence the general desire that St. Leo's be erected into

an Independent Priory. ... All of us believe that the time

has come to take this step; the Fathers and the lay Brothers

will be more satisfied; the Prior will be able to exercise his

authority with more firmness and security, and the work
of the college and of the missions shall be accomplished,

we hope, at least, with greater zeal and efficacy. 20

On September 17, 1894, Pope Leo XIII issued the decree that

"the College of St. Leo in the Diocese of St. Augustine in the

U. S. of North America, depending on the Abbacy of St. Mary
in North Carolina be canonically erected into an independent

Priory . .
." 21 It should be noted that this action did not confer

any special ecclesiastical status on Saint Leo College as an educa-

tional institution; "St. Leo's College" was simply the original

name and identity of the monastery.

Charles Mohr cited four factors as the prevailing reasons in the

decision for independence:

1. Bishop Moore frequently asked that it be done.

2. That the returns from the college and missions were suf-

ficient to give the monks a comfortable living.

3. That it was difficult for Mary-Help Abbey, N. C, to

look after the interests of an institution so far away.

4. And principally, because experience teaches that

monasteries flourish most when intrusted with self-

government.22

Bishop Moore sent congratulations to the new Prior Charles,

noting that the achievement was "the beginning of a new life for

the Benedictine Order in the diocese" and "a pledge of untold

blessings." He added: "I will on my part in every way that I can

foster and encourage your Fathers to establish your College on a

solid and permanent basis, and extend and prosecute with vigor

and zeal their missionary labors." 23

Moore was an energetic booster of the Saint Leo Benedictines

and a frequent visitor. He used to call the students "young sol-

diers," as they begged him (successfully) for a free day on his

stopovers. Chronicler Roth recounted an incident in 1900, which

included a graphic image on the value of monasticism:

The cadets as well as the Ven. Brothers in a body paid their

respects as usual to Bishop Moore in his room and in his

customary and interesting manner addressed them and
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gave them some salutary lesson & advice. To the Ven.

Brothers he told a story of a European lay- brother who
was very much tempted to quit his monastery. So one day

giving way to said inclination and while going around in

the monastery garden where he saw a tiny bird on a tree

& singing: The Brother spoke to the bird - saying: "You

are happy and can fly about anywhere." Soon a hawk ap-

peared, captured the little songster and devoured it.

"Thus," thought the Brother, "it will be with me if I

return to the world ... I will now remain in my
monastery."24

mmm

Fr. Charles Mohr (upper right) with the Brothers and

Brother-eandidates of Saint Leo on the steps of the eollege

building in 1893. Top from left: Bros. Anthonly Poiger, Leo

Fuchsbueehler, Thomas Napiecek, Leander Roth, Mohr.

Bottom: Bros. Leonard Metzger, Gerard Schneider, James

Post, Andrew Huem mer. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

One might wince at such a story, but monastic life had more
to recommend it than fear of devourment, as the lives of the

founders and their successor illustrate. 25

A passionate Irishman, the St. Augustine Bishop also read Ger-

man ("but does not speak it much," Roth noted) and donated

his collection of German theological works to the college short-

ly before his death on July 30, 1901

.

26 On his deathbed, Fr. Char-

les invested him as an Oblate of the Benedictine Order. Wrote
Mohr: "As he had invited the Benedictines to labor in his diocese

it was proper that he become one of them."27

Abbot Leo Haid also sent a warm letter when he forwarded to

Prior Charles the Pope's formal decree of independence: "May
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God give you the grace to govern faithfully in His name and bless

the community in the richness of His goodness." 28 But Haid's

felicitations were accompanied by a demand which left a sour taste

in the mouths of his newly independent colonists. The North
Carolina abbot required them to reimburse Maryhelp Abbey a

staggering $6,000 for the money expended in establishing Saint

Leo College. Roth put it tersely in his chronology for May 18,

1894: "Bp. Haid wrote:
c

Fr. Lawrence may join St. Leo's; send

us the six thousand dollar note. Best wishes to all.'"29

Prior Charles always regarded Haid's action as petty, but he

borrowed the money in New York at six percent interest, sent

$3,600 to Abbot Leo, and gave him a promissory note for the

rest. 30 Saint Leo had a sufficient financial surplus in that period,

but this extraordinary bill was a considerable burden, especially

since it was unanticipated and unwelcome. The chapter had to

borrow an unspecified amount from Bro. Anthony Poiger's

parents in 1897 "to pay off our debt to Mr. Crimmins of N. Y.

City, and thus reduce the interest." 31 (Borrowing from monks'

relatives was a frequent practice, and over the years the monastery

went to Fr. Benedict's parents for $500 for a brick yard, as well

as to Charles Mohr's cousins, the Gilgen family of Portsmouth,

Ohio, for $2,500 and his sister Marie for $1,500.)32

On May 19, 1900, Saint Mary's College in Belmont was al-

most totally destroyed in a fire, which also consumed the finan-

cial records of the abbey. Pettiness begets pettiness, and Mohr
took the occasion of Maryhelp's difficulty to harden his heart.

When the Saint Leo Prior had been a student at St. Vincent Col-

lege in the 1870s and 1880s as Henry Mohr, young Father Leo
Haid had been his accounting teacher, memorable for an

"ironclad injunction:" "Never give a new Note till the old one

had been surrendered at the bank." Prior Charles was indelicate

enough to remind Haid of the dictum. "So," wrote Mohr of his

own response, "he invariably assured the Procurator of Belmont
Abbey, who importuned him for money — 'Produce your note

and St. Leo Priory will pay.' Of course, no note was ever

produced."

But magnanimity ultimately rose above the squabble, as Mohr
recorded: "Finally Belmont Abbey, realizing that they should

never have asked a cent ofthe new foundation, much less $6,000,
— on the occasion of the blessing ofAbbot Charles at Belmont,

generously said, 'Accept the unpaid note as our gift to St. Leo.'
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Since that time— 1902— no more demands were made for pay-

ment." 33

The establishment of Saint Leo as an autonomous community
had been accompanied by struggle and conflict, but it was an oc-

casion for celebration. "Thus ended the great Independence year

of 1894 for St. Leo College and St. Leo Canonical Priory!" wrote

Benedict Roth on December 31. "Thus far we have been blessed

with many favors. Things looked disheartening at times and al-

though we advanced but slightly above the 'hand-to-mouth'

method, we advanced solidly as no one gave up." 34

Abbeyhood
Napoleon once said that every soldier carries a marshal's baton

in his knapsack. Benedictines feel the same way. Every mission

they establish is a potential abbey. Saint Leo was ready to attain

its full status in 1902. A much greater step had been its winning

ofindependence in 1894, for with that came the expectation that

in the course of time Saint Leo Priory would be canonically

elevated to an abbey. Such a designation is not granted lightly.

It is one thing for a mission to be withdrawn or even an inde-

pendent priory to be discontinued. But for an abbey to go under

would be catastrophic.

There are no specific numerical criteria for such a status. But
the aspiring priory must demonstrate financial security, the

capacity to attract members, effectiveness in its mission, and

general stability. By its 13th year, Saint Leo had proven itself in

those areas. The community had grown from 1 1 members in the

spring of 1894 to 17 by the end of the year. 35 By 1902, Saint Leo
had 24 members: 10 priests, two seminarians, and 12 lay

brothers. 36 Financially the community had a net worth of nearly

$25,000 and had enjoyed a 1901 surplus of $1,232.14 in a gross

income of $14, 108. 59. 37 The monks served the 441 Catholics of

Pasco, Hernando, and Citrus counties at 26 missions and stations,

and had jurisdiction over the Isle of Pines, Cuba, as well. 38 The
college had topped 50 students for the second successive year in

190 1- 1902. 39 Saint Leo was stable and flourishing.

Prior Charles first broached the subject of "having St. Leo
Priory raised to the dignity of an Abbey" at the chapter meeting
of June 12, 1899. "After some deliberation the Fathers gave their

consent," said the minutes.40 The first effort was premature, and
met with resistance, as Benedict Roth later noted in 1902, when
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Saint Leo's candidacy was
finally accepted: "Beg to

say in justice to myself

that I pride in the work
relating to the Petition I

did cheerfully in spite of

many a hitch and some
opposition from different

sources," he wrote to

Mohr. "I have indubitab-

ly made good the mistake

of three years ago."41

Charles Mohr was
elected abbot by the

community on July 11,

1902, contingent upon
confirmation by Rome.42

Fr. Felix Hintemeyer, the

Prior ofMaryhelp Abbey,

helped draw up the for-

mal petition to the

American Benedictine

Federation. It met in

general chapter at St.

Benedict's Abbey in Atchison, Kansas, in August of 1902,
presided over by the abbot-praeses of the magnificent name In-

nocent Wolf. St. Augustine Bishop William Kenny, who had suc-

ceeded John Moore, endorsed the proposal. After a compelling

address by Saint Leo's senior delegate Roman Kirchner, so did

the federation. Pope Leo XIII confirmed the elevation of Saint

Leo to an abbey, along with Mohr's election as abbot. The decree

was issued from Rome on September 25, 1902.43

Despite their occasional conflicts, Charles Mohr was blessed as

the first abbot of Saint Leo on Thanksgiving Day, November 27,

1902, at Maryhelp Abbey by Abbot-Bishop Leo Haid, assisted

by Archabbot Leander Schnerr of St. Vincent Archabbey and

Abbot-Praeses Innocent Wolf of St. Benedict's. (It should be

noted that abbots are "blessed" rather than "consecrated."

Retired Saint Leo Abbot Marion Bowman calls an abbot a "mule

bishop" in that, despite his king-like authority, with powers akin

to a bishop's, he cannot create another abbot. Only a bishop can

.;;
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Abbot Charles Mohr on his 40th birthday,

January 24, 1903, just after his election as first

Abbot of Saint Leo Abbey. Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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Saint Leo College in 1897. The building was given a new coat of paint

in honor of the "abbeyhood" in 1902. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

do so. Haid was the rare combination of both: Abbot ofMaryhelp

and Bishop of North Carolina.) 44 The Charlotte Observer

provided a vivid account of the elaborate ceremony, which was

reprinted in the 1902-1903 Saint Leo catalogue:

With all the pomp and magnificence which the Catholic

Church alone throws around her services, in the presence

of priests and bishops from all parts of the country, was

carried out here today the Benediction ofthe newly created

Abbot of the St. Leo Benedictine Monastery in Florida...

and the presentation to him of the insignia of his office,

the mitre, crozier, cross and ring....

The procession was indeed a noteworthy and inspiring

one. At its head came the chancel and boys choir, each ar-

rayed in cassock and surplice, marching with that measured
tread which solemnity imparts. Behind these came twen-

ty-five priests with surplices and soutane, followed by four

Benedictine abbots, and last ofall were four bishops in their

purple mantellas, forming a group at once solemn and

commanding....

The essential part of the service consisted in the imposi-

tion of hands by the celebrant and exacting from the can-

didate promises relative to his life and actions in the

performance of his new duties....He was then blessed by

the officiating bishop and the stamp of his new dignity

placed upon him. The presentation ofhis insignia occurred

just after the completion of the mass, and then, dressed in

his abbatial robes, the crozier in his hand, the new abbot,
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attended on either side by the assisting abbots, marched
down the center of the church, imparting his blessing to

all. It was a sight which thrilled all.
45

Abbot Charles returned home on December 13 and, as he later

wrote, "received the homage of his subjects."46 Brothers Gerard

and John had painted the main building in honor of the "ab-

beyhood" and the Slevin girls sewed up a special "Abbatial red

Throne."47 The students put on an entertainment, with 125
people from San Antonio and Saint Joseph in attendance. The
following day, the new abbot sang his first solemn Pontifical High
Mass at Saint Anthony Church (which, since the college chapel

was too cramped, was regularly used for such formal occasions

until the abbey church was completed in 1948 ).
48 Brother An-

thony Poiger, the lay brothers' deacon, composed and read a

poem of "Welcome" in German and kneeled "before his and our

Father Abbot to receive his blessing," wrote Benedict Roth. "It

was really a happy family affair — never-to-be-forgotten by all

who were fortunate to be present thereat.— Vivat Abbas Carolus

Primus."49

Maryhelp Abbey not only forgave the remaining debt of

$2,400 but sent 97 and a half gallons of Mass wine to its first

foundation erected to an abbey. Saint Leo responded with the

gift of two barrels of syrup from its sugar cane fields. 50 Abbot
Charles appointed his right-hand man Benedict Roth as Prior and

John Schlicht Subprior. 51 He also received an honorary Doctorate

of Divinity: "The Jesuits of Spring Hill conferred on me the

Degree of C

D.D.,'" he wrote to Prior Benedict on June 26,

1906. 52

In addition, the abbot got a Senior Council, but not until he

had been pressed into its establishment after the first formal trien-

nial visitation by Abbots Innocent Wolf of St. Benedict Abbey
and Peter Engel of St. John's in 1904. For two years, Saint Leo
had operated without such an executive committee. The com-
munity had only nine priests (the abbey's original 10 having been

reduced by Louis Panoch's departure for diocesan status), and as

Mohr explained, "all things of importance were discussed during

recreation hrs. & because the community being small all those

present at the recreation would also — had there been a Council
— also have constituted the Council."

Charles Mohr accepted the visitors judgment and convened the

first seniors' meeting on September 2.6, 1904. The five most
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senior monks were selected and then the council took up the mat-

ter most on its mind: "This attended to, complaint was made in

the name of the teachers that the breakfast usually served was not

substantial enough to sustain the professors till dinner time. After

some debate, the Rev. Procurator was instructed to add eggs to

the usual breakfast menu." 53 Benedict Roth's chronology for the

next day confirmed that is was done: "The Fathers' rations for

breakfast were increased today — they receive also an Egg for

breakfast." 54

Thus did Saint Leo come to its full status as a canonical abbey.
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Founders

aint Leo has had many "founders." The designation depends

on how the term is interpreted.

Judge Edmund F. Dunne is a candidate for the title. Serving

the needs of his Catholic Colony was the earliest rationale for the

Benedictine presence here, and he provided the initial 36-acre

tract of land on condition that a college be established upon it.

Bishop John Moore is at least the godfather of Saint Leo, since

his 1886 offer of what turned out to be a three-county mission

induced the Benedictine monks to accept the Florida apostolate.

Gerard Pilz, the first Benedictine in Florida, was the one who
first developed the concept of a college in the San Antonio

Colony, and persuaded his superiors to establish it.

Patriarch Boniface Wimmer deserves mention, since he

authorized the establishment of the original Florida mission. Al-

though the archabbot was nearly three years in his grave by the

time the college-monastery opened, and St. Vincent's had trans-

ferred jurisdiction to North Carolina's Maryhelp Abbey, he is the

grandfather of Saint Leo.

If one man were to be singled out, it is Abbot Leo Haid, more
than anyone else, who deserves the title "Founder of Saint Leo."
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He made the decision to establish the college, selected its person-

nel, and served four years as its first president. And he is the prin-

cipal figure among the three "Leos" for whom the institution is

named, the others being Pope Saint Leo I the Great and the reign-

ing pontiff Leo XIII. On the other hand, Leo Haid made only

four recorded visits to his Florida "baby," as he termed it: in

February 1889 to select the land; in November 1889 to review

progress and replace Gerard Pilz; in September 1890 to dedicate

the college; and in April 1891 to preside on Saint Leo's Day. He
had little to do with the daily life of the institution.

Holy Name Priory has a more clear-cut delineation of its five

foundresses. They are the four Benedictine Sisters who traveled

as a group from their convent in Allegheny, Pennsylvania, and ar-

rived in San Antonio on February 28, 1889: Mother Dolorosa

Scanlan, Sr. Boniface Feldmann, Sr. Josephine Feldung, Sr.

Agatha Giesler— later joined by a fifth, Sr. Agnes Behe, who was
delayed en route.

Saint Leo was not founded in that fashion. No group came in

a body at one time to "settle" the place. However, one could con-

sider as founders those present at the time the college-monastery

was dedicated on September 14, 1890, who had some formal at-

tachment to the institution, and who had contributed to its crea-

tion. Under this definition, there were 14 men who deserve this

title: eight professed Benedictines, three candidates for the

brotherhood, one layman, one student, and a Benedictine cleric

who played a significant role in the first year. They arrived in

stages, all but two sent from Maryhelp Abbey as need for them
arose, and according to Abbot Leo Haid's determination of

whom he could spare from his scarce resources.

The first was Fr. Roman Kirchner, pastor at Saint Anthony
Church, who arrived on November 30, 1889, to succeed Fr.

Gerard Pilz and report to Haid as general supervisor of the con-

struction of the college. Then came the brothers, the workmen
of the community, who did the actual physical labor of erecting

the buildings. (Construction superintendent Julius Scott and his

crew of local workers were not "founders," since they had no for-

mal attachment to Saint Leo after the building was completed.)

Brothers Leonard Metzger and Thomas Napiecek arrived on

August 24, 1889, the former a cook, the latter a farmer. Brother

Gilbert Koberzynski, master builder and boatwright, joined the

project on October 15. And carpenter Brother Charles Eckel
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came to San Antonio from Maryhelp on May 23, 1890, bringing

brother-candidates Anthony Poiger, Leo Fuchsbuechler, and

John Steltzer. (A fourth candidate, John Riedelberger, accom-

panied them, but evidently had departed by the time the college

was dedicated.) As the opening of the college neared, the priest-

faculty were sent down to make preparations: Fr. Benedict Roth
on July 18, 1890; superior Charles Mohr on August 19; and Fr.

Basil Singer on September 14. In addition to these 1 1 Benedic-

tines, Dr. Joseph Felix Corrigan joined the staff on opening day

as the college "Attending Physician," commencing a 20-year

commitment to the school. Moreover, 17-year-old George
Schwarz enrolled in the pioneer student body of "St. Leo's Col-

lege" as its first "scholastic," that is, a candidate for the priest-

hood. Although he did not formally "receive the scholastic habit"

until 1893, he continued his association with the monastery as

Frater Dominic until he died of tuberculosis at the age of 25 in

1898. Finally, Frater Leo Panoch was assigned to the college as

prefect on January 19,1891, and while he was not associated with

Saint Leo at the moment of its opening (neither was Schwarz),

he is listed as a member of the pioneer faculty of 1890-1891.

These are all founders of Saint Leo College. But the college

was the mission of a distant abbey 540 miles away, and half of

these "founders" were either called back on other assignments or

fell away of their own accord. Bro. Gilbert Koberzynski was
recalled to Maryhelp on February 2, 1891, because he was too

valuable for Haid to lose. Fr. Basil Singer joined St. Bernard

Abbey in Cullman, Alabama, after a year on the Saint Leo facul-

ty, departing in August of 1891. Carpenter Bro. Charles Eckel

returned to North Carolina on May 9, 1893. Fr. Leo Panoch left

the college for parish work in Quincy, Florida, on July 31, 1893,

and eventually returned to Maryhelp Abbey. Brother-candidate

John Steltzer did not persevere, and left the college on Decem-
ber 2, 1890. And Bro. Leonard Metzger remained at Saint Leo
until the moment of truth. When he was faced with making a for-

mal declaration of transfer from Maryhelp to the newly inde-

pendent Saint Leo, he decided to keep his allegiance to his abbey
and returned to North Carolina on June 25, 1894.

Saint Leo marks its origin with the granting of a charter by the

state ofFlorida on June 4, 1889, empowering the college to grant

whatever degrees it wished. But in its history, there are two dates

which can be considered Day One as far as the establishment of
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some tangible entity is concerned: the dedication of the college

on September 14, 1890, and the creation of the independent col-

lege and monastic priory on September 17, 1894.

In this final sense of the term— the establishment of Saint Leo
as an institution on its own, independent of Maryhelp Abbey,
North Carolina — these were the founders of the officially

autonomous Saint Leo College and Priory: Fathers Charles

Mohr, Benedict Roth, Roman Kirchner, Louis Panoch, and
James Shabaker; Frater Lawrence Wiegand; and Brothers Thomas
Napiecek, Andrew Huemmer, Anthony Poiger, Gerard
Schneider, and Leo Fuchsbuechler.

These 1 1 Benedictines decided to cast themselves loose from
their motherhouse abbey, to take responsibility for their own af-

fairs — both achievements and blunders — and to trust in the

strength of their community as an independent house. Half of

them had been with Saint Leo on the "other" Day One, when
the college was dedicated on September 14, 1890. On May 18,

1894, these 1 1 signed a formal document, petitioning Abbot Leo
Haid to approve the transfer of their vows of stability in per-

petuum from Maryhelp Abbey to Saint Leo College. What is

noteworthy about this document is that the monks transferred

their stability not to Saint Leo Priory— which did not technical-

ly exist until Rome gave its approval the following September 17
— but to the college, since that was the only official identity of

the institution. 1

All but two of them stayed with Saint Leo until death.

The Eleven Founders of Saint Leo

Charles Mohr (1863-1931) — He was the dominant figure

at Saint Leo for 41 years. In its most crucial period of foundation

and development, Saint Leo was fortunate to have just the right

person for so large a responsibility. Among his cohorts were a

number of distinctive personalities.

Benedict Roth (1862-1925) — He was, without question,

the most valuable of Saint Leo's monks of the pioneering years,

not only for his incredible work of preserving the history of the

institution, but for his complete commitment and nonstop efforts

in countless roles throughout his lifetime.
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Abbot Charles Mohr at 50 in 1913.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

Fr. Benedict Roth in 1889. He
chronicled life at Saint Leo from his

arrival in 1890 until his death in 1925.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

Born in Erie, Pennsylvania,

on September 22, 1862, Frank

Roth studied for the priesthood

at St. Vincent College, the

motherhouse of the American
Benedictines in Latrobe, Penn-

sylvania. But Archabbot
Boniface Wimmer was an em-
pire-builder who was anxious to

provide manpower for the far-

flung foundations he had estab-

lished. The latest was North
Carolina's Maryhelp, colonized

in 1877 and raised almost too

quickly to an abbey in 1884 on
the strength of Wimmer's in-

fluence in Rome. "Maryhelp
had little to recommend it,"

said Leo Haid's biographer of

that Protestant wilderness,

"and virtually everyone who
had served there— both priests

and brothers— had asked to be

transferred elsewhere." 2 It had

only eight priests and semi-

narians in 1885, so St.

Vincent's archabbot put out the

word: "All that desire to join

the South shall be permitted to

go. Haid had been one of

Roth's teachers at Latrobe, and
when Abbot Leo returned on a

recruiting trip, the young cleric,

who had taken the name Frater

Callistus at St. Vincent, agreed

to follow the popular faculty

member to his new abbacy. The
North Carolina abbot wrote to

Roth on May 26, 1886, after

consulting the Maryhelp chap-
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ter members, to tell him exactly what he was getting into:

They were glad that the poor South had such attractive

powers, & requested me to send for you, so that you could

see your future. . . . Are you willing to make the necessary

sacrifices a new Monastery will expect ofyou: v. g. Punctual

attendance, at Choir — & other religious duties. — No
Beer— only Wine One bottle on Sunday. — You will not

have as much company either &x. The greater you imagine

your difficulties now, the easier it will appear in reality. My
case was a very agreeable disappointment. For the rest we
have a quiet happy home, share all labors & joys — we
have enough to eat & all hopes God blessing us— of final

success. Do not permit worldly emotions to influence you
too much. God must here, as in all things, be the great end
of your thoughts & actions.4

Haid enclosed a $25 check for travel. Fr. Callistus Roth came
to Maryhelp Abbey, took his vows in 1886 under the new name
"Benedict," as was the custom when transferring stability to a dif-

ferent abbey, served as disciplinary prefect on the St. Mary's Col-

lege faculty, and was ordained in 1889. "In the ordinary walks of

life he was a model young man," wrote his hometown Erie

newspaper on the occasion of his first Mass, "in whose breast beat

a heart filled with noble and religious impulses." 5 He was assigned

to take charge of Maryhelp's high school in Richmond, Virginia.

He must have had a sense of adventure, for after a year there, he

volunteered for Haid's new community at San Antonio, Florida,

arriving at "St. Leo's College" as the first of its founding faculty

members on July 18, 1890. 6

For the next 35 years, he was everywhere, as he and Charles

Mohr became the pillars on which Saint Leo rested. Roth served

as director of the college (as the head of the school was then

called) for 1 5 l/i years: taking over for a year when Mohr became
canonical prior in 1894, again from 1899 to 1901, filling in for

the spring of 1902 after Fr. Albert was transferred, and then serv-

ing a 12-year stretch from 1908 to 1920.

Saint Leo's two key figures had a special relationship. A letter

Roth wrote to Mohr on August 19, 1902, from his summer as-

signment at St. Aloysius parish inWilmerding, Pennsylvania, gives

an insight into its nature. They were contemporaries in age (Roth

was a year older), had been schoolmates at St. Vincent's College,

made their vows on the same day (along with Roman Kirchner),

July 11, 1882, came to the Maryhelp wilderness in the same
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period, and became Saint Leo pioneers together in the summer
of 1890. They certainly shared the same basic values— including

a positive attitude toward Saint Leo's cyclical military feature,

which was not shared by all the monks — and had mutual con-

fidence in one another despite their differences in personality. But

they were not intimates. The letter is personal rather than official,

yet the salutation is "Rt. Rev. Father Prior" and the signature is

"Father Benedict, O.S.B.," not "Dear Charles" from "Benedict."

The principal news is the status of the priory's elevation to an

abbey, which has just been approved by the Benedictine General

Chapter but not yet formally acted upon by Rome. But what is

really on Roth's mind is the annual fall announcement of assign-

ments for the coming year. He had replaced Fr. Albert Schaller as

director (also called "rector") ofthe college on February 1, 1902,

an unusual midyear change prompted by some unspecified dif-

ficulty, resulting in Schaller's being sent off to the Inverness Mis-

sion for three weeks. 7 But Benedict has just learned that he is not

to be continued as head ofthe school. He is feeling unappreciated,

yet his comments are couched in the deferential framework of

"subject" to "superior," despite the close working relationship of

the two Saint Leo Gibraltars. Mohr was in charge, and Roth ac-

cepted his authority. Repeatedly he says, "Mir isfs eins" It

doesn't matter to me. But one can see that it does.

Your proposed change, in re Rectorship. You know how
eager and anxious subjects are during vacation to learn of

the Abbot's (Prior's) new checker board, -to learn where
he will place his subjects or what duties he will assign them
for the ensuing year. Recently I wrote to Fr. Aloysius (or

F Alex) where you will place St. Leo's men, adding that I

do not know where I'll be or what do; this was only a jest.

But it seems I struck it since F. Alexander is to be Rector.

I do not feel otherwise than what is understood by the term
"Mir ist's eins". Nor have I aspired to any one office since

I made simple vows and am sure my Superiors can say that

I always was satisfied with what I got and never gave ex-

pression by word or conduct that I had any preferences,

and still feel the same. Since you say you are afraid the

change will not be a good one, let me, in my capacity as

subject say, I hope and pray that the 1901-1902 change
will never occur again; I mean that one incumbant [sic] will

have to be "relieved" for reasons, or similar ones like last

February's,-and if you have any certain or well founded
fear for feeling as you do, then I offer myself for an obvia-
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tion or hindering of another sad experience like you had
last February. But am not aspiring for any office while I

may seem to hint to the contrary. Please understand me as

I feel. Secondly, SINCE YOU SAY "in view... of my special

request to be relieved of some work", will say I am not

aware ofhaving made such a request formally. Had I done
so I would have shown that I have preferences. But, still,

I must have made some break otherwise you would not

have said that; those breaks I make often enough. Hence
I am misunderstood so often; but I mean it well and
straight. This may sound that I am put out; no, not at all.

I am calm, cheerful, wish to be peaceful and feel fully sub-

missive. I merely offer this (second) explanation in case

you misunderstood me through my fault in a former let-

ter. Also, "Mir ist's eins".

As things turned out, Roth's successor, Fr. Alexander Fink, had
an uneven experience as rector, and Roth himself succeeded him
in 1908. Fr. Alexander later left Saint Leo and joined St. Mary's

Abbey in Newark. In the conclusion to his letter to Mohr, Roth
comments on criticism he has been picking up about the "mode
of procedure and other things at St. Leo," perhaps an image of

Cracker country boys at this Benedictine Florida outpost:

Now, I fear you labor under the impression that I invar-

iably pay attention to such prattle. Yes, I did listen quite

often— till the speaker got through then give him my side

which was opposed to his views. Never before did I chance

to take up for you and St. Leo's so much as this summer;
when I did not refute in words I refuted by silent con-

tempt-ignoring the talk, or ridiculed it. I recollect how you
praised F. Louis on his return from Richmond for speak-

ing up for SAINT LEO'S; again, in justice to myself, I say I

have done so in quite a number of places and to a number
of ridiculers, did I do the same. I have had no cognizant

regrets for having failed in this matter. Of course people

will talk at times and soon be sorry for what they say, but

this does not remove the impression created altogether, if

at all sometimes. I am for and by and with SAINT LEO'S now
and all the time, and I attribute the unusual respect paid

me this summer at home and abroad, -for I was not always

treated so respectfully-, to my sticking up for St. Leo's. I

have disabused the minds of some of the unfavorable im-

pressions they had of FLORIDA and it's [sic] little flock. 8
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Throughout his tours in the directorship, Roth continued to

teach all the subjects of the commercial curriculum, along with

German, Greek, elocution, and even telegraphy (treading onto

Mohr's territory). Benedict Roth was u
a very austere person,"

quite in contrast to the outgoing Charles Mohr, remembers Fr.

Marion Bowman, who took Latin with him in his last years. In

the classroom, he could be crafty. "He'd give you a test, and he'd

be pretending to read a newspaper. But he had a hole in it so he'd

make sure he'd catch you if you were cheating." A strict dis-

ciplinarian who was not averse to paddling students, Roth some-

times found himself the object of retaliatory pranks. In the early

1920s, Wheeler and King Mularkey of Fernandina were frequent

subjects of discipline. "They were hell-raisers," recalls Bowman.
One night after hours, one of the Mularkey brothers crawled

beneath the ground floor of the old college building where the

director was working late in his office and pounded under the

floor with a baseball bat. "Anything to bother Benedict to get

even with him," notes Fr. Marion. 9

But he was popular among the boys and in his time moderated
nearly every student club — except the musical ones. He con-

fessed that "all the Fathers & Fratres excepting Fr. Benedict play

in the Orchestra, as he has no ear." 10 The "Benny Minstrels" and

St. Bennet Debating Society were named for him. Even without

an ear, he wrote a new College Song, published in the school

paper St. Leo J
s in 1915:

Oh, hear they sons in happy song,

S. L. C.,oh, S. L. C!
Thy sons are loyal, true, and strong,

S. L. C.,oh, S. L. C!
We'll forge ahead a valiant band,

The future leaders of our land,

In every walk of life to stand,

Loyal sons of S. L. C.! 11

Fr. Benedict also put in his time in the abbey's missions in the

surrounding three counties, served as pastor of Sacred Heart
Church in St. Joseph, and spent 1906-1908 as prior ofSaint Leo's

dependent Saint Charles Priory on the Isle of Pines, Cuba.
The most memorable moment of his pastoral career came at

4:25 p.m. on July 20, 1901 , when he was struck by lightning and
nearly killed while in the confessional at Saint Anthony Church
in San Antonio. One is tempted to say that it must have been a
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hell of a confession, but he was alone in the box at the time. So
dramatic was the story that it made the papers in Jacksonville,

Pittsburgh, and Erie. "It was at first believed he was dead, and a

panic was precipitated," wrote the Pittsburgh Post} 2 Roth himself

recounted the incident in his chronology:

Very Rev. Fr. Benedict while hearing confessions at St.

Anthony's Church this Saturday afternoon received a

Lightning Shock from a bolt that passed down "between"
the wall boards back of him & left him unconscious one
hour. — After the fire in the choir loft was extinguished

there he was found leaning back on his chair like dead by

Mrs. Wm. Sultenfuss who then laid him on the floor, called

for help, and then was gotten to breathe again. The skin

on his face and hands was burned slightly. The next morn-
ing he was up as usual to hear confessions and say the two
Masses. 13

A month later, he attended the Pan American Exposition in

Buffalo (where President McKinley would be assassinated in a

reception line on September 6). He weighed himself on a penny
scale and preserved the ticket in his archives scrapbook: an ascetic

124 pounds, August 17, 190 1. 14 As for the long-term effect of

his shocking experience, Abbot Charles later wrote: "He never

did regain his former good humor and spirits." 15

In one ofhis most noteworthy roles, Roth was the abbey printer

for a quarter century. Saint Leo purchased its hand-operated,

flatbed press on September 18, 1900, from John B. Michel, as he

closed his two newspapers, the San Antonio Herald and the

Florida Staats-Zeitung. 16 Thus was founded the Priory Printing

Company, soon renamed the Abbey Press, which lasted into the

1970s. Its first major job was the 1904-1905 catalogue. Some-
times assisted by Bro. William Greene (his eventual successor),

Fr. Benedict often handled entire projects alone, setting the type

by hand and laboring incessantly until completion. He described

just such an effort on September 6, 1912: "The Abbey Pressman

began to set the type for the Holy Name Academy's 16 - page,

picture-less, Catalogue; to print on the 11th and finish printing

on the 12th, and finally issued it on the 9th day he worked on it

all alone by himself! !" 17 And he was Director of Saint Leo Col-

lege at the time.

Roth also created the first college paper, a pamphlet-style

monthly called St. Leo\ which began in 1912 and was a semi-

annual by the time of its demise with the 1923-1924 issues, as its
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founder's health was failing. Quite different from modern student

newspapers, it went for 5 cents a copy and was full of chatty items

about school doings, daily chronologies of the major events of

the previous months, lists of grade averages of all the students,

playbills of current college shows, examples of whatever interest-

ing things the Abbey Press happened to be working on, old

photographs, and a detailed chronicle ofwhat had been happen-

ing at Saint Leo 25 years earlier. Roth also had a hand in the

production of The St. Leo Cadet-, a semiannual, 50-cent literary

journal which made its first appearance in January 1919 in the ex-

uberance of Phase Three of Saint Leo as a military institution.

Primarily the work of Frs. Jerome Wisniewski and Matthew Har-

tinger, it continued after the military feature was discontinued in

1920, finally fading after the 10th issue in June of 1923, again as

Benedict Roth, the pressman and enthusiast, was beginning to

decline.

Benedict Roth's greatest contribution was preserving the raw
material of the history of Saint Leo and organizing the abbey ar-

chives. Fr. Francis Sadlier (later abbot) gave him the name "The
Compiler." 18 Roth's output was prodigious. He put together 16

magnificent scrapbooks crammed with contemporary newspaper
articles, letters, and documents tracking the development of the

college and monastery for a third of a century. He wrote a 10-

part history of the parishes of the St. Augustine diocese. He
bound up 160 volumes simply labeled "Miscellaneous" and con-

taining continual surprises with each turn ofthe page: from Judge
Dunne's legal briefs of the 1870s, to the War Department drill-

ing manual of 1898, to John Flanagan's real estate brochures

promoting San Antonio in the 1910s.

Holy Name Priory had no counterpart to Benedict Roth, and
consequently the record of its earliest years is thin. But because

of him, Saint Leo's history is rich.

Most valuable of all are the detailed chronologies he main-
tained, recording the days' highlights from 1890 to 1906, 1908
to 1914, 1916 to 1918, and 1923 to 1925. They are an unparal-

leled source of the life of Saint Leo in its pioneer years. The first,

16-year volume runs 152 pages in his meticulous handwriting.

"Perhaps you would be interested in the following account ofcells

or rooms," he writes on December 31, 1893, as if he were speak-

ing to the future, and then proceeds to list how each of the 21
rooms in the original college-monastery was used and who oc-
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cupied it in what periods. 19 The other volumes he typed from con-

temporary manuscripts as he was recuperating from heart trouble

in New York in 1924, adding an explanatory comment: "And, if

I hadn't done the MSS [manuscript] work or this transcription,

you would not have the pleasure of becoming acquainted with

your Confreres' Pioneer &c history (of dear old Saint Leo's,

whose history I've in fact penned a principio, i. e. 1890) and to

God I consider myself responsible for the TIME needed or used to

make it. As regards my Motive, which was merely 'for the history',

you may be judge-P. B."20

As he threw himself into this historical task, he still kept up his

responsibilities as chief operating officer of the college, faculty

member, pressman, and parish priest. "At St. Leo he made him-

self useful everywhere," wrote Abbot Charles. "He never said
cNo' to any request made of him."21 After his death on Septem-

ber 12, 1925, the quality of the contemporary records went into

sharp decline, since none of his successors preserved them with

his systematic thoroughness. He was completely committed to

his responsibilities, driven by his sense ofwhat needed to be done,

and a paragon of "the old-time pioneers." "They never thought

about anything but work, and the assignment, and getting it

done, and being perfect with it," says Fr. Marion. 22

The Florida Historical Society paid tribute to him at its annual

meeting in St. Petersburg on February 17, 1926, when President

Arthur T. Williams said: "In 1925 the society lost through death

Father Benedict Roth of Saint Leo Abbey, a contributor to our

archives of many historical works of his own authorship. The
literati of the State, as well as the society, will suffer a keen loss

on the passing of this learned priest."23

Without Benedict Roth, we would know nothing of the his-

tory of our earliest days.

Roman Kirchner (1860-1920) — Of all the pioneers, this

one was the most quirky: a curious combination of effective ser-

vice in particular roles, coupled with bizarre behavior, irrespon-

sible actions, and an uncooperative personality which made him
Charles Mohr's heaviest cross of the early years.

Born in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, on August 9, 1860, Fred

Kirchner studied at St. Vincent College and accompanied Leo
Haid to North Carolina when he was named abbot. Ordained on

June 22, 1886 (together with Charles Mohr), he was appointed
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Fr. Roman Kirchner (center) with the San Antonio Brass Band in 1893. He was the

most troublesome of Saint Leo's pioneer monks. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

the first prior of Maryhelp Abbey, HaicPs principal assistant.24

Such a position illustrates the strength of his personality and was

a factor in his later continual conflict with Saint Leo superior

Charles Mohr. "That Father Roman caused the Abbot lot of

worry is well known," wrote Fr. John Schlicht. "Due to the fact

he was also an Abbatial timber he felt quite strange towards him.

And he influenced a few of the others and thus made the govern-

ment of the Abbey very difficult."25

On November 30, 1889, Kirchner arrived in San Antonio to

replace Fr. Gerard Pilz as pastor of St. Anthony's Church, a posi-

tion he held for the next 17 years, until Fr. Aloysius Delabar suc-

ceeded him on March 13, 1907.26 In that time, he experienced

the decline that would prompt his eventual exile from Saint Leo.

Fr. Roman was an earnest pastor, conscientious in the work of

his assignment. "He was a good singer and preacher," wrote John
Schlicht. "It is said he prepared his sermons quite thoroughly,

beginning Sunday he would work on them through the week. He
was quite a success as a missionary." 27

As a Benedictine, he was "of the monastery," but he was never

really "in it" and kept his distance from his Saint Leo confreres,
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because of his rivalry with Mohr. He was the only Maryhelp
Abbey priest on the scene from the fall of 1889 to the summer
of 1890 and directed the construction of the college, but he was
not chosen to head it or to be superior ofthe monastery. Benedict

Roth, no fan of Kirchner's, noted on March 27, 1894: "Remark-
able: The second time in his Florida life Rev. Fr. Roman walked

out to the College today." 28 It was actually the third, for the

troublesome pastor had put in an appearance when Fr. James had
been the first to make his solemn profession at Saint Leo the pre-

vious October 21, and he had created a splash on Dedication Day
in 1890, when he conducted his San Antonio Brass Band from
the high tower. 29He never taught on the faculty, but he did serve

as director of the College Orchestra in 1899-1900. 30 And he

hosted Fr. Charles in 1894, when Mohr came down with malaria

and spent four days at the San Antonio rectory taking what Roth
called "Fr. Roman's Water Cure." 31 He also surprised the com-
munity in 1896 when he showed up clean-shaven, for the first

time without his classic Boniface Wimmer-style beard. 32 Fr.

Roman was generous, as Saint Leo's senior chapter monk, in

moving for Mohr's election as canonical prior by acclamation in

1894, and in taking the lead in the petition for abbatial status in

1902. For his part Fr. Charles regularly sent the students to

patronize Kirchner's annual St. Anthony's bazaar.

Fr. Roman's campaign to build a new church in San Antonio

ultimately proved the source of financial scandal, as he yielded to

the impulse to increase his returns through foolish speculation.

He scoured Europe in 1897, the first from Saint Leo to visit the

Old Country, in an effort to raise funds. He also issued a flyer in

English, German, and French, describing the impact on the

agriculturally dependent Catholic Colonists of the disastrous

1894-1895 freeze and the subsequent frost of 1898 and "bliz-

zard" of 1899. "Without aid from abroad great want, if not star-

vation and dire distress, will certainly be their lot, as many are

weepingfor want ofproperfood now." He asked for donations to

replace "our little rough-board church," which had been erected

in 1883-1 884. 33 So obsessed did Kirchner become with his cam-

paign that he tried an unusual approach: "It is said he would get

addresses from the City Directories and when he thought he had

a Catholic sounding name he would mail an appeal. But at times

the recipient was not in a mood to give and replied with [an] in-

sulting letter." 34 The new Saint Anthony Church, which still
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stands as the oldest Catholic Church building in Pasco County,

was dedicated by Bishop William Kenny on March 21, 191 1, but

it was Fr. Albert Schaller who carried the project to fruition. 35 By
then, Fr. Roman had been sent away, a tragic figure brought down
by his own vulnerabilities.

Kirchner's efforts raised $1,500. "But the money he collected

was a temptation to him," wrote Schlicht. "He had an idea as so

many others got, that he could double it, by investing it. Stocks

& Bonds were bought — and as is the case they proved worth-

less." He received only a single dividend "and after that it was

usually a question of investing more. The people in San Antonio

were left under the impression that there was a nice sum collected

and soon a church would be built. But time went on and things

began to get some what aroused."36

Abbot Charles was so embarrassed by the episode that for the

next several years, he refused to accept payment for the salary of

the Benedictine pastor assigned to St. Anthony's, by way of

making restitution to the parish. 37

The stress of Father Roman's distress was compounded by the

death of his brother-in-law in 1907. Fr. Aloysius Delabar noted

that "he was showing signs lately of being overworked, or at least

worried too much about affairs in San Antonio." 38 The parish

housekeeper sent word to the abbot that "Father Roman is act-

ing quite strange." Mohr granted him an extended leave to be

with his family in New York, but during the sea voyage from Jack-

sonville, Schlicht noted that Kirchner "took sick on board. He
locked himself in his room. And when they forced it open, he was
found praying and weeping on the floor." 39 He was sent to Mount
Hope Retreat in Baltimore and released a year later, "cured of his

mental troubles."40 During his stay, however, he continued to

write fund-raising letters for the new church. "But the craze of

investing still held him and whenever he had any money it was in-

vested," wrote Fr. John, who attributed the temptation to

"several nephews who kept after F. Roman to buy and invest."

By this time, Saint Leo had accepted St. Kilian's parish at Farm-
ingdale on Long Island, New York. Abbot Charles assigned Fr.

Roman as pastor and Fr. Alexander Fink as assistant. "It did not

work," noted Schlicht. "Neither wanted to be the one to work
but both just look after the revenue or at least be the one in

charge." Both then tried to join St. Mary's Abbey in Newark,
New Jersey; Fink was accepted, Kirchner was not. Thereupon he
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returned to Saint Leo "without any canonical standing," and was
reassigned to St. Kilian's for the unhappy remainder of his days. 41

Fr. Roman had one additional personality quirk: an enormous
"false appetite." He could eat prodigious quantities of food

without apparent effect and then come back for more. Fr.

Benedict Weigand, who served in Farmingdale during World War
II with Kirchner's contemporary Fr. Joseph Haldmaier, recalls a

story that Fr. Roman once ate an entire pressed duck with all the

trimmings for Sunday breakfast, and then consumed a full dinner

a few hours later.42 He died of a heart attack after just such a sup-

per on February 11, 1921.

But after his death, his stock-market disease again came to light.

A bank had loaned him money on the collateral of his dubious

stock and then made a claim on the abbey for reimbursement.

Charles Mohr responded with characteristic bluntness, as John
Schlicht recounted. "The usual plea that the bank loaned to a

priest, on the moral responsibility that the Church or Order
would make good in case of failure on the part of the priest. The
Abbot put the question to them this way: You did not accept the

moral responsibility, since you accepted the stocks. And if the

stocks had proved to be worth something you would have

profited by it, and since they proved worthless you stand the loss.

You should have investigated whether the priest could borrow
and if the stocks were of any value." Schlicht added: "The bank
took the loss."43

Louis Panoch (1870-?) — Frater Louis arrived at Saint Leo
as a deacon from Maryhelp on September 5, 1893, and was or-

dained at St. Anthony's Church with Fr. James Shabaker the fol-

lowing December 22.44 He was the brother of Saint Leo's first

disciplinary prefect, Leo Panoch. He had been born in Radetice,

Bohemia, on November 16, 1870, and in his time at Saint Leo,

Fr. Louis was also a prefect and taught the third commercial

course, Latin, telegraphy, penmanship, and violin. In addition, he

played first base for the College Stars, was an enthusiastic bicyclist,

and served in the Inverness and St. Thomas missions. But after

six years on the faculty, Fr. Charles let him depart on December
5, 1899, for the Bohemian parish in Petersburg, Virginia. He was

eventually secularized and became a diocesan priest in Wisconsin

in 1905 under his birth name Anthony Panoch 45 Neither of the

Panoch brothers was able to stick with Saint Leo.
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Fr. Louis Panoch in 1893. He left Saint

Leo in 1899 and eventually became a

diocesan priest. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

Fr. James Shabaker, about 1918. He
was Saint Leo's most enthusiastic

missionary in Cuba. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

James Shabaker (1870-
1918) — Born in Ingolstadt,

Bavaria, on April 3, 1870, he

studied at St. Vincent College,

transferred to Maryhelp Abbey,

and was sent to Saint Leo as a

prefect, arriving on September

6, 1892. 46 He completed his

philosophical and theological

studies at Saint Leo and was or-

dained (with Louis Panoch) at

St. Anthony's Church by Bishop

John Moore in a three-day

ceremony, as was the custom in

those years, receiving the major

orders of subdeacon, deacon,

and priest on December 20, 21,

and 22, 1893. They were the

first ordinations in San An-
tonio. 47

As a faculty member, he

taught a range of subjects from

Greek to architectural drawing,

American history and "mental

philosophy," along with
Spanish, violin, piano, and
clarinet. He was Saint Leo's first

photographer and built a studio

in 1895 called the Lake Jovita

Art Gallery, on the shore near

Dr. Corrigan's property line.

He drew the first map showing
the location of Saint Leo in

Florida, and it was used in the

1905-1906 catalogue. Among
his other noteworthy contribu-

tions was his work with the

black community at Saint

Thomas in 1894. 4S
"

But his most distinctive role

was as Saint Leo's foremost mis-
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sionary and promoter in Cuba. While still a St. Vincent scholas-

tic, he had joined Fr. Augustine Schneider in the contingent dis-

patched from the archabbey to establish a foundation in Bahia,

Ecuador, in 1889. But the project had to be abandoned when
"the saintly Father Augustine" died ofyellow fever in the first few

months.49 Shabaker was an enthusiast for opportunities in Latin

America. In consequence, Fr. Charles, who was looking for fur-

ther Saint Leo missions, sent him to "Habana" on November 16,

1898, to "find an opening in Cuba."50

Developing a network of boosters throughout the island, Fr.

James recruited students for Saint Leo and for Holy Name
Academy, Enrollment from Cuba soared — reaching nearly half

the college student body in 1 90 1 - 1902— in response to his ener-

getic efforts. "It is true, of course," he wrote Benedict Roth from

Havana in 1899, "that institutions like Notre Dame etc. offer

greater advantages & draw more pupils owing to their display &
vigorous advertising, but by and by St. Leo will be known
favorably, as far as I can contribute to spreading its name &
fame." 51

In addition, Shabaker laid the groundwork which led the

Bishop of Havana to offer Saint Leo jurisdiction over the entire

30-by-40-mile Isle of Pines. The chapter accepted the mission on
February 11, 1901, and Fr. James was appointed its first supe-

rior. 52

In the course of his stay in Cuba, he procured a "particle ofthe

True Cross," which was venerated as one of the abbey's

treasures. 53 In contrast to the enthusiasm with which his efforts

were greeted in urban Havana, Fr. James found frustration at the

apathy of the Pine Islanders. After two years on the island, Fr.

Charles recalled him. The change was not voluntary, but he ac-

cepted it. He resumed teaching, took the office of subprior (an

indication of high favor), and did his service in the three-county

missions. When Frs. Roman and Alexander went off to join the

Newark Abbey, Shabaker was pulled out of his "second commer-
cial" classes at midterm on March 27, 1910, and sent to take over

St. Kalian's parish on Long Island. 54 He remained until 1914,

when his health began to decline. Fr. James was evidently not a

disruptive influence — as some had been— but one gets a sense

of some unspecified restlessness in him, as if he had never quite

been happy after leaving Cuba in 1903. Rather than accept his

fate among his confreres, he asked permission to reside at St. Ber-
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nard Abbey in Alabama, where his classmate Bernard Menges was

abbot. But he did not sever his ties to Saint Leo. "The change

was not beneficial," wrote Charles Mohr. 55 He died there of liver

cancer at 48 on December 13, 1918, and his body was returned

to Saint Leo for burial in the abbey cemetery.
uHe was congenial

and lovable in his relationships with his fellow man. He visited

the sick often and read to them," notes a biographical sketch. 56

Said Mohr in his obituary: "May his troubled soul rest in peace."57

Lawrence Wiegand (1873-1897) — More than anyone else

in this past century, he was Saint Leo's lost treasure, one of those

young people about whom it is said, "What a shame such a per-

son had to die so young." Born in Richmond, Virginia, on Oc-
tober 15, 1873, he graduated from Maryhelp's St. Mary's College

and joined the North Carolina abbey to study for the priesthood.

Because of his delicate health, Haid sent him down to Saint Leo,

which had a reputation as a curative sanitarium in those years. He
plunged himself into the life of the college, teaching the "third

commercial" course, as well as

history, literature, mathematics,

and German. He joined en-

thusiastically in student ac-

tivities and served as prefect.

"By his zeal for out-door sports

he endeared himself to the stu-

dent body and was the most

popular disciplinarian we ever

had," wrote Abbot Charles of

his performance in that latter

thankless role. 58 He was
manager and catcher for the

celebrated "College Stars"

baseball team and organized the

student theater troupe, named
for him the "St. Lawrence
Dramatic Association." He
wrote the first play ever per-

Frater Lawrence Wiegand in 1893. The formed at Saint Leo "A
most popular of the Saint Leo faculty Public Benefactor" in 1893 —
members of that day, he died of and Scripted all the Student
tuberculosis in 1897 at the age of 23. entertainments in his time.
Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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Mohr had a strident encounter with Haid in 1894 in a successful

fight to keep him for Saint Leo. 59

In his last two years, his health began to fail and he was sent

periodically to his parents' home in Richmond to recuperate. He
died of tuberculosis at the age of 23 "in the arms of his mother
at 6:40 p.m. on March 12th, 1897," wrote Abbot Charles in his

obituary.60 He was buried in Richmond, and Roanoke's Dr.

Joseph Bodow (Saint Leo M.A., 1894; University College of

Richmond M.D., 1897) was one of his pall bearers. Said a friend

in the Richmond paper: "He had an exceptionally bright mind
and gave promise of a brilliant career in the services of God and
His Church." 61

Thomas Napiecek (1855-1939)— Born in Zuin, Poland, on
January 1, 1855, he emigrated to Buffalo, New York, and being

drawn to the religious life, joined St. Vincent Archabbey as a lay

brother, transferred to Maryhelp, and came to Saint Leo on
August 24, 1889, identified as "Thomas Napiecek, O. S. B.,

farmer" — the first Brother (along with cook Leonard Metzger)

to join the college project. 62 He was the first "Farm Boss," planted

all the orange groves through the 1920s, and busied himselfwith

the abbey's prolific agricultural pursuits. He also has the distinc-

tion (though the record does not say so specifically) of being the

uncle of the first student expelled from Saint Leo Military Col-

lege: Boleslaus Napiecek of Buffalo, check forger, November 27,

1893.63

In his later years, Bro. Thomas served as abbey Haus-Diener

(housekeeper). He also became something of a "character," put-

tering about at the Abbey Grotto, full ofcomplaints. Fr. Benedict

Weigand remembers him hanging up his little Ingersoll watch on
a nail in a tree, glancing "at it every once in a while to see if it was

time to quit work," and ruminating about people treading on his

turf: "See, see the sister ladies they've been here. I can tell. The
high heels, they leave a mark in the ground."

He groused about rabbits getting after his plants, but he also

spoke the phrase "Father Abbot" so rapidly that it sounded to

Weigand like "Father Rabbit," so one couldn't tell if he might

have meant that the abbot was nibbling on his crops.

Charles Mohr once took him on a trip by boat from Jackson-

ville to New York, and Bro. Thomas got seasick. Fr. Benedict

notes that "he lost not only his last meal but his dentures, much
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Bro. Thomas Napiecek (second from right) with students in 1915. He was the first

head of the college farming operations, and was a colorful figure in his later years.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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to his distress and the distress of Abbot Charles, who had no
patience for that sort ofthing whatsoever. I can't blame him real-

ly." Fr. Benedict tended him in his last days, as he suffered from
stomach problems, but kept sneaking down to the kitchen for

pork chops, mashed potatoes, and sauerkraut. "I don't think that

many doctors or dieticians would prescribe that follow-up and,

of course, the brothers in the kitchen were used to cooking for

hard-working, out-door brothers, and we had them in those days,

for sure."64 Brother Thomas died in his sleep on April 24, 1939,

the same day as Saint Leo's retired Belgian Abbot Mayeul De
Caigny, in the only double death in the abbey's history.

Andrew Huemmer (1858-1900) — Born in Kupferberg,

Bavaria, on July 25, 1858, he came to Saint Leo from Maryhelp

and made his simple vows on October 4, 1891. 65 Benedict Roth
noted for the record that he "planted our first strawberries on the

College front" on October 24, 1892. 66 He also served as postal

carrier, rowing the mail across the lake to the railroad depot, along

with Bros. Gilbert and Leo in the earliest days. He and Bro. An-
thony also did the brothers' laundry at

the lake front for a time, saving $10 a

month. Although he transferred his

stability to the college in the spring of

1894, he was not accepted for final

vows when the Saint Leo Priory chap-

ter met in September, and he returned

to Maryhelp Abbey on October 8,

1894.67

Working in the abbey sawmill, he

came to a dreadful end on May 26,

1900. There was an explosion. Abbot
Leo Haid happened to be walking

nearby, rushed to his aid, and gave him
the Last Sacraments "weltering in his

blood." Haid later described the scene:

"Sawing wood, he put on too much
steam the saw exploded and a piece

nearly cut the whole left shoulder off.

He could not speak after calling for the

priest I was quite near and gave him
all I could."68

Bro. Andrew Huemmer in

1893. He returned to

Maryhelp Abbey and was

killed in a horrifying sawmill

accident in 1900.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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Anthony Poiger (1868-1926) — uHe was a our master

builder," wrote Abbot Charles of him. 69 For a third of a century,

he directed building projects with innovative design and con-

structed whatever was needed, with artistic craftsmanship. Born

in Schildthorn, Bavaria, on May 28, 1868, he suffered what every

mother fears at worst when she leaves her infant with someone
else. He fell off a table, was injured, and grew up a hunchback.

Trained as a cabinetmaker, he was recruited for the lay brother-

hood by Prior Felix Hintemeyer of Maryhelp Abbey on a swing

through Bavaria in 1890. Charles Mohr later reconstructed their

encounter: "What," said Fr. Felix, "what on earth can we do with

a weak little fellow like you are?" "I am not strong," replied

Poiger, "but I can pray. At my trade I can earn enough to make
myself useful to the abbey in America. Just give me a chance." 70

He got his chance, and upon his arrival at Maryhelp was sent

to Florida with three other brother-candidates to construct the

college building, arriving at Saint Leo on May 23, 1890. On the

Fourth of July, he and his companions had been led to expect the

hoopla of cannons roaring and rockets flying on their first In-

dependence Day in America. The reality of a national holiday in

the wilderness was not quite up to its promise, as Charles Mohr
recounted:

Night comes. Dressed in the bearskin clothing they wore
on the trip across the ocean, they trudge through the deep

sand to San Antonio. No cannons roar, no rockets wing
their way to the skies, nor do they hear any corks a-pop-

ping. They do see a "Viertel," or an "Achtel," enthroned

on the porch. Anxiously they wait for the bung to be

removed and the faucet dispense. In vain! A neighbor

comes in with a "growler," and gives to each ofthe pilgrims

a small glass of Gambrinus. They are told "Das ist ois"

(that's all). Disappointed and dying of thirst, they wend
their way up the hill and go home. They never wrote down
their thoughts, nor did they explode. Brought up c

neath

the shadows of the Munchener Hofbrau-haus, you may
imagine how they felt. They all became good, and loyal

citizens, just the same. 71

Following the Benedictine custom, Bro. Anthony made his

triennial simple vows in 1891, and he was accepted for final per-

petual vows in the same September 29, 1894, chapter which
turned away Bro. Andrew. 72 As the rest of his German-born con-

freres did in the course of time, he took out American citizenship
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Bro. Anthony Poiger with college altar boys in 1901 . He was Saint Leo's master builder

and deacon of the Brothers. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

papers in 1900. 73 Benedict Roth's chronology is full of his ac-

complishments: he made the first temporary altar for the students'

chapel, along with the permanent pews; he carved the first

wooden guns the cadets used for drilling in 1890; he fitted the

first shelves in the library; and after John Radel, "the street car

magnate ofNewark, N. J.," donated a $70 statue of St. Benedict

on May 14, 1895, he crafted an ornate pedestal for it, which left

Roth overwhelmed: "It is a work of art!" 74
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He was a quick study. Before returning to Maryhelp Abbey,

Brother Gilbert Koberzynski showed him how to build boats, and

Poiger launched his own St. Anthony cypress mail boat in 1893

and another in 1900. Brother Charles Eckel did the same in

making Fr. Charles a large office desk from 82 pieces of pine in

1891; Bro. Anthony crafted two others in 1895.

In 1896, Poiger put up the first handball alley and "gym-
nasium," replaced the tin gutters on the main building with zinc,

directed the construction of the blacksmith shop, and put in

double-wide boardwalks along all the college avenues. He also

remodeled the Kuhne Farm barn into a residence and coordinated

moving it a thousand feet to a better location. Noted for his in-

novations, he constructed the first refrigerator in 1895, rigged a

device to make use of a field well even after he built the study hall

on top of it that same year, and installed the first cold-water

plumbing in the college in 1900. 7S

Completely committed to his work, he passed up an outing on
St. Scholastica's Day, February 10, 1902, in order to haul lum-

ber with the mule team of "Dollie" and "Mike." But there was

an accident. Roth recounts what happened next: "The large iron-

wheeled (empty) wagon passed lengthwise over Brother Anthony,

who fell in front of it as it was going down the Brand & Wichers

hill; his head, eyelids & limbs were slightly injured." 76 Abbot
Charles added another detail to the story: "Brother has a small

flesh wound on his head. The wagon, when finally recovered,

shows a bad dent in the wheel that ran over him. As long as he

lived his confreres joked him about the crimp his head had put in

the steel wagon wheel." 77

Anthony Poiger's master project was the Palmer Hollow Block

stone building of Saint Leo Abbey/Saint Leo Hall, which he

directed for two decades from planning to fund-raising in Europe
to imaginative construction techniques to completion of the col-

lege annex in 1920.78 He would have dominated the building of

St. Edward Hall had he lived, but it came up in his last year. He
did, however, propose a design for the abbey church, which had
been on the back burner since 1890 and was not begun until 1936
(completed in 1948), as a result of the college-oriented priorities

of the monks. "Brother Anthony, of course, had a plan," wrote

John Schlicht, "which was very unique. The whole structure

would have been a very symbolic Church. Three rotundas united

into one— Trinity in Unity— a three -faced altar, twelve turrets,
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— twelve Apostles, etc. This was too complicated a building and
so not carried out."79

This mechanical specialist also had a poetic dimension. He
greeted Abbot Charles on his 1902 blessing with a German poem
of welcome. He wrote a commentary on the fourth chapter of

the Rule of Saint Benedict. And his poem "Reflection" (trans-

lated from German) was published in St. Leo's in 1923, reading

in part:

What shall I render to the Lord
For all His gracious gifts,

He fatherly on me bestowed,

A creature, so unfit?

He comes to me at early dawn
To nourish pure my soul.

O that my thanks could so abound:

To glorify My Lord! 80

In addition to his construction genius, Brother Anthony was

celebrated for his spirituality. For most of his life, he was Deacon
of the brothers, an office which he carried out with fierce dedica-

tion. He had foreshadowed such intensity on his 1890 trip to

America with his fellow Hintemeyer recruits. Wrote Charles

Mohr in 1927: "Anthony Poiger, as Brother Leo will tell you, for

he was one of the group, bossed them all during the voyage, told

them what to do, when to gather for prayer and other spiritual

exercises."81

As Deacon, he was stern with his charges. "He was a model of

observance and strict with himself and others," wrote Schlicht,

"at times his corrections were not taken in the right and often he

would be the object of bitter retorts. He did not hesitate to call

the superior's attention to any abuse and irregularity, even at the

risk of being refused a hearing. If at times he would stubbornly

defend his point he [would] soon after fall down on his knees and

ask for forgiveness."82

The Deacon once had an encounter with Brother Dominic
Schwarz, bearer of an unrestrained temper. After Bro. Anthony
had doused his head with holy water in the evening service,

Schwarz stormed in to see the abbot. Charles Mohr was at his ab-

batial best, handling the situation with a disarming remark: "In

the future put up your cowl. Fd prefer ifyou would leave it down.
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Who knows but that the water will make your hair grow."83 Bro.

Dominic had no recourse but to see the humor in his plight.

Poiger also had a missionary spirit and pressed Abbot Charles

through the 1920s to permit him to go to China to help in build-

ing the Benedictine mission which had been established there,

but Mohr would not let him go. 84 Despite the abbot's desire to

support the endeavor, he was loath to lose his master artisan.

Throughout his days at Saint Leo, he continued to devote him-

self to his craft and to project his genuine spirituality. "With

Brother Anthony, what you saw was what you got," says Fr.

Marion Bowman, who remembers him as a figure commanding
wide respect, never the butt of any ridicule for his handicap, even

from teenage students.85

Brother Anthony died on March 16, 1926. "A few days before

the end he was heard to remark it won't last long," wrote Fr. John,

who recorded the circumstances of his death:

He was working in the carpenter shop, when he felt quite

ill and he was taken to the Doctor. The doctor ordered him
to bed and thought a good rest would fix him up....Next
morning at the usual time he arose with the other brothers

and started for the chapel. When he got near the door he

fell against the door and to the floor. The brothers rushed

to him and carried him to the dormitory. Father Lewis gave

him absolution and Extreme Unction. Dr. Bradshaw ar-

rived a few minutes later and pronounced him dead. The
tolling ofthe bell at once announced the death to the com-
munity... His death made a deep impression on the boys.

The remarks were that "he surely is in heaven. No one
could expect to go ifhe is not." . . .May he enjoy the beatific

Vision and intercede for us, especially bring us good
brothers.86

So revered was he, wrote Abbot Charles, "Hundreds came to

assist at his obsequies."87

Gerard Schneider (1865-1952) — In his old age, he looked

like Santa Claus. Although he had a temper, the image is an ac-

curate one. "He was good natured and a lovable character," says

a biographical sketch.88 But he was far more than that, for he was
Saint Leo's most distinguished and nationally honored scientist

— by natural talent rather than formal academic training.

Born in Tittmoning, Bavaria, on August 10, 1865, he joined

St. Vincent Archabbey, where he was known as Brother Eusebius,
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and came to Saint Leo on
March 27, 1892. 89 Benedict

Roth took note ofhis jobs in the

list of assignments for Decem-
ber 10, 1898: "Ven. Brother

Gerard Cobbler, Weather
prophet, Mail Carrier as

Brother Andrew's successor,

fence maker & repairer and all

around hand and secretary."90

As shoemaker, he repaired

the monks' and students' foot-

gear through World War II, and
demonstrated a sense ofhumor.

His notes for 1905 record: "U.
C. Y. Helaffs, .50 shoes; R. U.
An-O-Kay, .25 slippers; U. R.

Going, $1.25 satchel." 91 As
mail carrier, he made his way
across Lake Jovita twice a day

for three decades, until the

Saint Leo railroad depot was

taken down in 1927, and suf-

fered the pranks of the boys,

who sometimes switched his

lantern at night so he would come back crashing into the boat

house post. 92 He also served as county beef inspector, had a hand
in making every Palmer block in the stone abbey building, and
went to Dade City twice a week for ice at the turn of the cen-

tury.93 But his most lasting contribution was as Saint Leo's dedi-

cated weather observer.

Saint Leo was established as an official United States Weather
Bureau Station on September 11, 1892. Roth noted that Fr.

Charles was "prophet" until 1897, "when Brother Gerard be-

came Acting Prophet."94 He acted as the faithful observer for the

next 53 years, keeping meticulous records for every day "except

one week in August ofone his earliest years here," he told The St.

Leo Chroniele after a growth in his right eye forced his retirement

in 1950.95

Benedict Roth used to make passing comments on the weather,

like the strange week ofJanuary 27-February 2, 1897, which wit-

Bro. Gerard Schneider, shortly before

his death in 1952. Because of his

meticulous weather records over a

53-year period, the U.S. Weather
Bureau named Saint Leo a

"climatological benchmark."

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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nessed a cyclone, "snow-hail," and a partial eclipse of the sun.96

But Brother Gerard was the one who gathered systematic data

about it. According to his tabulations, the lowest temperature

ever recorded at Saint Leo was 16.8 degrees on February 7, 1895,

in the Great Citrus Freeze of 1894-1895. The highest tempera-

ture was 102 degrees on July 17, 1899, and again on July 7, 1902.

The year 1899 also brought a six-hour snowstorm and an 18

degrees temperature on February 13-14. There were 290 freez-

ing days between 1898 and 1946. The temperature dropped to

23.5 degrees on December 27, 1906, and the fruit in the abbey

groves was stripped from the trees and processed into 400 gal-

lons of orange wine. The only absolutely rainless month was

March 1907, but there was an 8 5 -day drought in the fall of 1940.

The greatest 24-hour rainfall was 13.12 inches on June 15, 1934;

the highest sustained intensity was a 5 -inch downpour in 75

minutes on September 27, 1948. Thunderstorms averaged 99.9

per year, and peaked at 129 in 1919. The mean year-round

temperature from 1899 to 1939 was a balmy 71.2 degrees.97

A 1946 feature in the student newspaper The Chronicle

reviewed the span of Schneider's persevering service:

The Spanish-American War, the Alaskan gold rush, World
Wars I and II, and numerous other historical events all

came and went while faithful Brother Gerard sweated and

froze keeping the official documents for the U.S. Weather

Bureau. Everyday he goes to the large box by the flag pole

and obtains the records for that day. Watch him some eve-

ning or ask him some questions. He's been around here

quite a while, and he can tell you some mighty interesting

tales! 98

Brother Gerard died on March 22, 1952. So monumental was
his lifetime achievement that the regional chief meteorologist of

the Weather Bureau, Warren O. Johnson, called his 14 volumes
of scientific data "the most complete set of observations available

any place in the country, that were made in exactly the same loca-

tion and under never-changing conditions." Johnson went on to

add that Bro. Gerard's half century of statistics had already

demonstrated that there was no connection between moon
phases and rainfall or frost, and now stored at the National

Weather Records Center at Asheville, North Carolina, they would
be used as a "bench record" for a host of studies. "Most obser-

vation points have been moved once, or perhaps many times," he

noted, "since the weather bureau's cooperative observing plan
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was established. As a result, there are very few absolutely accurate

continuing records for any given locality that can serve as a basis

of an extended study to determine whether climates are really

changing."99

In 1956, the U. S. Weather Bureau designated Saint Leo a

"climatological bench-mark," one of 26 stations in the country

central to its long-term analysis of climate trends for its "quality

of records and permanence.

"

10° It was an endorsement of the

magnificent work of Gerard Schneider, and a credit to the

Benedictine sense of stability.

Leo Fuchsbuechler (1872-1960) — The last of the giants

among the pioneers, he was born in a small village near Munich,
Bavaria, on May 15, 1872. Like Anthony Poiger, he was recruited

as a brother-candidate by Felix Hintemeyer of Maryhelp Abbey
and came to Saint Leo on May 23, 1890, to help construct the

college. He was a builder, but his first principal job was assistant

to head cook Bro. Leonard Metzger in preparing meals for the

carpenters. They cooked them at the San Antonio parish house

and trundled them out to the college a mile away in a wheelbar-

row. 101

His birth name was John, but he got his religious name "Leo"
directly from Abbot Leo Haid at the dedication of the college,

when he was accepted for the novitiate. 102 In the early days, the

18 -year-old brother used to hop over the fence between the col-

lege grounds and Judge Dunne's homestead (before it was ac-

quired in 1893) to filch a lemon in order to flavor his iced tea. 103

On the 50th anniversary of Saint Leo in 1939, he recorded his

memories of his first Christmas of 1890: "There were only seven-

teen boys here then, but it was still a jolly Christmas. Father (later

Abbot) Charles had the Mass, and the little chapel was Bethlehem

that night. With Christmas morning came a present — one big

red handkerchief filled with candies, an apple and a cigar. The
piece de resistance at dinner that day was beefsteak." 104

Meat was a luxury in those years, as he described a savory but

restricted meal he prepared for the students: "In the beginning,

four boys were seated at a table and on the table was a large plat-

ter holding four small pieces of meat, each approximately three

inches long, each occupying a corner of the platter. There was no
question in the boy's mind as to which piece ofmeat was his, and,
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Bro. Leo Fuchsbuechler with his new Ford truck in 1923.

consummate "Farm Boss." Saint Leo Abbey Archives

He was Saint Leo's

ofcourse, seconds were out ofthe question. Meat was only served

when the butcher came around, twice a week." 105

When Bro. Leonard returned to Maryhelp in 1894, Bro. Leo
became chiefcook, as well as butcher and baker, for the next seven

years. One of his specialties later became celebrated throughout

the area as Saint Leo's "abbey bread." He described how it was

made:

We didn't have any yeast, but it was "root hog or die" so

we made our own. We got some hops and soaked it in water

overnight. Then we squeezed it out through a cloth bag

and put the pastry mixture into the centers of little blocks

of cornmeal and flour mixture. We set this out to dry and

had our yeast cakes. We used to add an Irish potato to the

dough to give it flavor. 106

Fuchsbuechler was the college-abbey barber and also the first

salaried Saint Leo mail carrier, following Bros. Gilbert and

Andrew, who had to do the job for free. The U. S. Post Office

opened bids for the position in 1896. Fr. Charles's cousin Lou
Gilgen offered to do it for $100 a year. Bro. Gerard Schneider

(who would eventually row the mail for 30 years) bid $60. Bro.

Leo put out a similar bid and was selected. His $15 per quarter
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suffered a peculiar Benedictine fate. Every three months,
Postmaster Charles Mohr, who earned $215 a year himself, made
out a $15 government check to him, which Benedict Roth ex-

plained, "of course, according to our holy Rule is returned to Rt.

Rev. Fr. Prior after Bro. Leo has signed the Draft." 107

As effective as Fuchsbuechler was in these diverse positions,

none ofthem represented his major contribution. Just as Brother

Anthony was Saint Leo's "Master Builder," Brother Leo was its

"Master Farmer." He was appointed Farm Boss in 1901. His

blood brother Augustine Fuchsbuechler succeeded him as head

cook (and died at 42 in 1917).

Bro. Leo himselfhad charge of agricultural operations for more
than 40 years, until succeeded by former school director Fr.

Ernest Schultz in 1942. In that time, he made the Kuhne Farm a

central part of the college-abbey's drive for economic self-suf-

ficiency. 108

In that capacity, he moved into Modern Times in 1923, when
the abbey bought him a new Ford truck. The college magazine

The Cadet described his elation:

Not since the day his mother told him he could wear "long

pants" did Brother Leo experience so delightful a shock as

he did on the 16th of July, 1923. Ever since "Fords" have

become a "habit" in this section has he yearned to have

one also. When passing through San Antonio, Fla., with

his Studebaker wagon drawn by two mules— Bill and Jack

— the San Antonio people would stand in their doorways

and teasingly say, "Hey, Brother! All four ofyour tires are

flat and you are running in low!" Well, they exclaim no
longer. He is the possessor of the latest model Ford truck!

What is more — this outfit has a "Bumper" — a distinc-

tion that no other car within a radius of a thousand miles

possesses. 109

In a tribute to him, The Chronicle wrote. "The Florida crack-

ers had complete confidence in Brother's judgment of cattle

weight. A buyer of beef cattle for many years for the abbey, he

[was] never known to be off more than ten pounds in an es-

timate." 110 He also operated the only "dipping trough" in the

area. Ranchers from miles around brought their cattle to the

Abbey Farm for insect treatment. "It was a real service to the com-
munity," remembers Fr. Marion Bowman, who himselfdrove the

cows from his family's farm in San Antonio to Bro. Leo's dipping

center in the 1920s. 111
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"He was a tough nut, there's no doubt about it," remembers

Fr. Benedict Weigand, "and a terrifically hard worker." Weigand
notes an incident in the Kuhne Farm wilderness: "One day he was

walking down through the palmettos on the farm and he looked

down and saw he was standing on a rattlesnake. He had to take

out his gun and shoot between his legs to kill it." Fuchsbuechler

was also called back on one occasion to prepare an emergency
meal after the students had rejected the hash an outside caterer

had served for Sunday dinner, "...the kids were beside themsel-

ves. They made their feelings known quite definitely so the Abbot
had to send for Bro. Leo to come in and he fixed up steaks as only

Brother Leo could do." 112

Fuchsbuechler came back to the abbey in semi-retirement in

1942 to tend the groves immediately adjacent to the central

grounds. He took a keen interest in organizing post-war relief,

sending packages to Germany on a regular basis. He was
photographed in an orange tree at the age of 84 and the picture

was distributed worldwide by the Catholic news service. 113 He
died at the age of 87 on January 26, 1960.

Leo Fuchsbuechler was the last of the pioneers to die — after

more than 69 years at Saint Leo. Abbot Marion Bowman took

charge of his effects after the burial. "You could have put them
all in a small sack: a couple of shirts and trousers, that was about

all." 114 He had lived a simple, spare life.

These are the founders of Saint Leo College and Abbey. It was

an uneven assortment. Included were an obstreperous trouble-

maker, another who was not a paragon of the work ethic, a priest

who sought other pastures, and a brother who was not accepted

for full membership. But seven ofthe 1 1 were worth gold beyond
measure. A forceful energizer to organize the enterprise. A
chronicler who preserved everything. A missionary committed to

genuine international service. An ill-fated cleric full of youthful

exuberance. A master builder. A faithful scientist. An earnest man
of the soil. With roots like these, this place could last for a

thousand years.
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Land and Life

at the Abbey

aint Leo earned its official independence in 1894, but by

then it had been growing increasingly self-sufficient

economically. Its roles not only encompassed the college, but also

dozens of missions to the Catholics in the immediate area and in

far-flung regions.

Land
The Saint Leo college-monastery began in 1889 on a 36-acre

plot donated by San Antonio founder Judge Edmund F. Dunne,
a tract which made up the easternmost part of the college cam-

pus for nearly a century. The college acquired Judge Dunne's 40-

acre homestead adjoining to the west through a foreclosure suit

in 1893. J

Another source of land was college attending physician and

neighbor Dr. Joseph Felix Corrigan. After battling Abbot Leo
Haid for permission, Charles Mohr bought 40 acres from Cor-

rigan in 1892 for $2,500 to be used as a pasture for "Rosie" the
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cow, which Bruno Sultenfuss had traded for his tuition. Four
years later, Dr. Corrigan provided an abutting 20-acre "muck
tract" for $500 and donated a one-third-acre triangle between
the college and the lake, which became the site of the current

monastery cemetery in 1901. (The six graves ofthe original Saint

Leo cemetery, a "small enclosed field west from the barn alley"

behind the college, were relocated in 1901-1902, and it was sur-

rounded with cedar trees on December 19, 1905.

)

2 Dr. Corrigan

also contributed a 30-foot-wide strip of pine trees for firewood

in 1896; the parcel ran east through the 40 acres behind his home.
After the trees were harvested, it was used as a shortcut to the

road to Dade City. 3

There is a curious symmetry in the subsequent fate of the state-

ly plantation of the man who had been such a good friend to Fr.

Charles and the college. Dr. Corrigan died in 1919 and was
buried in New Jersey. His heirs sold the property, adjoining the

college to the north and east, to W. E. Currie, who laid out a golf

course on it in the 1920s. Among the patrons was champion gol-

fer Gene Sarazen, whose home course was in New Port Richey. 4

The collapse of the Florida Boom caused the project to fail, and
the land was thereafter owned by William Lee and then John S.

Burks. In 1987, nearly a century after Dr. Joseph Corrigan joined

the founding staffof Saint Leo, the college initiated the purchase

of his 100-acre homestead, now overgrown with woods and

brush, from the Burks estate. 5

The college clarified its western boundary along "natural" lines

in 1897, when John Flanagan donated a 4- acre strip at the point

ofthe lake inlet and stream, adjoining what is now the site ofHoly
Name Priory. 6 In 1891, Fr. Charles made an unusual arrangement

with William Sultenfuss, who owned the property directly across

Lake Jovita from the college. Sultenfuss — who had bartered a

cow for his son Bruno's tuition — accepted a $30 silver watch in

trade for a narrow passage on the outlet of the lake next to the

railroad depot as a right of way for Saint Leo travelers and the

mail carrier. Mohr assumed that the arrangement was for keeps.

But as late as 1905 the abbey was trying without success to secure

a deed from the subsequent owner, Dr. J. C. Hierholzer. 7

For nearly a quarter century, the college grounds consisted of

these 140 acres. But over the years, Saint Leo acquired scattered

pieces of land through a variety of circumstances. Mrs. Marie

Cecile Morse transferred her abandoned 40-acre homestead in
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1898 as payment for her son's college expenses. 8 That kind of

transaction happened more than once. Professor Lawrence C.

Johnson of the U. S. Geodetic Survey Corps, who had written a

tribute to the school in an 1892 Florida Times-Union article head-

lined "St. Leo's College — Why a Patron of It is Satisfied With
the Training There," gave the college 40 acres of beach front

property on the GulfofMexico in St. Petersburg in lieu of his son

Victor's tuition. In 1897, Fr. Charles sold the land to Dr. Don-
nelly of Latrobe, Pennsylvania, for $1,500. One acre was retained

by the monks for a "vacation cottage" to be known as the "Don-
nelly-Johnson Gulf Summer Resort," but it was evidently never

built. 9

In 1894, Fr. Bogaerts ofNew Orleans offered his 20-acre tract

in San Antonio, for which he had paid $2,500, in return for 1 ,000

Masses said by the Saint Leo priests. "We will have plenty of time

to say these masses," wrote Fr. Charles to Abbot Leo, successful-

ly gaining permission to accept the unusual stipend. "Many a day

goes by on which we have no special paid intention for our mas-

ses and it may be worth our while to accept the place." 10

Family relations also affected land transactions. Thomas
Schwarz — whose whole family had died of tuberculosis, includ-

ing his seminarian son, Frater Dominic — joined the abbey as

Brother Dominic in 1903, and he brought his 40-acre San An-
tonio farm with him. 11 In another case, when Fr. Felix Ullrich's

brother Max was planning to emigrate from Germany in 1912,
the chapter voted to sell him 10 acres of its holdings for $25 for

a blacksmith shop in San Antonio. 12

Fr. Joseph Kuhne's 1899 surprise bequest of a 40-acre grove

four miles west of the college was also accompanied by a $2,000
mortgage on 39.5 acres across Lake Jovita, where John A. Frese

resided. In trying to come to an arrangement in 1900 whereby
Frese could own the land after renting it for $5 a year and paying

$1,500 at the end of five years, Mohr became put off by language

Frese included in the agreement. Frese had proposed that Saint

Leo pay him for all the improvements he had made to the proper-

ty in the event he had to withdraw from the final purchase. The
no-nonsense Fr. Charles sent a blistering reply: "In view of the

kindly overtures I have been making you. I consider the paper

you submitted to me as one of the trickiest pieces of business I

have ever run up against." 13 Ultimately, the abbey foreclosed on
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The Fuchsbuechler brothers — Augustine and Leo— with "Fritz II" in 1899. Brother

Leo was the abbey's Farm Boss for four decades. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

the mortgage in 1906 and sold the land to Jesse Dunne in 1912
for $1,200. 14

Fr. Kuhne's grove quickly became one of the abbey's jewels, as

it developed into the abbey farm. Many of Saint Leo's disparate

parcels were bartered for adjoining tracts. In 1903, the abbey

traded the 130 acres of its Morse-Bogaerts-Jordan-Coppens land

to real estate promoter John Flanagan for 320 adjacent acres. In

1918 Bro. Dominic's 40-acre homestead likewise was dealt away
for another 40 abutting the Kuhne Farm, bringing a bonus of

$50 in addition. 15 Known as the Abbey Hermitage, the farm even-

tually totalled some 750 acres. It was a popular site for student

picnics for decades, as well as the source of valued commodities

through its cattle, poultry, and a variety of crops which the

"farmer brothers" produced.

Saint Leo acquired most of its land in its first quarter century.

The abbey owned approximately 1,100 acres at peak in the 1960s.

Just after he had won title to the "Huguenot Forty" in 1916 —
bringing the land adjoining the college to 180 acres — Abbot
Charles noted that the abbey held 900 acres. 16 It was enough to

sustain a healthy and growing community.
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Farms

From the very beginning, the monks dabbled in husbandry,

but their primary attention was directed to constructing the col-

lege and its necessary outbuildings. Serious agricultural efforts

commenced on December 6, 1893, with the purchase of neigh-

boring Fr. Joseph HasePs mule "Jenny," along with a plow and

cultivator. (Hasel and his partner Gus Bohue of West Hoboken,
New Jersey, had bought the Bishoffplace on Lake Jovita in 1892,

but sold it after a year. ) "We begin regular farming on a small scale

as yet," wrote Benedict Roth. 17 The $60 mule was eventually

traded in 1895 to William Sultenfuss for $50 worth of lumber. 18

The first Saint Leo working animal was a mule named "Jack,"

purchased from the Sultenfuss family on September 10, 1890, for

$190 — "a wagon went into the bargain," recorded the chronol-

ogy. He was housed in a shed between the kitchen and the car-

penter shop. But when the pioneer mule was joined in the spring

of 1891 by a $50 pony named "Brown" and "Rosie," the tuition

cow, the brothers built a second, more spacious stable. 19 The price

of mules fluctuated according to market and quality. Fr. Charles

bought "Mike" and "Betsie" in Dade City for $125 in 1896; in

1912, Procurator Aloysius Delabar took Bros. Leo and Aloysius

with him to buy a team of "large young mules" in Dade City for

$500, with "the old mare Dollie" added to the deal.20 Cows were

considerably cheaper: Joseph Kast let "Kassie" go for $20 in

1897. The college even had a cow with the classic name "Bos-

sie," who delivered a calf on Christmas day 1895. 21

On the eve ofSaint Leo's independence in 1894, Charles Mohr
reported to Leo Haid: "We now have 4 Milch Cows, 5 heifer

calves and one full Jersey Bull 4 yrs. old; two mules, two horses,

two wagons — 1 single and one double; one buckboard (2

seated), 1 Sulky, 1 Mower, 5 or six good plows, 2 harrows, 2 cul-

tivators, 1 Crusher, 150 hens, 10 pigs. I have also fixed up a shop
for shoemaker and saddler; the garden promises well, the grove

is progressing slowly but surely. All in all I ought to be satisfied,

and I am." 22

The bull which Mohr mentioned was named "Prince." He had
been purchased from Dr. Joseph Corrigan and came from distin-

guished stock, according to the American Jersey Herd Book.
Nobly born on October 14, 1889, he met his end in the college

kitchen on December 18, 1896, dressing out at 413 pounds
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Brother William Greene mowing hay at the Kuhne Farm, October 1915.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

"against the average 150 and 220 pound steers that our Cooks
slaughter," wrote Benediet Roth. "His hide with several others

were tanned at Gainesville, Florida." 23

The college at first bought its beef in San Antonio. But as Roth
noted on September 7, 1895, "Father Prior long ago desired that

the Brothers do our own Butchering. The price ofmeat delivered

so far was reasonable enough. So from this time on we bought
live beef and the Cooks slaughtered henceforth . . . Today Ven.

Bro. Leo butchered a heifer bought at six dollars & when dressed

it weighed 189 pounds!" 24 Fr. Charles had a sharp eye for savings

and, despite his desire for local good will, purchased supplies

wherever he could make the best buy. "Our groceries, provisions,

stationery, text books, were gotten from New York chiefly; feed

for cattle from Jacksonville— all at wholesale prices and we could

not therefore well afford to patronize the stores at Dade City or

San Antonio — where merchandise commanded high prices,"

wrote Benedict Roth in 1897. 25

In the early years, crops were planted throughout the college

grounds, beside the baseball diamond, along the lake, and near

the campus buildings. In July of 1894, the farmer brothers,

directed by inaugural Farm Boss Bro. Thomas Napiecek, reaped

their first crop of corn and cow peas, and Roth also reported:

"Our Razor Back hogs are doing nicely & we raised some even

since our existence here." 26 They also brought in strawberries,

"muskmellons," and pumpkins in 1895; oats and Irish potatoes

in 1896; "Ruta Begas" and the first sugar cane in 1897, which

yielded 92 gallons of syrup from an acre and a half, ground up by
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neighbor Jack Osburn; turnips that same year for cattle feed,

along with velvet beans, processed by Adam Dick of San Antonio

at five cents a bushel; and even palm fronds, sent to Fr. Charles'

friends in Portsmouth, Ohio, for Palm Sunday 1898. 27

Saint Leo's agricultural operations also suffered the vagaries of

hazardous weather and unpredictable caprice. The newly planted

orange trees by the lake were lost in the Great Freeze of 1894-

1895, but the brothers cut down two-thirds of the sugar cane

crop on December 9, 1917, in the face of a coming frost, and

saved it. Experiments with tobacco and scuppernong grape vines

both failed in 1897. The cows went dry in 1894, prompting the

use ofcondensed milk for a month. In 1898, halfthe monastery's

14 razorbacks died in a hog cholera epidemic, and that summer
Army worms took over the sweet potato patch "by the millions."

And in 1896, Leander Roth had an adventure with an unpre-

dictable animal, as his brother, the priory chronicler, recorded.

"In trying to chase home an escaped beefsteer one ofthe brothers

(Leander) was, while running, shoved along about thirty feet and

when the Bro. finally fell the steer made several futile attempts to

hook the brother who escaped with a few scratches received from
the fall," wrote Benedict Roth, "and then the steer skipped rab-

bit-like through an eight- barb' -wire fence & left for his former

home at Blanton, Fla." 28

Preparations for planting sometimes involved arduous labor. In

the spring of 1894, the Brothers and their helpers burned out all

the stumps between the college plaza and the lake front. "Every

stump burnt out," noted Benedict Roth, "brings the 'burners'

two Henry Clays — cigars at twelve dollars per thousand."29

Workman Peter Molloy himself took out 337 orange and lemon-

tree stumps from the Judge Dunne Forty after the Great Freeze

of 1894- 1895. 30

So extensive was the work in the early years that the worker-

brothers could not handle all of it. Young Adam Schisselbauer Jr.

was hired in 1894 at $7 a month; so was John Barthle, before he

enrolled in the college that September as "the first student at St.

Leo's from St. Joseph's, Fla." 31 Frank Barthle got a contract to

plant 67 trees along "Cedar Avenue" in 1897 for 6 cents apiece,

as Andrew Schisselbauer had done the previous year with live oaks

at 4 3/4 cents each. 32

Some workmen like Peter Molloy and Joseph Pigerl lived year-

round in the Brothers' "convent," worked for their keep, and
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This colonnade of live oaks stretched 1,075 feet along "St.

Benedict's Avenue 11

from the foot of the college steps to the lake.

Planted in 1896, some of the trees still survive

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

were considered virtual members of the community. After their

passing the two were buried in the monastery cemetery and are

included in the abbey's official tribute to "Our Beloved Dead."
The third such workman of that era was Jeremiah Kennedy, who
arrived from Idaho on April 2, 1896— "a short, stout typical son

of Erin," Roth called him. 33 He had lost $1,600 in a farm "eight

miles from nowhere," and was nearly 80 when he came to the

college destitute. But he earned his keep, and the boys affec-

tionately called him "Uncle Jerry." "He spent his time picking up
the roots thrown up by the plow," wrote Charles Mohr. He died

suddenly of apoplexy in the field at 3 p.m. on July 1, 1901, at the

age of 85, and was the last man buried in the original monastery

cemetery. "He was a good man but never had a good word for

Queen Victoria," wrote Mohr. 34

Not all such arrangements were effective. Fr. Charles "out of

charity" took in "Messrs. Andrew and Joseph Dick as workmen,"
recorded Roth on May 31, 1894. But "both were 'non compos
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mentis' — and hardly earned their grub." They left after a few

weeks. 35 Charles Stadler had a similar fate. He arrived at Saint Leo
"tired and penniless" on July 19, 1894, from St. Cloud, Min-

nesota. But his telegram asking to be met at the Dade City rail-

road depot arrived too late, "so he roamed the woods looking for

St. Leo's — and had nothing to eat for two days." 36 He joined

the community as Brother Maurus, but like the Dick brothers, he

lacked the work ethic, a fundamental quality in those pioneering

years. Upon his departure in 1895, Benedict Roth added a sar-

castic note in his chronology: "Bro. Maurus, alias Charles Stad-

ler left today for Cullman, Alabama, to be a workman there.

(Sic!)" 37

One of the pressing needs of the early years, now taken for

granted, was a dependable supply ofwater. The kitchen well went
dry on February 12, 1891, and water had to be lugged from Lake

Jovita in barrels, a laborious task. 38 The college relied on "field

wells" in those days, dug by hand, shallow, and undependable.

When the well went dry again in 1898, Brother Anthony brought

in three outside crewmen — Frank Christ, Adam Schisselbauer,

and Raymond Claessens— to put in the first "drilled well," bored
52 -feet deep with 2-inch pipe, east of the main college building,

and the "field well" was filled in. 39

An attempt to put in a windmill-driven well in 1899 turned

into a year-long adventure. "Mr. Goodall, son of a Boston
preacher," was stranded in Dade City, wrote Charles Mohr. As a

Harvard graduate, "he decides that his education must furnish

him with the means of getting back to the 'Hub of the Universe'
— Boston." Enlisting his friend George Dayton, brother of the

Dade City judge, he came out to the college and offered to drill

a 2-inch well. "No water, no pay," they said. That was good
enough for Mohr, who gave them quarters at the college. 40 They
began "hard by the Flag Pole in the quasi-circular field just South
of the Students' Chapel" on January 20, 1899, noted Benedict

Roth. 41 In four days, they had drilled to 55 feet; but a week later,

the pipe broke, so they abandoned the hole and started another

next to it, boring to 34 feet by February 2. "These wells will well

enough be mentioned, well, too often!" wrote Roth, who knew
how the scenario would develop. The pipe fractured two days

later, so they started a third hole. "That well causes intense ex-

citement & interest; it is now down 102 feet," recorded the

chronicler on February 10. Two weeks later, Goodall interrupted
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Start of the year-long well -drilling adventure, February 6, 1899. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

his task at 1 1 5 feet to go offand drill a well for Dr. Corrigan. His

brother the Archbishop of New York City was down for a visit

and perhaps affected the priorities.

When Saint Leo Hole Number 3 was resumed four months
later, the drillers faced one problem after another. In August, the

pipe broke off and lodged at the bottom. They tried to dislodge

it with dynamite, but the stick failed to explode. (It is still down
there.) Goodall & Company brought in a "water witch," which
gave a positive signal near the study hall. But two other efforts

were abandoned — as the result of another broken pipe and the

discovery oftoo much clay in the reservoir. On January 20, 1900,
Roth noted: "This is the first Anniversary of the Well Drillings."

A promising site at the vegetable garden proves useless, after

cadets Austin and Galindo pump till midnight in a futile attempt

to get clear water from it. An effort north of the kitchen is aban-

doned when the pipe breaks again. Finally, on February 27, after

one year, one month, and one week, Roth exults: "Note! Note

well!! This afternoon at two o'clock the well-men struck a vein

of water in the well begun at the flag pole only yesterday!" A
Rider-Ericcson hot-air engine, gift of Isaac Hopper, prominent
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New York builder and father of two Saint Leo boys, was installed

and triumphantly tested. Saint Leo now had water in abun-

dance. 42

After its acquisition in 1899, the Kuhne Farm became the prin-

cipal, but not the only site of Saint Leo agricultural operations,

especially for cattle and poultry. Fr. Benedict recorded produc-

tion figures over the years: 107 half-gallons of pears in 1910;

several 100-gallon barrels of scuppernong wine in 1913 (when
the vines finally came in), only to be "emptied into the sewer" as

Prohibition became the law; 425 gallons ofsugar cane syrup, piles

of cassava, cabbage, and lettuce, and 98 gallons of sauerkraut in

1921; natal hay, red guavas, tomatoes, and 84 bushels of Irish

potatoes, and 260 pounds of honey in 1922, along with a profit

of $2,465.74 on sales of surplus beef, eggs, and milk; and the

shipment of 606 boxes of "Abbey Brand" fancy citrus in 1923,

from groves planted by Bro. Thomas, netting 96 cents a box
profit.43 The abbey's farms were an important factor in its drive

for economic self-sufficiency. "Floreant! Producent! Crescant!"

wrote Benedict Roth.44 May they flourish, produce, and grow.

Buildings

The original wood-frame college building took nearly a year

and a half to construct and cost $10,000. But work on improv-

ing the interior continued for years, as did the erecting of a host

of small subsidiary buildings: the carpenter shop where the

brothers first lived, their new 1892 home (called "St. Benedict's

Convent"), the cellar house and blacksmith shop, a "Texas" out-

house for the monks and students, the 1895 cadets' study hall,

and bath and boat houses along the lake. It quickly became
proverbial, wrote Benedict Roth in 1906, that "St. Leo's is not

yet finished."45

That same year, the monks laid the cornerstone for their second

major building: Saint Leo Abbey. For 16 years (and more to

come), the Saint Leo priests had been living on the second floor

of the college, surrounded by classrooms and the student dor-

mitory, with the brothers residing in their "convent" behind the

main building. Saint Leo was primarily a college, the principal

focus of the efforts of the faculty priests and the worker brothers.

But it was also a monastery. The monks wanted a cloistered home
of their own to carry out more fully the Rule of St. Benedict. This

house would be of stone at a cost of $40,000, and would take 14
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years from its initial conception in 1898 to its occupation in 1912.

As a matter of principle, Abbot Charles believed in putting up
buildings only when he had the money to do so.46

Mohr began raising funds for the project on a trip north in the

summer of 1898. 47 As the campaign continued, he sent Brother

Anthony to Europe in April 1903 to drum for money, especially

among the German roots of the American Benedictines. He
returned on October 25, bringing a bonus: brother-candidate

Joseph Ehrenberger. 48

The new abbey was built in innovative fashion, under the direc-

tion of Saint Leo's construction genius Anthony Poiger. It was
erected with the "patented" hollow concrete building blocks of

the Harmon S. Palmer Company of Washington, D. C. The
abbey purchased a $300 block-making machine and made the

first blocks on May 21, 1904.49 The Carolina Portland Cement
Company of Charleston got the contract for the raw materials,

supplying 60- barrel railroad car lots of its "Phoenix" cement for

$1.55 per barrel, packed in duck bags, redeemable for a 10-cent

credit apiece. Anxious for the abbey's business, assistant manager
Frank C. Ford wrote to Benedict Roth:

cTn regards to the refer-

ences, etc., etc., that you give us, beg to advise that we are quite

satisfied as to this already, and while we appreciate the different

people you refer to, yet we would be glad to ship you anything

that you want." 50

Palmer Hollow Blocks proved tricky to get just right. "The first

thousand are found too brittle. The right proportion ofsand and

cement had not been used. Though unsafe to be used in the walls

of the abbey, they furnish the material for the power house, the

carpenter shop and the saw mill structures," wrote Abbot Char-

les. "All the blocks for the abbey and college extension were made
by Brothers Anthony, Gerard and Bernard." 51

Brother Anthony drew the initial sketch of the outline of the

132-foot by 52-foot building, with three stories and a basement.

The architectural plans were provided by Bruno Riese who, wrote

Mohr, "was visiting us at the time. For his services he exacted the

extravagant sum two dollars — two hundred cents!" 52

Andrew Barthle, his son Matthew, and Ben Blommel excavated

the foundation in October 1905 for $200. 53 Preparations were

made for the blessing of the cornerstone, March 25, 1906. The
College Brass Band provided the music, and Prior (later Abbot)

Vincent Huber of St. Bede Abbey in Illinois gave the formal ad-
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dress, predicting "wonderful things for St. Leo Abbey," wrote

Mohr. 54 Chronicler Aloysius Delabar recounted the elaborate

ceremony:

One of the largest gatherings that St. Leo has ever wit-

nessed was present to do honor to the occasion, nearly all

the people for miles around were gathered together on the

hill around the foundation to see the ceremony. The
corner-stone was of beautiful colored marble, and was

made by the Southern Marble Stone Co. of Jacksonville,

Fla. at a cost of $14. After the Rt. Rev. Abbot had carried

out the prescribed ceremony and placed some mortar on
the block with a small trowel gotten especially for this pur-

pose, it was quickly put in place and cemented down by

the builders Bro. Anthony, O.S.B. and Mr. Bruno Ri[e]se.

A very nice pulpit had been erected at a convenient point

out of the building stones from which the sermon was

delivered and from which the Rt. Rev. Abbot gave the

blessing at the end. An iron box was placed in the stone,

containing a paper with the signatures of all the members
of the community and of the students in the College, also

a few of the distinguished visitors; a list of contributors to

the building fund; copies of the old San Antonio Herald,

.

. . also a copy of the Florida Times- Union and of the

Freeman's Journal of recent date; and several other small

articles. The ceremony was preceded and followed by a
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Hauling construction materials for Saint Leo Hall from the San Antonio depot to the

college in 1915. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

lunch for the Fathers and other members of the com-
munity and a few of the distinguished visitors. 55

As the building took shape, Brother Anthony checked on the

fine points of stone construction by visiting the Jesuits' Sacred

Heart Church in Tampa, and even traveled to Richmond and
New York City to examine edifices made of the distinctive Pal-

mer Hollow Blocks. Lumber for the interior was purchased from
the Mueller and Lutz Saw Mill of Odessa for $20 per 1,000 feet,

and reinforcing rods from Carnegie Steel in Pittsburgh. 56 In

1907, the abbey put in service a 10-horsepower International

Harvester gasoline engine to hoist the stones, using an elevator

Poiger constructed of unusual design. During World War I, the

strange-looking elevator prompted a governmental investigation

when a passing "patriot" mistook the device for a wireless trans-

mitter and assumed that Saint Leo's "German monks" were send-

ing "messages to the Kaiser." 57

By 1912, the building, fitted with indoor plumbing, was ready

for occupancy. It was a marvel for its day. On a 6 a.m. tour with

Abbot Charles on March 29, 1912, visiting New York contractor

and patron Isaac Hopper pronounced Bro. Anthony's craftsman-

ship "flawless."58

Abbot Charles himself had been the first to move into the new
building in 1911, and in the fall of 1912 the rest of the monks
took up their rooms. The special chapel for the brothers was dedi-
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Brother Anthony Poiger (left) working on the college annex of Saint Leo Abbey with

his home-made elevator in 1915. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

cated on September 9, and three days later the last major piece of

construction was completed: "This morning we put up the con-

crete for the second floor of the porch," wrote Fr. Aloysius

Delabar. "The entire community, except for a few who had jobs

they could not leave, helped on this job, and we had it all up by

12.30. It rained a little in the morning to scare us." 59

A year later, the kitchen ofthe new abbey was opened to monks
and eventually students alike. "The last supper," Roth whispered

to Mohr in the old building on September 10, 1913. "Quien

sabeV Who knows? replied the multi- lingual abbot. "Both
smiled," reported the chronicler, "for it really was the LAST SUP-

PER for the monks in our old and first monastic home building in

Florida. For the next morning after breakfast both Kitchen &:

Refectory were moved into the new Abbey building." 60 One final

step remained: the blessing of the completed building. After the

interior work was substantially finished, Abbot Charles held a con-

cluding ceremony on January 6, 1914, where the public was in-

vited to explore the mysteries of a Benedictine monastery.

"After having given everybody within the county a fair chance

to 'inspect the dungeons and prisons' of the new abbey," he

wrote, "the Clausura [cloister] is enforced." 61

Even as the main abbey was being finished, an eastern exten-

sion was underway for classrooms for the use of the increasing

student body of the school. A. G. Wahlmeier excavated the foun-
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"St. Leo Abbey-College When A-Building," said the caption to this photo from the

1915-1916 catalogue. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

dation in October 1912, and the cornerstone was laid on Sep-

tember 12, 1914. 62 The last of the Palmer Hollow Blocks were

manufactured on November 15, 1917, and the wing was com-
pleted in 1920. 63

Commenting on the $12,000 cost of the extension, Abbot
Charles noted: "The so-called 'College Annex' to the monastery

was built with the view that some day it would be part of the

monastery also." Now called Saint Leo Hall, the annex has been

in use by the college since its erection. Mohr went on to explain

his blunt financial philosophy: "Abbot Charles was a firm believer

in the adage 'Make no debts; pay as you go.' He could never be

moved to borrow money for building purposes. He was accus-

tomed to say
cWe will pay all our debts as we make them. If those

who come after us do not like the things we have provided for

them "gratis," they can at least never say about us that we bought
what they did not want,' and made them pay the bills." He con-

cluded with a characteristic injunction: "Let them pay for their

fancies like we did, 8c their successors will have no cause to

'Kick.'"64 Who could argue with such a driving sense of respon-

sibility?
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Do Monks Have Fun?

As a small, close-knit community, the Saint Leo "inmates"

monks and students alike — did a great many things in common.
The monks fished, boated, and swam in Lake Jovita. They used

the bike track and took excursions with the college wheelmen.

They enjoyed student plays and skits together. They participated

in picnics at Slevin's Pond and the Abbey Hermitage. Benedict

Roth described an outing for the whole house at the Miller Farm
on Shrove Tuesday 1911:

Prior Aloysius, PP Benedict, Jerome, Prefects P Felix and

Fr Krystofer, Bros Augustine, Gerard, Dominic, Bernard

and William took the 9:15 train at St Leo for Blanton, then

footed four good miles at a stiff gate [sic] up to Mr Berry

Miller's farm (father of student Doc Miller) where camp
was pitched, rather about one-fourth mile from the Miller

house, and at 12:15 they, with all the students, began to

eat Brother Augustine's pic-nic dinner and supper at 3:45.

The eats: Ham, cake, 'tatoes, Frankfurters, Guava Jellies,

etc. were shipped in a trunk to Blanton, whence Mr
Miller's wagon hauled them to the picnic grounds-- -and

all there disappeared. Home by train! 65

"Base ball" was a particular favorite. Roth took note of an 11-

inning 9-7 victory by the monks over the students in 1897. u
Rt.

Rev. Fr. Charles, who it is useless to say, was inclined and natural-

ly so, to the cadets, acted as Umpire — though all the decisions

were straight. This was the champion B. B. Game ever played by

the Fathers." 66 The faculty won an exciting back-and-forth 1906
contest 20-19, but it was not without its toll, as Aloysius Delabar

recorded the following evening: "Today there are some young
men going about the house like they had suddenly become
aged." 67

Visiting lecturers also provided entertainment. Dr. Frederick

Cook, noted Arctic explorer, stopped at the college in the spring

of 1914 with Judge J. A. Hendley and Mr. Lock to invite everyone

to his address in Dade City. Cook was a controversial figure, who
was then challenging the claims of the popular Admiral Robert
Peary as to which ofthem had reached the pole first in 1909. Four
of the monks went off to the lecture and were impressed, but

Abbot Charles refused to attend, later referring to his visitor as

"he that faked the discovery of the North Pole."68
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On their own at day's end, the monks liked nothing better than

to relax in the fashion Roth described on the holiday for Mohr's
32nd birthday in 1895: "In the evening the Fathers spent a happy
free time in the company of Bohunkus Voelm and played check-

ers, cards, & Poker with chips, which Father Prior recently bought
for the Fathers' amusement. We played Cards in a moderate man-
ner all along since 1890 and now our inclinations were towards

billiards chiefly."69

"Bohunkus Voelm" was one of Roth's code names for a keg of

lager beer. Abbot Leo Haid had warned young cleric Callistus

Roth in 1886 that ifhe came to Maryhelp, he should expect "No
Beer — only Wine One bottle on Sunday." 70 Indeed Saint Leo
had a similar custom for a time, as the chronicler explained in

1893:
U
A11 along the Fathers received a bottle of wine Sundays

and Wednesdays in their cells; the Brothers had the same in the

beginning but soon they preferred a glass on Wednesday, Friday

& Sundays. Recently, Rev. Fr. Charles, Procurator, bought a bar-

rel of cider for a change." 71

"Greeting Mr. Voelm" was the evening entertainment, along

with poker and billiards, on Shrove Tuesday 1895. But Roth
wrote almost indignantly on St. Benedict's Day 1892 that

"'Voelm' . . . however failed to arrive." For his favorite beverage,

the college chronicler also used the terms "P. Schlicher" (for a

brand of Bavarian beer), "Jake Miller," "Strohhalm" ("grain-

stem" in German), and as he noted on St. Benedict's Day 1896,

"we also had a Franziskaner and 'Roast Piggy.' — A pleasant

feast."72

In 1894, Fr. Charles brought in rocking chairs and "fancy

cuspidors" for the community- billiard parlor, Room #5 in the

college building, and the next year had an oil painting ofArchab-

bot Boniface Wimmer hung on the wall, "the last work of art ex-

ecuted by the Rev. Gerard Pilz, O.S.B., while at San Antonio." 73

Bishop William Kenny was the all-time billiards aficionado at

Saint Leo. He had provided the community with its first table

(for $25) in 1893 when he was Vicar General. When the com-

mon room was shifted to the upper floor of the bath house on
the lake in 1904, Fr. J. Eger of New Lancaster, Pennsylvania,

donated and paid the freight for a new table. During Kenny's

episcopal visits— when he stayed in the Bishop's Room #9 in the

college building— he customarily set aside time for a few carom-
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cushion games. But as Roth noted of a 1904 stopover, he was

"nearly always on the losing side." 74

Visitors and Colonizers

Benedictines pride themselves on their hospitality, and over the

years the Saint Leo monks extended themselves to many
memorable visitors. Stephen Sparkman stopped for a visit during

his 1894 congressional campaign, won the votes of the whole

house, and later became a prime source of government publica-

tions for the college library. Governor Park Trammel was a guest

in 1915. Parents and patrons were frequent visitors, of course.

Isaac Hopper, who had two sons at the college, was a generous

benefactor. Not only did he donate the Ericcson engine that got

the well going, he funded the purchase of an Elkhart, Indiana,

surrey and also contributed a long-lasting 32 -gallon barrel of

whiskey in 1896, which was quickly dubbed simply "Hopper."75

In 1901, "Mr. Ybor, Jr." of Ybor City fame called at the college

and subsequently sent a barrel of the family's "Tampa Brew."76

The father of the San Marino boys of Tampa was also well

received, as Aloysius Delabar noted in 1906: "His visits are fre-

quent, but always welcome especially when he brings some of his

good Havana cigars along." 77

The visitors whom Roth called the "most prominent ever"

spent January 17-18, 1905, at the college: four bishops (Keily of

Savannah, Northrup of Charleston, Allen of Mobile, and Kenny
of St. Augustine) in the company ofthe Vatican's American Apos-

tolic Delegate Diomede Falconio. They were in the neighbor-

hood for the dedication of Sacred Heart Church, staffed by the

Jesuits in Tampa. At Saint Leo, the prelates were feted with a

lavish banquet, a tour of the facilities, and a ride on Lake Jovita

in the St. Gilbert. The students got a double free day. Said Papal

Legate Falconio, impressed with the rural, monastic educational

environment: "This reminds one of the Middle Ages." 78

Among the most intriguing visitors in the turn-of-the-century

years were no less than five who had plans to found colonies in

the area, just as Judge Edmund Dunne had developed with the

Catholic Colony of San Antonio in 1881-1882.

In 1896, General Ewing and his son Fenwick of Lancaster,

Ohio, dined at the college while inspecting on behalf of a Fr. Eis,

who was contemplating a settlement of one hundred families. 79

Ten years later, Herr Nikola Kammanns, U.S. agricultural attache
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Papal Legate Diomede Falconio and visiting bishops at the college, January 18, 1905.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

of Kaiser Wilhelm I, felt himself quite at home as he explored

prospects for German emigrants. "He is very welcome here,"

wrote chronicler Delabar, "and we hope he will be favorably im-

pressed, for good steady and sturdy German settlers are what we
want."80 In 1911 and 1912, Fathers Speitz and Wattermann of

the Catholic Immigration and Colonization Company drew upon
Fr. Albert Schaller and Andrew Barthle to examine the holdings

of the Deckle Lumber Company between Saint Leo, Dade City,

and Trilby with a view to establishing a settlement. 81

Evidently none of these efforts came to fruition. In 1894,

however, Saint Leo assisted in a 1 0-year effort to establish a Jewish

Colony in the Catholic enclave of San Antonio. Benedict Roth
had a note of alarm in his entry for June 24, 1894: "Mr. Emil

Kohn, a Jew, Agent of a New York Imigr. or Emigration Society

arrived
c

to also colonize' San Antonio & vicinity!" 82 This was an
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era when many Catholics believed that Jews had horns. Kohn's

plan for a settlement of 20 families met resistance at a San An-

tonio Colonists' meeting on December 17, 1894. But Bishop

John Moore endorsed the project, even to the point of accom-

panying Kohn on a visit to the college in 1895. Fr. Charles Mohr
endorsed it as well. He helped one settler find a home in St. Joseph

in 1894, and assisted another in locating in San Antonio in

1903. 83 The full colony, however, was never developed.

The one colony which was formally established was that of Fr.

F. X. August Stemper. He founded a German Catholic settlement

in 1889 at Stemper, Florida, in Hillsborough County 12 l/i miles

north of Tampa and 22 miles from Saint Leo. He promoted Die

Colonie Stemperm dozens ofletters to the German-language Mil-

waukee Excelsior.^ "Bishop Moore did not favor his plan and

wanted him to locate his settlers at St. Joseph's," wrote Benedict

Roth, evidently in a desire to strengthen the local German stron-

ghold. 85

Nonetheless, Fr. Stemper developed a warm relationship with

the Saint Leo monks. In 1896 he gave a retreat at the monastery

in German. In 1897-1898, as the bicycling craze took hold

among the students, the settlement became a frequent destina-

tion for a day's outing. Fr. Charles donated to the colony a bull

named "Prince" and a cow named "Belle." Stemper responded

with the gift of 100 pecan trees for the college avenues. The
generous priest also donated dozens of books over the years,

among them a 14-volume set of Ruskin's writings, the works of

St. Augustine, and "a handsome (Challoner's) family Bible."

Even more, Fr. Stemper gave his entire remaining library to the

college when he was finally forced to abandon his dream after 14

years in the Florida wilderness.

The colony had always been a struggle, founded with 8 to 10

families and declining to four to five homesteads by 1897. "It's

the poorest soil you could imagine — white sand," said a visitor.

"The priest who is there has to fend for his living by hard manual
labor."86 Even so, Stemper was willing to continue his venture.

But he explained a sudden and drastic change of fortune in a let-

ter to Benedict Roth on December 1, 1903. He was a victim of

encroaching "civilization
:

"

Last Saturday I arrived home and found that a turpentine

farm is started right at my place. About 45,000 acres, all

the land around me, is bought up and a big crew of
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Nigroes [sic] are working here etc. This finishes my work
here and in fact will settle me with Florida and bringing in

Catholic settlers.

Will you, please send down two large teams to take my
books and things to your place? That is, ifyou accept them
for your monastery. I cannot leave them here and cannot

take them along. At the same time, I wish to leave you
some things that in case I should wish to come South later

on, I will have a place where I can stay. My hopes for

Florida are now pretty well gone. Because all the woods
from Tampa north are bought up for turpentine farms and
after they are through, not a piece ofwood will be left for

a fence post and the land will be left barren — a ruin. . . .

I saw Bishop Kenny last Friday he was very kind and wishes

me to go on, but now — it is too late.

Roth added a note on the letter:
uWe got 808 books from Fr.

S. on Dec. 4, 1903. 87

Brother Anthony Poiger hauled his belongings to the college

and the railroad depot at Christmas time. Fr. Stemper and his

brother, "after shaking the dust from Stemper, Fla.," left for Wis-

consin on December 28, 1903.88

Not only did F. X. Aug. Stemper contribute his entire library,

he also deeded over the 730 acres of his colony to Saint Leo.

Good farming or pasture land often sold for $2,500 for a 40-

acre piece in those years. But the Stemper land, extensive as it

was, did not command such a price. Procurator Benedict Roth
arranged the sale in 1904 to R. S. Hall of Ocala, "Manufacturers

ofNaval Stores"— that is, a turpentine operation, the very people

who had surrounded and put Stemper's colony to flight. The
730-acre block went for $1,150, of which Saint Leo netted

$1,097.60, after the $50 attorney fee and $2.40 recording cost.

(Lawyer Charles Whitaker made a mathematical error in his

deposit in the Abbey's account at the First National Bank of

Tampa and sent Roth 25 cents in stamps as reimbursement.) The
proceeds enriched the building fund for the new stone abbey.89

Fr. F. X. Aug. Stemper wrote a sad letter to Roth on February

18, 1904, from St. Anna in Calumet County, Wisconsin: "It was
my intention, and it is yet, to aid your monastery and reserve me
a place there when I shall be unable to work, or unable to stand

this climate. This has been a very cold winter here, in fact almost

too much for me, but by being cautious I succeeded in getting

along this far. . . . Of course, I miss my books. I feel almost lost,
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but it is Lent and reminds me of fast and ."90 He
didn't fill in the word "abstinence." Fr. Stemper never came to

Saint Leo again.
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Missionsfor Saint Leo

and Holy Name

aint Leo always had a dual role. The monks not only ran the

college as their primary endeavor, they served the Catholic

missions in the neighboring three counties and beyond. Bishop

John Moore had brought the Benedictines to Florida in 1886 by

offering them jurisdiction over all of Hernando County — and

its subsequent Pasco-Hernando-Citrus division. They embraced
their responsibility with vigor.

Three-County Heritage

Saint Anthony Church in the Catholic Colony of San Antonio
was, of course, the mother mission and original rationale for the

Benedictines in Florida. For decades it was the only parish in

which the Saint Leo monastery placed a resident pastor. 1 The rest

of the tri-county missions were handled on a visiting basis — by

horse and by train — by the priest-faculty of the college.

In his report to Bishop William Kenny on January 6, 1903,

Abbot Charles detailed the scope ofthe missions under his charge:
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Fr. Benedict Roth traveled to the local missions by horse and buggy
in 1897. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

26 stations, only three of which had any substantive population

and only five ofwhich had churches or chapels, and a total popula-

tion of 441 Catholics in an area of 2,000 square miles. 2

San Antonio was still "the most thoroughly Catholic settle-

ment in the whole state of Florida." 3 But from a population of

400 in Judge Dunne's booming year of 1886, it had dwindled to

225 souls in the hard times following the Great Freeze. Yet that

total was more than all the other Catholics in the three counties

put together. Saint Anthony Public School had 60 students,

taught by the Benedictine Sisters of Holy Name Convent.

Sacred Heart parish in St. Joseph, a German-Catholic settle-

ment established by Andrew Barthle in 1883, had a population

of 100 with 30 pupils in its public elementary school, also taught

by the Benedictine sisters. It was visited every Sunday by its pas-

tor, who resided in the monastery.

Saint Mary's Church in St. Thomas, which was dedicated on
the same day as Saint Leo College, had 30 parishioners and saw

a priest only once a month. The "Negro Mission" nearby was also

the site of sporadic evangelization efforts from 1894 through the

early years of the new century.

The nearly two dozen outlying stations were visited but four

times a year. Citrus County's Inverness had a chapel and 12
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Catholics; Crystal River, 90 miles from the abbey, had 15; but

there were only two Catholics at Anita, five in Homosassa, three

in Citronelle, and one each in Palmetto, Floral City, and Ozello.

In Hernando County, there were six Catholics in Brooksville, four

at Istachatta, and three at Fitzgerald. In Pasco County, Port

Richey had a half-dozen Catholics, Trilby four, Loyce three, and

Ehren two. Mohr's report to Kenny did not even list Dade City

or Zephyrhills, evidently towns without a single Catholic.

"The gross receipts from all the parishes and missions amount
to $500.00 per annum," wrote Abbot Charles. "I have four men
looking after these missions. But the poverty of our missions and

our own lack of means are great hindrances to successful work in

this otherwise very promising field."4

Benedict Roth described a typical swing through the remote

stations at the turn of the century. He reached Brooksville after a

two-hour and 45-minute train trip from Saint Leo via Trilby and
Fitzgerald, and roomed with the M. W. Sanders family. "At 4.00

the missionary took a walk" and then gave the Sanders mother
and four children "catechism instruction from 4 l

/i to 6.00 P. M.
and again 7.30 to 9.00." After confession and 7:15 Mass the next

morning for eight people in the Sanders' boarding house, Roth
caught the morning train for Fitzgerald and Inverness, where he

stayed with the Barrets and Gilloolleys. It had been a year since a

priest had visited and he found the chapel tabernacle and altar

"very heavily covered with dust, cobwebs, etc.," and the chapel

itself "caving out, as there are no props or strengtheners at all."

After saying Mass, he arranged for repairs at the abbey's expense,

and "carried his two heavy satchels from the church to the depot."

On his way to Crystal River, he reached the Dunnellon junction

just after noon, "took lodging at a Mr Brazell's HOUSE till 4.00

paying a quarter," and caught the evening train. "At 7.30 P. M.
he baptized according to the full rights of the church, in his

mother's bed-room Mast James Nesbit Williams, son ofJim Wms.
Present were Jim Wms, his wife Aetna Turner Wms, his mother
Mrs Wms-Allen, Eunice Wms his sister, Gil Wms his brother, a

darky girl, and about four protestant guests (men) and a white

woman servant." After Mass the next morning, he returned to

Saint Leo. The faithful were obviously grateful for his visit, but

had few material resources. At Inverness, he had noted: "Messrs

W Barret and R Gilloolley, each gave one dollar to the Mission-

ary, the only money ($2.00) received on this whole tour." 5
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Roth's only complaint had been the cold nights on that January

1903 journey. A decade earlier, " Wcmzeri" (insects) had been the

problem: "One of the Fathers being on a certain Mission," he

noted evidently ofhimselfon December 7, 1894, "arose from his

bed there at 10.00 p. m. and found this bed literally black-covered
— with Wanzen. After awhile he made the floor his bed, using

his breviary for a pillow." 6

Sometimes, these pastoral visits sparked conflict for the scarce

Catholics beyond the stronghold of the San Antonio Colony. On
July 14, 1905, Fr. Benedict got a startling letter from Ehren
notary public Henry Weldon, whose wife and mother-in-law had
grave misgivings about his embrace of Catholicism.

I have received several tokens of remembrance from you
since you were here, for all ofwhich please accept thanks,

especially for the book on the "Obligation of hearing

Mass".... The same night you were here last, my wife and

her mother came back quite unexpectedly, and were im-

mediately informed by the kind hearted neighbors that I

had been to Mass that morning, and as a matter of fact my
home was nearly broken up in consequence; The people

here have been gloating over a vile book called "Thirty

Years in Hell," which pretends to have been written by an

ex-priest, and by which my wife discovered (? ) that she was

now not properly married! ! and that her children were bas-

tards!!! and worst of all that her husband belonged to the

Pope!!!! &c &c &c. 7

Traveling by rail was itself a wearying experience, with trains

often running late and making a bare 3-5 miles per hour. 8 Fr.

Jerome Wisniewski for years serviced the Polish settlement of St.

Stanislaus Kostka beyond Brooksville, where the parishioners

themselves built a chapel in 1917. He once had an adventure on
the 11 -mile stretch between Brooksville and Croom: "On one

occasion the wood in the bine (tender) caught afire midway be-

tween the two R R stations; the engine was unhooked and run

to Croom to have the fire extinguished,— leaving the train mean-

time in the woods." Added Benedict Roth: "...this was always a

bum train."9

In an unusually direct effort at conversion (preceded only by

the attempts with the black community of St. Thomas), Fr.

Aloysius Delabar spent the summer of 1904 at Catholic Univer-

sity "studying the Paulist method of giving Missions to Non-
Catholics" and then apprenticed for a few weeks in Nazareth,
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North Carolina, with Fr. Price, a specialist in such matters. Then
he and Benedict Roth put on a three-county "crusade," pitching

their message from Dade City to St. George Island. 10

In the years following, the Catholic Church Extension Society

began to take an interest in the state of the Benedictine missions.

The association provided funds for the construction of St.

Anthony's Church in Brooksville in 1909. In the pre-Benedictine

and pre-railroad era of 1879, Fr. William Kenny (in his own pre-

bishop years) used to tend the station from his parish in Palatka,

making the 150-mile round trip on horseback. For the dedica-

tion, the Episcopalian minister lent an organ and the Brooksville

opera company provided chairs for the congregation. 11

The Catholics of Dade City put up a small chapel in 1913 at a

cost of $1,000. "It is a Votive Offering to St. Rita for favors

received through her intercession," noted The St. Leo Cadet. With
an influx of"German Catholic farmers," a donation of$200 from

Msgr. E. B. Ledvina of the Extension Society, and parishioners'

labor, a full church was erected in 1917. 12

The society also contributed to the funding of St. Joseph

Church in Zephyrhills in 1914. "It is the only mission of the

Benedictine Fathers in Florida where a welcome was not extended

by the non-Catholic members of the community," wrote Fr.

Jerome Wisniewski, who was pastor at the time. "The Land Com-
pany refused to donate a lot whereupon to build the church, of-

fering as their excuse the plea that, if they gave the Catholics a lot

they would have to give a lot to every denomination that applied

with the same request. A rather short-sighted policy to say the

least. A generous Catholic G. A. R. soldier, Mr. H. Adams
donated two large lots. All the rough lumber was furnished by
Mr. A. Naber. The Catholics built the chapel themselves." 13

Our Lady Queen of Peace in New Port Richey was erected at

the urging of the many Catholic tourists who visited the Gulf
coast resort, along with the few year-round Catholic residents.

"With the aid of the Catholic Church Extension Society and local

contributions," noted Saint Leo's fiftieth anniversary chronicler,

"their hope was realized and a satisfactory house of worship was
erected just after the end of the Great War." Abbot Charles con-

ducted the dedication on March 9, 19 19. 14

By far the most unusual ofSaint Leo's mission churches— both
in design and ultimate late — was St. John the Baptist in Dun-
nellon. The man who directed the construction had a notewor-
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thy background. Bohemian-born George E. Ledvina came to live

at the abbey in retirement at the age of73 in 1912, after a lifetime

of architectural engineering and the erection of major buildings

in New York City and St. Louis, where among other achievements

he wired the Lindell Hotel with electricity in "the first lighting

system ofthat kind installed west of Pittsburgh, excepting the city

ofSan Francisco." 15 The six years he spent at Saint Leo before his

death in 1918 were a boom period in church construction. He
busied himselfin the efforts, which were also supported financial-

ly by his son, Msgr. E. B. Ledvina, vice president of the Catholic

Church Extension Society.

Completed in 1913, St. John the Baptist was blessed on May
18 of that year by its pastor Fr. Augustine Feller, and dedicated

the following January 4, 1914, by Abbot Charles. Built for

$3,000, it was the most expensive of the mission churches of this

period. The pay-as-you-go abbot sent Prior Aloysius Delabar to

Dunnellon in the fall of 1913 to look into the $850 debt remain-

ing on the church. What had run up the bill was the expense of

its most striking feature. Wrote Benedict Roth: "The Moham-
medan tower and the tin roof of the church cost so much!!!!" 16

Ultimately the church came to an unlikely end.

From a Catholic population of only two in 1903, Dunnellon

had risen to 35 a decade later. 17 Supported by the prosperity of

the phosphate industry, the community suffered when the mines

petered out during World War I, and people moved away to find

work. The Catholic population dropped to zero. By 1920, Fr.

Michael Michel was unsuccessfully trying to rent the St. John's

Church "for locally needed public high school purposes at $200
the year." The religious nature of the building was a barrier. Sug-

gesting that it was "because of the Cross" that the building could

not be sold, Benedict Roth noted: "The Dunnellonites finally

desisted..." 18 Abbot Charles passed the matter on to Bishop

Patrick Barry of the diocese of St. Augustine, whose pastor at

Ocala sold the church and two lots to the Dunnellon Women's
Club in 1923 for $1,000. 19

Abbot Charles maintained close relations with the bishops of

St. Augustine. Indeed, the priests ofSaint Leo represented a con-

siderable percentage of the total priests in Florida's only diocese:

nine of 31 (29 percent) in 1901, for example. 20 The abbot served

as one of the four diocesan consultors — the executive commit-

tee of the diocese — during Bishop William Kenny's administra-
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The most unusual of Saint Leo's mission churches, St. John the

Baptist of Dunnellon was dedicated in 1913. The Catholic

population dropped to zero after the local phosphate mines petered

out, and the church was sold to the Dunnellon Women's Club in

1 92 3 fo r $ 1 ,0 . Saint Leo Abbey Archives

tion. On November 17, 1917, the abbey hosted the consultors'

meeting and, among other actions, raised the salary of parish

priests from $300 to $600 per year. 21

From their earliest years, the Saint Leo priests not only main-

tained their pastoral commitment to the immediate three-coun-

ty area, but responded to continual requests to help throughout

the state of Florida, especially in the summer months. Long-time
Saint Leo friend Bishop William Kenny wrote to Charles Mohr
on July 28,1911, with just such an appeal. The abbot had notified

him that he was calling back Fr. Jerome Wisniewski, who had been

helping out in St. Augustine. "Yours just received," wrote the

bishop, "and while your threat of taking Fr. Jerome away in

August fills me with dread, your promise to come in his place

gives me pleasure, only that I fear I could not depend on you for

more than one Sunday." Kenny went on to detail his problems

and how Wisniewski— "a nice quiet little priest" who "makes no
noise" — had proven invaluable to him:
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You see it is like this. Every Sunday we have four masses

here, two in the Cathedral, one in St. Agnes' and one in

St. Benedict's church. On the second Sunday of each

month we have to attend Moultrie mission which makes
five masses necessary. To save duplicating [that is, saying

two Masses] I have to remain here for all Sundays and even

then we have to duplicate on Moultrie Sunday even with

three priests here. This is why I have appreciated Fr.

Jerome's stay. He helps us out on Sundays, and I was

counting on his help still more during Fr. Barry's absence

next month. He is a nice quiet little priest, makes no noise,

is not crazy for company and can entertain himself first

class. He is also very obliging so that we are all pleased with

him. This coming Sunday and the Sunday following he is

going to say mass for the people of Loretto, taking the

place of Fr. O'Mahony who will be absent those two Sun-

days. Here you have it all before you, dear Carl, and it is

up to you now to say what I am to do.22

Mohr's response has not survived. But he and his successor ab-

bots regularly made the resources of Saint Leo available to the

needs of the diocese.

Outposts

In addition to its local stations and diocesan assignments, Saint

Leo acquired two missions in far-flung regions: Long Island, New
York, and the Isle of Pines, Cuba.
Abbot Charles had been looking for a parish in New York since

as early as 1904, when he commissioned Roman Kirchner, a fre-

quent visitor there on fund-raising tours, to do his best to secure

one.23 Presumably such a location would give Saint Leo visibility

in the populous New York City area in recruitment for the col-

lege, it would provide revenue for the abbey, and it would carry

out the missionary impetus of the Order. In 1909, the Benedic-

tines of St. John's Abbey, Minnesota, decided to give up all their

parishes in the Brooklyn diocese. Bishop McDonnell took back

all ofthem except St. Kilian's at Farmingdale, Long Island, which

he offered to Saint Leo. On October 27, 1909, the chapter ac-

cepted his proposal "to forever entrust" the parish "for the care

of the Order of St. Benedict of Florida, provided the Holy See

approves of it." 24

Saint Leo kept jurisdiction over Saint Kilian's for 65 years until

1974, when Fr. Raphael Schooff returned after two decades of
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pastoral success there to

take charge of Saint An-
thony Church in San An-
tonio. Over the years,

Roman Kirchner,

Alexander Fink, Michael

Michel, James Shabaker,

Felix Ullrich, Joseph
Haldmaier, John Sch-

licht, Matthew Hartinger,

Jerome Wisniewski,
Philip Wartman, and
Benedict Weigand served

in Farmingdale. In addi-

tion to projecting the

abbey's missionary role,

St. Kilian's remoteness

from the monastery oc-

casionally served as a

pragmatic posting for

monks who for one
reason or another were

unhappy in the abbey
house or had difficulty

with superiors. This was a

factor with Frs. Roman
and Alexander in 1909, and the ultra- military Fr. Matthew in

1920, as it was for Fr. Jerome in 1921. Fr. John Schlicht noted

that Wisniewski "was exiled as he called it until such time as he

was permitted to return which was in June 1922.

"

25 The Long
Island site gave Saint Leo a presence in the heavily Catholic Nor-
theast and influenced enrollments in the school as registrations

from that region dominated in the 1960s and 1970s.

The Isle of Pines, Cuba, was granted to Saint Leo in 1901 after

three years of effort by Fr. James Shabaker, who began working

on "an opening in Cuba" in 1898.26 It was difficult to obtain. In

1900, he wrote to Benedict Roth from Cienfuegos: "By this time

I have arrived at the conclusion that ifwe will ever settle in Cuba,
poor as we are, we will have to take what others don't want, for

the Spanish Orders don't seem to have any intentions of aban-

Fr. Jerome Wisniewski — later Saint Leo's

celebrated Florida historian — on a visit to

Ponce de Leon's purported "Fountain of

Youth
11

in St. Augustine about 1919. Bishop

William Kenny called him "a nice quiet little

priest
11 who "makes no noise.

11

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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Fathers James Shabaker (left) , Benedict Roth (center), and Charles Mohr (right) by the

college building in 1901 . Shabaker was Saint Leo's first missionary in Cuba.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

doning the island, on the contrary, some ofthem have increased

their numbers, e. g. the Carmelites."27

The designation of a new bishop for Havana provided the op-

portunity. But he arrived in the midst of controversy. "The
Cubans are hot over the appointment of Msgr. Sbar[r]etti of

Washington to the Episcopal See ofHabana," wrote Shabaker on
November 25, 1899. He then went on to a blunt declaration.

"They don't want a Dago or any foreigner as bishop and the pas-

tors threaten not to acknowledge him as their Superior."28 The
threatened boycott did not materialize. Moreover, Bishop

Donatus Sbarretti proved to be a good friend to Saint Leo. At his

behest, the priory chapter accepted jurisdiction over the 986-

square-mile Isle of Pines, ultimately confirmed by the Vatican, at

its meeting on February 11, 1901. 29

Fr. James was appointed first superior. With a population of

3,150, all nominal Catholics, the island had two principal towns:

Nueva Gerona (400 residents) and Santa Fe (150). It was remote

from the main island ofCuba, 66 miles from the port ofBatabano,
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a 22-hour round trip by steamer costing $16. The solitary

Shabaker had to make the journey periodically for confession,

which was one of the reasons why he pressed Mohr to assign two
priests to the mission, as well as a brother for the manual labor. 30

James Shabaker had a missionary zeal and a genuine affection

for the Cuban people, who "taken all in all are very friendly and

good-hearted." 31 He had developed a broad network of sup-

porters on the main island and sent dozens of students to Saint

Leo College, a testament to his high reputation. 32 But as a Pinero,

he met one frustration after another. "Cleanliness is next to god-

liness; here both are absent," he wrote on July 25, 1901

,

33 "Under
Cuban rule I would not care to stay long," he noted later that

same year in commenting on American plans to develop the is-

land. The United States had acquired jurisdiction over it as a result

of the Spanish-American War. "If U. Sam changes his mind in

regard to possessing it then we will be in a fix." 34

On February 24, 1902, he detailed his struggle to get the Pine

Islanders to respond:

Today a year ago I arrived here and in spite of efforts to

make this people practically Catholics, no other success at-

tends my efforts excepting that of inducing them to get

married properly &: to have the children christened and
that only because I cut the fees to a minimum. No confes-

sions or communions; very few hear Mass on Sunday which
is not observed at all.

35

In 1903, Fr. James was recalled to serve on the Saint Leo facul-

ty, and Fr. John Schlicht succeeded him. Schlicht enjoyed con-

siderable success in his subsequent 14 years, the period that the

abbey kept the island as its mission. Fr. Albert Schaller joined him,

along with Bro. Paul Bangert, bringing the full complement of

Saint Leo monks up to three. In the course of time, Frs. Benedict

Roth, Felix Ullrich, Michael Michel, and Joseph Haldmaier
served periodic tours at the mission, as well as Bro. Maurus Lichtl

and Trappist Fr. Paul Karselaers. 36

Because it was an ecclesiastical "entity," the Isle of Pines Mis-

sion came to be called "St. Charles Priory"— a "dependent" one,

in contrast to the "independent" status Saint Leo Priory itself en-

joyed from 1894 until 1902, when it became an abbey. Prior John
began a school called "El Colepfio de San Carlos" (Saint Charles

College) on November 7, 1904, with 10 students. After his own
arrival, Benedict Roth taught the morning classes in the sacristy
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of our Lady of Sorrows

Church at Nueva Gerona,

and Schlicht the after-

noon sessions. It ran for

five years, licensed by the

Cuban government, and

admitted both boys and
girls until 1907. At that

point, recorded Roth,
u
Rt. Rev. Fr. Abbot wrote

saying that in future girls

will be debarred from St.

Charles College." 37 In

1906, the mission at-

tempted to charge a fee of

$4 a month. "No pupils

entered; hence Rev. Fr.

John 'solicited' & rec'd 7

pupil[s] at a reduced
rate." 38 The "college,"

which reached a peak en-

rollment of 24 boys, was

closed after the 1908-

1909 academic year. "I

am glad we have no
school any more," wrote

Schlicht to Roth on
November 6, 1909. "We gave it up & it gives me more time to

do the other work." 39

When Benedict Roth served a two-year stint as a Pine Islander

from 1906 to 1908 — terming himself thereafter "P. Benito" —
one of the first actions the old abbey pressman took was to open
up the "St. Charles Printery." The first printing press ever seen

on the island was purchased and shipped to him from New York

by San Antonio printer John B. Michel. The print shop provided

a major source ofincome for the struggling mission, netting $86
for the year 1909 on jobs as diverse as Christmas cards and "tick-

ets for the rooster fights."40 The missionaries also supported

themselves with Mass stipends from Pennsylvania nuns, with bap-

tismal fees, and with translation work for American businessmen.

The translating brought in $20-$30 a month. 41 But there was not

FLORIDA

Fr. James Shabaker drew this map ofthe location

of the college in 1905. Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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much from the impoverished and non-practicing Pineros. Not
only were they "indifferent about matters of religion," as Abbot
Charles phrased it, they demonstrated a remarkable dispassion

about potentially electrifying incidents. 42 Roth recorded an il-

lustration:

On Sunday April 1st 1906, while the Pastor was reading

the Gospel in Spanish at Mass in Nueva Gerona a crying

Billy Goat entered the Church by the side door; at this mo-
ment the Pastor had made a pause between sentences, i.e.,

when Billy said "Baa." A dog, lying near the altar railing

hearing the cry, quickly rushed quietly for Billy and chased

him out of the front door. Truly, the only noise made was

the one "Baa" and the foot-steps of running Billy There

was no other excitement and the crowd in Church at the

time did not even look around.43

"It does not seem so hard any more," wrote John Schlicht in

19 10. 44 He had just put up a new church at Santa Fe and another

was in the works for the American settlement at McKinley. His

time-consuming visits by horseback and bicycle had given way to

a time-saving motorcycle. The Christmas "penny collection" was

about to hit a record $11.25. And he had persuaded the Benedic-

tine Sisters of St. Mary's, Pennsylvania, to send a delegation to

open a school. Among the 55 in attendance at their Saint Joseph's

School for $2 a month in 1913-1914 was Arthur Schrader of

Brooklyn, who went on to enroll in Saint Leo College in 1915,

graduated in the last Master of Accounts class of 1920, and later

became a prominent resident of San Antonio. 45

Despite the progress, however, the apathy of the Pineros and

the financial stringency proved too great a burden. "Conditions

become impossible for us," wrote Mohr. John Schlicht, by then

heralded throughout the island as "Padre Juan," closed the Saint

Leo mission on December 6, 1917. It was transferred it to a group
of Mexican Benedictines, who themselves withdrew from the is-

land soon after. The sisters departed in July of 1919. "May bet-

ter days come for those people," wrote Abbot Charles. "The
island is a veritable paradise. Wish we could have remained there

always."46

Saint Leo has maintained the commitment to its parishes in the

three local counties for more than a century since Bishop John
Moore gave the Benedictines jurisdiction on February 1, 1886.

In the course of time, the abbey directed the establishment of

churches at Masaryktown (1931), Inverness (1947), Crystal
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River ( 1953), Land O'Lakes (1954), Beverly Hills ( 1964), Spring

Hill (1975), Citrus Springs (1975), Bayonet Point (1975),
Homosassa Springs (1986), and Lecanto (1988) — five of them
established under the supervision of Fr. James Hoge. Although
it once staffed all the parishes in Pasco, Hernando, and Citrus

counties and visited stations from Lacoochee to Fivay to Holder,

the abbey— with 45 members in 1989 — no longer has the per-

sonnel for such broad responsibilities. But it still services four

parishes in its original 1886 jurisdiction: Saint Anthony in San
Antonio (Fr. Dennis Murphy, pastor), Sacred Heart in St. Joseph

(Fr. Paul Romfh), the Byzantine Rite St. Anne Church in New
Port Richey (Fr. Leo Schlosser), Our Lady of Grace in Beverly

Hills (retired Abbot Fidelis Dunlap), and St. Benedict in Crystal

River (Fr. Henry Riffle, with Fr. James Hoge as pastor emeritus). 47

Missions for Holy Name
Holy Name Priory also expressed the Benedictine missionary

impulse, drawn by the spirit of service and also affected by

economic pressure and nationalistic conflict.

Quincy, Florida was the site of its first mission in 1892. Bishop

John Moore ofSt. Augustine began to take an interest in the com-
munity the previous year, when he wrote to Abbot Leo Haid of

new prospects in the old Florida town, 20 miles west of Tallahas-

see on the Georgia border. It was without a single native Catholic,

but developments were afoot. An entrepreneur named Storm was
bringing in "colonists" from New York, many of them Catholic,

for a company town to cultivate tobacco and provide the labor

for his cigar factory. Moore wanted Haid to assign a German-
speaking American priest to the mission. He also had plans to ob-

tain Sisters.

"My idea is to build two chapels, one about a mile outside the

town where the cottages are situated, and one in the town itself

to which the visiting might be attracted. I would also, as soon a

practicable, establish Sisters with an Academy and day schools.

Between the Schools, the Sisters and the chapels a priest would
find work enough to keep him occupied and prevent him from

becoming despondent." Added the bishop: "There is evidently a

good work to be done in Quincy. I hope the children of St.

Benedict will undertake it."48

The following month, Moore continued to press Haid: "There

are now over 120 Catholics, and more are coming. I hope you
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will be able to come to my
assistance. I am also con-

sidering the feasibility of

purchasing and [sic] old

mansion in the town for

an Academy and day
school to be conducted

by Sisters. I am in cor-

respondence with the

owners and if terms are

offered me that I can ac-

cept we will have schools

there within six

months."49 Haid re-

sponded favorably, send-

ing Fr. Patrick Donlon,

and then Saint Leo facul-

ty member Leo Panoch in

1893.

For his part, Moore did

with Quincy what he had

done with Hernando
County in 1886; he gave

the Benedictines jurisdic-

tion. "I offer it per-

manently to the Benedic-

tine Fathers, in the full

confidence that it can not fail to prosper in their charge. 50 Bishop

Moore went on to predict high prospects for the mission. "No
later than last week I was assured by Mr. Duval, president of the

F. C. & P. Railroad, that the tobacco interest, the centre ofwhich
will be in Quincy, is destined to become the most important of

Florida— to surpass even that of oranges. I think we may expect

great developments there in the near future." 51

The sisters from Holy Name Convent agreed to Moore's re-

quest to open an academy in Quincy, and a delegation departed

San Antonio in August of 1 892, led by Mother Superior Dolorosa

Scanlan herself. A resident of the Catholic Colony sent a letter of

endorsement to the editor ofthe Quincy Herald. "I cannot refrain

from saying a few words of congratulation to the citizens ofyour

place on your singular good fortune in securing the services of

Looking west from Saint Leo College to Holy

Name Priory up "Convent Hill" about 1916.

Holy Name Priory Archives
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this accomplished lady and educator. Aside from her natural en-

dowments and charm of religious character, she possesses rare

business qualifications which eminently fit her for the undertak-

ing at hand," he wrote. "No words ofcommendation are needed,

I am aware, for the labor of the Sisters will be their own herald;

yet, in grateful acknowledgement of the privilege we, and the

youth of our vicinity enjoy at their hands, I must beg the people

of Quincy through your columns to accept and appreciate the

boon, which will be theirs when Mother Dolorosa and her Sisters

shall make their home in their midst."52

Another San Antonio villager had a similar sentiment: "I sup-

pose it is hardly necessary for me to 'pipe the horn' of these good
sisters in advance, but having watched with interest, their works

here since their arrival, 'tis but natural the same solicitude should

follow them to the new scene of labor. . . . Though we part reluc-

tantly with even a few of the Sisters, we realize that, our loss is

your gain; hence we bow acquiescence to the inevitable, and wish

the Sisters 'God-speed' and a successful happy life in their new
home."53

The initial reception of the Benedictines from Holy Name was

warm and generous. In the Quincy Herald on November 15,

1892, a San Antonio letter-writer calling himself "Resident"

praised the civic slogan ofthe cigar capital— "Smoke in this world

instead of the next" — and spoke of "the esteem in which"

Mother Dolorosa "holds the people of Quincy, and her sincere

appreciation of the many acts of kindness of which herself and

sisters have been the recipients since their arrival at St. Mary's."

He added: "The energy and progressive spirit of the citizens are,

according to her statements, worthy of emulation, and bespeak a

successful future for the city in general as well as the institution

in question." 54

Holy Name Convent had 19 professed sisters and five pos-

tulants in 1894. The community maintained five sisters in Quin-

cy at St. Mary's Academy, which had an enrollment of25 students

that year, and a peak of 30 in 1896. 55

Whatever good wishes and support the citizens of Quincy ini-

tially extended, they were not sustained. After four struggling

years, the Sisters returned to San Antonio on June 27, 1896.

Benedict Roth explained that "owing to local bigotry and for

want of patronage this Academy is now abandoned." 56 Wagon
teams from the college, Dr. Corrigan, and the community hauled
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their belongings from the Dade City depot to Holy Name Con-
vent in "an all-day down-pour. " "They came back starving,"

noted priory archivist Sr. Margaret Dunne. 57

Conditions were not much better at the motherhouse. By
1898, Holy Name had 16 members and was under considerable

financial stress. San Antonio had become "the Deserted Village,"

in Roth's phrasing, in the aftermath of the Great Citrus Freeze of

1894-1 895. 58 There were simply too many sisters at the convent

to be supported by the economy of the local area. "The people

were poor," noted a history of the Benedictine sisters. "The nuns

often wanted for the very necessities because of payment in kind.

An income of seventeen cents in cash, as the monthly receipt

recorded at one time during this trying period was insufficient to

provide for the various needs." 59

This economic distress was compounded by conflict within the

Holy Name community. Mother Dolorosa Scanlan had died in

1895 at the age of42 and Sr. Boniface Feldmann had been elected

to succeed her. Tension increased between the Irish and the Ger-

man sisters.

The upshot was that the Germans decided to leave and start a

new, independent foundation at Cullman, Alabama. What was

particularly striking was that the Mother Superior herself was

among those who departed.

Abbot Benedict Menges of St. Bernard's Abbey was looking

for German-speaking nuns to take over his elementary school,

and Bishop John Moore gave his blessing for their departure. "I

will allow them to go in the hope that peace be restored to the

community ofSan Antonio," wrote the bishop to the abbot. "The
spirit of nationalism has got into the community, and created dis-

cord and unhappiness, and I see no other way of exorcising that

evil spirit but by the separation. It will surprise me ifyou ever have

any reason to complain of the Sisters whom I send you."60

Departing permanently for their new Alabama community on
September 12, 1898, were five members of Holy Name Convent.

Included among them were three of the original foundresses —
Mother Boniface Feldmann, Sr. Agatha Giesler, and Sr. Josephine

Feldung— along with Sr. Mary Grace Jankowsky and Sr. Annun-
ciata Janeway. 61 They merged with a group of nuns from
Covington, Kentucky, to form Sacred Heart Convent in Cullman
and in the course of time enjoyed tremendous growth. Sr. An-
nunciata looked back at the age of 84 in 1963: "God blessed our
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These five Holy Name sisters left San Antonio in 1898 to form a new foundation in

Cullman, Alabama. Standing (left to right): Sr. Mary Graee Jankowsky, Sr. Agatha

Giesler, Sr. Annuneiata Janeway. Seated (left to right): Mother Boniface Feldmann and

Sr. Josephine Feldung. Holy Name Priory Archives

endeavors. The little group of five . . . has grown to 140 living

members at present and 42 professed members who have passed

to their eternal reward during the past 64 years."62

At the once predominantly German community ofHoly Name,
there were nine sisters in 1903, nearly all of them Irish.63

That same year witnessed Holy Name's third major missionary

decision, the most significant of all: to pull up its roots from San

Antonio and start all over again with a new purpose in South

Carolina.

"Bp. Kenny arrived relative to the Santonio Sisters going to

Florence, S. C. to a Sanitarium, &c, in charge of Rev. Fr. Wood,"
recorded Benedict Roth on October 15, 1902. 64 Tuberculosis

was a scourge in that era, and Wood was appealing for nuns to

staff his hospital in the balmy Carolina refuge. The principal ac-

tivity of the Holy Name Sisters had been teaching at their

academy, as well as the elementary schools in San Antonio and

St. Joseph. But the sisters had experience in nursing tubercular
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patients. They had cared for Frater Ambrose Andelfinger of

Maryhelp Abbey, fitting up a room in their convent for him short-

ly after their arrival, till he died ofthe consumptive disease on May
8, 1889. 65 They even contemplated broadening their San Antonio

role, as a letter to the Baltimore Catholic Mirror suggested of

Mother Dolorosa's plans in 1891:

In addition to the schools she will open a sanitarium, which

will undoubtedly draw crowds of invalids from the North;

and nowhere will they find better facilities than those

provided by the thoughtful care of the Sisters. Wooed by

the flowers, sunshine, balmy, sea-laden air, and ministered

to by the low-voiced, tender Sisters, what invalid can resist

being won back to health?66

With the approval of
Bishop William Kenny, the

Holy Name community ac-

cepted C. D. Woods' peti-

tion. On June 8, 1903,
Roth noted: "The Benedic-

tine Sisters of San Antonio

left with Furniture & Cow
& Mr. Claessens for Flor-

ence, S. C."67 They trans-

ferred their motherhouse to

the tuberculosis hospital

and left a skeleton contin-

gent in San Antonio to run

their schools as a mission

from South Carolina. 68 Why
they decided on such a dras-

tic step is not recorded: per-

haps the economic hardship

in the local area, perhaps the

recent turmoil in their own
community, perhaps a

desire to make a start in a

new direction.

But as with Quincy a

decade earlier, the bright

prospects did not material-

ize. Within a few months,
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printed the ballots tor the Holy Name
election for Mother Superior in 1901.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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This promotional flyer shows scenes of Holy Name Priory's Camp Jovita, which was

established in 1944. Holy Name Priory Archives

they decided to abandon the new venture. The faithful chronicler

took note of the event, but as was Roth's frequent and frustrat-

ing practice, he provided no explanation: "But somehow or other

the Sisters — nearly all — commencing in August or September

of the same year 1903 — gradually returned & severed all con-

nections with Florence, S. C. for reasons of their own and today

they hold-forth at San Antonio as of yore."69

In subsequent years, Holy Name established a number of

teaching missions at distant locations, but none was accompanied
by the trauma of these three turn-of-the-century episodes. In

1931, Mother Rose Marie Easly accepted an invitation to staff a

school in Olfen, Texas, and also sent Holy Name nuns to run

schools in Slidell (1932), New Orleans (1933), and Bogalusa

(1939), Louisiana. They were withdrawn, however, in the years

following World War II when St. Augustine Bishop Joseph P.

Hurley asked the Benedictines to discontinue their ventures out-

side Florida in order to assist efforts within their growing home
diocese. 70

Thereafter, Holy Name Priory provided sisters to run St. Paul's

parochial school in Jacksonville Beach ( 1949-1968), St. Martha's

in Sarasota (1950-1974), Holy Family in Miami (1951-1970),
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Epiphany in Venice (1959-1967), and Santa Fe High School in

Lakeland ( 1961 - 1 967 ).
71 In addition, the sisters staffed a num-

ber of diocesan summer camps in the 1940s and 1950s, includ-

ing Camp Wingman in Avon Park and Good Counsel Camp in

Inverness, along with their own Camp Jovita (established in

1944). 72 What prompted Holy Name to cut back its distant mis-

sions was the same thing that affected Saint Leo Abbey, as the

sisters declined from their historic high of 66 members in 1968
to 34 in 1989. 73

In addition to Saint Anthony and its Montessori school at the

priory, along with its migrant farm worker ministry, Holy Name
serves Trinity Academy in Ocala, an institution it began running

in 1933, and now its only mission beyond the San Antonio area. 74

Like the monks of Saint Leo, the sisters of Holy Name still main-

tain their century-long missionary tradition.
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The Abbot, theJudge,

and the President

bbot Charles H. Mohr was a forceful and energetic per-

sonality who developed a wide circle of friends, as well

as an occasional adversary. One of his most unusual friendships

arose from a chance meeting with President Theodore Roosevelt

in 1905. One of his most antagonistic relationships came about

ironically with the man who had done so much to bring the

Benedictines and their college to San Antonio: Judge Edmund
Francis Dunne.

Confrontation with Judge Dunne
The initial cordiality between the Founder of the Catholic

Colony of San Antonio and the Benedictines eventually

deteriorated into a foreclosure proceeding, the discovery of

double-dealing, and a threatened suit for slander.

Judge Edmund Dunne donated the original 36 acres along

Lake Jovita on which the college was established. Abbot- Bishop
Leo Haid himself selected the site on his first visit to the area on
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The lower-right section of this map shows the original 36 acres on which Saint Leo
College was established. Abbot Leo Haid accepted it as a gift from Judge Edmund
Dunne on February 7, 1889. In 1893, the Benedictines foreclosed on the adjoining

"Judge Dunne Forty" (at left) and built Saint Leo Abbey near the site of Dunne's

house . Saint Leo Abbey Archives

February 7, 1889, from three locations the judge had proffered.

The only condition ofthe grant was the understanding that a col-

lege be opened on the spot, a circumstance fulfilled with the

dedication on September 14, 1890. 1

But Dunne made a second bargain with Haid. He gave the

Benedictines a three-acre piece of land in the center of San An-
tonio in return for their providing each of his two sons with six

years' of education at Haid's St. Mary's College in Belmont,

North Carolina, since they could not wait for Saint Leo College

to be erected. More specifically, the agreement called for each to

receive the

full classical course and such studies preparatory therefore

as may be needed, together with all other secular instruc-

tion there given of so-called extra studies or extra instruc-

tion which they or either of them may wish to receive,

including board, tuition, washing, mending and charges
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for stay at college during vacation time if desired, together

with all books and stationery and the use of all appliances

and instruments needed in connection with all studies so

made and all needed medical attendance and medicines

and everything by them needed at said college (excepting

clothing & pocket money) without any extra charge or any

other payment to be made therefor than the consideration

above named . . }

It was a good deal for the shrewd judge. Based on the 1888-

1889 St. Mary's College Catalogue — whose fees Saint Leo
would track when it opened the following year — the base tui-

tion-board rate of $200 a year, along with all the available extra

courses at $21 1 per year, and another $180 in supplies and vaca-

tion fees might run more than $600 a year for each of the Dunne
boys: a total of $7,200 for the full six-year commitment. 3

"Bishop Haid must have been hypnotized when he signed the

above," wrote Abbot Charles as he looked back on the situation

40 years later. The three acres "had cost Judge Dunne exactly fifty

cents an acre or in all one dollar and fifty cents."4

Eugene and Brian Dunne did take their classical studies at Bel-

mont, enrolling immediately in February 1889 in the elementary

course; the elder was 13, the younger 10. They were bright stu-

dents and in their time swept in dozens of academic premiums
and distinctions, 24 in 1891-1892 alone. 5 Even then, the scion

of the clan styled himself "Eugene Viscount Dunne" and was

listed that way in the catalogue, since the judge had been named
a Papal Count in 1884 by Pope Leo XIII "not alone in his per-

son, but hereditary in his family forever." 6 Ever the aristocrat, the

Viscount changed his name to the family's historic "O'Dunne"
by the time he began his law practice. 7 For his part, Abbot Leo
Haid habitually referred to Judge Edmund Dunne as "the

Count," not always with respect. 8

In that same February 7, 1889, meeting, Judge Dunne made a

third agreement with Abbot Leo. Dunne needed cash, since the

expenses of his colonial enterprise had evidently exceeded his in-

come.

Dunne had 100,000 acres of land at his disposal. He chose its

location and controlled the sales. But he did not own the sprawl-

ing acreage. Colonists made their purchases through him from

Hamilton Disston's Florida Land and Improvement Company.
His precise financial arrangements with the Disston Company are
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unclear. But by all accounts, he was not motivated by personal

profit.

Overextended financially, the judge made an out-on-a-limb

proposal to Maryhelp's abbot: he would mortgage his 40-acre

grove and homestead on Lake Jovita, adjoining on the west the

college grant of 36 acres, in return for a loan of $3,000 for up to

three years at 8 percent interest. Haid accepted. 9

This arrangement initiated the undoing of the harmony be-

tween Edmund Dunne and the Benedictines. Charles Mohr was
later critical of the educational benefits granted to the Dunne
children. But he might likely have regarded them as considera-

tions given a magnanimous benefactor had not the judge done
something to alienate the people he was doing business with.

Dunne was not completely candid about the status of the 40-acre

property he offered as collateral for the loan he was seeking.

After four years of increasingly difficult relations, Saint Leo was
forced to foreclose on the judge's mortgage in 1893. In the

course ofthe proceeding, Charles Mohr discovered that there was

a prior lien of $2,061.17 on Dunne's property, held by a West
Virginia bank. 10 Edmund Dunne had neglected to mention it.

Trying to avoid a court action, the San Antonio founder of-

fered to cede the Benedictines twenty acres, evidently in return

for an additional $3,000 and the cancellation ofthe original loan.

"Judge Dunne's propositions are outrageous," wrote Mohr to

Haid on January 17, 1893. "The twenty acres that he wants to

give us for $6,000 is the poorest part of his land. Six acres of it is

unavailable, entirely unavailable. It is way down in a hole & will

never fit for anything excepting a grotto some day, maybe. The
20 acres he wants to reserve for Eugene are the 20 acres that face

towards Gruss's place. It is the best part of his land." Referring

to the initial deception in the concealment of the prior lien, Fr.

Charles advised his abbot: "It is absolutely necessary that we tem-

porize no longer with Judge Dunne. He has fooled us once &
we would be jackanapes to be doodled by him again." 11

Haid demurred. It was unseemly for an Abbot-Bishop to sue

a Papal Count. Mohr pressed him. Dunne had not maintained

his mortgaged property since he left the Catholic Colony in 1889,

and thus the collateral was declining in value. "The nursery trees

are all dead. His house is tumbling in & his trees are dying." Fur-

thermore, the neighboring residents had no sympathy for the
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Judge Edmund F. Dunne founded the

Catholie Colony of San Antonio in

1881-1882 and donated the 36 aeres for

Saint Leo College in 1889. But he and

Charles Mohr had a series of conflicts in

the 1890s. Madaline Govreau Beaumont Collection

judge: "Sultenfuss, Wichers,

Corrigan, Bischoff, 8c Mrs.

Morse, Mr. Waugh, Arzacq, all

representative people say

'Foreclose.'" 12

Abbot Leo allowed Fr.

Charles to proceed with the

foreclosure suit. On January

30, 1893, Maryhelp Abbey—
and eventually Saint Leo —
received the warranty deed for

the "Judge Dunne Forty." 13

The college property was thus

more than doubled in size to

76 acres. In 1906 ground was

broken for the new stone

abbey building near the site of

Dunne's abandoned homes-

tead; in 1948 his sinkhole was

transformed into the Saint Leo
Bowl.

Before the monks could

gain possession of the land,

they had to make arrangements through D. O. Thrasher of Dade
City to pay an accommodation price of $ 1 ,600 to the West Vir-

ginia bank for the prior lien which Dunne had concealed. 14 It was

a duplicitous action Charles Mohr never forgot.
uOh! the rascal,"

he wrote. 15

Five years later, the case exploded again when Judge Dunne
threatened to sue Prior Charles for slander.

Among the many subjects Mohr taught at the college was com-
mercial law. In April of 1898, in the course of a lecture on deeds

and contracts, he recounted his experience in the Dunne
foreclosure suit and the discovery of the prior lien. As he later

described it, he "especially cautioned his boys never to pay cash

for land until a good abstract of title would show that there were

absolutely no liens against the property they contemplated

buying.
cEven if you contemplated buying from the Pope him-

self,' he said, it makes no difference.'" 16

One of the students in the class was George B. Williams, who
enlisted in the Army on June 20, 1898, after the outbreak of the
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Spanish-American War. 17 During his training in Jacksonville, he
encountered Eugene O'Dunne, who had a law practice in the

city. Making conversation, Williams recounted to him what he

had learned of the Dunne family in Mohr's commercial law class.

Attorney O'Dunne was not amused.

The abbot later recounted what happened next: "The Viscount

at once told his father the story. Judge Dunne thought he could

scare Father Charles. At once in a grandiloquent way he began
sending him terrible looking documents — 'First Canonical

Notice,' 'Second Canonical Notice' and so forth." 18 In fact, they

were labeled "Canonical Demands," though their exact ecclesias-

tical status was unclear— more bluster than substance.

"Of course, Father Charles was scared white by these docu-

ments," wrote Mohr of his reaction, "however, he did not be-

come a coward. He was sure of his case." 19

The "Canonical Demands" of Dunne and O'Dunne accused

Mohr of "calumny" in stating that the judge had "cheated" the

abbot-bishop by failing to reveal the prior lien on his property of-

fered as collateral for the Maryhelp loan. An affidavit from George
Williams supported the charge:

Now the said Father Charles did say that while the said

Bishop Haid was acting in good faith with the said Judge

E. F. Dunne, the said Judge E. F. Dunne took advantage

of this opportunity and had the said Bishop Haid lend him
money upon the said tract of land which was already

mortgaged, and by so doing the said Judge E. F. Dunne
acted in bad faith and cheated the said Bishop Haid. 20

The judge "canonically demanded" of the commercial law

professor "that you give me a statement in writing, signed by you,

setting forth as far as possible the time, place and circumstances

of your making such statements and the names and addresses of

the persons to whom you made such statements." Furthermore,

"that with all convenient speed you fully retract the same in the

same form and manner as the same was made ..." Dunne's brief

concluded: "The failure to state herein any further demand or the

failure to set up a claim for reparation for the damage done me
by such calumnious statement is not to be considered a waiver by

me of any further demand or of any claim for reparation and

damages for the injury inflicted." 21

The Count and Viscount based their case on two contentions:

that the lien had been filed on the public courthouse record, and
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therefore the judge was not legally obliged to mention it; and in

any event, the mortgaged land was the Dunne homestead, and

thus exempt from prior liens. 22 Both were specious arguments.

The Benedictines trusted Dunne, who certainly had a moral

obligation to mention the lien. And the lien was, in fact, enforced

since they had to pay $1,600 to resolve it.

Charles Mohr attempted to explain, but the firm of Eugene
O'Dunne blasted his response:

You say, "I did not say that your father cheated Bishop

Haid." That looks like a quibbling evasion. What com-
plaint was it then that you made against him?...You say

there are some other boys somewhere who will tell a dif-

ferent story from that told by Mr. Williams. That is im-

material. The question is, what kind of story do you tell

yourself?...This letter is merely written in a friendly spirit

to call your attention to the fact that you have not com-
plied with the original demand.... 23

"Never, at his best, a very patient man," was how Charles Mohr
once described himself. 24 He could not abide such foolishness.

Here he was, out of pocket $1,600 five years down the road, for

what someone was claiming to be an illusion, and lecturing him
on legal ethics, to boot. He brought out all his guns and blasted

the case away.

First, he got two other students in the commercial law class—
Aloysius Delabar (by then himself a member of the monastery)

and Thomas Semmes — to sign an affidavit refuting Williams'

statement and Dunne's allegations. They agreed that Fr. Charles

had said:

In not telling Abbot Haid ofthis judgment which the West
Virginia bank had obtained against his land Judge Dunne
was not legally dishonest.... But in my opinion Judge
Dunne as a Catholic and as a Christian should have told

Abbot Haid about this judgment for he must certainly have

noticed that the Abbot Haid had the greatest confidence

in him and hence thought an investigation into the tide of

the land unnecessary 25

Next, Mohr persuaded George Williams to withdraw his own
affidavit of accusation. The former Saint Leo student, who had

attended only from February to June 1898, did so. The conten-

tious Eugene O'Dunne sent Williams a stiff response, at the loss

of his central document: "As it happens, I don't think we will have

any use for it at all, as we fell [sic] most amply fortified from bet-
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ter sources."26 The unhappy Williams wrote an apologetic letter

to Mohr (signing himself "very respectfully obediently yours"):

"Eugene O'Dunne did not act in good faith with me, for he

promised me not to use this paper, but that he wished to feel that

what I said was true. At the time I did believe it to be true, but

after thought I see my mistakes."27

Fr. Charles also consulted Tampa attorney Thomas M. Shack-

leford, who advised: ".
. .1 am inclined to the opinion that you

are not called upon to make any retraction ofwhat you have said

or to offer any further explanation or apology to Judge Dunne
than you have already given him." 28

Moreover, he secured an affidavit ofsupport from Judge D. O.
Thrasher of Dade City, who had handled the foreclosure. 29

Thrasher himself rejected a plea from Judge Dunne that he

provide him with an interpretation that the prior lien was unen-

forceable. 30 "Judge Dunne may have thought, at the time he told

you," Thrasher wrote to Mohr, "that the property was not sub-

ject to the Judgment; that he had homesteaded, and I can't see

why he would want a statement from me that the records would
prove false." 31 Fr. Charles asked him: "What do you intend doing

in case Judge Dunne brings suit for libel?" (It was actually a

"slander" action over "spoken" allegations.) Answered Thrasher:

"Fight it — on good grounds." 32

The O'Donoghue Affair

Looking for allies wherever he could get them, Fr. Charles

learned that Colonel D. O'C. O'Donoghue, a "surveyor and

topographies draftsman" with the U. S. Engineer's Office in

Portland, Maine, had had a similarly wrenching dispute with

Judge Dunne years earlier. Mohr wrote to him on December 28,

1898, and got an immediate reply. O'Donoghue had been ill-

treated by the San Antonio founder and was eager to share his

experience with an embattled cohort. "I will at once set about

writing the story hurriedly, of course, so as to mail it to you in a

few days ofhow I have been deceived by that Catholic fraud. He
has been permitted to impose too long."33

The Portland draftsman laid out his tale of fond hope and dis-

illusionment at the hands ofa man in whom he had once believed.

He also provided Mohr with more than two dozen documents,

including his correspondence with Judge Dunne and sympathetic
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letters from a number of San Antonio colonists on the injustice

done him.

Col. O'Donoghue first became aware of the Catholic Colony
when, as was the case with so many others, he read Judge Dunne's
absorbing series of "Prospecting Florida" letters in the Brooklyn

Catholic Review in 1883. 34 With eight children and a wife who
had nearly died of pneumonia
from "the rigors of the Maine
winters," O'Donoghue was
anxious for a change of
climate. He wrote to the judge

for more information, receiv-

ing Dunne's promotional
pamphlets describing life and

opportunities in "The
Catholic Colony of San An-
tonio in Hernando Co., Fla."

The principal brochure bore

an 1872 endorsement from
Pope Pius IX: "I bless this plan

and the author of it, and will

pray for his success." The title

page identified "Edmund F.

Dunne, LL. D., President" as

"Commander Order of St.

Gregory; Ex-Chief Justice of

Arizona; Ex-District Judge,

Nevada; Ex-Member Legisla-

ture, California, &c, &c."35

O'Donoghue was enthrall-

ed. "After this no reasonable

intending prospective settler

could surely entertain a

shadow of a doubt of the

honesty of this great Catholic

layman, thought I, the

modern Moses for Catholics

only." 36

He asked Dunne to pur-

chase 40 acres for him but the

judge declined, as the colonel

:\;4-

Abbot Charles Mohr on his 40th
birthday, January 24, 1903. "...we

would be jackanapes to be doodled by

him again," he wrote of Judge Dunne in

1893. But to Theodore Roosevelt in

1908, he wrote: "...you are our President

and I am your abbot . .

.

"

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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noted, "on the ground lest I might be dissatisfied, and that then

my 8 children and their mother would not cease cursing him." 37

It was an ironic statement in light of subsequent developments.

The judge instead offered a partnership arrangement. Dunne
would purchase a 10-acre parcel, plant citrus trees, and maintain

the grove; O'Donoghue would pay him $2,000 in semi-annual

installments of $250 for four years. Each would have a half-inter-

est in the grove. The Portland investor raised some questions

about the contract the judge had sent, noting that it "very much
resembled the handle of a jug all at one side." 38 Dunne replied:

"The indispensable requisite in going into any business with a

partner is having confidence in the proposed partner— without

that, a prudent man will not think of beginning at all." 39

O'Donoghue lost his hesitancy. "But as I had formed a very high

estimate of the public character of the Judge," he later wrote, "I

willingly entered into the contract with Judge Dunne taking no
other bond for its execution than confidence in the honor of so

great a Catholic."40

Over the next four years, the judge sent the colonel a series of

reassuring letters about the progress of the project. "You will

never, I am sure have a better chance than this to get a grove... I

can guarantee only, that I intend to push the work as 'expeditious-

ly as possible,' pitching into the work myself and finishing it just

as fast as I can." 41 "I selected the land today," Dunne wrote on
December 5, 1883, and in subsequent letters went on to recount

his actions in clearing the land and planting trees. 42 At one point,

O'Donoghue missed a payment and Dunne threatened to "call

forfeit," but the colonel borrowed the money and kept his

schedule thereafter. 43 "The whole grove is doing very well," the

judge wrote in 1885, "showing that I not only got good trees

but good soil. I feel quite pleased to be able to report so favorable

a result."44

Particularly important to the seriously religious O'Donoghue
was Dunne's pamphlet pledge that settlers "can take up their

abode under their own orange trees, within the sound of a

Catholic church bell, in the neighborhood of a parochial school,

and surrounded by Catholic influences generally..."45 With this

vision in mind, and having expended $ 1 ,750, he decided to spend

$115 on travel arrangements to visit the colony and what he

believed to be his flourishing economic future.

O'Donoghue was devastated by what he found:
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Impelled by the physical strain upon my wife's health con-

sequent upon the severity of winter I resolved upon the

transfer of my family in the Fall of 1887, and to arrange

for that purpose I set out for the colony in March 1887.

Confident from Dunne's letters that the grove "within the

sound of the Catholic Church bell" was well advanced, to

arrange for erecting [a] dwelling house — I reached the

colony a perfect stranger, and although Dunne states in

one of his letters that the people knew about my grove , I

discovered no one who did until I revealed my mission.

Day after my arrival I was directed to where I found the

Judge who complained he was sick and unable to talk with

me, he, however, informed [me] of the direction of the

grove and hiring a person to drive me to the place, I found

it a part of a 40 acre tract with deadened trees standing all

through the place and small trees supposed to be orange

and lemon set out among the dead trees, and fallen burnt

limbs strewn about— distant from the colony town about

five miles — in the midst of a lonely flat woods.46

The grove was not in the center of the colony in the shadow of

Saint Anthony Church, as O'Donoghue had imagined, but five

miles to the south in the new settlement of Carmel where, Char-

les Mohr later quipped sarcastically of Dunne's pledge,

O'Donoghue "could hear the bell ringing ifthe WIND CAME FROM
the RIGHT DIRECTION."47

"Well, I was all at sea," wrote the Portland colonel, "no one to

give me any light. Following day I called upon the Judge, told

him what I had found, &c; he made lots of excuses, was very

plausible, said how much he did and what not, but never a

suspicion arose in my mind of any deceit from so great a Catholic

Christian." Dunne offered to sign over his own half-interest in

the 10-acre grove and also provide a house lot just east of the

church, if O'Donoghue would sign a release from their contract.

O'Donoghue did so, not suspecting "that this 'Count of the

Order of St. Gregory' had perpetrated an ignoble stratagem." 48

Before his return to Portland, Col. O'Donoghue arranged for

a professional appraisal of his land. He discovered that his $1,750
investment was virtually worthless. "I do not think any ten acre[s]

could be picked out of the forty that would sell to any man know-
ing anything about orange culture for as much as two hundred
& fifty dollars planted & all as it is," wrote his agent, Charles Gail-

mard. But Gailmard was optimistic about pressing Dunne for an
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The Colony Drug Store in San Antonio in 1884. Colonel D. O'C. O'Donoghue hoped

to retire to the colony, but his investment in an orange grove with Judge Dunne turned

into disillusionment. Madaline Govreau Beaumont Collection

equitable adjustment: "... my opinion is you will get it ifnot one
way then an other for all the people here will testify in your favor

& he can't well afford to have this come to such an issue he has

enough to contend with in the first place & in the next he must
know that if it goes to court he not only will loose [sic] but he

will do himself an injury out side the Colony which he never can

repair."49

The colonel himself appealed to the judge in the name of his

family: "But, alas! Must I dash their hopes with a discouraging

tale and teach them to curse a name that they have been taught

to respect, from the lips of their father?"50

Dunne agreed to submit the legality of the release to a three-

man arbitration board. The plan collapsed, however, when the

only neutral member abstained and left the matter a standoff. 51

Dunne refused further accommodation. In the meantime,
colonists began to line up with Colonel O'Donoghue against

Judge Dunne.
By far the most revered and influential figure in San Antonio

was Dr. Joseph F. Corrigan, who would become Saint Leo's at-

tending physician when the college opened in 1890. "As one in-
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terested in the fair name of San Antonio, with which yours is so

necessarily associated," the doctor wrote to the judge in 1887,

"and as one completely disinterested otherwise so far as any bias

to one side or the other is concerned, I urge you to reconsider

Mr. O'Donoghue's request, and to give him the full value or

somewhere near it, of the amount he has entrusted to you." 52

The most startling comments flowed from the pen of colonist

John P. Mullan. They depict the founder in stark decline. "Your

fight is a noble one and right nobly have you borne your share in

the battle," Mullan told O'Donoghue. "I do not see how the

Count Dunne can be eliminated from this Colony. Had I the

power I assure you he would go with a bounce; he told a friend

of mine the other day that he was aware that he was regarded as

an incubus by all, but that he intended to make amends for the

future. He has promised Dr. Corrigan to stop drinking and the

Dr. seems to have some sympathy for him." 53 Mullan went on in

a second letter, even more savagely:

I am sorry to hear that you have not settled that sad affair

with Dunne. He will do his best to trick you, I am sure.

His is a phase ofhuman nature that I cannot quite under-

stand. I have studied him well but he is still an enigma to

me. In church he is a model of propriety. As soon as the

Priest enters to say Mass he arises and stands until Mass is

begun, the only one in church who does so. His bowings,

inclinations of the head, are lovely to behold. Sanctity

seems to sit enthroned upon him, perhaps Burns' verses

are applicable to him. "Devotion's every grace, except the

heart." But we are not permitted to judge. Let us hope he

may be all right in his conscience. But I only see

emblazoned all over his countenance that word so repug-

nant to all honest men =RASCAL= I wish I could think

otherwise but I cannot. He seems to have settled down
into a non entity; he takes part in no movements, keeps

himself at home & is rarely seen in town. Has he found his

level? 54

Particularly striking was a letter to Edmund Dunne from his

cousin, Captain Hugh Dunne, with whom he had tramped
through the Florida wilderness until Saint Jovita's Day 1882,

when they jointly came upon the land on which the Catholic

Colony ofSan Antonio was established. "Now Judge," wrote the

captain from Jacksonville, "this is a most distressing case. This

man O'Donoghue mortgaged his home, stinted himself in the
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necessaries of life, trusting in your honesty to do as you repre-

sented, with a good reason, believing you to be a good practical

Catholic, desiring not only to help deserving Catholics but your-

self to be an ornament to the Church, getting for your disinter-

estedness and extreme piety and zeal a high mark of honor from
our Holy Father, the Pope." He continued: "Now there is but

one honest manly course for you to pursue, the only one that will

entitle you to Eternal Forgiveness and avoid the curse ofthe help-

lessness of a fellow man who trusted you implicitly, and that you
only can do by making perfect restitution, which you can readily

do."

Hugh Dunne bore bluntly into his distinguished cousin: "I tell

you now, not in the way of a threat or to bluff that unless this

thing is met in the honest manly Christian way there will be the

most terrible exposure of you possible to be made. As I know
from personal knowledge several Catholic papers have promised

him their columns to expose you and vindicate himself. This for

all our sakes I wish to avoid if possible. I hope that for your soul's

sake you will make this all satisfactory." Cousin Hugh concluded

on a personal appeal to Judge Dunne: "You and I have the same
name, the same, the same [sic] blood flows in our veins, for this

reason, ifno other, I claim the right to address you. Then another

reason, you and I located the Colony, I endorsing you thorough-

ly in all your undertakings. Whilst I have not the education you
have I am no fool, and for this reason I write you. I am fully as

headstrong as you are, knowing right from wrong and I fully

believe you have wronged these people under the guise of

philanthropic Christian fellowship. So again let me ask you to

make this matter right."55

In the spring of 1889, Judge Dunne finally did take back the

disheveled 10-acre Carmel grove and building lot, and in ex-

change he provided O'Donoghue with twenty acres, two miles

west ofSan Antonio, along with two small building lots. A decade

later, the colonel was still not satisfied, and he was adamant about

holding "that hypocrite as morally bound to make restitution." 56

By then he had donated the lots to the Holy Name nuns and

abandoned his dream of retirement in the colony. Still embit-

tered, he offered his resources to Mohr for use in the slander suit.

"Also if Dunne should carry out his threat I will render what as-

sistance I can that you may desire," O'Donoghue wrote Mohr,
"& you can count on the 20 acres left of the debris to assist you
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in paying expenses, for that 'eminent Catholic' hypocrite, and

deceiver should be publicly exposed to the Catholic people of the

United States." 57

The judge was leery of negative publicity, of course. A feature

on "the mismanagement ofthe colony" appeared in April of 1887
in the Boston Pilot, a newspaper which had once sung Dunne's

praises. 58 In addition, Father Eis of Columbus, Ohio, publisher

of the German-language Waisenfreund, was planning a colonial

project with the judge, but abandoned it, evidently for reasons

other than the O'Donoghue Affair. O'Donoghue himself told

Mohr he "was sorry to have lost so good a chance" to provide

Eis with "an open letter for publication" to expose "the wolf in

sheep's clothing." 59

Judge Dunne's threatened "canonical demands" and suit for

slander collapsed in 1899. Perhaps it was a recognition that his

legal foundation was thin; perhaps it was a reluctance to face fur-

ther damage to his reputation. Armed as he was with affidavits

and the weight of the law, Father Charles evidently never had to

use the O'Donoghue revelations to defend himself in court.

The Founder in Decline

How can one account for Edmund Dunne's behavior?

He was certainly a giant of great achievements. As a persistent

visionary and dynamic builder, he carved out of the Florida

wilderness a colony which has survived through hardships to the

present day, still of much the same character as it was a century

ago. San Aiitonio had some 400 colonists at its peak in the mid-

1880s; it has 652 residents today, most of them Catholic, and

many descended from the earliest settlers. The University of

Notre Dame gave him an honorary doctorate in 1880, and he

was knighted and "counted" by two popes for defending the faith.

But Judge Dunne took principle to the point of fanaticism and
prided himselfon the title "ex-Chief Justice" when he was forced

from the Arizona federal bench for his obdurate championing of

Catholic schools. He had a flamboyant personal style, illustrated

by his soaring public rhetoric and his dramatic displays of re-

ligious fervor. Frenchman Edmond Johanet called him "the grand

king of San Antonio" on his 1885 visit — an admiring and per-

ceptive remark— but the monarch could brook no opposition in

his realm. He was no mere real estate huckster with 100,000 acres
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to unload, however, but a man driven by the dream of creating a

haven for religious refuge.

But his personal ambition was accompanied by a self-righteous

Pharisaical strain, which undercut his public posture of leader-

ship and principle. It was one thing to become so financially hard-

pressed that he had to face a foreclosure suit on the Maryhelp
loan, or to fall into such overextended labor that he could not

maintain the O'Donoghue grove. But it was quite another to con-

ceal a prior lien on the collateral he offered, and to mislead a

prospective colonist and then refuse to make satisfactory restitu-

tion.

San Antonio historian Madaline Govreau Beaumont, whose
grandparents and parents came to San Antonio as colonists from
Missouri in 1883 and 1884, attributes Judge Dunne's decline to

the death of his wife Josephine in 1883. She not only cared for

their five children but maintained the correspondence with

hundreds ofinquiring settlers from all over the country. "My feel-

ing is that after she died, he couldn't cope with all these little

children, and life, and everything else, and so he sort of lost his

grip."60

Fred Dunne, grandson of Captain Hugh, agrees. "His weak-

ness was that he would never change his mind — very stubborn.

But he was a brilliant man any way you looked at it." 61 Despite

his defects, Dunne remains a revered figure in San Antonio today.

Adds Madaline Beaumont: "As I was growing up, I heard noth-

ing but praise for Judge Dunne. He was a hero."62

Edmund Dunne and Charles Mohr met face to face on only

one occasion — the only time the judge ever visited Saint Leo
College. He had left San Antonio under a cloud in 1889, took

up residence in Ottawa, Canada, and lived for a time in Toledo,

Ohio, where he represented Fr. Patrick Quigley in a legal defense

of Catholic schools. Then he moved to Mackinac Island,

Michigan, still spoke frequently throughout the country on
Catholic issues, and by 1893 was practicing law in Jacksonville. 63

His wife, Mrs. Josephine Warner Dunne, had been buried on the

grounds ofthe Dunne homestead. After the judge lost his proper-

ty in the foreclosure suit, he returned to Saint Leo on December
12, 1893, to move his wife's body to the cemetery next to St.

Anthony's Church. The colonists greeted him as a heroic figure

on his "flying visit" to "his old camping-ground," reported the

Florida Times-Union. "He was everywhere received with much
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pleasure. One night during his brief stay he was serenaded by the

San Antonio band, and all were royally entertained at the

hospitable home of Tax Assessor J. S. Flanagan." 64

There was no warmth, however, in his encounter with Charles

Mohr, still smarting from the sting of the concealed lien in the

foreclosure suit. Benedict Roth recorded: "The great Big Judge

Dunne called for a few minutes— the first time. He told Rev. Fr.

Charles his name & the latter reciprocated and that was about all

— and done!"65 Nearly forty years later, Mohr himself recounted

his memories of the meeting in a 1929 account he subtitled:

"What c

St. Edmund' Dunne did To the Monks of Belmont
Abbey. An interesting experience. Interesting but expensive."

Judge Dunne came for the second burial and Father Char-

les said the Funeral Mass. The only words that passed be-

tween the parties were

"Are you Father Charles?" "I am."
cTs this Judge Dunne?" "It is. Will see you later."

He never— the Judge did not — returned.66

Given the stormy relationship between Mohr and Dunne, it is

remarkable that it ended on a gesture of reconciliation, on the

judge's part.

As Mohr directed the clearing of the "Judge Dunne Forty" for

use by the college, he took pains to make arrangements for

Dunne's extensive library, which was housed in its own building.

"The inclosed is a full list of books still on your library shelves,"

wrote Fr. Charles to him on June 12, 1893. "The rainy season

has set in & it may be well to ship books at once. I await your fur-

ther orders."67 Dunne asked that they be shipped to him in Jack-

sonville. Mohr himself supervised the packing and dispatched the

collection on April 13,1 894, and the library outbuilding was torn

down in 1895.68 The last of the Judge Dunne "shacks," as Roth
termed them, "a buggy shed," was "toppled over by the boys and
fire set to it by the Ven. Brothers," wrote Benedict BLoth on March
28, 1900. "Thus disappeared all the glory of the Dunne Estate

in the Catholic Colony of San Antonio, Florida, founded by the

Hon. Mr. Dunne." 69

In 1899, as he was departing Jacksonville for Baltimore, Judge
Dunne donated two tons of books to the Saint Leo library, car-

ried in 10 cartons gratis by the Plant railway. 70
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His son, Eugene O'Dunne, was a frequent visitor to the col-

lege. Noted Roth on September 5, 1896: "Mr. Viscount
O'Dunne visited today and yesterday and each time played a game
of handball with the students."71

In 1903, Dunne made one final bequest to Saint Leo. Abbey
pressman Benedict Roth was enhancing his printing estab-

lishment. He wrote to Judge Dunne at "Hochheim, via

Castleberry, Alabama," where the old founder was developing

another Catholic colony. He asked if he could have the set of

newspaper type and stock, gathering dust since Judge Dunne had
left them in the care of Fr. Roman Kirchner at Saint Anthony
Church 14 years earlier. "We would thank you if you donated

them to us, excepting the large press which we could not use." 72

Roth got a favorable reply from Eugene O'Dunne in Baltimore.

"You may as well take the whole thing over, press and all." The
Viscount added some stark news. "Now that he will never be able

to do anything on his Ala colony he will have no use for any part

of the printing outfit. . . . Father has been in the hospital since

last May as the result of a stroke of paralysis. I doubt if he will

ever leave it."73

Judge Dunne died on October 4, 1904 at the age of 69 and is

buried in Baltimore. His grave is now unmarked, the headstone

either lost or weathered away. 74

Friendship with President Roosevelt

Born in Ohio during the Civil War, Charles Mohr was a

Republican from his earliest upbringing. But he was not

demonstrative about his politics, in contrast to one of his succes-

sors, Abbot Marion Bowman, who became an active figure in the

Florida Democratic Party in his retirement. The San Antonio Post

of the Grand Army of the Republic, the organization of Union
veterans of the Civil War, invited Mohr to address their "encamp-

ment" on Memorial Day 1896. Benedict Roth was opposed to

such overt political manifestation and recorded the outcome of

the episode: "But he happened to
c

be vamoosed' and well so. He
is a Republican & so are they — but a religious is not a political

haranguer." 75 Roth himself was a Democrat, and noted that in

the 1896 election, only he, his brother Leander, Gerard

Schneider, and Louis Panoch voted for William Jennings Bryan. 76

But Abbot Charles exercised the full expression of his

Republican enthusiasm when he met President Theodore
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Abbot Charles Mohr was so excited at meeting President Theodore Roosevelt that he

wrote a five-page letter to the Saint Leo monastic community on October 21, 1905.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

Roosevelt on October 21, 1905. The chance encounter led to a

life-long friendship. Mohr was overwhelmed by the experience

and immediately wrote Benedict Roth an exuberant five-page let-

ter detailing the encounter, and asking that it be read to the monks
at table.

The abbot was on his way to Maryhelp Abbey for a general

chapter meeting of Benedictine monasteries. 77 Brother Aloysius

drove him by buggy for the two-hour trip from Saint Leo to Dade
City to catch the overnight train to Jacksonville. Upon his arrival

there in the morning, wrote Mohr, he "saw everywhere the

greatest preparations making for the reception of the President."

He kept a scheduled appointment at the Windsor Hotel with

Senator James Taliaferro, Congressman Stephen Sparkman, and

Tampa Customs Collector Matthew Macfarland, and all three in-

sisted that he join them for the president's speech at the Semi-

nole Club. There he brushed elbows with Governor Broward,

Mayor Nolan, "and all the chief representative citizens of the

State." Mohr continued: "I enjoyed a pleasant conversation & a

good smoke at the club until the strains of music sounding in the

streets apprised us of the President's coming."
"Hardly had the President taken his seat on the balcony when

Senator Taliaferro called me to the President," wrote Mohr com-
ing to the heart of the matter. "He introduced me as a Benedic-
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tine Abbot of the Benedictine Abbey of St. Leo, Florida." Said

Roosevelt: "I hardly know how to address you Father." Mohr
replied: "Just say Fr. Abbot." Then T. R. remarked: "All my in-

formation regarding Abbots comes from reading Scott's novels,

but now I am glad to shake hands & bid welcome to a real live

Benedictine Abbot."

"I told him I was also a Federal Officer having served as

Postmaster 16 years." "Well," said Roosevelt, "I am de-lighted

to have a Benedictine Abbot as one ofmy colaborers. I have the

highest regard for your Church & have just recently made Mr.

Bonaparte a member of my Cabinet. He is a good clean man &
I congratulate myselfthat he accepted the call to the Secretaryship

of the Navy. A few days ago I saw Cardinal Gibbons & your

Church has nothing to fear from me."
Abbot Charles at that point made a touching remark: "I then

told him that my community admired him in many ways & that

we would pray for him. When I told him we would pray for him,

his face became serious & grasping me by the hand with both

hands he gave it a warm shake and said 'I thank you from my
heart.' He seemed disposed to chat longer, but as there was such

a great crowd waiting to speak to him, I excused myself &
retired."

Mohr added his impressions of the ebullient Rough Rider:

"The President making a public speech, speaks with the greatest

clearness, ease & deliberation; but in ordinary conversation he

stammers a little bit. The cartoons we see ofRoosevelt's teeth &c.

are pretty true to life. He gesticulates much & in speaking shows

all his teeth."

"Being a life-long Republican & always having had a high

regard for Roosevelt's ideals, I have now even a higher regard for

him & my party," wrote the abbot. He congratulated President

Roosevelt on his address, and concluded his letter with a com-
ment on his singular experience: "I was the only minister on the

balcony with the President & I shall never forget the cordial greet-

ing he gave me & the respect he showed me before all the people.

And because I feel that in honoring me he honored our holy

religion & our little abbey, I felt so pleased about it that I had to

write you all about it." He added a reminder of his pledge: "...

I hope my community will keep the promise I made to the Presi-

dent, namely that
'we would pray for him .'"
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Two days later, Fr. Michael Michel read the letter to all the

Saint Leo monks at supper. 78

"Ever after this there existed a mutual admiration society be-

tween our superior and Mr. Roosevelt," wrote Abbot Charles. 79

The two corresponded during the remaining three and a half

years of T. R.'s term and throughout his post-presidential career.

"I am bold enough to send you a photograph ofyour abbot,"

wrote Mohr on December 10, 1908. "Have I aged any since we
met in Jacksonville? I enclose a medal of St. Benedict which I

want you to wear whilst out hunting in Africa. The good saint

will protect you and bring you home safe." The abbot added a

plug for protection in his federal job: "Before you retire from of-

fice I wish you would also include the 4th Class PMs of Florida

in the Civil Service."80 The president evidently ignored the ap-

peal, but Republican Postmaster Mohr kept his position

throughout the era of the "spoils system," through Republican

and Democratic administrations alike, as did his successor

Postmaster-Abbot Francis Sadlier.

.

President Roosevelt replied from the White House and sent his

own gift in return: "I thank you for the photograph and for the

medal, and I shall take the latter to Africa with me as you suggest.

Now will you accept my photograph in exchange? I prize your

friendship and deeply appreciate your writing." The president in-

scribed the photo: "To Abbot Charles H. More with the regards

of Theodore Roosevelt. Dec. 14th 1908.

"

81

Roosevelt had misread Mohr's cramped signature and
misspelled his name. Lest the president be embarrassed, however,

Abbot Charles seems to have deliberately misspelled his own
name "Charles H. More" in his next letter on December 17 (a

practice he discontinued in subsequent correspondence). "Thank
you ever so much for the photograph. I shall have it framed and
placed in my cell. I now include a medal for your wife also." Feel-

ing the chemistry between them, Mohr concluded on an emo-
tional note: "I sometimes think it is 'fresh' of me to take up so

much ofyour time; but you are our President and I am your abbot

Sc that's why I am so bold." He added a postscript: "Don't answer

this. Be sure though that I pray every day for you." 82

Protected by Charles Mohr's medal of St. Benedict, Theodore
Roosevelt departed for an African safari three weeks after he left

office in 1909 and bagged a horrific total of more than 500
animals, including 17 lions. 83
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in

&

I wish I could see you
Washington some

time," the president had
written to the abbot in

1908.84 Abbot Charles

never stopped at the

White House, but he did

visit Roosevelt at his

Sagamore Hill home in

Oyster Bay, New York,

only hailing distance

away from the abbey's

mission at Farmingdale,

Long Island. Of a

memorable feature of his

friend's 1911 visit, the

former president wrote:
".

. . I must tell you that

Mrs. Roosevelt and I

really touched by

your manner and
words when you

said goodbye to our son

Kermit."85

Such was their relationship that Roose-velt was even willing to

share his candid thoughts on the religious leaders they sometimes

discussed in correspondence. "I very sincerely wish well to the

Catholic Church," he wrote on November 20, 1911. "I do not

mind writing you confidentially and not to be quoted, and what
I am about to write is of course quite private and I would not be

willing to have it shown by you excepting to people whom you
trust and who would not misunderstand me."
He went on to praise by name Catholic Bishops Spalding and

Kane and the parish priests he had "been able to work with" be-

cause "they seem to me to possess the union of high purpose and

of practical power to do good which is essential if we are to get

real achievement." Adding the names of non- Catholic Bishops

Brooks and Brent with the same values, he told Mohr he had the

same feeling for them "as, my dear Abbot, I have for you. I do
not know whether you will like being included with the two
Protestant bishops I mention, but I know you will not mind the

were

both
your

President Theodore Roosevelt sent Abbot
Charles Mohr his inscribed photograph in 1908.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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I thank you f

t shall take t

Deconber 14, 1903.

for the

I prise yo

writing.

th<. photograph

latter to Africa with era as you sug-

ill you accept my photograph ir. exchange?

friendship, and deoply approciato your

Sincerely yours,

,*u*

feeling in me which
makes me wish to include

you; it is because I recog-

nize in you . . . and in

them, the same combina-

tion of serene and lofty

spirituality, of broad-

minded charity and of

sincere desire to do good
— a combination which

ensures from me a very

high and affectionate

regard."

Roosevelt then spoke

bluntly about the

Archbishop of Boston,

whom he did not admire.

"Now Archbishop [Wil-

liam] O'Connell repre-

sents just the opposite to

what you three men rep-

resent. He is intensely

worldly; he is very nar-

row; he is anti-American

and anti-democratic; and in his attitude toward scientific and

philosophical investigation among laymen, his position is really

that of a mediaeval reactionary."

Abbot Charles was then battling local anti-Catholic attacks and
had sent Roosevelt his response, entitled "An Answer." The
former president was a promoter of religious tolerance and

pluralism. He contrasted Mohr with the religious chauvinism he

had just been assailing. "Now men like you, men like the two
bishops concerning whom we are corresponding, have the exact-

ly opposite effect. You and they make those Protestants who are

a little inclined to be suspicious and intolerant and dogmatic un-

derstand that however much they may differ from you on points

of dogmatic theology they can yet not only work with you but

deeply admire you, and be very grateful that you exist; and sure-

ly such an attitude is a good thing for us in our country."

Roosevelt was spending his retirement as an editor of The Out-

look weekly magazine. CT shall take the liberty of reading your let-

President Theodore Roosevelt and Abbot
Charles Mohr engaged in a long-running

correspondence after they met in Jacksonville in

1905. Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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ter at the next editorial conference of The Outlook," said T. R.,

and he went on to compliment Mohr on his pamphlet. "That is

a fine paper of yours, which I shall also show to The Outlook;

and as you say, my dear Abbot, in it you kept your promise and
you made it a friendly paper; and to use your final words, there

is no course to which I am more committed in heart and soul

than the course ofworking to bring about among religious people

that true peace which is founded on justice." He added an invita-

tion: "When you come to New York again, will you not come and

take lunch with us at The Outlook? I should like you to meet the

editors."86

The ex-president in fact cited Charles Mohr by name in an ar-

ticle he immediately published in his magazine on "The Search

for Truth in a Reverent Spirit." 87 "Did you see that in the last

Outlook I quoted your letter to me?" he wrote to Mohr. "My ar-

ticle was really along the lines ofyour speech, because it is a plea

for reverence combined with liberty, and for charity as among
men of different religious persuasions."88

By 1912, Roosevelt was dissatisfied with his successor William

Howard Taft, and was making plans to bid for a third term. Char-

les Mohr advised him not to run, fearing he would be defeated.

But Roosevelt was not to be dissuaded and replied from the rail-

road train on which he was campaigning:

En route

Pullman Private Car Convoy
April 4th 1912.

My dear Abbot Charles:

Whether I can be nominated or elected I do not know, but

I do know that the fight had to be made for the plain

people, and that at the moment there was nobody else to

make it but myself; and without regard to the result I have

gone in and shall stay in. It is good to hear from you.

Faithfully yours,

Theodore Roosevelt89

Roosevelt's effort was not successful. Failing to gain the

Republican nomination, he ran as a "Bull Moose" on the Progres-

sive Party ticket, split the Republican vote, and Democrat
Woodrow Wilson was elected. Abbot Charles commiserated with

him in the spring of 1913: "I hope you & Mrs. Roosevelt are

well. Now let us all watch Wilson try to run this country as if it
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were a class-room full of his pupils. He has determination but no
judgment." Mohr was then about to depart from New York on
the Prinzess Irene for a meeting of the world's Benedictine abbots

at Monte Cassino, Italy, "the cradle of the Benedictine Order."

"Before returning to the U.S.I intend paying a visit to the Ger-

man Emperor. As both you & he are such warm personal friends,

I thought a line from you might help me to get to his busy

presence."90

Abbot Charles left on his first trip to Europe on April 1, 1913.

The students gave him an "unannounced THREE CHEERS that

rattled the parlor windows."91 He arrived back on July 19, noted

Benedict Roth, and "had gained 30 pounds while absent from

here, returned to the Abbey, took a bath in Lake Jovita, then got

a cup of tea at the college refectory, and then timely attended the

Saturday evening 'Night Prayers & Benediction' in the college

chapel . .
."92 If he met the German Kaiser, it went unrecorded.

President Theodore Roosevelt died in 1919. The following

year, Abbot Charles took out memberships in the Roosevelt

Memorial Association in the name ofboth Saint Leo College and
Saint Leo Abbey. The society's motto was: "One flag, the

American flag; one language, the language of the Declaration of

Independence; one loyalty, loyalty to the American people."93

The gesture was a tribute to a rare friendship.
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1908-1909:

Coming ofAge

ear Aunt: St. Leo College is situated in a very beautiful

spot, on the shores of Lake Jovita, which is most pic-

turesque," wrote first-commercial student Robert Barksdale to

his aunt Lou Poindexter in Lynchburg, Virginia, on November
7, 1908. "St. Leo College is a very nice school and boys that go
home on their vacation with a feeling of great respect for their

teachers and College. We frequently go boat riding on the Lake,

and sometimes go over to the station and see the train arrive. We
have two fine handball alleys and a tennis court, and a fine base

ball diamond, and when it rains, so that we cannot go outside 8:

play, we have lots ofamusements inside the house, playing games,

billiards, and listening to the phonograph." 1

Now nearly two decades old, Saint Leo had not lost the in-

timate spirit and simple pleasures of its earliest years. To be sure,

there were some changes. A new stone abbey was going up on
the old "Judge Dunne Forty." And the classification system had

been modified. "First commercials" like Barksdale would have

been in the graduating class in 1 893. Now the order was reversed,
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with a basic five-year program of first grammar, second grammar,
first class commercial, second class commercial, and graduating

class, still leading to the original Master of Accounts degree.

There was also a full five-year "classical" course for scholastics.

The textbooks had the familiar authors of the 1890s, but the in-

troductory commercial students were now using Twentieth Cen-

tury Bookkeeping (Parts I and II). 2

The faculty had adopted a new policy on textbooks, at the sug-

gestion of Abbot Charles. "When a professor wanted a book
adopted in place of one in use he should confer with the Rector

who then was to place the matter before the Abbot, who, if he

approves of the professor's request, then, the Rector or Stationer

should exchange the new book adopted for the students' old

book, used hitherto," explained Roth. "Such a request never was

made however," he added. 3

The academic year 1908-1909 was a distinctive year of con-

tinuity and change: the resurrection of an abandoned style, con-

flict and resolution, and demonstrated appreciation for the values

of a Benedictine education.

Preparations began in the standard way: drumming tours to

recruit students and summer improvements to the facilities.

Director Benedict Roth spent much of July 1908 canvassing for

enrollments in the familiar haunts of Jacksonville and Mayport,

Fernandina, Pablo Beach, and Tampa; in August he was on the

prowl in Ocala and Gainesville. But "Pater Benedict's" recruit-

ing techniques were now a bit more diverse and included some
unusual efforts at casting a successful net: "During these months
P. B. also sent the present year's and former year's S. L. C.

Catalogs to all the OLD BOYS, to Florida Hotels, to Catholics

named in the 'Florida Catholic', and many other parties in the

State."4

A new "gymnasium" — at least what passed for one in those

years — was constructed in August by Fr. Joseph, Bros. Augus-

tine and John, and year-round resident-student Harry Parry. It

was 26 feet long, 22 feet wide, and 20 feet high, built of planks

from the Dooner Lumber Company ofSan Antonio and shingles

from the Gulf Cypress Lumber Company of Ehren. Candy sales

at the college canteen paid for the building. Adjacent to the hand-

ball alleys, it provided recreation "to protect the boys against the

rain," wrote Benedict Roth. It was "the best ever built here," he
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The main college building housed classrooms, offices, 10 faculty members, and 48

Students in 1908-1909. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

said of the gym. It lasted until demolished in the hurricane ofOc-
tober 192 l.s

Getting ready for the new year, Fr. Aloysius "jap-a-lac-'d" the

chapel pews, as well as the classroom and study hall desks. The
dining room got a new coat of "oil paint," the bath houses were

repaired, and the students' "Texas" whitewashed. The upper part

of the telephone booth in the central room was remodeled for

stationery storage; the lower part housed the money safe and the

"telephone instrument." "Outsiders even used it free," com-
plained Roth, "so later it was put in the Rector's office." 6

The Saint Leo monastery had 33 members: nine priests and a

cleric on the faculty, three priests on the missions in Cuba and

New York, 16 lay brothers, two scholastic students, and two resi-

dent workmen. 7 Fr. Aloysius had just been appointed abbey prior

at the age of 28. An S. L. M. C. Master of Accounts in 1898 as

James "Jake" Delabar, he— like Benedict Roth— kept a chronol-

ogy of community events. "It is worthy ofnote," he remarked on
September 5, 1908, "that the new Prior is youngest in years of

all the Chapter members of the monastery, although in monastic

age he was one of the Seniors." 8
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Among the noteworthy new members was Father Urban Wis-

niewski, a cleric who transferred from St. Vincent Archabbey to

study theology at Saint Leo on September 29, 1908. He changed
his religious name to Jerome when he made his vows the next

year, and later went on to become one of Saint Leo's most wide-

ly known monks, dying in 1966 as a celebrated Florida historian.9

Francis Sadlier made his simple vows in 1909. His names had
gone through considerable evolution. "Mast. Schiesleder,

Rupert, later named & surnamed Francis Satler, Scholastic, ar-

rived from Europe," Benedict Roth had recorded on September

13, 1904. 10 He was 1 5 and the future Abbot Francis Sadlier, who
would succeed Charles Mohr in 1929 as the second abbot ofSaint

Leo. The monastery was growing. Yet, not everyone could be ac-

commodated, even in the multilingual climate of that turn-of-

the-century abbey.
uA[n] Assyrian young man wishing to study

for the priesthood for this Diocese arrived this morning from

Jacksonville," wrote Delabar on February 10, 1908. "He could

not speak English or any other language known here. He was sent

back by the next train." 11

"At a time when temptations of all kinds are abroad, when
various inducements to fritter away time meet the student at every

turn, when morals are so highly watched over, the benefits and

retired location of St. Leo's can not be overestimated," said the

1908-1909 catalogue. Saint Leo had lost none of its original

values in that regard. "Even the careless student becomes inter-

ested in his studies by the influence of his associates, and learns

to appreciate the advantages to be derived from undivided atten-

tion to his work. Surrounded by congenial companions, who have

but one object in view, by associations which concern to fix his

mind upon his duties, he breathes for a few years an atmosphere

of order, piety, of pleasant companionship which makes virtue

agreeable and tends to establish habits that must exert a salutary

influence upon his whole life." 12

Forty-eight students attended the college in the course of the

1908-1909 year: 40 were from Florida, three from Virginia, one

each from Minnesota, Tennessee, and Georgia, and two from

Spain. 13 Roth preserved their signatures in his scrapbook, with

the statement: "This Sheet will be kept on file in the Archives of

St. Leo College." 14

An unusual number came from railroad families, evidently the

result of word-of-mouth reputation: the father of Robert and
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William Barksdale was a Pullman captain on the Atlantic Coast

Line; R. H. Burke was employed by the Pullman Company in

Jacksonville; Armel Dudley's father was an Atlantic Coast Line

conductor; and a fifth Saint Leo boy was delivered by his uncle

Mr. Rae, auditor for the Seaboard Air Line. 15 It was something
ofan irony in light ofthe many frustrations Saint Leo experienced

over rail service in those years. Also in attendance was William

Rabun Battle, great-great-grandson of the former governor of

Georgia. He would be a gold medalist and class valedictorian in

191 1. 16

The custom ofescorting students to the college was still in prac-

tice, as Roth noted in his entry for Monday, September 28: "Clas-

ses opened with 20 boarders and 14 being new and six old boys,

and 8 Day-Dodgers. P Joseph returned on Saturday with Tampa
and Southern boys. All are now happy and content." 17

One group of October arrivals did not fare so well. "Sunday
the 11th Mr and Mrs Villaverde Lopez brought their son Alfred

in an open wagon from Dade City and all got drenched in a heavy

rain en route; P B dressed Mr L with one of his spare suits, the

kid in one of the student's suitfs], while the lady kept drenched
till 4p.m. from 12 M, when the trio went to the St Charles Hotel
and stayed there 24 hours to 'dry' up and recuperate." 18

Return of the Military Feature

After a five-year hiatus under Fr. Alexander Fink, military life

returned to Saint Leo with Benedict Roth. At the urging ofAbbot
Charles, the Director spelled out his reasons for the restoration

in a letter "To Our Patrons" (the parents) on October 21, 1908.

"It is my ardent desire to see our boys once more dressed in

uniform," he wrote. "Owing to hard times the uniform was aban-

doned. Now, however, I think we can return to the old order of
things." Economics may have been a factor in the decision to put
aside the manual of arms in 1902-1903. Jacob Reed's $13.50
uniforms represented more than 10 percent of the cost at Saint

Leo for a student who was planning to attend for only a single

term, and some years two sets of formal dress were required. But
cost seems to have been outweighed by philosophical considera-

tions, for Abbot Charles remarked that his successors in the direc-

torship had been "more peaceful" in their orientation. Now, his

soul mate was back at the wheel. "Many would be the ad-

vantages," said Roth:
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The Saint Leo student body of 1907-1908

(above) wore the standard dress of college

students of the day. The students of 1908- 1909

returned to uniforms as Saint Leo entered its

second phase as a military institution.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

1. A khaki uniform, leggins and hat (or cap) could be

procured for about $8.00, therefore much cheaper than

an ordinary military suit.

2. Students would take more interest in their appearance.

3. The drills would give a manlier bearing; and

4. Would make them prompt to obey.

"These are only a few of the many reasons that could be ad-

duced for adopting this uniform. Please let me know how you
feel about this matter." 19

Twenty- five patrons responded. Only two were flatly opposed.

The letters give a sense of the values parents saw in military train-

ing, as well as the high opinion they had of the quality of educa-

tion their sons were receiving, and how willing they were to trust

the judgment of the Saint Leo monks.
W. U. Cole ofTampa was against the proposal: "I do not think

it would be at all beneficial either to the institution or the pupils.

The College being rurally located would derive no benefit in the

way of advertisement and after the first novelty had worn off the

boys would not care for the uniforms either. The Sacred Heart

College here in Tampa started out with military uniforms and I

notice that this term they have been discarded." Tampa's Mrs.

H. Parslow was also opposed. "In regard to the Military school

I am not in favor of it, I asked about it before talcing Paul to St.

Leo's. It was started in Tampa and our boys neglected their les-

sons. Paul made least head way than any since he had been going

to school."
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Mrs. Annie Sheahan of Knoxville had reservations, but she was

full ofconfidence in Roth. "In answer to your letter that you wish

to put the boys in uniform and re-establish the old order ofthings,

I will say first that I do not like to oppose the slightest suggestion

you might make, but must admit that one reason for my entire

satisfaction ever since Lonnie entered St. Leo College was that it

was not a Military School. However if you conclude to make this

change we will trust your good judgment."

Most of the parents endorsed the project enthusiastically. Writ-

ing on letterhead of the MacDonnell Clothing Company of Jack-

sonville, J. T. MacDonnell said: "I certainly heartily approve of

the military feature and think that it will add much and I will hasti-

ly cooperate in any thing you may adopt— as I am sure you know
best what the Boys should have. I hope Donald is getting along

nicely. From his letters he seems perfectly contented." "I think

[it] myself a very good idea, as I feel the drilling will be very

beneficial to my boy," wrote Mrs. George Dudley from Lakeland.

"From my personal observations," said Vincent Harmeling

("Real Estate and Rents") of Jacksonville, "many are the ad-

vantages to be derived from this uniform dress, to say that the

plan has my hearty approval is not enough."

Parents saw a host of advantages. "About the uniforms," wrote

Mrs. Virginia Denman, "I think it would be very nice for the boys

to all be dressed alike and as they have to have clothes I see no
reason for not using the uniforms. Would they have to have more
than one suit?" Mrs. Emma Freyberg of St. Augustine noted: "I

think it very good, that is ifyou consider Edward could stand the

drill. I know it would benefit his health, and the discipline in drill-

ing etc. is most excellent." "I am in favor of any thing that will

incourage [sic] the Boys to learn or have pride in them selves,"

added Mrs. A. B. Arp of Dixie, Florida.

Jacksonville attorney Alex. St. Clair-Abrams replied in direct,

lawyer- like language, without a thought for cost: "I have received

your letter in regard to uniforms, and authorize you to procure

one for Alex, and send me the bill for it and I will remit it." But

the country was in the grip of hard times after the Panic of 1907,

and some parents expressed concern about the added $8 expense.

"I approve of the suggestion to uniform the boys," wrote R. H.

Burke, "of course it means a little extra in expense — but as it

meets with my approval I will be forced to economize in some
other direction." Mrs. Flora Fant of Crystal River needed con-
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sideration: "I could not afford the price before Dec. 1st. If all of

the boys are to have them, and the College provides them for the

price mentioned, you may order for Joseph, and I can pay for

same the 1st Dec, when I draw my rent for houses. I think the

boys look nice in uniform, and it makes them feel important and
distinguished."

T. C. Holden ofHolden, Smith Naval Stores wrote from Haw-
thorn, Florida: "I wish to endorse your suggestion and would be

pleased if you would inaugurate drill practice. Johnnie, I know
would be benefitted thereby as his carriage is far from what it

should be. I trust you to try and impress upon Johnnie the neces-

sity of applying himself well as we are making sacrifices to send

him to College this year." J. H. May of Port Tampa City was
agreeable, but hoped for a deferral: "I am willing to abide by the

rules and regulations of the College, but if I could make a sug-

gestion, as it is such an effort for me to send Clinton to school

this term, that it would be a good idea to inform the patrons that

you would take up the uniform next term." The response ofMrs.

G. W. King of Ybor City's King Furniture demonstrates how
much Saint Leo's patrons were willing to cooperate, even in the

midst of adversity: "You know of course how the financial con-

ditions have been in the last year and we along the rest have not

escaped. We cannot afford any useless expense. However we want
everything done that can help George in every way. We leave it

to your judgment. You certainly have helped George wonderful-

ly and I thank you so much."
Finally, the reply of Fr. John O'Boyle, who had enrolled his

nephew John McCabe ofSan Antonio, was short and to the point:

"Yes! Get a uniform for my lad, I mean ifyou are going to make
little soldiers of all the other kids," he wrote from Daytona.

"Regards to all the fratres, in the woods."20

The grey and blue -striped uniform was a thing of the past. The
new ones would be solid khaki. Benedict Roth took the students'

measurements on November 10 and recorded their heights and

weights. The results illustrate the diversity in student size, as well

as the 1905 faculty lament for "more elderly and taller boys."

The smallest student at Saint Leo College was William

Barksdale of the first grammar class at 4-foot-2 and 60 pounds.

His classmate Eugene Dooner was also a 60-pounder but 2 in-

ches taller. Joseph Fant, who was photographed in his uniform,

was 4-foot 8 l

/i inches tall and weighed 83 pounds. Seventeen
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Fr. Benedict Roth (left) preserved in his scrapbook this list ofstudent sizes as the cadets

were measured for their uniforms. Cadet Joseph Fant was 4 feet, 8 ]/i inches tall and

weighed 83 pounds in his military uniform of 1908-1909. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

cadets, most ofthem members ofthe grammar department, stood

under 5 feet. But John Holden of the graduating class was 5 -foot

11 l

/s inches tall at an ascetic 126 pounds, and Daniel Miller

weighed in at 150 x

/i at 5-foot 7 {

/i inches." 21

That same day, Prefect Fr. Joseph Haldmaier began the 45-

minute drilling exercises at 3 p.m. A week later, at the quarterly

reading of the notes, Roth appointed Harry Parry to be "Captain

of the Khaki Cadets under Commander-in-Chief P Jose."22

Henry Philip Parry has the distinction ofbeing the student with

the longest stay at Saint Leo College: eight years and one month.

His aunt Gertrude Riedinger, on her deathbed in Tarpon Springs

on April 17, 1901, arranged for Fr. Charles Mohr to become
Parry's legal guardian. As a bequest for his education, she gave

the college an estate in Elmira, New York, which was sold for

$2,000. Mohr's new ward arrived at Saint Leo on May 7, 1901,

just three months short of his ninth birthday. "Parry is to be edu-

cated here — fed, clothed, etc., till he is about seventeen years of

age," recorded Roth. 23
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Living year-round at Saint Leo, he was the only student the

monks actually raised from such a young age. He became a house

favorite. "Parry, the innocent, hung his stockings in the dor-

mitory," wrote Benedict Roth at his first Christmas, "& c

Christ-

Kindle' put in candy." 24 In his time at the college, Harry Parry

won dozens of academic and deportment distinctions and cap-

tained the senior baseball team, nicknamed for the first time the

"Monarchs" (a moniker which survived only briefly in that era).

His tenure as Cadet Captain was unsuccessful, however, and he

was replaced at midyear, evidently because he was not forceful

enough. "John Holden succeeded Parry, the Silent, as Captain of

the SLC Khaki Company," noted Roth on January 27, 1909. 25

Through the fall term, life at Saint Leo continued in customary

fashion. Alonzo Sheahan gave Mohr the formal and especially

flowery greeting on his November 4th namesday: "Filled there-

fore with gratitude to our loving parents for giving us such ex-

ceptional opportunities and to you, Abbot Charles, our President,

and the body of learned Professors of St. Leo, we today would
feign add to your brimming cup ofgladsome happiness by swear-

ing fealty and plighting our manly troth to good old St. Leo's,

our ALMA MATER, now & forever." 26

In the two-day November 3-4 holiday for the national election

and St. Charles days, the students put on a 60-minute play at-

tended by 50 people from the community, and also lost to the

local San Antonio baseball club 13-10. "Our team was frightened

by the big size of the San-Anners, big, tall Giants," observed

Roth. Said Delabar of the contest: "The game was intensely in-

teresting, but not very scientific." 27 At Thanksgiving, the

Monarchs got revenge 13-11 and went on to blast the monks 26-

6. The junior team of "our small baseballists" was also having a

successful season. Two weeks later they defeated the San Antonio

youngsters 12 to 6. "The players enjoyed a treat of orangeade

after the game," noted Fr. Aloysius. 28

Both Saint Leo teams played under the red, white, and blue

school colors and were rooted on by the first official college cheer:

Rickety, Rackety,

Clickety, Clakety,

Sis-Boom-Bah!

Saint Leo College,

Rah! Rah! Rah! 29
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Harry Parry, the ward ofAbbot Charles Mohr, studied at Saint Leo for eight years and

one month, the longest recorded stay of any student in Saint Leo history. He was not

quite 17 when he received his Master of Accounts degree in 1909. He was captain of

the 1908-1909 baseball team, which was rooted on with the first official college cheer.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

"Two organ grinders & two monkeys gave the boys a show,"

wrote Roth of a traveling troupe which passed through on
December 12. 30 The week previous, Fr. Joseph had hired the

Dade City bus to haul four or five boys to the dentist. Road travel

was so arduous over the dirt "highway" that Prior Aloysius had
joined Dr. Corrigan and a number of local residents in petition-

ing the Pasco County Commission to pave the road from Dade
City to San Antonio. They got the promise of action by the end
of the year. But it would be 1923 before the hard-surface road

reached Saint Leo. 31

The mood seemed peaceful at the college. "This is a fine place

for boys like me," Kirby Smith wrote to his cousin on November
2. "I have been having a good time here." George King had a

similar feeling, but sent home a warning plea. "Papa my lessons

are hard for me. But papa I study hard. Papa, I don't think I will

have a good report this month. But papa I wish you would let me
come to this school every year. They are very nice boys here. Papa

will you please send me a bible." Fincher Prince of Bartow wrote:
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"I like my new home fine and [am] learning fast. This place is

about five miles from the nearest city so the boys cannot get into

meanness." Prince would soon turn into a leading complainer.

He also noted: "It is near time to come home and I am glad of

it. I will be nice and fresh after Christmas.

"

32

The students were let go for Christmas two days early on
December 19 to take advantage of a discount fare granted by the

railroads. (The Merchants & Miners Transportation Company
also offered "liberal terms" for steamships from the North to

Jacksonville.) Roth recorded the departures of the 28 boarders in

attendance: 10 take the morning train from the Saint Leo depot;

three leave for nearby homes in the afternoon, as do seven via the

Dade City station. "Barksdale Bros left on 21st; Arp vamoosed
on the 16th. — Paffe, Villaverde alias 'Santana,' Parry, Denman
& Freyberg remain here during Xmas holidays and Frater Urban's

prefect interim." He added:
uSo far, since opening in September

the students were perfectly contented here with everything." 33

But an uprising was about to unleash itself

Religious Uproar

Religion was always taken seriously at Saint Leo as one of the

central values of the institution. Yet, from the earliest days, non-

Catholic students were welcomed and, said the Pasco County

Democrat, "their religious preferences scrupulously respected." 34

The catalogue regularly carried a statement of policy in that

regard: "Protestants will not be disturbed on account of their

religious opinions, nor asked to study the Catholic catechism.

However, for the maintenance ofgood order, all will be required

to conform to the external discipline of the Institution." 35 That

oblique reference meant that students were expected to attend

Mass and the other frequent religious ceremonies throughout the

year.

Some of the services were quite elaborate. The celebration of

Corpus Christi in 1893 featured a procession of the whole

monastery and student body to the chapel at Dr. Joseph

Corrigan's home, and then to the Brothers' house, which was

called "St. Benedict's Convent." (In those days the term "con-

vent" was not restricted just to homes of religious women.) Fr.

Charles led the brass band in playing throughout the ceremony. 36
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Roth spoke of such practices as "a benign influence on the

scholars," as he described the religious customs of the students

in detail in 1894:

. . . students visit the Chapel after dinner, where they make
Thanksgiving and recite the Angelus, one Our Father each

for "Parents and Relatives," for "Friends and Enemies"

and for the "Faithful Departed" — a custom introduced

and kept up from the very opening of St. Leo College; this

and daily Mass attendance exerts a benign influence on the

scholars. Even the protestant contingent comply willingly

with this Catholic College Rule & never would under any

circumstances Rt. Rev. Fr. Charles, O.S.B., Prior, make one

exception to the Rule. Many of the protestants make the

Sign of the Cross and before retiring kneel before their

beds and recite other customary night prayers like the

Catholic boys. Many of the protestant boys expressed a

desire to become Catholics, but the parental consent was

generally refused.

Regarding College life at St. Leo's it must be said to the

great credit of Rt. Rev. Fr. Charles that he always treated

the students — and inculcated the same — as children of

the monastic family, like children of a family and this fea-

ture endeared the boys to him very deservedly. — Hence
it will readily be seen why there was always such a good
spirit at St. Leo's. 37

That spirit ofconcern was evident in the case of the second stu-

dent to die at Saint Leo: Adolph Frank, a 12 -year-old Lutheran

from Fernandina who succumbed to diphtheria on February 2,

1908, less than a month after he had arrived at the college. Mohr
described the circumstances of his death: "He had been suffering

from diphtheria but was on the mend. Whilst the nurse is out he

jumps out of bed and goes down stairs and into the yard. Father

Abbot sees him and quickly carries him back to bed. Too late. A
relapse sets in and in less than an hour the poor boy is dead." 38

Because of the danger of contagion, his body could not be

shipped home. He was buried at the college. "This morning
shortly after breakfast," wrote Aloysius Delabar, "a sad little

procession wended its way to the Monastery Cemetery to inter

the mortal remains of our beloved little friend Adolph Frank. It

was doubly sad because it had to be done privately with only those

present that were necessary to carry the corpse. Father James, the

Chaplain, recited some prayers for the dead at the grave."39 Three
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The college was in an uproar in 1908-1909, when some of the Protestant students —
who outnumbered the Catholics — objected to attending religious services. Abbot
Charles Mohr dealt with the disruption in characteristic no-nonsense fashion.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

years later, his body was exhumed and sent to his relatives in

Savannah.

The Saint Leo priests accepted non- Catholic students who
wished to convert, but they were genuine in their avoidance of

heavy-handed propagandizing. Roth's chronology, which took

note of such things, records only a handful of student baptisms

over the years. Among them were Leo Lee Brown, the first stu-

dent to convert to Catholicism, on May 4, 1893, and the distin-

guished Johannes Bodow in 1894.40

Becoming a Catholic, however, could have a certain social

cachet about it, as a 1901 letter from elementary student Luther

Kennedy illustrates: "Mama will you give me purmiches to joint

the Church all thes boys want me to joint it. & write me soon &
let me know what you think about but keep it quite & dont tell

any one, good by to all. Your some L F Kennedy."41 Lutie Ken-

nedy left Saint Leo after the 1900-1901 academic year without

converting to Catholicism. 42

As tolerant as the monks were of non-Catholic students, they

had a no-nonsense attitude toward Catholic students who did not

practice their religion. Alexander St. Clair-Abrams, a "first com-
mercial" from Jacksonville, became the subject of a January 9,
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1907, faculty meeting on that point. He was, noted the minutes,

"a baptized Catholic but does not study nor practice his religion.

It was decided to give him a month's time during which to

deliberate. Should he refuse at the end of said time to take up his

religion, he is to be dismissed." The chapter then went on to

adopt the policy that "in future, students who are baptized

Catholics cannot be accepted if they do not wish to practice their

religion."43 St. Clair-Abrams evidently got the message. He even

won an award in Christian Doctrine at the 1907 commencement
and found himselfin sufficient favor to be named cadet lieutenant

in 1909. But instead of a Master of Accounts, he left Saint Leo
on August 10, 1909, with the first "Certificate of Credits," intro-

duced that year for students whose grades did not warrant a

diploma. 44

Non- Catholic students usually accepted the religious environ-

ment at Saint Leo— except in 1908-1909, when the Protestants

outnumbered the Catholics.

At midterm in the fall of 1908, 16 of the 29 boarding students

were non-Catholics. 4S "The first Complaints ofthe year are begin-

ning," wrote Roth, "and they became gradually worse. The c

kick'

was from the non-Catholics, who objected to kneeling at Mass
and at Prayers."46 Four students had written home with grievan-

ces. Their letters had been opened, for in those years a college

regulation said, "All correspondence, excepting letters from
parents, is subject to inspection."47 Among the complainants was
Fincher Prince, "who begged his father to let him cgo to Suther-

land, or to the Baptists School in Lake City.'"48

Impatient with such obduracy in the face of the school's open-

ly stated expectations, Charles Mohr blasted the grumblers after

one Sunday's required Vespers and Benediction. As Roth put it:

"Father Abbot lectured the Kickers publicly in the students'

chapel, hot and heavy & plain but kindly."49

Mohr also unleashed a plain-spoken reminder in a letter to the

Protestant patrons, using the non-affectionate generic term

"Bohunkus" in the draft he dictated to Roth:

November 20, 1908
Mr. NN Patron

001 East Ave
Jacksonbill Fla
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My dear Sir:

—

As the father of Bohunkus, who is now numbered among
the student-body of St. Leo College, and consequently vi-

tally interested in his future success both temporal and
spiritual, you will not I hope, deem the following inoppor-

tune.

From a casual perusal of our annual catalogue, a copy of

which has been mailed to you, you will notice that the stu-

dent-body of the College, irrespective of religious affilia-

tion, is "required to conform to the external discipline of

the Institution", in a word this means the daily attendance

at the holy Sacrifice of the Mass, a half-hour each morn-
ing.

I fully realize that a non-Catholic does not understand the

meaning of this service — the keynote of all Catholic

doctrine — nor do I expect it, and, strenuously objecting

to the proselytizing methods now so rampant, do I en-

dorse it; therefore, lest this half hour be useless to

Bohunkus, I would respectfully suggest that you present

him with a Christmas remembrance of a HOLY BIBLE,

recommended by your minister, to be usefully perused by

him daily during this half hour spent in the Chapel.

Believe me to be

Charles, O.S.B. 50

The unreconciled Fincher Prince was dismissed on January 15

"a/c dissatisfaction." So was Joe Hunter West, but he had been

a problem at Stetson, too, for he was "stubborn and spends much
of his father's money," observed Roth. As the January term got

underway, the chronicler recorded: "They're all O. K. now, ex-

cept Arp who ran away on the 29th instant and was treated then

as a dismissed student." 51 Unlike the practice of the 1890s, when
the names of the notorious Boleslaus Napiecek and Harold Lake

were erased from the official record, these three were still listed

in the catalogue. The showdown did not result in religious aliena-

tion. Seven of the 16 Protestants on hand for the 1908 flap

returned for the following year; the nine who did not, ap-

proximate the normal dropout rate in that era. "This was practi-

cally the only year the protestant students made such a kick,"

concluded Benedict Roth. 52
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On Thanksgiving Day, November 25, 1909, the Saint Leo boys split a baseball

double-header with their traditional rivals of that era, the Jesuit Sacred Heart College

of Tampa . Saint Leo Abbey Archives

Essays and Speeches

The good feeling students had for the college is apparent in

what they wrote on the events of the day and in their letters as

alumni in later years .

By way of encouraging writing, it was the custom of the facul-

ty to offer prizes for the best essays on holiday subjects

throughout the year. Joseph Dooner won the award for the 1909
contest on the annual George Washington Field Day. After

describing the achievements of the Father of his Country, he

noted: "Ever since then his birthday has been looked forward to

with joy by every American boy. I will now tell you how we
celebrated his birthday at St. Leo." "In the morning," Dooner
continued, "everything was made ready for the sports ofthe after-

noon. After dinner of which the boys ate sparingly so as to be in

good form for the contests, we all adjourned to the field."

Fourteen events were on the schedule, coordinated by the

"Olympic Society 1909" (Fr. Michael Michel, president;

Alexander St. Clair-Abrams, first vice president). "First there was

a hundred yard dash and after that came Hurdle races, Wheelbar-

row race and Jumping contests. There were beautiful prizes for

the winners." John Holden won a stationery case for finishing
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first at the hundred yards; St. Clair-Abrams received a copy of

Lady ofthe Lake as runner-up. Daniel Miller leaped 16 feet in the

broad jump to earn a cuff and collar box. Alonzo Sheahan and
Robert Barksdale each got a volume of Sherlock Holmes stories

for the three-legged contest, and 4-foot-2 William Barksdale won
the Minims' Race for the smallest boys, gaining an alligator-skin

autograph album. The "Rickety-Rackety" cheer concluded the

festivities. "About four o'clock the games were over," wrote

Dooner, "the boys gave their college yell, and this our day of

pleasure was over." 53

Paul Parslow presented a similarly enthusiastic account of

simple adventures on Mohr's annual namesday celebration, with

emphasis on the culinary details. The boys defeated the monks
13 to 12 in a morning baseball game, and then "we knew that

we were going to get an extra good dinner that day," he observed.

"After a little shoving and pushing we finally got in line and

proceeded to go to the dining room. We certainly received a fine

dinner and also did full justice to it. The first on the program was

a platter filled with chicken which I tell you was mighty fine;" —
at this point the faculty judge lined through the offending word
"mighty" — "next came potatoes, tomatoes, beans, cabbage and

many other things that are required to make up a full meal." Final-

ly came the dessert, cake and ice cream, "and a smacking of the

lips could be heard from everyone . . . and the boys certainly

snowed that they appreciated it for one looking at the plates and

saucers could hardly find any particle left in them."

Then the house trooped out for an afternoon walk. They
spotted "a rattle snake which had two rattles and a button," spent

two or three hours "scouring in the wood," and headed for the

lake for "an extra-long bath." "The day was enjoyed by everyone

and all wished that we could celebrate the Abbot's namesday
twice a week." 54

There was no essay contest for the Pentecost Monday free day

on May 31, 1909, but Benedict Roth had a prize-winning encap-

sulation of the day: "Grand pic-nic at Abbey Hermitage and

general base ball game, mud baths in the local lake, Wursts in-

stead of Ham for dinner and at 7:45 p. m. Prefect P Michael let

the dirty boys take a Svash-Bath' in Lake Jovita to clean up!" 55

As the 1909 graduation day approached, Director Roth began

to hunt for donors for the annual commencement medals. He
got just the response he wanted from Oliver Arzacq, the very first
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Saint Leo graduate (alphabetically) in the pioneer five-member

Master of Accounts class of 1893. Arzacq had won gold medals

for the highest class average as a "third" and as a "first" commer-
cial (nipped out in his second year by Johannes Bodow). "Do you
know, the two medals awarded to me by your good selves I think

are strikingly handsome," he wrote to Fr. Benedict on May 17,

1909, "particularly my graduating medal, the pendant of the lat-

ter — a beautiful Maltese cross I wear as a watch charm, as also

the former, changing from one to the other, and they both attract

attention always — hence I assure you the thoughts of St. Leo
are always with me, and I consider myself fortunate indeed to

have had the opportunity to come under the influence ofthe Sons

of St. Benedict for is there anything like Catholic education!"

Roth has sent him the catalogue of the college's award supplier

Schwartz, Kirwin & Fauss of 42 Barclay Street, New York City,

whose top -of-the -line medallion is priced at $9.50. Arzacq agrees

to donate the valedictorian's award (which went to Alonzo
Sheahan). He is dissatisfied, however, with the selection, "but

which I have requested that they elaborate on, making the medal

as heavy as possible and of the finest gold, which they promised

to do for from $12.50 to $15.00.

"

56

Roth's mining venture yielded the second grammar gold medal

from President T. C. Taliaferro of the First National Bank of

Tampa for $7, along with $2 for the second grammar silver from

Agnes Corrigan. John S. Flanagan gave $5 for the violin medal
(which Paul Parslow won); Coleman & Ferguson of Dade City

also contributed $5 for the first grammar silver medal; and M. J.

Dooner of San Antonio sent in $6 for the runner-up medallion

for the graduating class. 57

The final public examinations of the year took place on June 7,

1909. After nearly 20 years of such exercises, Benedict Roth was
developing a jaded view:

PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS. In the mornings 8:30 to 10:25; in

the afternoons 2:00 to 3:15. Fathers James, Benedict,

Aloysius, Augustine, and Fr Abbot examined in the II.

Com. Class room the Second Commercial class, while all

the other classes had "regular class" by the regular teachers

or some Novice— which order was followed during all the

Examinations — that is this Monday morning, and on this

same afternoon the Graduates were examined in a few

branches; On Tuesday the 8th, both a.m. and p.m. the

Graduates had Exams. The presiding Officer, Fr Abbot,
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did practically all the "examining" himself at all the morn-
ing & afternoon sessions: 'Twas always, yearly, a torture

for the professors present to witness the Exams that were

a mere farce, for no Notes, etc were given. Well, last Mon-
day P Augustine was not at the Exams as he had to teach

the First Grammar Class in the morning. On Wednesday
the 9th there was no class nor any Exam. These kind of

Exams "bored" the professors from June 1891 for many,

many years, — probably up to about the year when the

World War opened activities. 58

In his complaint about the lack of penalties, the director had

evidently forgotten that pioneer James McDermott got no de-

gree in 1894, probably as a result of his final grades, and that

cadet lieutenant John
Olsen was sent off to a

private tutor that same
year before he earned his

diploma 14 months later.

But this attitude may
have influenced the in-

auguration of the "Cer-

tificate of Credits" in lieu

of a diploma, the first of

which went to Alexander

St. Clair-Abrams because

of his insufficient 1909
performance.

The June 10 commen-
cement day featured an

address by J. A. Hendley
of Dade City, prominent

attorney and former
member ofthe legislature

who had engineered the

creation of Pasco County
on June 2, 1887. (In

1918 he would be called

upon to investigate the

suspect wartime
"patriotism" of the Ger-

man-heavy Saint Leo monks, and would issue a clean bill of

health.) On hand, wrote Roth, was "the largest audience ever so

Fr. Benedict Roth signed this photo in 1908

during the stormiest of his 15 x

/i years as

director of the college. Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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far." S9 There were three M.A. graduates, a typical number for that

era. Alonzo Sheahan gave the valedictory speech, Callistus Mc-
Mullen the salutatory, and Saint Leo longevity-holder Harry

Parry gave a special address on "The Modern Navy and the Peace

Congress." It was a speech for its age, full of enthusiasm for the

Big Stick and the show-the-flag style of Saint Leo's favorite presi-

dent, Theodore Roosevelt.

"Tf you wish to have peace prepare for war' has been said for

the past hundred years," began the young warrior. "President

Roosevelt had this idea constantly before his mind. It was on this

account that he was prompted to raise the navy of the United

States to its present efficient status. And for this very reason was

the Battleship Fleet sent around the world, stopping for a time at

different ports. What impression does such a spectacle make on
Foreign Nations?" he asked. "Why, if they see that the United

States is at all time prepared for war, do you imagine that they

would think of coping with it. By no means."60

Parry himself eventually saw service in that very navy during

World War I. His first post-commencement job, however, was
with John A. Cunningham, a friend of the abbey, who took him
on in his Jacksonville furniture store.

"After the exercises were over," noted Aloysius Delabar on the

final ceremony of the year, "the ladies were treated to ice cream
and the men to cigars." 61

Nostalgic Correspondence from the Old Boys

By the time Oliver Arzacq had renewed his correspondence

with Benedict Roth in 1909, he himself had risen from the posi-

tion of "stenographer and typewriter" with a Jessamine florist to

the role ofwheeling and dealing in the Central American export-

import business. He writes on embossed stationery from his home
at the distinguished address of 316 Henry Clay Avenue in New
Orleans. His story has an engaging sense of pomposity to it,

recounting the tale ofhow an old Saint Leo boy has held his own
against the skeptics of the Ivy League and the great European
universities.

"When I first went to Costa Rica, I was thrown in with a crowd
ofYale and Harvard graduates, also Oxford and Eaton men, most
of whom were thoroughly imbued with that sceptical spirit so

manifest always among people of scant learning," he opines. The
Harvards and the Oxfords "were much amused, at first at my con-
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stant study, as they termed it of the writings of Newman, Man-
ning and Wiseman, and frequently insisted on loaning me works
of Guy de Maupassant, and other French writers less masterly

than he, but if anything more obscene, etc."

They start lobbing books at each other. The university elite

blasts him with Voltaire and Hugo and are surprised that he is

familiar with their ideas. (It is still the Day of the Index of For-

bidden Books.) "I had sought and obtained permission from my
confessor who had in turn secured same for me from the Bishop,"

he explains, since "the Catholic Church forbade the indis-

criminate perusal of [these] works." The seculars are impressed,

taking this "as a reflection of my intelligence, so they expressed

it," said the former scholar from St. Thomas, Florida. Arzacq in

turn salvoes them with the biography of the ascetic Cure of Ars,

Jean Marie Vianney, whom the skeptics judge "noble." He fol-

lows with Wiseman's "incomparable" Lecture on Self-Culture,

and "soon had them reading Pope's essays, and would you believe

it actually Lacordaire's exquisite conferences ofNotre Dame, and

they finally concluded that my preference of books was even su-

perior to that of a Yale or Harvard graduate."

Arzacq goes on bluntly: "... whereupon I informed them that

prior to meeting them I had a very exalted idea of a Yale or Har-

vard graduate, but that [I] regretted that I had been disil-

lusioned." He has not much grace in his triumph. "I am an

exponent of candor on all occasions," he adds, making a solemn

point of his "proud, sensitive, independent nature which will go
down into the grave unbroken."

He concludes with a withering assessment. "St. Leo and the

Benedictines, whom I class with the Jesuits as being the greatest

real educators ever existent notwithstanding the claims of Har-

vard, Yale, Princeton, etc.! ! !, in which latter institutions the brain

is developed and trained, while the heart is untouched, the result

being a highly nervous, erratic, conceited human animal that

regards the world in a pitying way, sceptical ofeverything his puny
intellect cannot comprehend and constituting unto themselves a

code of morals that would make an Elizabeth or an Antony
blush."

So fared Saint Leo's pioneer graduate in the one-upmanship of

the world. Yet the outcome was not complete antagonism. "I of-

fended one or two of them, by my candor, but one of the Har-
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vard and one ofthe Eaton

men are my best friends in

Central America." 62

Despite his intellectual

smugness, Oliver Arzacq

had firm principles and an

obvious affection for his

alma mater. His classmate

George Davis (M.A.,

1893), then with the

Eagle Cotton Oil Com-
pany of Meridian, Missis-

sippi, expressed the same
sentiment in a letter to

Roth on February 23,

1909: "How is St. Leo's

getting along? Write me
and tell me all about the

dear old College. The
faces of the Priests,

Brothers and boys are as

familiar to me today as

they were the day I left."63

Sherman McMurray,
who had driven the

gophers from their bur-

rows with his booming
rendition of "Sweet Marie" at the 1894 Thanksgiving Entertain-

ment, was working for the Mill Creek Mercantile Company of

Manistee, Louisiana, when he wrote to Fr. Benedict in 1908: "It

has been a good many years since I have heard from Saint Leo,

and you might know how happy it made me feel to hear from that

dear old place. I have often thoughft] of you and my happy

boyhood days," he adds. He had been cadet captain in his

graduating year of 1894-1895 but left the college without earn-

ing a diploma. He regrets opportunity lost. "If I could recall those

days now I would be a better man to battle with this cold world

than I am now. Those boys of my age at that time never realized

what a good education is to him until he has to get out and bat-

tle with the world."64

Johannes Bodowwas class valedictorian in 1894

and the first Saint Leo graduate to earn a medical

doctorate. In 1908, he wrote to his favorite

teacher, Benedict Roth, of the impact his alma

mater had On him. Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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Dr. Johannes Bodow has also been battered by life. "I tried to

keep too hot a pace for a few years," he writes of his recovery

from financial overextension. He is a medical corps captain in the

Virginia Volunteers and also a practicing physician in Roanoke.

"I often dream of the happy days I spent with you good people

& I often long to be back with you. Some day, when fortune

smiles a little brighter on me, I am going to surprise you & come
down & romp around the old halls & grounds again & be a boy
once more."65

Just as those commencement valedictories had projected over

the years, Saint Leo did prove an anchor for its old boys as they

made their way through life. In the words of the effusive Oliver

Arzacq: ".
. . verily, life is a turbulent sea and scatters us far and

wide, but memory always reverts to the pleasant haunts of earlier

days."66
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Conflict and
Bigotry

aint Leo's relationship with the surrounding community had
its ups and downs. From time to time, this enclave ofmonks

was looked upon with suspicion, for not only were these Benedic-

tines Catholic, but German as well, and their attitudes on racial

matters sometimes contravened the accepted practices of the day.

Neighborly Conflicts

Charles Mohr tried to be a good neighbor. When the Anselm
Wichers family was burned out in 1897 after one of the children

set the house on fire playing with matches, Saint Leo Priory sent

him u
a wagon load of necessary articles." 1 Fr. Charles lost his

patience, however, when seven ofhis monks were ordered to work
on the San Antonio public road in lieu of paying a $1 poll tax,

since the law provided that those who did not pay the voter fee

could provide alternate service on the county roads instead. Mohr
got an unexpected demand from the Pasco County Road
Inspector's department on February 12, 1891:
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Dear Sir,

You are requested to send the following persons under
your direction to work on the public road, the Dallas Road,
leading to San Antonio, February 17th: F. Basil, F.

Benedict, F. Louis, Bro. Charles, Bro. Leonard, Bro.

Andrew, Bro. Thomas.

Yours,

Paul Gailmard

Tom O'Neill

Fintan McCarthy2

The Saint Leo superior sent a blistering response. He caught

the board in two mistakes: underage lay brothers were exempt
from the tax, and so were members ofthe clergy. But he was espe-

cially appalled that the directive was loaded with Irish Catholic

names and headed by a prominent member of St. Anthony's

parish. "Your summons received," he told Gailmard. "Had a

Protestant requested the Fathers to work on the public road, I

should have ascribed it to rank bigotry. As the notice was signed

by Catholics of the much boasted Catholic Colony of San An-

tonio, my feelings for once were outraged. Inclosed find check

for the Brothers that come under the law — Brother Charles,

Brother Andrew, Brother Leonard, Brother Anthony. The others

are not yet eighteen years old."

He concluded even more sternly: "Though it might gratify a

Catholic Board of Inspectors to see their priests performing work
that in most states is done by penitentiary and jail birds, I am
happy to inform you that the Protestants who formed the Con-
stitution of Florida had Christian spirit enough to exempt the

clergy from such work." 3 That settled the matter.

There were other occasional conflicts with the immediate

neighbors. But few controversies could match the wild develop-

ments of the Water Hyacinth Affair of 1906. Lake Jovita's tradi-

tional name was Clear Lake, before Judge Dunne changed it upon
his arrival on St. Jovita's Day, February 15, 1882. The catalogues

boasted of its "silvery waters." A 1906 photograph is captioned

"Crystal Lake Jovita." "This is a most lovely sheet ofwater," said

the Baltimore Catholic Mirror. And the Pasco County Democrat
repeatedly sang the praises of its "glistening waters."4 But in

1902, Benedict Roth made the first reference to the problem of

hyacinths clogging the lake, commenting on removal efforts by
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the brothers and students: "Similar attempts were made off& on
with little success." 5 By 1906, the situation was out of hand.

The Saint Leo Town Council took up the issue on January 30.

Canoeing and boating had become all but impossible. It was

decided that each property owner should clear his portion of the

waterfront. Wrote Abbot Charles Mohr: "In reality all watch from

what part of the compass the wind is blowing then loosen the

hyacinths and push them over to the other man's shore. Finally

most of it lodges on our shore."6

Mohr is advised by government agricultural specialists to spray

them "with a mild solution of arsenic." He delegates the job to

Prior Albert Schaller and Aloysius Delabar, who call themselves

"the Abbey Extraction Company." The arsenic is effective, but its

use provides the circumstance for unanticipated accusations.

"Soon a hue and cry is raised that cattle feeding on the sprayed

hyacinths are dying. A big law suit is threatened us," wrote the

abbot. Delabar put it this way on October 30, 1906: "Much ex-

citement prevails in San Antonio, because quite a number ofvalu-

able milch cows have died recently from what the owners claim

as poisoning by eating the sprayed Hyacinths. They are making
claims against the Abbey, and Rt. Rev. Father Abbot in particular

for the loss which amounts to some $300. There has even been

some talk of criminal prosecution." The monastery chronicler

vented his frustration: "This shows how ready some of these

people are to find complaints against the Fathers, and even do us

harm whenever they can. It has not yet been proved that the cows

were killed by the arsenic poison on the Hyacinths." 7

Abbot Charles was not ready to accept the jump to conclusions.

"Have an expert chemist examine the entrails of the dead cows,"

he says. "If he finds that they were killed from eating the sprayed

hyacinths, then we will pay; but never on your mere say-so." 8 The
abbey calls on "Professor" Henry Bystra, chemist from the Butt-

genbach Phosphate Company of Holder, Florida. He is a

respected specialist, but also a friend ofthe college. Benedict Roth
had recorded cryptically in 1899 that Bystra was enrolling Pedro

Gonzalez, a young Mexican whom he had adopted after the boy
had saved his life "against plotters" in Mexico. 9

Bystra examines the stomachs of the cattle and "finds that the

cows died from swallowing ground glass and not from the sprayed

hyacinths. Just how and where they got the ground glass, no one
ever found out," writes Mohr. "The glass was in the stomach and
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Saint Leo College overlooking Lake Jovita. Water hyacinths, arsenic spray, and the

deaths of a number of cows caused a flap among the neighbors in 1906.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

that settled the dispute and the threatened suit for damages. We
cease spraying the hyacinths and decide to pick them out with

pitch forks and throw them on the shore. It is a huge and
dangerous job." Fully halfthe lake is covered with the weeds, and
they are infested with poisonous snakes. "Brother Leander Roth
is bitten by a water moccasin and almost loses his life. We give

him a stiffdrink ofwhiskey and then put him to bed. The alcohol

counteracts the effects of the poison and his life is saved." 10 Thus
ended the Great Water Hyacinth Controversy.

Anti-Catholic Bigotry

From time to time, waves of anti- Catholicism swept through

the United States. Florida got caught up in it as well, and Saint

Leo was often the target. In 191 1, the Baptist Women's Mission-

ary Society of Dade City scheduled a speaker on "Catholicism as

a Peril" and ran an announcement in the Dade City Star. The
series also featured commentaries on the "perils" of Christian

Science, the Mormons, and "Mohammedanism." Abbot Charles

responded. "Had the proceedings of the B. W. M. S.," he wrote,

"been confined to their own particular circle, nay even ifthe Bap-

tist Minister had gotten up in his pulpit and denounced as an evil

that Church whose doctrines and systems come under the term
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Catholicism, I would not have noticed either the proceedings or

the sermon. But when any society publishes in the Press the fact

of such an attack having been made, it is a public notice to all

those who have been thus assailed to defend themselves." 11 He
promised to do so "in a friendly spirit" and replied with a

pamphlet called "An Answer."

Defending the doctrines ofthe Church, he took particular note

of the charge that Catholicism was incompatible with freedom

and democracy. He went on to cite an American hero. "George
Washington, Father of Our Country — will you accept his tes-

timony?" said Mohr as he pulled out a trump card, quoting a let-

ter endorsing Catholic patriotism: "I hope ever to see America

among the foremost nations in examples of justice and liberality;

and I presume that your fellow-citizens will not forget the

patriotic part which you took in the accomplishment of their

revolution and the establishment of their government, or the im-

portant assistance which they received from a nation in which the

Roman Catholic faith is professed."

"Be not frightened by stories against the Church. They are

generally manufactured for political effect," Mohr continued.

"Have you forgotten the tales put in circulation when San An-
tonio was contending for the County Seat! Was it not asserted in

cold blood c

If the County Seat goes to San Antonio then will the

Pope ofRome with all his red-robed cardinals go there to live and

then will be enkindled all the horrors ofthe Spanish inquisition!"

He rested his case by appealing to the personal experience of

those who had lived with Saint Leo for more than 20 years. "Why
not be as sensible in this as you are in the most ordinary topics.

If Rogers Bros.' silverware sold at Coleman and Ferguson's has

always given satisfaction, are you going to stop using it because

some windjammer says: 'Yes, it is all right here, but you ought to

see the stuff they sell under that name in New York.'"

"For twenty-five years and more have you had before your eyes

the Catholics of San Antonio, St. Thomas and St. Joseph. What
have they done to make you afraid? Do the murderers, the incen-

diaries and the ravishers of women, whose crimes fill the docket

of our County and Circuit Courts come from their midst? Do
they fill your prisons? Have the hundreds, nay the thousands of

dollars invested in this County by the Dooners, the Corrigans,

the Halsemas, the Barthles and the Gerards been expended to

your better interests or to your destruction?"
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Drawing attention to

the value of Holy Name
Academy and Saint Leo
College, he said: "The
hundreds of young men
and women that have

gone forth from the por-

tals of these institutions

testify to their benign in-

fluence. Fifty poor boys
— some of whom were

protestants — owe their

entire education which
they received gratis — to

St. Leo Abbey." (He may
have been exaggerating

here. But certainly there

were some, like Wiley Os-

burn and George Davis.

In any case, his blood was

up.) "And when sickness

and sorrow and death in-

vade the homes of the

people of this County, are not the Sisters and the priests the first

to offer their sympathy and help."

"You that have for so many years lived so close to us without

knowing us," said Mohr with a note ofimpatient frustration, "and
who seem to know no more about our Church than if it had been

located on the highest summit of some mountain in the Holy
Land, ask our immediate neighbors. And ofthese admit— as sure

they must and will— that the Catholics and their institutions here

are a help and not a menace to the community, you can well af-

ford to discredit or at least, greatly discount the stories told about

them elsewhere." 12

Charles Mohr's defense was indeed blunt and passionate. It

served "to counteract the wave of bigotry threatening these

parts," he later noted. "This pamphlet is freely distributed among
all fair-minded and clean-thinking men. It is favorably received."

Rome's U. S. apostolic delegate even praised "its arguments and

tone." 13 Furthermore, when the stridently anti- Catholic Sidney

J. Catts was elected governor of Florida in 1916, the commen-

Abbot Charles Mohr in 1912. He defended

Saint Leo against religious, raeial, and ethnie

attaeks . Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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If People Would Take Time

to Dissect Their Prejudices They

Would Find Them More or Less

Unfounded and Absurd and Then

They Would Not Need a Letter

of Introduction to Their Next

Door Neighbour.

Abbot Charles Mohr's 1917 pamphlet IfPeople

was designed to fend off anti-Catholic attacks.

The opening sentence reflects Mohr's blunt

Style . Saint Leo Abbey Archives

tary was reissued in

broader form and mailed

to each member of the

legislature in order to

blunt the threatened
restrictions on religious

liberty.

Entitled If People, it

took its name from its

opening words, in the

fashion of papal encycli-

cals, and was published by

the Abbey Press on March
21, 1917. "If people
would take the time to

dissect their prejudices

they would find them
more or less unfounded
and absurd and then they

would not need a letter of

introduction to their next door neighbor," wrote Mohr in his no-

nonsense style. "No religious controversy ever accomplished

more than an increased bitterness of spirit. . . . And ifwe cannot

now have the blessings of religious unity so as to be 'all of one

mind,' let us at least have the next dearest blessing that heaven

can give, the spirit that springsfrom religions liberty. The Catholics

of Florida extend to their Protestant fellowmen the hand of per-

fect friendship and all they ask for in return is that truepeace which
is founded in justice

" l4

Not only was Mohr's pamphlet effective in keeping Catts at

bay, his words attracted the attention of his friend Theodore
Roosevelt. Then in retirement, the former president spent much
of his time in the position of contributing editor of The Outlook,

a weekly magazine of political and social commentary. In an ar-

ticle called "The Search for Truth in a Reverent Spirit," Roosevelt

concluded by quoting from Mohr: "Abbot Charles, of St. Leo
Abbey, in Florida, has recently put the case for friendly agreement
among good men ofvarying views, when he summed up a notab-

ly fine address in defense — as he truly says, friendly defense -

ofhis own Church by enunciating the plea for 'true peace founded
on justice,' worked out in accordance with what he properly calls
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one of the 'dearest blessings that Heaven can give, the spirit that

springs from religious liberty.'" 15

In his four years as Florida governor from 1917 to 1921, Sid-

ney Catts did not accomplish the suppression of Catholicism and
religious diversity despite his inflammatory rhetoric. But he did

succeed in ousting — at least temporarily — the Holy Name
sisters from the public schools. It was, to be sure, a strange situa-

tion. From the very arrival of the Benedictine nuns in 1889, they

staffed the elementary schools of San Antonio and St. Joseph.

Both institutions were part of the county school system and tax

supported.

Located within the "Catholic Colony ofSan Antonio," virtual-

ly all of the students at both schools were Catholic or in atten-

dance because they sought the kind of education provided there.

The Catholic influence was guarded with care. In 1908, at the

urging of the residents, Fr. Augustine Feller of the college facul-

ty began teaching at the St. Joseph grade school in order to

prevent a Protestant who was bidding for the job from getting it.

uHe will teach until the Board secures a satisfactory teacher,"

noted abbey chronicler Aloysius Delabar. "He goes out in the

morning at 5.30 and returns about one o'clock." 16 Abbot Char-

les commented on the outcome: "After a month, a regular

teacher, a Catholic, takes charge. Father receives ninety dollars

for his work." 17

The arrangement, which was constitutionally legitimate,

stretched the principle of separation of church and state. Gover-

nor Catts's opposition, however, was not based on constitution-

al tolerance but simple anti- Catholic bigotry.

Shortly after Catts was inaugurated, Pasco County's Benedic-

tine public school teachers got the message of the new era. As

Sister Anna Marie Maertens recalled: "When Sidney J. Catts be-

came governor in 1917, the Sisters were not permitted to con-

tinue teaching in the two public schools, St. Anthony and St.

Joseph. A trustee of St. Joseph School came to the door of Holy
Name Convent and asked to see 'Miss Maertens.' That was the

only name he would use for Sister Anna Marie Maertens, then

teacher of St. Joseph. His purpose was to tell her that Sisters

would not be allowed to teach in the public schools. The Sisters

accepted the fact."

Not about to swallow such callous discrimination without

counteraction, however, the sisters encouraged Mrs. Ida Dunne
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(mother of the future

Holy Name Sisters Mar-
garet and Franees Marie

Dunne) to apply for the

position at St. Joseph on
the strength of her teach-

ing credentials. "She was

hired and taught there for

the duration of the Catts'

administration. In 1921

the Sisters began teaching

again, now with two
teachers." 18

At Saint Anthony
School in San Antonio,

the parishioners decided

to give up their public

connection. The school

had started as a private

Catholic institution for

colony residents in 1883,

with classes taught by

Mrs. Marie Cecile Morse
in her home (evidently

the mother of Saint Leo
student Francis P. Morse,

and the woman who had a tortured correspondence with Char-

les Mohr and Benedict Roth about her financial circumstances in

1898). 19 In 1891, at the request of pastor Roman Kirchner, Saint

Anthony became Public School #14 of the Pasco County system,

with Holy Name sisters as the teachers. Now, with Governor
Catts' banishment of nuns from the public schools, San Antonio
decided to return to its origins. Fr. Albert Schaller sent out an ap-

peal in November 1919 for funds to build a new parochial "free

school:"

At the beginning of the past school year the Governor of

Florida, S. J. Catts peremptorily ordered the County
School Board not to employ the Sisters this year, giving as

his reason for this autocratic order, "that he was elected on
the principle that he would have no Catholics teaching in

our public school." . . .

Sr. Anna Marie Maertens, shown here in the

early 1960s as St. Seholastiea Hall was being

pulled down. In 1917, she was removed as a

teaeher from St. Joseph Public School because

of anti-Catholic prejudice during the

administration of Florida Governor Sidney J.

C attS . Holy Name Priory Archives
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On account of the schemes of our enemies we find

ourselves forced to build and maintain a parochial school,

which is next to impossible, unless our Catholic friends

come to our assistance in this undertaking.

Catts and his minions boast ofthe fact, "that they have put

the Catholic school at San Antonio out of commission,"

and apparently they seem to have succeeded, but not, if

with the help ofGod and your generous assistance, we will

be able to give our children a parochial school building.20

The campaign was successful. It brought in $22,690.69. The
new red brick St. Anthony's School opened with nearly 100 stu-

dents in September 1922. 21 The building is still in use.

At the St. Joseph public school, the sisters not only returned

in 1921 but continued to staff and run the institution for more
than a half-century. By the 1960s, the situation was prompting
inquiries from officials of the Florida Department of Education.

Chester W. Taylor Jr., Pasco County superintendent of schools

from 1956 to 1972, remembers a contentious visit from a "Tal-

lahassee bureaucrat." "Superintendent Taylor," he said, "I don't

think you realize what problems you Catholics are causing by

having nuns teaching in the public schools." Taylor responded

with a blunt explanation: "I'm a Baptist. And to me St. Joe is the

finest, most caring educational institution for young people that

we have in this county." There were many protests over the years,

but that settled that.

The Nathes, Gudes, Barthles, and other families who sent their

children there even mowed the lawns oftheir public school, pack-

ed the P. T. A. meetings, and saw their children enjoy a distinc-

tive reputation. "That little school — if I had my druthers, my
own children would have gone there," recalls Taylor. "I could al-

ways tell the kids from St. Joe because of their preparedness and

their courtesy. They were always the epitome of well brought up
children." 22

Chester Taylor retired as superintendent in 1972 and the sisters

lost a staunch defender. When Sr. Donna DeWitt applied for a

position at St. Joseph in 1973, she was turned down because of

"too many Sisters." 23 Nonetheless, the Benedictines of Holy
Name continued to provide teachers until the St. Joseph public

school closed its doors upon the opening ofSan Antonio Elemen-

tary School in 1981. 24
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Saint Leo's "Murderous" Monks
The most bizarre episode in the annals of Saint Leo occurred

in 1916: the Adventure ofthe Murderous Monks of Pasco Coun-

ty
On November 9, 1916, the nationally known bigot, former

heavyweight in the Populist Party ofthe 1890s, then leading light

ofthe Ku Klux Klan, and soon to be elected United States Senator,

Tom Watson of Thomson, Georgia, published a letter of sensa-

tional complaint against the Saint Leo Benedictines in his journal

The Jeffersoniam

Murderous Monks in Florida

Dear Sir: Permit that I write you these few lines in regard

to conditions in this part of Florida. Pasco County, the

stronghold of the St. Leo Monks, is ruled politically and

otherwise by this gang of crooks. . . . this same people dis-

patch the news of the T. E. Pearce murder and Sheriff

Sturkie, after conferring with the hierarchy had his theory

about the murder, and would not make any effort to bring

the guilty parties before the bar ofjustice. Now, one of the

fellows we suspected has left the state. . . .

These arrogant monks own the 12th part of Pasco Coun-
ty and pay not one cent of taxes and live like kings and

work the poor people to death. My son had bought 40
acres of land, and as the land joined their lands, they

entered suit against him, and got my son's lawyer to let it

go by default, and my boy did not know it until the 60
days were passed, so he could not reopen the case.

As soon as the primary was over, and we heard that Park

Trammel was elected, we knew J. T Catts would be our

next Governor; but the monks got busy and now they are

trying to bid us, and put Knott in.

Now I want to tell you that I am afraid that if J. T. Catts

is elected the hierarchy will have him assassinated, as I have

heard several parties, all K. of C. say that J. T Catts, if

elected, never will be governor of Florida. . . .

With my best wishes Mr. Watson, to you and your paper,

and that your life be spared . . ,

25

It was signed simply "French Huguenot.

"

Abbot Charles Mohr was not one to sit idly by under attack,

preposterous or not. He dashed off a response to Watson. The
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"Those

Murderous Monks
of

fasGO County, Florida"

ny THOS, E. WATSON

THOSE
Murderous Monks

Pasco County : Florida

By One of Them

To Ku Klux Klan champion Thomas Watson's 1917 charges against the "murderous 1

Saint Leo monks (left), Abbot Charles Mohr issued a reply "By One of Them."
Saint Leo Abbey Archives

Jeffersonmn^s editor refused to print it. Instead, enlarging on the

Huguenot's letter, Watson issued in 1917 a 24-page manifesto

called "Those Murderous Monks ofPasco County, Florida" Mohr
countered with a pamphlet published by the Abbey Press under

the reprise Those Murderous Monks ofPasco County : Florida "By
One of Them." It was also carried by the Fortnightly Review of

St. Louis, Missouri, edited by the abbot's friend Arthur Preuss. 26

Watson vilified the "Romish reptiles" and "malevolent priests"

from "the Pasco Monkery," who were "trying to transfer Rome's
infernal law in our soil." "They own a magnificent Abbey and

Monastery which bear the saintly name of Leo — a good name,

for the original Leo burnt the glorious library of the Caesars,"

wrote Watson, turning history upside down against the pope who
defended Rome against Attila the Hun in 452, "destroyed

thousands ofclassic library treasures, which can never be replaced,

abolished education for the common people, and gave currency
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to the infamous dogma, that Ignorance is the mother ofdevotion"" 27

Such ran the tenor of the typical anti- Catholic hoopla of the day.

In Abbot Charles's reply, he identified the "French Huguenot"
as the patriarch ofthe D'Equivelley family. (The name was spelled

variously, but pronounced "Dee-echo-way.") He was a former

Catholic, whose son had lost a land dispute with the abbey, a cir-

cumstance which Mohr suggested as the ultimate "cause of the

poor man's tears."

The abbot clarified the Huguenot's rambling screed and in the

process refuted his charges point by point. The wildest of them
centered on the killing of Thomas E. Pierce, a candidate for tax

assessor said to have been murdered by the Knights ofColumbus
because he threatened to tax church property; and further that

the Saint Leo monks sheltered the perpetrators and assisted in

their getaway. "Shortly after Tom Pierce was murdered on his

doorsteps," wrote Mohr, "some enemy spread the rumor that the

Knights ofColumbus has assassinated him. Immediately the rela-

tives of the murdered man called on our Father Albert, pastor of

St. Anthony's Church, San Antonio, Fla. They assured him that

they had not spread these reports and that they held no Catholic

responsible for their brother's death. The widow, Mrs. Tom
Pierce, told our Brother Leo the same thing. When the wife and

brothers of the victim exonerate the Catholics, how black, base

and malicious must be the heart of him who persists in asserting

the contrary!"

As for the accusation that the Saint Leo Benedictines control-

led the county through an empire of land, Mohr dismissed the

statement as flatly erroneous. To be sure, the abbey had substan-

tial holdings in two principal locations, the college -monastery and
the Kuhne Farm. But they were hardly one-twelfth of the coun-

ty, as the Huguenot asserted. "There are nine hundred and twelve

thousand (912,000) acres ofland in Pasco County. We own nine

hundred (900) acres," wrote Abbot Charles. "Ofthese 900 acres,

240 are taken up by the College, students' playgrounds, farm

buildings, farm and pastures. The remaining 660 acres are in the

lowlands, or cowpens, of Pasco County."
To the charge that Sidney Catts was a target for Catholic assas-

sination, the head of "the Pasco Monkery" gave short shrift: "If

Governor-elect Catts is to live until some Catholic bullet or dag-

ger puts him out of commission, he will be found walking this

earth when Gabriel blows his trumpet."
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Mohr even noted that young Goree Equivelley had enrolled at

Saint Leo College for the 1915-1916 year. "His mother often

told me that he always spoke in the highest terms of his profes-

sor, our Father James, and of our school."

As for the land dispute which had triggered D'Equivelley's

venom, the abbot reviewed the case in detail and provided the

legal documentation to substantiate his explanation. In 1915, the

"Huguenot" had offered to sell the 40 acres immediately south

ofthe abbey's old "Judge Dunne Forty" to Saint Leo for $1,200.

Mohr thought the price excessive and rejected the proposal. As
he pursued the matter — taking a lesson from his unhappy ex-

perience with Judge Dunne in 1893 — the abbot discovered that

the land had been sold for taxes some years earlier to the Manila

Investment Company of Tampa. He bought the tax title from

Manila for $40 and then wrote to the previous holder, Dr. Ed-

mund Wichers of Hanover, Germany, who sent Mohr the war-

ranty deed in return for $500. The abbey now had full title, or

so it thought.

In the meantime, the D'Equivelleys got another deed from the

Manila Investment Company, on the strength of which they

began cutting the timber on the 40 acres. "Before I could get a

restraining order from the Courts," wrote Mohr, "these vandals

had ruined about three hundred (300) valuable trees." The con-

flict wound up in the court of Pasco Circuit Judge O. K. Reaves,

who declared the claims of the D'Equivelleys "null and void" on
February 25, 19 16. 28 So relieved was Abbot Charles at the out-

come that he had the Lourdes Grotto shrine built in thanksgiv-

ing on the land that came to be called the "Huguenot Forty."29

The killer of Thomas Pierce was never caught. The common
story in San Antonio is that his murder was the result of a family

dispute. 30

Charles Mohr concluded his refutation in the blunt fashion he

used when confronted with foolishness. "Gentlemen of the Jury,

Fellow Citizens ofPasco County! You have heard the charges and

my answer. What is your verdict? Who is the crook in this case?

Is it the man that offers the original owner five hundred ($500)
good American dollars for his acres that had been sold for taxes,

or, the smiling artist that tries to get twelve hundred ($1200) dol-

lars for a gold brick in the shape ofa worthless Quit Claim Deed?"
Warming to his final peroration, he thundered: "Even ifwe were

the murderous aggregation of crooks that the 'Huguenot' rep-
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resents us to be, oh! what melodies would he have sung in our

praise — what a whitewashing he would have given us, had we
been stupid enough to pay him the twelve hundred ($1200) dol-

lars for that worthless gold brick of his!"31

Race Relations

Segregation of the races was the law of the land in turn -of- the -

century America. Saint Leo had a mixed attitude toward this situa-

tion, responding at times with an insensitivity which seemed to

contradict its desire for tolerance on the religious front. Yet to its

credit, the monastic community also challenged the prevailing

values of racial separation and discrimination.

Benedict Roth took note ofan incident in 1912 when he found

himself in the segregated "colored department" of a railroad car

by force of circumstance. Coming back from Jacksonville on the

Seaboard Air Line via Dade City, his train was derailed near Bush-

nell at 3:30 in the morning. "In about a half hour later the Con-
ductor was able to go ahead with his passengers; for, the Engine

and the first car, half ofwhich was the Mail-Baggage- Expressage

department and the other half the colored department, had not

run off the rails; so the colored passengers were stored with the

baggage and the white passengers, from the Pullman & day coach

were squeezed in the colored department, — and we reached

Dade City only 30 minutes behind schedule time." With almost

matter-of-fact amusement, he added: "We were not fined for

riding in the negro car!" 32

Minstrel shows with students in blackface were a regular fea-

ture of college entertainments for more than 30 years, as they

were then throughout the United States. The college chronology

noted "the first Minstrel Show & first play"— "A Public Benefac-

tor" — on May 4, 1893. 33 The "Benny Minstrels" (named for

moderator Fr. Benedict Roth) presented a two- act play called

"Commencement at a Cullod Academy" at Thanksgiving in

1914. 34 On the abbot's birthday in 1917, the brass band played

a piece called "Ad Abbatem," Fr. Matthew Hartinger gave a violin

solo of Offenbach's Barcarolle, and the students put on a sketch

called "The Coon and the Chink," with Hogan Smith as "Rastus

Coon" and Felix Solla as "Sam Lee Chink." 35 These are not the

best historical values to take pride in, representative though they

are of the times.
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And they were harsh and barbarie times. In 1901, Alonso Wil-

liams, a black man, was lynched in San Antonio. It was alleged,

without evidence, that the niece of prominent resident Col. K.

G. Liles "was unexpectedly seized by the burly brute" at her

home, "and after a heroic struggle and terrible effort to free her-

self from his devilish clutches she was choked into unconscious-

ness." There was "a wave of indignation across the entire

community." Williams "was captured and after a thorough and
impartial investigation his guilt was clearly evident," ran the cold-

blooded newspaper account. "He was led forth to be dealt with

summarily, but justly, and in a few moments the body ofthe beast

was dangling from the Corrigan building and riddled with bul-

lets, a fitting punishment that will always be dealt to such fiends

so long as there is a spark of the fires ofmanhood in our breasts."

Such was the sentiment ofthe day that the paper concluded: "The
crime justified the punishment and he would be the most craven

of cowards who would not vindicate a woman's honor." 36

On May 5, 1902, Benedict Roth recorded an incident which

evidently did not result in another lynching: "Mast. Mannie Os-

burne, son of Jack Osburne, our neighbor was stabbed Saturday

3d inst. by a negro; but Mannie died repentant, praying, & asked

his father & brother not to harm the negro; this morning a priest

was called for & arrived too late to 'console' and possibly receive

Mannie into the Church. The cadets viewed the remains this

afternoon." 37

The Saint Leo Benedictines were not only college faculty mem-
bers, but pastors and missionaries, responsible for the spiritual

welfare of the Catholics in Pasco, Hernando, and Citrus coun-

ties, as well as parishes from the Isle of Pines, Cuba, to Long Is-

land, New York. Among their efforts was a recurring ministry to

the small black community near the settlement of St. Thomas in

the Catholic Colony of San Antonio.

The first venture was made by Fr. James Shabaker, who even-

tually became Saint Leo's foremost missionary and college

promoter in Cuba. "Rev. Fr. James opened up the Negro Mis-

sion in a shack used as a barn," wrote Benedict Roth on Novem-
ber 27, 1894, "near St. Thomas, on the road toward St. Joseph's,

Fla." Shabaker delivered his first "powerful sermon," however,

"in Mrs. Meline's house, near the Morse place, which two places

are a quarter of a mile south of said shack." Fr. James did not have

much success. "This same Negro Mission was abandoned after a
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year, for the colored preachers roped in all the black sheep &
threatened them with excommunication if they attended the

'RomanishT Church," wrote Roth. 38

A decade later in 1904, Fr. Augustine Feller resumed the ef-

fort. At the request of Bishop William Kenny, the abbey sent him
"to invite the negroes of a nearby turpentine camp to St. Thomas'
Catholic Church," he recorded. "On the appointed Sunday the

whole camp turned out and crowded the Church. After the lec-

ture they were asked to sing one of their religious hymns which

they did in true negroe style, after which they returned to their

homes apparently well pleased, at the same time promising to as-

semble again on the following Sunday."

That assembly never developed. "In the mean time the affair

caused considerable excitement," wrote Feller with under-

statement. "The whites of the neighborhood raised objection to

the undertaking, amongst them, unfortunately some members of

the congregation. They claimed that we were favoring the

negroes too much by granting them the use of the church. Be-

sides some howling preachers visited the camp during the week."

When Fr. Augustine visited his new congregation the following

Sunday, "the negroes were so intimidated that, although anxious

to come to the church, they did not venture, because as they said,

they were threatened with violence on the part of the whites. This

settled the negro mission for the present."

But Saint Leo's Fr. Augustine was not discouraged: "We have

no reason, however, to abandon the project entirely, since the

leading negroes of the camp have shown themselves grateful for

the kind invitation, and promised to return as soon as the excite-

ment has somewhat abated and the opposing parties pacified."39

Two years later, the abbey tried again, at the renewed urging

of Bishop Kenny, who sweetened his plea with a contribution of

$200, which Abbot Charles accepted toward the building fund

for the new stone abbey. Augustine Feller spent six months in the

effort. "At first they took a great interest in the preaching, but of

late, it seems, the matter has become a little too serious for them,

and very few have been attending," noted chronicler Aloysius

Delabar on August 25, 1906. "So he has been obliged to give up
the work again for the present. A few of them may attend sen ice

at St. Joseph." He added: "A few Sundays ago he baptized, and

received into the Church, a negro boy at St. Joseph, which was,

I suppose, the first Negro convert in this part of the country."40
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Bishop Kenny himself spoke to the black people ofthe "Klondike

Camp" in 1907, and Frs. James and Augustine continued the

mission through 1909, both at Klondike and St. Thomas. 41

The Saint Leo monks not only persisted in their mission to the

local black community in the face of white opposition, they ac-

cepted a black student at a time when it was illegal to do so, and
took in a neighboring black man as a candidate for the brother-

hood.

The black student was Rudolph Antorcha, who was recruited

from Cuba by James Shabaker in 1898. He won distinctions in

his first year in conduct, order, neatness and politeness, diligence,

English, reading, and spelling. 42 Unfortunately, his conduct was
not sustained and he was dismissed the following year. "Mr.

Gutierrez has no use for the octoroon Antorcha, neither do his

daughters," wrote Fr. James to Benedict Roth in 1899 in the stark

racial jargon of the day. "If he incites the other boys, ship him, I

say; the state law, moreover forbids us to harbor colored pupils."43

Antorcha left, with the gift of $25 for his passage home to

Havana, on December 4, 1899, but not without having been
pressed to sign a legalistic statement for the record:

This is to certify that I leave Saint Leo Military College

with a good will and without any faultfinding on my part,

and that I have always been justiy treated by the Rev. Facul-

ty of said College.44

One would have hoped that Saint Leo's first recorded black

student would have come to a happier end. But his admittance

was a bold move for the times. (There may have been other blacks

among the Latin American students, as well.) Equally bold was

the monastery's defiance of convention by accepting George
Miller as a lay brother-candidate in 1908.

The chapter minutes of February 4, 1908, were kept by

secretary Alexander Fink, who noted that George Miller, "a

Colored Boy who has been with us for some time," asked to join

the monastic community. "He is a good worker," noted Fr.

Alexander, "very docile and the Brothers are all anxious to have

him among their number." The nine priest-capitulars debated the

merits of the case. "The only objections brought forth by the

Chapter Members was on account of the race question. After

some discussion pro & con a ballot was taken which resulted in

the acceptance of the Colored Boy, George Miller into the

Novitiate."45
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George Miller was accepted as a brother-

candidate at Saint Leo in 1908. The abbey

received racial threats for accepting him.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

Some of the local

citizens of the Catholic

Colony of San Antonio
were not supportive ofthe

idea of Saint Leo's recep-

tion of a black brother.

Abbot Charles Mohr
received what Fr. Damian
DuQuesnay describes as

"a threatening letter"

demanding Miller's

ouster. But the abbot
continued to defend him.

Ultimately, George Miller

withdrew from the abbey

of his own accord. 46 The
fact of his reception and

that of a black student

give witness to Saint Leo's

willingness to challenge

the prevailing racial at-

titudes of that era, and

provide an honorable
counterpoint to its own
insensitivity as well.

Saint Leo in World War I

When World War I broke out in 1914, student editor Cyril Mc-
Graw offered a commentary in the college paper St. Leo^s:

uThe
cruel ravages of Mars are felt most keenly in Europe, that ancient

home of all civilization. Shall we look on while its grand structure

totters? Shall we gloat upon Europe's plight? It is uncharitable.

We must help her. We can do it — by prayer."47 There was little

sentiment for intervention. But when America entered the war in

1917, Saint Leo responded with enthusiasm. However, the war
was to provide the occasion for another round of attacks based

on bigotry.

Director Benedict Roth met with the students in Borromeo
Hall to read a letter from President Woodrow Wilson urging food

conservation on the theme "Save a Loaf and Win the War." The
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session closed with the singing of The Star-Spangled Banner.^
The Brothers grubbed an acre and a half in the southeast corner

of the "Huguenot Forty" for "war sweet potatoes" in the sum-
mer of 1917. 49 At Holy Name, Sr. Anna Marie Maertens remem-
bered "meatless" and "sugarless" days throughout the course of

the conflict. 50 Monastery cobbler Brother Gerard Schneider

adapted to the shortage of shoe leather by using discarded Ford
tires. "The 'work' shoes of St. Leo Abbey's inmates are repaired

with old Lizzie or Henry tires, which also make walking in them
noiseless," noted chronicler Roth. 51 Much to the surprise of his

confreres, Bro. Gerard was also appointed county "Inspector of

Marks and Brands of Hogs and Cattle" by of all people Gover-

nor Sidney J. Catts. 52 The country went on Daylight Savings Time
to save electricity for the war effort. So did Saint Leo in 1918.

"All, however, think they are sleeping an hour longer," wrote

Abbot Charles. "Psychology???""

The students got into the spirit with the Washington's Birthday

entertainment of a three-act "Boy Scout Operetta" called

"America First" presented by the St. Lawrence Dramatic Associa-

tion and the Mozart Musical Club, with patriotic songs between

the acts. 54 There had been some concern that the war would
diminish enrollment. Abbot Charles sent out an eight-page flyer

in the summer of 1917 to refute "unfounded rumors" and over-

come "unwarranted hesitation:"

Unfounded Rumors

Unfounded rumors that St. Leo College would suspend

its sessions this coming fall because ofhard times have been

current. St. Leo College WILL open its doors for the recep-

tion of students — Boys and Young Men — on Septem-

ber 12, 1917, for the 28th annual session and continue its

regular work.

Unwarranted Hesitation

Since the declaration of war by the United States, there

seems to be a feeling of uncertainty about the future of

boarding schools, and therefore much hesitation in regard

to the sending ofboys and young men to boarding schools.

The same feeling was prevalent in some of the States north

of Florida, but the fact is that the Preparatory boarding

schools have as large an attendance as before the war.
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St. Leo College always had its usual quota of students in

attendanee and prospects for the coming scholastic year are

as bright and promising as ever.

At the same time he was allaying wartime apprehensions, Mohr
had to persuade his patrons to accept a tuition and board increase

from $225 to $300 a year. "Owing to the unprecedented rise of

all food-stuffs we were forced, though much against our will, to

raise our terms," he wrote. Appealing to patriotism he continued:

"Do not make the mistake of keeping your boy out of school be-

cause of 'financial stringency;' the very fact that
chard times' are

ahead will demand a better education.
cHad I but finished my last

year, I could now be a Lieutenant, instead of being in ranks,'

wrote an
c

old boy' recently from his camp." As a final point,

Abbot Charles added some "concrete facts:"

Our school year consists of 268 days. Terms for 268 days

are $300.00.

Cost for one (1) day is $1.11, which includes:

3 meals.

5 hours' tuition (on 195 class days),

19 hours' supervision by the Prefect,

Lodging and Laundry,

Class Stationery and Use of Books.

Is not our price reasonable

?

55

Mohr's appeal held enrollment to barely a ten percent drop
from 45 in 1916 to 40 for the 1917-1918 academic year. 56 The
push was on the following year, as well. St. Leo's magazine ran an

editorial urging students to stay in college for the war effort: "We
see men of every rank in life, who, when called upon, gladly lay

down their present occupation, put on the uniform of our dear

old U. S. A., prepare themselves and, with patriotic spirit, cross

the briny deep to light for a noble cause," wrote editor-in-chief

Benedict Roth. "As they go forth to perform that grand task of
serving in the army, they leave behind them positions which have

to be filled by the younger generation. When we put the ques-

tion to ourselves, 'Are we prepared to fill the vacancies properly?'

can we answer with a true conscience,
cWe are prepared.' . . . Now,

as we have the opportunity, let us prepare ourselves to the best of
our ability, so that we may be ready to step in and do our work
in a professional way." He concluded with the advice of the na-
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tional education commissioner: "The most patriotic thing a good
boy could do was to remain at college until he finished." 57

The college paper also published 31 "Reasons Why Florida

Catholics Should Patronize St. Leo College." They provide a

sense ofwhat Saint Leo considered its most attractive qualities in

those years. Among the points were these:

1

.

An education is no longer a luxury, but a necessity.

2. It is their duty to enable their sons to develop the talents

with which God has blessed them.

3. At St. Leo's their sons acquire habits of thrift which
secure for diem those elements of contentment, which, in

later years, insure their happiness.

4. Sound civilization can result only from sound morality,

which, in turn, depends on conscience and character-

training.

5. At St. Leo's special stress is laid upon the formation of

the young man's character.

12. The boys are under the continual surveillance ofan ex-

perienced disciplinarian; every possible care is exercised in

checking and eliminating evil habits and in inculcating

sound principles.

16. Because St. Leo's is the only Catholic boarding school

for boys in the State.

20. The Benedictine Order has taught boys for more than

1400 years. "In England and America the Benedictine

schools rank high amongst the educational establishments

of those countries and compete successfully with the non-

Catholic schools of a similar class." — G. C. Alston.

22. Each student at St. Leo's receives the personal atten-

tion of his instructor.

25. The altitude of Saint Leo is 210 feet, — remarkably

high for Florida.

29. A five-acre campus affords ample opportunity for all

athletic sports.

30. The drinking water is the purest, and the proverbial

bountiful meals are wholesome.

31. Because the infirmary is always vacant. 58

Roth followed with a direct message to the patrons: "You have,

no doubt, observed by this time, that your son has benefitted

greatly by his attendance at St. Leo College during the past year.
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It is not difficult to discover the reason for his progress. Like every

boy, he needed a chance. You have given him an opportunity to

gratify his desires for physical, mental, and moral betterment by

sending him to St. Leo's, and he has made good use of the op-

portunity." 59

As Fr. Matthew Hartinger "canvassed hard for boys"

throughout the summer of 1918, Roth sent out an even more
stirring "Circular to Patriotic Parents and Guardians of Boys:"

"During the titanic struggle in which we are engaged, and after

this world war has terminated, there will be a constant demand
for young men with college training, — men equipped with es-

sentials of leadership. ... By patronizing our College you will be

aiding us to fulfill our patriotic duty of furnishing some of the

men who will be competent to grapple with the industrial, com-
mercial, social, and civic problems of America and the World at

large." 60

The unusually intense efforts paid off as enrollment increased

to 54 in 1918-1919. 61

As Mayor of the Town of Saint Leo during the war, Benedict

Roth used his position to promote billion-dollar Liberty Loan
bond drives. The theocratic leader also issued periodic proclama-

tions in the spirit of the war effort. One of them called for the

citizens "to cease all activity, and stand, wherever they may be,

with uncovered head, in silent, reverent and thoughtful prayer"

each evening at 7 p.m.62 No one complained about separation of

church and state.

"Messages to the Kaiser"

Throughout America during the war, anti-German hysteria

swept the country. It became unpatriotic to come down with the

German measles, so the disease was renamed "liberty measles."

Sauerkraut was termed "liberty cabbage." Dachshunds were now
"liberty pups." Saint Leo Abbey was a German bastion in those

days and thus fell under suspicion — except from San Antonio
and St. Joseph, of course, which were loaded with German
Catholics.

Ofthe first 50 monks formally professed at the monastery (from

1889 to 1918), 41 (82 percent) were either born in Germany or

were American-born of German heritage. Twenty-seven of them
— like Frs. Francis Sadlier and James Shabaker, and Bros. An-
thony Poiger and Leo Fuchsbuechler— were from Germany, for
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the most part Bavaria.

Fourteen — like Abbot
Charles Mohr and Fr.

Benedict F.oth — had
been born in the United

States to parents of Ger-

man birth. 63 Mohr wrote

that their presence
seemed "to disturb the

peace of mind of those

super-more than one
hundred per cent Ameri-

cans."64 The situation

prompted two formal in-

vestigations.

In the summer of
1913, Fr. Albert Schaller

had spent two months
vacationing in Germany.

Fr. Felix Ullrich also

made a trip to see relatives

in the land of his birth.

These visits ultimately

prompted an official in-

quiry. Five years later, on
March 7, 1918, chron-

icler Benedict Roth noted

with alarm: "Yes-terday

our SheriffHudson came
with a Federal Agent (Mr.

Douglas) to call on P Abbot anent Making Bombs , &x &c
here???? They also called on Father Albert!!!!!"65 Abbot Charles

later recalled how he defused the encounter, probably embellish-

ing the dialogue: "Sheriff," he said, "I notice that you make fre-

quent visits to Georgia, the home of the K. K. K. That looks

suspicious to me. Why should a citizen of Florida EVER go to

Georgia?" "My gracious," the startled lawman responded, "all

my people live there. I go to see them. That's all." "Well," replied

Mohr, "the parents ofthe aforesaid clergymen live across the seas.

Are they supposed to have less of a heart than you have?"66

During the construction of Saint Leo Hall, the

home-made elevator of Brother Anthony Poiger

(upper left-center) drew a government
investigation in 1918, when an anti-German

hysteric took the device for a radio transmitter

sending wartime secret messages to the German
Kaiser. Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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The next episode was provoked by even stranger assumptions.

During the war, Brother Anthony Poiger was directing the con-

struction of the college extension (later called Saint Leo Hall) on

the east end of the 1906 stone abbey building. He erected a

home-designed elevator to lift the heavy Palmer Hollow Blocks

up the three-story height of the building, stabilizing it with guy

wires. To an and-German hysteric passing the abbey on the At-

lantic Coast Line Railroad north of the lake in the fall of 1918,

the purpose of the strange-looking contraption was obvious. He
sounded the alarm to the federal authorities: those German
monks were sending messages to the Kaiser!

On November 3, 1918, eight days before the war ended,

Benedict Roth recorded: "A Mr. Ferrell, U. S. Service man, came
from New York City to 'locate' a reported Wireless-Hun-con-
nected apparatus on the Abbey roof; he found it (?) in the shape

of the cables staying the derrick on the new college (building)

wing. He then condescended to take a square meal here, and did

so."67 Abbot Charles described the curious visit in more detail, as

the Justice Department agent climbed to the top ofthe monastery

roof:

Once up there his eagle eyes peer through every nook and

corner. Nothing escapes him. Finally he breaks out into an

"Ah, there it is. There's the wireless outfit by means of

which you people are sending messages to Germany to in-

form her of the latest plans of the War Department. Oh-
wattenawce, wottenawce, to make such charges."

He relates:
UA man from St. Petersburg, Florida, passed by

the other morning on the train. He telegraphed to

Washington that he had seen your wireless outfit in full

operation. I was ordered to come and dismantle it and put

you in jail. Washington will certainly be peeved to learn the

wireless is nothing but your old freight elevator carrying

mortar and hollow blocks for your building. The inform-

ant took the guide wires steadying the elevator frame for

the antennae. Owottenawce, wottenawce."

"After that there were no further molestations," concluded

Mohr.68

Prominent Dade City attorney and former Florida legislator J.

A. Hendley, who had given the commencement address at Saint

Leo in 1909, took note of the anti-German animus against the

abbey and of his own role in endorsing its patriotism. "During
the World War all sorts of complaints were made against these
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people; that they were sympathizers with Germany; that they had
a wireless outfit on top of the college and were in daily com-
munication with the German government," he wrote in his 1943
History ofPasco County. "The writer was sent out to San Antonio
to make a war talk to these people and find out where they stood.

After the speaking a crowd gathered around him, took him by

the hand and pledged themselves to do their part in maintaining

the war."69

The college also got an unsolicited tribute from the editor of

the Ocala Star. "There is an all-pervasive air of patriotism about

St. Leo's. The students learn their lessons in the shadow of the

flag. Tho' it is comparatively a small college, thirty of its boys are

in the ranks of the Second Florida Infantry and did good service

on the border. . . . The thoroughness with which its students are

taught is not excelled by any college in the State."70

Eighty-six Saint Leo alumni are known to have entered the ser-

vice in World War I.
71 The fact that so many names were record-

ed illustrates the close connections that the old boys maintained

with their alma mater. A number of the monks were also

registered for the draft, including six priests, a half-dozen semi-

narians, and nine of the brothers. "They will no doubt be ex-

empted," wrote Aloysius Delabar on August 7, 1917. 72 But

Brother William Greene was conscripted and left for Camp
Johnson, Georgia, in the summer of 1918. "He was returned

after 10 days on account of physical inability (rupture)," wrote

Roth. 73

Ofthe 86 Saint Leo boys who served in the conflict, three were

wounded in France and two died in naval service. Among the

wounded was Sergeant First Class Callistus McMullen (M.A.,

1909) of the 307th Field Signal Battalion, who was decorated for

his "courage and self-sacrifice" and for "that spirit of heroism

which is innate in the highest type of the American soldier." His

citation read: "During the Argonne offensive this Soldier worked
unceasingly day and night to maintain telephonic communica-

tion, and disregarded entirely his personal safety whenever a

telephonic communication had been interrupted. He occupied a

very hazardous post for two days, October 8-9, 1918, which was

subject to continual machine gun and shell fire, and did not

evacuate it until wounded on the 9th."74

"A letter from home is worth a square meal, and a square meal

is now the limit," wrote Charles Mullan (1910-1911) to his
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mother in Tampa from the 6th Division of the Army Expedition-

ary Force in France. 75 Harry Parry, the abbot's ward who had

sung the praises of the Great White Fleet at the 1909 commence-
ment, enlisted in the navy. His classmate Alexander St. Clair-

Abrams, who was threatened with dismissal in 1907 for not

practicing his religion, saw service in the army. While stationed at

Walter Reed Hospital, Army Captain Frank Morse (M.A., 1894)

inaugurated a newspaper called The Come-Back for wounded
veterans and rejoined the staff of the Washington Post after the

war. John McCabe, who had been enrolled in 1908 by his uncle

Fr. John O'Boyle of the O'Boyle-Pilz confrontation in 1886,

served in the medical corps in France. Four of the Halsema

brothers joined up, as did three pairs of Einigs, Gailmards, and

Nordmanns. Seven Saint Leo valedictorians saw service: Francis

Semmes (1907), Alonzo Sheahan (1908), Joseph Butzloff

(1912), George McGraw (1913), George Barney Nix (1914),

Laurence Benjamin (1916), and Norman Rust (1917).

Laurence Benjamin was not yet 17 when he volunteered a week
after graduating with his Master ofAccounts and joined the Ocala

Rifles of the Second Florida Regiment on the Mexican border.

When the U.S. entered the war the following year, his unit be-

came part of the 124th Florida Infantry, which arrived in France

"on the battle front in the decisive days of the war, July, 1918."

he participated in the Aisne-Marne offensive, at Verdun, and in

the Argonne drive "nearly all of it under fire of artillery or

airplanes," wrote The St. Leo Cadet. "Laurie's officers and com-
rades have reported him as a fearless fighter and a model sol-

dier." 76

John Barrett (1903-1904) died on duty with the Navy, as did

Jack McCarthy (1910-1913), who succumbed at the age of 21

on board the U. S. S. New Hampshire on November 7, 1918. "We
were doing transport duty at the time ofyour son's death," wrote

the Protestant chaplain to Mrs. McCarthy. "John had the Influen-

za and it later developed into pneumonia. He had a very peace-

ful death."77 "A Gold Star graces the S. L. C. Sendee Flag/' wrote

The Cadet. 7 *

News of the end of the war arrived at Saint Leo at 7:30 on the

morning ofNovember 11, 1918. "PEACEDAY! '11-11-18,'" wrote

Director Benedict Roth in his chronology. The Cadet recorded

how he summoned the students to assembly and made the an-

nouncement. "There was a wild outburst of cheers, the music of
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bugles, the beating of drums, and the ringing of bells. After the

noise had subsided, the Rev. Director announced that we were
privileged to continue throughout the entire day the celebration

of the signing of the armistice. The singing of the National An-
them followed and then a whole day of camping in the neighbor-

ing woods."79

The Return of the Military Feature

In the spirit of wartime preparedness, uniforms and military

drill returned to Saint Leo College for the third time on February

22, 1918, after an absence of nine years. The sentiment arose

from the students themselves, as Cadet First Lieutenant Fred

Thomas recounted in St. Leo
y
s: "Our Uncle Sammy has asked all

schools and colleges to give their students military training, that

when he needs men, the students will be fit to aid him in prosecut-

ing the war to a successful conclusion. As a consequence of this

training they will be ready to 'pitch in' to dethrone Autocracy

and raise up Democracy. " As to the specific circumstances, he

continued: "One night in February, their Reverend Director, in

his weekly lecture spoke on the European war, and they, with true

American hearts, listened while their blood boiled." They wanted
to take action and approached Fr. Matthew Hartinger, "and im-

parted to him their hopes and desires. They begged him to or-

ganize a company of cadets and teach them how to be soldiers.

He acquiesced. The Director's approval was readily secured. All

the students were invited to join, and they accepted with shouts

and cheers." Lieutenant Thomas predicted that the younger stu-

dents would soon be saying: "Dad, please let me finish my col-

lege course at St. Leo's, for I shall then go to the
cLand of

Lafayette!'" And the graduates would announce: "Well, Father

and Mother, St. Leo's is one of the best colleges on earth. The
Benedictine Fathers have trained me physically, mentally and

morally, and now I am ready to help America WIN THE WAR!" 80

Matthew Hartinger, who organized phase three of Saint Leo
as a military institution (although its name did not change), was

27 years old and had just been ordained. Born in Stadtamhof,

Bavaria, in 1 890, he was a popular figure among the students. An
accomplished violinist, he also gave Shakespeare recitations and

ran the graphaphone, stereopticon, and silent-movie projector as

well. Hartinger was thrilled at the prospect of Saint Leo as a

military school once more. "He loved that stuff, dressing up in
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puttees and fancy boots," remem-
bers Fr. Marion Bowman, who en-

rolled at the college in 1919 at the

age of 14, but as a day dodger from

San Antonio did not participate in

the uniformed drill.
81

Fr. Matthew took the title of

"Captain" when the cadet com-
pany was formed, but beginning in

the fall of 1918, he styled himself

"Commandant" for the remainder

of the military aspect at Saint Leo.

This was no mere passing wartime

fancy. It was intended to be a long-

term change in the nature ofthe in-

stitution. But it lasted only two
years. For a while, the cadets

responded as they had in the

pioneer days of the 1890s.

Abbot Charles explained the ra-

tionale for the reintroduction ofthe

military feature in a letter to the

patrons: "Our Nation has joined

the Allies in this unparalleled World
War; our President along with the

most enlightened minds of the age

insist that all High Schools and

Colleges adopt to some extent the Military Feature, therefore the

Faculty of St. Leo College have decided to follow this advice,"

wrote Mohr. "The drills will be resumed again. We believe this is

a move in the right direction. Nothing so like the Daily Drill helps

to develop and form the character ofyoung men. It makes them
self-possessed, prompt in obedience, and healthy. The uniform

will be the Khaki, and our patrons will not mind the small ex-

pense. Suitable Arms will be procured by the Faculty." 82

This was the last of Saint Leo's three phases as a military in-

stitution. The reasons why the college introduced military train-

ing in 1890, 1908, and 1918 are readily determined. Why each

phase ended is a more elusive question. But personalities had a

large bearing on the issue.

Military enthusiast Fr. Matthew
Hartinger in his uniform as

"Commandant of Cadets" during

Saint Leo's last phase as a military

institution from 1918 to 1920.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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The official logo of Saint Leo's first phase as a military college from 1890-1891 to

1902-1903. The name of the institution remained Saint Leo College during its second

and third military phases of 1908-1909 and 1918-1920. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

Fr. Charles Mohr's own value system was the central influence

on the establishment of uniforms and drilling in the middle of

the pioneer 1890-1891 year. He believed the practice would be

conducive to the instilling of a sense of discipline, order, and

respect for authority. When Fr. Alexander Fink became rector of

the college, however, he saw things differently and gradually dis-

continued the military feature in the course of the 1902-1903

academic year. Five years later, Fr. Benedict Roth was appointed

director of the college in 1908 and, consistent with Mohr's
values, reintroduced military training, which lasted but a single

year.

Charles Mohr wrote in 1918 that Saint Leo had phased out its

earlier military dimensions "due to the active propaganda made
by various Peace Societies throughout the Union." 83 Indeed, the

abbot must have bristled at the statement in the 1918-1919

catalogue of St. Bede College of Peru, Illinois. Saint Leo's fellow

Benedictine institution rejected what it termed "the Prussian sys-

tem ofmilitary drill" for college students, denounced it as "a form

of vicarious patriotism for the elderly gentlemen on the school

boards and for the local newspaper editors," and went on to en-

dorse the principles of the American Union Against Militarism. 84

Benedict Roth's contemporary chronologies of 1903 and 1909
made no mention of this factor as a reason for the discontinua-

tion of Saint Leo's first two military phases. In fact, he does not

explain the question at all. Student disaffection may have come
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into play, especially ifcommunicated to the patrons, who may ad-

ditionally have had financial worries about the extra expense for

uniforms. The novelty of fancy military dress can lose its shine

after many marches. One suspects that the stormy year 1908-

1909 may have prompted a general change of direction, as well.

In 1918, the climate of wartime enthusiasm stimulated the

reappearance of military drilling at Saint Leo. The personality of

Fr. Matthew Hartinger was also of considerable influence— both

in its reintroduction and in its demise.

"On February 22 [1918], the birthday ofGeorge Washington,

the glorious and illustrious Father of our Country, Fr. Matthew,

OSB at the earnest and almost unanimous request of the student

body organized a Company of Cadets," wrote Cadet Secretary

William Holden, who kept a journal throughout the two-year life

of Saint Leo's third foray into military life.
85 Two days later,

Benedict Roth referred to the new organization as a "Turn-

Verein," that is, an athletic club, and that the students "marched
in ranks to & from classes, meals, &c as during the SLMC days."86

As in the early years, the cadets marched in uniform for out-

ings and put on demonstrations for the local folks. On March 1,

1918, Roth noted: "The Khaki Cadets took a brisk walk to &
from Lake Buddy with Fathers Jerome and Matthew. They fre-

quently after this took such brisk outs." 87 Cadet Holden's jour-

nal records 44 hikes — to San Antonio, Lake Kersey, the Kuhne
Farm and the like — for a total of 283 miles in the 1918-1919
academic year.88 For a Red Cross drive in Dade City, the cadets

were motored over, put on a drilling exhibition, and got a free

chicken dinner. 89

They drilled on the college grounds three times a week, at first

using bamboo sticks, then 2 5 -cent wooden guns, and finally war-

surplus Enfield rifles. Their "armory and arsenal" was the old post

office room on the main floor of the college building, after a

separate post office was erected in the summer of 1919.90

Military life at Saint Leo in this phase featured not only the

values of self-discipline, but also wartime preparedness. The
cadets were appointed "to act in the capacity of Home Guards"
in a resolution of the Saint Leo Town Council on May 7, 1918. 91

They also practiced attacks in the field. Benedict Roth noted on
April 20, 1918, that "the Cadets had the first Sham Battle with

moss balls and bamboo guns. Great Sport!

"

t)2 Divided into two
companies of assaulters and defenders, the khaki-clad students
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Military exercises during Saint Leo's final stage as a military institution during and after

World War I. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

had regular exercises, hurling tightly rolled clumps of Spanish

moss at each other to score battle points. Corporal John H. Creed
and Sergeant Parker Denicke recounted a 1919 encounter be-

tween the Reds and the Blues— "with the staccato clatter oftheir

rifles" and "stunning blows to the decimated ranks of our adver-

sary" — on the abbey pasture called "Mapledell:"

What! You never heard of the famous battle of Mapledell?

True the battle was not one of those gigantic struggles

about which the past world war recorded such blood cur-

dling accounts.. . . Nevertheless, it was as great and decisive

a battle as ever fought by the armigerous sons of Mars....

General Sherman said that "war is hell," but for us it was

fun and plenty of it.
93

For all their playing at war, the students took their organiza-

tion seriously, and even adopted "The Moral Code of the St. Leo
Cadets" in 1920. Stated in Ten Commandments fashion, the

decalogue included these tenets:

1 . I will set the service of God and man before my heart

as the end of all my work.

3. I will love the truth and only the truth, and welcome all

truth gladly, whether it bring me or the world joy or suf-

fering, pleasure or hardship, ease or toil.
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7. 1 will love my friends more than myself, my eollege more
than my friends, my country more than my college, and

God more than all else.

10. I will make for myself commandments harder than

another can make for me, and each new day command-
ments more rigorous than mine own laws of the day

before.94

Enthusiasm and dis-

cipline had not always

been the case in the cadet

company. Within a

month of its establish-

ment, Secretary Holden
recorded uproar in the

ranks: "A conspiracy was

formed by some members
to overthrow or at least

cripple the organization."

He noted the names of

four "ring leaders of the

rebellion" and six "who
followed them & broke

their promises of al-

legiance.. .The conspiracy

was checked in its infancy

& all delinquent court

martialled to severe

punishment. They re-

newed their promise ofal-

legiance & loyalty."95 The
"court martial" was a

regular feature of cadet

life. Twenty of the original 32 members were brought up for of-

fenses like insubordination and absence without leave. They got

penalties ranging from one hour to four days' extra drill, as well

as "degrading" from officer to private, as in the case of ranking

Cadet First Lieutenant Frank Thomas. 96

One of the original rebels was Lou Warren, a student of un-

even performance who also put in his punishment tours from time

to time. Eventually, however, he scored in the top ten in his marks

for military drill. But he never was much for regulations. "He

Lou Warren (right) in "civilian dress" arriving

back at the college after Easter vacation in 1919.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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often tried to get me to deliver messages to his girl friends in San
Antonio, but we day hops shied away from being errand boys for

the boarders," recalls Fr. Marion Bowman. Warren later died at

sea.97

Secretary Holden's journal has plenty of references to trouble,

but it also records an unexpected triumph: praise from the

notorious Governor Sidney Catts. On April 9, 1918, the Saint

Leo cadets were invited to perform at a Dade City gathering of

the Grand Army of the Republic, the organization of Union
veterans of the Civil War. Holden described the setting and the

tribute:

Rev. Frs. Albert & Francis conveyed them to the outskirts

of the town in their automobiles. From the automobiles

they marched glad [sic] in Khaki into town and were

received with honors. Accompanied & preceded by the

Dade City Brass Band they marched to the Park grounds

to drill. They drilled for fully an hour and were received

by His Excellency Gov. Catts, the G. A. R., & the Dade
City people. Time & again they elicited cheers &
prolonged applause as they went through the many & dif-

ficult maneuvers. Gov. Catts himself praised them highly

& said that the Cadets were the best drilled Co. in Florida

he had yet seen.98

The fate ofthe Cadet Company ultimately centered on the per-

sonality of its Commandant. Matthew Hartinger had a harsh dis-

position. Fr. John Schlicht noted in his journal that his "temper

brought him into conflict" on a regular basis and that the military

feature ultimately proved to be "to the detriment of school

spirit."99 Student unrest increased. The minutes of the February

21, 1920, meeting of the Abbot's Council recorded: "The Col-

lege was the subject of discussion, owing to the lack of discipline

and the feasibility of change in the staffwas considered — it was

decided to send the military commander to Farmingdale, N. Y.

to do parish work. This change to become effective after the feast

of St. Benedict." 100

His removal at midyear was a wrenching experience for Fr. Mat-

thew. He left for the abbey's mission at St. Kilian's parish on Long
Island on March 28, 1920. He did not return to Saint Leo for

32 years. Soon after his departure, he absented himself from his

new church without notice, but came back and was sent to do
penance at St. Mary's Abbey in Newark, New Jersey, after which

he was reinstated. Appointed chaplain at an orphanage, his
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temper got him into difficulty with the superior. Abbot Francis

Sadlier was forced to remove him, but as abbots do, found him a

job as chaplain at a Dominican school in Newburgh, New York.

"After a short period of service," wrote John Schlicht, "he be-

came chaplain of St. Elizabeth Hospital, New York, where [he] is

doing good work. He is faithful to duty and always at home. This

trait probably keeps him the position he has held now for probab-

ly ten years." Schlicht added: "He is doing some writing." Har-

tinger put together "a catechism based on the Bible" and wrote

an operetta, which was "produced with success." He also penned
a number of articles which "all bear a sting, and criticism is in-

dulged in whether it concerned the Holy Father, the Bishop,

Abbot President or any official." In the 1930s, moreover, he

"published some very strong articles in some magazine or

newspapers, especially against the Jews. He seems to be full ofthe

Jewish Question," said Schlicht. 101

Fr. Matthew eventually mellowed. He returned to Saint Leo in

1952 and was appointed pastor of St. Anthony's Church in San

Antonio, where he is especially remembered for his sermons to

the children of the parish. 102 He died in 1973 at the age of 82.

Upon Hartinger's removal in 1920, Frater Florian Colbert had
taken charge of "military calisthenics" for the remainder of the

year, and the cadet company was then disbanded. 103 Except for a

brief flirtation with drilling in the wartime spirit of 1942-1943,
that was the last of Saint Leo as a military institution.
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Transition

hange was afoot for both Saint Leo and Holy Name in the

1910s and 1920s. Technology came to the communities

in the form of transportation and the conveniences of life. Both

campuses were transformed and developed. Holy Name ex-

perienced a remarkable physical coup. At Saint Leo, student life

was in many ways as it had been in the 1890s. But the Old Guard
passed on to a new generation, and a far-reaching change in the

nature of the institution was brought about.

Modern Times

Electricity came to Saint Leo in 1913. "Our first Engine and

Dynamo, con trial,' furnished us today with our first Electric

lights," wrote chronicler Benedict Roth on June 18, 1913. A Mr.

Hohl of Jacksonville had done the wiring. After the successful

test, they were put into use in the abbey a month later on July 2 1

from 7 to 9 p.m. 1 Jesse Dunne, eldest son of Judge Dunne's
cousin Captain Hugh, wired the old college building and the

study hall in the tall of 1913, and the barn got lights a year later. 2

Flush toilets were installed in the inside guest bathrooms in

1912 and outside in the students' "Texas" in the summer of 1 9 1 3

.
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With the onset ofcold weather, the collegians got something new
to replace their hot-water tubs of prior years, as Roth noted on
November 16, 1916: "Henceforth the students bathe no longer

in Lake Jovita but make use of the new shower baths." 3

The abbey got its first car in 1910. "Father Albert received to-

day the long promised automobile from Mr. Wm. Quinlan of

Staten Island, N. Y.," Aloysius Delabar noted on January 17,

1910. "It is quite a handsome 28 H. P. Car." Benedict Roth, who
did not mention the event in his own chronology, penned the

word "Rats!!!" in the margin of Delabar's entry. 4 Perhaps he had
hoped that Quinlan, a decade-long benefactor who had sent eight

of his children to Saint Leo and Holy Name, would give the car

to him. The next day, however, Albert Schaller found the

wondrous gift less than reliable. "Father Albert came out in his

automobile this evening with Mr. Burke's team attached," wrote

Aloysius. "It was a sight." 5 Fr. Albert died in 1958 at the age of

82. So closely identified was he with his pioneer automobile that

Brother Bernard Aurentz made a point of describing the

memorable machine in his obituary: "It was a Cadillac with or-

ganic ailments which had been put out to pasture before reach-

ing Saint Leo. Father Albert coaxed little mileage out of the dear

old wreck, but the brothers learned considerable about
automobile mechanics as they were forever repairing it. The
abbey mules had the proud privilege oftowing the aged gift from
the Florida sand hills which it could not negotiate."6

America didn't take to wheels till the Twenties, but even in

1910, Roth noted, "from now on many of the weekly visitors

come more and more in auto-mobiles!" 7 Travel by motor car was
an adventure in that era, as Aloysius Delabar recounted in 1912:

"Mr. McGraw and family of Odessa came up to-day in his auto.

But he struck a stump just below Pasco and smashed his car, and

Mrs. and the children came the rest of the way in a carriage. Mr.

McGraw was able to bring his car on up in the evening after work-

ing on it about six hours. They went back on the train." 8 The two
McGraw boys had distinguished records at Saint Leo. George

McGraw was the inaugural "editor-in-chief' of the first student

paper St. Leo's, and his brother Cyril succeeded him. George was

also valedictorian and winner offour academic medals at the 1913

commencement; Cyril graduated as salutatorian of the Master of

Accounts class of 1916.9
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By 1917, the abbey had

two Ford automobiles,

which St. Leo's noted,

"are incalculable time and

labor savers to the com-
munity, especially to our

various missionaries and

the 'train' people." 10 Fr.

Felix Ullrich, who tended

the outlying parishes in

Saint Leo's three-county

jurisdiction, had a mem-
orable trip in the fall of

that year, as Benedict

Roth recorded:

This morning P Felix

left at 6:00 o'clock

with his Brother Max
Ullrich for Brooks-

ville, where he said

Mass as 8:45, then en

route to the Polish

settlement, they met
with an accident

while still several

miles from their ob-

jective mission; namely P Felix's auto got mired and they

had to doff their shoes on account of water on the road.

So they footed it to the Poles and Father there said Mass
at 11:45, & forthwith retraced their barefooted steps to

the automobile, which they managed to release and ride

back to the Abbey, where the zealous Pastor partook of a

hearty breakfast-dinner-supper MEAL! 11

By 1920, Prior Francis Sadlier was pastor at Dade City, Fr. John

Schlicht at St. Joseph, Fr. Albert Schaller at San Antonio, and Fr.

Felix still serviced the other stations in Pasco, Hernando, and
Citrus counties. Another of his motoring mishaps made the

Tampa Tribune and Dade City Banner:

While driving to a point some miles distant he found that

he had a puncture. On going to the rear of his ear to

remove the spare tire to make the change, what was his

surprise but to find that the spare tire and gasoline tank

Valedictorian George F. McGraw won four

academic medals at the 1913 commencement.
His family had an automobiling adventure on

the way to the college in 1912.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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were missing. Pater Missionarius realized that he eould not

go many miles on the small amount of gasoline in the car-

buretor and pipe line, so he turned the machine and drove

back just three miles, where he found the tank of gasoline

and the tire. The minute he stopped the motor made one
sputter and stopped. The gas had carried the Missionary

to the missing parts but not a drop was left.

The Missionary was still in a quandary as to how to make
a repair that would take him to a repair shop as the gasoline

pipe line as well as the tank brackets were broken. With
the aid of a tomato can and part of a pair of suspenders he

attached the can to the frame of the car and managed to

reach a garage where permanent repairs were made. 12

For a third of a century, the road

past Saint Leo and Holy Name was

a narrow, mud-clogged dirt track.

In the spring of 1923, the paving

T| of the "Coast Road" from Dddc
M City to the Gulf reached the

i Benedictines. "The highway ROAD
contractors are beginning to

remove the Water Oaks along the

public way along our property, that

A .gg^fB l
1 Benedict had planted 30 years

plus two ago," wrote Roth on
February 1, 1923. "It cost five

cents to plant one tree and its costs

the County at least $3.00 to cut out

c cr ttii- i 44.. and remove each one of these
tv. behx Ullrich proved adept at

dealing with mechanical mishaps in Majesties!" 13 He added on April 8:

his missionary travels. "Negroes are doing the work
Saint Leo Abbey Archives Under tllC Supervision of WHITE

men; they use big mules, plows and

wheeled scrapers— Mule and Negro work very steadily and con-

stantly from about 7 a.m. to 6 p.m." 14 As work continued through

the summer, the monks arranged for the road builders to hand-

le two athletic projects at the school: on August 29, the workmen
clayed the new baseball diamond with a dozen mule teams for

$75, and they hauled another twenty loads of clay at $1 apiece

for the basketball court. 15 The east end of the Coast Road was

formally opened before a crowd of2,500 at Dade City on Novem-
ber 22. 1923. 16

1
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E$£ Future abbot Francis

% ^| Sadlicr had a rough en-

counter with one of" the

abbey Fords that same
year. As Benedict Roth

ii noted in his free-form

% style: "P Francis broke his

k^ right arm while cranking
Ummm^ his Automibill." A week

H _ later, the chronicler
^ *

. *.* recorded:
UP John autoed

What is now Highway 52 was a dirt track in
P Fmnds yesterday tO a

1916. This scene looks west from Saint Leo Tampa arm-fixer." In the

College to Holy Name Priory, with "Convent meantime, before his arm
Hill" in the background. was fully sc% Sadlier had
Saint Leo Abbey Archives 11 11 j

addressed a large crowd at

the G. A. R. Hall in

Zephyrhills on the Oberammergau Passion Play, which he had

witnessed the previous summer. 17

Missionary work was a particular focus of the abbey cars, but

student recruitment was also made more efficient, as Fr. John
Schlicht was casting his net in a Model T Ford in the summer of

1922: "The Director inaugurates State canvassing again via

'Lizzy' for students," said St. Leo^s. iH

Fr. Bernard Weigl won a "rattle-trap old Ford" worth at best

$50 in the 1923 Fourth of July raffle at St. Anthony's Church. 19

In 1901, while Fr. Albert Schaller was pastor at Sacred Heart

Church in St. Joseph, Charles Mohr had asked him to petition

the parishioners for the donation of a horse, as a "means to reach

their church on Sundays and Holidays;" they provided it. In

1923, Abbot Charles pressed Fr. Michael Michel to ask for an

automobile on the same grounds, which the generous St.

Josephites supplied, making them, wrote Roth, "the first and only

donors of all the Benedictine Missions of a Ford or Automobile
to the Pastor." 20 In the fall of 1923, Fr. John Schlicht, pastor at

San Antonio, found the St. Anthony's parishioners not to be out-

done as they gave him a Ford to replace the one Fr. Lewis Feser

had left, which was "all out ofwhack." 21 In 1925, Benedict Roth
himself, who had drooled over Schaller's pioneer Cadillac in

1910, got the gift of a motor car from the Catholic Church Ex-
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tension Society. In declining health, he passed it on to Bernard

Weigl for use in the Brooksville mission.22

A Convent on the Move
As Saint Leo was taking to motorized wheels, Holy Name

Priory experienced an unusual movement itself in the summer of

1911: the entire convent-academy building, a three-story be-

hemoth 140 feet long and 75 feet wide, was physically hauled

from its original 1889 site on the north end of the San Antonio
Plaza a distance of a half-mile to the current location ofthe priory.

It took six weeks. "The most amazing thing about that move,"
remembers Walter Friebel, who witnessed it at the age of nine,

"is that it was done with only two oxen." 23 And what was more
remarkable still, the sisters continued to live in the building the

whole time.

"The Benedictine Sisters of San Antonio began to move their

Convent building over to St Leo town," wrote Benedict Roth on
July 5, 1911. "The job was done by a Mr. Reed, Baptist preacher

of Tampa. — This was the building Mr Wm Sueltenfuss erected

in the eighties for a hotel, and which he sold to Bishop Moore
for a Convent building." 24 The sisters felt restricted in their 10-

acre plot on the piazza, and the St. Augustine Bishop had pur-

chased 40 acres for them a half-mile to the east. 25 With more land,

they could develop their academy; and it was cheaper to move
than build anew.

W. H. Reed was "a man who really knew what he was doing,"

remembers Walter Friebel. With a crew of a half-dozen black

workers, he used a pair ofoxen and a winch, anchored to a "dead

man" timber buried deep in the ground, to pull the building

along. "But before he started, he raised the building up, put

planks on the ground, put planks on the floor joists underneath,

and then put rollers between them so they would roll." Then a

steel cable was stretched around the whole girth of the convent,

which had been braced throughout, and connected to the winch,

anchored some 50 feet ahead of the building. The oxen simply

walked around and around the winch, stepping over the cable a

foot off the ground each time, as they had been trained to do.

The building slowly inched forward on the planks and rollers,

which the workmen pulled from the rear of the building and set

down in front again as it advanced. When the convent had

traveled the 50 feet to the winch, they unhitched the oxen, dug
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Holy Name Convent and Academy on the plaza in San Antonio. Two oxen moved it a

half-mile to the east in 1911. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

up the "dead man" timber, moved it another 50 feet, re -buried

the anchor, hitched up the team again, and the building crawled

forward once more. They could do barely one setting a day, recalls

Friebel. They also moved the sisters' windmill and water tank

tower standing up. 26 In that laborious fashion, a repeated process

of anchoring, ox-winching, digging, and re-anchoring, the crew-

men shepherded the convent for a month and a half, as they also

cut a path through the woods to its new location.

Sr. Annunciata Newman, who had joined Holy Name Priory

as a 17-year-old in 1910, recounted the adventure in 1975 at the

age of 82. "Many people said this moving was impossible. Some
did not want the Sisters to leave town, others could not see a three

story move on logs by a big horse or two oxen for such a distance.

Mr. Reed of Tampa and Mother Rose Marie could not be dis-

couraged." 27 In fact, the city fathers of San Antonio were not en-

thusiastic about the project. As arrangements were getting

underway, the Town Council refused to approve the "partation"

Reed sought, and authorized Councilman W. A. Semmes at its

morning meeting on June 30, 1911, to go to Dade City "and
employ a lawyer to get an injunction restraining the cutting of

trees on streets & plaza and moving convent across same." There
must have been a flurry of protests, for the council called a spe-

cial meeting; that very evening, reconsidered, and voted "that the
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partation be granted Mr. Reed to move across the streets and cut

2 oak trees, 1 on the street and one in the plaza."28

The nuns ofHoly Name went about their business as best they

could throughout the disruption. The community had nine

sisters, and there were 13 boarding students on hand throughout
the summer. 29 "Most of us slept in the Convent during the

moving, either on the first or second floor. One can imagine our

difficulty with laundry etc. It was a long time before we had light

or water in the house," wrote Newman. During the day Sr. Marie

Dolores had classes in St. Anthony's School for the academy girls.

"The kitchen stayed in San-A. Sister Frances cooked the dinner

there. Sister Annunciata often took the pans & pots home in the

evening." At one point, the rattle of the cook ware caused their

carriage horse "Maudas" to bolt, with her companion Sister An-
gela screaming, "My God let me out!" But no damage was done.

"Sister Mary, with Mr. Reed's big horse, buggy and big umbrel-

la brought the dinner to where ever it might be served."

"When the rain fell in torrents and the 'dead man' came up,"

she continued, a workman named Sneed used to "send Mother
word for us to sing. We often sang 'The Star ofthe Ocean is risen.'

Next to the Sisters' bath room was an organ. Here Mother and
Sister Annunciata sang."

One particular thunderstorm was particularly memorable.
"When the Convent left the road, it leaned and we feared it was

falling. One night to add to the terror a storm came up. Dan
Lane, a God sent, who worked for us during the moving, walked

around the Convent watching to see if the wedges moved and lis-

tening for squeaks. Sister Mary and Mother moved the mattres-

ses from 'phone room to opposite side and back as the storm

progressed. Sister A. slept on a sofa — thinking— dear Lord let

it rain and the house fall I am too dead for sleep to walk with

Mother."

Wrote Newman in conclusion: "During the last of June until

August 14th we really lived in a 'fish bowl.'" 30

Bernard V. Lyons had been a pioneer 9-year-old student during

Holy Name Academy's briefcoeducational era at its inauguration

in 1889. He recalled the outcome of the 1911 project in a 1958
interview: "The foundations were so solid that the moving was

considered highly successful; the 10 x 12's were banded around,

which facilitated the move and kept the foundation intact." 31
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Holy Name Convent and Academy overlooking Lake Jovita after the 191 1 move.

James Smith Collection

However, Benedict Roth, who recorded the arrival of the con-

vent on August 17, 1911, noted that the structure barely sur-

vived: "When it reached its present site the building was just about

to collapse and fall down, and it would have 'spread out' on the

ground were it not for timely proping [sic] up it received. So it

was left facing East. It had been proposed to let it face South and

only about thirty feet from the public highway, where founda-

tions for it had already been made, namely brick pillars of large

dimensions!!!" 32

Before the monumental moving was completed, 9-year-old

Walter Friebel had an adventure of his own with W. H. Reed's

team of oxen:

Jimmy McCabe and I used to take care of his ox when he

went to Tampa. And one time we decided we were going

to take an ox ride. We got the oxen out and we hitched

them to an old cart and we came uptown. And north of

the post office was what we called at that time Spectacle

Pond. Where it went down a little dry, there was always a

stretch of land between the two ponds, which looked like

spectacles, and we called it that. And we went a- riding with

the oxen. We got up there and they got away, and we
jumped out of the cart, and they ran into the water and the
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yoke started to float.

The yoke on top ofan

ox is wood, and the

bottom that went
around their necks

was iron pipe, and
they had pins

through it. Well,

when they got into

the water, the yokes

started to float and
the pins came out,

and the bottom of
those yokes fell off,

and we had an awful

time. Finally, we got

the oxen together
and put them back in

their pen, but we
never saw the man
any more. We were

scared of him. 33

In the fall of 1911,
Mother Rose Marie Easly

dispatched two sisters to

Saint Leo student Walter Friebel and his mother the North "to beg," as Sl\

in their laundry wagon in 19 15. Their family had Annunciata put it. They
a contract to do the washing for the abbey and collected $4 500 to pay
college. He witnessed the moving of Holy ^ mes

'

of movj
Name Convent at the age of 9 in 191 1

.

r
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°
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On September 10,

1911, Roth noted that Abbot Charles had agreed to provide the

now neighboring sisters with a perpetual gift: "Sunday, Feast of

the Holy Name ofMary, Prior Aloysius, by order ofFather Abbot,
sent P Jerome to the Holy Name Convent building now safely

moored in the State-incorporated Town of Saint Leo at about
12 -leisure minutes' walk from the Saint Leo Abbey, to say Mass
therein, which commission (!) is henceforth to be carried out daily

'semper in terram' (always) by a priest from the Abbey, as

promised the Sisters by Fr Abbot." 35

The 45 acres of new land on which the transported building

now rested had been acquired in the midst of controversy. There

was nothing like a land dispute to produce an electrifying ex-
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change, as was the case in Charles Mohr's battles with Judge

Dunne in 1893-1899 and with the "French Huguenot" in 1915
- 1917. 36 This time, Mohr's involvement was only peripheral, but

he found himself under attack nonetheless.

In the 1880s and 1890s, Benedict Wichers, one ofthe Catholic

settlers who antedated Judge Dunne's colony, was operating a

grove and nursery on 120 acres of land embracing the current

sites of Holy Name Priory, the Grotto, and the Saint Leo golf

course.
uHe was growing and shipping nutmeg, cinchona

(quinine), and snake root (for mental disturbances) to the Brandt

Drug Company in New Orleans," noted Madaline Govreau
Beaumont in the San Antonio centennial history. 37 His brother

Dr. Edmund Wichers, who resided in Germany, had loaned him
money. The doctor's pastor, prompted by the Wichers' concern

about his investment, wrote to Charles Mohr in the summer of

1895 and asked him to look after Dr. Wichers' interest. "After a

second letter," Mohr wrote in 1897 then in the midst ofthe blow-

up, "I finally consented to
c

take a hand' in this to me very dis-

agreeable affair." 38

Benedict Wichers did not welcome Charles Mohr's inquiries.

Dr. Wichers wrote to the Saint Leo president on September 17,

1895, from Gronau, Germany, that he was concerned about his

brother: "I wish you would please convince my brother of the

groundlessness of his suspicions. He imagines that somebody has

written me calumniating him. But my distrust in him is founded
upon his own letters to me, in which I find countless contradic-

tions." 39

Evidently a suspicious man by nature, B. M. Wichers imagined

a deep conspiracy in the works when he lost his land in 1897 and
blamed the bishop, the sisters, and Charles Mohr in particular for

betraying him. The problem for Benedict Wichers was that he did

not have full title to the land on which he was operating his busi-

ness. In reality, the property was owned by the Florida Central

and Peninsular Railroad. The government had designated it as

"railroad land" 40 years earlier. Benedict was aware of this, but

assumed incorrectly that his "homestead rights" would take

precedence. In fact, his brother Dr. Edmund told Mohr that he

had written the nurseryman "more than twenty times" inquiring

about the title of the land, but had not gotten a satisfactory

answer. 40 Finally, through Benedict Wichers' inattentiveness, it

was lost.
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John Flanagan, San Antonio's most aggressive real estate

entrepreneur in that era, was not only an exuberant booster of

opportunities in the Catholic Colony, but a merciless acquirer of

whatever land was available. Flanagan bought the 120 acres of

Wieners' "squatter land" from the railroad in 1897, sold 40 acres

of it to Bishop John Moore for use by the San Antonio sisters,

and donated a four- acre strip to Saint Leo at the lake inlet along

the border of the college's "Judge Dunne Forty" and the sisters'

land. 41

Benedict Wichers was outraged and shouted "clerical con-

spiracy," completely without evidence, in a stormy letter to John
Moore: "After you left here on your last-visit to San Antonio, the

report was spread that you had bought the land from under me
on which I live and which to your own knowledge I improved

and lived on for six-teen years." He added that he "could not

think that a Bishop could be guilty of such an act," and declared

that he would fight for his rights "in court to the bitter end,"

even "if the fight should last twenty years."42

The legal fight was brief. Benedict Wichers did file suit in the

U.S. Land Office, but lost his claim. In the meantime, he vocal-

ized wide complaints about all those he felt had wronged him.

But he was pressed to temper his broadsides and agreed to write

an "apology." It turned out to be somewhat left-handed:

Notice!

I herewith take everything back the people say, I had said

against the sisters and the priest, except that I said Father

Charles where [sic] in my estimation nothing than a liar

and a thief.

B. M. Wichers43

Standing on the border of this business and ruing the day he

had ever agreed to look into Wichers' affairs at the behest of his

brother, Mohr was not happy with this "retraction." Wichers

wrote another on December 15, 1897: "I hierwith [sic] take

everything back I have said against Rt. Rev. Father Charles and

Bishop Moore."44 In the hope ofputting the matter to rest, Mohr
himself wrote out an elaborate statement the next day, and sent

Bro. Leo Fuchsbuechler to get Wichers to sign it:

Know all by these presents that I Benedict M. Wichers

having by a decision of the U. S. Land office been refused

a title to the 120 acres of land upon which I had labored
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for more than sixteen years under the impression that my
claims to said 120 acres were good and would be sustained,

did feel much aggrieved at such a decision of the U. S.

Land office setting aside my claims. That upon J. S.

Flanagan's purchasing these 120 acres of land from the

Florida Central and Peninsular Railroad Company— sell-

ing part of same to Rt. Rev. Bishop Moore and donating

part of same to St. Leo College — alias "The Order of St.

Benedict of Florida"— suspected that the aforementioned

Bishop Moore and St. Leo College were the agitators in

this matter, that they had supplied J. S. Flanagan with

money and that though he purchased aforesaid 120 acres

in his own name, that in reality he was only acting as the

agent for the said Bishop Moore and St. Leo College. In

the heat and excitement of the moment I said a great many
uncomplimentary things against Rt. Rev. Bishop Moore
and particularly against Father Charles— the President of

St. Leo College. Upon investigation I find that my asser-

tions were untrue and by this written apology do hereby

withdraw any and all statements that I have made against

the Rt. Rev. Bishop Moore and Father Charles. 45

The hapless and intemperate Benedict Wichers had a right to

complain at seeing the land disappear from under him, even

though he neglected to take the proper steps to confirm his title.

But his neighbor Jack Osburn came to his assistance and let

Wichers re-open his nursery operation on part ofthe Osburn farm

on what is now the east end of the Saint Leo golf course. 46 His

brother Dr. Edmund Wichers wrote Mohr that he himself con-

sidered the Saint Leo superior blameless in the affair: "I cannot

understand why my brother should be so embittered against you.

... I do not find that you have done him the least injustice. On
the contrary you have always endeavored to avoid even the

semblance of any injustice." 47

Added the far seeing Mohr as he shared his troubles in an 1897
letter to his friend, college physician Dr. Joseph Corrigan: "Please

return all papers. They will constitute an interesting chapter in

the history of St. Leo some day."48

Life at Saint Leo and Holy Name
Saint Leo witnessed the passing of generations in September

1911 when Edward Fitzgerald, a student of the pioneer year

1890-1891 and then Tampans "City Electrician," delivered Paul

Edward Fitzgerald to the college by auto and thus became the
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first
u
old boy" to enroll

his son at his alma
mater.49 On August 26,

1913, William O'Neill

(M.A., 1896), "presently

a Criminal Lawyer in

Tampa," became the

second alumnus to send

the next generation to

Saint Leo, stopping in at

the college to enroll his

two sons. 50

They joined classmates

from distinguished

families, for among the

students who enrolled in

the fall of 1912 were
Joseph Nordmann, great-

grandnephew of the cele-

brated poet Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow
and J. Riley Gant, a de-

scendant of senatorial

orator Daniel Webster. 51

Student enrollments

ranged from 43 to 66,

with a faculty of eight to 11, in the Teens. 52 Bicycling excursions

were still popular. Lawn tennis was also in vogue. The tradition-

al George Washington free day in 1911 featured a match between
Fr. Jerome Wisniewski "and a Convent girl on one side against

Bob Barksdale and Richard Oldham," wrote chronicler Aloysius

Delabar. "The boys lost the game." 53 The old 1892 brothers'

house, called "St. Benedict's Convent," was turned into a stu-

dent roller skating rink in 1918, until the building was torn down
in 1920. 54 A new handball alley was erected in 1916 by Brother

Placidus Stautner and stood until felled in the October 24-25,

192 1 , hurricane. That storm passed directly through San Antonio

and Saint Leo. At Holy Name, students "held together by ropes"

were moved from the wooden convent building to the stone St.

Scholastica Hall. At Saint Leo, Charles Mohr wrote: "We nail

boards across the tin roof to keep it from being blown off." The

The passing of the generations: the Fitzgeralds,

father and son, with college director Fr.

Benedict Roth in 1911. Edward Fitzgerald of

the pioneer year 1890-1891 was the first "old

boy" to send his son to Saint Leo.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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Saint Leo boys in a huge oak tree felled in a 1917 storm. The 1921 hurricane caused

even greater damage. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

90-mile-per-hour winds uprooted a dozen large oaks on the

avenues, four red cedars, and a tall eucalyptus by the sink hole.

Weather observer Bro. Gerard Schneider noted the greatest rain-

fall he had ever recorded in a 24-hour period: 11.73 inches. 35

The college chronicles recorded a range of student activities in

those years. "The boys got Kite crazy and made them galore,"

wrote Benedict Roth on February 28, 1913, "and the next day

all were flying their 'stringed buzzards.'" 56 The game of "King

Stick," which Roth had played at St. Vincent College more than

30 years earlier, was introduced by him at Saint Leo on January

18, 1914. Its rules have not survived; the same goes for the game
of "Kittle," which became the campus fad in January of 1918. 5

~

Spinning tops was all the rage in 1917, and the boys were play-

ing marbles "with a vim" that same year. 58 In 1918, swimming
was "the most popular of all sports, beyond doubt;" and in the

summer of 1919, a 12 -foot "bathing tower" was constructed at

the lake side. 59 In the tail of 1921, the students got a $90 billiard

table which, wrote Roth, "was soon put out of commission! Tuff

bunch o' boys!"60 The students also gawked at unusual displays.

"A Man with a Monkey and organ too visited here today," wrote

Roth on January 30, 1914. "They got many a penny." 61 On
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(Top) At the lake front in 1921. (Center left) Footballers (left to right)

Joseph Rivas, Walter Carrier, and Allen Acosta in 1921. (Center right)

Baseballists of 1921: Solis Rust (left) and Max Hardaker. (Bottom)

The sophomore basketball team in the latest fashions of 1917.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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December 12, 1918, the college paper noted: "Three aeroplanes

were sighted here; it was the first such sight here."62

The college colors of red, white and blue were changed to

purple and gold in 1910, as Fr. Jerome Wisniewski re-organized

the Athletic Association. 63

The first reference to "basket balF' at Saint Leo was noted in

Roth's chronology for November 18, 1916: "P Jerome, prefect,

Put up Basket Ball poles and the games are now being played for

a short while only."64 The next day, Norman Rust's team beat Leo
Nordmann's 10 to 4. "The former got a leg injured, the latter, a

bloody nose," said St. Leo% the college paper. 65

The first mention of "foot ball" was a passing reference in a

1900 account of a picnic on Mohr's birthday; but in 1918, the

student paper commented in a rundown of activities: "FOOTBALL

is also played occasionally and then in the morning after break-

fast." 66 But it had its critics, as students Frederick Thomas and

Aloysius O'Brien noted in the St. Leo Cadet: "Well, we just don't

seem to take to football. It's not because we dislike the bully

game. Not that. Possibly it's that we haven't that fine, oozy,

northern mud. Who knows? But, I think, really, that we slight

football on account of our sand burrs. To sprawl on a field of

Florida sand burrs is about as complete a delight as falling on a

frightened porcupine." 67

Football became popular in the 1920s and was soon the

dominant sport at Saint Leo, especially in the 1930s and 1940s.

In an intramural contest in 1920, the "Heavy Smokers" went
down 16-0 to the "Bumites." "The game was a hotly contested

one throughout," wrote St. Leo's. "In the first quarter the

Smokers pushed the ball 60 yards down the field to within five

yards of the Bumites goal, when the tide changed and by smash-

ing end runs and neatly played forwards the Bumites succeeded

in getting two touchdowns." 68 The first recorded inter-school

game was held on November 17, 1923, as Roth noted: "The
Sacred Heart College Jesuit Foot Ball 'tough' team was here and

defeated the SLC boys 6 to 0."69

The most enthusiastic footballer of that era was Ray "Frenchy"
Martineau. He entered at midyear in 1925-1926 and kept an ex-

uberant gridiron journal of the team's activities from 1924 to

1928. "Let's tight for the good old Purple and Gold," he wrote.

After struggling for two years, he finally made starting guard on
the varsity in 1927. "At last I got the chance that I had long been
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The stately home of retired college physician Dr. Joseph F. Corrigan burned

down in 1912. The Saint Leo monks and students were able to rescue most of his

possessions. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

waiting for. . . . My heart swelled with joy when I knew and
believed that I had justly earned the good old L. How happy I

am as I look forward to the next season. I crave to feel the good
old pigskin. My ambition is to be a leader with Leo's boys and to

inspire them in sports and sportsmanship. But most of all to some
day coach them in football, the game of games."70 Martineau

joined the monastery, was ordained as Father Edward, and did

become coach of the school football team. After a long-time

career as a Navy chaplain, he retired to the abbey and died on
May 25, 1988.

Until dethroned by football, "base ball" — by 1918 usually

written as one word — was still the traditional king of sports at

Saint Leo. Fr. Joseph Haldmaier, with the assistance of Bros.

Leander Roth and Augustine Fuchsbuechler, hauled 245 loads of

clay in the summer of1910 to produce what Benedict Roth called

"the BEST diamond we ever had." 71 When Haldmaier was as-

signed to the Isle ofPines mission that fall, Fr. Jerome Wisniewski

took over management of the team. But after a shellacking in

1912, chronicler Roth noted: "The Dade City baseballists
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defeated ours 17 to 0. — What's up? 1. Our team hasn't a first

class 'leader'; 2. hadn't practised much so far acc't good times

otherwise; 3. was somewhat intimidated by the big looking Dade
City ball fiends!" 72 Things improved, and when the college team

defeated the San Antonio Giants 28 to 5 on October 10, 1914,

the Ocala Evening Star wrote: "The St. Leo boys made so many
runs that it looked like they were having a procession around the

bases." 73

"Young Cobbs and Johnsons may be seen on the diamond al-

most every afternoon after dinner, as also on Saturdays and Sun-

days," noted St. Leo's in 1918. 74 In 1923, however, the

Benedictines caught criticism in non-Catholic quarters for

gaming on Sunday: "The SACRED HEART COLLEGE BASE BALL Team
here today was defeated, in the afternoon, by the SLC team by a

score of 9 to 0," wrote Benedict Roth on March 25. "This GAME
was the subject of one of the Protestant Ministers of Dade City's

sermons on the following Sunday: Flaying the SLC Catholic

people for playing Base Ball on Palm Sunday!!!" 75

The students liked to attend games as well, and paid 15 cents

admission apiece on March 20, 1910, to see the "Western

Bloomer Girls" defeat the Dade City team 13 to 9 in a contest

umpired by Fr. Joseph Haldmaier. 76 Fr. Benedict Weigand, who
served with Haldmaier at the abbey's St. Kilian's parish in New
York from 1942 to 1946, recalls him telling the story that Abbot
Charles Mohr chastised him sternly for participating in the game,
it being thought unseemly for a priest to associate with women
in such a fashion. But somehow the newspaper account, so

Haldmaier told it, reported that the abbot himself had umpired
the game. "Old Joe," remembered Weigand, "got a kick out of

that." 77

In the midst of their traditional double-header with the Jesuit

Sacred Heart College from Tampa on the day after Thanksgiv-

ing, November 29, 1912, while everyone was at lunch, the pala-

tial residence of retired college physician Dr. Joseph Corrigan

caught fire. "Dr. Corrigan's house burned down to-day, started

about 12.30, and was a heap of coals at 2.00 P. M.," wrote

Aloysius Delabar. "The brothers and boys did very good service

in saving the most valuable and most treasured articles from the

burning house."78 Said editor George McGraw in St. Leo's:

A game of ball with a visiting team was about to start when
smoke was seen issuing from the doomed kitchen. Before
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Saint Leo College Baseball Team of 1909-1910. Standing (left to right): Fabian Paffe,

Paul Parslow, Walter McRae, A.C. Shannon, Riehard Oldham, Joseph Butzloff, Robert

Barksdale, Carl Mueller. Kneeling: Fr. Joseph Haldmaier, Thomas Oldham, William

Rabun Battle, Edward Freyberg, Thomas Bethel, Fr. Jerome Wisniewski.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

the College bells signalled the alarm all hands ran to the

scene in time to save furniture, rare paintings, a large

library collection, etc.

The fifty students performed feats of heroism until driven

away by the devouring element, conscious of having only

shown a slight act of gratitude to the benefactor of all the

St. Leo College students. 79

Added Benedict Roth: "It started from a defective flue in the

Kitchen building annexed to the Mansion; both buildings burned

from the top down. During all the Tire time' Dr Corrigan's cook,

Miss (old) Maggie Barry was in the kitchen & eventually saved

only the dish-water pan, pouring out the water as she left the

building. Our Boys, the Fathers, Clerics, Brothers, worked liked

beavers . . . Practically everything in the House building, except

the Doctor's valuable desk was saved; practically nothing from

the Kitchen bldg; even the large, fine billiard table was removed
by our boys and carried towrds [sic] the lake -side of the building-

but grass-fire there destroyed it. . . . Later they rigged up their

big barn for a residence and moved in "80
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"^ADMITS ONE at Saint Leo, but its place was
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St. Leo College **4 student editorial in the school
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paper emphasized: ct

All kinds of

- e c t athletic sports are encouraged, in
It cost 25 cents to see a Saint Leo r

. p '

"base ball" game in 1911. order to keep mind and body
samt Leo Abbey Arches sound. It is only the abuse of sport

that the College discountenan-

ces... St. Leo's does not covet a reputation for athletics, believing

that, in an institution of higher education, athletics should be

relegated to the lowest place in order of importance. She en-

courages athletics only for the good they afford in the way of

recreation and physical development. Here students are ever

reminded that their parents send them to college to get an educa-

tion — to work, not to learn to play." 81

Among the student associations in mid- 1910s were the Lake

Jovita Natatory Organization (that is, the swimming club), and

the Order of Cold-Day Firemen— not the volunteer department

to put out fires, but a group of six students (also nicknamed the

"Hibernal Embays' 1

) responsible for lighting them in the

fireplaces in the chapel, study hall, and five classrooms on cold

days. 82 Another association was the "Fumerole Bench Clique,"

the campus smokers, who had their own corner on the grounds

as an official organization (with "licensed" members who had
parental permission to smoke). St. Leo's printed the "Song of the

Pipers' Club" in 1913:

I've tried 'em all, dear Old Cob, — meerschaum and briar

and clay,

I even tackled the hookah — but I laid 'em all away;

For you are the best, dear Old Cob, ugly and black, and
broke,

And I know when I give you the filling I'm sure ofa straight

up smoke. 83

But the college paper continually ran disparaging essays on
"Cigarette Boys:"

General Baden-Powell, originator of the Bov Scout move-
ment, does not smoke, and he says: "A boy smokes, not

because he likes it, but because he wants to look like a man.
Instead, he simply looks like a little fool, and when he

smokes for fear of other fellows laughing at him, he shows
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Horsing around at the Saint Leo railroad depot in 1915. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

that he is a coward as well." — President Wilson does not

use tobacco. He never smoked but part of one cigar. Tell

this to the fop who thinks tobacco a requisite for manhood.
The well-known superintendent of St. Mary's (Catholic)

Industrial School, Baltimore, Md., says: "Avery large per-

centage of those in our Institution used cigarettes before

coming here." . . . REMEMBER, boys, that scores of busi-

ness firms refuse to employ the cigarette user. They must
have good reasons for doing so.84

Walter Friebel, who attended the college as a member of the

first and second grammar classes from 1914 to 1916 remembers
an encounter with prefect of discipline Fr. Joseph Haldmaier over

chewing tobacco: "We had some benches near the base ball

diamond, and Gene Flanagan and I, we'd always go over there

with Mike Govreau, because Mike chewed tobacco. He was an

'old man' of about 16, and we were only 12. We'd get tobacco

from him; and we'd sit there and chew and spit. Father Joseph

used to come over and sit on the bench, and we couldn't spit,

and we'd have to swallow it, and we got sick. He looked at us and

said, 'From now on, maybe you'll quit doing that.'" The Friebel

family handled the contract for the college laundry from shortly
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after their arrival in San Antonio in 1904 through the 1920s.

Friebel describes himself as "a mean kid" and "not much of a stu-

dent," but the catalogues record his winning 1 1 distinctions in

his two years at Saint Leo, including awards in neatness and polite-

ness, orthography, and Christian doctrine. 85

Discipline was still as strict as it had been in the 1890s. "Pres-

ton Fant ran home and was considered dismissed; was a deadhead

and undesirable," wrote Benedict Roth on October 7, 191 0. 86

On February 26, 1911, George King and Archibald Ross ran

away, heading for their homes in Tampa, "but on the Abbot's

phoning to the Dade City sheriffthey were nabbed and back here

within a half hour." King didn't return the following year, but

Ross received his Master of Accounts in 1913. 87 Disruptive and

grumbling students were not tolerated, as Roth noted in Septem-

ber 1911: "On the 21st students Roberts, who had been a jail-

bird for house-breaking this summer, and Athanasaw, son of a

white-slaver, with two dissatisfied ones, all of Tampa, were dis-

missed! !!!!!!
" 88 Sometimes the discipline had a salutary long-term

effect, as Roth recounted about a student expelled in 1913, who
came back to visit him a decade later:

By the way, just think on't: Young Wm Henry "Bubber"
Hibbs was dismiss [sic] to day for refusing the

disciplinarian's punishment (Rules) for going out of

bounds twice last Sunday, for burning [sic] during class

hours and general dissatisfaction, meanwhile the Director

tried very kindly to win him over and put it all up to him
charitably either to submit to his officers or have their re-

quests for dismissal granted, he then finally asked to be sent

home. This same boy came to St. Leo Academy on a visit

especially to see his OLD Director on the 14th January

1924 to whom he of his own initiative referred to his

former misconduct, foolish on his part, and expressed his

regrets and apologies for having been so headstrong in

1913! Today the students go to town and the woods "on
their honor." O temporal Oh! O Mores!!! What's fickle?

Times or People? 89

"In giving little Ryan a black eye dwarfMenendez broke a bone
of his hand," reported St. Leo's in its tabulation for January 21

,

1916. 9() The college paper itself was something new in this era.

The inspiration of Benedict Roth, it was called St. Leo's and was

printed on the abbey's formerly hand-operated Aldine press,

which was powered for the first time in the summer of 1913 by
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a $50 "Detroit Gasoline Engine," whieh Roth purchased with

proceeds from the sale of outside printing work.91

St. Leo y
s was a chatty, pamphlet- style publication quite unlike

a modern student newspaper, and very much reflected the values

ofthe college in those years. Its initial number was dated Septem-
ber-October 1912, but was actually issued on March 7, 1913, as

the new publication rushed to put out eight "monthly" numbers
by the end of the 1912-1913 academic year. It sold for 5 cents

(6 cents by mail) "for circulation among the students only" (and

the "old boys" and faculty, as well). 92 A monthly in its first two
years 1912-1913 and 1914-1915, it was a twenty-page quarter-

ly for most of its life, and a semi-annual in its last years, which

ended in 1923-1924 after 11 volumes.

There were frequent editorials on "Good Manners" and "The
Pathway Leading to Success," and continual exhortations to "Be
Up and Doing:"

Let us then be up and doing

With a heart for any fate,

Still achieving, still pursuing,

Learn to labor and to wait.93

A cartoon character named "Uncle Muggsey" regularly uttered

homey aphorisms: "Don't borrow trouble — it's cheerfully

given." "Nothing is too small for personal attention — remem-
ber the flea." "Don't talk about yourself— it will be done when
you are gone."94 By 1915, he had acquired an indeterminate eth-

nic accent, dropped an "e" from his name, and was commenting
on campus complainers:

Uncle Muggsy Says That,

"Der'sh a 'culiar class o' boys a-busy findin' fault wid der

hull o' College Life, forgettin' der's oders who'd use deir

chances to d' best advantage. Th' grumblers '11 once hit d'

col' worl' an' get colder on leavin' S.L.C., where none is

'nockers but all sweet smilers."95

The paper also offered samples ofcorny student humor, 1915-

style:

Major— Do you know when I was ill I was out ofmy head

quite a while?

Minor — What a relief it must have been for you.
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That particular joke was also a pun on the names of two stu-

dents: Minor S. Jones III and Allan P. Jones, who was evidently

known as "Major" Jones. Although he stayed only a year, Minor
Jones has the distinction of being the first recorded Saint Leo boy

to become a professional baseball player. A 1920 alumni update

called him "one of the
ctrump card' baseball players of the East

Coast."96

A recurring series in the inaugural 1912-1913 year of the col-

lege paper was UA Boy's Alphabet," with five-line tributes to a

girl from each letter from Anita to Zella, with Quanah, Rosalind,

and Sylvia, as well:

S stands for Sylvia,

The maiden-queen of the wood;

The pines and the firs

Are subjects of hers,

As they were of Red Riding Hood.97

In 1918, Benedict Roth reprinted comments from some of the

letters home — these were still the days when student correspon-

dence was inspected — from the youngest students in the

college's grammar or "sub-academic" department:

Got the cookies, syrup bottle and papers allso Ma's postle

card. I haven't ate it all yet. Thank you for them funny pep-

pers.

There is a craker boy here with a yellow head who was born

in Paris.

I hope youre well and the mools to.

I give you som ofmy marks, Conduct that meens how hard

you studed I got 89, Aplercation. if you is allways in time

for evrythink I maid 83, Puntaliy that meens how we keep

clean an tidy, I got 78. I mad a revvolution to get nearly a

100 next time.98

St. Leo's also included playbills of college productions, the

quarterly grades ofeach student, and a lengthy chronology of the

day-by-day principal happenings throughout the school year.

Most notably, Benedict Roth gave the Saint Leo students a high

consciousness of history by re-printing in each issue substantial

excerpts from his own contemporary journal of the 1890s, and

scattering historical photographs throughout. It was a distinctive
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ST. LEO'S

s5. YEARJ

publication which gives a

unique glimpse of the life

of the college in that era.

The second college

publication was founded
in 1919: The St. Leo
Cadet. Flowing out ofthe
spirit of phase three of

Saint Leo as a military in-

stitution (1918-1920),
the magazine continued

after the military feature

was abandoned, lasting

five years until 1923. A
semi-annual selling for 50
cents, with a standard

press run of 200, it was
more literary in style than

the breezy St. Leo\ and
along with its 60 pages of

copy had two dozen
pages of ads: Purissima

Brand Beeswax Candles,

the Bank of Pasco Coun-
ty — "Capital and
Surplus $60,000," and
Freco "Horse and Mule
Sweet Feed." 99 Articles

ranged from features on the doings of the cadet corps, to current

issues like the debate over evolution and Einstein's theory of

relativity, to the correspondence between Theodore Roosevelt

and Charles Mohr, and the Japanese style of three-line 17-syll-

able poetry known then as "Hokku." Frs. Matthew Hartinger,

Saint Leo's "commandant of ca-dets," and Jerome Wisniewski

were the driving forces behind the student publication. Wis-

niewski even wrote virtually every article in the January 1921
issue, using a vari-ety of his many pseudonyms, including Vachel

B. Vance, Francis Vance, Abe Newcomb, John Brown, and the

word plays Jerri O'Me and Effar J. Rome. 100 Later celebrated as

an eminent compiler of Florida history, Fr. Jerome first gained

ii*t2l-'«!-r

The first student paper was called St. Leo's and

ran from 1912 until 1924.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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Student variety shows and silent movies were popular entertainments in 1916 and 1917.
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prominence as a poet. Under the name Solis Trust, the Cadet
published this effort in 1919, just after World War I:

"To Hell With the Kaiser"

Shame on you, Sir, whose vengeful heart

Sends Kaiser Bill to hell.

You dare assume God's rightful part

Of sounding evil's knell.

Repeat with Christ "Forgive them for

They know not what they do."

These divine words will heal the sore

Of fest'ring hate in you. 101

Another "intellectual" pursuit in that era was the debate club,

revived in 1916 as the St. Bennet Debating Society, with Benedict

Roth as president. "In the clashing of minds on the intellectual
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arena," wrote Fr. Matthew ofthe benefits to the member, "he ac-

quires a certain degree of facility in detecting and effectively over-

throwing the flaws of his adversary's oratorical array." 102

Among the topics were these: "Resolved, That Women Should
Enjoy the Same Political Rights as Men." (With the question

decided not on reason but oratorical skill, the negative prevailed,

Eugene E. Flanagan defeating Pantaleon Felix Solla, the most
magnificently named student in Saint Leo history, and 1918
valedictorian.) "Resolved, That Immigration is Detrimental to

the Interests of the U. S." (The negative side won.) "Resolved,

That the World Owes More to Navigation Than to Railroads."

(Railroads triumphed.) "Resolved, That Negroes Should be

Banished from Our Country." (The insensitive affirmative won
the vote of the house.) Its very selection as a "debatable" issue

was a sign of the times. The 1920 debate on the League of Na-
tions stretched over three sessions. "The presiding officer was

repeatedly obliged to restore order and decorum," wrote the

Cadet, before recounting "an overwhelming majority of votes

against the League." 103

Entertainments at the college had a high-tech tone in that era.

"Graphaphone concerts," as record-player listening sessions were

termed, were a popular pastime. "Mr Morgan's here and donated

a Horn, Bonnet-shaped, to Director for his Talking machine,"

recorded Benedict Roth on March 6, 1911. "Also sent him
recently more Records!" 104 Fr. James Shabaker was putting on
post card slide shows in 1915, and Fr. Matthew Hartinger was

operating the three-dimensional "Magic lantern" stereopticon

machine for the students in 1917. 105

As much as they loved the new mechanical entertainments, the

Saint Leo boys warmed to a live performance. On February 13,

1917, Hartinger gave a violin recital, accompanied by visitor Mrs.

Edward }. Eichenlaub on the piano, playing Chopin, Dvorak, and

Tschaikowsky. St. Leo's noted: "After having feasted our mortal

ears for the last few months on the 'canned goods' that are

delivered by Victor discs, Edison rolls and Columbia cylinders,

we were glad to be able to drink again from the genuine 'Pierian

Spring' and to dispense with reproduced music." 106

The first reference to motion pictures at Saint Leo came in a

Shrove Tuesday free day comment from Benedict Roth on
February 4, 1913: "The students and Brothers attended tonight

a quasi "MOVIE" — Picture Show at the San Antonio parochial
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A 1916 promotional advertisement in St. Leo's for the two Benedictine schools of the

"Catholic Colony of San Antonio.''
1

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

school auditorium till 10:00." 107 By 1915, they were showing
their own silent movies at the college, as the St. Thomas Aquinas

free day entertainment included Edison films called Revenge is

Sweet, Target Practice of U. S. Battleships, and a documentary on
the Codfish Industry in Newfoundland. 108

On March 17, 1917, the house took a motion-picture field trip:

"17th, the students rode to Dade City in our wagons at 1.30 p.

m. to see the movie 'Civilization' and returned at 8.30. They took

their supper along." 109 It was more convenient to watch them at

home, especially after Bishop Michael Curley donated what Roth
called "Our first (real) Mov'g Picture Machine (Power 6A)" in

1919. 110 Students were especially enthralled by films of "the

recent world struggle," wrote the Cadet, "which gives us a fair

idea of the fury of the fighting armies and the frightful havoc war
has wrought in Europe." 111

By 1920, movies were shown at Saint Leo every Friday (except

during Lent) free to the students but
tc 15C to community and

Academy girls." 112 By the end ofthe decade, Hoot Gibson in Wild

West Show was judged "our favorite cowboy hero," and of their

star's performance in King ofthe Rodeo, the 1929 St. Leo Chronicle
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An "aeroplane view" of Holy Name Convent and Saint Seholastica Hall around 1920.
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reviewer wrote: "He meets the big boss's daughter, wins quite a

few prizes and eventually falls in love with the girl in the case.

Folks, it was a hit." 113

Radio came to Saint Leo in 1921. Benedict Roth's first

reference was a note on November 29 about entrepreneur Fr.

Philip Wartmann: "P Philip's 50-ft Wireless Tower, blown
down!" He added on December 15: "Wireless's up again and
receives from Calif, NJ, &c." 114 Fr. Marion Bowman, then a 16-

year-old student, remembers hearing radio for the first time at

Saint Leo listening to the 1921 Army-Navy football game on a

set Frater Paul Keegan rigged up in the physics lab. 115

The Holy Name girls often attended the doings at Saint Leo,

from baseball games to college entertainments. In 1913, the two
schools paid $35 to co-sponsor a rendering at the academy of The

Sign ofthe Cross by noted Shakespearean J. O'Donnell. 116 On St.

Patrick's Day in 1912, the Saint Leo boys trooped over to their

neighbors in a fancy parade:

After dinner the student- body, two by two thus had a St

Patrick's Procession to Holy Name Academy: Leader, A
Hough; next, Lusk on mule Mike wrapped in GREEN; at

the same time mule Mike was hitched to a two-wheeled

cart driven by Bro William Greene, and Harry Johnson as

a negro passenger dressed in green suit; snare drum by Eb-

berwein; bass drumm [sic], and bass horn; student-body;
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Holy Name Academy students in 1919. Three of them entered the convent together

on December 23, 1920: Lucy Alvarez (second from left, row four), Ida Maertens

(second from left at rear, and Helen Riddles (last on the right at rear). They became,

respectively, St. Patricia, Sr. Caroline, and Sr. Mary Grace. Holy Name Priory Archives

a large 4x8 foot, Harp with inscription: "Erin Go Bragh",

and top buggy driven by Fr Christopher, (while Fr Cor-

nelius had been with A. Hough in front). Ofcourse, a large

United States Flag preceded the horse & buggy. The
Sisters, Academy and S L C students were all in front of

the Convent building, from whose lower porch Ven Fr

Christopher O'Reilly, O.S.B., gave an indeed learned ad-

dress on "St. Patrick" with an oratorical eloquence — the

like ofwhich was never heard before in Pasco County! !!!!!!

The[n] the Nuns gave the boys ice cream and lemonade
and permitted the students gossip with the Academy girls

for half an hour. On signal of the orator the boys filed in

line of march and returned home as they had come, but

much happiei . 117

In response to the Holy Name hospitality, Abbot Charles in-

vited the Holy Name students to "a big frolic" on the Saint Leo
grounds on April 30. Wrote Benedict Roth:

Fr Abbot treated the Academy pupils and our students to

a Lawn Fete, ice cream and cake, from 7 to 9 this evening,

on the avenue, decorated with Japanese lanters [sic] and a
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II III"
large post-lamp, and

supplied with small

rough tables, . . . and
graphaphone music
and natural chatter

boxes. Those present

from here were P
Abbot, P Jerome and

Fr Chris'phr. As a

result for preparing

the place P Abbot
granted the boys on
May 1 FREE, and
spent the day on cam-

pus, lounging around

& tired. The boys

were also yet some lit-

tle Luf-sick. 118

After the St. Lawrence
Dramatic Association put

on a performance of

Crowns & Palms at Holy
Name on May 25, 1913,

before 225 people (71 of

whom paid 25 cents ad-

mission, noted Roth), the

sisters invited the Saint Leo students to a party a week later. The
Director and prefects accompanied the boys to St. Scholastica

Hall, "where the young girls and young lady pupils handed each

one a numbered card" for door prizes, and "then tendered the

students & dramatists a Reception: Exquisite Social was had. Oh,
yes; on reaching the building the SLC boys gave the HNA pupils

three rousing cheers!! Then about 8 o'clock all began to play

cards; an hour later ice cream, cake, candy and soft drinks were

served — then various parties performed on the piano, Violin,

and sang songs." 119

St. Scholastica Hall, the priory's second major building, was

completed in 1912. It was built of Palmer Hollow Blocks, just

like the abbey. In fact, the sisters hired workmen to borrow Saint

Leo's block-making machine in May of 1911. They evidently

employed the same man who had directed the construction of

the original college building in 1889-1890. The first blocks were

manufactured and stockpiled on the college grounds, but "final-

Madaline Govreau at Holy Name Academy in

1 92 5 . Madalme Govreau Beaumont Collection
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ly," wrote Benedict Roth, "they had the balance made on their

own premises by their contractor Julius Scott with another party's

block-making machine." 120

The newly moved convent and fresh stone building were im-

mediately surrounded by crops.
uThe front field was planted

sometimes in corn and sometimes in sugar cane," wrote priory

archivist Sr. Margaret Dunne. "The land across the road (now
State Highway 52) was used as a pasture for the cattle. The grove

was planted tree by tree. Some of the trees were given in lieu of

Academy tuition, some were purchased, and some were gifts of

alumnae." 121

By 1912, the first academy graduate to join the convent, Sr.

Bernadette (Dora) Vallerchamps, entered the Holy Name com-
munity. In 1920, graduates Ida Maertens and Helen Riddles took

the habit, both of them later superiors at Holy Name as Sr.

Caroline and Sr. Mary Grace. Their classmate Lucy Alvarez, later

Sr. Patricia, was invested the same day 122 That same year, the

sisters opened St. Benedict's Preparatory School, a boarding in-

stitution for boys aged 5 to 12. There were 20 students in the

pioneer year 1920-1921, mostly from St. Petersburg and Tampa,
but including one from Limestone, Florida, and another from

Birmingham, Alabama. The school lasted until 1959. 123 Along
with the academy and the two elementary schools in San Antonio
and St. Joseph, it was their fourth educational institution.

Abbot Charles donated Saint Leo's large rowboat the St. Gil-

bert III to Holy Name on January 13, 1915, as Brother Augus-
tine Fuchsbuechler was building number IV, which was launched

on March 24, 1915, and blessed by Bishop Michael Curley on his

first visit to the college. 124

Madaline Govreau Beaumont was a day student at the academy
from 1922 to 1926 and remembers water sports and basketball

as the principal forms of recreation, along with supervised walks

by the whole student body, two by two in a long procession (talk-

ing allowed), as they strolled through San Antonio. The Holy
Name girls took science classes at Saint Leo on Saturdays because

of its laboratory facilities. But contact between the two groups
was the sternest stricture of the Holy Name disciplinary code.

There were no dances, and the common socials of 1912-1913
were a thing of the past. "Between the Saint Leo boys and the

Holy Name girls, never the twain," she recalls. Holy Name's day

scholars were also called "day dodders," just as at Saint Leo,
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probably because they could avoid the strictness of boarding

school life. A credit to the thoroughness of her Benedictine

education is the fact that she won a gold medal in a national essay

contest in 1925 on maritime history to promote the restoration

of the celebrated ship "Old Ironsides," the U.S.S. Constitution.

"All I know about naval history, you could put in a thimble," she

says. There were only five in her graduating class in 1926. "At
that time it was sort of unusual for a girl to finish high school,

around here." So extraordinary was the event, she got 46 gradua-

tion presents from her family and friends in the community-
spirited town of San Antonio. 125

At Saint Leo, developments among alumni were tracked with

interest. In the silver jubilee year of 1914-1915, the college paper

ran a list of the current occupations of a student from each of the

school's first 25 years. Pioneer James L. McDermott of 1890
(retroactive Master ofAccounts, 1894) headed the roster, as the

senior partner in the New York City construction firm of Mc-
Dermott & Hanigan, Inc. Dr. Johannes Bodow (M.A., 1894)
was a captain in the medical corps of the Virginia Volunteers and
a physician in Roanoke, Virginia. James Tull (M.A., 1895) was
working for the Canton Machine Shop & Brass Foundry in Can-
ton, Mississippi. William O'Neill (M.A., 1896) was practicing law

in Tampa. Anthony Mooney (1894-1896 and 1899-1900),
whose mother had been Saint Leo's first woman teacher, was

operating A. J. Mooney & Company, Brokers in the same city.

Bernard Barthle (1900-1901) was the organist at Sacred Heart

Church in St. Joseph. Dr. J. Marian Penichet (M.A., 1902) was a

physician in Matanzas, Cuba. Bernard Halsema (M.A., 1903) had
joined Halsema Brothers, Builders of St. Petersburg. Callixtus

McMullen (M.A., 1909) was an electrician in Jacksonville. Hans
Kotzbauer (M.A., 1910) was a fresco artist in New York City.

George Ebberwein was assistant engineer on a U. S. revenue cut-

ter based in Savannah. James E. Delabar (M.A., 1898) was Fr.

Aloysius of Saint Leo Abbey. Rupert Sadlier (1904-1908) had

also joined the monastery as Fr. Francis and would ultimately be-

come its second abbot. 126

A formal alumni association for Saint Leo College had first been

proposed on October 13, 1895, by L. Charles Browne (M.A.,

1894), then working for the Florida Southern Railroad Company
in Jacksonville, in a letter to President Charles Mohr. He sug-
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gested that the organization be called the "Association of

Graduates, Saint Leo Military College" and wrote:

Do you not think it would be advisable for the Graduates

of St. Leo Mil. Coll. to meet, and effect an organization

by which, they could have annual reunions. (On Com-
mencement Day.)

For my part, I think it would afford great pleasure, and be

a source of real benefit to assemble, and speak over our

varied experiences during our school days in the old Alma
Mater.

Such an organization would be a bond to keep the

Graduates united in friendship, and would tend to per-

petuate the kindliest feeling among them. Please advise

me, at your earliest convenience, if these suggestions meet
your views, and are approved by you. 127

Fr. Charles evidently demurred, for there is no other word on
the issue until 22 years later. Benedict Roth noted that it was for-

mally established in a meeting of the abbey "capitulars" (the

priests of the monastery who had taken final vows) on June 24,

1917, when they "heartily approved, Father Abbot leading, to

soon organize an Alumni Association
c

to further thereby the in-

terests of S. L. C.'" 128
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From College

to Prep School

he population of Florida in 1920 was 996,666. Pasco

County had 8,802, Dade City 1,296, San Antonio 434,

and Saint Leo 91. 1 Included in the town population were the

abbey's 42 "members" — 14 priests, seven seminarian fraters, 17

brothers, and four regular workmen— along with 14 Holy Name
sisters and a handful of local family residents. 2

San Antonio had a Board of Trade to boost its development
and boasted of "five Stores, two Blacksmith shops, Grist Mill,

Laundry, citrus fruit Packing House, Auto Repair Shop, Sugar

Cane Mill, Electrician and Supplies, Physician, Dentist,

Dressmaking and Millinery Establishments, but NO BOOM! Its

growth: Steady and Healthful." Its promotional liver added with

a note of pride: "We have more Cement Sidewalk than any other

town of its size in Florida and one mile more is now under con-

struction." 3

There was an underside to San Antonio's homey atmosphere
in that era. Saint Leo "old boy" Walter Friebel (1914-1916) used

to carry a gun as a teenager, as he delivered sugar to the many
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Main Street, San Antonio, in the 1920s. Paul DeGuenther Collection

moonshiners in the area. "This was a rough town in those days,"

he reealls.4 Saint Leo was not happy with the Prohibition law

either, but managed a grudging eompliance. Benedict Roth
wrote in 1913 ofthe wine-making from the harvest ofthe abbey's

quarter- acre scuppernong vineyard: "The cnongs are quite plen-

tiful this year. They are pressing those crops in the large room on
the basement ofthe Abbey building, it being the N-W room, and
the great big 'barrels' of about 100 gallons each, cost us net

$25. 00,-and it was a number of these barrels that were emptied

into the sewer some time later when Mr. Catts was Florida's

Governor and when Prohibition became a law." 5

Eastern Pasco County had a certain general reputation in the

1920s. Local raconteur Lawrence Puckett, mayor of Dade City

from 1981 to 1983, moved there from Virginia in September

1925. Shortly before his death in 1985 at the age of 79, he wrote

down his recollections ofhis arrival. He recalled the shock ofsome
new friends in Brooksville, when he told them he had decided to

settle in Dade City:

During the weekend in Brooksville, we learned there was

some friction between some of the people in Hernando
County and those of Pasco County. We were asked why
we chose Dade City and Pasco County, Pasco County
being noted for moon shineing [sic] and killing revenue

agents. These things we had no knowledge of. What we
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had seen ofDade City was a beautiful small town with tree

shaded streets paved with brick. The fact that Dade City

was Peyton Place with lots ofjuicey gossip we were to learn

later. 6

At Saint Leo, the students met the new decade having just sur-

vived the Great Influenza Epidemic of 1918-1919. Worldwide,

the postwar scourge killed 25 million people, a devastation second

only to Europe's Black Death of the 14th century. 7

January 12-20, 1919, wrote the St. Leo Cadet, "will go down
in the College annals as the

c

Flu Period.' During the first two
quarters of the scholastic year, when this dire epidemic was stalk-

ing the country over and claiming thousands of victims, we had

been singularly spared from its pitiless clutch." 8 Brother Thomas
Napiecek was "fever sickly" from November through January and

Fr. Jerome Wisniewski came down with a touch of flu and diph-

theria in December 1918, but Saint Leo's very isolation protected

it from the epidemic. Christmas vacation ended the college's im-

munity. The student paper reported on January 6, 1919: "Class-

es resumed. Jno. Creed came back with the influenza!" On the

12th the paper noted: "Cadets, by the six's, got the FLU, filling

class rooms and studyhall as patients; classes ceased but were

resumed the 23rd. Bros. Benedict and Maurus were in turn

waiters and victims; Fathers Matthew and Jerome were in turn

nurse-doctors as the former flued; Prior John acted as Rector and
Prefect, and Dr. J. C. Bradshaw skilfully handled the 31 flu cases.

Thirteen boys escaped the disease. P. Benedict was its first vic-

tim." 9

There were no deaths at Saint Leo. "Fortunately the attack was

of a very mild nature," concluded the Cadet. "This coupled with

the splendid medical service of Dr. J. T. Bradshaw, and the self-

sacrificing devotion of the Fathers, who gave us their undivided

attention day and night, greatly aided our recovery, and the 'flu'

disappeared almost as rapidly as it had come." 10

Death of the Old Guard
Saint Leo escaped the Reaper in the influenza epidemic, but

many of the Old Guard passed away in that era.

Brother Augustine Fuchsbuechler, who had joined the

monastery in 1894 and was blood brother to Leo Fuchsbuechler,

died at 42 in 1917. The "general favorite of the community," he

was chief cook, and Abbot Charles wrote of him: "Though most
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the first Saint Leo student to join

the Benedictine community and

become a priest. He died of

tuberculosis at 38 in 1918.
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cooks rebel when there is an un-

usual number of guests, Brother

Augustine was happiest when the

number of guests was large." 11 Fr.

James Shabaker, an original mem-
ber of the five-priest "chapter" at

the independence of Saint Leo
Priory in 1894, and the college-

monastery's pioneer recruiter-mis-

sionary in Cuba, died ofliver cancer

in 1918 at the age of 48. 12

Father Aloysius Delabar passed

away at the age of38 that same year.

He had earned his Master of Ac-

counts in 1898 and was the first

Saint Leo student to join the

Benedictine community and be-

come a priest. A protege of Abbot
Charles, he was appointed prior in

1908. He kept a chronology ofcollege-abbey activities beginning

in 1906, when inaugural chronicler Benedict Roth left for two
years

1

missionary duty on the Isle of Pines. The last entry in his

own hand is particularly poignant: September 6, 1917— "Father

Aloysius, O.S.B. returned from Tampa this evening. He has a

rather serious case of tuberculosus [sic]." 13 He died of the disease

in a sanitarium in Asheville, North Carolina, on November 15,

1918, and his body was returned for burial in the abbey cemetery.

Retired "attending physician" Dr. Joseph Felix Corrigan died

in 1919 at 72. The Irish-born doctor had been Charles Mohr's
closest friend for 30 years. Mohr even had a telegraph line in-

stalled in 1891 connecting the college to Corrigan's residence,

which was called "St. Mary's." The most widely revered figure in

the community, Dr. Corrigan was continually called upon to use

his sense of reason and storehouse of broad respect in sensitive

disputes, as in the 1887 O'Donoghue-Dunne affair and the 1890
controversy over the construction of the controversial Saint Leo
railroad depot. The 1891 referendum establishing the Town of

Saint Leo was held in his house, which bordered the college

grounds to the north and east, and he was the obvious choice for

its first mayor. Father Charles, whose favorite horseback-riding

companions were the Corrigan daughters, always treated the
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Mohr's closest friend. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

family with special con-

sideration, allowing them
entry where others were

forbidden, as he explained

after the doctor's death:

Dr. J. F. Corrigan had

retired from the prac-

tice of his profession.

When Fr. Charles
came in 1890— there

being no reliable

physician nearer than

Lakeland — he asked

Dr. Corrigan to

please act as the "at-

tending physician" of

St. Leo College. He
received this answer!

— "As you know, the

road to San Antonio
is well nigh impass-

able. I have a large

family of little ones,

and I employ quite

some laborers. Now, if I and family and help are allowed

to attend services in the college chapel on Sundays and
holydays, I will act as your Attending Physician."

Rt. Rev. Bishop and Abbot, Leo Haid, O.S.B., D.D. most
cheerfully agreed to the condition made by Dr. Corrigan.

Though the family worshipped in our chapel they paid

their pew rent and all other regular assessments to the San

Antonio parish. For more than fifteen years Dr. Corrigan

was our attending physician. He gave all of his services and
very often the medicines too, free of charge. 14

In 1910, Benedict Roth recorded Corrigan's formula for a

quart of cough mixture:

Eighteen (18) ounces boiled water; Four (4) ounces

Glycophenique; Sixty (60) minims (about 120 drops)

laudanum; Sixty (60) minims Spirits of Ammonia; a

hundred and twenty (120) minims Syrup ipecac; About
three-fourth

(

3/0 pound granulated sugar; — DOSE: One
to two teaspoonful, several times a day, — depending on
severity of Cough and age of patient. Smaller doses for
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younger boys (girls), on account of laudanum in

medicine. 15

The abbot also composed "A Friend's Tribute," which was
widely circulated. "He was a lover ofyouth and his happiest days

were those when the boys of nearby St. Leo College were per-

mitted to spend the day with him. Then, all that he had was at

their disposal, his house, his larder, his fruit, his horses and canoes

and fishing tackle were theirs for the asking," wrote Mohr. "When
they were ill he lavished upon them the best ofcare, never accept-

ing the slightest compensation. Old students the world over will

never forget how carefully and gently he bound up their wounds,
set their sprained or broken limbs, or administered to their other

bodily ailments." 16

Fr. Roman Kirchner— who had succeeded Gerard Pilz in San

Antonio in 1889 and gave Charles Mohr many headaches before

being sent to the abbey's mission in New York — died at St.

Kilian's parish on Long Island in 1921. Brother Dominic
Schwarz, who had joined Saint Leo in 1903 after his entire fami-

ly died of tuberculosis, passed away at the age of77 in 1922. Bro.

Anthony Poiger, Saint Leo's construction genius and jack-of- all-

trades since 1890, died in 1926. And Father John F. O'Boyle of

the celebrated San Antonio confrontation with pioneer Benedic-

tine Gerard Pilz passed on in 1927. 17

Abbot- Bishop Leo Haid, the founder and principal namesake

of Saint Leo College and Abbey, died in North Carolina on July

24, 1924. As Abbot of Maryhelp-Belmont's "eldest daughter,"

Saint Leo's Charles Mohr was honored with the privilege of

presiding at his funeral service. 18

Benedict Roth died in 1925 "of a leaky heart," wrote Abbot
Charles, with whom he had built and shaped the institution from

its first days. Mohr was then abroad for the election of the

Benedictine Abbot-Primate and did not learn of Roth's passing

"till he reads the death notice at St. Anselm's in Rome." 19 Roth

had had heart problems for the last year of his life, but he com-
plained in his chronology of a misdiagnosis when he was hospi-

talized at St. Vincent's in Jacksonville in the summer of 1924,

"being there tested (?) for Diabetes, which was all a fake." Two
weeks later, he went to the abbey's Farmingdale parish, where he

was "treated for his real trouble. High Blood Pressure, 260 points

(!)," as his weight dropped from 137 to 124 pounds. 20
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Fr. Benedict Roth with the graduates of 1913. Sa/m /.eo 4Wx?y Archives

Returning home, Fr. Benedict put out the last issue of 5/". L^^
— which died with him — in September 1924. He also set the

type and printed 500 copies of the annual catalogue in April and
May of 1925, a project continued by his printery successors Fr.

Thomas Hoffman and Bro. William Greene. He still maintained

his chronology with the same flair ofold, as his notation for March
28 illustrates: "St Petersburg baseballists slept here last night and

were basebally defeated by our team by a score of 3 to 2 this

p.m." 21 The last entry in the record ofdaily life at Saint Leo which
he had maintained since 1890 reads: June 3, 1925 — "Rev Wm
Nachtrab arrived to speak tomorrow night at our students' Com-
mencement. Examinations finished today."22

Benedict Roth's last night, September 11-12, 1925, was a

memorable one for Frater Marion Bowman, who had just

returned to Saint Leo after two years' college study and novitiate

at Saint Bernard College in Alabama, and was assigned to stay

with Fr. Benedict as he was dying. "I sat up all night," he remem-
bers. There was a grandfather clock at the head of the second-

floor stairwell just outside Roth's room, and it sounded the time

every 1 5 minutes. "To this day I still get goose bumps at the sound
of a grandfather clock," says Fr. Marion as he recalls the night that

seemed to last forever. "It was ringing the gong for Benedict to

check in." 23
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Six Young Turks

In 1916 and 1917, a half-dozen

young clerics joined Saint Leo and
by the early 1920s were the

dominant influence at the institu-

tion: Florian Colbert, Edgar Lang,

Paul Keegan, Hugh O'Neill,

Thomas Hoffman, and Bernard
Weigh "New men had come into

the teaching body," wrote Abbot
Charles in 1922, "who awakened
gradually a genuine enthusiasm

among the conservatives of old

fashions. Then began a remodeling

ofthe course ofstudy and new rules

for admission and graduation, ac-

cording to the standard of the

time."24

Saint Leo was going through an

identity crisis in that period. The very names the school experi-

mented with in the 1910s and 1920s illustrate its search for what
it wanted to be. At its opening in 1890, the institution was called

"St. Leo's College," but changed its name and nature to "St.

Leo's Military College" in the course of that first year. Then in

1903, the military feature was dropped and the school took the

name "St. Leo College" until 1917. Over the next decade, the

institution went through five name changes before settling on the

title that it would keep for the subsequent third of a century:

Benedict Roth (1862-1925). He
preserved the records of Saint

Leo's earliest days.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

1917-1918 St. Leo College Preparatory School

1918-1920 St. Leo College

1920-1923 St. Leo College High-School

1923-1927 St. Leo Academy
1927-1929 Benedictine High School

1929-1964 Saint Leo College Preparatory School25

Higher education was getting organized and establishing ac-

creditation standards in the early years of the 20th century. What
had passed for common collegiate studies in the 1890s was no
longer standard academic practice at the college level by the time

of World War I. Saint Leo decided to yield its role as an increas-
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High Class Catholic Boarding School For Young Gentlemen

This 1917 advertisement in the student paper promoted Saint Leo College as a "High

Class Catholic Boarding School For Young Gentlemen." It was about to become a

college preparatory school. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

ingly dubious college and instead, in Fr. Marion Bowman's
words, become u

a serious English-style prep school."26

The first step was taken in 1916 when the course of study was

restructured into a three-part program: 1) a new four-year

"Academic Course," consisting of the "Classical-Academic"

branch to prepare students for a classical college program, and

the "Latin-Scientific" branch to ground them for scientific study

at the college level; 2) the traditional three-year Saint Leo "Com-
mercial Course" leading to a Master of Accounts; and 3) the

"Preparatory Course," made up of the seventh and eighth

grades. 27 The original basic tuition-board fee of $200 a year in

1890-1891 remained the same for nearly a quarter century (dip-

ping to $180 in the wartime year 1898-1899) until it was raised

to $225 in 1912 and $300 for 1917-1918, which the college took

pains to justify to its patrons. 28 On April 27, 1921, the faculty

"decreed to eliminate everything 'commercial'" from the cur-

riculum. 29

The principal new emphasis was science. St. Augustine Bishop

Michael Curley provided the initial furnishing for the chemistry

and physics laboratories in 1919.™ By 1923, the school had

$4,247 worth of scientific equipment, including a $900 X-ray

machine donated by Mr. and Mrs. Herman Schrader of Brook-

lyn, who had just purchased the old "Semmes Plantation
1
' in San
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Antonio and were known throughout the community as "Mom
and Pop" Schrader. 31 So novel were these pieces of equipment
that Fraters Paul Keegan and Hugh O'Neill put on an unusual

"Entertainment" for the students on March 9, 1923, in the

"Chemical Laboratory." The two conducted demonstrations of

the X-ray, Geisler tubes, and the "Tin-Foil-Glass-Plates," inter-

spersed with O'Neill
playing Beethoven on the

piano, Fr. Aloysius
Dressman with a violin

rendition of Offenbach's

Barcarolle, and O'Neill

again doing "card tricks,

mind reading and palm-

ing." 32

The first of the new
Saint Leo diplomas were

awarded at the 1919
commencement:
Aloysius K. O'Brien got

the standard Master of

Accounts from Saint

Leo's "Academy ofCom-
merce;" William F. Hol-

den and Benjamin E.

Watkins received "certifi-

cates" from the

"Academy of Arts and
Sciences" for completing

the Latin-Scientific

course. 33 Saint Leo put

aside its collegiate tradi-

tion in 1920, when the

last Master of Accounts

degrees were awarded to

three students: Arthur H. Schrader of Brooklyn, New York;

George F. Jumeau of Paris, France and Pembroke, Florida; and

Rafael Velasco of Havana, Cuba. 34

For the 30 years from 1890 to 1920, Saint Leo had been a col-

lege. For the next 44 years it would be "a serious English-style

prep school." Saint Leo was accredited by the "Southern Educa-

The somber-looking, Paris-born George
Jumeau received a Master of Accounts in 1920

in the last graduating class of the original

college. Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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tion Association" on December 3, 1921, 35 (Long an influential

figure in higher education, Fr. Jerome Wisniewski was elected vice

president of the association in 1935.

)

36 Through the 1920s, Saint

Leo continued to offer college-level seminary education for its

clerics. The first reference to a Bachelor ofArts degree was noted

in the seminary program in the 1926-1927 catalogue, but there

is no record ofanyone who completed it. Nearly all ofSaint Leo's

prospective priests were sent off for their bachelor's degrees to

Saint Vincent College in Latrobe, Pennsylvania, the mother arch-

abbey of the Benedictine Order in America. 37 The preparatory

school was closed in 1964; by then Saint Leo had returned to its

roots by opening a college once more in 1959.

Beginning in 1920 — and for nearly half its life — Saint Leo
was a college preparatory school. Of the six Young Turks who
were particularly influential in shaping the new direction, the

central three were Florian Colbert, Edgar Lang, and Paul Keegan,

all ofwhom were ordained together on June 3, 1923, in the first

triple ordination in Saint Leo history. (There would be three more
"triples" in 1932, 1954, and 1958.) "It is a red hot day and the

Bishop's vestments part with all their colors," wrote Abbot Char-

les of the 1923 milestone. 38 It was not a good omen.
Fr. Marion Bowman, who graduated from the Latin-Scientific

course in 1923 as class valedictorian, remembers Weigl, Hoffman,
O'Neill, Keegan, Lang, and Colbert all as "excellent teachers."

(Clerics taught well before ordination and even before earning

their bachelor's degrees in those years.) Fr. Bernard Weigl in biol-

ogy (ordained in 1921) was "an innovative teacher" and "gung
ho for the school." Frs. Thomas Hoffman and Hugh O'Neill (or-

dained together in 1924) were particularly challenging in math-
ematics and science. Hoffman, as a confrere, was a hard worker
but had "a particularly short fuse." O'Neill, "a marvelous
scholar," who had been disabled by polio and needed a dispensa-

tion to be ordained, won a doctorate in botany at the University

of Florida (the first from Saint Leo to earn a Ph.D.), and while

there classified and labeled dozens of trees on the campus
grounds. Fr. Paul Keegan was "congenial" and "loved life," but

in algebra and physics "he had a certain level that he expected of
you and ifyou fooled around, he'd just flunk you." The German-
born Fr. Edgar Lang was a favorite of the abbot's, "very

meticulous" and "polished" in appearance and bearing. A sports

enthusiast and "very much a German that wanted to be an
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Frs. Edgar Lang (left) and Paul Keegan were influential Young Turks on the faculty in

the energizing years of the 1920s. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

American," he organized and coached the Saint Leo football

team, and was also noted for his crooked finger, which he used

to shake at students in his math classes while emphasizing a point.

All had high standards. "They demanded and you produced."

The central figure was Fr. Florian Colbert, whom Abbot Char-

les named director of the school in 1923, just after his ordination

at the age of 25. Mohr's protege, he was the champion of Saint

Leo, recalls Fr. Marion: u
a very charismatic person," "a stimulat-

ing, exciting teacher" in mathematics, "the fair-haired boy,"

whom the abbot looked upon as his eventual successor.

Colbert and the energy he projected in those around him had

a particular influence on young Richard Bowman as he completed

his studies at St. Leo College High-School at the age of 18 in

1923 and considered becoming a Benedictine. "He was such an

attractive person that you'd say, T want to be part of that opera-

tion. I want to be somebody like him.' And all those guys— they

were people that you'd say,
c

Gee, that's a good outfit. I want to

be in it. That's a good ball game. I'd like to play on that team.'" 39

Bowman attributes to the six young progressives the closure of

Saint Leo's third and final stage as a military institution in 1920,

the press for programs of high standard, and the push for build-
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ings to embellish the stature of the institution. To be sure, senior

men like Frs. John Schlicht, Jerome Wisniewski, and Francis Sad-

lier put forward their views. And there was no doubt who was in

overall charge. Abbot Charles "generally ran things the way he

saw fit" and made the ultimate decisions.
uHe could frown at you,

and you were dead," recalls Fr. Marion. But from the earliest

years, the key gathering was "common recreation after supper,"

when the priests ofthe faculty came together to discuss the events

of the day and the issues facing the institution, a session con-

ducted by the 1920s on the second-floor porch ofthe abbey. "You
could miss community prayers, you could miss dinner, but you
didn't miss common recreation."40 At such sessions, the six ener-

gizers, a vocal force in a total faculty of only 14, brought their in-

fluence to bear.

In particular, they convinced Abbot Charles to build St. Ed-

ward Hall. The abbot was hesitant. The $40,000 abbey building

and its $12,000 extension called the "college annex" had just

been completed in 1920, after 14 years of piecemeal construc-

tion, in starts and stops as the money was raised. But the abbot

had been enthusiastic about one building project he directed in

1916.

Charles Mohr had a devotional grotto constructed and dedi-

cated to Our Lady of Lourdes in thanksgiving for the favorable

outcome of the 1915-1916 legal suit by which the abbey gained

title to the old "Brand and Wichers Forty" south ofthe road, then

claimed by the D'Equivelley family. 41 The suit ultimately escalated

into the affair of "The Murderous Monks of Pasco County," and
Mohr had the shrine erected on a corner of the property, which
by then was sarcastically called the "Huguenot Forty."42 The one-

man job was done by Henry Moeller, whom Mohr described as

"a roamer from Switzerland and a good builder in stone."43 He
began on March 27, 1916, using stones from a drieci-up creek

bed on the nearby Gaskin place, and completed the project on
September 13. Moeller was something of a dissolute and unreli-

able character, with a reputation for drinking, and eventually

found himself dismissed, as Benedict Roth noted on November
30, 1916: "As Mr Henry Moeller sneaked off on a trip to Tampa
last week he got his Walking Papers and was to leave for St

Petersburg this morning, but as he overslept he spent the DAY
here very boisterously yelling &c and enjoying himself with an

overwhelming big Rausch [drunken display] ad nauseam."44 He
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did return, however, in

the summer of 1917 to

put on the finishing touch

of a small belfry.45 The
first Mass was celebrated

on December 8, 1916, by
Fr. Augustine Feller

before a crowd of 160
students and local resi-

dents. 46 For decades,

until the traffic on High-
way 52 became a hazard,

everyone in the school

filed in a procession to the

Lourdes Grotto for a

Mass on the feast of the

Immaculate Concep-
tion.47 A memorial commemorating the 14 Saint Leo boys killed

in World War II and another who died in Korea was erected there,

and Abbot Charles himself directed that he be buried not in the

abbey cemetery but at the Grotto, when he died in 1931.
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Henry Moeller singlehandedly constructed the

devotional Lourdes Grotto on the "Huguenot
Forty" in 1916. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

"Ambitious Delusions"

Mohr was philosophically and pragmatically opposed to bor-

rowing money in order to build. He could not abide being in

debt. When the young faculty progressives pressed him to con-

struct a new stone dormitory in 1926, he had a further objection,

but finally relented: "I am a firm believer in the
"Dormitory

System' for boarding schools. However, the times have changed

& I am obliged to go with the tide. Accordingly, very reluctant-

ly & much against my better judgment, I in Feb. 1926 gave my
consent to the building of a structure that would allot private

rooms to our students." Added the hesitant abbot: "I hope I may
not be punished for weakening."48

It was hard to maintain caution in those energetic years. The
Florida Boom was on. The state was a magnet for tourists and

settlers, development, and land speculation. Money was pouring

in. Towns like Daytona changed their names to "Daytona Beach"

to add a dash of flair, and even the humble village of San Antonio

was briefly reincorporated as "Lake Jovita" (from 1926 to

1931 ).
49 Enrollments at Saint Leo hovered between 53 and 67
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Saint Edward Hall dormitory was "the Saint Leo Hilton" when it opened just after the

1926 Christmas vacation. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

in the early 1920s but suddenly shot up to an unprecedented 113

in the fall of 1925. 50

The headiness of the boom produced what Fr. Marion Bow-
man calls "ambitious delusions." 51 It seemed as if the growth and

prosperity for Saint Leo would last forever. St. Edward Hall, a

new dormitory, was begun in 1926. It was named in honor of

Charles Mohr's friend Edward Bradley of Kentucky, a long-time

benefactor, who contributed $10,000 to its construction. 52 The
initial estimated cost ofthe building, designed by the Jacksonville

architectural firm of Gerald A. Barry (nephew of Bishop Patrick

Barry) and constructed by principal contractor Fred C. Dillman

of St. Petersburg, was $150,000. The monks borrowed the funds

by putting up their 900 acres of Pasco County land as collateral. 53

By the time the building was finished, however, the bill had esca-

lated to $250,000, a dizzying sum 25 times the cost ofthe original

college building of 1889- 1890. 54

Fr. Marion Bowman was the first person to sleep in St. Edward
Hall. He had been assigned at Christmas 1926 to prepare the dor-

mitory for its formal opening when the students returned from
vacation in January 1927. "That was the Saint Leo Hilton,

11

he
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says of the grand struc-

ture, which offered semi-

private rooms (with a

peephole in the door for

the disciplinary prefects

to keep track of their

charges) and accom-
modations for nearly 150
students. 55

By the time of its open-

ing, however, the Florida

Boom had collapsed,

beginning with bank
failures in the summer of

1926 and the onset of

hard times nearly half a

decade before the nation-

wide Great Depression of

the 1930s. Enrollments

plummeted. They would
not exceed 100 again

until World War II.

Mohr's apprehensions of

the risk in overextension

were borne out. And its

"ambitious delusions"

saddled Saint Leo with an

enormous debt on the

"Yellow Peril," as St. Ed-

ward Hall soon came to

be called (for the color of

its stucco finish). 56 The mortgage on the dormitory was not paid

off until 1947. 57

This financial distress was compounded when the original col-

lege building of 1 889- 1 890 burned down in the summer of 1 928

.

Long the mainstay and symbol of Saint Leo, it had been sup-

planted as a modern classroom by the Saint Leo College Annex
in 1920 and as a dormitory by St. Edward Hall in 1927. By 1928,

it still housed the student chapel and was used for classes and

science laboratories.

Fr. Marion Bowman as a young cleric in the

1920s. Class valedictorian in 1923, he was

elected abbot in 1954 and became president of

the college in 1970. Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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On June 1, 1928, all the students were at lunch in the dining

room in the basement of Saint Leo Hall, with Director Fr. John

Schlicht presiding. Student Bernard Danese of Jacksonville had

misbehaved during the meal and was sent out. 58 Fr. Benedict

Weigand (then finishing his junior year as Paul Weigand) recalls

what happened next:

The next thing you knew, this kid came back and stood at

the door and said, "The old building is on fire!" Fr. John
immediately got up and left. The prefects remained at the

table. But presently you noticed that one kid snuck out and

then another, from here and there, ducking down and

crawling out so they wouldn't be seen. And then we all ran

over to the building and tried to carry things out before it

burned down. 59

"It was unbelievable," remembers Fred Dunne, a student in

the dining room at the time. 60 The fire is thought to have

originated in the chemistry laboratory. Joseph Herrmann, eldest

brother of future Saint Leo president Fr. Stephen Herrmann, had
gone home for lunch on his 16th birthday, and came riding back

on his bicycle when he heard the alarm. Fred Dunne recalls: "If

they had had any water, they could have done something," but

the only equipment available was hand-held chemical extin-

guishers. Leo DeRosier, then 12, remembers the arrival of the

Fire Department, which although motorized, took more than a

half-hour to negotiate the five -mile trip from Dade City, the

closest town with such services. The principal vehicle was a

pumper. uHe came in, went down the hill to the lake, and he put

the hose in and the pump. Then he went up the hill and boy, we
expected that the fire would be out in nothing flat." But it was

1,075 feet from the lake to the building. "Of course, it was such

a long haul up the hill, they pumped it and the water just went
'plunk

1

going out the end. It just trickled out the end of the

hose." 61

Concern for the potential explosiveness of the laboratory

chemicals also inhibited efforts to battle the blaze. Within a few

hours, it was reduced to ashes. O. L. Dayton, a special student

taking music at the time, remembers a somber comment from Fr.

Bernard Weigh "There goes the history of Saint Leo up in

smoke."62 The building was insured for $10,000, its cost nearly

40 years earlier. 63 The monks immediately authorized the con-

struction of the $12,250 St. Mary's Science Hall and Auditorium
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The original college-monastery building of 1889-1890 burned to the ground on June

1 , 1928. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

(a two-story 50-by-80-foot structure located in the current main
parking area east of St. Francis Hall). It was completed in 1929
but burned down in 1945. 64
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Scandal

These circumstances — the huge debt on St. Edward Hall, the

enrollment drop, the loss of the original college building— were

particularly distressing to Abbot Charles. He was feeling the

weight of responsibility to an unusual degree and had been trying

unsuccessfully for years to resign. As battering as these burdens

were, however, the most severe was about to fall. "It was for him
to drink the chalice to the very dregs — the sacrifice had to be

fulfilled," wrote Fr. John Schlicht, putting the issue in biblical

terms.65

Fr. Florian Colbert departed in the midst of scandal in 1927.

He was the tiger ofSaint Leo, the abbot's favorite, a man in whom
Mohr must have seen himself, and the youngest director in the

history of the school, bettering by two years the appointment of

Fr. Charles at the age of 27 in 1890. Father Florian seemed to

symbolize the best that Saint Leo could represent. In January of

1927, he went off in the midst ofan affair with the mother ofone

of the students.

The situation had been brewing for months, as Schlicht later

recounted in his journal:

School began after Christmas, but it was then the heavy

blow fell on the Abbot. For a while the Director had
neglected his work and given much time and attention to

a family who had their boy here at school. These people

visited often and were the guests of the Director. By and
by all kinds of rumors were current. As far back as May he

was supposed to have taken her out in the car. O the

machination and vileness of the serpent. A position as

teacher was obtained for her in the village school and thus

the excuse to be near here. Often on the plea of getting

help in her school work she would spend hours here. The
Patrons began to talk and some became quite indignant at

such a conduct of one who was to be the educator of the

children.66

While the abbot apparently remained oblivious to these

developments, Prior Francis Sadlier confronted Fr. Florian with

the rumors in the fall of 1926. uHe of course denied everything,"

wrote Schlicht. Shortly thereafter, a friend of Mohr's, who had
seen the abbot under visible stress on a Christmas visit to Jack-

sonville, concluded that Fr. Florian was the cause, and wrote Sad-

lier with what was evidently a detailed commentary on Colbert,

"but put him under the strictest secrecy so that he could not use
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the information, but only

to speak to the Director,"

recounted Fr. John. "As
he had already spoken to

him and had the as-

surance that [there] was

nothing wrong, he did

not speak at once to

him." Florian Colbert
himself experienced the

troubles of conscience.

"It was said that the

Director fought against it

for some time. He would
spend hours in the chapel

praying. The community
did not know of it until

gradually it leaked out

and then a number of

more things came to

light."

Colbert left Saint Leo
on a Sunday night in

January 1927, "after

writing a letter giving a

number of reasons,"

noted Schlicht. (The let-

ter has not been preserved.) Fr. Edgar Lang, one of the prefects,

drove him alone to the Trilby railroad depot and found himself

called to account for his actions. He defended his assistance by

"saying that the man would have taken the car and left it at [the]

Station, so he thought it best to drive him to the train, at the same
time try to persuade him." Prior Francis, soon to be elected coad-

jutor abbot in 1929, was the target ofMohr's wrath when he dis-

covered that Sadlier had had previous knowledge of the

developments and had not shared them with him. "When the

Abbot found out that the Prior knew of the Director's conduct

he became very angry at him and at the next Culpa [a regular

monastic meeting where members were openly criticized as a

means of self-mortification] on Ash Wednesday he was deposed

and Father Jerome appointed." Added Schlicht about

The charismatic Fr. Florian Colbert was director

of the school and Abbot Charles Mohr's
preference as his successor. His departure in

1927 with the mother ofone of the students was

a catastrophe for the abbey.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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WisniewskTs lack of managerial temperament: "Naturally Father

Jerome was not welcome as a Superior and in that way it made it

difficult." Sadlier was restored to his office in the spring of 1928.

In addition, a monetary dimension to the scandal also came to

light. In November of 1926, Fr. Florian had claimed he needed

money to visit his sick mother, "and yet it was found out he had

taken quite a sum of college money with him and that the mother
was not sick at all. Further that he had loaned and given money
to this family. How much no one knows," wrote Schlicht. 67

For a priest to do such a thing in the 1980s, although no longer

a rarity, is still a taboo. In the 1920s, it was inconceivable. Espe-

cially from Florian Colbert, whom Fr. Marion Bowman describes

as
u
the man that was the key to the whole situation— the school,

the possible future of the abbey, of the institution as a whole."68

The effect was shattering.

Fr. Marion remembers it as a time ofdeep distress and disorien-

tation. "It shook the place from steeple to front pew."69 The mat-

ter was kept quiet from the students and the people of the

surrounding area. 70 But the abbey was in turmoil. Even Marion
himself, not yet ordained, questioned his own vocation.

Fr. Edgar Lang, who was particularly close to Fr. Florian and

had driven him to the depot on the night of his departure, took

over his position as director of the school through the spring of

1927, but ultimately became disaffected with Saint Leo. He main-

tained his membership in the abbey while he enrolled at Catholic

University in 1933 and completed a doctorate four years later. He
returned in 1937-1938 to teach at Saint Leo's seminary, but left

for Catholic University again, where he taught German and rose

to the position of Dean of Men. After the sudden death of Fr.

Charles McGinley, Fr. Edgar came back to the abbey in 1950 to

serve as prior, but eventually left the Benedictine Order to be-

come a diocesan priest in Youngstown. 71

Fr. Hugh O'Neill became a champion of Florian Colbert's

cause and lobbied to restore him to Saint Leo. The "overzealous

religious," wrote Schlicht without naming him directly, "took it

upon himself to start the movement to have him returned. He
went to [the] Archabbot at St. Vincent and obtained money from
him to help this unfortunate to return or at least go to St. Vin-

cent. But he fooled them. The money was used but he never

returned.... For years he tried to bring this unfortunate man back

but finally gave up as hopeless. 1172 As a result of the disruption,
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O'Neill himself left Saint

Leo, joined the faculty of

Catholic University,

headed its biology
department, and ul-

timately became a

diocesan priest. 73 Abbot
Charles selected Fr.

Marion as O'NeiU's suc-

cessor to teach chemistry

and physics, sending him
off to Saint Vincent to

finish his degree in

1928. 74

Fr. Paul Keegan be-

came director of the prep

school from the 1929 to

1932, but then left the

faculty for parish work as

pastor, first in New Port

Richey and thereafter in Newark, New Jersey, for the last eight

years of his life. He died there from a stroke at the age of 60 in

1954, and his body was returned for burial in the Saint Leo
cemetery. 75 Ofthe remaining Young Turks ofthe 1920s, only Frs.

Thomas Hoffman and Bernard Weigl remained on the faculty and
in local parish service until their retirement.

Florian Colbert left the priesthood. What happened to the

woman with whom he had become involved is not recorded. Fr.

Ignatius McCarty of the abbey kept in touch with him. As late as

the 1960s — when Colbert was in the insurance business in

California — McCarty was making an effort to have him return

to Saint Leo in reconciliation before his death. 76 It was not to be.

Great was the devastation he wrought, but the impact was

sharpest on Abbot Charles Mohr. "It broke the old man's heart,"

says Marion Bowman bluntly. "It killed him really." 77

w -..';

Abbot Charles Mohr cut a striking figure on his

horse "Tom" with his St. Bernard "Fritz VI."

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

The Passing of Charles Mohr
Abbot Charles had been trying to shed his office for more than

a decade. "For years and years I have wanted to resign my posi-

tion as abbot," he wrote in 1920. "My friends, however, always

succeeded in talking me out of it. But now I have decided that
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come what may, I'll get my freedom before another year passes

by." He added: "I have already written Rome. I hope I may have

a favorable reply real soon." 78

In those years, abbots were expected to serve out their terms

until death. Moreover, resignation was a dangerous precedent.

The American Church was still quite authoritarian in character,

but in a relative sense more democratic than the rest ofthe world.

If an abbot were permitted to resign, who knew what it might

lead to? Perhaps even fixed terms, God forbid, for bishops. Mohr
soon got his response from Rome. But it was a disappointment:

"The Resignation Dreams entertained by myselffor so many years

have been shattered by letters from the Abbot Primate.... In ef-

fect he said:
cAs the present trend of the century is against all life

terms, every resignation fosters such a movement. If you do not

care for the stability of the Holy Rule then keep on hammering
away for your release . I hope you will reconsider and remain where
you are.'"79

In the summer of 1925, Abbot Charles went to the Vatican to

appeal directly to the Pope to let him resign. Mohr already had
in mind a successor. But it was not a monk from Saint Leo. The
abbot shared his thoughts with his protege Director Florian Col-

bert, as John Schlicht recounted:

In 1925 Abbot Charles left for Rome and before leaving

he confided to him [that is, Colbert] the secret that he will

try to resign and ifso he should see to it that Father Eugene
Egan O.S.B. of St. Mary's Belmont should be elected as

his successor. Naturally it caused trouble. Quite a lot ofop-

position was worked up against him [that is, Egan]. Stories

to the effect that he does not say his office etc. were circu-

lated. The Abbot returned and the resignation was almost

accepted, but the Abbot Praeses [Ernest Helmstetter,

President of the American-Cassinese Congregation of

Benedictines] made strong representation against it, and
the matter was dropped. It is said that when the Abbot
made the plea before the Holy Father (Pius XI) the Holy
Father thought it was more a mental than a physical ail-

ment that prompted the Abbot to ask for relief of the bur-

den, so he should have told him, if your physician says so,

I will gladly accept your resignation. On his return the

Abbot had Dr. Sistrunk of Dade City, a friend, examine

him and make out a certificate, but the Praeses overruled

this and would not sign the papers and thus the Abbot was
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kept on to go through some of the hardest trials of his of-

fice. 80

On Thanksgiving Day, November 24, 1927, Saint Leo
celebrated its 25th anniversary as an abbey and Charles Mohr's
silver jubilee as abbot. Abbey printer Fr. Thomas Hoffman took

charge of compiling Saint Leo's first official history. Entitled

Souvenir of the Silver Jubilees ofthe Abbey and Abbot ofSaint Leo,

Florida, the 150-page book featured a chatty trot through the

years by Mohr himself — drawing upon the chronologies and
scrapbooks Benedict Roth had so carefully maintained — sum-
maries of the lives of departed monks, and the reprinting of key

pppi

The Saint Leo priests on the abbey's 25th anniversary in 1927.

Front: Abbot- President Ernest Helmstetter and Abbot Charles Mohr with the purple

biretta conferred on him by the Pope. Second row (left to right): Frs. Augustine Feller,

Lewis Feser, Francis Sadlier, John Schlicht, Felix Ullrich, and Jerome Wisniewski. Rear

row (left to right): Frs. Joseph Haldmaier, Thomas Hoffman, Bernard Weigl, Paul

Keegan, Aloysius Dressman, and Edgar Lang, saint Leo Abbey Archives
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documents from the pioneer years. "Plangent as the waves of

Jovita, the tide of his people's felicitations pours in," said the

jubilee book's flowery tribute to the abbot.

The students' St. Lawrence Dramatic Association put on a five-

act play called A Victim of the Seal. On hand for the ceremonies

were Bishop Patrick Barry of St. Augustine; Abbot Ernest

Helmstetter of St. Mary's in Newark and President of the

American-Cassinese Benedictines; Abbot Vincent Taylor of Bel-

mont Abbey in North Carolina, Saint Leo's founding monastery

of 1889; Archabbot Aurelius Stehle of St. Vincent Archabbey;

and Abbot Bernard Menges of St. Bernard in Alabama. The ban-

quet featured baked Spanish mackerel and fried chicken with

"Sauce d'Abbatis," along with Bouillon a la "Cannon Ball," evi-

dently in deference to the school's military past. The students had

a jubilee football game with traditional rival, the Jesuit Sacred

Heart College of Tampa, and rose to the commemorative oc-

casion by winning 25 to 6. Pope Pius XI honored Charles Mohr
by conferring on him "the privilege of wearing the purple biret-

ta, as well as the purple skull cap." 81

The celebration did not deter Mohr from his resignation plans,

however. In the early 1920s, the abbot was still outwardly his ex-

uberant and charismatic self. He is remembered now by people

who were then the children ofSan Antonio as a striking figure on
horseback, riding through the town in the company ofhis St. Ber-

nard "Fritz VI." His favorite horse "Tom" was killed in 1917 by

a lightning strike as he grazed in the pasture near the college barn,

but his friend Edward Bradley of Kentucky gave him $150 to buy
another. 82 Leo DeRosier saw him characteristically doling out

nickels and candy to the youngsters of San Antonio. 83 Rose
Ullrich Herrmann recalls an incident when he galloped by her

house in the 1920s, and her sister and brother Antonia and Peter

made faces at him and "gave him the long nose" by twiddling

their fingers at him, as kids do. But the abbot admired their

spunkiness and for years later sent them each a $5 bill at

Christmas. 84 When their mother died in 1929, he sent the two
children a remarkable letter, addressed to "The Antonia- Peter

Ullrich Co., Lake Jovita, Fla.:"

13 May '29

My dear 2 Big Babies Antonia & Peter,

I received the shock ofmy life when Mr. Schrader told me
last Friday A. m. that vour excellent mother had ii;one to
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her reward. I feel sorry for the whole family. She was a

wonderful mother in more senses than one. I know you
will all do your best to help along. I am enclosing a small

check to help pay part of mother's funeral expenses.

Lovingly yrs.

Abbot Charles85

In the summer of 1928, Abbot Charles went to Rome to press

Pope Pius XI again to permit him to resign. This time he was at

least substantially successful. Mohr noted the outcome tersely

when the Vatican responded in the spring of 1929: "In 1928
Abbot Charles made a special visit to Rome to render his resig-

nation. The document came during Lent 1929 in which he is al-

lowed a Coadjutor. On 7th ofJuly Praeses Abbot Ernest approved

and election was called for Aug. 2."86

Abbot Charles informed the monastic community at the

"culpa" on June 4, 1929. "He said he would go out while the

going is good — he felt he [was] disintegrating & so incapable

of carrying on," wrote John Schlicht. "Since this move was more
or less expected and since he had talked about it, this an-

nouncement did not create much surprise, it was taken as some-

thing being looked for." 87

Rome managed to give Mohr what he sought without techni-

cally letting him resign. The election of a coadjutor abbot — in

ecclesiastical parlance, an official "assistant" who is the actual

operative superior — was scheduled for August 2, 1929, under

the supervision of Abbot Praeses Ernest Helmstetter, president

of the American association of Benedictine abbeys to which Saint

Leo belonged. Mohr tried to influence the outcome, but his ef-

forts became so meddlesome that he was called upon to desist.

The abbot had abandoned his 1925 prospect of Belmont
Abbey's Fr. Eugene Egan, and by then his protege Florian Col-

bert had made his departure. In 1929, Mohr was still passing up
his subjects to consider an "outsider" and wrote to Fraters Ernest

Schultz and Ignatius McCarty, then students at St. Vincent Col-

lege, for a photo of Fr. Gregory McAtee. "He wanted it as he had

in mind to elect him as Abbot Coadjutor," wrote John Schlicht. 88

The abbot's efforts were not welcome, as Schlicht noted:

"Preparations were made for the election. Even during the last

few weeks the Abbot had one or the other individual in mind
whom he wanted and asked even the Bishop about electing one

of Irish blood. O how we can change! At one time he warned
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The boyish-looking Francis Sadlier

was elected coadjutor abbot at the

age of 39 in 1929.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

against them — you will be sorry

for taking them in and now he

wanted one elected. It became
quite bitter and so much so that one
went to him and told him to keep

quiet — keep out of it." 89

The man who was chosen coad-

jutor abbot was a compromise can-

didate and not a favorite of Charles

Mohr's, though he had given him
considerable authority in the abbey:

Francis Sadlier. He had come to

^\ ^^
% Saint Leo from Germany in 1904 at

the age of 15 as Rupert Schiesleder,

studied at the college until 1908,

and was ordained in 1914. He saw

his surname evolve into "Satler"

and finally "Sadlier."90 He served as

prior and procurator of the abbey,

as well as a member of the faculty, librarian, pastor at Dade City

and Zephyrhills, and he was administrator during Mohr's long

absences to Rome in 1925 and 1928. Although he was temporari-

ly in the doghouse in 1927-1928 over his role in the Colbert Af-

fair, he was restored to his offices. Fr. John Schlicht recounted

the details of Francis Sadlier's election at the age of 39. There

were 17 eligible electors, since only priests who had been solemn-

ly professed could vote. 91 The proceedings began on the evening

of August 1, 1929:

The Preliminary Meeting was held after supper in the large

room in St. Edward's Hall, known then, as the library.

Abbot Charles did not attend. He had gone to the Farm,
waiting for outcome of the Election. The discussions were

a surprise to many and some wondered "How matter[s]

could be discussed so uncharitably." Next morning August
2— First Friday of the Month; at 8.00 Abbot Charles sang

a Pontifical Mass in honor of the Holy Spirit. After Mass
the Blessed Sacrament was exposed as is the custom to have

the all day adoration on the First Friday. Half an hour after

the Mass was over the Election was called. All the par-

ticulars prescribed by the Caeremoniale Monasticum were

carried out. Since Abbot Praeses suffered poor eyesight,

Prior Francis had to help him reading the oath and the
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prayers. After all had taken the oath, the voting began. For

several ballots they were so scattered that no one received

a great number, however it showed that there were two
factions, the one wanted one and the other another. Thus
it went on for a great number of ballotings. The Praeses

called a recess and after that it was not long before the two
thirds majority was in favor ofFather Francis, to [the] great

disappointment of the other leading candidates. The elec-

tion was announced and when his consent was obtained

the session was brought to a conclusion. And then the

capitulars and Abbot Praeses, Abbot Charles and the Elect

marched into the Chapel, where the Te Deum was sung.

It was after 12 o'clock. Then going to dinner, Abbot
Charles formally congratulated the Elect. Was he still op-

posed — was he reconciled — That he was not pleased he

showed and expressed — but later on he became quite

friendly. 92

Abbot Francis Sadlier turned out to be one of the most revered

figures in the history of Saint Leo.

Abbot Charles had been battered by events in those years. He
saw his institution burdened by debt and abandoned by its cham-
pion. He wrote a blunt and melancholy autobiographical sketch

in the spring of 1929, but at the same time began to act in a most
anti-historical manner. "Ever since his return from Rome," wrote

Schlicht of the abbot's behavior in 1928, "he tore up and
destroyed a great deal of the private correspondence. Some in-

deed was well to destroy, but others had historical value and so a

great deal of history is lost. In this respect he had little use for let-

ters or books. If they did not appeal to him personally he would
destroy them." Mohr also dispatched hundreds of federal reports

on irrigation studies and the like, which his congressional friends

had donated to fill up the library shelves in the 1890s. "Wagon
loads of Government books were thus destroyed and later on, he

himself wanted to refer to some which he had dumped out."93

Abbatial elections are riot official until ratified by Rome. "The
telegram of confirmation came Aug. 7th," wrote Schlicht, "and

it was then relayed to the Praeses, who on August 10th Feast of

St. Lawrence — wired the Abbot Elect to take over the Abbey.

At supper time Abbot Charles asked if word has not yet been

received, the Elect informed him of the message so the Abbot
also expressed it that he should take it over, you are now in charge.

Abbot Francis is in charge therefore, since August 10th 1929."94
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Mohr was in a tor-

mented mood, as Schlicht

took note: "Day before

the 15th of August, Feast

ofthe Assumption. Abbot
Charles felt very blue and

downhearted. After

Vespers, he called the

elect to his room and
chapel and gave him some
of the Abbot's praelatial

garment. A Mozzela,
Rochetta, pectoral cross

and ring. At the time he

broke out crying saying

how one individual

seemed to haunt him." (It

was evidently Florian Col-

bert.) "How he felt as if

the devil were obsessing

him. A short drive away
from the Abbey brought

a better spirit."95 Abbot
Francis then made his first

appointments: the ever

reliable John Schlicht as prior, Fr. Lewis Feser as subprior, and Fr.

Paul Keegan as director of the school. Just past his 40th birthday,

the new coadjutor abbot was blessed by Bishop Patrick Barry

before a crowd of 1,200 people on October 28, 1929, in front of

the abbey facing the lake. 96

At Christmas of 1929, Abbot Charles passed his torch in the

presence of his community. "The Office ofMatins was recited the

usual way — lesson sung by the chanters, the last by the

Celebrant," noted Schlicht. "After the singing of the Gospel the

Abbot Coadjutor vested in full pontifical walked from the chair

at the Epistle side to the middle of the Altar, where Abbot Char-

les met him and they exchanged places. Abbot Charles up to this

assisted Matins at the throne. It was a touching moment when
the two Abbots saluted each other at the foot of the Altar and the

Coadjutor letting the Abbot pass, and, then he began the prayers

at the foot of the Altar." Added Fr. John: "The ceremonv con-

Benedict Roth used to compose acronymic

poems honoring Abbot Charles Mohr. This one

celebrated his namesday in three languages in

1916. Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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eluded with the recitation of Lauds. Before the Mass was at the

Gospel, Abbot Charles left the chapel. Was it that he was too full

ofemotion, however, afterwards he excused himselfthat the cold

floor was too cold and he had to leave."97

Having shed his nearly 40 years' authority, Charles Mohr lived

for barely a year and a half more. His final presiding moment oc-

curred in the summer of 1930, as John Schlicht recounted:

On August 28th the Patronal Feast of the Diocese the or-

phan boys from Tampa were here. On this occasion, as it

was also the Fourteenth] Centenary of the death of St.

Augustine, Abbot Charles pontificated and gave a short

panygeric on Blessed Don Bosco. He became quite emo-
tional when he mentioned the story ofDon Bosco and his

Dog. This was the last time the Abbot Pontificated. No
one thought him to be there for the last time on the

Throne and vested in full pontificals. After Mass the boys

had dinner in the dining room and gave a short entertain-

ment, the day was concluded with Benediction of the

Blessed Sacrament. School opened with small atten-

dance.98

In September of 1930, Abbot Charles went to Cincinnati to

assist at the consecration of the new Franciscan Bishop Sylvester

Espelage. While there he suffered a stroke. After hospitalization,

he returned to Saint Leo a month later. He recovered sufficient-

ly to begin teaching moral theology at the school, but by the

spring of 1931, he was in decline, as John Schlicht recorded:

In March the Abbot became some what more feeble. He
arranged to go to Jacksonville but came home a very sick

man. Still he insisted on going to St. Petersburg. But he

became worse and had to be taken home. This was Satur-

day before Palm Sunday. Abbot Francis met him coming
in the gate and he saw what a sick man he was. Next day

he said Mass, omitting the Passion, at the blessing of the

Palms a blessed palm was at once sent down to him. He
was very much affected and began to cry in the presence

of Dr. Sistrunk, to whom he gave the palm. Abbot Char-

les used to visit the Grotto regularly every morning. His

usual practice was, he would arise at 3.30 and say Mass,

Brother Oblate Jacob would serve him. Then make his visit

to the Grotto and be back before the office of Prime and

Minor Hours started. Then he would eat breakfast and go

about his regular routine work. After he received a coad-

jutor he took complete charge of the work in the Post Of-
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ficc. Monday after Palm Sunday he felt unable to say Mass

but otherwise was better. Tuesday he had a bad day. Dr.

Sistrunk became alarmed that he might fall then, or pass

away. Wednesday he tried to write several money orders,

but, his mind did not work well, he spoiled a number
before he had one correct. Holy Thursday he received

Holy Communion from the hands of Abbot Mayeul. . . .

After Mass when Abbot Francis came to see him, he spoke

of it with great emotion. That afternoon at the

'Mandatum' Abbot Francis spoke of the possibility of the

Abbot's death at any time .

99

-

wrmm.

Charles Mohr died the

next day of pneumonia.
Wrote John Schlicht:

"Fully resigned with his

last words it can not come
too soon, while sitting in

a chair, and the prayers

said for the dying he gave

up his soul to the Creator

at 4.10 P. M. Good
Friday, April 3rd 1931."

He was 68 and had been

at Saint Leo since he was

27. Added Schlicht with

only slight exaggeration:

"With the death ofAbbot
Charles, first Abbot the

link with the Pioneers was
broken." 100

Nearly a thousand
people attended his

funeral. Mohr had
prepared a surprise.

Abbot Francis eulogized

him for "his kindness,

generosity and intelligent

leadership and added that he would read a message written by

Abbot Charles to the community, on Palm Sunday, 1929.

"

1()1

Added the student newspaper The Chronicle: "This came as a

complete surprise as only one priest at the abbey knew of its ex-

istence — Father Thomas, to whom the message had been

Abbot Charles H. Mohr died at 68 in 1931 after

41 years at the college and abbey. He was the

most influential man in Saint Leo history.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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entrusted with instructions to print it and have it read after the

death ofAbbot Charles." 102

"When an abbot feels the premonition of death, he should call

together his community and in their presence renew his vows,"

Mohr had written on March 24, 1929, citing the Caeremoniale

Monasticum. "He should also, as is becoming a loving father,

leave a Spiritual Legacy by imparting to them words of admoni-
tion, exhortation and consolation." The gist of Mohr's message

from the grave was an appeal to fundamentals: "First, last and all

the time, keep the Holy Rule. Keep the standard of St. Benedict

in primal simplicity and grandeur. Keep the Rule and the Rule

will keep you. . . . Let us hoard the only silver and gold that is

worth hoarding — the silver of SERVICE, and the gold of LOVE.

Work and prayer — these are the wings that bear the soul to

heaven." 103 He was buried, as he wished, at the foot of the altar

in the Lourdes Grotto.

Thus passed the most influential man in Saint Leo history.
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Depression

and War

«4i| s the Great Depression gripped Ameriea and the world

in the 1930s, Saint Leo struggled, but suffered less than

most beeause of its considerable degree of economic self-suf-

ficiency.

Said a monastic commentary of the period:

The Brothers of St. Leo Abbey are principally engaged in

manual labor. Among them are cabinet makers and car-

penters; cobblers and saddlers; blacksmiths and
wheelwrights; plumbers and electricians; tonsorial artists

and watch repairers; painters and printers. Some are busy

in the garage or in the fuel saw-mill; others make cement
blocks, run the St. Leo Power-house, attend to the apiary;

butcher, operate the bakery, look after the poultry, pigs,

horses and cows, work the firm, grove, garden, etc., all in

the most successful, systematic, orderly manner. 1

Furthermore, every member ofthe faculty, with one exception,

was a Saint Leo Benedictine. And after Fr. Marion Bowman sue-
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ceeded Charles Vogler as coach and athletic director in 1932, the

monastery was paying no outside salaries to run the school. 2

Money was tight, however. Fr. Marion was ordained on May
30, 1931, and he received the incredible total of $700 in ordina-

tion gifts from family friends in the community. The fate of this

windfall illustrates the financial pressure of the times. He had
received a bachelor's degree in chemistry at St. Vincent College

in 1928, but he taught physics, too, and recognized the need for

graduate study in that subject.
uBeing with kids — they ask you

questions that you don't always have the correct answer for," he

once said, "and you get a little bit anxious." He wanted to enroll

in graduate physics courses that summer at Catholic University

in Washington, D. C. So he approached Abbot Francis Sadlier for

permission. "I said,
cLook, I've got $700. 1 can pay my own way.'

And he said,
cWe just planted this grove out here. Oh, we need

that money for fertilizer!'"3 His graduate education did not

vanish into fertilizer, however. Fr. Marion did get to summer
school and eventually earned a master's degree in educational

psychology from Fordham University during World War II.

Student Life

Saint Leo enrollment numbered 60 boarders in January 1933,

a total of 78 students in 1934-1935, 96 in 1937-1938, and 89
in 1939-1940. The fee for tuition and board was lowered from

$500 per year in 1930 to $450 the following year, and the day

student rate dropped from $100 to $50 a year. 4 Most students

were Floridians, but there were significant contingents from the

Northeast and from Latin America as well, as had been the case

at the turn of the century. There were nine pairs of brothers (20

percent of the student body) in 1935, an impressive familial

phenomenon, but still below the 1909-1910 record of 12 pairs

(nearly 40 percent) in an enrollment of 62. s

"The hobby amongst the students at the present time is the

gentle art of pipe smoking," wrote the St. Leo Chronicle on April

18, 1930. "Everyone seems to be deriving considerable pleasure

chewing on the end ofsome outlandish pipe. Thus far in the year

the various fads have been yo-yos, spats, canes, suspenders,

monkey caps, and now pipes. Ye Gods! What next!"6 In 1932,

yet another fad came along: the "diabolo," introduced by senior

Raul Fernandez from Havana. "It is a sort oftop," said the paper,

"in the shape of two cones joined at their apices, which is spun,
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thrown and caught by
means of a cord strung on
two sticks." 7 Dis-

ciplinarian prefect Fr.

Ernest Schultz had be-

come an expert. Brother

Sr. Rita O'Connell and eight Holy Name Christopher RaSS a

postulants on the lake in 1930. genius at craftsmanship in

Holy Name priory Archives wood and metal, even

though he had only one

arm— was soon churning

them out in his carpenter shop for 50 cents apiece.

Students completed the construction of an 18 -hole miniature

golf course on one of the clay tennis courts in January of 1930.

Playing fees were 5 cents. 8 A new handball alley went up in the

summer of 1932, and "pool golf was introduced that year. 9 In

the early 1930s, sailing races on Lake Jovita were popular, along

with boxing, oratorical contests, marbles, spelling bees, and the

annual horseshoe tournament (which registered 62 contestants

in 1936). 10 The Saint Leo "L" Club of varsity lettermen planned

a dance in Dade City in 1930 and drew a favorable comment from
the student newspaper: "Are you coming? Oh boy, and how!" 11

A favorite hangout was the "Pink Elephant" canteen and candy

store, located in a room on the second floor of St. Edward Hall

near "Hogan's Alley" and "Prefect Drive." It was named for a

song popular in 1933 and sported a namesake statuette on the

counter, donated by student Allan Burns. 12

The floors on each of the two wings of the St. Edward Hall

dormitory had a nickname in that era: "Hogan's Alley" was on
the second floor of the

east wing and was so-

called because a number
of students with Irish

names had rooms there;

above it was "Junior
Alley" where many of the

third-year students lived;

below it on the ground

floor was "Moe Alley,"

named for Moe Mc-
Cown, a particularly

popular one-time resi-

Saint Leo students at the lakefront in 1934.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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The Saint Leo boys played all the male and female parts in this production of The Ghost

Train Ol\ Deeember 9, 1938. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

dent. In the west wing, the top floor was called "Senior Alley"

for self-evident reasons; the second floor was called "Diaper

Alley" because it was occupied by many ofthe seventh and eighth

graders; and the ground floor got the name "Tobacco Road" after

a number of young residents were caught illegally smoking in

their rooms. The principal north-south corridors on each floor

were called the "Main Drag" or "Prefect Drive." These were not

favored locations because of the traffic and the proximity to the

disciplinarian's room. 13

These monikers arose spontaneously from the students them-

selves. "Prep school students have a knack for picking just the

right nickname," remembered Fr. Raphael Schooff, a prefect and
faculty member in the 1930s and headmaster from 1943 to

1955. 14

The boys' choir was conducted in the mid- 1930s by Fr. Maurus
Cook, who also directed the St. Lawrence Dramatic Association

in 1935 in David Copperfield and Little Women, with Saint Leo
boys playing all the female parts. Fr. Raphael put on Ghost Train

in 1938 and Huckleberry Finn the following year. 15 Among the

other organizations of that era was the "Hippo Fraternity," es-

tablished in the fall of 1929. "The members seem to be very

progressive and are continuously forming new plans and ideas as
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a means ofdiversion from the ordinary routine." 16 The first Greek

fraternity at Saint Leo was Sigma Beta, established on December
14, 1933, to create

u
a better feeling among the boys, and to build

character." In the spring of 1934, the Delta Rho Delta fraternity

was formed and provided intramural rivalry. 17 Delta Rho even-

tually folded, but Sigma Beta still exists.

Even then, fraternities were criticized for promoting divisive

-

ness in the student body. Chronicle editor and fraternity member
Augustin de Rojas felt constrained to defend them in a 1935 com-
mentary. "I dare say that these two clubs do a lot of good," he

wrote. "It is true that a little oral debate is sometimes engaged in

by various members, but as yet no blood has been spilt. . . . They
create interest, for there is always much speculation as to which

group will gain the various titles. Is there anything wrong in this

kind of spirit?" 18

Radio was a favorite entertainment. Prefect Fr. Ernest Schultz

drew cheers from his charges when he hooked up an eight-tube

Westinghouse receiver in September 1935 and broadcast music

which could be heard throughout Saint Edward Hall. 19 Prefect

Fr. Marion Bowman caught some boos in November 1940 when
he allowed the seniors to have private radios in their rooms, but

charged them 25 cents a month for electricity. "The boys seem
satisfied," wrote the Chronicle, "although there is a little hub-bub
when the 'tax collector' darkens the door of the individual

Senior." 20

Movies were continually popular, and students had been enjoy-

ing silent film epics since 1913. The first talking picture shown at

Saint Leo was exhibited on December 11, 1935. It was a

"documentary" called Hidden Harvest, produced by Purina

Feeds. An audience of more than 300 turned out to gawk at the

novelty. "Although a high-powered advertising stunt," wrote the

student newspaper, "the picture was indeed interesting and

educational. Not only of an educational nature, it also contained

a romantic plot. Those gaining the most profit were probably the

numerous farmers and cowmen who witnessed the instructive pic-

ture. Purina proved just how the Checkerboard Feeds do their

work and why ordinary feeds do not." 21 "Pop" Schrader of the

San Antonio Lumber Company sponsored the show.

On August 7, 1938, the monks of Saint Leo and the sisters of

Holy Name were treated to a special showing of Walt Disney's

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs. The exhibition was arranged
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by J. L. Raulerson of Lakeland, distributor for RKO Radio Pic-

tures, and the brother-in-law of Fr. James Hoge. "Every one was
more than delighted by the supreme example ofthe animated car-

toonist art," said the Chronicle.22

The student body even had a Hollywood professional in its

number after David Aldrich entered as a freshman in 1941.

"Veteran Movie Actor Enrolls at St. Leo," ran the headline in the

student newspaper feature on him. As a child, Aldrich had ap-

peared in four films, including The Star Packer with John Wayne
in 1934. 23

Through the 1940s, Fr. James was the principal provider of

first-run movies at Saint Leo, through his family, which ran a

chain of theaters in central Florida. Parachute Battalion and Lady
Scarface were popular showings in 1942; Plying Tigers and Pour

Jacks and a Jill in 1943; Fantasia and Going My Way in 1944;

and in the postwar period, The Mark ofZorro and The Song ofBer-

nadette, along with plenty ofAbbot and Costello, Shirley Temple,

John Wayne, the East Side Kids, Boris Karloff, and Donald Duck
cartoons. 24

Without a chronicler like Benedict Roth or Aloysius Delabar

in those years, Saint Leo has chiefly the student newspaper as the

principal record of student life in the 1930s and 1940s. After the

demise of St. Leo^s in 1924, there was a lull in campus publica-

tions until the appearance of Junior Spasms in the fall of 1926.

The title didn't catch on and was changed to Junior Chronicle

after a single issue. Compiled by the junior class under the direc-

tion of Fr. Thomas Hoffman, it appeared weekly on special pages

of the Lake Jovita Floridian and the Dade City Banner. By 1929,

the title evolved into the St. Leo Chronicle and in 1931, it made
its first appearance as a stand-alone bimonthly publication,

printed by the Abbey Press. Subscriptions were 50 cents a year.

In the Depression pinch of 1933-1934, the publication was is-

sued in pamphlet form in purple mimeographed print, but it

resumed its standard format as a monthly the following year. So

professional was the Saint Leo newspaper, that it regularly won
"All-Catholic" honors from the Catholic School Press Associa-

tion and "International First Place" from the Quill and Scroll

Society through the 1930s and 1940s. For nearly three decades,

the Chronicle was the basic campus newspaper at Saint Leo, until

it merged with Bro. Bernard Aurentz's abbey News Report to the

Friends oj^Saint Leo and became the Saint Leo Chronicle-Reporter
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The Chronicle sported a medieval

logo in 1935. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

in 1960. By mid-decade, it was suc-

ceeded by The Monarch (occasional-

ly called The Lion) as the principal

\
student publication of Saint Leo

K }Jt£^M^m College. 25

7 '' J
'

^
The student newspaper was a

bastion of values in those days.

Religious events often made page

one banner headlines: "Outdoor
Mass Celebrated At Lourdes Grot-

to" read the December 1934 issue.

"Feast of St. Benedict Celebrated

Here" was the headline in March
193 5. 26 Editorials trumpeted op-

portunity, bemoaned indolence,

and celebrated confidence. A 1932 commentary endorsed "Har-

mony, Understanding, and Work." "Either you work or you
don't. For your own benefit, you'd better work," said the paper.

"Study hard. Get what you are told to get and get it straight. It

will never desert you."27

After the students had seen The Spirit of Notre Dame at the

Crescent Theater in Dade City in February of 1932, the Chronicle

drew upon the image of the country's most well known Catholic

university in the hope of shaking up school apathy. "What would
Notre Dame be today if the students of that great institution had

acted as the boys of St. Leo? Let's get our second wind and sprint

to the finish. Why not make St. Leo the Notre Dame of Florida?

It can be done, but only with the Spirit of Notre Dame taking

possession of all, beginning with the President of the school and
ending with the lowest prep student." 28

Public issues were frequent subjects of editorials in that

troubled era. In a remarkably interventionist 1932 commentary
after the Japanese invasion of Manchuria, the Chronicle asked,

nearly a decade before Pearl Harbor: "Is Japan trying to become
mistress of the world? Will the United States try to stop her? . . .

The United States to-day is sending troops over to guard

American property in China, and if she declares war on Japan it

will cause her to go deeper into debt, and the loss of thousands

of lives. But if Japan wants to rule the world she will have to be

stopped, and that cannot be done without the help of the United

States." 29
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A corner of the Student newspaper office in 1933. Saint Leo College Archives

Civil rights and the treatment of black people in America were
also subjects of concern. "The story of race prejudice has

darkened the history ofmany a Southern state, and unfortunate-

ly, Florida has proved herselfno exception," editorialized student

Alfredo Jidy in 1939. "Here is a great task for the Catholic. This

is real Catholic action. If we free ourselves from blind prejudice

which honors no man and is a disgrace to all, then we will aid to

achieve a new social order, a society in which men, white and

black, red and yellow, may live together in peace and harmony." 30

The Saint Leo newspaper also gave space to the students of

Holy Name Academy to publish a column in each issue. Called

"Orange Peals" (and later "Hilltopics"), the first article appeared

in the January 1936 Chronicle and noted: "Orchids to Fr. Ed-

ward for the column in The Chronicle. Scallions (we don't like

that word) to Fr. Marion for scheduling a game on the night of

our party." 31 The Saint Leo paper also regularly reported on the

activities of the HNA basketball team, the "Bluebirds."

One of the noteworthy features in the Chronicle of that period

was a column called "Nibblings by the Rat," written anonymous-
ly by student Eddie Ryan, but named for a particularly popular

West Palm Beach student of 1926, Frank Ryan, whose nickname
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Students stripping palms for Palm Sunday in prefect Fr. Raphael Schooff s room in Saint

Edward Hall in 1934. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

was "Rat." The unrelated second Ryan, who graduated in 1939,

adopted the nickname of his predecessor and inaugurated the gos-

sip column on student doings: "Mr. Paul 'Halfaman' Heffernan

is thinking seriously of getting a short brush pompadour, hoping

to appear taller that way," ran a typical item in 1939. 32 So popular

was the column that it became a tradition and continued in the

Saint Leo Chronicle-Reporter through the demise of Saint Leo
College Preparatory School in 1964. 33

Alumni and friends were frequently noted. James Tull, who had
been a cadet sergeant in 1 895, made his first visit to his alma mater

in 1936 and regaled the students with stories of the old days. 34

"Uncle John" Loos, a friend of the late Abbot Charles
1

, came
down in May of 1935 for the annual fishing visit he had been
making since 1895. 35 In 1935, the student newspaper also quoted

a New Tork World Telegram feature on Saint Leo alumnus and

San Antonio boy Fr. Charles Elslander (M.A., 1912), a diocesan

priest in Sarasota, who had become "the No. 1 man of the town,

president of the Rotary Club, chiefspeaker at all public functions,

leader in all civic drives" in a community which had been a bas-

tion of anti-Catholicism and haven for the Ku Klux Klan in the
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1920s. 36 Ultimately a monsignor, Elslander continued as a

revered figure in Sarasota until his death in 1977. 37

Discipline

As in the old days, discipline was still strict and student life still

had a monastic cast. A poem published in the Chronicle on May
13, 1933, captured the spirit of the times, with a note of fatalis-

tic humor:

Do We Have Fun?

The Director says we must not smoke —
We don't.

Or listen to a naughty joke —
We don't.

He makes it clear, we must not wink —
We don't.

At pretty girls, or even think of intoxicating drinks —
We don't.

To dance or sing, 'tis surely wrong —
We don't.

Some chase wine, women, song —
We don't.

We must not kiss a girl, not one —
We don't.

We don't even know how it's done.

I guess you think we don't have fun? —
We don't. 38

Francis "Red" Barrett, who graduated in 1932, remembers
sneaking out through a loose grating in St. Edward Hall to go
into San Antonio. Not that there was much going on there. "It

was just to do it," he recalls of such adventures. 39 One of the

favorite pranks was rolling a shot put down the second- floor main

corridor of St. Edward Hall in the middle of the night to annoy

the prefects. Thomas Quinby, recently retired from the B & W
Canning Company of Orlando, remembers hurling such a mis-

sile along the stone floor in 1934, and breaking a hallway heater

in the bargain. "You can imagine the pandemonium that took
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place. But I did not get caught."40 Fifty-two years later, he mailed

a check for $1,000 toFr. Marion Bowman with the note: "Repairs

on one hall heater, St. Edwards Hall, St. Leo, Florida 1934. Ad-

justed for inflation. Mea culpa."" 41 One might imagine an old Saint

Leo boy tortured by guilt for a half century, anxious to ease his

conscience in his retirement. In reality, however, Fr. Marion had

invited a number of alumni prepsters to have dinner with him on
a visit to Orlando in 1986. They started reminiscing. Quinby told

the story of his 1934 escapade, and brought down the table.

Marion responded by needling him with mock astonishment:

"And you never even paid for it?"42 Quinby had the last word with

his own $1,000 rejoinder.

George McCall (Class of 1939) remembers an institution called

"The Jug," located in St. Edward Hall: a disciplinary study hall

for violators of the rules. "It was in the library, on the top floor.

You brought your books there, you studied, and you kept your

mouth shut, whatever you did." What might bring cause for time

in the Jug? "Wet toilet paper fights in the hall," he recalls. "You
might hit a prefect. I know I did one night. Or putting someone's

bed somewhere. We took a boy down, bed and all, and put him
in the cemetery. And another time, we put one in the alligator

pond. Boys' pranks, that's all. We'd get two or three days in the

Jug. But it was worth it."43

Under Headmaster Fr. Raphael Schooff (1943-1955), dis-

cipline became systematic. He developed a demerit procedure

based on the code at the U. S. Naval Academy at Annapolis.

Demerits were given out for such violations as failure to keep a

clean room and talking in the hallway. Each penalty point earned

a student 15 minutes in the required study hall. When he had ac-

cumulated 10 demerits, the offender had to serve his time in the

Jug, sentenced to such tasks as writing lines from Shakespeare

under the supervision of a student "Jugmaster." It was effective.

"Who wants to give up two and a half hours for ten demerits?"

said Fr. Raphael. But there were always a few continual repeaters.

The boys called them "Jughounds."44

Failure to apply oneself to the fullest— whatever one's poten-

tial — was the great academic sin of the prep school years, and
stood apart from the demerit system. The remedy was Head-
master Raphael's paddle, nicknamed "Oscar."

tc
I deserved it,"

recalls a paddled penitent of that era.45
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Raphael Schooff was the archetype of the Saint Leo head-

master. He was totally involved in the place; he knew each stu-

dent as an individual; he was compassionate and at the same time

judgmental; and when discipline was called for, he always took

the time to explain why it was necessary. He had an unforgettable

impact. "A good headmaster has to be a foster parent," Schoof
once said. "And if he's not a foster parent, he's not doing his

job."46 Fr. Raphael died at Saint Leo at the age of 75 on August

16, 1989.

Saint Leo as a Sports Power
A sense of discipline and a code of values were also endorsed

in "The Ten Commandments of Sport," which the Chronicle

published in 1933, as the standard of desired behavior:

1

.

Thou shalt not quit.

2. Thou shalt not alibi.

3. Thou shalt not gloat over winning.

4. Thou shalt not be a poor loser.

5. Thou shalt not take unfair advantages.

6. Thou shalt not ask odds thou art unwilling to give.

7. Thou shalt always be willing to give thy opponent the

shade.

8. Thou shalt not underestimate an opponent, nor over

estimate thyself.

9. Remember that the game is the thing, and he who
thinketh otherwise is a mucker and no true sportsman.

10. Honor the game thou playest, for he who playeth the

game straight and hard, wins even when he loses. 47

Sports of all kinds were high on the student agenda. In 1932,

Fr. Marion Bowman became athletic director and head coach.

But he was actually a chemistry and physics teacher who backed

into coaching by force of circumstance.

Saint Leo began to employ lay coaches in 1926, when Mr. Wil-

liam Stalnaker was brought in to succeed Fr. Bernard Weigh He
was succeeded in turn by Mr. L. E. "Pat" Murphy in 1929, Mr.

William Kelly in 1930, and Mr. Charles Vogler in 1931.« Coach
Vogler came with high expectations, for he had played varsity

football at Notre Dame under the celebrated Knute Rockne. But

he arrived at Saint Leo just as the Great Depression was reaching
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its 1931-1932 nadir. His

3-5-1 football record was

not a factor in the

decision to let him go.

The abbey was simply

forced to save the salary of

its only lay faculty mem-
ber. 49

"Who's going to be

coach this year?" said the

Chronicle on October 1,

1932, of the most press-

ing question on the lips of

the Saint Leo boys. When
they learned it was to be

Fr. Marion Bowman, said

the paper, "their faces lit

up with glee." 50 Although

he had not sought the

position, he served as

director of athletics and

coach of every varsity

sport for nearly a quarter

century, until he was
elected abbot in 1954. So
closely identified with

athletics at Saint Leo did he become that the 1970 Activities

Center was named in his honor, and beginning with the charter

bach-elor's degree commencement in 1967, the Abbot Marion
Bowman Activities Award has been conferred on "the member of

the graduating class whose participation and leadership in ex-

tracurricular activities have been of the highest order." 51

The four major sports at Saint Leo were football, basketball,

track, and baseball. Playing a schedule of Catholic high schools,

private academies, and club teams, Saint Leo was a statewide

sports power in those days.

Football: The 1930 Lions had the school's first undefeated

football season with a record of five wins and two ties. The 1934

team was 8-2-1 . The Saint Leo eleven won the Catholic state title

in 1937 with an 8-0 record, and again in 1938 7-1. Under coach

This October 1932 headline and photo in The

Chronicle announced the appointment of Fr.

Marion Bowman, who backed into coaching

because of the circumstances of the Great

Depression . Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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Pat Reen, the team won
the Catholic state title

again in 1946 and had an

undefeated-untied season

in 1949 8-0.

Basketball: The Saint

Leo quintet took the

Florida Catholic high
school title in 1938 with

a 28-4 record, and also

won the championship in

1939, 1942, 1944, and
1947.

Track: More state

championships were won
in this sport than in all

others put together. The
statewide Catholic high

school meet was an an-

nual event from 1928 to

1948 (except during the

war years). Saint Leo won
the title 15 times.

Baseball: The favorite

game at Saint Leo from
the days of the "College Stars" of the 1890s, the national pas-

time had become the fourth-ranking campus sport in student in-

terest by the 1930s. Most teams of that period had records that

hovered around .500, but the 1940 nine was 9-3 and won the

pseudo-championship of Pasco County by twice defeating Gulf

High. 52

Success brought problems. A 1938 feature in the Chronicle was

headlined: "Lionmen's Trophy Case Bulges With Awards; Too
Small."53 More than a decade later, the newspaper was still com-
plaining in 1949: "Ifwe get any more trophies, we'll have to hang
them from the ceiling. There are too many trophies in the trophy

room for the amount of space." 54

There was no doubt about the favorite sport of that era. "King

football is here again," said the Chronicle in 1937. 55 The first

inter-school contest had been played in 1923, and a full regular

schedule established in 1924, when the team went 5-3 under Fr.

Saint Leo won so many sports championships in

the 1930s and 1940s that the trophy case soon

had no room to hold all the awards.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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Edgar Lang. 56 There was some controversy, however. In a 1933
Chronicle article, Coach Bowman defended Saint Leo's dominant

game against "wise-acres" who "lift their cultured, conservative

voices" to criticize "the over emphasis of football:"

Why football? Here's why, because it's fun! Firm green sod

under foot— fast flying feet— the thrill ofrhythmic flow-

ing muscles — the shock of physical contact — the chal-

lenge of combat — of wit — of stamina.... Why football?

Because of youth— youth chock-ful of hot blood of rest-

less energy, eager for action. Football is fun, it is romance,

it is high adventure, action....

Football can become a racket if the win-at-any-price at-

titude prevails. . . . As long as football continues to be played

as a game, and for the game's sake, it will continue to be

a great game, and lots of fun. 57

After the undefeated 1930 season, which starred Francis "Red"
Barrett, the football Lions fell on hard times. Fr. Marion had a 2-

8-1 inaugural season in 1932, and the team went nearly two years

without a victory from November 15, 1935, to October 8, 1937
(including a record of 0-8-1 in 1936) before Felix "Phil" Norkus
and Wilbur North arrived. The Chronicle called them "the star

dust twins," as they led the Lions to their championship seasons

of 1937 and 1938. 58

In 1937, the champions of the purple and gold got new
gridiron uniforms. "The natty headpieces are of the latest design,

of solid purple trimmed with golden wings across the temples,"

wrote the student newspaper. "With these classy headgears, the

Lions should turn in an even more spectacular season than is ex-

pected." 59

Particularly noteworthy was an unbroken string of victories

from 1935 to 1950 against St. Petersburg's Florida Military

Academy, which the Chronicle referred to as the "Lion jinx." The
record evidently went into the books untarnished, when FMA fell

offthe Saint Leo schedule in 195 1. 60 In the 1950s, however, news
stories on the football team were too frequently headlined "Lions

Jabbed" and "Lions Scalped." The footballers were not "quit-

ters" or "pussycats," said the Chronicle defensively in 1959. 61 But
the glory days of the 1930s and 1940s had passed.

Basketball had an entirely different style from the modern
game. A half-century before the likes of Julius Erving and Magic

Johnson, Saint Leo's contests were played on an outdoor court
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Headlines in The St. Leo Chronicle in 1938 and 1939 trumpeted the

school's sports championships. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

with a washboard surface, and what seemed an unduly cautious

strategy. This is the Chronicle account of a 1932 game with

Wildwood High:

Saint Leo went to Wildwood to play their first game of the

season. The first quarter was hard fought with both teams

equal, there were no scores during the quarter though

both teams threatened.

In the second period, Wildwood scored three baskets while

the Lions only made two foul shots, this making the score

6-2 with Wildwood in the lead.
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During the rest of the game, Wildwood managed to raise

their score to 10 points while Barrett made 4 points for St.

Leo. This game was a hard fought game even though
Wildwood appeared to have the better team. The score at

the end was 16-6. 62

The first indoor gymnasium at Saint Leo was completed in

1937 with lumber from the abbey's own trees by outside car-

penters under the supervision of school director Fr. Ernest

Schultz. While it was being built, the Lions played their home
games on Holy Name Academy's outdoor court. 63 It was a far cry

from the so-called "gymnasium" which Bro. Anthony Poiger had

erected in 1896, actually an exercise shed attached to the "hand
ball alley." The Abbot's Senior Council had authorized the

project in 1935, but the Depression-era budget was bare bones.

The approval stipulated that the cost was "not to exceed one

thousand dollars" and "the money spent when the Abbot gets the

necessary funds together." 64 The students, however, raised con-

siderably more through card parties, candy-store sales, and alum-

ni appeals. 65 The 60 by 80-foot wooden frame building was

dedicated on January 29, 1937, with a four-school tournament,

appropriately won by the Lions. 66 Located near the present site

of the college theatre, the gym burned down eight years later, on
January 6, 1945, a few days before the students returned from
Christmas vacation. (Three months later, St. Mary's Science Hall

also went up in flames.) "The burning of the gym was one of the

main reasons that the basketball team was not as victorious as in

years past," lamented the Chronicle. 67 In the brief lifetime of that

first gymnasium, Fr. Marion told the student newspaper, Saint

Leo teams had played 196 basketball games and won 148 ofthem
(a .755 record), taking the Florida Catholic high school title four

times. 68

In the summer of 1945, a replacement facility was begun.

Within six months, the building formally opened on December
13, 1945. The Holy Name Bluebirds lost the inaugural contest

30-10 to the girls of Tampa's Our Lady of Perpetual Help, but

the Saint Leo Lions took a 35-29 victory over the OLPH boys. 69

Erected by the Templin Construction Company with 60,000

concrete blocks, the building had a seating capacity of 800-900.

It was 1 32 feet long and 88 feet wide, with an 80 by 36-foot wing.

The cost was $51,000. 7() Initially called the "new gymnasium,"
the once grand structure, superseded by the Marion Bowman Ac-
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Saint Leo's sports teams traveled in style in this

1938 bus. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

tivities Center in 1970, is

now known as the "old

gym." It houses the col-

lege theater and is com-
monly regarded as the

most sorrowful building

on the Saint Leo campus.

Saint Leo created the

annual statewide track

and field tournament
among Florida's Catholic

high schools in May of

1928, when Coach William Stalnaker and Fr. Patrick Meehan
proposed and hosted the first meet. 71 The Lions dominated the

competition throughout its two-decade lifetime. At the fifth

statewide tournament in Jacksonville in 1932, on the heels offour

consecutive Saint Leo victories, the Florida Times-Union wrote:

"It seems as if nothing short of an injunction can prevent St. Leo
college from winning." 72 The paper was right. Said the Chronicle

of the 1936 tournament, conducted on the newly refurbished

Lang Field (named in honor of Saint Leo's enthusiastic coach of

1924), where the Lions captured all three age-group titles in a

field of 150 contestants from nine schools: "The Lions, flashing

unforeseen form and power, towered above all opposition and
swept forward to an outstanding victory." 73

In those days, the Saint Leo teams motored to their contests

in style. On February 21, 1938, the Abbey Senior Council ap-

proved the purchase of a $2,200 thirty seat bus with "a Diamond
T Chassis," the money borrowed from an unspecified friend of

the monastery at 2.5 percent interest. 74 Profits from the Pink

Elephant canteen also contributed to the project. 75 The hand-

some vehicle was manufactured by the Superior Body Works of

Lima, Ohio. Fr. Ernest Schultz picked it up in August of 1938
and drove it back to Saint Leo, collecting on the way Fr. Marion
Bowman, who had been visiting relatives in Kentucky. "It sure

looked great," recalls Fr. Marion, "and it was a far cry from

Brother Willie's old Chevrolet farm truck that we used to travel

around in."76

The structure of Saint Leo's athletic competition was reor-

ganized in 1949 and 1950, with the abandonment of the all-

Catholic tournaments in football, track, and basketball. Times
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Francis "Red" Barrett (1932) was

the outstanding all-around athlete

of his day. He was the first Saint

Leo boy to go on to a professional

career in major league baseball.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

were changing. In 1950, Saint Leo
broadened its posture by joining

the Class A level of the Florida

public high school athletic system. 77

Saint Leo would never again — at

least over the subsequent half cen-

tury — be as comprehensively
dominant in interscholastic sports

competition as it was in the 1930s

and 1940s.
u
In former years St. Leo

was practically unknown to out-

siders," said the Chronicle in the

midst of the 1937-1938 seasons,

when the Lions won virtually every

statewide Catholic title in sight.

Through its success in sports, wrote

the paper, "St. Leo has been 'put on
the map.'" 78

In its century of existence, Saint

Leo has produced many fine ath-

letes. But two from that era distinguished themselves as the most
outstanding all-around sportsmen in college and prep school his-

tory, not only in athletic ability but also in character: Francis

"Red" Barrett and Felix "Phil" Norkus.

Red Barrett came to Saint Leo from Fort Lauderdale in 1928
and graduated in 1932. The Chronicle remembered him as

u
St.

Leo's best all-
cround athlete" in a 1936 feature, four years after

his departure. 79 He was a standout in each of the school's four

major sports. Barrett led the footballers to their first undefeated

season in 1930. A quarter-century later, alumnus George Mar-

tineau recalled his 1931 performance in a game against St.

Petersburg. The contest was a scoreless tie with 35 seconds left.

Saint Leo had the ball on the St. Petersburg 30-yard line. "Bar-

rett, captain and quarterback, calls time out. Then he takes off his

left shoe and stocking.
cHey, what's going on,' the gang yelled.

'Going to kick a field goal,' Barrett called out." In those years, it

was done in drop-kick stvle. "Sure enough, it split the bars. St.

Leo 3, St. Pete 0." 80

The popular president of the senior class, he also played center

for the basketball squad. In a 5-7 season, he drew continually

favorable notices. 81 In track and field, Captain Barrett was "the
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individual star of the day" at the 1932 tournament in Jackson-

ville, taking firsts in the high hurdles, the javelin throw, and the

running broad jump. 82 In baseball — his future career — he

pitched his very first game for the Lions on April 25, 1930, against

New Port Richey, but as the Chronicle noted, "he was relieved in

the sixth inning by Jack Greifafter allowing six runs to come in."83

But he struck out 17 of the 21 batters he faced in an 11-0, six-

inning victory against the same team in 1932. Pitching for the St.

Leo club team in 1934, he threw two no-hitters. That same year,

he became a professional baseball player, pitching for teams in

Georgia and Alabama. "We of St. Leo stand behind our Red Bar-

rett to further his climb to the Mecca of baseball ability The Big

League," said a 1937 Chronicle feature.84

The student newspaper followed his activities closely over the

years. He was the first Saint Leo boy to have a sustained career in

professional sports and the first to play in the major leagues. After

rising through the minors, he played for the St. Louis Cardinals,

the Boston Red Sox and Braves, and the Pittsburgh Pirates. 8S He
pitched in a total of 104 major league games between 1939 and

1950, with a 15-17 overall record. 86

A frequent visitor to his alma mater, he came back to manage
a Major League Old-Timers game at the age of 75 in 1988. Of
the impact Saint Leo had on him he says: "This place is home to

me."87

Felix "Phil" Norkus of New Haven, Connecticut, was Saint

Leo's outstanding all-around athlete of the late 1930s, and an

academic honor student as well. He starred at quarterback in the

undefeated football season of 1937-1938, and captained the bas-

ketball team at guard to a 24-8 record in 1937, 28-4 in 1938,

and 21-7 in 1939, along with two Catholic state titles. 88 As pitcher

for the Lions' nine, he struck out 17 batters in a nine-inning 5-

3 victory against Brandon in 1938, and that same year won "a

gold miniature track shoe" as the high-point man in the annual

Catholic state track meet in Jacksonville. 89 He bettered his per-

formance the following year; he entered six events, won them all,

and set three state records in the process. 90

Phil Norkus earned the nickname "Clipper" when he won the

1937-1938 Yankee Clipper Award as "the best sportsman of St.

Leo." The trophy — a 10-inch figure of victory on a yellow

marble base — was established in 1936 by the Yankee Clipper
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Club ofNew Haven, Saint Leo's most aetive alumni organization

of that day.91

In Norkus' senior year, the Chronicle wrote a summary tribute

to him: "This is 'ClipperY last year with the Golden Nubians,

and his graduation will be mourned by many not connected with

us at all. Numbers from all cities around have flocked to see him

excel on gridiron and hardwood, many coming c

just to see

Norkus.'"92 He helped spread the name of Saint Leo throughout

Florida in that era, for the first time gaining widespread recogni-

tion for the school. "He was the best I ever handled," says Fr.

Marion. 93

Notable Students

Saint Leo College Preparatory School enjoyed a high academic

reputation throughout its lifetime. "You had some of the finest

teachers in the country here," remembers George McCall of the

Class of 1939. "If you graduated from Saint Leo in those days,

you could enter any college across the country without entrance

exams."94

Many Saint Leo boys from that era went on to noteworthy, and

even notorious, careers. Of them all, by far the most well known
was Lee Marvin.

The 1965 Oscar-winner for his performance in Cat Ballon did

not graduate from Saint Leo, but he attended the prep school for

nearly three years, from the spring of 1940 to Christmas of

1942. 95 He is remembered as a roughneck whose principal image

in his later films was precisely how he was in life.

Lee Marvin may have gotten the first acting experience of his

life at Saint Leo. He was a featured scene-stealer in two produc-

tions of the St. Lawrence Dramatic Guild. The Chronicle noted

on September 26, 1941, that "Lee Marvin, newcomer to the

stage" would be appearing in the upcoming play Breezy Money,

under the direction ofVraterAndrew Dean.96 The paper added the

following month that the production "promised a laugh a

minute" and that the 17-year-old Marvin would appear "as

Hoedown, the world's laziest Negro hell-lion."97 A review of

what was doubtless a stereotype-laden performance has not sur-

vived. In the spring of 1942, the Saint Leo players put on Brother

Orchid, a gangster comedy set in a monastery. Saint Leo's future

Academy Award winner portrayed another ethnic caricature.

"'Brother Orchid's
1 Monks and Gangsters Wow Local
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Audience," the student reviewer noted of the March 20 perfor-

mance: "'Solomon,' just one of the boys, slow thinking, and will-

ing to take a drink at the other man's expense, was a riot of

comedy as played by Lee Marvin."98

Of Marvin's irreverent rough-and-tumble thespian displays,

Father Marion Bowman says: "He was never an actor here. He
was just playing himself."99 The same judgment is confirmed by

monks who remember him from those days: Fr. Benedict

Weigand, Fr. James Hoge, and Fr. Raphael Schooff. 100

Born in New York City in 1924, Marvin came to Saint Leo
from Lakeland, where his parents were living in the Lakeland Ter-

race Hotel. He entered Saint Leo College Preparatory School

from St. Petersburg's Admiral Farragut Military Academy at mid-

term on March 4, 1940. 1()1 Fr. Marion, who coached him in ath-

letics, recalls him as "a lonely kid," an only child, who used to do
wild and clownish things "to be the center of attention." 102

Quickly known as a high-profile "character" at Saint Leo, he was

frequently mentioned in the columns of the Chronicle, usually

saying something sarcastic. Asked about prospects for the com-
ing school year, he told the paper's "Inquiring Reporter" on Sep-

tember 27, 1940: "Same
as usual." On the out-

come of the 1940
presidential race, he

remarked: "The biggest

bait hooks the most suck-

ers." To the question

"What puzzles you the

most about girls" in a

1941 "Student Forum"
feature, he said: "How
they look without the

paint and whitewash." 103

Fr. James Hoge
remembers him as an in-

different student who was

"constantly on the car-

pet" with the headmaster

for disciplinary viola-

Future Oscar-winner Lee Marvin starred in track tions. 1 he Chronicle

while at Saint Leo from 1940 through 1942. noted On December 19,
Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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1941, that he had created such recurring problems in one class

that the faculty member had granted him amnesty out of frustra-

tion. "Father Marion has finally decided to give Dogface Marvin

a season's excuse for getting back into English class with. He's

given up the one-at-a-time idea," said the paper's gossip column
"Nibblings by the Rat." 105 Father Benedict Weigand taught him
in religion class. "Well, I bopped him one time for doing some-

thing or other, and I rather surprised myself," recalls the monk
who is renowned for his mild manner and gentle disposition. 106

Lee Marvin's academic record was uneven, but he failed no sub-

jects and in fact excelled in German with a 91.7 average in 1940-

1941, earning a mark of 92 in history for the November 1940
period, as well. 107

Beyond his acting activity, Marvin distinguished himself as an

athlete. He once threatened to become a baseball player, as the

Rat's column noted in 1942: "'Dogface' Marvin wants to pitch

for Fr. Ed's baseball team, and he sez! Tf Fr. Ed lets me pitch for

his team I'll guarantee that we will take at least second place in

every game that I pitch." 108 There is no record of Lee Marvin as

a baseball player. Track was his sport. For two years in succession,

he was high point man in the annual inter-class tournament, and

he took three firsts in the 1942 statewide meet in Jacksonville, as

Saint Leo again took the all-Catholic title.
109 His specialties were

the high and low hurdles, and the javelin. Fr. Marion remembers
him hunting for wild pigs in the heavy underbrush on the lake

shore across from the college, with a knife strapped to a bamboo
pole, just like a Greek javelin-user of old. 110 His fellow student

Peter Sweisgood, who graduated in 1944 and eventually joined

the monastery as Father Peter, had a vivid memory of Saint Leo's

most memorable student of that period: "We called him
'Dogface' because of his hang-dog puss. He looked like one of

Disney's pooches when you looked at him head on." Added
Sweisgood: "He came back a number of times, and because I was

close to his time, we used to go down and tickle the alligators

together." (Fr. Peter used to keep two alligators as campus pets.)

"He was a nice guy. I liked him." 111

Lee Marvin did not graduate from Saint Leo. Nor was he ex-

pelled. The common lore around Saint Leo holds that he was dis-

missed for throwing a student out a window or down a flight of

stairs. That is not precisely true. In 1942, as a "joke," he did throw
from a second-story window of St. Edward Hall a younger boy,
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who was caught by his fel-

low tormentors below.

But Marvin was not ex-

pelled for the act, though
he should have been, and
in fact had been dismissed

for doing the same thing

at another school.

Around Christmas of
1942, however, he

dropped out of Saint Leo
on his own accord. The
following summer of

1943, he was sent a letter
u disinviting" him to

return, just on the chance

that he might be planning

to do so. By then he had

joined the Marines.

In 1987, the New York

Times took note of his

checkered educational

career: "He was sent to a

succession of exclusive

Eastern boarding
schools, and was expelled

from many of them for such infractions as throwing a roommate
from a second-floor window and smoking cigarettes. In 1942,

with permission from his father, who was an advertising execu-

tive, Mr. Marvin dropped out of a prep school in Florida to join

the Marines. 'After a sheltered life I went the other way,' Mr. Mar-
vin said. T wanted to prove how tough I was.'" 112 Saint Leo was

the unspecified "prep school in Florida."

Saint Leo's student newspapers tracked his career over the

years, as he went on to star in the television detective series M
Squad (1957-1960) and make 56 Hollywood films. 113 Fr. James

Hoge remembers showing one of his early films (probably The

Glory Brigade in 1953) to the student body in the gymnasium.

When the credits flashed the name "Lee Marvin" on the screen

— more than a decade after his departure from Saint Leo — "a

spontaneous cheer went up from the audience." 114

Lee Marvin returned for a visit to his alma mater

in 1958. "He had not yet been corrupted by

Hollywood," remembered Abbot Marion
Bowman . Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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Fr. Marion recalls a visit Marvin and his family made to his alma

mater in 1958. "He was happier than he was at any time when I

knew him," notes the then abbot. "He looked good. He had not

yet been corrupted by Hollywood." 115 "I like everything about

Saint Leo," the 34-year-old former prepster told the abbey's

News Report, "but what I like most is that it does not try to set a

boy into a mould. It helps him to develop his own personality." 116

At the April 1969 commencement, Lee Marvin was given an

honorary Doctor of Fine Arts at the dedication of a new men's

dormitory, which was named in his honor. In his introductory

remarks, Fr. James Hoge, his old mathematics teacher, said: "Lee

Marvin was not the best student Saint Leo ever had, nor was he

the worst. But he was the damndest." 117

Ultimately, however, Lee Marvin's name was removed from the

building on two grounds. College halls are customarily named
for benefactors, but in Marvin's case the cart came before the

horse, and in subsequent years he made no financial contribution

to the college. 118 Moreover, he fell into scandal through a sensa-

tional "palimony" suit in 1979. The dormitory was renamed
"Henderson Hall" on February 15, 1980, after 1974 Saint Leo
graduate Charles F. Henderson III, who had died of cancer in

1975 at the age of 24. 119

Lee Marvin is something ofan embarrassment to Saint Leo. He
was an appealing and colorful rogue, who was by far the most
famous student ever to depart from these halls. But he had a

defiant streak and a sense ofinsecurity cloaked by a mask ofbrash-

ness. Yet he had an affection for the school illustrated by his return

visits. What impact did this place have on him, one wonders? Saint

Leo's most controversial "old boy" died of a heart attack in Tuc-

son, Arizona, at 63 on August 29, 1987. 120 His old headmaster

Fr. Raphael Schooff said a prayer for him when he learned of his

death. 121

Another Hollywood personality associated with Saint Leo was
Desi Arnaz, later bandleader, costar with Lucille Ball in / Love

Luey, and chief of Desilu Productions. In 1934, he attended

Camp St. Leo, the summer boys' camp the monks had established

two years earlier. Arnaz had just emigrated from Cuba to Miami
after his father, a member of the Cuban Congress, was ousted

from power in the overthrowal of President Gerardo Machado.
His full name was Desiderio Alberto Arnaz y de Acha. He was

17 and came to Saint Leo primarily to improve his English. He
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The Somoza brothers — Anastasio (first standing row, third from right) and Luis

(fourth from the left at rear) — attended Saint Leo in 1936-1937. Both later became

presidents of Nicaragua . Saint Leo Abbey Archives

wasn't very fluent, as he explained in his autobiography: ".
. . I

pretended I understood and just said, 'Yeah, yeah, okay.'" But his

experience was positive. "I had a great time at St. Leo's that sum-

mer," he noted. 122

The prep school had two other students ofinternational repute

in that era: Luis and Anastasio Somoza, both ofwhom later be-

came presidents of Nicaragua. The brothers attended Saint Leo
for the 1936-1937 academic year, having previously studied at

Holy Name Priory's St. Benedict's Preparatory School ofSan An-
tonio. Luis was 14, Anastasio 12, and they enrolled in the eighth

and seventh grades respectively. 123

Father Benedict Weigand remembers Luis getting into a scrap

and breaking schoolmate Paul DeGuenther's nose, and he has a

vivid memory of Anastasio as "a cute little kid" with an angelic

demeanor. Fr. Benedict once told him: "Anastasio, I'm never

going to let you be out in the congregation when we have a

solemn Mass. You make me smile, and I can't smile when I'm

Master of Ceremonies." Adds Weigand of Somoza's later dic-

tatorial regime: "He turned out to be such a monster." 124

Both Somozas left Saint Leo after a single year because their

family wanted to enroll them in a military school — La Salle
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Military Academy on Long Island— and Saint Leo Prep had gone

beyond its military roots. 125 In 1956, their father, General Anas-

tasio Somoza Sr., who had come to power in Nicaragua in a 1935
military coup, was killed by an assassin's bullets. 126 His 34-year-

old son Luis succeeded him as president until 1963, when he left

office and died ofa heart attack four years later. 127 The third mem-
ber of the dynasty, Anastasio Somoza, had graduated from the

U. S. Military Academy in 1946 and, as the New Torker quipped,

was "the only cadet at West Point, it has been remarked, who
received an army as a graduation present." 128 A five-star general,

he came to power in 1967 as President of Nicaragua and ruled

until his dictatorship was overthrown in 1979. He was assas-

sinated while living in exile in Paraguay in 1980. 129

Many other Saint Leo boys of those years went on to notable

and distinguished careers, among them:

George McCall of Savannah was a 1939 graduate who earned

the nickname "Foots" for his long gridiron runs, including an 80-

yard school record in 1938, and was a featured dramatist as well.

After his wartime service, he earned a doctorate in psychology

from the University ofAlabama. Following a long teaching career

there and at the University of Florida, he served as school

psychologist for the Duval County system in Jacksonville until his

retirement. 130

Robert Smalley attended the prep school from 1933 to 1940,

and among his other accomplishments drew praise in the

Chronicle for his 1937 performance in the George M. Cohan
Broadway hit Seven Keys to Baldpate. He played the part of a

woman reporter, following the Saint Leo custom of the day

wherein the boys took all the female roles themselves. "Young
Bob Smalley, fourteen-year-old sophomore from Miami, stole the

show with superb acting," said the paper. 131 He went on to be-

come president of the Hertz rental-car corporation. A half cen-

tury after he left Saint Leo, Forbes magazine named him one of

America's "200 best small company chief executives" for

American Land Cruisers, the recreational vehicle rental company
he had founded. 132

Raleigh Greene, who graduated in 1945, was the outstanding

Saint Leo student of his era. He participated in everything and

excelled at everything he touched. The Chronicle praised his

"splendid performance in the leading role" in Charley's Aunt in

1944.133 He won the academic prize for the highest class average
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his freshman year in 1942, and took the top award in a speech

contest against Jesuit High in 1943. 134 The St. Petersburg stu-

dent contended in baseball, tennis, and football; ran for the track

team that consistently won the Catholic state championship; and
was called a "tournament standout" as Saint Leo won the 1944
statewide basketball title. 135

The student newspaper called Greene "the most popular boy
in the school" in 1943. 136 In 1944, he won the John T. Allen

Trophy— a silver cup donated annually since 1936 by the 1928
alumnus whose name the trophy bore — for the highest average

in the "upper school." 137 Thereafter, he studied for a year at Saint

Bernard's College in Alabama with the intention of joining the

Benedictines, went on to law school at the University of Florida,

and eventually took over the reins of Florida Federal Savings and

Loan, the company his father had founded. 138 He became a mem-
ber of the Florida Board of Regents for the state university sys-

tem, a major figure in the Florida Democratic Party, and a

benefactor and long-time board member of Saint Leo College.

John J. Collins graduated from Saint Leo Prep in 1950. His

yearbook entry said: "In a few years it will be Dr. Collins, and

he'll be rated second to none." 139 The Thomasville, Georgia, na-

tive went on to accomplish just that. He got a medical doctorate

from St. Louis University in 1957 and joined the faculty of Har-

vard University Medical School in 1968, where he is now Profes-

sor of Surgery, vice chairman of the Department of Surgery, and

director of the subdepartment of Thoracic and Cardiac Surgery.

He has published more than 200 academic papers in the most
prestigious journals in his field, like the Annals ofSurgery and the

New England Journal of Medicine; lectured around the world

from Rome to Auckland to Beirut; and among his many prizes,

won the Susan B. Cummings Humanitarian Award of the

American College of Cardiology (twice) and was named an

Honorary Professor of the PLA Military Hospital of Beijing,

China. 140

"Saint Leo had an enormous impact on me," Dr. Collins

recalls. "I thoroughly enjoyed and appreciated the time I had

there." 141 He describes Saint Leo as "the personification ofwhat

could have made a movie of ideal prep school life." Forty years

later, he is still struck by the sense of rapport within the student

body. "It was a curious kinship that existed between among the

kids that is not often duplicated." Known for its high academic
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standards, Saint Leo nonetheless welcomed students from a

diverse range of abilities. "In every class, we had students who
could have been at Exeter, and a middle group of average ones,

and always a few at the lowest end.'
1

Yet the faculty tried to bring

out the best in each one, recalls Dr. Collins, to give them a chal-

lenge at whatever level they found them.

In Collins' case, the most memorable opportunity came with

physics teacher Fr. Stephen Herrmann's electronics laboratory in

a small corner of St. Edward Hall. "We built a Tesla coil and a

Van de Graaffgenerator in 1949— that was very unusual for high

school students." Fr. Stephen's science club also constructed what
the Chronicle called "the first miniature 'atom smasher' to be built

in the state of Florida," and regularly wowed the visitors to the

annual Pasco County Fair in those years, with Jack Collins nar-

rating the Saint Leo show. 142

A decade ago, Fr. Damian DuQuesnay, who taught him in the

1940s, visited his former student in Boston. Dr. Collins, who
pioneered in heart bypass surgery, invited his biology teacher to

witness an open-heart operation. In the course of the procedure,

there was a power failure and the heart-lung machine went off.

The surgical team was alarmed. "But Jack Collins was cool as a

cucumber," remembers Fr. Damian. "He just told them to start

turning the pump by hand, and they finished the operation

without a hitch." 143

A trophy-winning baseball catcher and varsity athlete, Collins

remembers the many Saint Leo sports championships in those

years, and the sense of perspective and what he calls "institution-

al humility" in which the students were trained to accept victory.

"We always tried to do the best we could at everything," he says.

"We liked to win — but without taking pride in it." The Harvard

surgeon finds that what he got from Saint Leo has stayed with

him. "Those years really shaped me." 144

A statement in the 1948-1949 Saint Leo College Preparatory

School catalogue captured the essence of the central values of the

institution, and the sentiments of so many alumni, then and now:
"Saint Leo is not merely a school. It is a way of life." 145

Saint Leo in World War II

America was plunged into the Second World War by the

Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941. In-

credible as it may seem, two Saint Leo "old boys" and one future
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Saint Leo monk were at the scene on that fateful day: 1939
graduate George McCall, Lee Vernon of the Class of 1934, and
Clarence Richard, who would join the Saint Leo monastic com-
munity in 1962. 146 "Former St. Leo Boys Suffer Bombardment
at Honolulu Attack," read the St. Leo Chronicle headline on
December 19, 1941. 147

The future Brother Clarence Richard, O.S.B. was then Cor-

poral Richard and had joined the Army in 1940 in his native

Louisiana. On December 7, 1941, he was stationed in Honolulu
in an antiaircraft battery with .50-caliber machine guns at Fort

Weaver at the mouth of Pearl Harbor, some seven miles away
from the anchorage ofthe American battleship fleet. His 24-man,
four-gun detachment slept in tents on the beach. He describes in

graphic detail his awakening at the start of the attack:

December 6th we had an alert in the morning, and they

told us we could go back to normal military life, normal

duties, because everything was settled in Washington.

There wasn't going to be any war. The Japanese and the

Americans had come to an agreement where there

wouldn't be any conflict.

So December 7th, the following morning, we woke up
about seven o'clock in the morning and there was so much
noise that I leaned out ofmy tent and I could look out and

I see Japanese dive-bombers going by and then a fleet of

torpedo bombers were right by about sixty feet over my
head, going into the harbor. And it wasn't but a few

minutes later that you could hear the bombs falling, and

the torpedoes going off, and all the explosions and fire. So
we hastened to the equipment shed where we had our guns

stored and ammunition. And we hurried to the beach so

we could get our guns in working position. We carried

everything out on the beach. And while we were carrying

all that equipment out there, the bullets were coming from

Pearl Harbor — .30 caliber, .50 caliber — and were fall-

ing in the sand all around us. And when they hit the sand,

they were burning. They were sizzling like you were frying

eggs. All around us. It's a wonder we didn't get hit by a

bullet.

Cpl. Richard survived the bombing and strafing unscathed, but

one man from his unit was killed and seven were wounded. "Our
outfit was the first to shoot at the Japanese when they got to Pearl

Harbor," he recalls. But he thought it was the end for him. "I
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George "Foots" McCall (1939)

was a star athlete and was serving

in the Army at Pearl Harbor when
it was bombed on December 7,

1941. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

JtifMm had resigned myself that this was

the last day I was going to live," he

says. "I had resolved and made up
my mind and made my peace with

God that this was the final day for

me." He could see the smoke pour-

ing up from the anchorage in the

•
inner harbor. uWe knew the

?jL destruction was terrible." A half

century later, his memory is still

vivid: "It was a terrible, terrible, ter-

rible day." 148

George McCall was stationed at

Hickam Field overlooking Pearl

Harbor. An alumni update in a

1940 Chronicle had noted that

"Foots" McCall was "now in the

Hawaiian Islands machine-gunning

for the Army Air Corps 54th bomb-
ing squadron." 149 He had just

returned from breakfast on the

morning ofDecember 7, 1941, and

was on the third floor ofthe barracks, when his attention was sud-

denly drawn to the harbor itself:

I heard a loud boom and saw smoke. It turned out to be

the Arizona. I remember saying to the other sergeant: "Oh
boy, something's really happened over there. The Navy
must really be putting on some kind of authentic

maneuvers." Then we saw some planes coming in over the

pass. The sky was just black with them.... We grabbed

machine guns and shot down four or five Japanese planes.

About that time my friend George Bolan was wounded—
I saw him fall. He had been shot in the strafing. I ran to

him and picked him up to take him to a safer place, but he

died in my arms. We laid him on one of the beds. They
were strafing and several bombs went off. I know how a

basketball feels when it gets bounced around in a game.

That's what happened to us. They were really pasting us.

In the lull after the first attack, McCall was helping move the

wounded when the second wave came in. "I can remember that

I was carrying one man on my shoulders, and suddenly I looked

up and saw this Japanese plane coming down between hangars.
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THE AXIS
;VEST 107* OF YOUR INCOME

IN WAR BONDS

STRIKE OUT THE AXIS!
INVEST 107o OF YOUR INCOME

IN WAR BONDS

The Chronicle ran these "stars in Service" cartoons of Joe Louis and Bob Feller to

promote patriotic consciousness during World War II. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

The plane was thirty or forty feet away from me, shooting at

another group of men. I could look up and see right into the Jap

pilot's face. You don't shoot planes with a .45 pistol, and that's

all I had. Corporal Denison was shooting overhead with a .306

Springfield rifle. He got the plane, but the plane got him." Adds
McCall of the intensity of the experience: "War is a very intimate

thing. You don't see it as a whole, only the twenty or thirty yards

around you. You don't think. You just go ahead and carry out

your orders as you had been trained to do."

George McCall also participated in the Battle of Midway in

1942, the turning point of the Pacific War, as a B- 17 bombardier,

targeting the Japanese fleet. And in a particularly unusual

development after he had gone to Officer Candidate School, Cap-

tain McCall jumped into France with the paratroopers of the

82nd Airborne Division on June 5, 1944, the eve of the D-Day
invasion of Europe. 150 He is surely one of the few American sol-

diers to participate in three of the central battles of the entire

global conflict.

Touched by the war from the very moment ofAmerican invol-

vement, Saint Leo was soon absorbed in the national effort.

"We are at War — there is no escaping that horrible fact,"

editorialized the Chronicle on December 19, 1941. "Nor do we,

does any real American, wish to escape it. We shall see it through,
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shall make all the saerifiees neeessary to win that war and see that

a just peaee is established." 151

The pages of the Chronicle from 1941 to 1945 are filled with

continual references to wartime consciousness and response to

national mobilization. Saint Leo boys stockpiled paper, collected

scrap metal, and organized clothing drives for shipwrecked

seamen. 152 The Holy Name girls folded bandages for the Red
Cross and plunged into the nationwide recycling effort:

"Everybody is talking scrap, thinking scrap, hunting scrap, and

HNA will not be outdone," said the
u
Hilltopics from Holy Name

Academy" column on October 30, 1942. 153 Movie entertainment

at Saint Leo in those years was dominated by films like Remem-
ber Pearl Harbor and Parachute Battalion, and among the favorite

campus tunes of the day was Rosie, the Riveter. 154

The Saint Leo newspaper ran syndicated war-conscious car-

toons in a series called "Stars in Service," featuring sports heroes

like Joe Louis, Ted Williams, and Bob Feller, all then serving in

the armed forces. 155 It published chronologies of the progress of

the military campaigns. And it promoted sales of war stamps and

savings bonds. "Six 25 C Stamps will pay for one HAND-GRENADE....

Sixteen $18.75 Bonds will pay for one PARACHUTE," said the

Chronicle in I942. 156 "Every dollar lent makes another dent— in

the Axis," read a filler note in 1943. 157

Wartime enrollment boomed. St. Edward Hall was filled to

capacity for the first time when 137 boarders and 16 day students

entered Saint Leo in the fall of 1944. A dozen Carmelite nuns,

who had taken over kitchen duties for the abbey and prep school

in 1941, were coping with the constraints ofscarcity. "Marvelous-

ly, the Sisters manage to feed them all — and well — despite

rationing and the difficulties of war-time marketing," said the

paper. 158 The students felt the pinch of rationing at their candy

store, as well. "We walk into the Pink Elephant nowadays, and
are offered only peanuts, and more peanuts. Once in a blue moon
a few bottles ofpop find their way into the cold box, and ifvoir re

strong enough, last enough, and have a long arm you might get

one." 159

Student humor even took on a wartime flavor, as a Chronicle

column noted in 1943:

A lonely American in an English restaurant once asked the

waitress for an order of two eggs and a kind word. She

brought the eggs. When requested again for the kind
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word, she bent down and whispered, "Don't eat the

eggs." 160

One of the consequences of wartime consciousness was the

reintroduction of daily drilling. "Army Discipline Comes To St.

Leo; Boys Like Drill," headlined the Chronicle on September 25,

1942. 161 Saint Leo had a recurring tradition of military life, but

this fourth phase was unlike the earlier periods of 1890-1903,
1908-1909, and 1918-1920, each of which was intended as an

effort to change the character of the institution. 162 The 1942-

1943 phenomenon was only a reflection ofwartime preparedness.

Fr. Edward Martineau organized the students into two companies
— the upper school and the lower school — and drilled them
daily. Uniforms were anticipated, but evidently were never ob-

tained. 163 "I remember after supper we'd go out there and
everybody would laugh and cut up," recalled Fr. Peter Sweisgood
of his student drilling days. "But it just didn't last. It was some-
thing they played at more than anything." 164 After a year, the

project was abandoned. The Chronicle shouted in relief: "Student

'Soles' Are Saved; No Drill!" 165

Yet there was no question that virtually every student would
join the service as soon as he came of age. "We all had stars and

stripes in our eyes," said Sweisgood, who graduated in 1944 and
immediately enlisted. 166 In the First World War, the names of 84
individual Saint Leo boys were listed in the college annals as en-

rolled in the armed forces. 167 But no such roster exists for World
War II, since literally hundreds of "old boys" from the 1920s and

1930s, as well as recruits from the 1940s, answered the call to na-

tional service. Furthermore, three Saint Leo monks joined the

chaplain corps: Fr. Ignatius McCarty in the Army, Fr. Maurus
Cook the Navy, and Fr. Edward Martineau the Marines, the last

two of whom made lifetime careers in the service. 168 Chronicle

editor Ernest LeBlanc issued a testament in the paper in the spring

of 1942: "The seniors, class of c

42, are going into the world, in

what may be termed the darkest days of human civilization. . . .

We are going into the world to meet the horrors of war, perhaps

death. And yet the majority ofus would prefer to have a war every

generation and WIN, rather than to be treated like dogs at the end

of a whip in the hands of the conquerors, to be slaves to satisfy

their lust and greed." 169

The Chronicle regularly featured news of the Saint Leo boys in

service. One of the most distinctive sources was a column called
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Merchant seaman Warren Scheich

(1938) was the first of fourteen

Saint Leo boys killed in World War
1 1 . Saint Leo Abbey Archives

"With the Fighting Lions," which

Fr. Benedict Weigand compiled

each month from his post at the

abbey's parish at St. Kilian's in Far-

mingdale, New York, as scores of

"old boys" and their relatives sent

him news of their activities. "We
hear that Toots' McCall, c

39, the

boy cited for valor in the Midway
battle, is at Officer Training in

Georgia," ran a typical 1942
item. 170 Eddie Ryan, creator of

"Nibblings by the Rat," reported to

fellow columnist Fr. Benedict his

impressions of wartime England:

"The people are quite friendly and

are glad to help a Yank along." 171 In

the course of service shiftings, Saint

Leo students even bumped into one
another with some frequency, as

Robert Kelly told Weigand in 1944: "Last night you could have

knocked me over with a feather. Well, I was in the
c

slop shoot' —
that's the Marine name for the base beer garden— in walked Lee

Marvin c

42. Well, we sat and 'shot the breeze' (Marine for bull

session) recalling the ole days there at St. Leo." 172

Saint Leo's students distinguished themselves in every theater

of the conflict. Leo DeRosier (1933) joined the Royal Canadian

Air Force a year before Pearl Harbor and flew more than 50 mis-

sions from England in a Mosquito fighter-bomber, at one point

shooting down a V-l "buzz bomb:" "Returning over the North
Sea from a night strafing attack on Germany, I saw what I thought
was an enemy aircraft speeding toward England. I bored in, and

caught in just as it changed course to the south. I recognized it

as a rocket bomb and gave it a short burst from close in. It blew

up not a hundred feet ahead of me, and my plane rode right into

the blast." 17*

Sgt. Mike Murphy (1936) parachuted into Italy during the

Sicilian campaign and was decorated for heroism. 174 Edward
Houstoun (1942), one of four brothers who had attended Saint

Leo, was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross and the Navy
Cross in action in the Pacific. 175 Leo "Pat" Williamson (1939)
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rose from buck private to major and battalion commander, and
won the Silver and Bronze Stars in combat from North Africa to

France. "I owe all my success to the way they pounded my educa-

tion into me while I was here," he told the Chronicle} 76

The Chronicle also periodically brought news of the deaths of

Saint Leo alumni in the course ofthe war. The first was merchant

seaman William Scheich, torpedoed in a freighter off the coast of

Georgia in April 1942. 177 Elmer Ricou (1936) and Paul Mathes

(1933) lost their lives in plane crashes within a week ofeach other

in March 1943. 17<s Russell King Houstoun, whose brother was a

decorated Navy flyer, was killed in a Coast Guard training acci-

dent in 1944. 179 Also on the black- bordered Roll of Honor: Wil-

liam Randolph Cowart, Sidney Brennan, Hubert A. Dion, Hugh
Johnston, Thomas C. McGuire, Edward Mullin, Martin

O'Toole, Andre Rembert, Andrew L. Scally, and Paul Russell

Hart.

Altogether, 14 Saint Leo boys are known to have lost their lives

in World War II. Their names adorn the war memorial behind

Abbot Charles Mohr's Lourdes Grotto (along with that ofHenry
Matthews, lulled during the Korean War). The plaque reads: "In

Grateful and Everlasting Memory of our Saint Leo Boys Who
Made the Supreme Sacrifice in World War II." 180
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Building a Church

aint Leo celebrated its golden anniversary in 1939-1940.

Throughout the year, there were a number of activities to

raise consciousness about the past. Future college president Frater

Stephen Herrmann and former prep school footballer Father Ed-

ward Martineau wrote a series of articles in the Chronicle on "Half
a Century of Progress." "Picture a vast wilderness; trees, swamps,
a lake and the open sky," wrote Herrmann. "This, a few years

more than 50 years ago, was St. Leo in the making." 1

The Brothers of the abbey recalled their memories of past

Christmases for the pages of the paper, and Bro. Leo
Fuchsbuechler, the last survivor of the 1890 pioneers, was
honored at a banquet on his own golden jubilee. 2 Master of Ac-

counts James A. Tull of 1895 recounted his recollections of

baseball contests in the early days with the Pasadena Giants: "We
talked so much baseball for about two weeks before a game was

played that Fr. Charles threatened us with all kinds ofpunishment
such as copying rules, walking with a musket. .

.

, as he said we were

neglecting our studies and he was right." 3 Anton Nathe of the

pioneer year 1890-1891 described student life in the earliest days,
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and concluded: "May St. Leo grow and continue to prosper in

the future as it did in the past."4

Fr. Aloysius Dressman compiled a 126-page, photograph-

laden souvenir book called Saint Leo Golden Jubilee, 1890-1940,

chronicling the highlights of Saint Leo's first 50 years. It was
printed by the Abbey Press under the direction of Brother Wil-

liam Greene. Six thousand copies were distributed free. 5

Abbot Francis Sadlier was honored by Pope Pius XII in the

jubilee years with the privilege of wearing the purple zucchetto

and biretta, a distinction Abbot Charles Mohr had received from

Pius XI on the occasion ofthe abbey's silver anniversary in 1927. 6

Abbot Francis also received the honorary degrees of Doctor of

Laws from St. Vincent College, Saint Leo's original wellspring,

as well as Doctor of the Humanities from Rollins College. 7

The commemoration culminated on December 15, 1940, with

a Solemn Pontifical Mass in the gymnasium, celebrated by newly

installed St. Augustine Bishop Joseph P. Hurley. A thousand

people were on hand, including friends, students, monks, sisters,

two bishops, and three abbots — among them old San Antonio

boy Frederic Dunne of the Trappist monastery of Gethsemani,

Kentucky, the son of Captain Hugh Dunne. 8

"Fifty years of work completed, the half-mark of a century,"

editorialized the Chronicle. "Behind lies the past, eventful, full of

hardships. Ahead the future: bright, golden." But the global war,

which the United States was about to join, was heavy on the mind
ofwriter Owen Lee. "Ifwe judge from the present world-condi-

tions, however, the forecast will not be over optimistic... No
matter how dark the future seems, it always lies within our power
to make it lighter. Let us imitate that

cnever say die' spirit of the

pioneers of St. Leo which was honored last Sunday. With this in

mind we may stare into the darkness of the future unafraid. "9

"The Church That Orange Juice Built"

It was a statement of priorities that Saint Leo's golden anniver-

sary Mass came to be celebrated in the new gymnasium of 1937.

There was no Abbey Church until 1948.

A church is often the first priority of a religious community
after living quarters have been erected. But that was not the way
of Abbot Charles Mohr, who plowed all of the resources of his

struggling institution into the direct needs of the school: the

$10,000 college-monastery building of 1889-1890, the $52,000
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The 1917-1918 Saint Leo catalogue published this sketch of a vision for the future. In

the center is the abbey building. The rest of the designs were never constructed. At the

right is an imposing concept for the Abbey Church. Saint Leo AbbeyArchives

abbey and college annex of 1906-1920, the $250,000 St. Edward
Hall dormitory of 1926-1927 (against his better judgment), and

the $12,250 St. Mary's Hall of Science of 1928. It is a nice state-

ment of values that from the start, students always came first at

Saint Leo.

To be sure, the religious dimension of student life was always

emphasized. The southwest wing of the original college building

housed the student chapel, and there were chapels as well in the

abbey and college annex building. A grand and separate edifice

at Saint Leo would await the time when circumstances could jus-

tify it. Such a structure was continually in the back of Charles

Mohr's mind. After his death in 1931, a statement of the abbot's

aspiration was found among his papers: "As David prepared the

way for the erection of a temple to the Lord but was not per-

mitted to build it, and had to leave this work to his successor,

Solomon, so it seems that I too, having prepared the way at St.

Leo am not destined to do this work, but hope that like Solomon,
my successor will be able to build a temple to God." 10

His successor, Abbot Francis Sadlier, embraced the project with

undeterrable tenacity. He was determined to have a proper place

to celebrate the liturgy. The first reference to formal action came
on November 22, 1932, when Abbot Francis secured approval

from the 11 chapter members to authorize him to have plans
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drawn up for "the erection of an abbey church." 11 Then in the

midst of the Great Depression, Saint Leo was suffering con-

siderable financial distress. Despite its high degree of economic
self-sufficiency, the community carried the heavy weight of the

debt on St. Edward Hall, which was not paid off until 1947. In

fact, the motion to endorse the church plan came on the heels of

an authorization to borrow $3,450 for the upcoming semi-an-

nual interest payment on the dormitory note. At the same meet-

ing, Abbot Francis told the members that Abbot Charles had been

constrained to use funds donated for a future abbey church in-

stead toward the crushing burden of the dormitory debt. He
asked for, and got, approval to borrow an unspecified amount to

restore the fund. 12

Those Depression-era minutes are replete with discussions of

debt and authorizations to borrow for interest payments. Things

reached the point where Saint Leo was forced to ignore appeals

from Holy Cross Abbey of Canon City, Colorado, then facing

bankruptcy. 13 (It survived.) And the monks even considered deal-

ing with their debt by "selling our farm property." 14 (It did not

come to that.) But through it all, Francis Sadlier persisted in his

vision for an abbey church, despite the financial crisis of the time

and the. hesitancy of the Saint Leo monastic community. "Abbot
Francis was a gentle man in many ways," remembers Fr. Marion
Bowman. "But when it came to the idea for the church, he got

his back up. He took the attitude: 'Me and God are for it. That

makes it a majority.'" 15 The abbey church went up because Abbot
Francis Sadlier wanted it built.

Ground was broken on August 15, 1936, and work continued

off and on for 12 years, amid fund-raising delays and disruptions

from the war. The church was consecrated on January 29, 1948. 16

One of the distinctive features of the abbey's ecclesiastical

centerpiece is the nickname "the church that orange juice

built." 17 In order to save money, Saint Leo traded boxes of its

"Abbey Brand" oranges and grapefruit from its citrus groves to

Saint Meinrad Abbey of Indiana, which operated a sandstone

quarry. The image is somewhat exaggerated, however. Saint Leo
provided fruit, not juice. And less than 10 percent of the cost of

the church was accommodated in this manner. The bulk of the

structure was built ofFlorida limestone brick, with red cedar from

the abbey's own trees for the interior beams and trim. The In-

diana sandstone was used for the entrance archway, window set-
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tings, side altars, and exterior trim. By mid- 1948 (with some work
still to be done), the church had cost $138,803.87, of which

$12,975.86 represented Saint Meinrad stone in trade for fruit. 18

"Thirty-two truckloads of the stone," wrote the Orlando Sen-

tinel-Star, "came southward to be swapped for 62 truckloads of

oranges." 19 The barter arrangement continued through 1949 for

oak choir stalls and benches, carved at the Indiana abbey. The
journeys to Florida were not uneventful, as St. Meinrad's Fr. John
Thuis described in a letter to Abbot Francis: "On our last trip, as

Br. Meinrad [Kinder] was leaving Florida, he was stopped, and

they weighed the truck. According to the officers he was allowed

only 18,000 pds. gross weight, and he had almost 26,000. They
finally let him go without paying the $50 fine, but they told him
the next time it would cost him ... In the case that we should

take a lighter truck, we should have to take less fruit and try and

make the truck stay under 18,000 unless you would know some
way for us to get by the officers and their law."20

Abbot Francis led the way in fund-raising for the church. He
had countless letters of solicitation sent out. Included among
them was a 1943 appeal to Msgr. Fulton J. Sheen, later a

celebrated nationwide TV star of the 1950s as Bishop Sheen with

the program Life Is Worth Living. "I wonder if you, dear Mon-
signor, might not care to install one of the forty two memorial

windows in memory of some dear one in your family?" wrote Fr.

Jerome Wisniewski in Sadlier's name. "The price ranges from one
hundred twenty five for the small ones to seven hundred fifty for

the larger ones in the nave; and one thousand two hundred and

fifty dollars for the large sanctuary windows." 21 Sheen's reply is

not recorded. But Abbot Francis did receive a particularly poig-

nant response to one of his very first appeals:

Beaver Dam
Jan. 2, 1933
Rev. Father Francis,

Dear Father,

Rec. your letter asking for a donation. Enclosed find one
dollar. It is not much but my tarm only rented for enough
to pay the taxes this year. Now pray that the farm may send

me good return the coming year and if your prayer is

answered I will send more the next time. I am getting old

and every year takes more but I will have a share in your
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This 1937 sketch was translated substantially into the actual Abbey
Church . Saint Leo Abbey Archives

monastery. Wishing you all kinds of good luck with your

project I am your humble servant.

Mary Morgan

208 W. Maple Ave.

Beaver Dam
Wis. 22

Construction of the church proceeded slowly and resolutely.

After the 1936 ground breaking, the cornerstone was laid and
blessed by Bishop Patrick Barry on April 6, 1937. The architect

was Frank Parziale ofTampa. Construction was directed by Oliver

Hoehn of San Antonio. The first truckload of St. Meinrad
sandstone arrived in early 1939, and 50,000 limestone bricks

were delivered at the same time, donated by the McDonald Cor-

poration of Brooksville (later a benefactor in the construction of

the McDonald Student Center). The entrance archway was

erected in the summer of 1940, as work was rushed in the vain

hope of completion in time for the golden jubilee. Construction

was suspended, however, from 1941-1942 in order to build Car-

mel Hall as a convent for the Carmelite nuns who had arrived

from New York to handle Saint Leo's kitchen responsibilities. The
roofwas completed in December 1942, and the first Mass in the

church was celebrated at midnight on Christmas of that year, al-

though the tower and interior work remained unfinished. The 42
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The Abbey Church, here seen under construction during World War II

was consecrated in 1948. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

stained glass windows were installed the following year, a $ 1 2 ,000

organ donated by a Gainesville parish was put into place, and the

86-foot tower was completed by the end of 1943. 23

In January of 1944, the ship's bell from the Queen of Texas, a

Confederate blockade -runner, was hoisted into the tower of the

abbey church. The Civil War relic had come to Saint Leo, as is

often the case in history, through a curious set of circumstances.

The Queen of Texas ran munitions from Memphis, Tennessee,

down the Mississippi River to Confederate ports on the Atlantic

coast. Its bell was called "the largest and best sounding bell on

the river," and it was said that during its making "hundreds of sil-

ver dollars were thrown into the melting pot." In 1865, the Queen
was sunk offNew Smyrna Beach, Florida, by a Union warship. At

the turn of the century, the bell was salvaged from a coral reefand

installed in a local Baptist church. The church, however, was

destroyed in a hurricane. A Mr. Detweiler bought the bell from

the wreckage and later donated it to Father Lewis Feser of Saint

Leo, whereupon it was placed in the abbey church tower.24 There

it was renamed "Benedict" and sounded the Angelus daily, until

replaced in 1948 by a system of electronic chimes. In the mid-

1970s, the bell was taken down from the tower and now hangs

in the steeple at Sacred Heart Church in St. Joseph. 25

The exterior construction of the abbey church was completed

in August 1945. In the spring of 1946, it was painted in lime-
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The Abbey Church seen from across Lake Jovita in 1952.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

stone white: two coats, taking 3,200 gallons at a cost of $2,000.

In December of 1946, the long-awaited altar, which had been or-

dered from the Tennessee Marble Company of Knoxville before

the war, arrived at the San Antonio railroad station. The center-

piece stone weighed 23,500 pounds. The abbey borrowed a semi-

trailer truck from Pasco Packing Company to haul it from the

depot. The crucifix, which was modeled after the Christ figure

on the Shroud of Turin, is a 21,000-pound monolith sculpted of

Tennessee rose marble by Frank Aretz. As it was being hoisted

into place in 1947, a cable snapped and it crashed down into the

bracing timbers and skidded onto the floor. But the only damage
was a chipped tile.

Artist Urban Louis Sprugg completed the murals on the walls

of the crypt (now the site of the abbey archives) beneath the

sanctuary in a representation of the Roman catacombs. Saint Leo
Abbey's church was ready for its consecration. 26

St. Petersburg radio station WSUN broadcast the ceremony on
January 29, 1948, and described the magnificent structure:

The church, is Lornbardic-Romanesque in style, with a

modern touch. The tower rises 86 feet and is 24 feet

square. The entire building is 160 by 80 feet and the

material used in the construction is white Florida cement-

lime brick with facing and trim in yellow Indiana sandstone

from St. Meinrad Abbey. 27

The first church in Florida to be "consecrated" (the others

being simply "blessed"), the abbey church was the subject of an
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elaborate ceremony, conducted by St. Augustine Auxiliary Bishop

Thomas McDonough. The ritual included the tracing of the

Greek and Latin alphabets in ashes strewn on the church floor

"symbolizing the instruction of the newly baptized in the ele-

ments of faith," said the radio commentator. "With these

ceremonies, completed seventeen years after the death ofAbbot
Charles, his dying wish has been fulfilled in the year of the univer-

sal observance of the 14th Centenary of the Death of St.

Benedict." 28

Francis Sadlier: Saint Leo's Second Abbot
Abbot Francis Sadlier (1889-1962) was by all accounts among

the saintliest of the 200 monks who have been members of the

Saint Leo community in the past century.

Born near Altoetting in southern Germany on September 19,

1889, he came to Saint Leo at the age of 15 on September 13,

1904, as Benedict Roth recorded:

"Mast. Schiesleder, Rupert (later

named & surnamed 'Francis

Satler'), Scholastic, arrived from
Europe." 29 He took the classical

course for four years, and made his

simple vows as Francis Sadlier in

1909. 30 Ordained in 1914, he had

the evident talent to win high office

at a young age, appointed prior of

the abbey in 1920, and also serving

as procurator (business manager) as

well as pastor for Dade City and

Zephyrhills. Furthermore, he was
school librarian, and instructor in

religion, typewriting, and shor-

thand for the prep school and
canon law for the seminary department. Although he was not

Abbot Charles' favorite, the Saint Leo community elected him
coadjutor abbot as a compromise candidate on August 2, 1929,
and he bore up under the difficulties of Mohr's last days. 31 He
served as Abbot ofSaint Leo Abbey and titular President of Saint

Leo College Preparatory School from 1929 until his resignation

in 1954.

Fr. Francis Rupert Sadlier in 1921

at the age of 32. He was elected

Saint Leo's second abbot in 1929.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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Students mugging it up in 1929. Cars like this earned Saint Leo's priests on their

missionary visits throughout Florida. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

Saint Leo has always had a dual mission: education and pastoral

service. While Abbot Charles had concentrated his energies on
the college and its needs (not ignoring his three-county spiritual

responsibility), Abbot Francis took a greater interest in the pas-

toral mission of the abbey and was more detached from the

school, leaving its direction largely to the headmaster.

Where Mohr had been a forceful and dynamic presence, Sad-

lier was quite the opposite. "Abbot Francis was a very saintly

man," says Fr. Benedict Weigand. uHe was the greatest influence

on my priesthood." 32 "He was a very deeply holy man," remem-
bered Fr. Peter Sweisgood. "He was gentle. He had a German
temper and when it was roused, everything came out. . . . But most
of the time he was a very humble, self-effacing, quiet man who
spent a lot of time in prayer. When he said Mass, it was a beauti-

ful thing to watch." 33

In fact, Fr. Robert Fucheck, who administered the abbey in the

1969-1970 interim between abbatial elections, sees something of

a cycle in the personal styles of Saint Leo's abbots: the activist-

builder mold of Charles Mohr (1902-1931), echoed in many
respects by Marion Bowman (1954-1969); and the spiritual-pas-

toral temperament of Francis Sadlier (1929-1954), which Fidelis

Dunlap (1970-1985) reflected. 34 Fr. Henry Riffle puts the same

phenomenon in terms of the Benedictine motto "Ora et Labora"
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(Pray and Work), and — not to be too simplistic — an alternat-

ing emphasis from one to the other in the personalities elected to

head the Saint Leo community. 35

"Abbot Francis's life was certainly not a worldly one; he was

one hundred percent monastic and his pleasures were derived

from liturgical and canonical pursuits," wrote Fr. Ignatius Mc-
Carty. "He did not smoke or drink, was not interested in the opera

or any other form of musical expression except Gregorian Chant,

did not attend the theatre, the races or the sports parks. But he

did take an intense interest in ecclesiastical functions." 36 It was

sometimes too intense for McCarty, who as monastery sacristan

more than once laboriously laid out the elaborate regalia for the

full retinue of a Pontifical High Mass, only to have the fastidious

abbot reject them and order up a different set of vestments. 37

Sadlier took great interest in parish work and missions. "Abbot
Francis was a man who really had the Benedictine idea that the

abbey was supposed to help out in the surrounding community,"

remembers his successor Abbot Marion Bowman. "So anybody

who called in, why he'd help them out. And he'd go himself ifno
one else was available." 38

Nearly all of the abbey's priests taught on the faculty in those

years, and many serviced the parishes and missions of the sur-

rounding three counties. In addition, during the summer months
after school was out, Abbot Francis assigned the monks to assist

throughout the diocese. Fr. Marion himself spent summers in

Gainesville, Ocala, and Miami, and for years said weekend Mass-

es in Sebring, Arcadia, and Wauchula, traveling from the abbey

in an old Chevrolet coupe. At one point, Coach Bowman had just

gotten back from an athletic trip, when Abbot Francis said: "They
need a priest in Perry. Can you go?" Off he went. But he was un-

familiar with the town and had to spend considerable time locat-

ing the church. The resident pastor was away, and the rectory was

locked. He finally opened a window. "That's hunting country,"

remembers Fr. Marion. "As I was going in the window, I thought,

'Oh my God, if some guy sees my tail, it's going to be the last of

me.'" 39

Besides his devotion to missionary sendee, Abbot Francis

sought to enhance the religious features of the institution. Late

in 1935, the foundation for a new Gethsemane Grotto was laid

out adjacent to Abbot Charles Mohr's Lourdes Grotto of 1916.

It was the inspiration of Fr. Lewis Feser, who drew up the design.
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Local workmen Frank
Davis and Oliver Hoehn

I under the direction of Fr.

1 Aloysius Bressman con-

structed it, principally of

Florida coral, as well as

limestone and flint. The
Gethsemane Garden

The Saint Leo gateway in 1941. Two scene, enclosed by rock
500-pound conerete lions guarded the entranee and graced by Stained
for three deeades. Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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belfry, was completed in

the summer of 1938. 40

Another construction project of the time was a new entrance

gateway, near the site of the present Saint Leo post office. The
endeavor was initiated by junior student Eddie Riordan, who en-

listed senior William Scheich, and the two of them got their

classmates to take it on as "Junior-Senior Project No. 1" in the

fall of 1937. 41 Not to be outdone, the smaller boys were or-

ganized by Fraters Gregory Traeger and Raphael Schooff and
built the fountain in front ofthe gym. "School spirit prevails when
it comes to students aiding in the beautification of the campus,"

said the Chronicle. 42 The highlight of the coral and cement
gateway arrived on March 11, 1939: two 500-pound concrete

lions, 5 feet long and 3 feet high, crafted in Tampa and donated

by Mrs. }. C. Hoge and Mrs. J. L. Raulerson (the mother and

sister of Fr. James) of Lakeland. 43 They guarded the campus for

three decades, until the entranceway was shifted when the Julia

Deal Lewis Hall of Science was erected in 1968.44 Project inspira-

tion Eddie Riordan took a great interest in campus improvements

in his days at the prep school. "This latest undertaking of his will

be something St. Leo can always remember him by," said the

Chronicle. 45 Project coordinator William Scheich, was nicknam-

ed "Dutchie," and centered for the undefeated footballers of

1937. The student newspaper noted that he "has the supreme

notion of being a marine engineer and, in fact, is often kidded

about owning a tug boat some day." Scheich joined the merchant

marine and was the first Saint Leo boy killed in World War II, tor-

pedoed in 1942.46

Abbot Francis also inaugurated Camp Saint Leo in 1932.

Designed to reach a different audience from the traditional stu-
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dent body, the concept was intended for "city boys" aged eight

to 16 from the northeastern states and throughout Florida, who
would be brought to "The Land of the Hills and Lakes" for ath-

letics, hiking, handicrafts, and water sports ofthe traditional sum-

mer-camp variety. When the issue was first broached at the

Abbot's Senior Council on April 2, 1932, the minutes noted:

"Boys Summer Camp was found by some to bring no advantage

and favored by others and finally left to the decision ofAbbot."47

Sadlier endorsed the proposal. "The Right Reverend Abbot has

opened the doors of Saint Leo to youth during the summer
months," said a promotional brochure. "It is his motto that youth

be protected from the dangers of idleness."48

The first camp director was Fr. Ernest Schultz, "an outdoor
man," said the Chronicle, who was "peculiarly fitted to work with

boys." (Fr. Ernest, who died in 1986, was director of the prep

school from 1936 to 1942, and thereafter Farm Boss for two
decades and pastor of St. Anthony's Church from 1961 till his

retirement in 1969.) Rates were $12.50 a week, with a minimum
stay of two weeks. The camp ran for six weeks from late June till

early August. 49 In later years, Fr. Thomas Hoffman, Fr. Edward
Martineau, and Fr. Raphael Schooffserved as directors. The camp
ran for 16 seasons from 1932 to 1948 (interrupted only once

during the war). 50

"Fritz, the Abbot's German Police dog, proved to be the most
ardent camper-out as well as a capable night watchman," recorded

the Chronicle of the 1937 session. 51 This was evidently "Fritz

VII," who had survived his original master, Charles Mohr. Like

his predecessor, Abbot Francis was a dog fancier and later kept in

succession the German Shepherds "Duke" and "Queenie." 52

In the early years, the camp project lost money, with a bare en-

rollment one entire summer ofonly 25. 53 In 1934, moreover, dis-

aster struck, with the death ofone ofthe campers. "On the second

day of the opening of the camp one of the boys drowned," wrote

Fr. John Schlicht. "He went swimming soon after breakfast and

dove in and out of the lake and all of a sudden he did not come
up. They brought him out and tried everything to revive him but

without result." Schlicht added that his parents "took it quite

hard but still resigned to God's will. . . . Later the parents came
down to visit the camp." 54

Despite the early difficulties, the camp eventually llourished.

Enrollment regularly topped 100 in the war years and peaked at
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178. "The Three A's, Athletics, Aquatics, and Archery, and the

three R's, Religion, Riflery, Recreation, give Camp St. Leo a well

rounded program," said the Chronicled Camp revenues became
an important source ofabbey income. "It was our bread and but-

ter summer work during those years and kept the place going,"

remembered Fr. Raphael, camp director from 1939 to 1948. 56

Camp Saint Leo also proved to be a recruiting bonanza for the

school. In the fall of 1941, fully one-third of the students at Saint

Leo were former summer campers. 57 The camp was finally dis-

continued, recalled Schooff, when Abbot Francis instituted a

series of summer retreats for priests and laity in 1949. 58

Campers were always considered "Saint Leo boys" whether
they went on to attend the prep school or not. Saint Leo claimed

as one of its own Spitfire pilot Captain Luis Zendegui of the

premier 1932 season, who won the Distinguished Flying Cross

for shooting down two planes in North Africa. And when former

camper Russell King Houstoun died in a 1944 Coast Guard train-

ing accident, he was listed on the Grotto Memorial along with

the other Saint Leo students. 59

Abbot Francis was also interested in American Indians. He
served as a "councilor" of The Seminole Indian Association of

Florida, which was designed to promote the interests and see to

the needs of Florida's Native Americans. He invited the director

of the society to speak at the school in May of 1934. 60 Further-

more, at Sadlier's urging, George Osceola and his family from the

Seminole Everglades stayed at the abbey in September of 1935,

and the following month Wilson Cypress arrived with another

delegation. "The group will be guests of Saint Leo Abbey and
will camp on the Abbey grounds south of the Grotto, leaving in

approximately six weeks," said the Chronicle. "Visitors will have

an opportunity to see how the Seminoles live." 61 "For a while

they stayed in rooms at the abbey," remembers Fr. Benedict

Weigand, "but they seemed more comfortable camping out-

doors."62 In July of 1938, a 20-member contingent from the Big

Cypress Reservation made a dramatic impression on the summer
campers. "The Indians departed," said the campus newspaper,

"with the insistent invitation of Father Abbot to visit us again."63

Abbot Francis was renowned for his promotion of tolerance.

At a 1938 conference at Rollins College, termed "the Solemn
Conclave of Protest against racial and religious intolerance," the

abbot was a featured speaker and condemned the persecution in
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his native Germany: ".
. . the crisis is not a Jewish crisis, or a Chris-

tian crisis. It is a human crisis. The issue is not whether Judaism

will survive, but whether the common civilization will survive."64

On November 17, 1941, he spoke again at another Rollins forum.

Reported the Chronicle: "Father Abbot's address was well

received by his audience who had convened to protest the

religious intolerance so evident in the world today." 65 Like his

predecessor Charles Mohr, who battled bigotry in the early years

of the century in the name of "that true peace which is founded

in justice," and like his successor Marion Bowman, who presented

a series of Mississippi radio commentaries in 1969-1970 on the

theme of racial justice, Francis Sadlier was carrying forward what

had become a Saint Leo Benedictine tradition. 66

During World War II, Abbot Francis earned particular distinc-

tion through his ministry to German prisoners ofwar throughout

Florida. "He covered the length and breadth of the state,"

remembers Vierheim-born Fr. Gregory Traeger, who often ac-

companied him on his missionary visits to the POWs from the

land of his birth.67

In 1944 and 1945, Dade City had a camp of some 200 Ger-

man prisoners, located near the grounds of Pasco Packing Com-
pany. Many of them worked in Lacoochee at the Cummer
Company sawmill; others painted murals and the company logo

on the packing plant walls; and others worked in Pasco Packing's

orange groves at $1 a day. 68 There were 2,000 German prisoners

at Telogia, some 50 miles west of Tallahassee's Dale Mabry Air-

field, and camps also at Drew Field in Tampa, Camp Blanding,

Leesburg, and Winter Haven. As many as half the prisoners in

some locations were Catholics. Abbot Francis visited them all

regularly, giving "unsparingly of his time and strength to bring

the consolations and regenerating powers of religion," said the

Chronicle. 69

On these visits, the abbot and young Fr. Gregory would hear

confessions, say Mass, and socialize with the POWs. In covering

the prison-camp circuit, the abbot expended considerable effort.

"One Sunday— and this was back when you fasted — he started

out one morning," remembers Fr. Marion. "He hit at least three

places, and he traveled over 150 miles. He got back home in time

for supper, and he'd said three Masses, and he was just then get-

ting his first cup of coffee. That's my idea of him as a pastoral
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St. Mary's Hall of Science was burned down by

wartime arsonists who wanted to intimidate

Abbot Francis Sadlier for his sympathetic service

to German prisoners of war. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

man, and as a German
who was interested in his

fellow countrymen, and
also in their spiritual wel-

fare." 70

Abbot Francis made ar-

rangements for POWs
from all over the state to

attend Christmas services

in the still unfinished

Saint Leo Abbey Church
in 1944. Five hundred
German prisoners were
on hand. "When they'd

sing Stillc Nacht, Heilijje Nacht" recalls Fr. Gregory, "it would
really ring out." 71 A large contingent came for Easter 1945, as

well.

A quiet ministerial visit to a POW camp was one thing, but

such overt hospitality may have been regarded by local zealots as

too much compassion in the midst of a passionate war. The Saint

Leo gymnasium burned down on January 6, 1945, 12 days after

the German prisoners' Christmas visit. Saint Mary's Hall of

Science went up in flames on April 15, 1945, just two weeks after

the POWs' Easter visit. Both fires took place in the middle of the

night and were unexplained. There was no speculation in the

Saint Leo press about a possible connection to the abbey's recep-

tion ofthe German POWs. 72 But Fr. Gregory Traeger remembers
rumors and a general uncertain suspicion. "We could never be

sure." 73 Abbot Francis himself, who was not known for careless

or disparaging talk, told Fr. Damian DuQuesnay that he believed

the fires were deliberately designed to intimidate the abbey. "He
felt sure it was because he had befriended the German prisoners."

Nonetheless, Sadlier hosted another POW contingent at

Christmas of 1945 (since the prisoners were not sent home for

months after the war ended). "Francis was not a coward," remem-
bers Fr. Damian. 74 To see two buildings burned out from under

him and still to persist in his principles is a remarkable testament

to Francis Sadlier's character.

Three decades later, on a 1973 visit to Austria, Fr. Gregory en-

countered a group of former Tampa POWs who remembered
with gratitude the wartime kindliness of Saint Leo's abbot. 75
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Abbot Francis Sadlier in his full

pontifical regalia, shortly before he

retired in 1954. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

Francis Sadlier resigned in 1954
after a quarter-century as abbot.

Saint Francis Hall, begun in 1951,

was named in his honor and dedi-

cated under its formal title "St.

Francis de Sales Hall" by Abbot
Marion Bowman on October 28,

1954. 76 For the next five years,

Abbot Francis ministered to lepers

as chaplain at the U. S. Public

Health Service Hospital in Carville,

Louisiana. 77 In 1959, he returned

to the abbey as his health began to

fail, but recovered and went back to

help out in Saint Joan ofArc parish

in La Place, Louisiana, in 1960.

While en route from there to give a

retreat in Pittsburgh, he died on the

train at 1:00 a.m. on November 29,

1962. Wrote Brother Bernard

He died, as he would have wished, onAurentz in his obituary:

the job.

"

78

The people of San Antonio and the surrounding community
remember him well for his gentle disposition and honest

spirituality, as do his monastery confreres. "He really was a holy

man," says Fr. Marion Bowman. 79 Added Fr. Peter Sweisgood:

"Abbot Francis was a saint. He was a genuine saint." 80

Notable Personalities

Among the notable Saint Leo monks of that era was Father

John Schlicht (1875-1964). Nicknamed "Johnny Boy" by his

confreres, he was one of the "wheelhorses," in Fr. Marion's term,

of Saint Leo's early years. 81

Born in Geroldshausen, Bavaria, on November 5, 1875, he

came to Saint Leo from the Saint Vincent seminary on Novem-
ber 18, 1897, began teaching for the first time in the elementary

course in 1898, and was ordained in 1901. 82

His first major assignment was as prior of the Saint Leo Abbey
mission on the Isle of Pines. He went there in 1903 and remained

until the abbey withdrew in 1917 because of financial constraints,
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in his time becoming a revered figure throughout the island as

"Padre Juan."83

In the course of his stay, Schlicht was offered an honor which
proved an embarrassment. Bishop Donatus Sbarretti of Havana,

who had given the Benedictines jurisdiction over the Isle of Pines,

was impressed with Fr. John and raised the prospect of making
him his Auxiliary Bishop. Fr. Benedict Weigand later heard the

story from Schlicht himself. "I thought at first maybe it was only

a bit of gossip," he recalls. Abbot Charles Mohr was not used to

having his men promoted to bishop out from under him and was

not amused by the development. If any Saint Leo Benedictine

were to be made a new bishop in Cuba, it had to be Mohr him-

self Sbarretti, says Fr. Benedict, "had to have the permission of

the Abbot to make Fr. John the bishop." But, as Schlicht told

Weigand, "he always felt Abbot Charles wanted it for himself. So
he didn't give his permission, and Fr. John never got to be

fiishop."84

John Schlicht sensed the delicate nature of the situation and

wrote to Benedict Roth on September 8, 1910: "It seems that

you people think I will be appointed Prefect Apostolic for the Isle

of Pines. I have enough with what I have now and am not anxious

to have that job, it would mean more worry yet." 85

Late in his life, however, Fr. John told Fr. Damian DuQuesnay
that he always felt Abbot Charles had ultimately closed the Isle

of Pines mission in 1917 out ofjealousy, just to prevent him from

being named bishop, a prospect he himself had always resisted. 86

(Economic considerations also had a bearing on the decision.)87

The episcopal flap did not lead to any permanent deterioration

in the relationship between Fr. John and Abbot Charles. On the

contrary, it is a reflection of Schlicht's attitude and character that

the abbot relied on his loyalty and continually selected him for

positions ofresponsibility and importance. More than anyone else

in the past hundred years, John Schlicht's central role was to be

the Fireman of Saint Leo — a monk of versatile talent and

reliability, who could be depended upon to handle effectively

whatever problem arose. Consequently, he found himself thrust

into a series of high-responsibility positions he had not sought

and accepted only with reluctance.

After the closing of the Isle of Pines mission in 1917, Fr. John
was assigned to St. Kilian's parish in Farmingdale, New York. But

when Aloysius Delabar died of tuberculosis at 38 in 1918,
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Schlicht was recalled to take the

abbey's number two job of prior. 88

He kept the position till 1920,

when Francis Sadlier succeeded

him. In that year, he became "rec-

tor" of the school (as he termed it)

upon the retirement of 12-year

"director" Benedict Roth. It was

the first of his three tours as head of

the academy and prep school. In

1923, he became pastor at Saint

Anthony Church, but was called

back to head the school again in

1927, after the departure of Florian

Colbert. Fr. Paul Keegan followed

him in 1929, as Fr. John took the

job ofprior again. He came back for

his third term as director of Saint

Leo College Preparatory School,

succeeding Fr. Thomas Hoffman,
from 1934 to 1936. On and off, he

took care of the parishes at Dade
City and Zephyrhills, as well as

summer missions throughout the state.89

OfSchlicht's many crisis job, Fr. Benedict Weigand noted: "He
sometimes resented the fact, and I can't blame him for that, but

any time there was any problem, when things got bad in the

school, or the like, they would yank him in offthe missions where
he was enjoying himself working, and he had to straighten out

the mess that somebody else had made."90

The stoic Schlicht kept a journal, the third ofSaint Leo's monks
to do so. But unlike the matter-of-fact chronicles of Benedict

Roth (1890-1925) andAloysiusDelabar (1906-1917), Fr. John's

jottings (1918-1954) were more sporadic but far richer in color

and commentary on the issues and personalities of the time. Ot
his own comings and goings, which he dutifully accepted, he once

wrote: "Poor man — how often did he not have to fill another

man's place to help them out of trouble and smooth over difficul-

ties."91

Known for the "great big bandana" with which he discreetly

covered his use of snuff, as well as his hobby of crafting coral rock

Fr. Benedict Weigand, who served

as prep school chaplain and pastor

of Dade City's St. Rita Church

recorded many vignettes of his

monastic confreres.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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Fr. Jerome Wisniewski in 1964. He
was Saint Leo's most celebrated

historian of Florida's past.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

masonry around the abbey
grounds, Fr. John also had a fear-

less head for heights. Fr. Benedict

remembers him tramping over the

rickety scaffolding during the con-

struction of the Abbey Church
u
with his habit on, his arms folded

on his scapular, walking on that

scaffold as ifhe were walking on the

ground, and not the least bit per-

turbed about what he was doing."92

On his third tour as director of

the school in 1934, the Chronicle

welcomed him with the comment:
"Father John is a conservative man,
and is well loved and respected by

all who know him."93 But Weigand
recalls that "he wasn't very popular

with the students because they con-

sidered him to be sort of out of

date. . . . He was a step farther back

really." Adds Fr. Benedict: "He was very conscientious in his

work."94

Saint Leo's old reliable fireman died at the age of 88 on April

6, 1964.

Fr. Jerome Wisniewski (1885-1966) was another distinctive

Saint Leo personality. Born in Pittsburgh on March 18, 1885, he

came to Saint Leo as a seminarian from Saint Vincent Archabbey
on September 29, 1908. Chronicler Aloysius Delabar recorded

his arrival: "Fr. Urban Wisniewski, O.S.B. arrived this evening

from St. Vincent's, Pa. He has been two years a cleric in St.

Vincent's. He wishes to join our Abbey."95 He took his solemn

vows under the name Jerome in 1909 and was ordained the fol-

lowing year. 96

In his six decades at Saint Leo, Fr. Jerome was an organizer of

the 1910 athletic association, missionary to the St. Stanislaus

Polish community in Hernando County, as well as builder of St.

Joseph Church in Zephyrhills. He was a teacher of notable depth

and challenge in a wide range of subjects from Latin to literature,

and a published poet ofdistinction. He demonstrated enthusiasm

for the final phase of the college as a military institution from
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1918 to 1920, and often wrote the bulk of the articles for the

Cadet under a diversity of pseudonyms. 97

Wisniewski took a keen interest in the quality of education at

Saint Leo and pushed with the Young Turks of the 1920s for cur-

riculum reform and high standards at the school. After attending

a conference in Gainesville in 1923, he came back with a report

comparing the prep school to other institutions in the state. As
Benedict Roth put it in his free-form style: "St Leo is 'standardly'

a leader, but financially a nothing — not having the money re-

quirements."9<s So visible did Fr. Jerome become in the academic

community that he was elected second vice president of the

Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools on
December 6, 1935. 99

Fr. Jerome was also noteworthy for his interest in fauna and

flora. In 1922, he "introduced the first (14) canary birds" to Saint

Leo, and the following year a Tampa friend gave him a $75 South

American "Polly-want-a Cracker," as Roth termed it, along with

a number of "quasi-pollies." 100 The principal bird was actually a

Brazilian macaw named "Lordell," who came to be a school

favorite. "Lordell often spoke to persons whom he liked, but if

he didn't care for them, he nipped them instead." 101 This last habit

proved his undoing when one of his keepers sprayed him with

water in retaliation, and he succumbed to pneumonia in Decem-
ber 1938, "one of the old timers of St. Leo." 102

The Birdman of Saint Leo was also noted for his skill with

plants. As abbey nurseryman from the early 1910s, he traded seed

and seedlings with dealers around the country and soon
developed the campus into a paradise of plant life — especially

the varieties of palm trees— which he developed in cooperation

with the experiment station at the University of Florida. 103 Mrs.

Helen Christmas oPSan Antonio remembers him once examin-

ing the moribund tree of a friend of hers. "It's lonely. Move it,"

said Jerome. She did and it thrived. 104

Wisniewski used to wear a dark, kimono-like robe over his

habit. "He seemed to have a great need for heat," remembers Fr.

Benedict Weigand. "I know that his room would be rip-roaring

hot, so hot you could hardly stay in it." Unassuming in manner,

he had a distinctive demeanor. "He could say the most ordinary

things most solemnly, as if he were the Pope himself proclaiming

a doctrine," recalls Weigand. And at one monastic gathering, he

and Fr. Lewis Feser had an unusually intense encounter. "For
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some reason the two men got into an argument about the respec-

tive merits of Mae West," says Fr. Benedict. "Feast days used to

be some kind of a noisy little hassle among some of the

brethren." 105

His greatest repute came in the field of Florida history, an

avocation he took up late in life. He wrote dozens of pamphlets

on the state's past, and for years was a contributor to D. B.

McKay's Tampa Tribune column on "Pioneer Florida." Most
notably, he amassed a collection ofrare works in Floridiana, many
of which he donated to the Florida Historical Society, which

remembers him through its Father Jerome Memorial Book Fund.

Saint Leo library director (and later abbot) Fr. Fidelis Dunlap
recalls his own chagrin at Wisniewski's generosity to the neigh-

boring institution: "The society librarians cultivated him, and he

gave them some real treasures." 106 Ofhis reputation as a historian,

W. H. Sanders wrote in the Tampa Tribune: "To my mind this

lovable man is as near a true historian as can be found in our

present restless day." 107 Fr. Jerome died on September 15, 1966,

at the age of 8 1

.

Saint Leo Abbey has had five abbots in the past century, but

also a sixth in residence: Mayeul de Caigny (1862-1939). Born
in Isighen of Flanders, Belgium, on May 29, 1862, he was or-

dained in the Redemptorist Order in 1887 but joined the

Benedictine Abbey of Maredsous, Belgium, out of preference for

a more contemplative life. However, when Pope Leo XIII issued

a call for the rehabilitation of the Benedictine abbeys of Brazil,

he responded and eventually became abbot ofSt. Sebastian Abbey
in Bahia in 1907. Abbot Mayeul resigned his office in 1915 to

found Mount St. Benedict Monastery in Tanapuna, Trinidad, the

same year. In 1923, he resigned as conventual prior, and retired

to Saint Leo the following year. 108

"The French Abbot arrived yesterday," wrote Benedict Roth
on May 11, 1924, getting his nationality mixed up. De Caigny

took up residence at the Kuhne Farm and said Mass for farmer-

brothers Leo Fuchsbuechler and Paul Bangart, relieving Roth
who had gone out three times a week by buggy to do so. 1()9 Abbot
Mayeul kept largely to himself at the Abbey Hermitage, writing

manuscripts in philosophy and the lives ofthe saints, and also con-

ducting retreats. He joined the Saint Leo community formally on
October 16, 1935, and died on April 24, 1939, the same day as

pioneer Brother Thomas Napiecek.
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The official seal of Saint Leo
College Preparatory School.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

Another distinctive personality

was Fr. Bede Gale (1915-1961),

born in London, England, on May
25, 1915, who converted to

Catholicism under the influence of

the noted literary figure G. K.

Chesterton. He emigrated to

Canada, arrived at Saint Leo on
January 6, 1940, and was ordained

in 1946. 1H)

An authority in heraldry, Fr. Bede
designed the first coat- of-arms for

Saint Leo College Preparatory

School in 1944. Technically, its

description read: "Palybendy of ar-

gent and azure, a lion rampant
bearing a crozier, the crook to the

sinister, or; on a chief vert, three

roses or." Gale explained the sig-

nificance of the symbols in a

Chronicle feature:

Each part has its special sig-

nificance. The silver and blue

lozenge design indicates the

origin of the American- Cas-
sinese Benedictine Congrega-

tion to which St. Leo belongs,

which was itself derived from

the old Bavarian congregation.

King Ludwig of Bavaria was a

very munificent benefactor of

the American-Cassinese Con-
gregation in its infancy, and his

royal arms were these same sil-

ver and blue lozenges. The
golden lion is a pun on the name
Leo, and the crozier is repre-

sentative ofthe abbey. The three golden roses on the green

field stand for Florida, the land of flowers, and suggest the

old St. Leo motto "Floreat" (may it flourish). Beneath the

shield appears the school motto: "Die, due, fac, fer, Chris-

tum semper" ("Speak, lead for, do for, bear Christ al-

ways"). 111

The English-born Fr. Bede Gale

was a speeialist in heraldry and

designed die official seals of the

prep school in 1944 and the college

in 1961. Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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Fr. Damian DuQuesnay, who roomed with Fr. Bede during

their novitiate, remembers him as impatient, temperamental, and
"difficult to live with," but a scholarly and challenging teacher,

known for his flamboyant style, especially in reading Francis

Thompson's The Hound ofHeaven. He was popular with serious

students, though the unserious ones made jokes about his bald-

ness. But he could be friendly at one moment and angry the next.

He once refused to teach a class because the classroom was not

clean enough. 112 "He drove his superiors crazy," recalls Fr.

Damian. "He reminded me of a coiled spring. You never knew
when he'd unleash himself." 113

Fr. Peter Sweisgood, a 1944 Saint Leo graduate, who took

English literature from Gale, remembered him fondly. "He was

probably — next to Damian — the best teacher I ever had." Fr.

Bede was "meticulous" and "one of those old-time English prep

school teachers," who was really "lost on prep school kids." But
"he just drew us out," recalled Sweisgood. "He kept absolute

order in the classroom. He was so tiny. We all towered over him.

. . . Everything he did, he did with all of himself." 114

Unhappy at Saint Leo, Fr. Bede was assigned to Saint Vincent

College as a librarian (at a salary of $2,000 for the 1952-1953

year) and worked in the same capacity at Gannon College as

well. 115 After he fell ill with cancer, he returned to Saint Leo. In

1960, he had an opportunity to demonstrate his impatience with

foolishness, as well as what Fr. Peter called his "British sense of

humor," which could be "searing in its criticism." Abbot Marion

Bowman asked him to comment on a seven-page sketch of the

origins of Saint Leo, which one of the friends of the college had

written. The section on Archabbot Boniface Wimmer was par-

ticularly fanciful:

He had curling white hair and a long white beard and

bright eyes that could twinkle with merriment at a joke on
himselfor on the other fellow. Those same eyes could con-

tract like a banker's beady orbs when a business proposi-

tion was under discussion. And they could beam with the

softness of a father counselling or chastising a child with

paternal affection. 116

This conforms to no known description of the personality of

Saint Vincent's pioneer archabbot and the godfather ofSaint Leo.

Bede Gale blasted it. He dismissed the good-hearted author as

"a garrulous old coot" and lambasted "the vague, sketchy, hip-
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*?* pety-hop pages" he had
written. As for the

gratuitous notion of ab-

batial merriment:
"Humor among those

early German types was

usually very heavy, flat-

footed and elephantine—
if it existed at all." But

Saint Leo's enfant terrible

had no sense of cynicism

about his forebears: "In-

cidently, lest this sound
derogatory to the old

German Benedictines —
this is not the case," he

wrote. "They had very

solid virtues and rather

fantastic abilities." 117

Fr. Bede made one final

and long-lasting con-

tribution to Saint Leo. He
designed the official seal

and coat- of-arms for the

college in 1961. His last

days were difficult, as the cancer intensified. Remembers Fr.

Damian: "He refused to die. He defied death. He'd sit there and

stare at you, and not say a word, and refuse to die. He tenacious-

ly held on to life." 118 Fr. Bede finally gave in on July 30, 1961, at

the age of 46.

The Brothers of Saint Leo of this era were a particularly com-
mitted and memorable group, a-mong them John and Placidus

Stautner, Leander Roth, Aloysius Schneider, and William Greene.

The Stautner brothers were recruited from Germany by Fr.

John Schlicht and came to Saint Leo on September 6, 1902, as

Benedict Roth recorded: "Rev. Fr. John returned from Europe
having secured for his company en route John & Joseph Staut-

ner Bros, as Brother Candidates." 119 Thev were both born in Wil-

mering, Bavaria; John on March 15, 1883, and Placidus on
August 17, 1884. Thev made their vows together on Christmas

Brothers John (left) and Placidus Stautner.

shown here in 192
1 , served at Saint Leo Abbe\

for a collective 133 vears. Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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Day 1903 and served at the abbey until death, a collective 133
years. 120

For most of their time at Saint Leo, they ran the kitchen.

Brother Leo Fuchsbuechler had been chiefcook until 1903, when
he was transferred to the abbey farm. When his assistant Bro.

Augustine Fuchsbuechler became head chefat that point, Brother

John Stautner was added to the kitchen staff. Upon the death of

Bro. Augustine in 1917, Bro. John became chief Saint Leo cook
and Bro. Placidus became his assistant. They handled all the cook-

ing and baking for the boys and monks until the fall of 1941,

when nine Carmelite Sisters from New York were invited to take

over the kitchen duties to ease the burden on the monks. 121

Brothers John and Placidus had a reputation for generosity. Leo
DeRosier of San Antonio remembers gathering with his fellow

newsboys at the abbey kitchen in the 1920s at the end of their

deliveries, and always being given a slice of home-baked bread

and a glass of milk fresh from the cow. 122

The abbey bread was famous throughout the area. When
Brother Placidus finally retired from the kitchen in 1949, he es-

timated that he had baked 130,000 loaves in his three decades at

the oven. 123 In their last years, both brothers worked in the car-

pentry and electrical shops. Brother Placidus died at 79 in 1963;

Brother John was 91 when he passed away in 1974. They were

"simply terrific men," remembers Fr. Benedict Weigand. 124

Brother Leander Roth (1874-1943), blood brother to college

chronicler Father Benedict Roth, was "a steam engine in pants,"

according to Fr. Benedict Weigand, who remembers him for his

prodigious energy and idiosyncratic manner. 125 Born in Erie,

Pennsylvania, on April 5, 1874, he came to Saint Leo as a brother-

candidate from Maryhelp Abbey on January 25, 1892. He just

missed being included among Saint Leo's "official" founders.

The monastery gained its independence from North Carolina on
September 17, 1894; he made his profession on September 1,

1895. 126

For most ofhis life, he waited tables in the monks' and students'

dining rooms. Students got individually served meals from the

earliest days until the cafeteria style was introduced in 1959. So

popular was he that the cadets of the military years made him an

honorary captain of their company and called him "Cap." 127 On
his 37th birthday in 1910, his chronicler-brother noted: "Stu-

dents treat their 100% Table Waiter to Cigars." 128 In those years,
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This aerial view of Saint Leo about 1940 shows St. Edward Hall (top), the abbey and

school annex (center), with the Abbey Church (right) under construction.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

students brought their own silverware from home, and Bro.

Leander had a knack for remembering just where each boy's in-

dividual place setting belonged. He also perennially had a golf-

ball sized wad of chewing tobacco in his cheek. His hands were

large, remembers Fr. Benedict Weigand, and he could carry four

platters between the fingers of each one. Despite his popularity

with students, his tolerance of foolishness was limited. He once

dropped a bowl of breakfast mush on the head of a student who
was annoying him, and when a particularly irritable student

dropped out, Bro. Leander rang the abbey bell in celebration as

he was departing. 129

In his later years, he served as housekeeper for Saint Edward
Hall, and worked on the grounds and in the carpentry shop. He
died at 69 on May 27, 1943. His work was so prolific that Fr.

Marion remembers: "It took three men to replace him." 130

Brother Aloysius Schneider (1874-1968) spanned the cycles of

Saint Leo from a military school to a standard college to a

preparatory school to a college again. Born in Schmitzdorf,

Bavaria, on January 13, 1874, he grew up to be a soldier in Kaiser

Wilhelm's army. Fr. Roman Kirchner recruited him for monastic
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life on a trip to Europe, and he came to Saint Leo on October

22, 1897. 131 In his 71 years at Saint Leo, he managed the hay-

making and sugar cane operations at the Abbey Farm, planted

citrus groves, and ran the dairy on what is now the Saint Leo golf

course, where he was noted for his skill in trapping wildcats. Bro.

Bernard Aurentz wrote of him: "He liked to recall back in the

early days, when on a rare occasion it was necessary to make a trip

into town, he was given a nickel to take with him. It was not for

himself but to buy grain for the horse so that it could get him
safely back home to the abbey." 132

He died at the age of94 on October 9, 1968, the longest-lived

of all of Saint Leo's monks. In his eulogy, Fr. Thomas McCarthy
said: "When Brother Aloysius died there was a habit, a handful

of papers and a few personal belongings which occupied a small

portion of his room in the infirmary. Brother Aloysius traveled

light as we are all advised to do." 133

Brother William Greene (1888-1974) had the longest tenure

of any monk at Saint Leo: 73 years and six days. The circumstan-

ces of his arrival were distinctive. He was Abbot Charles Mohr's
nephew. Mohr's sister Mrs. Etta Greene died in 1898. Young Wil-

liam was evidently then raised by his grandmother (Mohr's

mother), for when Fr. Charles went to Portsmouth, Ohio, for her

funeral in 1901, he brought the 12-year-old boy back with him.

As Benedict Roth recorded on March 12, 1901:
u
Rt. Rev. Fr.

Prior returns & brings his nephew Mast. Willie Greenfe]." 134

The future Brother William enrolled in the college from 1901

to 1904 (but did not graduate) and made his monastic profes-

sion in 1907. He assisted in making Palmer Hollow Blocks for

the abbey building, planted citrus trees, served as master of

ceremonies for liturgical functions, and was printer at the Abbey
Press, apprenticing to Benedict Roth and continuing after him.

Fr. Benedict Weigand remembers his genial disposition, his hard-

working ways, and his particular talent for predicting the weather

by watching the clouds. 135 In his later years, Bro. Willie was the

monastery mason, constructing the abbey guest house, the citrus

packing plant, the dairy barn, and the wall around the abbey

cemetery. "Whenever your feet tread on the smooth symmetry
of a stone walk about the abbey acres," wrote Bro. Bernard

Aurentz, "you may be sure that it is the artistry of the agile mind
and supple fingers of Brother William." 136 He died at the age of

85 on March 18, 1974.
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Mother Rose Marie Easly was

superior of Holy Name Priory for

37 years. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

In this era, Holy Name Priory

lost its most influential figure:

Mother Rose Marie Easly (1873-

1940). Born Bernadette Marie
Easly in Carrolltown, Pennsylvania,

on October 16, 1873, she was the

niece ofHoly Name's pioneer supe-

rior Mother Dolorosa Scanlan. She

joined the San Antonio convent in

1890 as a postulant and was in-

vested at Saint Anthony Church on

January 23, 1891, in a formal

ceremony attended by the Saint

Leo cadets, for the first time in their

newly arrived uniforms. 137

Mother Dolorosa died in 1895,

and her successor Mother Boniface

Feldmann departed to establish a

foundation in Cullman, Alabama,

in 1898. Sr. Rose Marie was elected

superior at the age of 24 that year

and continued to lead the Holy
Name community for a total of 37

years, far longer than any ofthe 10 other superiors the community
has had in the past century. Her sisters elected her in every trien-

nial election but one. She served from 1898 to 1924 and again

from 1927 until her retirement in 1938. In her time, she stabi-

lized the Holy Name community, built the reputations of the

academy and local elementary schools, supervised the moving of

the convent by ox team from San Antonio to the town of Saint

Leo, saw to the erection of Saint Scholastica Hall, opened Saint

Benedict's Preparatory School, and established Holy Name's mis-

sions in Texas and Louisiana.

Sr. Patricia Alvarez also remembers her sitting "at the piano

with the whole community gathered around her for an evening

of singing, much enjoyed by the sisters." 138 She died at the age of

66 on February 7, 1940. "Mother Rose Marie's was a busy life

spent unstintingly in the interest of Catholic educational work,"

said The St. Leo Chronicle. 139 "She was our Charles Mohr," says

Holy Name archivist Sr. Margaret Dunne 40
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In addition to their long-standing relationship with Holy
Name Priory, the monks of Saint Leo had a 22 -year arrangement

with sisters ofthe Carmelite Order. On September 12, 1941, nine

Carmelites from New York City arrived at the invitation ofAbbot
Francis Sadlier to relieve the brothers of kitchen burdens. Their

superior was Mother Mary Theresa Schooff, sister of Saint Leo's

Fr. Raphael, who had suggested the contact. 141

The sisters lived initially in the abbey, but the monks began at

once to construct Queen ofCarmel Convent (now called Carmel
Hall) for them. Fr. Thomas Hoffman designed the building and

Oliver Hoehn directed the construction. The one-story brick

structure, with room for 12 sisters and a chapel, was begun in

October 1940 and substantially completed in April 1941 at a cost

of $15,000. 142 Basement accommodations and other improve-

ments were added, and Abbot Francis reported to his community
in 1950 that the total cost of the building had approximated

$42,000. 143

The New York Carmelites were succeeded in December 1952

by a contingent of 1 3 Carmelite nuns from Mexico City, under

the direction of Mother Estella Torres. They handled the school

and monastery kitchen, as well as the abbey mending duties, until

1963, when the growth of the institution proved too much for

them to cope with. 144

By that time, Saint Leo College Preparatory School was about

to be phased out, and Saint Leo College had been resurrected.
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From Prep School

to College

nrollment boomed at Saint Leo Prep in the postwar years.

There were 185 students in the fall of 1945. Surplus

double-deeker bunks had to be purchased from Lodwick Flying

School in Lakeland to accommodate them all.
1 In 1946, there

were 228 (210 boarders and 18 day students), and 1 30 applicants

were turned away. 2 The next year's numbers dipped to 217, but

three Army barracks were hauled in from Brooksville to ease the

crunch in space. 3 Registrations declined to 160 boarders in 1950,

but grew to a record 248 in 1955. A new $40,000 central wing
was added to Saint Edward Hall dormitory, changing the shape

of the building from the original "C" of 1926-1927 to an "E" in

the spring of 1956. 4 The seventh grade was phased out after the

1957-1958 academic year in order to provide more room for the

older students. Enrollment was sustained at the level of 250, with

a peak of259 in 1958, for remainder ofthe life ofthe prep school. 5

The Saint Leo community took a great interest in postwar

European relief. In the spring of 1947, the youngest boys gave

up their class picnic to put together a package of food and cloth-
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Don't Be A Schmoe, Joe!

This Christmas 1950 Chronicle cartoon

illustrated the rewards of proper priorities.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

ing for the family of 1 1 -

year-old Peter Franke of

Freiburg, Germany, after

they heard of the family's

plight from a visiting

priest. 6 The students con-

tinued their support for

the Franke family the fol-

lowing year. The seniors

sent a half-dozen relief

bundles for the destitute

to a Benedictine abbey of

sisters in Bavaria. 7 The
other classes took up
similar projects. The
monks shipped at least

one 22-pound C.A.R.E.

package to Europe every

day in that period. Project

coordinator Fr. Vincent

Crawford was continuing

the effort as late as 1951, having shipped by that point $14,500
worth of food and clothing since 1945, including 1,111 pairs of

trousers, 1,755 dresses, 400 pairs of shoes, and more than five

tons of food. 8

In the fall of 1945, radio broadcasting came to the school with

the establishment of WLEO, a two-watt station transmitting at

1200 kilocycles on the dial. Launched by junior Donald Daino,

it was, said the Chronicle, "the only one of its kind in Pasco coun-

ty" and was "most modern in equipment."9

Broadcasting from a room in Saint Edward Hall, the station

posted loudspeakers on the roof of the building so that its eve-

ning and weekend programs could be heard throughout the cam-

pus. The students put on their own shows, like "The Lone
Granger" and "Soap Box Operas," along with record-playing and
broadcasts of Saturday afternoon football games. 10 WLEO be-

came such a fixture, it lasted for nearly two decades, long after

founder Daino's graduation in 1947.

In an effort to challenge the prep school's "official" radio sta-

tion, the third year students under John McCullough established

WVJA, "the Voice of Junior Alley," in 1947. u Broadcasting from
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Students put on their own productions over the campus radio station WLEO
Saint Leo Abbey Archives

Room 315 ofSaint Edward Hall, it had a brieflifetime. Two years

later, television came to Saint Leo in that same corridor. Student

Kevin Doyle brought an Admiral table model set with him when
he returned to school in September 1949. He displayed it in

elaborate fashion in his Room 317, and charged 5 cents apiece to

the members of his eager audience. Said the Chronicle. "All was

silent as Kevin adjusted the set and plugged it in. Then came the

big moment! Kevin turned it on. However, there was one slight

drawback: it didn't work." 12 (The closest TV station was WMBR
in Jacksonville, 200 miles away.) 13

Another innovation was established at Saint Leo in 1955: girls.

Twenty-four Holy Name Academy juniors and seniors enrolled

in regular classes at the prep school in religion, Spanish, chemistry,

geometry, and algebra. "Girls Invade Boys
1

Sanctum," said the

Chronicle headline. 14 It was not the first time HNA students had
attended classes at Saint Leo. In the 1920s, the science

laboratories had been opened to them. The 1955 effort was in

part designed to supplement the Holy Name curriculum. But

even more, remembers Maura Snyder, it was a deliberate experi-

ment in coeducation, at the initiative of Headmaster Fr. Stephen

Herrmann and Principal Sr. Mary Grace Riddles. 15 Most of the
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reactions were positive, but one anonymous prepster told the

Chronicle: "I'll be frank. I don't like it. We've never operated on
this basis before, so why start now? 1 ' 16 The experiment was suc-

cessful and lasted for the remainder of the lives of both institu-

tions. Recalls neo-pioneer of 1955 Margaret Herrmann
Beaumont: "It was a healthy idea. We loved it. We were used to

seeing boys only at dances. But going to school together gave us

an opportunity to make genuine friendships." 17

Saint Leo had a strong music program in the postwar years.

Under Music Director Donald Kreusch and Headmaster Fr.

Raphael Schooff, more than a hundred students were involved in

the spring of 1946 in a 32 -piece junior band, a dance orchestra

called
uThe Stardusters," a faculty-student classical orchestra, and

the showcase 52-piece senior band, equipped with $3,150 worth
of instruments donated in a fund-raising campaign led principal-

ly by Mrs. T. C. Talley of Miami. 18 By the fall of 1951, the mar-

ching band had acquired "new West Point style uniforms, a blue

and white jacket with gold buttons and blue pants," and was

making appearances throughout the state — eight in the spring

of 1956 alone — at the likes of

Tampa's Gasparilla Parade, the St.

Petersburg Festival of States, and

the Fort Myers Pageant of Light. 19

Bandmaster Kreusch and Head-
master Schooff also organized a

vested boys choir in the fall of

1946. Seventy members strong,

the choir featured four-part har-

mony. It broadcast Christmas
carols over four Florida radio sta-

tions in 1947, and gave well

received performances in municipal

auditoriums throughout the state.

Its repertoire ranged from Pants

Angelicas to Stout-Hearted Men.

Among the 1948 soloists was Jack

Jenkins, who later made a career in

musical entertainment with his wife

The prep school marching band as "Jack and Sally Jenkins." 20

made appearances throughout the Fr. Raphael was ail enthusiast for
state in the postwar vears.

Gilbert and Sullivan operettas. As
Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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The Saint Leo Boys Choir in 1948. Saint Leo Abbey Archie

musical as Saint Leo was in those years, however, it did not have

the resources alone to launch such an ambitious production.

Combining forces with Holy Name Academy, under the direc-

tion of Srs. Mary Grace Riddles and Irma Multer, Schooff and

Kreusch amassed a 70-member chorus to produce Pirates ofPen-

zance on April 29, 1949. "It is assuredly one of the most brilliant

and colorful spectacles ever to be presented locally," said The St.

Leo Chronicle. 21 So successful was the effort that the same com-
bined company put on The Mikado on May 11-12, 1950. 22 Gil-

bert and Sullivan became a minor tradition at Saint Leo. Donald
Kreusch reprised the production of Pirates of Penzance with a

chorus from both schools in the spring of 1963. "We of THE

CHRONICLE would like to thank Mr. Kreusch," said the student

newspaper wistfully, "for giving Saint Leo such fine entertainment

in this its last year of existence.
1123

Just as sports had helped put Saint Leo on the map in the 1930s,

music increased its visibility in the 1940s and 1950s.

In the last years of the prep school, which closed along with its

sister academy in 1964, Saint Leo had some famous names in its

halls. Charles Ringling of the celebrated circus family graduated

from the eighth grade in 1950, and Carl "Creeper" Hilton of the

noted hoteliers finished the high school that same year. When his
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Saint Leo College Prep combined forces with Holy Name Academy for this 1949

production of Pirates ofPenzance. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

cousin Conrad married Elizabeth Taylor in die spring of 1950,
the Chronicle regarded the event as big news and quoted
"Creeper" calling her "A very fine addition to the family." 24 Ig-

nacio Martinez-Ybor of Havana, for whose family Tampa's his-

toric Ybor City was named, was Chronicle editor and president of

the newly formed Student Council. He graduated in 1957, and
in the spring of 1961 participated in the unsuccessful Bay of Pigs

invasion of Cuba. 25 Steven Stills attended Saint Leo as a 14-year-

old in 1959-1960 and later went on to fame as a member of the

rock band "Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young." Ming Tang, "a mem-
ber ofone of China's first families," said the abbey's News Report,

was a 1960 Saint Leo graduate. His father General Tang Tse-

chang, then in exile in Washington, D. C, had been Chiang Kai-

shek's chief of staff and "the father of the modern Chinese

army. "26 Robert Merclde was a noted Saint Leo athlete and

graduated from the prep school in 1962 and went on to become
U. S. Attorney for the middle district of Florida (1982-1988),

where he earned the nickname "Mad Dog Merclde" for his stor-

my disposition and prosecutorial zeal. 27 Saint Leo's most ec-

clesiastically distinguished "old boy" was Ignatius T. Glennie. He
attended for only the 1923-1924 academic year, joined the Jesuit

Order, and in 1947 was consecrated Bishop of Trincomalie,

Ceylon (now Sri Lanka).28

The faculty of that era also included some notable figures. In

addition to memorable Benedictine monks, the teaching staff
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embraced some laymen with distinctive backgrounds. John Klein

joined the faculty in history and French in the fall of 1947. He
had served as a German- French translator in the French Under-

ground in World War II, and also smuggled families from his na-

tive Luxembourg into France. Army chaplain Fr. Ignatius

McCarty met him in Paris in 1945 and arranged for him to come
to Saint Leo. "The boys think he is doing a swell job as interpreter

here in the U. S. A.!" said the Chronicle. 29

Former Chancellor of Ministry of Hungary Dr. Paul DeBalla

joined the Saint Leo faculty to teach German, French, and Latin

in 1957. He had a doctorate in political science from the Univer-

sity of Budapest and had been a career diplomat in his native

country. Arrested by the German Gestapo in 1944, he was

released and made his way to the American occupation zone in

1945, emigrated to Canada in 1953, moved to Avon Park,

Florida, and from there came to Saint Leo. After barely four years

on the faculty, he died at 68 of a heart attack during the inaugural

meeting of the campus French Club on December 14, 1962.

"Tragic Death of Dr. DeBalla Grieves Saint Leo," said the ban-

ner headline in the Chronicle-Reporter, which noted that "the

world was deprived of one of those rare and wonderful people

who make it a better place for those of us who must trod its sands

because his footprints are there beside our own. 1130 The cir-

cumstances of his death foreshadowed that of another Saint Leo
faculty member 20 years later. On March 6, 1981, Dr. Edward
Flemming, former academic vice president and long-time profes-

sor of psychology, died of a heart attack in the classroom at the

age of 62, and left a similar pall on the campus because of his im-

pact on students.

Another memorable teacher was Harry Gill, who joined the

prep school faculty in 1959. English-born in 1902, he grew up
in Malta and Wales in a military family, earned a master's degree

in history from London University in 1928, and began a half-cen-

tury teaching career. He taught at a number ofschools in England

and Central Europe, where one of his students was Milan Hoed-
za, future prime minister of Czechoslovakia. Gill was elected to

the Royal Institute of International Affairs and also the Royal

Geographic Society, and was an advisor to the British Cabinet and

served in the Admiralty during World War II. After the war, Gill

came to the United States, taught on the graduate faculty ofGeor-

getown University, moved to Florida for his wife's health, and
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came to Saint Leo in 1959. In the

next two decades he served on both

the prep school and college facul-

ties. He not only became a

memorable teacher of history and
political science, but also organized

the Golf Club and wrote an adap-

tation of the libretto for Donald
Kreusch's 1963 production of
Pirates of Penzance. In 1970, he

donated the college mace as "the

symbol of the authority vested in

the faculty;" it is carried by the

faculty marshal at the commence-
ment each year. 31 He ultimately be-

came Saint Leo's "Mr. Chips," a

revered and distinguished

gentleman-teacher of the Old
School style. Harry Gill retired

from the college in 1978 and died at the age of 85 on Septem-

ber 14, 1987

M

Harry Gill in 1963. He was Saint

Leo's "Mr. Chips."

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

Buildings, Grounds, and Creatures

In the fall of 1947, Fr. Marion Bowman began a $10,000 drive

to build a football stadium on the site of Judge Dunne's old

sinkhole, an overgrown marshy bamboo thicket then known as

"The Pit." He sent a flyer to 2,500 alumni and friends: "You can't

take it with you, so why not help us."33 The pit was filled in by

bulldozer in the spring of 1948 and a natural bowl was carved

out of the terrain. The new "St. Leo Bowl" was ready for the

1949 football season, but two months of heavy rains made the

field unusable, so the dedication was deferred to the 1950
season. 34 Forty years later, its contours softened by relandscaping

in the 1960s, "The Bowl" is still the site of informal sports con-

tests and provides the most scenic view of the Saint Leo campus.

The postwar enrollment surge fueled a boom in buildings, as

well. A new $12,000 laundry with an "airplane aluminum" roof

went up in 1946. "Gee, the clothes are sparkling," said a sanitized

student. 35 A new $208,000 Spanish-Mediterranean style class-

room building was begun in 1951 . Designed by architect George

Spohn, the structure was erected of 100,000 concrete blocks, as
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well as 220,000 lime rock bricks donated in a magnificent ges-

ture by the McDonald Corporation of Brooksville, Florida. It

housed 10 classrooms and three science laboratories, along with

reading rooms, storage areas, and a photographic darkroom. It

was named for the retired abbot and dedicated "St. Francis de

Sales Hair' on October 28, 1954. 36

That same year, a new concrete sign went up across from the

lion-studded entranceway. It was built by Brother Willie from a

design by newly arrived Brother Paul Tennis, eventually Saint

Leo's most versatile artist. 37

The abbey farming operations were supplemented by a new
dairy barn south of Highway 52 in 1950, built by Brothers Wil-

liam Greene and Charles Thomas under the supervision of Fr.

Ernest Schultz. In 1955, a new concrete block packing plant for

shipping "Abbey Brand" fruit throughout the United States and

Canada was erected under the direction of Bro. Willie. 38 Citrus

operations represented the largest source of income for Saint Leo
in those years— even more than student tuition. Planted in blocks

throughout the abbey grounds, the groves totaled 106 acres, in-

cluding 30 acres of 60 -year-old trees put in just after the Great

Freeze of 1894-1895. "It is said that St. Leo was founded on the

bed of a river of orange juice, for our main source of income is

from our groves of oranges, grapefruit and tangerines, " wrote

Bro. Bernard Aurentz in the inaugural 1956 issue of his News
Report To the Friends ofSt. Leo. "St. Leo has its own packing plant,

post office and railway express agency for handling the golden

river of citrus." 39

Just as a wing was added to Saint Edward Hall in 1956 to ac-

commodate the growth in the student body, the same thing was

done to the abbey in 1958 in response to the influx of monks.

Saint Leo Abbey reached a membership of 50 in 1953 and rose

to 66 in 1958, with a boom in vocations to the monastic life.

Numbers kept increasing and reached a peak of 85 in 1963. 40

"Our community is expanding," wrote Bro. Bernard Aurentz in

his News Report To the Friends of St. Leo. "Right now we have

more Benedictine monks than our monastery building can com-
fortably hold. We have more applications for admittance into the

community. We cannot turn away God's chosen ones. We must

build."41

Abbot Marion Bowman broke ground for the three -story, 70-

room structure in the spring of 1958. Its anticipated cost of
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$237,000 was held down to $200,000 with some ofthe construc-

tion handled by the monks themselves. 42 The project was under-

written with $85,000 from the sale of St. Petersburg property left

to the abbey years earlier by the mother of Fr. Charles Mc-
Ginley.43 Bowman later credited Fr. James Hoge for raising the

rest of the funds to make the expansion possible: "The day the

last brick was laid and the last shingle put on, we had it paid for."44

The building of the new abbey wing disrupted the home of an

unusual duo of pets. An enclosed pen near the lakeside entrance

to the abbey held two alligators, one captured by Cornelius Mc-
Cabe and the other brought in by Fr. Ernest Schultz. "The gators

are among the rarities of the campus and are frequently visited by

students who marvel at their roar," said the Chronicle.^ When
the abbey extension was under construction in 1958, Fr. Peter

Sweisgood became a champion of the alligators' cause and took

it upon himselfto build a new home for them in front ofthe citrus

packing plant (now the Faculty Office Building), using slabs left

over from the library construction. "Our curator of reptiles," as

Bro. Bernard Aurentz termed him, directed the transit. "Moving
day for the critters was something of a minor event and the com-
munity was on hand to offer strategic advice. Father Peter was

able to handle the smaller one by himself. But the big fellow had
to be trussed and loaded into the back of the pick-up truck with

a block-and-tackle."46

The two school mascots were content in their new quarters.

"They got along with each other," remembered Fr. Peter, "and

they had been together a long time by then." He recalled an op-

portunity to add to his zoological garden. "One time I found a

small gator, about a four- footer. I was going through the orange

groves, and I saw this trail, an unmistakable gator track. I fol-

lowed it till I found him, and I jumped on him and got him."47

Sometimes, he recruited for his adventures a reluctant Frater

Robert Fucheck, who recalls terrifying midnight stalkings at the

lake and capture missions against some rogue who had chewed
up a local cow. "Peter was afraid of nothing," remembers
Fucheck.48

Fr. Peter was also noted for "Golden Velvet," a Palomino horse

donated to him by a rancher in Jupiter, Florida, in the summer
of 1954. Upon her arrival at Saint Leo, however, she looked so

disheveled, the students immediately christened her "Gluefoot."

Said the Chronicle:
utGluefoot ' eats grass right down to the bare
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ground, and gives the passerby the weirdest stares." 49 But Sweis-

good doted on her. "I put her down in the Bowl and began to

feed her and take care of her. She really filled out and she became
a gorgeous Palomino horse." After a year at Saint Leo, she had

an encounter with "King Cotton," the Arabian stallion at the Dan
and Elizabeth Cannon Ranch, and thereafter used to run off and

visit him regularly, with Fr. Peter called out to bring her home.
By 1955, this was becoming too much for Abbot Marion. "One
day, I got a note on my table," recalled the abbey horseman. "This

is the way Marion used to work. His card right there in the mid-

dle of my plate at lunch. And I turned it over and it said: Teter,

get rid of the horse.'" 50 "Where's Gluefoot?," asked a Chronicle

headline of its favorite equine. 51 She was donated to the Cannon
Ranch.

Another collection of pets was gathered by Fr. Damian Du-
Quesnay. Considering the establishment of an aviary — in the

tradition of Jerome Wisniewski in the 1920s— he stopped into a

local pet shop in 1956 and examined the parakeets. When he

asked the cost, the owner said: "Oh, I never charge ministers for

my birds. Here, this group is yours." As Brother Bernard Aurentz

described it: "And the startled priest came home to the abbey like

a furtive poacher with his pockets bulging with birds and nowhere
to put them." 52 Brother-novice Joseph St. Pierre built some
make-shift cages and Fr. Damian arranged for the construction of

a larger aviary. By 1957, a black and yellow toucan was the star

of the collection. "But he appears to be more of a Trappist than

a Benedictine, because he doesn't say a thing," wrote Aurentz.

"(Except that now and then he lets out a loud squawk and we
reckon that even a Trappist does that once in a while.)" 53

Saint Leo got its first separate library building in 1958. For

nearly two- thirds of a century, the library occupied a room in the

original college building and then Saint Edward Hall. As prepara-

tions were made for a major construction endeavor, the 4,000-

volume collection was moved into the remodeled abbey garage

in the spring of 1956. 54 Librarian Fr. Fidelis Dunlap broke ground
for the three-storv cement block and buff brick structure on
March 11, 1957. The $230,000 library, slated to hold 75,000
volumes, was completed in the fall of 1958. 55

The 1950s were boom years at Saint Leo. Sensing the changes

to come, a 1947 student columnist predicted for the Chronicle

what his class reunion would be like 15 years hence in 1962. "We
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take the new four lane

highway to St. Leo, slow

our jetmobiles down
enough to turn in the

gate," he wrote, and as

"we pull into a parking

place near the new
auditorium our driver

calls our attention to a

new '63 helicopter with a

New York license plate."

In addition to alumni ar-

riving by jetmobile and
helicopter, the futurist

foresaw other old boys

coming in "at the Dade
City airport by rocket

ship," communicating by

cordless telephone, and
marveling at the interna-

tional television broad-

casting system established

at the alma mater by the

founder of WLEO. 56 It

was an ambitious vision of

a high-tech future. What
he missed in his enthusiasm for the prospects of technology was
the real change that would take place in that period: Saint Leo
became a college once more.

Er. Bede Gale drew this map for the 1942

Catalogue. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

Becoming a College Again

Saint Leo returned to its roots in 1959. Its 1889 charter had
authorized the Order of Saint Benedict of Florida to confer "the

usual academic and other degrees granted by any college in this

State." For 30 years after the opening of "St. Leo's College" in

1890, the school granted a Master of Accounts and offered a

standard program of collegiate studies for its day. By the mid-

19 10s, however, this curriculum was no longer what passed for

common college-level studies. The monks then decided to focus

on becoming "a serious English-style prep school," and did so

with considerable success.
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In the optimistic

climate following World
War II, Saint Leo decided

to carry forward its mis-

sion and become a college

once more.

The idea had been ger-

minating for a genera-

tion. In the 1920s, some
Saint Leo courses were

accepted for college-level

credit. Fr. Marion Bow-
man and a number of his

fellow clerics took sum-

mer courses in chemistry

from the scholarly Fr.

Hugh O'Neill, and Saint

Vincent College applied

them toward his degree in

chemistry. 57 In that same
period, Saint Leo's

"seminary department"

listed a bachelor's degree

program in the school

catalogue, but there is no record of anyone receiving such a de-

gree, since it was the custom at the abbey to send its monks off

to other Benedictine colleges to complete their degrees. 58 In

1939, Fr. Thomas Hoffman worked out an arrangement with St.

Benedict College in Atchison, Kansas, whereby two years of cleri-

cal course work at Saint Leo was accepted toward its bachelor's

degree. 59 Hoffman is also remembered for promoting a plan for

Saint Leo to develop a college -level general education program,

as well. 60

The first formal reference to this concept was raised at the

200th meeting of the 14-member abbey chapter on April 26,

1946, when Francis Sadlier broached the idea: "The Rt. Rev.

Abbot next outlined the possibility of opening a Junior College.

Everyone present gave his views and opinions on the question.

No conclusion was reached. The Rt. Rev. Abbot suggested the

proposal be given more detailed thought by all; and another

Prep school scenes in 1952. Dormitory living

(top). A gathering at the Pink Elephant canteen

( bottom ) . Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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Chapter would be called to discuss the matter at a later date." 61

It would be seven years before the issue came up again.

Word ofthe abbot's suggestion, however, immediately reached

the Chronicle, which endorsed the prospect in a May 21, 1946,
editorial: "Reports have it that there will be a new addition to St.

Leo within the next year or two. Rumors of a junior college have

been circulating around the campus and have been certainly ap-

proved as far as the student body is concerned. Raising St. Leo
to higher levels is for us a joyous thought, for by enlarging the

school we enhance our activities, both scholastic and athletic."62

Abbot Francis waited seven years before raising the issue again.

The next formal reference to the idea for a college came on July

17, 1953, in a letter to his confreres, pressing them to consider

opening a college the very next year:

As you know, I leave for Rome early in September, and

before I go I would like to propose to the Chapter the

feasibility of beginning a Junior College in the Fall of

1954.

In recent times we have received many requests that we in-

itiate a College program. Now that vocations have in-

creased our membership, I am encouraged to examine

again our possible chance of doing so.

At the outset, it seems that our small faculty and few build-

ings will limit us to consider only a Junior College for the

present. However, in the preliminary studies thus far

made, evidence indicates that with small inconvenience we
might adopt the two year program.63

The Saint Leo monks did take up the proposal at their chapter

meeting of September 1, 1953. "The possibility of starting a

Junior College was brought. Lengthy discussion ensued; no
decision reached." Abbot Francis made a "reiteration ofhis desire

to have a Jr. College, but need not to be extravagant," recorded

Secretary Fr. Stephen Herrmann.64 The abbot had had his way
with the Abbey Church in 1932 against a reluctant house, but

this time he did not prevail. Sadlier was interested in re-estab-

lishing a college, but it was not a high priority with him. 65 It was

left to others to bring the concept into being. After a quarter-

century as head of the Saint Leo community, Francis Sadlier sud-

denly announced at the chapter meeting ofMarch 10, 1954, that

he had submitted his resignation to Rome. 66
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Marion Bowman was named administrator of the abbey by the

chapter on April 21, elected abbot on June 30, 1954, and formal-

ly blessed by St. Augustine Archbishop Joseph P. Hurley in the

Abbey Church on September 8 ofthat year.67 Abbot Marion, who
had taken as his religious name upon his profession in 1925 a mas-

culine version of the name Mary out of devotion to the Blessed

Virgin, was 49 and had been at Saint Leo for 35 years. Ordained

in 1931, he was a 1923 graduate of Saint Leo and class valedic-

torian, and he had a bachelor's degree in chemistry from Saint

Vincent College (1928) and a master's degree in educational

psychology from Fordham University (1944). (In 1957, Saint

Vincent would confer on him an honorary Doctor ofLaws.)68 He
had taught a range of subjects from Spanish to physics and had
built Saint Leo into a sports power as all-around coach and ath-

letic director since 1932. For two decades he had also been a

member ofthe abbey Senior Council. He was respected as a figure

ofauthority and commitment. Still, his election came as a surprise.

"I was in a sweat shirt out in the field one day," he recalls, "and

the next I was wearing a mitre."69

By the mid-1950s, the Saint Leo monks were examining the

prospect of a college in earnest. "It had been worked over and

was in the back of everybody's mind," recalls Fr. Marion. 70 The
issue was regularly discussed at chapter meetings, and finally ap-

proved by the Saint Leo community on Thanksgiving Day,

November 28, 1957, with 24 monks present, as the minutes

noted: "Jr. College question brought up to date by Abbot then

discussed. A vote was called. It was carried. A vote was taken to

begin Jr. College in 1959 or 1961. The date of 1959 as a begin-

ning was carried." 71 "We took advantage of the opportunity of

the time," recalls Fr. Marion, and he adds: "Fr. Stephen was the

driving force as far as I was concerned about starting the col-

lege." 72

By all accounts, Stephen Herrmann was the central figure in

bringing the new Saint Leo College into being, and eventually he

became its president. Born in Rockledge, Florida, in 1918, he

grew up in San Antonio, attended Saint Leo Prep from 1930 to

1932, made his profession at the abbey in 1939, and was ordained

in 1945. He had a bachelor's degree from St. Benedict College,

a master's from Catholic University, and would soon have a doc-

torate from the University ofFlorida. He was a faculty prefect and

taught German, algebra, and physics. Such was his academic
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depth and creativity that he produced in 1949 what the Chronicle

called "the first miniature 'atom smasher' to be built in the state

of Florida," and he regularly led the school science club in prize-

winning demonstrations at fairs throughout the area. He had
been abbey prior and procurator and was then headmaster of the

prep school. 73 He was intense, driven, and brilliant. "He had the

questions answered before you could ask them," says Fr.

Marion. 74 Remembers then library director and future abbot Fr.

Fidelis Dunlap: "Fr. Marion pushed the idea for a college, but Fr.

Stephen really carried the ball over the line." 75

The college came about because of four principal circumstan-

ces:

• Florida was in the midst of another boom. It was like the

1920s, but this time the growth was substantive and not

ephemeral. "There was no Catholic college on this side of the

state," adds Fr. Marion Bowman— only Barry College in Miami,
founded in 1940. The field was opportune.

• Saint Leo was in a strong financial position. The prep school

enrollment was at its 250 capacity year after year. The citrus

groves were flourishing, and the dairy and poultry operations

were economically stable. The mortgage on Saint Edward Hall

had taken 20 years to retire and had been a heavy burden for the

community. But Abbot Marion made favorable arrangements for

the payment of the remaining $100,000 debt on Saint Francis

Hall within a few months of its completion in 1954. "We were

in good financial shape," he remembers. "We had paid off most
of our bills and were in a position to explore the possibility of

opening a college."76

• The abbey was experiencing unprecedented growth in

membership. From a community of 50 in 1953, it rose to 62 in

1957 (including 28 priests, nearly all prospective faculty mem-
bers), 67 in 1959, 73 in 1960, 77 in 1961, and 85 in 1963. 77

Three Saint Leo priests were ordained in 1954 (Robert Velten,

Michael Leap, and Cassian Foley), and another three in 1958

(Dennis Murphy, Juan Lopez, and Richard Kircher) — a number
not matched since 1932 and 1923. 78 Prospects for continued

growth seemed limitless. There were 14 Saint Leo seminarians in

the prep school in 1957 and 18 in I960. 79 The abbey had the

troops to staff not only a prep school, but also a college. Many
of them were going on for doctorates and sought the fulfillment

that college teaching could bring. Says Fr. Marion: "We had com-
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petent people, bright people. A college seemed to be more of an

outlet for their capabilities than a prep school."80

• Along with this pragmatic potential, there was a desire to

leave a more distinctive mark on students. The prep school was a

ready-made feeder to carry the Saint Leo boys on to a more
thorough education. "We wanted to keep the students longer,"

recalls Fr. Fidelis Dunlap, then assistant headmaster and librarian.

"We had just formed them, and then they were off to colleges all

over the country." 81

The time was right. There was a distinctive need. And Saint

Leo was in a position to fill it. Still, the prospect met with opposi-

tion, both internally and externally. "Some of our community
whose life work had been in the Prep School never quite adjusted

to this," remembers Fr. Marion. 82 They saw the onset of a college

as somehow a diminishment of what they had built, rather than

as a new phase in Saint Leo's development.

On the outside, the local bishop did not welcome the new
Benedictine venture. His reaction was judiciously phrased by

Brother Bernard Aurentz in the abbey's News Report of Novem-
ber 1956: "After discussing such a possibility with the community'

and his Grace, Archbishop Joseph P. Hurley of the diocese of St.

Augustine, it was judged best to advance slowly in order to lay

solid foundations and be assured of an adequate and competent
faculty in the Benedictine tradition." 83 Fr. Marion described the

situation more bluntly: "Archbishop Hurley of St. Augustine had

been thinking about establishing a diocesan college, but nothing

was done. He nearly had a heart attack when he found out we
were going to start one. I remember meeting with him shortly

after that. He kept pacing up and down and talking— he did that

when he was agitated — and you couldn't get in a word
edgewise." 84

Bro. Bernard went on to explain the 20-year plan the monks
had developed: "With these thoughts in mind, the Order of St.

Benedict of Florida has proceeded with the detailed study of a

master plan for expansion covering the next two decades. The ex-

pansion would accommodate an enrollment of from 500 to 600
students. The increased facilities would be used for an increased

enrollment in the St. Leo college preparatory school until condi-

tions were reached when a cut- back could be made in the

preparatory school and a college established." 85 In tact, events

proceeded with unanticipated rapidity. The college opened less
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than three years later, the prep school was closed in 1964, and by

1968 Saint Leo had more than 1,200 enrollments.

Despite objections, the plan pressed forward. One hopes that

one's projects will meet with acceptance and not provoke opposi-

tion. But no outside approval was necessary to launch the new
college, neither from the diocese nor the state. The 1889 charter

authorized Saint Leo to operate at any educational level and grant

whatever degrees it wished.

Chiefamong Saint Leo's boosters in preparing the way for the

college was Robert Andrew Brown. A lawyer by training and a

retired officer in the Northern Trust Company of Chicago, he

had homes in Libertyville, Illinois, and Palm Beach, Florida. He
began to make extended stays at the abbey just as Marion Bow-
man became abbot. They had an immediate chemistry. "He was

as close to me as the brother I never had," remembers Fr.

Marion. 86

As Fr. Stephen Herrmann was taking the lead in developing

the college curriculum and internal structure, Robert Andrew
Brown was a dynamo of enthusiasm in organizing outside sup-

port. He drafted promotional brochures, arranged for newspaper

publicity, contacted state educational officials for advice, helped

put together the College Advisory Board, and drew up a fund-

raising campaign, which included mailings to prospective Saint

Leo donors from alumni to citrus fruit customers. 87 He and his

wife Bertha Evans Brown became generous benefactors of the

college, eventually donating $250,000 for the landscaping of the

campus, especially the central mall. 88 Among his most notewor-

thy contributions was the initial contact with the man who would
become the first president ofthe new Saint Leo College: Dr. John
I. Leonard. "I have communicated with Dr. Leonard ofPB Junior

College," Brown wrote to Abbot Marion on February 5, 1957.

"We are arranging for a convenient time for a talk."89

The enlistment of Dr. John Leonard was a real coup for Saint

Leo. Known as "Mr. Junior College," he had been superinten-

dent of schools of Palm Beach County from 1936 to 1948, and

at that point became "the first full-time president of the first

public junior college of Florida."90 From his presidency at Palm

Beach Junior College, he had organized and headed the Florida

Association of Public Junior Colleges, the nucleus of the group

which stimulated the eventual development of a network ofcom-
munity colleges throughout the state. He was a genial figure with
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a personality as comfortable as an old shoe, revered throughout

Florida for his knowledge, dedication, and enthusiasm for educa-

tion. He was nearly 73 when he took up his position as Saint Leo
President in 1959. "We talked him out of just going fishing,"

remembers Fr. Marion. 91

"Junior College Announced For Saint Leo in 1959," said the

Chronicle banner headline in January of 1958. The formal an-

nouncement was made by Abbot Marion Bowman at a Saint Leo
dinner honoring Dr. Leonard (but not revealing his new office).

Said the president emeritus of Palm Beach and soon-to-be presi-

dent of Saint Leo: "With the prospect that the college population

of Florida will double by 1970, it is good to see that private in-

stitutions are preparing to share the load. The new Saint Leo col-

lege will serve an important purpose in this state."92

In trumpeting this collegiate development, the student

newspaper made two errors: one about the future, the other in

reference to the past. "It will be the first Catholic college for men
in Florida," said the Chronicle. 9 * Saint Leo already had that dis-

tinction in 1890; and the new Saint Leo College would enroll

women from its very outset. "For seventy years, Saint Leo has
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been a Benedictine Elementary and High School for boys," said

the paper upon the announcement in December of 1958 that

John Leonard had accepted the Saint Leo presidency.94 Somehow
the fact that Saint Leo had begun as a genuine college and per-

sisted under that name till 1920 had gotten lost in the enthusiasm

of the moment. Saint Leo was not beginning anew, it was only

returning to its roots.

Abbot Marion, chancellor of the new college, had formalized

Dr. Leonard's association with Saint Leo in a January 25, 1958,

contractual offer:

Following our preliminary talks it seems advisable to out-

line an understanding concerning your future connection

with Saint Leo College. . . .

Upon completion of your present contract you will be

available as consultant to Saint Leo College in its forma-

tive stages until January 1, 1959. During this period you
shall have periodic conferences with us and make such visits

to Saint Leo as may be possible without interference in

your vacation plans. Later you will accept the post of Presi-

dent. We shall be happy to announce your acceptance of

the Presidency when it is agreeable to you. Saint Leo Col-

lege will open in the fall of 1959 enrolling only a freshman

class.

You will give Saint Leo College approximately one-half of

your time, and not that amount if the strain ofwork is in-

jurious to your health. It is our desire to have the advantage

ofyour knowledge and experience without any sacrifice to

your health.

For his "half- time" consultantship and presidency (which

turned out to be total), Dr. Leonard was to receive an "annual

compensation of $6,000.00." It may not have seemed like much,
but along with it came full housing payments, moving expenses

from the Leonards' home in Loxahatchee, Florida, unlimited

gasoline from the college pump, and an open abbey kitchen. "We
know you are not interested in starting a new career in education,

and therefore it is difficult to determine a period or time during

which you may wish to be associated with Saint Leo," wrote

Abbot Marion. "It is our firm beliefthat you will have many fruit-

ful years ahead and we hope you will remain with Saint Leo at

least long enough to graduate the first class." (President Leonard

would make it, just barely.) Added Chancellor Bowman: "We
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Leonard was the first president of

nt Leo College. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

want you at Saint Leo and
we welcome you. It will

be our endeavor to make
you and Mrs. Leonard
happy here."95

Bro. Bernard noted a

distinctive feature of Saint

Leo's president: "Dr.
Leonard's new position is

unique in that he is a Pres-

byterian presiding over a

Catholic institution."96

The first General Bul-

letin of Saint Leo College

was issued in the spring of

1959, compiled principal-

ly by Fr. Stephen Her-

rmann. The mission
statement reached for the

goals of a classic liberal

education:

Saint Leo College is a

Catholic Junior College of liberal arts and sciences con-

ducted by the Benedictine Fathers of Florida. In its total

program, Saint Leo aims at integrating the student's intel-

lectual training with his acceptance ofresponsibility in rela-

tion to God, man, and the universe in which he lives. The
student's full mental development is accomplished
through the traditional medium of the liberal arts and of

the sciences. Here the student acquaints himself with all

the major areas of human knowledge — the logical arts,

the humanities, the social sciences, and the natural scien-

ces. Thus the liberally educated person sees life in its en-

tirety and is able to view himself in the proper relationship

to God, man, and the world. This liberal education

program gives the best opportunity for efficient specializa-

tion because the student is able to fit his field ofmajor work
into the whole picture. The courses offered at Saint Leo
are based on a complete intellectual development and so

include the four major areas of human knowledge. 97

In the six years that Saint Leo operated as a two-year college

from 1959 to 1965, the official name of the institution was al-
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ways "Saint Leo College," never "Saint Leo Junior College."

There was no fixed plan to move to a full bachelor's-level program
after a specified period at the associateVdegree level. "You didn't

even think that far ahead," remembers Fr. Marion.98 The jump
from prep school to college was ambitious enough in itself

Saint Leo opened its doors — for the first time as two institu-

tions: preparatory school and college— on September 13, 1959.

The old prep school Chronicle welcomed the addition of the col-

lege, even as it sensed its own imminent demise: "1959-1960 is

not a year as other years; it is a year of decision and crisis for St.

Leo. A college has been begun; the prep school has found that it

no longer holds the unique position it formerly held, and that it

must compete if it is to retain its place. A new administration has

taken charge of the school; new customs have been introduced

and old ones superseded. This is a year of decision; a new era has

begun at St. Leo."99 "Where the prepsters at one time had been

big fish in a little pond," explained Fr. Peter Sweisgood, "now
they were going to be little fish in a bigger pond." 100

On the eve of the opening, there was a two-day faculty

workshop. Chancellor Bowman set the tone with a contrast of

the "sensational" and the "unique:"

We may not be sensational but we may be unique. It is sen-

sational these days when you aim at not being sensation-

al. We may be unique in that we are the oldest and at the

same time the youngest college in the state, being

chartered in 1889 and opening in 1959. It is sensational

to begin with from 75 to 100 students when statistics are

geared to thousands and hundreds of thousands of stu-

dents. But it may be unique to aim at quality rather than

quantity. 101

Abbey prior and biology teacher Fr. Damian DuQuesnay
stressed the tradition of "family," which had long been a central

Saint Leo value: "Whatever we do, we must do as a community.

We cannot cut ourselves off from our family life. For the struc-

ture of Benedictine life is essentially a family life. We are all

spiritual children of the family. Discipline, order, deference,

fraternal charity, respect, good will, cooperation must be injected

into whatever we do." He concluded on a nice metaphor: "When
we work along Benedictine lines we are not helping to carry

stones to the Tower of Babel but are helping to build the City of

God." 102
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A college jam session in 1961 . SaintLeoAbbeyArchives

President Leonard
eehoed Fr. Damian's sen-

timents and appealed for

the eontinuation in the

college of the high
reputation the prepara-

tory school had estab-

lished. "I feel very keenly

the development of the

family spirit here at Saint

Leo. There are standards

ofteaching here. Here are

achievements that result from good sound thinking," he noted.

Facing a faculty which included people who had spent their

careers producing a prep school second to none, he said:
CT chal-

lenge you to build a stronger and better record and we are going

to try to carry your standards into the college." 103

The new Saint Leo College opened with 67 students, all fresh-

men. There were 61 men (including two abbey Brothers) and six

women: four Holy Name Benedictine sisters and two local HNA
graduates, Elizabeth Barthle and Gertrude Corrigan (who was

not related to Saint Leo's pioneer "attending physician" of 1890).

Fifty-one were Floridians, 13 were from states scattered along the

eastern seaboard, and three from other countries — Formosa,

Venezuela, and Honduras. 104 Apart from Abbot Marion and Dr.

Leonard, the catalogue listed a faculty of 16: eight monks, three

laymen, three lay women, and two Sisters from Holy Name, Srs.

Mary Grace Riddles and Caroline Maertens, both ofwhom taught

English. 105

All of the women were day students, since there were no resi-

dent facilities for them. In fact, there was no men's dormitory for

the boarding college students either. Saint Edward Hall was filled

to capacity with the prepsters, so the college boarders were put

up temporarily in the new abbey wing called "St. Charles Hall,"

which was itself not quite ready for occupancy. Prefect Fr. Peter

Sweisgood remembered showing the facilities to parents and

trying to put the best race on the situation. "I was telling the

mothers of these kids: Tsn't it wonderful that the college is build-

ing up around your son? Don't you have a sense of being some-

what of a pioneer?' ... I had to say something because the rooms
were full of cement dust and shavings." 100
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On the day of the college opening, Abbot Marion broke

ground for Roderick Hall, the first of three men's dormitories in

a complex to be called
uMacEachen Mall" (a name which didn't

stick). 107 The $333,000 building was dedicated a year later. 108

The cost was underwritten with a $150,000 grant from the man
for whom the dormitory was named: Monsignor Roderick Mac-
Eachen, one of the most remarkable people ever associated with

Saint Leo.

"He was a character," remembers Fr. Marion, "and a giant of

a man." Aged 85 at the time of his dormitory donation, he lived

in active retirement in Sarasota. He had studied at universities in

Innsbruck, Prague, Budapest, and Rome, had a number of doc-

torates, and spoke six languages. Well connected at the Vatican,

he had prepared a proposed universal catechism at the request of

Pope Benedict XV and had been secretary to the papal legate at

the Versailles Conference following World War I. He taught at

Catholic University ofAmerica and was the author of more than

30 books. Msgr. MacEachen was independent-minded and "a

thorn in the side of many bishops," remembers Fr. Marion. He
was influential enough to gain an appointment as a military

chaplain at the age of 67 in 1943. He directed the chaplain corps

for 26 German POW camps in the United States — which may
have been how he met Abbot Francis Sadlier and began his as-

sociation with Saint Leo — and he served in the Pacific as well.

In his postwar retirement years, MacEachen had 300 Brahma
cattle at his M-Bar-M Ranch in Sarasota. There he surrounded

himself with rare books and Renaissance art, including a 15th-

century Florentine leather "picture" and a three-volume 1489
work written by the Chancellor ofthe University Paris and printed

with hand-carved type. More remarkably still, at the age of 84 he

was running and modernizing a steel processing plant in

Evansville, Illinois, which he had taken over after the death of his

brother-in-law.

Monsignor MacEachen died in 1965 at the age of 91 and is

buried in the abbey cemetery. Because of his interest in educa-

tion, he left Saint Leo 200 acres of land in Sarasota. It was sold

in 1974 for $1,000,000. 1()9

As Saint Leo College got underway, it soon acquired three es-

sential symbols: college colors, a team nickname, and an official

seal.
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The prep school colors were purple and gold. The college had

to have its own, to solidify its distinctive identity. The selection

of green and gold came in a moment of unusual symmetry. In its

first year, the college held all its classes (except for the science

laboratories) in the library. The prep school students had filled

the remaining Saint Francis Hall classrooms. "We used three

rooms, each holding about 20 students," remembers library

director Fr. Fidelis Dunlap. "Even the college president had his

office there. It was the intellectual nerve center of the school."

One afternoon in the fall of 1959, Dr. Leonard, Abbot Marion,

and Fr. Fidelis were discussing there the issue of new colors for

the college. Green and gold had been Leonard's colors at Palm
Beach Junior College; that had been the case, too, at Saint Vin-

cent College, the alma mater ofBowman and Dunlap. "Then we
looked out the window into the orange groves spilling down the

hillside toward the lake," recalls Fr. Fidelis, "and noticed the gold

of the ripening oranges against the green background of the

leaves. That settled it." 110

The official seal of Saint Leo

College was designed by Fr. Bede

Gale in 1961. His original design

(left) was ornate .md traditional. At

right is the streamlined version

tised today. Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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The nickname for the college sports teams was also selected in

the fall of 1959. The prep school teams were called the "Lions,"

a translation of the Latin word "Leo." A related name would be

desirable, for the sake of tradition. A number of faculty members
were discussing the matter with President Leonard, when Fr.

Peter Sweisgood put forward the name "Monarchs" for the col-

lege teams. "I remembered that Monarch Foods used a picture

of a lion on its canned goods, and I thought that would be a good
nickname for us," recalled Fr. Peter. "Everyone agreed." 111

The college seal was designed in the spring of 1961 by heraldry

specialist Fr. Bede Gale, who had crafted the preparatory school

seal in 1944. His technical description for the new college coat-

of-arms read: "Fusilly in bend sinister argent and vert, three lions

rampant or, each bearing a gold crozier, the crook to the sinister."

Fr. Bede explained the symbolism in an April 1961 article in the

Saint Leo Chronicle-Reporter:

It is in one color, green, and two metals, gold and silver.

Thus it embodies the colors adopted by the college of

green and gold. . . .

"Fusilly in bend sinister" describes the diamond-shaped

over- all pattern of the shield which is in green and silver.

The derivation of this pattern is as follows. The American

Cassinese Congregation of Benedictines, to which Saint

Leo belongs, was derived originally from the Bavarian

Congregation. When the great heraldic authority, Pierre

Champagne La Rose was asked to design a coat-of-arms

for St. Vincent Archabbey, he used the royal arms of

Bavaria (fusilly in bend sinister argent and azure) in his

design to indicate this derivation. . . . When a coat-of-arms

for Saint Leo Prep was designed, the pattern was also in-

cluded. So it is also now used in the coat for the college in

order to make some continuity. . . .

The three lions rampant (lions up on their hind legs facing

to the right and beating the air with their forepaws) are a

bald heraldic pun on the name Leo. The croziers in their

forepaws suggest an ecclesiastical connection. This device

of a lion rampant holding a crozier is probably unique in

world heraldry ( I have never come across it in thirty years

of studying coats-of-arms) and makes a neat, tasteful, and

entirely heraldic Saint Leo device — all Saint Leo's own.

Above the shield appears the cross of Saint Benedict. This

cross has an extremely ancient history and is said to be very
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potent against the onslaughts of the devil. . . . The letters

C-S-P-B stand for "Crux Sancti Patris Benedicti" ("The

Cross of Holy Father Benedict"). The other letters C-S-S-

M-L-N-D-S-M-D stand for the Latin words "Crux sancta

sit mihi lux, non draco sit mihi dux" (May the holy eross

be my light, may the dragon not be my guide). This is a

most distinctively Benedictine device and immediately re-

lates the seal to the Benedictine order. 112

The college logo was redesigned in 1987, but this still remains

the official Saint Leo College seal. It was the last achievement of

Bede Gale. He died of cancer at the age of 46 on July 30, 1961.

Saint Leo was also struck by a terminal illness that particularly

saddened the first commencement of the new junior college.

Twenty-three students received diplomas in the first graduat-

ing class in a ceremony in the abbey garden on June 3, 1961 . Dr.

John Leonard, who had shaped and guided the new institution,

was unable to attend, for he was on his deathbed. The commen-
cement speaker was newly appointed President Fr. Stephen Her-

rmann, the driving force in the establishment of the college. He
told the assembly: "You, the graduates, are the first who have

walked into the arena of higher studies through the portals and

the classrooms of this new college. You have placed a trust in it;

it now places a trust in you — for the name of Saint Leo will be

held in honor or not, as you stand or fall on what you carry

forth.
11113 Msgr. Dr. Roderick MacEachen received Saint Leo's

first Floreat Award for his generosity to the institution. The
graduating class included 21 men and two women. The women
finished first and second in academic standing: Elizabeth Barthle

(with a 3.60 grade point average) and Gertrude Corrigan (who
tied Donald Hormuth at 3.59 ).*

14 "I got a good education there,
11

remembers the top student of the pioneer Associate ofArts class.

"It was exciting seeing the college start from the ground up. The
college played a big role in my life. It helped me become a well-

rounded person, a more versatile person. 11115

Dr. Leonard died two months later on July 24, 1961, at the

age of 74. He is commemorated in the John I. Leonard General

Excellence Award, which is given annually at commencement "to

the member of the graduating class who best embodies the

equalities of character, scholarship, sendee, leadership and general

excellence for which Saint Leo College stands. 11116

Saint Leo was in transition. But the depth of its roots was sym-

bolized by the death of Brother Leo Fuchsbuechler on January
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Brother Leo Fuchsbuechler picking oranges in

the abbey groves at the age of 84. He came to

Saint Leo in 1890 and died in 1960, the last of

the pioneers. He bridged the transition from

college to prep school to college again.

Saint Leo Abbey Archives

26, 1960, in the first year

of the new college.

"Brother Leo, Last

Remaining Founder of
Saint Leo, Dies at 87,"

read the Chronicle head-

line. 117 He had arrived at

Maryhelp Abbey's San
Antonio mission on May
23, 1890, and helped

construct the original col-

lege-monastery building.

In his nearly 70 years at

Saint Leo, he had seen

everything, as the mon-
astery grew from an out-

post in the pine woods to

an independent priory to

abbeyhood, and as the

educational institution

passed from a college to a

prep school to a college

once more. Even more
changes were yet to

come.
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Tears ofBoom
and Change

aint Leo and Holy Name flourished in the early 1960s. In

the fall of 1961, the abbey had 80 monks and the priory 59

sisters. There were 225 students enrolled in the college, 250 in

the prep school, and 90 at the academy. 1

Enrollment at the college exceeded all expectations. From an

opening of67 in 1959, the student body jumped to 164 in 1960:

142 men and 22 women, 63 from Florida and 18 from New York,

with the rest scattered from Spain to Formosa and Maine to

California. Most of the men boarded in the newly opened
Roderick Hall. Most of the women were among the 33 day stu-

dents, but eight of them resided in the newly rented "Campus-
Side HaH 1

' in San Antonio. From 225 students in 1961, the

college grew to 340 in 1962, including 245 men and 95 women.
Apartments were rented all over San Antonio to provide women's
housing. Enrollment reached 404 in the tall of 1963 (315 men
and 89 women — 193 from Florida and 15 from foreign

countries), and went to 540 in 1964. 2 The dizzying pace of col-

lege growth had a dramatic impact on the fates of Holy Name
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Academy and Saint Leo College Preparatory School. Both found
themselves closed in 1964, but not without wrenching regret.

The Closing of the Prep School and the Academy
"We really started out thinking that we would run both a junior

college and a prep school," remembers Fr. Marion Bowman. By
the spring of 1962, the boom in college numbers prompted a

reassessment of the future of Saint Leo. Pressed by President Fr.

Stephen Herrmann, Abbot Marion decided to plunge Saint Leo's

resources into a full four-year college program. "We recognized

that we couldn't do both," explains Fr. Marion. "We didn't have

room enough." Of the push for a bachelor's-level program, he

adds: "The compelling force was the dissatisfaction with having

freshmen in and housebreaking them one year, and making col-

lege students out of them the next year, and then turning them
loose." 3

Headmaster Fr. Robert Velten announced to the stunned prep

school student body on January 15, 1963, that their program
would close at the end of the year, but that seniors would be al-

lowed to return for the 1963-1964 academic term to complete

their high school education. "Father Abbot's reasons for drop-

ping the school were many," said the Chronicle-Reporter. "The
Abbey has accepted a mission in South America that will require

manpower. It has many parishes around the abbey to staff. It has

a college to staff. It has a prep to staff. Father Abbot felt that there

are not enough qualified men to do all four jobs well, and that it

would be best to drop the Prep."4

Abbot Marion explained the situation in a January 29, 1963,

letter to each parent:

This is not calculated to be the happiest possible letter.

Hence I shall make it straightforward and simple as pos-

sible.

We are closing the Prep School June, 1963. We will, next

school year, conduct senior classes only for those who are

now juniors.

Many and complex considerations — some obvious,

some not at all obvious and pertinent to no one except

ourselves — have brought this about.

We beg your forebearance.

The most heart-warming aspect of this admittedly repug-

nant business has been the overwhelming good will with
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which all ofyou, despite your concern and understandable

reluctance, have met the situation.

We are grateful. We thank you. May God bless you and

your family always. 5

In its nearly half-century of operation, the Benedictine

preparatory school had built a tremendous academic reputation.

Ninety-two percent of the 1957 graduates went on to college. In

the 1959 National Merit Scholarship qualifying test, 22 Saint Leo
students scored above the 90th percentile, including five who be-

came immediately eligible for the finals with marks at the 98 -99th
level. James Chow, a 1960 prep school graduate who enrolled in

the new college the following fall, scored an incredible 40 out of

40 in the standardized mathematics placement examination. 6

Chow had come to Saint Leo from Hong Kong and remembers
his alma mater for its friendly atmosphere, the faculty attitude of

individual concern, the congenial international pluralism of the

student body, and the high academic standards. "I was well

prepared for college when I finished at Saint Leo," he recalls. After

a year at the junior college, he enrolled at Georgia Tech for a de-

gree in architecture, and has been a practicing architect in Atlan-

ta for the past two decades. 7

Saint Leo College Preparatory School held its last commence-
ment on May 22, 1964. Forty-two students received diplomas in

the Abbey Church. In a gesture to history, Saint Leo's eldest

living "old boy"— C. Wiley Osburn, who had been born in 1874
in a log cabin on what is now the Saint Leo golf course, and who
had attended Saint Leo Military College from 1892 to 1895 —
was presented with a diploma at the age of 90. 8 Thus the prep

school ended in a fitting link with the pioneers.

Holy Name Academy also closed its doors in 1964. Three fac-

tors affected the decision. The rapid growth of the college

brought an increasingly larger number of college men into close

proximity with the academy's high school girls.
fcTt was a sensi-

tive situation, and many of the sisters were concerned," remem-
bers Frances Martin, who then was Sr. Scholastica and is now
professor of social work at Saint Leo. 9 In addition, recalls then-

Sister Maura Snyder, now a member of the college English facul-

ty, "Catholic high schools were springing up throughout Florida,

and the need for a women's boarding academy was less than it

once had been." 10 Furthermore, the needs of the college repre-

sented a new mission for the Holy Name Benedictines. The priory
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The grounds of the priory (lower left), abbey (center), and college (upper right) in the

1 970s. Holy Name Priory Archives

could provide teachers and resources. Scattered in rented facilities

throughout the area, the women students of the college needed

sufficient and centralized dormitories and living quarters if Saint

Leo were to develop as a truly coeducational institution.

In 1961, Fr. Stephen Herrmann had approached the sisters of

Holy Name Priory about consolidating their efforts with Saint

Leo in the new college. "We had countless community meet-

ings," remembers Frances Martin, "about defining our new apos-

tolate." 11 The sisters ultimately decided to close their 75 -year-old

academy and devote their energies and resources to making Saint

Leo College a success. "They mortgaged everything they had to

come in with us," Fr. Marion Bowman told the audience at Holy
Name's centennial celebration on March 1, 1989. 12

The sisters broke ground for the $500,000 100-student Mar-

mion Hall and 250-seat cafeteria on April 4, 1965. The complex
was completed in 1966, under the direction of Prioress de Chan-
tal Ducuing, who retained Tampa contractor J. H. Sultenfuss,

grandson of William Sueltenfuss, the man whose hotel had been

turned into a convent in 1889. 13 The building was named for

Irish-born Benedictine Abbot Columba Marmion (1858-1909)
of Maredsous Abbey in Belgium, whose spiritual writings had a
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great influence on the Holy Name community. 14 Subsequently,

the 30-student Villa dormitory was opened in 1966. The follow-

ing year, Snyder Hall was erected, accommodating 100 students

and named for Mrs. Marion Q. Snyder, a house mother whom
the sisters wanted to honor as a model ofdedication and service. 15

A Full College Program

Saint Leo made its transition from a junior college to a full

bachelorVlevel institution in the fall of 1965, admitting college

juniors for the first time.

President Stephen Herrmann had sent a circular letter to his

fellow monks in the spring of 1962, proposing September 1963
for the initiation of the four-year program. "Father Abbot has in-

dicated that he thinks we should go into the four-year college

program at least by the fall of 1965 but is willing to consider an

earlier date if the Community thinks, and the signs indicate, that

it should be sooner," he wrote. Among his reasons, Herrmann
cited the fact that the college had'brought in a surplus of$41 ,000

in the 1960-1961 academic year, that the lay and religious facul-

ty were qualified, and that a full college program would provide

a recruiting ground for members of the Order. 16 The monks,

however, thought 1965 a better date to prepare for the ambitious

effort. Abbot Marion announced on December 3, 1963, that the

bachelorVlevel curriculum would be implemented in the fall of

1965. 17

Fr. Marion puts the decision for the four-year program in simple

terms ofcompleteness. "After you got into it— and you got over

the shock of going from a prep school to a college — and you
saw something about how it worked, you thought, well, with all

the pluses and minuses, vou might as well go ahead with it whole

hog." 18

With the doors open to a full college program, enrollments

skyrocketed. Registrations were 823 in 1965-1966, reached

1,047 in the fall of 1966, went to 1,127 in 1967, and peaked at

1,219 in the tall of 1968. "It was like a different college every

year," remembers registrar A. James Christiansen.
ccWc could

hardly keep up with it."
19

The faculty grew sharply from 16 in 1959 to 58 in 1965 (near-

ly halfofthem priests and sisters) to 83 in 1970. 20 A massive build-

ing campaign raced to match the pace of growth.
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A student crowd in 1968-1969, the year enrollment peaked at 1,219.

Saint Leo College Archives

In 1961, Crawford Hall was dedicated as a new $130,000 class-

room. It was named for Senator George White Crawford, the

grandfather of Saint Leo's Fr. Vincent who had inherited a fami-

ly bequest which underwrote the construction. Senator Crawford
had served in the Civil War with Confederate General Braxton

Bragg and went on to four terms in the Florida state senate before

his death in 1920. 21 Fr. Vincent Crawford himself was a 2 3 -year

member ofthe Saint Leo faculty. As curator ofthe abbey archives,

he won prizes displaying the monastery's treasury of rare books,

including an 11th-century "Nun's Breviary" and a 12th-century

"Carthusian Epistle." Even more noteworthy was his collection

of4,600 records from the golden age of opera, among them 160

recordings of Enrico Caruso dating back to 1901. Fr. Vincent

died in 1980 at the age of 70. 22

Ground was broken for the new $500,000 student center on
March 4, 1962, and it opened in the fall of the following year.

The building was named for the William P. McDonald Founda-

tion, which had contributed $300,000 toward the project. The
McDonald family had been long-time benefactors of Saint Leo,

having donated 50,000 limestone bricks from its construction
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firm for the Abbey Church in 1939, and another 220,000 bricks

for Saint Francis Hall in 1951.23

Two more men's dormitories completed the complex begun
with Roderick Hall in 1959. Benoit Hall (an example of flair with

the French word for "Benedict") was erected in a six-month fren-

zy to meet the enrollment boom. Ground was broken on
February 19, 1965, and it opened in September, accommodat-
ing 112 resident men at a cost of $320,000. 24 The final 168-stu-

dent dormitory was completed in 1966 for $500,000. It was at

first named for Lee Marvin, who presided at its 1969 dedication

ceremony, and then renamed Henderson Hall in 1980 for Char-

les F. Henderson III, a graduate of the college who had died of

cancer at the age of 24. 25

For additional temporary dormitory space, the college made
use of portions of Saint Leo Hall and Saint Charles Hall (the

monks' residence), as well as Carmel Hall, the former Carmelite

convent, which was remodeled to accommodate 36 students, and

after the housing crunch eased, converted to faculty offices in

1969. 26

Two abbey agricultural facilities became available for college

use in the mid-1960s, when the monastery cut back on its farm-

ing operations. The 1954 citrus packing house was renovated as

a student recreation center in 1966. Commonly called the "Rec
Center" at first, and then "The Cage," it was briefly known as
uThe Caged Lion" in the mid-1970s, after the college acquired a

full-grown lion which had been confiscated from a private owner
by the local sheriff's department. The lion was penned in a chain-

link cage outside the entrance way. In 1979, the building was

remodeled yet again into offices for the same faculty members
who had occupied Carmel Hall for the previous decade, after a

10-year lease expired (for which the college had paid the abbey

$3,000 per year). The monastery reclaimed Carmel Hall for a

retreat house. 27 The lower level of the McDonald Center was then

remodeled into a student recreation area. When 17-year Director

of Social Activities Hazel Whitman died in 1981, the college

named the student lounge in her honor.

With the discontinuance of the abbey dairy operation as the

result of the cost of complying with pasteurization regulations,

the 225 acres of land south of Highway 52 was developed into a

golf course in 1963. Assisted initially by long-time music profes-

sor Donald Kreusch, Daniel Culliton Sr. of San Antonio designed
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Members of the Association ofWomen Students in 1971. saint Leo College Archives

and built the course, giving his time to Saint Leo gratis. The
former dairy barn was converted into a club house, and the full

18 -hole course was completed at Thanksgiving of 1965. Culliton,

who had been a golf professional and had played in the 1937
U. S. Open, became pro-manager and set green fees at $2 in the

belief "that a golf course should be made available to the work-

ing man," noted the Chronicle-Reporter. 2*

The Julia Deal Lewis Hall of Science was constructed in 1967,

along with the Selby Demonstration Auditorium. They were

funded in part with grants from Mrs. Lewis, a prominent benefac-

tor of Catholic education from Chicago, and the William and
Marie Selby Foundation of Sarasota. The cost of the building and
its laboratory equipment eventually came to $843,680. 29

The final major building ofthe boom era was the activities cen-

ter. It was the first Saint Leo project completed with federal funds

(apart from the grading of the roads within the town portion of

the campus, which the Depression-era Works Progress Ad-
ministration finished in 1936). The building went up with a

$263,810 government grant. A fund-raising campaign brought

in a quarter of a million dollars (including a $50,000 gift from

Julia Deal Lewis), and the college took out a half-million-dollar
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loan for the rest of the cost, which totaled $1,108,375 at the time

of its dedication. 30 Ground was broken in September of 1968 and

the building was formally named the Marion Bowman Activities

Center at the April 1970 commencement. 31 By then the man who
had built Saint Leo into a sports power in the 1930s had retired

as abbot and was about to become president of the college.

The Dome was erected in 1971 as the last construction project

of the growth years. Inexpensive at $7,500, it was also ap-

propriately innovative, reflecting the enthusiasm for Buckminster

Fuller's geodesic designs of the period. It has been used as an art

studio since that time. By then, Saint Leo was experiencing con-

siderable financial distress. Construction was frozen for a decade

and a half.

On September 16, 1985, ground was broken for the next and

most recent college addition: a $1.9 million expansion of the

library. The building was formally named on November 14, 1986,

the Daniel A. Cannon Memorial Library, after the 1938 graduate

and class salutatorian, whose widow Mrs. Elizabeth Cannon
donated $500,000 toward the expense of the library. The expan-

sion increased the capacity of the original 1958 building two and

a half times and made room for the collection (now 100,000

volumes strong) to house 150,000 titles. 32 On October 4, 1988,

the Hugh F. Culverhouse Computer Instruction Center was for-

mally opened as a high-tech reflection of the library's resources. 33

In addition to these major benefactors in the years of building

the college, Saint Leo received a number of additional major

donations, among them: $300,000 in 1965 from insurance ex-

ecutive Leo N. Hierholzer, two ofwhose sons had graduated from

the prep school; stock worth $ 100,000 from another prep-school

parent, Albert C. Kelly, in 1972; a 1973 bequest from William J.

Gundall of bonds worth $240,000; property valued at $125,000
in 1988 from health care executive and former member of the

college administration John I. Goddard. 34 Moreover, in 198 1 , the

college received an inheritance from Richard J. Milbauer, prin-

cipally in Pasco County commercial property valued at

$3,144,350, to be equally divided between Saint Leo College and

the University of Florida. 33 Milbauer had been a New Port Richey

real estate entrepreneur and a member of Our Lady Queen of

Peace Church, founded by the Saint Leo Benedictines. His

decision for the bequest to the college had been developed by Fr.
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Edward Sullivan, a diocesan priest from Los Angeles and popular

member of the philosophy faculty. 36

Growth, Values, Struggles

The early years of the new college featured distinctive initia-

tion ceremonies. Freshmen wore green beanies and at the hands

of the outnumbered sophomores, they were put through a "Hell

Week" ritual, which ended with a parade through Dade City and

a formal "uncapping." The Chronicle-Reporter detailed the 1961
initiation of the 120 college freshmen, including the comment:
"The special for Tuesday was reciting and paraphrasing passages

from the College Handbook when asked by a sophomore. Al-

though the sophs were quite religious about getting cigarettes

from the freshmen on Monday, no incident of a sophomore re-

questing information about the handbook from freshmen was

recorded." 37

The Saint Leo College Monarchs won the Florida junior col-

lege state championship in basketball in 1962. Saint Leo was led

throughout its 22- 1 1 season by high -point man William "Spider"

Schmeider, the eighth-leading scorer in the nation, who was

named to the honorable-mention All-American team. In the

championship game against Dade County Junior College, the

crowd was thunderstruck by a desperation shot just before the

halftime buzzer by Monarch captain James Stephenson. "With
only one second left," said the school paper, "Jim let loose with

an 84 foot throw. It skimmed along the rafters as everybody and

his uncle watched, then— swish! All bedlam broke loose and the

stands were in an uproar." Stephenson was presented at the end
of the game with "a gilded horseshoe for the longest throw in

Florida Junior College Basketball history."38

Saint Leo had been drawing students from the Northeast since

the days of the Quinlan and Hopper brothers in the 1890s. But

in the early years of the new college in the 1960s, enrollments

from New York and New Jersey, Connecticut and Massachusetts

outstripped those from Florida, the traditional leading supplier.

In 1966-1967, 57.5 percent ofthe students (602 ofthe total stu-

dent body of 1,047) came from those four states. 39

Fr. Peter Sweisgood, popular philosophy teacher and dean of

students, once organized an elaborate practical joke on the

"Yankee kids." He led them on what they believed was a water-

melon-stealing caper one evening. But he had arranged for a
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Fr. Peter Sweisgood was known for

his zealous defense of the two

500-pound lions at the college

entrance way. Saint Leo Abbey Archives

number of local growers to conceal

themselves in the bushes surround-

ing the targeted patch. As the boys

snuck in, lights went on and shot-

guns went off. The adventure be-

came a classic of Saint Leo lore.

"It's one of the greatest claims to

fame in my whole life," remem-
bered Fr. Peter. 40

Sweisgood was also the vigilant

guardian of the two 500 -pound
1939 concrete lions at the college

entrance way, which were regularly

painted, shot up, and defaced by

local hooligans. In the prep school

years, these occasional incidents

were a reflection of interscholastic

rivalry, but they intensified with the

establishment of the "Yankee col-

lege." The preferred methods of

defacement was to put tires around

the necks of the lions and set them on fire. Sweisgood and his

confreres frequently used to spend nights at the gate in an effort

to catch the culprits. "We were young clerics," he recalled. "It

was something to do."

An illustration of his zeal in defending the lions is an incident

in 1959-1960, the first year of the junior college. He was talking

with students in the Pink Elephant canteen in Saint Edward Hall,

when one ofthem went into an epileptic seizure. The prefect was

doing what he could to assist him, when all of a sudden another

student ran in shouting, "They're burning the lions!" "I took off

and left the guy with the epileptic fit," remembered Fr. Peter. "It

was just about over with." And anyway, this was a matter of

priorities. He charged out, and as the arsonists were making a

getaway, he jumped on the side oftheir pick-up truck, taking some
blows, but hanging on for several hundred yards before rolling

off as it gathered speed. By this time, the alarm had spread and

most of the student body had arrived to witness the fall of their

champion. "Can we get our cars?" the ready-to-go posse asked

of the college disciplinarian, who by the rules of the time held the

keys to their souped-up Chevies and high-powered '57 Fords.
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"Go get 'em!" said Fr. Peter. The chase was vigorous, but the

outlaws escaped to their homes in Dade City. "Fortunately

nobody was killed," Fr. Peter later noted. 41

Relations with the local community eventually improved. The
much-abused lions, however, were discarded in 1968 when a new
entrance way by the science building was laid out. Fr. Peter, one
of the most memorable and influential of Saint Leo's teachers,

left the faculty in 1963 and eventually headed the Long Island

Council on Alcoholism for which he worked for two decades. He
renewed his association with the college in May of 1989, when
he was elected to the Board of Trustees. A month later, however,

on June 27th, he died unexpectedly in his 63rd year.

As the college was developing, President Stephen Herrmann
invited Dr. Clara Olson, who had directed his just-completed

doctoral dissertation in education at the University of Florida, to

join Saint Leo, since she was then 68 and about to retire from the

university faculty. Dr. Olson gave the 1962 commencement ad-

dress and then joined the new venture as Dean of Instruction and

ultimately Dean of Academic Affairs.42

Fr. Stephen and Dr. Olson were kindred spirits and the chief

influences in shaping the structure and values of the new Saint

Leo College. Working in concert, they instituted a number of dis-

tinctive features into the four-year Saint Leo program.

Paramount was a strong belief in the liberal arts. Graduation

requirements totaled 132 credits, including 84 required hours in

a basic core program of philosophy and science, fine arts and

literature, the social sciences and foreign language. From this

broad foundation, students then pursued a 36-hour "concentra-

tion" either in a given discipline or in a flexible interdisciplinary

sampling. Students were tested at the sophomore level with a

standardized examination, as well as an oral interview with a facul-

ty committee. At the senior level, each student prepared a

bachelor's thesis and took an oral examination with a faculty com-
mittee as well. Individual attention was emphasized. "From the

day the student is admitted to Saint Leo College until the day he

leaves, a full-fledged graduate," said the 1964-1967 catalogue,

"he is a person of concern and importance to all members of the

faculty and the administration."43

Saint Leo College had a strong and visible sense ofcommunity
in those years, fostered by two particular features of the program:

student service and the general seminar/lecture seminar.
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"Student service" was introduced by Fr. Stephen in 1964 and

required each student to give four hours a week in unpaid labor

in some campus capacity. Students maintained the grounds,

worked as laboratory assistants, catalogued books in the library,

helped out in the athletic department, or took leadership posi-

tions in college-wide organizations. "The program has a two-fold

purpose," wrote Bro. Bernard Aurentz in the Chronicle-Reporter.

"to acquaint the student with the idea that everyone in a com-
munity is expected to give of himself for the betterment of all;

and secondly to help the student prepare for the responsibilities

of a mature role in society." 44 Added the catalogue: "The concept

behind this area of the student's total program is a logical out-

come of the Benedictine spirit of cooperative endeavor."45 In-

deed, Saint Leo godfather Boniface Wimmer had had his students

working in the fields ofSaint Vincent College in the 1850s. 46 Stu-

dent service was a remarkable reflection of the spirit of com-
munity, but it ultimately became a madhouse to administer. It was

hard enough to find meaningful jobs for 500 students, but quite

another to manage the system as the enrollment passed 1,200.

Furthermore, by the late 1960s, students were in an assertive

mood and no longer willing to accept such restrictive college

regulations. The program was discontinued in 1970.

The "general seminar" was a course featuring a meeting of the

entire student body each week in the McDonald cafeteria. They
heard a lecture on a topic of college-wide interest and then met
in small groups to discuss it. Once a month, in the "lecture semi-

nar," a distinguished speaker was brought in. The first was James

J. Schwab of the University of Chicago, who spoke on new
developments in science on September 23-24, 1963. Subsequent

programs included Thomas P. Neill of St. Louis University on the

meaning of history, Arthur C. Clarke on the making of the film

2001: A Space Odyssey, and Robert Short, author of The Gospel Ac-

cording to Peanuts. 47 Eventually the student body grew so large

that no one place on campus could accommodate everyone, and

the required weekly general seminar was discontinued in a cur-

riculum reform. Its loss diminished the recurring reminder of

community, which the regular meeting of the entire campus
reiterated.

Saint Leo had a generous admissions standard, then and now.

Its policy, said the catalogue, was "governed by the general prin-

ciple that the student who applies and is accepted possess the
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ability to do college -level work and has the desire to attend Saint

Leo College."48 The door was not quite absolutely open. But two
reasons prompted a large welcome mat.

Pragmatically, as a new and not-yet-accredited institution,

Saint Leo needed students and was not in a position to impose
highly selective standards. But beyond that, there was a

philosophical factor. The college genuinely believed in providing

opportunities for a student body with a broad spectrum of

abilities. "We're interested in students other institutions won't

even look at," Fr. Stephen told Florida Trend magazine in 1965.

"We have learned that many so-called 'average' students haven't

been properly challenged in high school."49 The aim was to help

students fulfill their potential. That attitude has been a persistent

value at Saint Leo ever since.

Saint Leo College graduated its charter bachelor's degree class

on April 23, 1967. Sixty-four graduates received their degrees in

an outdoor ceremony on the college mall: 5 1 men and 1 3 women.
As a surprise gift, Fr. Stephen slipped a $25 government bond
into the cover of each diploma. 50 The commencement speaker

was Dr. Margaret Elizabeth Sewell, a poet and professor of litera-

ture at Fordham University. She spoke of "ivory gate dreams"

and "gate of horn dreams," and urged the charter graduates to

base their aspirations on the truer vision. "Those which pass

through the one of sown ivory," as Homer said in The Odyssey,

"are deceptive, bringing tidings which come to nought, but those

which issue from the one ofpolished horn bring true results when
a mortal sees them." 51

The college scored a public relations coup shortly thereafter.

Time magazine, as part of its program to promote private educa-

tion, published a free full-page advertisement for Saint Leo Col-

lege in its issue of July 14, 1967. The copy included a photo of

President Stephen Herrmann holding a lion cub and the head-

line: "It's taken us 78 years to award our first degrees . . . but did

you ever have a lion by the tail?" 52 The layout was imaginative

and the space in the magazine was said to be worth $6,000. Saint

Leo had never before received such tremendous national

publicity. Unfortunately, the headline and text contributed to the

incorrect impression that Saint Leo had been a preparatory school

for 70 years and a college only since 1959. Forgotten were the

first 30 collegiate years of the Master ofAccounts program from

1890 to 1920.
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It's taken us 78 years to

award our first degrees

No one can say the Benedictines rush into things. When
Saint Leo College was chartered in 1889, it was empowered
by the Florida Legislature to grant academic degrees. But, at

first, the monks of Saint Leo Abbey opened only a small prep
school for boys.

They then divided their time between teaching and tilling.

Because they did, Saint Leo was able to survive lean years by
subsisting on the proceeds of the cattle ranch and the citrus

groves the monks established.

Thus, the college has roots in the soil. The small prep school

grew. In time, it became a coeducational junior college — and
grew some more.

It came of age as a four-year liberal arts college in April,

1967. It then conferred the very first degrees the monks had
in mind so many years ago.

Our new status has been gained

with God's help, through the

agony and the ecstacy of spir-

itual and intellectual growth in

a pragmatic world.

...hut did you

I ever have a

i lion by the

Time magizine ran this advertisement tree in its issue of July 14,

1967. President Stephen Herrmann was the driving force that

shaped the new college in 1959. Saint Leo College Archives

With the four-year program firmly established at its charter

commencement, Fr. Stephen's central priority was to win ac-

creditation from the Southern Association of Colleges and

Schools. Saint Leo had been a member of the American Associa-

tion of Junior Colleges, and in March of 1961 had been formal-

ly accepted as "an affiliated member of the Catholic University of

America. " Said the Chronicle-Reporter under a banner headline:

"This affiliation means that Catholic University recognizes Saint

Leo as a standard two year liberal arts college. By this tact other

institutions of higher learning also recognize Sainft] Leo as a new
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college giving a sound education in the traditional fashion." 53 It

was an important endorsement. But it didn't count for much in

the long run. Saint Leo College could gain legitimacy only by

being accepted by the regional higher education accrediting as-

sociation which had jurisdiction over its fate.

After Saint Leo applied for candidacy status as a senior college,

the Southern Association sent a three-member visiting commit-
tee chaired by Fr. George T. Bergen of Loyola University ofNew
Orleans to assess the institution on October 23-25, 1966. The
following year, with its candidacy accepted, the college was

evaluated on September 26-29, 1967, by an eight-member com-
mittee from institutions of the association, headed by Dr. James
W. Clark ofthe University ofAlabama. 54 Its recommendation was
favorable, and on November 29, 1967, at its convention in Dal-

las, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools accredited

Saint Leo College, retroactively to include the charter graduat-

ing class of the previous April. Fr. Stephen sent an exuberant

telegram to the campus community that very day: "St. Leo Col-

lege is accredited.... All of you can proudly state for the rest of

your lives that you were there when your college passed its finals

and joined the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools as

a full fledged member. In recognition, Thursday afternoon clas-

ses are hereby dismissed." 55

In anticipation of the result, Fr. Stephen had prepared a tape-

recorded message, which was played at the November 29 Mass
of Thanksgiving.

uThe fact that this particular presentation is

made is a clear indication that we have been able to pass the test

of accreditation," he said. "It is one of the most exciting and

greatest events in the history of the College."56

At the moment of his triumph, Stephen Herrmann was forced

to resign as president of Saint Leo. Fr. Stephen was a magnetic

figure, but an intense and private man, whose close-to-the-chest

and authoritarian managerial style generated faculty complaints.

Furthermore, it also brought him into conflict with many of his

monastery confreres, who were anxious for a stronger role in the

business of the abbey (including its Benedictine college) in the

spirit of openness which followed the 1962-1965 Vatican Coun-
cil.

57 Moreover, in a situation which recalled the experience of Fr.

Florian Colbert in 1927, rumors of his involvement with his

secretary provoked the concern of the 10-member Board of

Directors. The board accepted his resignation on May 18, 1968,
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and added a resolution

commending him for his

achievements in building

the college and gaining

accreditation. 58 Fr. Ste-

phen left the college in the

summer of 1968, got an

ecclesiastical release from
his Benedictine vows and

from the priesthood, mar-

ried, continued in good
standing with the Church,

worked in an Atlanta
inner-city university

program, and now is a

computer consultant to

school systems through-

out the country. Stephen

Herrmann was the

strongest influence in

shaping the new Saint Leo
College.

Dr. Anthony W. Zaitz

was named president, ef-

fective July 1, 1968. Formerly professor of English and chairman

of the Division of Language and Literature, Zaitz had been with

Saint Leo for only two years, but he was a popular and enthusias-

tic campus figure. He had the misfortune, however, to take office

just at the peak ofSaint Leo's enrollment boom, when the illusion

of perpetual growth and prosperity seemed a tangible reality. Like

the earlier boom of the mid- 1920s, which had generated "am-

bitious delusions" and an enormous burden of debt, this one also

collapsed into a financial crisis which lasted for a decade. Presi-

dent Zaitz resigned in 1970 and later returned to the literature

faculty until his retirement. His most innovative venture was ar-

ranging for nearly 50 Saint Leo students to study abroad at the

Ansembourg Castle in Luxembourg in 1969-1970. 59 In his time

also, Saint Leo's first black graduate received her degree: Char-

lene Silas of Dade City in 1969. In 196S, she and Opal Hall had

been the first black students to enroll at Saint Leo since Rudolph

Antorcha in 1899. 60 Dr. Zaitz's most distinctive legacy is the

Fr. Stephen Herrmann cuts a cake celebrating

the accreditation of the college on November
29, 1967 . Saint Leo College Archives
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College President Anthony W. Zaitz was the

joint composer of the "Saint Leo Alma Mater."

Saint Leo College Archives

"Saint Leo Alma Mater."

In April of 1967,
development and public

relations vice president

Allan Powers had asked

if him to write an official

college song for the up-

coming commencement
of the charter class. Zaitz

sat down with his col-

league, music instructor

M Joseph Salvatore, a

specialist on the trumpet.

"I wrote the words. Sal-

vatore put the chords and
structure," he remem-
bers. "We did it in about

a half-hour. Sometimes
you can just sit down and
it comes out complete.

And that's how this was

born." 61

The Monarch printed the "Saint Leo Alma Mater," complete

with syllabic notations, in its issue of April 23, 1967:

Loy-al friends a-ssem-bled here,

Praise our Al-ma Ma-ter Dear.

Stir those mem'-ries deep-ly felt

Through-out the years.

Loy-al lions true and bold

For Saint Leo's Green and Gold

Work and Pray that through the years, love en-dures.

Hon-ored deeds as yet un-told

Fill out hal-lowed halls of old

Let us lift out gaze be-yond to Truth and God.

Saint Lc-o, Saint Le-o, Saint Leo,

Saint Le-o, Saint Le-o, Saint Le-o. 62
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Ferment at the Abbey
On December 8, 1965, Saint Leo celebrated its 75th anniver-

sary. Msgr. Charles Elslander of Saint Martha's parish in Sarasota,

who had received a Master of Accounts degree from Saint Leo
College in 1912, was invited to give the commemorative address.

Popular comedian Frank Fontaine of the Jackie Gleason Show
entertained the banquet audience.63 It was an enthusiastic oc-

casion in the midst of Saint Leo's most optimistic years.

In a 1963 opportunity to carry out the Benedictine aim of mis-

sionary service, Abbot Marion Bowman responded to an appeal

from Bishop Manuel Tato of Santiago del Estero, Argentina, for

monks to serve the remote mission ofSumampa. It was a develop-

ment reminiscent of Abbot Charles Mohr and the Isle of Pines

venture in 1901. And the eventual

outcome was similar. On May 10,

1963, Fr. Damian DuQuesnay
departed as head of a four-man

contingent, which included Fr.

Juan Lopez and Bros. Joseph St.

Pierre and Eugene Corrigan (a

1951 graduate of the prep school).

Situated 4,200 miles from Saint

Leo, Sumampa was an arid and

desolate location five hours by jeep

from the nearest town. "It was the

most difficult task I'd ever been

obliged to undertake," recalls Fr.

Damian. The annual fiesta of Our
Lady of Sumampa attracted

thousands of people from all over

Argentina, but the local villagers

were less faithful in the regular

practice of their religion. Barely a

few dozen attended weekly Mass, and the Sunday collection

averaged $1.50. Bishop Tato had not even been able to persuade

his own overworked priests to maintain this least desirable mis-

sion of his sprawling diocese. Since they were supported by con-

tributions from American benefactors, money was not a

significant factor for the Saint Leo Benedictines in their eventual

decision to withdraw from the mission. The lack of popular

Brother Joseph St. Pierre in 1963

at the abbey's mission in Sumampa,
Argentina. Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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response and the grim surroundings had been continuous frustra-

tions to them. "There was no possibility of local support. It was
a hopeless location and a hopeless situation," says Fr. Damian.
He returned to the abbey in 1966 to teach biology at the college,

and the missionary venture was discontinued later that year. 64

A mission of a different sort was undertaken in 1974, when
Saint Leo Abbey loaned Fr. Leo Schlosser to Holy Trinity

Monastery of Butler, Pennsylvania, a Byzantine Rite Benedictine

community, which was experiencing difficulties. Schlosser served

as administrator, helped stabilize the monastery, and returned to

Saint Leo in 1981.65

Saint Leo Abbey gained a reputation as a theological center in

those years by hosting major figures like controversial theologian

Fr. Hans Kung and, in particular, by sponsoring a week-long in-

ternational congress in the spring of 1970 on the writings of

Canadian Jesuit Fr. Bernard J. F. Lonergan, a man "considered

by many intellectuals," said Time magazine, "to be the finest

philosophic thinker of the 20th century." Seventy-seven of "the

best minds in Europe and the Americas" gathered at the college

to explore his thinking and his influence. Among the scholars was

Lonergan himself, U.S. Senator Eugene McCarthy— a theologi-

cal devotee who had run for president in 1968 — and notable

specialists from a range of disciplines. "You would have to spend

ten years going around the world to find all these people," said

McCarthy.66

There was a heady atmosphere at the abbey in those years.

Membership peaked at 85 monks in 1964, and the number of

priests continued to rise, reaching 44 in 1967, along with 26
brothers, eight clerics, one novice, and two oblates in a com-
munity of 81. Brothers were accepted as full members of the

abbey "chapter" in 1967. Since 1894, at Saint Leo and other

Benedictine houses, only priests in solemn vows could vote as

chapter members on the business ofthe abbey. As ofJune 8, 1967,

the brothers were no longer "second-class citizens."67

By 1970, however, abbey membership stood at 75; by 1975 it

had fallen to 59; by 1978 Saint Leo Abbey had 51 members: 30

priests, 16 brothers, one novice, four oblates, and no clerics.68

The decline paralleled developments throughout the American-

Cassinese Congregation of Benedictines, and indeed among the

Catholic clergy and religious in general in that period.
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At Holy Name Priory, the situation was similar. A positive

development was the joining of the Congregation of Saint

Scholastiea in 1962, which brought "pontifical" rather than

"diocesan" status, thereby gaining autonomy for the community
to make decisions on its own instead of having to submit them
for the approval of the local bishop.69 But from a peak member-
ship of 63 in 1967, the Holy Name community declined to 34

by 1974. 70

There were 2 1 Benedictine priests and nuns on the Saint Leo
College faculty in 1965. By 1969 the number was down to 12,

and by 1975 only five: Fathers Damian DuQuesnay and Dennis

Murphy, and Sisters Mary Grace Riddles, Caroline Maertens, and

Dorothy Neuhofer. 71

The Second Vatican Council, which offered a promising era of

participation and renewal, was ironically met by a mass departure

of priests and nuns. "It was as if people who never questioned

their vocations now felt free to do so," remembered Fr. Peter

Sweisgood. 72

The Church was in ferment in that period. Even the daily public

reading at the abbey meals was affected. Noted Secretary Fr.

Thomas McCarthy in the minutes of the Senior Council on
November 26, 1968: "A reminder was given that the table read-

ing should be more middle ofthe road— neither right nor left."73

In 1969, the abbey experienced an occasion for reassessment.

Abbot Marion Bowman unexpectedly announced his retirement

on October 29, 1969. "I had accomplished what I had wanted
to do, and I was tired," he says of his 15 -year tenure. 74 However,
the Saint Leo monks did not hold the customary immediate elec-

tion, for they were in considerable turmoil as to the future direc-

tion of the monastery. Prior Robert Fucheck, who administered

the abbey for the subsequent seven and a half months, recalls that

the 66 professed members were divided into almost equal thirds.

One-third "did not want to elect an abbot at all," but wished in-

stead to operate by group consensus. Another third said, "Let's

have a self-study for two years to find out who we are and what
we're about." The final third stood for the traditional approach.

"Let's elect an abbot," they said. 75

The requisite three-member committee of visiting abbots,

headed by Abbot President of the American-Cassinese Con-
federation Baldwin Dworschak, interviewed every Saint Leo
monk, confirmed the three-fold division, approved a self-ex-
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amination for a half-year, but ordered an election for the follow-

ing June. Fr. Fidelis Dunlap, long-time librarian and local pastor,

was elected fourth abbot of Saint Leo at the chapter meeting on
June 12, 1970. 76

The Saint Leo monastery and school had been a unified cor-

porate and philosophical entity since 1889, when the Order of

Saint Benedict of Florida gained a charter to operate an educa-

tional institution. There was no distinction between the abbey

and the college. On April 29, 1965, however, in line with stand-

ard academic practice as the four-year program was about to be

implemented, Saint Leo College was formally incorporated as a

separate legal entity. Control was vested in a seven-member Board
of Directors, chaired by Abbot Marion Bowman, and including

four monks (Frs. Stephen Herrmann, James Hoge, Andrew
Metzger and Bro. George Montpetit) and two laymen (Robert

Andrew Brown and St. Louis attorney Henry Hughes, both of

whom had previously headed the college advisory board). 77 The
college had an officially separate identity— and its own grounds

consisted of a 54-acre campus— but it was still controlled by the

Benedictines of the abbey.

On January 24, 1969, the Board of Directors approved a sub-

tle change of far-reaching significance in its Certificate of Incor-

poration. "The affairs of the corporation shall be managed by a

Board of Trustees, " said the amendment. 78 The Board of Direc-

tors was empowered to elect the trustees, and did so, naming 35:

three abbey monks, Mother Carmen Young ofHoly Name Priory,

and 31 laymen, with Raleigh W. Greene Jr. as chairman. 79

Through that amendment and election, Saint Leo College was

no longer in the most technical sense a Benedictine institution,

although its character remained unchanged.

The action was taken at the behest ofAbbot Marion Bowman.
It was controversial and met with criticism from within the abbey,

as well as among the other Benedictine houses of the American -

Cassinese Congregation. But two reasons prompted it, one prag-

matic and the other philosophical. "The college was growing so

fast we could hardly keep up with it," explains Fr. Marion. Stu-

dent enrollment was soaring just as abbey membership was

diving. The abbey no longer had the personnel or resources to

maintain its educational commitment. "By the time of the

college's first graduation class, the 'winds of change' had

decimated our community ranks. Hiring qualified lay teachers,
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along with enlarging the physieal plant ereated budget demands
beyond the capacity ofthe community's business office." But that

was not the only reason or even the more important of the two.

"We had given birth to this baby. We held it in our laps for a

couple ofyears. Now it was time for it to walk on its own." Abbot
Marion was greatly affected by the spirit of the Second Vatican

Council. He genuinely believed in lay participation. It was not

only a matter of economic constraint, he felt, but it was the right

thing to do in the context of the times. 80

Hence there was no formal resolution by the abbey disavow-

ing its affiliation with the college, or declaring that Saint Leo was

no longer to be Benedictine — merely a corporate amendment
vesting control of the college in a Board ofTrustees, which might

be made up ofmonks or sisters or lay people, but which the monks
chose to place in lay hands. While officially a private, independent

Catholic institution since that time, Saint Leo College's Benedic-

tine heritage, influence, and character persist.

Struggles at the College

Fr. Marion Bowman came out of abbatial retirement in 1970
and agreed, with reluctance, to serve as president of Saint Leo
College for one interim year. He witnessed interesting times.

The year previous, the college had invited Secretary of Defense

Melvin Laird to deliver the commencement address. With the

growing unpopularity of the war in Vietnam, Laird was a magnet
for anti-war protesters. The Saint Leo campus was an armed camp
on April 26, 1969, as 250 peace demonstrators, primarily from
the Tampa Bay area, were stopped at the city limits of Saint Leo
and prevented from entering the college grounds. 81

Students were assertive in that era, and in September of 1970,
Saint Leo experienced its only major campus-wide student

demonstration. The issue was the visitation ofwomen students in

the men's dormitories.

Working with the Student Affairs office, the Student Govern-
ment Association proposed to the Board ofTrustees in the spring

of 1970 that a supervised program of visitation be implemented
on weekends from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. on Fridays and Saturdays, and
from 1 to 5 p.m. on Sundays. 82 The board rejected the proposal.

When the students returned for the fall term and pressed unsuc-

cessfully for reconsideration, they took matters into their own
hands. Dozens of students implemented the program on their
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Saint Leo students held an anti-war rally in the Bowl on Oetober 15, 1969.

Saint Leo College Archives

own in Roderick, Benoit, and Lee Marvin Halls on September

21, 1970. After a three-day "occupation,
11

virtually the entire stu-

dent body and campus community turned out for a meeting in

the gymnasium on September 24 as a "showdown 11
to resolve the

matter.

The board took a resolute position. "Any further visitation,
11

President Bowman told the gymnasium audience, "shall result in

immediate dismissal from Saint Leo College, without appeal. 1183

At the same time, Fr. Marion told the assembly that the trustees

had agreed to re -study the proposal.

The students were persuaded by Dean of students Sr. Lucy
Faciane and SGA president Angelo Zingales (now a Benedictine

priest at Saint Andrew Abbey in Cleveland) to end the demonstra-

tion and await the reconsideration. A headline in the Lion, the

campus newspaper, couched the issue in epic terms: "The Exis-

tence of Saint Leo College At Stake."84 Indeed, some members
ofthe board argued that the college should be permanently closed

as a result of the students
1

defiant actions. 85 Two weeks later, the

trustees did reconsider and the visitation policy was approved.

Out of a desire to give students a greater voice in matters that

affected them, the college conducted a series of "town meetings
11

in the course of the 1970-1971 academic year, resulting in a
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restructuring of the curriculum. The required liberal arts core

then stood at 66 of the 129 hours needed for graduation. Some
faculty argued that students should have complete freedom to

choose what they would take. Let each course stand or fall on its

own merits. Others, like Miguel Zepeda of the mathematics

department— an area ofdiminishing student interest— appealed

to tradition. "Remember that our program is designed to be com-
prehensive," he said. "If we look at the palm trees that are bear-

ing coconuts, and if we chop down all the trees that aren't, you
know what will happen. Next year, no coconuts for anybody."86

But he did not prevail. The required liberal arts core was reduced

to 30 hours. Within a decade, the faculty reconsidered. Students,

they now felt, should take not only what they wanted, but also

what they needed. In 1977-1978, in line with national academic

trends, a stronger core of 45 hours in basic liberal arts was re-

stored. 87

Fr. Marion was a responsive president who had a straightfor-

ward sense of himself. Decisiveness and responsibility were his

strengths. He made no claims to academic distinction (although

he had more depth in that regard than he was willing to admit).

He was a problem-solver with a pragmatic eye on getting the job

done. But he endeared himselfto the faculty at the opening meet-

ing of the school year in September 1970 when he compared the

faculty to sea gulls soaring aloft on the brilliance of their ideas.

"But while you're up there, remember the man back at the dock,

who's trying to pay the bills." 88 Of all the college struggles of that

period, the debt crisis had the broadest ramifications.

Saint Leo's soaring enrollment from its 1959 opening of 67
students peaked at 1,219 in 1968. The boom had been fueled in

part by students' seeking college deferments to avoid the military

draft, a nationwide phenomenon of that period. But registrations

steadily declined in subsequent years. The numbers fell to 1,123

in 1969, 1,074 in 1973, and 928, the low point in the fall of

1975. 89

The college was heavily dependent for its income on student

tuition and fees: $1,450 in 1959-1960, $2,320 by 1969-1970.90

Saint Leo lost $250,000 in fiscal year 1970 alone, and by 1973
the accumulated operating deficit stood at $580,000. 91

Fr. Marion finished his one-year commitment and yielded the

presidency to Dr. Thomas B. Southard in the summer of 1971.

Dr. Southard, who had most recently been superintendent of
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,S,

President Thomas B. Southard customarily

distributed oranges from the abbey groves to

students each year at Christmas time.

Saint Leo College Archives

schools for Pinellas

County, Florida, took as

his immediate priority the

f
resolution of the financial

difficulties.

As a result of the finan-

cial crisis of 1974, when
975 students enrolled —
some 50 fewer than had
been anticipated in the

budget — the college

projected another loss of

more than $150,000. In

consequence, the 13 first-

and-second-year faculty

received notices that they

would not be retained for

the 1975-1976 academic

year. Enough cutbacks were made in other areas, however, so that

no faculty members were actually terminated (one did resign in

protest), and in fact the college ended the year in the black. 92

The situation proved to be sufficiently alarming that the facul-

ty organized a union in the spring of 1975. After a year of discus-

sion, the faculty voted formally to be represented by the American
Federation of Teachers on April 8, 1976. The vote was 26 to 24,

a sign of the sharp division within the faculty itself. Negotiations

took a vear and a half before a contract was completed at

Christmas of 1977.93

Faculty unionization was not welcomed by President Southard,

who took it as a personal challenge to his authority. Relations be-

tween the faculty and the administration deteriorated for the next

several years. By the mid-1980s, however, the polarization of a

decade earlier had diminished considerably. Says political science

professor and current faculty union president Dr. Joseph Cernik:

"The union contract was a great help not only in raising faculty

salaries, but in evening out the disparity from discipline to dis-

cipline. At the same time, we were able to standardize procedures

for faculty evaluation, which also varied from division to division.

Now that the union has been in place for more than a decade, we
have established a good professional relationship between the col-

lege and the faculty, as well as a sense of community.
"94 This sen-
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timent is echoed by academic vice president Dr. Bernard Parker:

"It took a while for the college to get used to the concept of a

faculty union. But the conflict often years ago has disappeared.

We are all now working closely with a strong sense of common
purpose."95

In another tempest of that period, staff members from the stu-

dent newspaper discovered copies ofthe college budget discarded

in a trash container. In the spirit of the investigative journalism of

the day, they published the information in the Monarch on March
13, 1975. 96 The revelation of the closely guarded material stimu-

lated curiosity but no great controversy. The Lion had published

a five-year tabulation of financial figures in 1971, openly released

by President Bowman and comptroller Thomas Piazza to explain

the staggering deficits. 97 What created a sensation in 1975 was

the subsequent editorial in the April 10 issue entitled "Can St.

Leo Afford Southard?"98 The nine students ofthe newspaper staff

were at first threatened with expulsion, but after a letter explain-

ing that they meant no defamation of the president, they were

permitted to remain. The Board of Trustees, however, withdrew
official college sanction for the paper, which then operated as The

Independent Monarch for 1975-1976, until it was restored the

following year as the official college newspaper.

The college financial crisis was resolved by the mid-1970s
through a number of fortuitous developments. Private colleges

were commonly in distress in that period, and closings were fre-

quent. But as difficult as the situation was at Saint Leo,

bankruptcy was never a serious consideration. 99

Three things brought Saint Leo back into financial stability. En-

rollment turned the corner in 1976 and began climbing again.

From the low point of 928 in 1975, it grew to 956 in 1976 and

1 ,055 in 1979, a level at which it has stabilized for the past decade.

Particularly noteworthy was admissions director Fr. Dennis
Murphy's effectiveness in recruiting international students, espe-

cially from the West Indies. In 1979-1980, they made up 17 per-

cent of the Saint Leo student body. 100

Furthermore, the financial constraints were alleviated by time-

ly bequests, especially the $240,000 in William Gundall bonds in

1973, and the sale ofMsgr. Roderick MacEachen's Sarasota land

for $1,000,000 in 1974. 101 On March 8th of that same year, Vice

President of the United States Gerald R. Ford spoke at a fund-

raising dinner for Saint Leo, in Bal Harbour, Florida. "I want to
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Gerald R. Ford, soon to assume the presidency

of the United States, commended Saint Leo at a

1974 fund-raising dinner. Holy Name Priory Archives

say very sincerely that

private contributions to

Saint Leo are contribu-

tions to America," he

noted. 102

What really stabilized

the financial health of the

college was the success of

its off- campus opera-

tions. The Office of
Educational Services

(ESO) developed evening

and weekend programs
for adults throughout
central Florida. Saint Leo
— which once had 8-

year-old college students

in the 1890s — had an

80-year-old student in

the 1980s: Joseph Down-
ing, who was enrolled through ESO in 1988 to upgrade his teach-

ing certificate. 103

Even more far-reaching was the Saint Leo Military Education

Program (MEP). In 1973, at the request of military authorities,

Saint Leo began offering courses to 176 students at Avon Park,

Florida, Bombing Range and to 13 students at MacDill Air Force

Base in Tampa. 104 Success there led to invitations to open
programs on bases in other states. Registrations grew to 2,149
by the end of 1975 and 6,217 in 1980. Saint Leo established

centers on 15 military installations in Florida, Georgia, Louisiana,

North and South Carolina, and Virginia. Students take all their

courses at the base, at times convenient to duty hours (usually in

the evenings), in nine-week semesters. Each center is ad-

ministered by Saint Leo personnel, who recruit local faculty to

teach the courses, in coordination with the main campus. Enroll-

ment now averages nearly 7,000 registrations per term from some
4,000 individual students, ranging from 1,566 at the Naval Am-
phibious Base in Virginia to 125 at Key West Naval Air Station,

Florida. 105

Saint Leo College is now the 6th-largest provider in the United

States ofeducational programs for the U.S. Army, the 6th-largest
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The sisters of the Holy Name Priory and monks of Saint Leo Abbey today.

Holy Name Priory Archives and Fr. Malachy Maguire Collection

for the Air Force, and the 7th-largest for the Navy. 106 The man
who built Saint Leo's Military Education Program into such a

stunning success was Chester W. Taylor Jr. At his retirement din-

ner in 1988, he noted that through its first 15 years of operation,

MEP has brought more than $70 million into the college, includ-

ing a direct surplus of nearly $14,000,000. 1()7

Dr. Southard retired in 1985 and died suddenly of a heart at-

tack on October 4 of that year at the age of 65. The new lighted

baseball stadium was named in his memory on April 28, 1988. 10S

Within a few months of one another, each of the three Saint

Leo- Holy Name communities got new leadership. Sr. Jerome
Leavy concluded her term as superior of Holy Name Priory and

Sr. Germaine Bevans was elected prioress in 1986. Abbot Fidelis
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President M. Daniel Henry made a eameo appearance in the student production ofA
Doll V House in 1986. Saint Leo College Archives

Dunlap retired in 1985 and was succeeded by Abbot Patrick Shel-

ton. That same summer, Dr. M. Daniel Henry became president

of Saint Leo College on July 1, 1985.

Dr. Henry had most recently served as vice president for ad-

ministration at the University of Dayton and had been preparing

for a college presidency throughout his entire 20-year career in

higher education. At 44, he was a bundle of energy who typical-

ly arrived at his desk before 6a.m. every day. He was popular with

faculty and students, and in the surrounding community, but he

got off on the wrong foot with some members of the Board of

Trustees. The theme of his formal inauguration in the Abbey
Church on September 16, 1985 — "The Dawn of a New Era"
— struck some trustees as too sharp a departure from his

predecessor. Dr. Henry led the college in systematic strategic

planning, and also succeeded in undertaking a $50,000 entrance

archway, which was completed in 1987. But by the spring of

1986, the board had put him on formal leave, and the campus
was in the midst of a "Keep Dr. Henry" campaign. St. Petersburg

Bishop W. Thomas Larkin then offered a compromise proposal,

including a five-member board committee to supervise the
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President Frank M. Mouch distributes communion to graduates at the 1989

Baccalaureate Mass. Saint Leo College Archives

president's actions. 109 Ultimately, the solution did not work. Dr.

Henry resigned on February 13, 1987, and went on the follow-

ing fall to become president of Gannon University in Erie, Pen-

nsylvania.

Monsignor Frank M. Mouch was elected president of the col-

lege on February 13, 1987. He had served as director of educa-

tion for the Diocese of St. Petersburg from 1968 to 1974 and

rector of the Pontifical College Josephinum, a national seminarv

in Columbus, Ohio, from 1974 to 1984. In 1970-1974, he had

been a member of the Saint Leo Board of Trustees and returned

to find the college far stronger, more stable, and more far-flung

in its operations that when he had left. At the opening faculty

meeting in 1987, he took note of a curious anomaly for an in-

stitution on the slopes of its centennial: "Saint Leo College is the

best-kept secret in Florida. 11110

Saint Leo's name is growing and so is its consciousness of its

own history. On November 10, 1983, the Founder's Day celebra-

tion in the 25th year of the new college featured the dedication

in the library courtyard of a statue of Pope Saint Leo the Great,

sculpted by Lewis Watkins and called "The Walk of Saint Leo." 11 '

In 1987, at the initiative of long-time Athletic Director Nor-
man Kaye, the college inaugurated an Athletic Hall of Fame to
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commemorate students

from earlier years notable

for their achievements in

sport. There were four

charter honorees: 1923
graduate Fr. Marion
Bowman, who served as

coach and athletic direc-

tor from 1932 to 1954;
Francis J. "Red" Barrett,

the 1932 graduate who
was the first Saint Leo
student to pitch in the

major leagues in an 11-

year career from 1939 to

1950; Joseph M.Orchul-
li of the charter class of

1967, who embraced the

junior and senior college

years and won academic

distinctions, as well as set-

ting the school record in

basketball with 1,974
points; and Frederick D.

Cambria, 1970 graduate

and the first of the new
college to play major league baseball. 112

At the April 22, 1989, commencement, the original Saint Leo
College degree — which had not been conferred since 1920 —
was resurrected. An honorary Master of Accounts degree was

awarded to Baccalaureate speaker Fr. Marion Bowman in recog-

nition of his achievements in his 70 years at Saint Leo.

The 1989-1990 centennial commemoration offered further

opportunities to spread the name of Florida's first Catholic col-

lege.

The members ofthe residence hall judicial board

in 1985 (top) made quite a contrast with the

"junior" class of Saint Leo College in 1912

( bottom ) . Saint Leo Abbey and College Archives

Values

In 1899, the budget for the entire Saint Leo monastery, mis-

sion, and college operation was $10,244. 85. 113 That is almost

precisely what it costs one student to attend Saint Leo in its 1989-

1990 centennial year, and the budget for the whole college ap-
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proaches $20 million. The scope of Saint Leo has grown con-

siderably, but its values have persisted.

In recent years, the college has witnessed two commencement
speakers who have articulated Saint Leo's aspirations in a par-

ticularly effective manner: Edmund Pellegrino in 1979 and

Theodore Hesburgh in 1984.

President Pellegrino of The Catholic University of America

spoke on four marks of an educated person:

• The ability to learn on one's own, to find relevant informa-

tion to break free from one's teachers.

• The capacity to ask critical questions, to evaluate claims and
evidence, to apply a rigorous skepticism to opinions and
ideas.

• The talent to judge the beauty of creative works, to recog-

nize what is good and what is not, to appreciate the artis-

tic dimension of life.

• The maturity to choose one's own actions, to understand

one's values and act on them, to resist the pressure of the

crowd. 114
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Fr. Marion Bowman, O.S.B. Saint Leo Abbey Archives
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Fr. Hesburgh, president of Notre Dame University, endorsed

the three characteristics he thought most essential to graduates:

competence, commitment, and compassion. 115

These qualities represent the ideals that Saint Leo College

strives to instill in its students. Above all, for a hundred years,

Saint Leo has stood for personal attention and concern for the

individual. Eighty years ago, valedictorian Oliver Arzacq of the

pioneer 1893 graduating class, who had been out in the world

for nearly two decades, remembered the impact ofhis alma mater

in a 1909 letter to Benedict Roth, his favorite teacher: "... veri-

ly, life is a turbulent sea and scatters us far and wide, but memory
always reverts to the pleasant haunts of earlier days." 116



Chronology

August 10, 1881

Edmund F. Dunne, ex-Chief Justice of Ari-

zona Territory, contracts with Hamilton Dis-

ston to handle the selection of the four

million acres of the Disston Purchase from

the state of Florida. As his attorney fee,

Dunne is to receive control of 100,000 acres

of land, with which he founds the Catholic

Colony of San Antonio, Florida.

February 15, 1882

Judge Dunne and his cousin Captain Hugh
Dunne arrive at what will become San Anto-

nio and Saint Leo. The Judge decides to

make the area the center of his Catholic

Colony. Since it is Saint Jovita's Day, he

names the principal body ofwater Lake Jovita.

February 1, 1886
Half ofSan Antonio's 400 colonists are Ger-

man and want a German-speaking priest for

their religious services. Bishop John Moore
of St. Augustine writes to Benedictine Arch-

abbot Boniface Wimmer of Saint Vincent

Archabbey in Latrobe, Pennsylvania, to ask

for one. His letter brings the Benedictines to

San Antonio.

May 12, 1886
The bilingual Fr. Gerard Pilz, O.S.B. arrives

in San Antonio— the first Benedictine in the

state. "Florida is a wonderful country!" he

writes to Wimmer. He takes jurisdiction over

the Catholic missions in "the whole of Her-

nando County."

June 9, 1886
Right from the start, Pilz promotes the idea

for a Benedictine college in San Antonio.

"All Florida is clamoring for a Catholic High

School (or College)," he tells Wimmer. The

idea for a high school is soon abandoned, as

efforts focus on a college.

more beautiful location we can never get. —
Ifwe keep San Antonio or stay in Florida, we

must in time have a college."

June 2, 1887

The state of Florida divides Hernando into

Pasco, Hernando, and Citrus counties. The

previous day, the Vatican confirms Bishop

John Moore's offer of jurisdiction for the

Benedictines over the Catholic missions in

the territory "perpetually."

February 13, 1888

The first passenger train of the Orange Belt

Railway passes through San Antonio.

October 10, 1888
Saint Vincent Archabbey formally transfers

jurisdiction over the Benedictine San Anto-

nio mission and its future college to Mary

Help of Christians Abbey (commonly called

Maryhelp ) in Belmont, North Carolina, which

is five hundred miles closer.

February 7, 1889

Abbot Leo Haid, O.S.B. ofMaryhelp Abbey,

North Carolina, makes his first visit to San

Antonio. He accepts the gift of 36 acres on

Lake Jovita from Judge Edmund Dunne for

the founding of a Benedictine college. It will

be called Saint Leo College after him, as well

as in honor ofPope Saint Leo I the Great and

Pope Leo XIII (the reigning pope at the

time).

February 28, 1889
The Benedictine foundresses of Holy Name
Convent arrive in San Antonio from Al-

legheny, Pennsylvania, at the invitation of

Fr. Gerard Pilz: Mother Dolorosa Scanlan,

Sr. Boniface Feldmann, Sr. Josephine

Feldung, and Sr. Agatha Giesler. Sr. Agnes

Behe is delayed and joins them on June 24.

October 20, 1886
Fr. Gerard writes to Archabbot Boniface:

"We will be offered 40 acres gratis, but the

condition is or will be made that we must

build the college on it. A nicer, better and

March 1, 1889

"M. Dolorosa being elected Superior, the

Sisters assumed the great work," says the

Holy Name Registry. This is the founding

date of Holv Name Prion'.
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March 11, 1889
The Benedictine sisters establish Holy Name
Academy with 40 boys and girls. The follow-

ing September, the sisters begin teaching at

the San Antonio and Saint Joseph elemen-

tary schools, and their academy becomes "a

select school for young ladies."

May 12, 1889

Julius Scott, a former lay brother from Ma-

ryhelp Abbey, arrives in San Antonio from

North Carolina to supervise the construc-

tion of the main Saint Leo College building.

The three-story structure — 224 feet long

and 102 feet high — takes 16 months to

erect and costs $10,000.

June 4, 1889
The Order of St. Benedict of Florida receives

a charter from the state legislature to "have

and possess the right and power of confer-

ring the usual academic and other degrees

granted by any college in this State." This is

the founding date of Saint Leo College and

Saint Leo Abbey.

July 2, 1889

Fr. Frederick Hoesel of Saint Mary's Abbey

in Newark, New Jersey, is appointed supe-

rior of the Florida mission and head of the

soon-to-be Benedictine college, but he dies

en route to San Antonio.

September 17, 1889
As the college building is being erected, the

San Antonio Herald writes: "San Antonio is

destined to be the centre of education in

Florida."

July 18, 1890
Fr. Benedict Roth, the first faculty member,

arrives in San Antonio from Maryhelp Abbey

to prepare for the opening of the college. He
preserves the records of the college and

monastery from the earliest days and will

keep track of the daily activities at Saint Leo

for the next 35 years, until his death in 1925.

August 19, 1890
Fr. Charles Mohr, who has been appointed

superior of the Florida Benedictine mission

and director ofthe new college, arrives in San

Antonio. He is 27 and will become Saint

Leo's first abbot when the monastery is

raised to a Benedictine abbey in 1902. He
heads the institution for 41 years until his

death in 1931.

September 13, 1890
The pioneer student of Saint Leo College—
James L. McDermott Jr., age 12— arrives by

train from Key West. Throughout his four

years at the college, he is known as "our

pioneer." He is joined that same day by John

Spellman and Carleton E. Shelley, who ar-

rive on the evening train. There will be 32

students at the college in the course of the

1890-1891 academic year. The fee for tui-

tion, room, and board is $200. The basic

program is a three-year curriculum leading

to the degree of Master of Accounts.

September 14, 1890

"St. Leo's College" — the official name of

the institution — is formally dedicated by

Abbot Leo Haid. The ceremony makes the

papers in New York City, Baltimore, Jackson-

ville, and New Orleans. The Florida Times-

Union says: "The young men who attend St.

Leo's will certainly have a delightful home."

It is the first Catholic college in Florida.

September 15, 1890

Opening day at the college. Four more stu-

dents arrive at noon. The seven pioneers take

their first bath in Lake Jovita, and in the

afternoon they are all "examined and classi-

fied" to determine their grade placement.

"Happier students could not be found,"

writes college chronicler Benedict Roth.

September 16, 1890
First day of class. There are three faculty

members at the outset: Frs. Charles Mohr,

Benedict Roth, and Basil Singer. A fourth,

Fr. Leo Panoch, arrives on January 19, 1891.

On the first day, Fr. Basil holds class for all

seven students in the dining room, since

there are too few for grade differentiations.

September 24, 1890

The Saint Leo brothers construct a railroad

depot on the Orange Belt line across the lake

from the college. Railway travel is the most

common form of transportation to the col-

lege in those years. The Saint Leo station

lasts until 1927.
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October 7, 1890

The college library is established. The first

books are donated by Fr. Charles Mohr: "an

octavo, paper bound, set ofDickens
1

works."

December 2, 1890

First reference to the decision to add a mili-

tary feature to the college. "St. Leo's is now
a military school and before Christmas all

will be uniformed," writes the Florida Times-

Union. The uniforms don't actually arrive

until the following month. This is the first of

Saint Leo's three cyclical phases as a military

college: 1890-1903, 1908-1909, and 1918-

1920.

January 10, 1891

Arrival of the first uniforms from Jacob Reed

and Sons of Philadelphia. They cost $13.50.

The color is grey, with blue trim, and a blue

cap with the gold initials "SLC." The college

changes its name to "St. Leo Military Col-

lege."

September?, 1892

Dade City's Pasco County Democrat writes of

Saint Leo: "It is a live college for the training

of live young men and live boys, who desire

to be carefully and thoroughly prepared for

honorable positions."

September 11, 1892
An official U. S. Weather Bureau Station is

established at Saint Leo. Brother Gerard

Schneider keeps such meticulous records over

the next half century that the Weather Bu-

reau names Saint Leo a "climatological bench-

mark" in 1956.

May 3, 1893

The students put on the first play presented

at the college — "A Public Benefactor,"

written by Frater Lawrence Wiegand. A
popular faculty member, Wiegand dies of

tuberculosis in 1897 at the age of23. The St.

Lawrence Dramatic Association is named in

his honor.

January 23, 1891

The Saint Leo students, now called cadets,

wear their military uniforms for the first time

at the investiture at Saint Anthony Church in

San Antonio of three Holy Name Benedic-

tine sisters: Sr. Rose Marie Easly, Sr. Scho-

lastica Murphy, and Sr. Catherine McAulley.

February 24, 1891

Local residents vote to incorporate Saint Leo

as a town of its own. Previously it has been

part of the "Catholic Colony of San Anto-

May 24, 1893
Holy Name Academy is chartered by the

Florida legislature "to confer such degrees

upon scholars as are usual in Academies of

the Highest standing."

June 20, 1893
First graduation at the college. Five students

receive the degree of Master of Accounts:

Oliver L. Arzacq, William T. McMurray,

George C. Davis, J. Oscar Kennedy, and

Carleton E. Shellev.

June 18, 1891

First commencement day at St. Leo Military

College. No degrees are awarded, since it

takes three years to complete the curriculum

leading to the Master of Accounts. Pioneer

student James L. McDermott wins a gold

medal for the highest average in the "ele-

mentary course."

December 28, 1891

Death of the first Saint Leo student. After a

school picnic, Conrad Metzner is acciden-

tally shot by one of the younger boys, who
has been playing with a .22-caliber Flobert

rifle. Metzner dies at 4 a.m. the next morn-

ing and is buried in the Saint Leo cemetery.

November 7, 1893

First student expelled from Saint Leo Mili-

tary College: Boleslaus Napiecek, age 15, of

Buffalo, New York, who has "forged a ninety

dollar check from his father to come here."

December 6, 1893

The Saint Leo monks begin "regular farm-

ing" with a plow, a cultivator, and a mule

named "Jenny," acquired from neighbor Fr.

Joseph J. Hasel.

April 2, 1894
The cupola of the college building is re-

moved because it is too magnificent and

appealing. Too many visitors are asking for

a tour to take in the view of the countryside.
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A "cap tower" in installed in the fall of 1894.

May 18, 1894
Eleven monks sign papers formally transfer-

ring their Benedictine vows of stability from

Mary Help ofChristians Abbey, North Caro-

lina, to Saint Leo College. These are the

founders of Saint Leo: Frs. Charles Mohr,

Benedict Roth, Roman Kirchner, Louis

Panoch, and James Shabaker, Prater Law-

rence Wiegand, and Brothers Thomas
Napiecek, Andrew Huemmer, Anthony

Poiger, Gerard Schneider, and Leo

Fuchsbuechler.

June 18, 1894

Cadet Captain Johannes Bodow receives a

Master ofAccounts and delivers the valedic-

tory address. He then enrolls in the Univer-

sity College of Medicine in Richmond, Vir-

ginia, and in 1897 becomes the first Saint

Leo graduate to receive a medical doctorate.

September 18, 1894

The Vatican confirms the establishment of

Saint Leo as a canonical priory, independent

of Maryhelp Abbey, North Carolina. Fr.

Charles Mohr, superior since 1890, is the

first canonical prior.

September 29, 1894
The first woman begins teaching at Saint Leo

Military College: Mrs. James Mooney of

Pasadena, who gives piano lessons to four

students twice a week. She continues until

January 29, 1895, when the regular music

teacher, Fr. Paul Ward, returns from leave.

December 28, 1894
Start of the Great Citrus Freeze of 1894-

1895. A light freeze and snowfall sweep

through the state, followed by an even more

devastating freeze on February 7, 1895, as

temperatures fall to 16.8 degrees, the lowest

ever recorded at Saint Leo.

January 6, 1895

The youngest student ever to enroll in the

college arrives: Jesus Mary Fernandez, 7-

year-old son of the Cuban vice consul at

Tampa. He remains only briefly. The oldest

on record in that era is Leoncio Campo, of

Havana, age 26, who enrolled in 1900-1901

to improve his English. As is the custom in

many American colleges in this period, Saint

Leo routinely admits to its "elementary

department" 9 and 10-year-olds, who might

remain in that grade for several years before

they are admitted to the "college program."

Most students are in their late teens, and

some in their early 20s, when they graduate.

June 2, 1895
Mother Dolorosa Scanlan, one of the five

foundresses and first superior of Holy Name
Convent, dies of cancer at the age of 42.

January 11, 1896
Andrew Schisselbauer ofSan Antonio begins

planting live oaks along the college avenues

for 4 3/4 cents apiece. Some of the trees still

survive.

June 17, 1896
The Holy Name Benedictine sisters close the

mission and academy which they established

in 1891 in Quincy, Florida. Benedict Roth

writes that "owing to local bigotry & for

want ofpatronage this Academy is now aban-

doned."

December 1, 1896

Dr. Gatton of San Antonio makes a bargain

with business manager Benedict Roth to

supply one gallon of milk a day for his son

Martin's tuition. Such barter arrangements

are not unusual in these years. One student

trades a cow, and another a horse and buggy,

in payment of college fees.

December 4, 1896

Death of "Fritz I," Fr. Charles Mohr's St.

Bernard and the popular "college dog." He
is the first in a line of seven dogs named

"Fritz" which Mohr will have in his lifetime.

June 16, 1897
Holy Name Academy has its first graduate:

Bessie Bowen, daughter of the mayor of San

Antonio. The Florida Times-Union writes:

"The graduate's farewell address to teachers,

schoolmates and dear alma mater was most

touching, and brought tears to the eyes of all

present, and so overcome was the sweet

graduate, that she was not able to sing her

solo afterwards."
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June 16, 1897

The St. Leo Military College catalogue makes

reference to the first college colors: red,

white, and blue.

February 11, 1901

The Saint Leo monks accept jurisdiction

over the Isle of Pines, Cuba, from the Bishop

ofHavana. They staffthe mission until 1917.

December 8, 1897

"As we had at St. Leo's the Base Ball Craze

among the students a few years ago," writes

Benedict Roth, "so now the cadets have the

Bicycling Craze."

September 12, 1898

Five Holy Name sisters depart to begin a new

foundation in Cullman, Alabama.

March 10, 1899

Fr. Joseph Kuhne of Massillon, Ohio, be-

queaths 40 acres ofland to Saint Leo. Known
as the Kuhne Farm and later the Abbey Her-

mitage, it soon becomes a popular site for

student picnics, as well as the nucleus of the

750-acre Abbey Farm.

November 18, 1899
Fr. James Shabaker is recruiting students in

Cuba for both Holy Name Academy and

Saint Leo Military College. He reports that

"we have an excellent name among our

patrons here..." Shabaker also sends the first

recorded black student to Saint Leo: Rudolph

Antorcha. Cuban students make up nearly

half the 49-member college student body in

1901-1902.

April 3, 1900
Brother Anthony Poiger hooks up the first

cold-water tap to the students' lavatory. Pre-

viously the brother-housekeeper "has to carry

water there & put it in tubs."

April 27, 1900
Fr. Charles Mohr's cousin, song writer Joseph

N. Gilgen of Portsmouth, Ohio, publishes

the St. Leo Military March, a two-step in

honor of the college.

September 28, 1900

Fr. Charles buys the printing press of John B.

Michel, publisher of the San Antonio Herald

and the German- language Florida Staats-

Zeitnnff. The equipment establishes the Saint

Leo Priory Printing Company (soon to be

called the Abbey Press).

September 10, 1902

With Fr. Alexander Fink as the newly ap-

pointed director of the college, Saint Leo

phases out the military feature in the course

of the 1902-1903 academic year. The insti-

tution changes its name to "Saint Leo Col-

lege."

September 25, 1902

The Vatican confirms the elevation of Saint

Leo Priory to an abbey and Charles Mohr's

election as first abbot. Mohr is blessed at

Maryhelp Abbey on November 27 by Ab-

bot-Bishop Leo Haid.

January 6, 1903

Abbot Charles reports to Bishop William

Kenny of St. Augustine that Saint Leo is

serving 26 mission stations and 441 Catho-

lics in the three counties under its jurisdic-

tion.

April 1903

Telephone service begins at Saint Leo.

June 8, 1903
The Benedictine Sisters ofHoly Name trans-

fer their motherhouse to Florence, South

Carolina, planning to staff a tuberculosis

sanitarium there. By the end of the summer,

the sisters reconsider and return to San

Antonio.

October 21, 1905

Abbot Charles Mohr is introduced to Presi-

dent Theodore Roosevelt at a political gath-

ering in Jacksonville. The two develop a

warm friendship and exchange several letters

over the next decade.

March 25, 1906
The cornerstone is laid for the new stone

Saint Leo Abbey, constructed of innovative

Palmer Hollow Blocks under the supervision

of Brother Anthony Poiger. The monks

occupy it in 1912. A "college annex" (now

Saint Leo Hall) is completed in 1920.
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February 4, 1908
In the face of a protest from local residents,

the Saint Leo Benedictines vote to accept

George Miller, a young black man, as a

novice brother. Abbot Charles defends the

action, but Miller does not persevere to take

his vows.

October 21, 1908

Director Benedict Roth, who has succeeded

Fr. Alexander Fink, restores the military fea-

ture to the college. The khaki uniforms and

drilling last for one year, without changing

the name of the institution.

September 1, 1909

Saint Leo Abbey receives jurisdiction for St.

Kilian's Church in Farmingdale, Long Is-

land, New York. The abbey staffs the parish

until 1974.

January 17, 1910
The abbey receives its first car: a used 28-

horsepower Cadillac, donated to Fr. Albert

Schaller by long-time benefactor William

Quinlan of Staten Island, New York. Eight

Quinlan children attend Saint Leo College

and Holy Name Academy.

cost of $4,500.

March 7, 1913

The initial number of the first college paper,

called St. Leo's, is issued (dated September-

October 1912). At first a monthly and then

a semi-annual, the publication lasts until

1924.

June 18, 1913

The first electric lights are tested in the Saint

Leo abbey building.

August 26, 1913

The first flush toilets are installed in place of

the Saint Leo students'' "Texas" (the term at

the time for an outhouse).

November 30, 1916
Abbot Charles composes a refutation to the

pamphlet Tljose Murderous Monks of Pasco

County by the Georgia bigot and Ku Klux

Klan champion Tom Watson. The manifesto

accuses the Saint Leo Benedictines of com-

plicity in the murder of a candidate for tax

assessor. The groundless charges have been

prompted by a land dispute.

Summer 1910
The 1909-1910 Saint Leo catalogue makes

reference for the first time to new college

colors: purple and gold. They remain the

school colors through the last days of the

first Saint Leo College and for the entire life

of Saint Leo College Preparatory School

until 1964.

July 4, 1911

Abbot Charles Mohr issues a pamphlet en-

titled "An Answer" to counteract what he

terms "the wave of bigotry threatening these

parts."

Spring 1917
The Benedictine sisters of Holy Name are

removed from teaching at the public elemen-

tary school in St. Joseph by the anti-Catholic

administration of Governor Sidney J. Catts.

The sisters resume teaching there when Catts

leaves office in 1921.

June 5, 1917
Six Saint Leo clerics and brothers register for

the wartime military draft. Only Brother

William Greene is actually conscripted. A
total of86 Saint Leo boys are known to serve

in the armed forces during World War I.

July 5, 1911

The Holy Name convent and academy build-

ing is transported from its original site north

of the San Antonio plaza to a new location

a half-mile to the east (the current site of

Holy Name Priory). The three-story build-

ing, 140 feet long and 75 feet wide, is put on

wooden rollers and moved by a crew of

workers using only two oxen and a winch.

The project is completed on August 17 at a

February 22, 1918

In the spirit of wartime preparedness, Saint

Leo College resumes its military feature after

an absence ofnine years. Fr. Matthew Hartin-

ger, who calls himself Commandant of Ca-

dets, is the principal influence in the restora-

tion. This third and last phase of Saint Leo

College as a military institution continues

until 1920, without changing the school

name.
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November 3, 1918

The "Messages to the Kaiser Affair." Be-

cause most of Saint Leo's monks are ethnic

Germans, they are the targets of wartime

hysteria. Rumors that they have constructed

a radio transmitter to send secret messages to

the German Kaiser prompt a government

inquiry. A federal investigator climbs to the

roofof the abbey building and discovers that

the "wireless" is actually an elaborate eleva-

tor which Brother Anthony Poiger has con-

structed to build the college annex.

February 17, 1919

The first issue of The St. Leo Cadet, the first

campus literary magazine, is published. It

lasts until 1923.

pion of a group of six progressives, who lead

the prep school to high standards.

September 12, 1925

Fr. Benedict Roth — Charles Mohr's right-

hand man, long-time director of the college,

and compiler of Saint Leo's historical rec-

ords from the earliest days — dies at the age

of 63.

September 15, 1925

There will be an unexpected record 113 stu-

dents in the course of the 1925-1926 aca-

demic year (up sharply from the record 73 of

the previous year). The heady atmosphere of

the Florida Boom creates what Fr. Marion

Bowman calls "ambitious delusions," as the

monks overextend themselves financially.

June 3, 1920
The last Master of Accounts degrees are

awarded to three students at this commence-

ment. Saint Leo, which has been a college for

30 years, now becomes a college preparatory

school.

April 11, 1926
Construction begins on the first Saint Leo

dormitory: St. Edward Hall. It is completed

by Christmas at a cost of $250,000. How-
ever, the collapse ofthe Florida Boom saddles

the abbey with a debt not paid off until 1947.

September 1920

The Holy Name sisters open St. Benedict's

Preparatory School, a boarding school for

boys aged five to 12. It lasts until 1959.

October 17, 1920
The Holy Name Academy girls begin taking

chemistry, physics, and botany laboratory

courses on Saturdays at Saint Leo.

December 3, 1921

"Saint Leo's College High-School," as the

institution is then called, is accredited by the

Southern Educational Association.

January 1927
School director Fr. Florian Colbert, Saint

Leo's most charismatic figure and Abbot

Charles Mohr's preference as his own succes-

sor, leaves with the mother of one of the

students. His departure creates considerable

psychological turmoil in the monastery.

June 1, 1928
The original 1889-1890 Saint Leo college-

monastery building burns to the ground.

The fire starts while everyone is at lunch and

is thought to have been sparked in the chem-

istry laboratory.

Fall 1921

Frs. Paul Keegan and Philip Wartmann rig

up the first radio receiver at Saint Leo.

June 1929
The first issue of Tl)e Lion yearbook is pub-

lished.

April 8, 1923
The road passing in front of Saint Leo and

Holy Name (now Highway 52) is finally

paved.

July 21, 1923
Fr. Florian Colbert, the protege of Abbot

Charles, is appointed director of Saint Leo

Academy at the age of 25. He is the cham-

August 2, 1929
Fr. Francis Sadlier, who came to Saint Leo

from Germany at the age of 15 in 1904, is

elected coadjutor abbot to succeed Charles

Mohr, who has been trying to resign for

more than a decade.

April 3, 1931

Abbot Charles Mohr, who has shaped Saint
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Leo and headed the school and monastery

for 41 years, dies at 68 and is buried in the

Lourdes Grotto.

Summer 1932
Camp Saint Leo opens, with Fr. Ernest

Schultz as director. It continues until 1948.

It proves to be not only a source of summer
income to the abbey, but a recruiting vehicle

for students. The Holy Name sisters open

Camp Jovita in 1944.

September 1932
Fr. Marion Bowman is appointed varsity

coach and athletic director, and runs the

program until his election as abbot in 1954.

Saint Leo becomes a sports power among
Catholic high schools in the 1930s and 1940s,

regularly winning state championships in

track, football, and basketball.

February 7, 1940
Retired Mother Rose Marie Easly, superior

ofthe Holy Name sisters for 37 years and the

most influential figure in shaping the con-

vent and school, dies at 66.

March 4, 1940

Future Academy Award-winner Lee Marvin

enrolls in Saint Leo College Preparatory

School. He remains for nearly three years,

and drops out in the fall of 1942 to join the

Marines. Saint Leo College confers on him

an honorary Doctor of Fine Arts degree in

1969.

September 12, 1941

Carmelite nuns take over the Saint Leo kitchen

duties. A convent (now Carmel Hall) is con-

structed for them next to the abbey church.

The order continues to supply sisters until

1963.

December 7, 1941

Two Saint Leo graduates — George McCall

and Lee Vernon — along with future Saint

Leo Brother Clarence Richard, experience

the bombing of Pearl Harbor while sta-

tioned there. In the course of the war, 14

Saint Leo "old boys" are killed in service.

Both Holy Name and Saint Leo mobilize

their campuses in scrap collections and bond

drives to support the national effort.

November 30, 1944
London-born Fr. Bede Gale, a specialist in

heraldry, designs a coat-of-arms for Saint

Leo College Preparatory School.

January 6, 1945
The Saint Leo gymnasium is burned down
by local wartime zealots as an attempt to dis-

courage Abbot Francis Sadlier from his serv-

ice to German prisoners of war. Even after

the loss of another building to arsonists,

Sadlier continues his POW ministry.

Fall 1945

The two-watt campus radio station WLEO is

established and broadcasts from loudspeak-

ers atop St. Edward Hall.

April 26, 1946

First reference in the Saint Leo Abbey chap-

ter minutes to the idea of starting a junior

college. The issue does not come up again

for seven years.

September 24, 1946
The Saint Leo prep school develops a strong

music program, including a vested boys choir

and a uniformed senior marching band, under

headmaster Fr. Raphael Schooff and band-

master Donald Kreusch. In 1949, Saint Leo

and Holy Name Academy combine forces to

put on Pirates of Penzance.

January 29, 1948

The Saint Leo Abbey Church is formally

consecrated. It is partly built of sandstone

trim obtained from Saint Meinrad Abbey,

Indiana, in trade for Saint Leo oranges and

grapefruit.

April 20, 1951

Construction begins on a $208,000 class-

room, which is dedicated in 1954 as St.

Francis de Sales Hall, in honor of retired

Abbot Francis Sadlier.

June 30, 1954
Fr. Marion Bowman is elected third abbot of

Saint Leo. He succeeds Francis Sadlier, who
then serves as chaplain for the lepers at the

U. S. Public Health Service Hospital in

Carville, Louisiana. Sadlier dies in 1962 on

a train en route to give a retreat in Pitts-

burgh.
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September 1955

Saint Leo College Preparatory School is regu-

larly filled to its capacity of 250 students

throughout the postwar years until its clos-

ing in 1964.

April 11, 1957

Librarian and future abbot Fidelis Dunlap

breaks ground for Saint Leo's first library

building, which will cost $230,000.

September 13, 1959

Saint Leo returns to its roots by opening a

junior college with 67 freshmen: 61 men and

six women. Fr. Stephen Herrmann has been

the driving force in bringing the college into

being. The monks operate two institutions

for the next five years, until the prep school

is closed in 1964. The first president of the

new Saint Leo College (which is never called

"Saint Leo Junior College") is 72-year-old

Dr. John I. Leonard, who is known through-

out Florida as "Mr. Junior College."

Fall 1959
Green and gold are selected as colors for the

new college, principally for the colors of the

abbey orange groves.

January 26, 1960
Brother Leo Fuchsbuechler, last of the 1890

pioneers, dies at the age of 87. He has wit-

nessed Saint Leo's passage from a college to

a prep school and back to a college again.

April 1961

Fr. Bede Gale designs the official seal for the

college. Its heraldic description reads: "Fusilly

in bend sinister, argent and vert, three lions

rampant, or; each bearing a gold crozier, the

crook to the sinister."

June 3, 1961

Twenty-three students become the gradu-

ates of the first associate's degree class of

Saint Leo College. President John I. Le-

onard is on his deathbed and dies July 24.

Newly appointed president Fr. Stephen

Herrmann delivers the commencement
address.

March 4, 1962

Construction boom at the college begins

with the ground breaking for the $500,000

William P. McDonald Student Center. Within

the next nine years, the college will construct

three dormitories, two classroom buildings,

a science hall, and an activities complex; the

Holy Name sisters erect three dormitories

and a cafeteria.

May 10, 1963

Four Saint Leo monks, led by Fr. Damian

DuQuesnay, leave for the abbey's mission in

Sumampa, Argentina, 600 miles northeast of

Buenos Aires. The mission continues until

1966.

May 22, 1964

Final commencement of Saint Leo College

Preparatory School. Ninety-year-old C. Wiley

Osburn, who attended Saint Leo Military

College from 1892 to 1895, receives a di-

ploma. Holy Name Academy closes the same

year, as the sisters decide to concentrate their

efforts on supporting the new college.

April 23, 1965

Saint Leo College is incorporated as a sepa-

rate entity from Saint Leo Abbey. For 75

years there has been no legal distinction

between the monastery and its school.

April 23, 1967

The charter bachelor's degree class gradu-

ates from Saint Leo College: 51 men and 13

women.

November 29, 1967

Saint Leo College is accredited by the South-

ern Association of Colleges and Schools,

retroactive to include the charter B.A. class.

July 1, 1968

Anthony W. Zaitz, Saint Leo literature pro-

fessor and division chair, becomes president

of the college.

September 1968

Enrollment at the college peaks at 1,219.

March 27, 1969

An amendment to the college articles of in-

corporation vests control of the college in a

board of trustees instead of a board of direc-

tors. The directors elect 35 trustees (31 lay

people and four Benedictines). Saint Leo is

no longer a Benedictine-controlled institu-
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tion, but its Benedictine character and heri-

tage persist.

June 12, 1970

Fr. Fidelis Dunlap is elected fourth abbot of

Saint Leo Abbey.

July 1, 1970

Retired Abbot Marion Bowman agrees to

serve as president of the college for one year.

September 21, 1970

In the only campus-wide demonstration of

this period, students implement women's

visitation in the men's dormitories.

July 1, 1971

Dr. Thomas B. Southard, former superin-

tendent of schools for Pinellas County,

Florida, becomes president of the college.

Summer 1973

Saint Leo College begins an extension pro-

gram for 173 military students at Avon Park

Bombing Range. The military education pro-

gram eventually spreads to 1 5 bases through-

out the southeast. By 1988, the program has

brought more than $70 million in gross in-

come to the college. Saint Leo ranks as the

sixth-largest provider of education to the

militarv in the United States.

July 1, 1985
Dr. M. Daniel Henry, former vice president

for administration of the University of Day-

ton, is appointed president ofSaint Leo Col-

lege.

August 20, 1985

Fr. Patrick Shelton is elected fifth abbot of

Saint Leo Abbey.

February 22, 1986
Sr. Cermaine Bevans is elected prioress of

Holy Name Priory.

November 14, 1986
The $1 .9 million expansion of the Daniel A.

Cannon Memorial Library is dedicated.

February 13, 1987

Monsignor Frank M. Mouch, former rector

of the Pontifical College Josephinum, is ap-

pointed president of the college.

January 1989

Saint Leo Abbey has 45 members, Holy

Name Priory 34 sisters, and Saint Leo Col-

lege 998 students on its main campus and

4,800 in its off-campus programs.

March 1, 1989

Centennial of Holy Name Priory.

April 8, 1976

The Saint Leo faculty organizes a union in a

26-24 vote.

June 4, 1989
Centennial of the state charter and founding

of Saint Leo College and Saint Leo Abbey.
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The Many Names of Saint Leo

Saint Leo has had three phases in its development as an educational institution.

It was a college from 1890 to 1920, a college preparatory academy from 1920
until 1964, and a college again from 1959 to the present.

1890 St. Leo's College

1890-1903 St. Leo Military College

1903-1917 St. Leo College

1917-1918 St. Leo College Preparatory School

1918-1920 Saint Leo College

1920-1923 St. Leo College High-School
1923-1927 St. Leo Academy
1927-1929 Benedictine High School

1929-1964 Saint Leo College Preparatory School

1959-present Saint Leo College
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Presidents of Saint Leo College
and Preparatory School

The "First" College

Abbot Leo Haid of Maryhelp Abbey, North Carolina, was president of the

college from 1889 to 1894, at which point Saint Leo became an independent

priory. Fr. Charles Mohr then became president until his death in 1931. The
chief operating officer of the institution was titled the "director.

"

Rev. Charles Mohr, O.S.B., 1890-1894
Rev. Benedict Roth, O.S.B., 1894-1895
Rev. Charles Mohr, O.S.B., 1895-1899
Rev. Benedict Roth, O.S.B., 1899-1901
Rev. Albert Schaller, O.S.B., 1901-1902
Rev. Benedict Roth, O.S.B., 1902 (February to June)

Rev. Alexander Fink, O.S.B., 1902-1908
Rev. Benedict Roth, O.S.B., 1908-1920

Prep School Years

Abbots Charles Mohr (1902-1931 ), Francis Sadlier (1929-1954), and Marion
Bowman (1954-1969) served as presidents of the institution. The chief operat-

ing officer was variously titled "rector," "director," and "headmaster."

Rev. John Schlicht, O.S.B., 1920-1923, Rector

Rev. Florian Colbert, O.S.B., 1923-1927, Director

Rev. Edgar Lang, O.S.B., 1927 (January to June), Rector

Rev. John Schlicht, O.S.B., 1927-1929,' Rector

Rev. Paul Keegan, O.S.B., 1929-1932, Director

Rev. Thomas Hoffman, O.S.B., 1932-1934, Director

Rev. John Schlicht, O.S.B., 1934-1936, Rector

Rev. Ernest Schultz, O.S.B., 1936-1942, Director

Rev. Aloysius Dressman, O.S.B., 1942-1943, Headmaster
Rev. Raphael Schooff, O.S.B., 1943-1955, Headmaster
Rev. Stephen Herrmann, O.S.B., 1955-1959, Headmaster
Rev. Robert Velten, O.S.B., 1959-1964, Headmaster

The "New" College

Since its establishment as a bachelor's degree-granting instititution, Saint Leo
College has had seven presidents.

Dr. John I. Leonard, 1959-1961
Rev. Stephen Herrmann, O.S.B., 1961-1968
Dr. Anthony W. Zaitz, 1968-1970
Rev. Marion Bowman, O.S.B., 1970-1971
Dr. Thomas B. Southard, 1971-1985
Dr. M. Daniel Henry, 1985-1987
Monsignor Frank M. Mouch, 1987-present
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Abbots of Saint Leo Abbey
Saint Leo was initially a mission of Maryhclp Abbey, North Carolina, from its

founding in 1889 to its establishment as an independent priory in 1894. In 1902

Saint Leo Priory was elevated to an abbey. During Saint Leo's seven-month self-

study following the retirement of Abbot Marion Bowman, the abbey was

administered by Prior Robert Fueheck.

Abbot Charles Mohr, O.S.B., 1902-1931

Abbot Francis Sadlier, O.S.B., 1929-1954 (Coadjutor Abbot, 1929-1931)

Abbot Marion Bowman, O.S.B., 1954-1969

Abbot Fidelis Dunlap, O.S.B., 1970-1985

Abbot Patrick Shelton, O.S.B., 1985-prcscnt

Superiors of Holy Name Priory

The community of Benedictine sisters was established in San Antonio in 1889
as "Holy Name Convent.'

1

It was called a "Priory" as early as 1905, but still

commonly termed Holy Name Convent. When its new brickfront building was

erected in 1960, the term Priory came into general usage. Mother de Chantal

Ducuing was the first to use the term "Prioress."

Mother Dolorosa Scanlan, O.S.B., 1889-1895, Superior

Mother Boniface Feldmann, O.S.B., 1895-1898, Superior

Mother Rose Marie Easly, O.S.B., 1898-1924, Superior

Mother Immaculate Walters, O.S.B., 1924-1927, Superior

Mother Rose Marie Easly, O.S.B., 1927-1938, Superior

Mother Mary Grace Riddles, O.S.B., 1938-1945, Superior

Mother Caroline Maertens, O.S.B., 1945-1951, Superior

Mother Mary Grace Riddles, O.S.B., 1951-1958, Superior

Mother de Chantal Ducuing, O.S.B., 1958-1966, Superior and Prioress

Mother Carmen Young, O.S.B., 1966-1972, Prioress

Sister Dorothy Neuhofer, O.S.B., 1972-1975, Prioress

Sister Jerome Leavy, O.S.B., 1975-1986, Prioress

Sister Germaine Bevans, O.S.B., 1986-present, Prioress
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Sources and Acknowledgments
Saint Leo has had two previous general histories. The first was called Souvenir ofthe SilverJubilees

ofthe Abbey and Abbot ofSaint Leo, Florida and was compiled in 1927 by Fr. Thomas Hoffman. One
hundred and eleven pages long, it included a number ofdocuments and letters on the origins of the

college and monaster^', profiles of deceased members of the community, and an anecdotal 38-page

review of Saint Leo's past, written by Abbot Charles Mohr, who had the sense of a good story. In

1940, the abbey press issued Saint Leo Golden Jubilee, 1890-1940, compiled by Fr. Aloysius

Dressman. At 126 pages, it featured a chronological summary of the highlights of each year, along

with profiles of the departed monks and photographs of the institution through the years.

The principal sources for those histories and this one are the records compiled by Fr. Benedict

Roth, which make up the heart of the Saint Leo Abbey archives. He laid the groundwork a century

ago. Fr. Henry Riffle organized it into a manageable collection in the past decade.

Fr. Benedict arrived at the college on July 19, 1890, as Saint Leo's first faculty member, and had

such a sense of history that he preserved virtually everything for the next 35 years. So thorough was

his achievement that after his death in 1925, the quality of the available record declines markedly.

Roth specialized in chronologies: notations of the daily events that occurred at the college and

monastery, with occasional references to the convent-academy as well. He kept four of them. The

first is a 152 -page manuscript in his meticulous handwriting covering the years 1890 to 1906, with

an introductory section he excerpted and translated from the German-language "Chronicle" ofSaint

Anthony Church sacristan Joseph Kast for the years 1883-1890. Fr. Benedict wrote down this

detailed record during his stay at the abbey's mission on the Isle of Pines, Cuba, from 1906 to 1908,

using his own contemporary notes. It is an unmatched record of the very beginnings of the college-

monastery and its daily life in the pioneer years.

He also kept chronologies ofthe college and abbey from 1908 to 1914, 1916to 1918, and 1923

to 1925 — typing all three (as his health was failing) from contemporary notations. He then

discarded without explanation the manuscripts which had been, as he noted, "originally prepared

with pen and ink in a bookkeeping 'Ledger' book."

In addition, Roth compiled 16 magnificent scrapbooks covering his three and a half decades at

Saint Leo. They contain such treasures as the newspaper accounts of the college opening, letters

from the likes of pioneer student James McDermott and pioneer graduate Oliver Arzacq, as well

as the text of the first telegram ever sent from the college telegraph office, score cards of student

"base ball" games, and the program of the first student play.

Saint Leo had two other chroniclers. When Roth was assigned to Cuba in 1906, Fr. Aloysius

Delabar continued the tradition ofa daily record. Delabar is noteworthy for being the first Saint Leo

Military College student (M.A., 1898) to join the monastery and become a Benedictine priest. His

manuscript chronology covers the period from 1906 to 1917, when he became debilitated by the

disease of tuberculosis, which killed him the following year at the age of 38. His comments are often

perfunctory but frequently couched in colorful anecdotes, and they also both fill in for and add to

those of Benedict Roth.

Fr. John Schlicht was the last of the Saint Leo chroniclers. He kept more of a journal than a day-

by-day chronology. It spans the years 1918 to 1954, but nearly all of it deals with the 1920s and

1930s. In contrast to the style of Roth and Delabar, Schlicht dwells on the personalities and is

uninhibited in his opinions about the most sensitive developments of that period.

Abbot Charles Mohr left six particularly useful records: a remarkably blunt 1929 autobiographi-

cal sketch of his upbringing; two pamphlets defending Saint Leo against anti-Catholic attacks; a

personal summary of Saint Leo history from 1889 to 1927 (drawn from the Roth and Delabar

chronologies); an account of his conflicts with Judge Edmund Dunne; and his notes on the rituals

of the abbey, written in a ledger he entitled Consuetudines et Computa Varia (Standard Practices

and Various Calculations). Much of his correspondence he destroyed in the dark mood of his last

years, but not his letters from President Theodore Roosevelt and other notes which provide insights

to his personality and character.
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Judge Edmund Dunne's promotional pamphlets for the Catholic Colony of San Antonio are

among the items abbey pressman Benedict Roth bound up in the 160 volumes he simply entitled

Miscellaneous. Along with them are newspaper clippings of a number of Dunne's "Prospecting

Florida" letters, as well as newspaper commentaries on life in San Antonio in its "colonial" days. In

addition, the archives contain the papers pertaining to Dunne's threatened slander suit against

Mohr, as well as the correspondence of Colonel D. O'C. O'Donoghue.

The archives also house the minutes ofabbey "chapter" and senior council meetings, a set ofthe

Saint Leo school catalogues from the 1890 prospectus for "St. Leo's College" through the prep

school years to the new college, and the school yearbooks, which began with The Lion in 1929. Also

helpful is a set of biographical sketches on Saint Leo's monks called "A Tribute to Our Deceased

Confreres," put together by Fr. Henry Riffle.

Particularly useful are the student newspapers, which provide — to a greater extent then than

now— a sense ofthe character and values ofthe institution as a whole. The first was St. Leo's (1912-

1924), compiled by Benedict Roth. In 1919, Fr. Jerome Wisniewski and Fr. Matthew Hartinger

began the first campus literary magazine, The St. Leo Cadet, which lasted through 10 issues until

1923. A newspaper called Junior Spasms, a product of the junior class, appeared in the fall of 1926

(but has not been preserved). After one issue, the name was changed to the Junior Chronicle, which

appeared on the pages ofthe Lake Jovita Floridian, and then simply The Chronicle, which was given

a three-column space in the Dade City Banner. On October 1, 1932, The Chronicle appeared for

the first time as a stand-alone monthly. The name was changed to The St. Leo Chronicle in 1938,

and it continued as the official school paper until it merged in 1960 with Brother Bernard Aurentz's

News Report to the Friends ofSaint Leo to form the Saint Leo Chronicle-Reporter. By the mid- 1960s,

The Monarch (occasionally called The Lion) emerged as the newspaper of the new college.

In addition to these and its other records of Saint Leo's past, the abbey archives are rich in

photographs, including dozens from the pioneering years, many of them taken by Fr. James

Shabaker. Most of the photographs included here were taken by the author from originals or

publications preserved in the abbey archives; others were shot by Edward J. Herrmann.

Holy Name Priory's archives were organized and are maintained by Sr. Margaret Dunne.

Unfortunately, the sisters lacked a pack rat like Benedict Roth, bent on saving everything from the

earliest days. Mother Dolorosa Scanlan and her pioneer colleagues left no correspondence or

writings, and the overall record of Holy Name's founding period is thin. But some of the early

catalogues survive (supplemented by others Roth preserved), and particularly helpful is a scrapbook

of newspaper clippings from the 1890s.

Sr. Caroline Maertens wrote a brief history of Holy Name Priory for San Antonio Centennial,

edited in 1981 by Mrs. Madaline Govreau Beaumont. That same volume also reprinted a summary

history of Saint Leo, written by seminarian Philip Hughes, who had prepared it originally in 1976

for a compilation of articles called East Pasco Heritage, edited by Mrs. Eleanor Dunson.

Two other archival collections have material bearing on Saint Leo's early days.

Belmont Abbey (originally called Maryhelp Abbey) ofBelmont, North Carolina, has a file ofcor-

respondence between Abbot Leo Haid and his monks of San Antonio and Saint Leo. Archivist Fr.

Paschal Baumstein is the author ofMy Lord ofBelmont: The Biography ofLeo Haid, which is helpful

on the context of the San Antonio mission and Haid's relations with Frs. Gerard Pilz and Charles

Mohr.

The Saint Vincent Archabbey archives in Latrobe, Pennsylvania, maintained by Assistant

Archivist Brother Philip Hurley, are particularly valuable for a file of 20 1886-1887 letters (13 of

them in German) from Fr. Gerard Pilz to Archabbot Boniface Wimmer.
Also helpful were a number of family histories, especially the recollections of Mrs. Man- Dunne

Wichers and Mr. Anton Nathe (provided by local historian Mr. Edward J. Herrmann) and the

Dunne family history (from the collection of Mr. Fred Dunne). In addition, local historian Mr.

William Dayton has gathered material on Judge Edmund Dunne from the Arizona state archives.

In addition to these written records, interviews have provided helpful understanding and

colorful vignettes ofwhat might be called the "middle years" from the 1920s to the 1960s. Among
those I drew upon for extensive comments were Fr. Marion Bowman, Fr. Benedict Weigand, Fr.

Raphael Schooff, Fr. Damian DuQuesnay, Fr. James Hoge, Fr. Peter Sweisgood, Fr. Gregory
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Traeger, Fr. Fidelis Dunlap, Fr. Henry Riffle, Bro. Clarence Richard, Fr. Robert Fucheck, Sr.

Margaret Dunne, Sr. Caroline Maertens, Mr. Walter Friebel, Mrs. Madaline Govreau Beaumont,

Mr. Fred Dunne, Mrs. Helen Christmas, Mr. Joseph Herrmann, Mrs. Rose Herrmann, Mr. Leo

DeRosier, Mr. Francis Barrett, Dr. George McCall, Mr. Thomas Quinby, Dr. John Collins, Mr.

Edward J. Herrmann, Mr. Robert Beaumont, Mr. James Chow, Mrs. Elizabeth Barthle Guertin, Ms.

Frances Martin, Ms. Maura Snyder, Mr. A. James Christiansen, and Dr. Anthony W. Zaitz.

For their assistance in bringing this book into being, I want to thank in particular Fr. Marion

Bowman, with whom I worked closely for the nearly two years ofthis project and who helped gather

information and polish the manuscript. In addition, Mr. Edward J. Herrmann provided helpful

resources and detailed suggestions on the draft. Ms. Frances Martin and Sr. Margaret Dunne
researched the Holy Name Priory archives. I am indebted also to Bros. Philip Hurley and Nathan

Cochran of Saint Vincent Archabbey, as well as to Archabbot Paul Maher and Archivist Fr. Omer
Kline. Fr. Paschal Baumstein of Belmont Abbey responded with helpful answers to a number of

questions. Saint Leo College librarians Mrs. Kay Kosuda, Mrs. Elizabeth Tesar, and Mrs. Marjorie

Arnade were especially responsive in researching many points. Dr. Lucille Fuchs offered guidance on

the higher education of America.

For their work in the translation ofGerman sources, I want to thank Mrs. Brigitte Grimes, Mrs.

Margit Chipman, and Mrs. Dorothea Tedrowe. Many colleagues provided helpful reactions to the

manuscript draft, notably Dr. Nancy C. Gunter and especially Dr. loseph A. Cernik. For secretarial

assistance, I am grateful to Mrs. Sylvia Wells, Mrs. Darlene McKendree, and Mrs. Colleen Murray.

For technical computer help, I want to thank Mr. Bart Sabatelli and Mr. A. James Christiansen, and

for promotional assistance, Ms. Jeanine Jacob. For his contribution to this project, I am grateful to

Fr. Edward Sullivan. I want to express appreciation to Ms. Seppie Allan for her work in the design

and finalization of the book. Finally, for their support, I want to thank Dr. Bernard Parker and

President Frank M. Mouch.

The richness of Saint Leo's historical material from its earliest days is a reminder that our

knowledge ofthe past is dependent upon the preservation ofrecords . One hopes that this centennial

will spark a consciousness of our history and encourage us to preserve for the future the kinds of

detailed records of our time that our forebears have so carefully saved for us about theirs.

Any errors are my responsibility, and so is the overall interpretation. My hope is that the readers

of these pages will experience what it was like to be here through these past 100 years.

J.J. H.
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